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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Choosing an educatoonal home can be very difficult and challenging. Therefore. when stu·
dents choose Columbia College Chicago. we feel honored that our offerings have been
impressive enough to draw them into our educational environment.
At Columbia. we take pride on being an institution that p<ovides opportunities to anyone
willing to work hard to achieve his or her full potential. Our generous approach to admission is founded on the belief that. although previous experience in the arts and media are
most important. they are not the only predictors of college success and later professional
accomplishments. Hence. the College seeks prospective students who have experience
and/or interest and an inclination '"the arts and media. are not afraid of hard work.. and
are willing to meet our high standards.
We strive to maintain a supPQrti'.-e and stimulating academic environment in which learning is enhanced and encouraged. We provide students the opportunoty to develop skills
and techniQues in a creative environment that will help each of them develop an individual
voice. Our full-time and part-time faculty are drawn from and are actively involved in profes·
sions related to the disciplines in which they teach. This enables them to bring a profes·
sional. hands-on approach to the classroom. We also strive to stay abreast of all develop.
ments in various fields and invest in eQuipment and facilities that are contemporary with
those used in the professional world.
The partnership between the College and the student is one of equal commotment: the
student commits to working with determination. diligence. and dedication: the College
commits to holding itself and its students to the highest standards of performance.
instruction, and ethics.
As president. I am committed to adVancing the College and. at the same tome. to sup.
portong the success of each individual student. I promise that your decision to attend
Columbia will be a significant positive step in preparation for your life's wor1<..

Warrick l. Carter, PhD
President
Columbia College Chicago
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PROVOST

~

The words in this catalog describe the rich educational experiences and resources
offered by Columbia College Chicago. The catalog will p<ovide you with an introduction to
Columbia·s faculty. 1ts curriculum. and the range of co-curricular possibilities open to you.
More importantly. it will give you a sense of the vast. yet intimate. educational community
that exists here.
Columbia's curriculum has been created to provide you with vital elements for success
in your careers and in your lives as citizens of an increasingly diverse and fascinating
global community. The curriculum is a fertile blend of the practical. the imaginative. and
the schoiMy. comprising a professional education that prepares you with a wide range of
knowledge and skills-education that insists on high standards of performance. from both
students and faculty.
At some point in the catalog you will also encounter the names of many of the women and
men who make up Columbia's faculty. At that point they will be only names on a page.
But look more carefully. because perhaps the most important relationships you enjoy
while attending Columbia will be with these dedicated and wonderfully talented faculty
members.

We pride ourselves on the community of learners we've created here at Columbiaa community that •ncludes students. faculty. and staff members-all of whom work togeth·
er to make a Columbia College Chicago education a truly special one. we·re delighted that
you have considered joining this vital. interesting community.
Steven Kapelke, MFA
Provost and Senior Vice President

3
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A MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Whether you come to Columbia College Chicago as a new freshman with your whole college career before you or as a transfer student with a portion of your college work already
complet ed. I hope you will enter fully into the spirit of Columbia and embrace the educa·
tiona! philosophy that is embOdied in our programs. We have designed curricula that will
prepare you to excel in specific areas within the arts. media. and communications. Equally
important, the core curriculum will provide you with the breadth and depth that will mark
you as a truly educated person and prepare you to meet challenges and opportunities
that are as yet unforeseen. These two elements-the core curriculum and the specialized
major- will work together synergistically, especially if you approach them with that expectation.
As you complete the course work required for the major and degree that you have chosen.
you will be expected to compile a body of work that will constitute a record of your artistic
and intellectual development at Columbia. To make the most of your education. we will
ask you to consciously connect your academic achievements with your artistic endeavors
and to reflect on your own development as a creator. a critical thinker. and a citizen of the
world. If you do. you will have. by the time you graduate. a bOrtfolio that documents the
level of artistry you have achieved and a transcript of courses that records your professional and intellectual progress. These constitute the double helix of your academic profile
and the embodiment of your educational journey.
You will find that the very air of Columbia College is alive with creative energy. I hope
that you will bOth draw on this energy and contribute some of your own. Your years at
Columbia should be ones that propel you into a future of productivity. creativity. and fulfil~
ment. I urge you to make the most of these transformative years.
Louise Love, PhD
Vice President for Academic Affairs

5
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MISSION AND HISTORY OF TH E COLLEGE
M ISSION
Columbia College Chocago Is an undergraduate and graduate
lnstltvtlon whOse pnncopal commotment Is to p<OVJde a comprehenshie educational OPPOrtunity In the arts, communica·
tions. and public infOI'matlon wll!lln a context of enlightened
liberal educatoon. COiumboa·s ontent Is to educate students
whO woll communicate c:teatr.oely and Shape llle public' s per·
oeptlons of ossues and e~~ents. and whO Will aut/lot llle culture

of their tunes. Columbia •s an urban •nst•tubon v.'hose st~
dents reflect llle economoc. racoal. cultural. and educatiOnal
dr.oersoty of contemPOrary Ametlca. Columboa conducts education on clOse retatoonShop to a votal urban reality and serves an
omPOrtant cr..c purpose by actrve engagement on llle life and
culture of the City of Chicago.

i

.~;.
• v

Also. on 1890. ChJCa«< won the ngllt to hOst the Wotlcl s
COlumbia ExPOSitiOn. tnusly named to commemooate the
400th annr.oersary of the voyages of Chnstoptlef COlumbus
All llle natoon was caugllt up on the enthusoasm fOI' the oel
ebrat.oon and llle coty. AmOng thOse drawn to Chocago was
M ary Ann Blood. born on 1851 In Hollos. New HamPShire.
M oss Blood's goal on comor'C to Chocago was to establiSh a
co.educatiOI'\81 schoOl of e•Ptessoon that "shoul<l stand for
hogh Ideals. for the teachong of expressoon by methods INiy
eduCatiOnal. for the gospel of good cheef. and lor the buolclong
of sterling Chnstoan good character • By the tome the World s
COiumboan ExPOsnoon opened In 1893. a year later than
planned. llle Columb<a SchoOl of Oratpry was well establoshed
woth Mary Blood as ~s president. Sl1c served the Ccllege until
her death in 1927.

Columbia's purpose is:
• to educate students for oreatove oocupatoons on doverse
fields of llle art.s and medoa and to encourage awareness
of their aesllletoc retatoonShop and the OPPOrtunoty of profes
slonal chooce among them:
• to extend educational oPPOrtunoty by admottong unreservedly,

In 1928. llle Ccllege was Incorporated onto the PestaiOul
Froebel Teachers Ccllege. A renewed versiOn of the Ccllege
emerged on 1936. emphasotong llle grow.ng foeld of radiO
broadcasting. In 1944 , the name of llle COllege was ChatlCed
to Cclumb<a COllege.

at the undergraduate le-el. a student POpulatiOn Wlth
creative abollty in or oncllnatoon to the subjects of
Cclumbia's interest:
• to provide a college climate that offers students an OPPOrtu·
nlty to try themsehies out. to explore. and to discover wtoat
they can and want to do:

Dunng llle 1950s. the Ccllegc broadened ns educatoonul
base to onclude televoslon and other areas of mass communo
catoon . In 1961. Morron Alcxandroff became president of the
College with the goal to fashiOn a new approach to liberal arts
educatoon. Over the next fr.oe years. Cclumboa addeO new aca

• to gi\le educational emphasis to llle worl< of a subJect by
PIO'<iOtng a practocal settong. professi0/181 factllt1es. and the
example and guide of onventrve faculty members who wor1<
prolessoonally on llle subjects they teach:
• to teach students to do expertly llle wor1< IIley like. to mas
ter the crafts of their ontendeO occupatoons. and to doscover
alternatove OPPOrtunoties to employ theor talents on setungs
other than customary marl<etplaoes;
• to help students find out wtoo they are. discover theor own

voices. respect the•r own •ncJ•vtduahty. and 1mprove the1r
self-esteem and self<:Onfidenoe:
• to offer specoalozed graduate pr01!f8ms that combine a
strong conoeptual emphasos With practical professional edu
catoon. prepanng students v.oth mature onterests to be bolll
competent artosts and soxx:esstul professoonals.

democ departments and pr01!f8ms taught by some of the most
omPOftant and creauve profess101'\81s on Chocago.

The academoc strengths of Cclumb<a Ccllege Chocago tnus
well establiShed. the onstnutoon recer.oed full accrednatoon
on 1974 frprn the North Central Assocoatoon of Cclteges
and SchOols.
In 1975. when Columboa's enrollment exoeedeO 2.000. the
College purchaSed the Fa o rt>an~s MOI'se Suoldong at 600
South M ochogan (now the Alexandrofl Campus Center) Since
that tJme. the •nstrtut.on has conunued to acqune propett~e s
lllrough<>ut llle South lOOP. oncludong buoldongs to hOuse tully
equopped faolltoes IO< acaoemoc programs and acaoemoc .,..,

student suppon seMCes, as Y.-ell as a

t~ry.

boo'tstore. and

student residence centers

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
Cclumbla Ccllege Chicago was founded on 1890 as the
Cclumbla School of Oratory by M ary Ann Blood. an alumna of
tile Monroe Ccnservatpry of Oratory (now Emerson Ccllege).

President Atexandroff retired tn 1992. Hts successors 1nc;IUde

JOhn B. Duff (presooent frprn 1992 to 2000) ano Wamck l
Carter (presodenl frprn 2000 to Ptcsent). In 1997, l.h e name
of the College was changed to COiumbta COllege Chocago
Buoldong upon a he<ilage of onnovauon. aeaiMiy. ano
strength. COlumbia COllege Choca&o conMu"s to chaiJenCe
students to realtZe thetr atHtJttes and aspratJons accorcJ~ to
the motto esse quam vtOert--tO be. rather U\an to seem

Ti'olo

~

Of·---....,. . ._

lllould not.,. n.w.d . . o contrKt, -

Coh.mblo Col;.co Chkaeo ......... tho riCM to c~ .

omond. modify.
In
thll ~ -""*'~ but not llmlt..S to ....... polk....
tuition. ,..., cunl<:ula, ~
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MISSION AND HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE

.!-

i

Equal Opportunity
Columl>fa College Ch<:ago compfoes woth all local, state. and
federal laws and regulations concemong CMI ngllts. Columboa
College Chteago does not dtscnmtnate on the basts of race.
colo<. sex. gender Identity, age, rehgoon, dosablioty, national
origm. ancestry. sexual onentatjon, manta! status. parental
status. mtlrtary d1scharge status. or source of 1ncome tn rts
progtams and actMtles. lnQu1nes regardtng the noo-dtSCtimtnation polocoes should be dorected to the Office of the Dean
ol Students.
Acc redit ation
Columbia College Ch<:ago is accredited by the Higher Learning
Commission of the North CentJal Assocoat10n of Colleges and
Schools, 312·263-0456. www.NCAhigherlearningcommission.

org. The College

IS

acc.redrted as a teacher tia•ning institution

by the llhnoos State Board of Education.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Students will develop an appreciation for historiography
and its profound effect on their ability to think critically
about current events.

L I BERAL ARTS and SCIENCES
CORE CURRICULUM
Columbia College Chicago is committed to offering students
educational opportunities in the arts and media within the
context of an enlightened and comprehensive liberal educa·
tion. The Liberal Arts and Sciences (LAS) Core Curriculum
comprises those requirements that are shared by au students
at the College: thus it seeks to foster a community of teachers and learners that is complementary to individual majors.
This curriculum assists students in examining the wortd
through the approaches and content ot subject fields such as
history, the humanities, languages. mathematics. the social
sciences. and the sciences. utilizing diverse approaches and
lenses that create a broad palette of knowledge to inspire
and contextualize students' work and prepare them to be productive and engaged citizens of our nation and our world.

IV. Tho Physical and Material World-Students will understand and practice the scientific approaches of question·
ing, analysis. testing, and ·proving.· They will come to
appreciate the cumulative nature of advances in scientific
knowledge. They will develop computational literacy suffi·
cientto function responsibly and effectively in society.
LAS Core Curriculum Requirements Beginning Fall 2005

Students are required to complete successfully:
• 24 hours ot LAS Core credit by the attainment of 60
credit hours:
· Writing and Rhetoric I and II by the attainment of 45
credit hours:
· At least six LAS Core credits at a level of 2000
or above:
· One course that satisfies a Global Awareness requirement
and one that satisfies the U.S. Pluralism requirement
(appropriate courses are so designated): •
· 42 hours of LAS Core credit tor the Bachelor of Arts (BA)
and 36 hours tor the Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) and
Bachelor of Music (BMus) as outlined below.

LAS Co re Objectives
Students should be able to:
· read for both comprehension and pleasure:
· write as both a communicative and an expressive practice:
. conduct research. and as part of that process learn to

measure. evaluate. and assess:
· reflect on and appreciate human endeavor across cultures
and eras:
· consider and examine. historicalty and comparatively,
human behavior. ethical issues, and social institutions:
· reason scientifically and understand the scientific method:
· understand and use basic mathematical concepts and
skills:
· utilize various tools of analysis to enable critical thinking:
· express themselves orally in a clear and effective manner.

Summary Outline
Area

Credits

Foundations of Communication:
12 (9 lor BFA, BMus)
Knowledge and Practices
New Millennium Studies: First Year Seminar
3
Writing and Rhetoric I and II
6
Oral Communication
3 (not required tor BFA or BMus)

The LAS Core Curricu l um Is distributed through four
rubrics:
I. Foundations of Communication: Knowledge and PracticesStudents will read for comprehension. pleasure. and to
develop their critical thinking abilities. They will learn to
write clearly and effectively and demonstrate an under·
standing of academic formatting conventions. They will
learn to speak clearly and effectively and will develop an
informed perspective on the relationShiP between the
liberal arts and sciences and the fields within the fine.
performing, and media arts.

Culture, Values, and Ethics
Humanities
Literature
Social Sc1ences

11. Culture, Values, and Ethics-Students will become
acquainted with the diversity of human behavior and the
diversity of functions of social institutions. They will examine basic ethical questions that have confronted humar.kind as well as vanous approaches to these questions.
They will develop textualllteracies and awareness of literary Issues by reading. analyzing and writing poetry, drama.
fiction. and non.fiction.

15 (12 for BFA, BMus)"'"'

6
3
6

Historical Narratives and Civic Consclousnes.s
History

6
6

The Physical and Material World
Mathematics
Science
Science with tab component

3
3
3

9

•courses designated with Global Awareness credit are those
whose content concentrates on areas outside of the United
States. Those designated with U.S. Pluralism credit are those
whose content concentrates on drverse communrtres 10 the
United States.

• · For the BFA and BMus. students take 12 hours under
the rubric of Culture. Values. and Ethics-three hours each in
the humanrties. social sciences. and literature. The remain·
ing three hours may be taken in erther the humanitres or the
social sciences.

Ill. Historical Narratives and Civic Consciousness-Students

will develop basic historical literacy concerning the histori·
cal periods they study, gain exposure to research meth·
odologies commonly employed by historians. and critically
consider diverse sources and learn to use effective tools
for arriving at conclusions and supporting various theses.

9
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM
W riting Intensive Requirement
In O<ldrtoon to ll1o SPCCrhc rcqwements for a major and lor
ll1o lAS Co<e. Students must also successfully complete e
course Clesognated Wrotrng lntensrve. Wntrng lntensrvc (WI)
courses cmpnaslte the further deveklj)ment of stuelent wrll
rng s krlls and arc offered lhrouglloutthe college curnculum.
These courses ore Cleslgnated by the cooe "WI " In the online
course schedule.

LAS Core

Abbreviation

Belore Fall 2005
Communications (6 c:redltl)

EN

Students must ~te the GOn"'I)CKI'tiOn teQU!t~S w•thltl the flf'St

36 aedlts ol their eo19cge pr01fam
Oral Communications (3 c redits)

SP

Collogo Mathomatlca (3 c oedlll)

MA

Computer Applications (3 crodlll)

CO

lh1!; rOQu•rcrr.cnt may be v.a•ved uJ)On 'iUOCCS.sful COfnC>Ictlon of a
prOftett."'nCy e~tam Student' whO .,.,,, mo J)f'OfiCICncy exam must take
;)n OOd•lJOf\31 3~re<hl LAS eleeh'o'C to n~t tilt' number o4 LAS credrts
•CQv•recl tor grodvatiOO . StuOeflt") antiCtpatrng tat<rng &ddlttonal courses
1n whiCh computer Slcllts are e:o_pec:\ed ~houl<l ta~<.e 35-1100 Fundament.ats
of Computer ADQII(:O:lt!Of't\ ""'th•n trw- h~ 30 crtdltt 01 then colle&e

Collogo· W ido Electives
Courses other than those that fulfrll the LAS Core Currlculurn
and rnajor dC8fCC requirements are consrdcrcd to be college
wiele clcctrvcs. A Stu<lenl's course of study must rnclud<l as
many College wrOe electrvcs as needed to achrevc the total
number of Cfcdrt hOUrs rcqurred for hrs or het degree (for
students enrolled pnor to fall 2001. 124 e<edrts: lor students
enrolled fall 2001 and alter. see Baccalaureate Degree
Prowams, uus scctoon). College-wrOe elcctrvcs may be select
ed from any cJcpartment and P<ot!fam rn the College.

Ofogram

Sclonco (6 credits)

-

SC. SL (science
With tab)

ltwee crMC hOurs<»'

!.Ltt.'n«"

rnuo.t be t..l.,--n.,.. t

COI.IrSe -m

a labOf3COr)'

H istory (6 credits)

Tho roqulrementt above apply to all atudentt admitted to
tho College Dt of tall aemester 2005. All continuing t tudontt
admitted prior to fall aemestor 2005 aro hold to tho LAS Coro
Curriculum roqulromenta articulated below.

Humanities (a total of 9 credits required)
ftumanotoesjArts (3 credots)
ftumanotoesjloterature (3 crcdrts)
flumanotoes/Eicctove (3 croelots)

HI

ftA

HL
HU

10 fulf•ll the ctc"•vo tCQu~t<'hl<'nt tn llunMnlltC!f. students moy sete<:t
01 COUISC Wit h thC ttU deS"8f'(itl00 Ot 4llly COVI&O w1m thC IIA Or Hl

LA S Coro Curriculum Bef ore Fall 2005
Students who enrolled before fall 2005 arc requrrcd to

oos.g~tton .

complete successfully:
· All students ore rcqurred to complete 48 hOUrs rn the
lAS Core.

Soc:fal Science (6 credits}

• Students wno ente<ed pnor to fall 1997 arc rcqurred to
complete the lAS Cofe ICQUifemef\IS that Yoerc rn place
m therr date of entry. as I)UblrShed on P<IOf edlloons of the
College cmalog. unless they are absent for a pe<IOd th.lt
fC(JUtfCS readmtSStOO.

lAS Electives (6 credits)

SS

Select from two O.flcf<'f\t d•c;c:•l)tint"\ Mlhropology. Sociology, EconomiCS,
Pohtltal Sclt'f'ICC, anc:t P!.)'C!lOiof:,y

~ hom

i1lt'lf ollhl' tltJtllO 1tf'f ~ l.otrOIII Arti & Saenon co..wses

Baccalaureate Degrco Programs
Columbra's uriOergr~duate dMsoon offers P<08fams of study
leadong to a Bachelor of Arts (BA). a O..chetor of Musrc
(6Mus). or a Bachelor of Fonc Arts (BFA) degree rn spccolic
ptograms. In addltton to llbcrt~l Arts and Sc1ences Core
Curnculum (LASCC) recluorconcnts. the BA. BMus. and BFA
programs may .nclude core rcqutrcrncnts and spec•alized
concentrations of courses that enable students to prepare for
part•cular careers.

· Students rctumong to the College after such a peroOd of tome
as to reQulfe readmtSSK>n must complete the rcQu•remcnts
that were 10 place at the t•me of re-entry.
· Stuocots may not apply any course that •s rcc,uned nnd/
or counted for their major toward LAS Core rcqturcmcnts.
Up to nino cred•ts r'llay be counted for the LAS Core t~nd a
ffili\0(,

· Studeo\ls must complete 24 c redot hOurs of the LAS Core
requirements by U>e toone that they have complct('d GO
cumulatrvc cred•ts.

Major Declaration
All stu<lents enterong Coluonboa rn the fall 2001 or after must
COfnplete a ma,or. Transfer students wtth 45 crec:hts or more
"oil need to make lhos dlectaratoon at the end or theor frrst
semester at Columbra or by the tome they ha\'C accumulated
GO credrts. Students cntcrong Cofunlbta P<IOf 10 fall 2001 may
follow degree optoons outlined on tile College catalog atlllorr
dale of entry.

Please sec the table below lor a key to ll1o abbrevtatoons
used to denote lAS Core requlfements. For complete
•nform..'\hOn about •ndMduat courses. please refCf to tt~
course hstongs unde< departmef\t headings.

Students may complete a double mt~JOr: however. both majors
must lead to the samc degree (BA or BFA). Credots counted
towards fulfillment of reQUirements m one ma1or may not be
counted towards fulf•llmcnt of rcqu•rol'ncnts in the second
major.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Columbia's undergraduate division offers minor areas of study
in the following departments:
· Art and Design: Art History
· Arts, Entertainment. and Media Management: Management
• ASL·English Interpretation: American Sign Language Studies
·Dance
· Education: Education
· English: Creative Non-Fict ion (in collaboration with Fiction
Writing), Literature, Poetry, Professional Writ ing
· Fiction Writing: Creative Non·Action (In collaboration with
English). Action Writing, Playwriting
· Interactive Arts and Media: Web Technology
• Journalism: Publication Production
· liberal Education: Black World Studies. Cultural Studies.
Latlno/Hispanic Studies. Women and Gender Studies
· Marketing Communication: Marketing. E.Commerce
· Photography
· Public Relations
· Science and Mathematics: Environmental Studies
· Television: Non·Linear Editing. Writing for Television
· Theater: Acting. Directing. Playwriting

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts degree plans may meet one or both of the
following curricular goals:
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN A MAJOR WITH A CONCENTRATION
The degree plan offers various emphases within a basic plan
of study. These degree plans ordinarily are divided between
core courses and a choice of several groups of courses that
offer concentrated or specialized study within the major field.
Core requirements are courses that are fundamental to the
field , introducing students to the discipline and providing
essential skills and general knowledge as a foundation for further study. A concentration is a focused area of study within
a major, a specialization that follows. in most cases. the
completion of the core requirements. Some departments o ffer
degree plans with a concentration to be taken on an elective
basis: however. others. due to professional requirements.
require the concentration for the completion of the major.
Credit hours required for both the core and concentrations
vary according to major.
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN A MAJOR WITHOUT A CONCENTRATION
The degree plan provides a breadth of understanding within a
field. These degree plans consist mainly of core courses with
limited emphases or specializations through minimal variations within the required program. Several of these degree
plans are offered in the visual and performing arts departments .as options to the BFA degree(s) in that discipline.
Required credits vary according to major.

Specific credit and course requirements for each minor can
be found on the College's Web site.

Bachelor of Music
In addition to BFAs in the performing arts. the Music
Department offers Bachelor of Music (BMus) degrees in
Composition and in Contemporary, Urban. and Popular Music.
This initial professional degree requires a total of 84 credit
hours in music courses within a total requirement of 128
credit hours. The BMus curriculum includes 39 credit hours
in core courses. 36 credit hours In courses of specialization.
and 9 credit hOurs in music lessons and ensembles. including an independent project as capstone experience. Students
declare their candidacy for the BMus in Composition by 60
cumulative credits. Upon acceptance in the program students
need to follow the Music Department's standards of performance to be considered for continuation.

Bachelor of Arts Degree Requirements
To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Arts degree.
students entering in the Fall 2001 or after are required to
complete:
· 120 credits with a minimum 2.0 cumulative grade point
average:
· 42 credits in LASCC courses for students entering
fall 2005 or later: 48 credits in LASCC courses for
students ent enng before fall 2005:
· a declared major:
· a writing intensive course completed at Columbia:
· compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress policy
(see page 31).

Bachelor of Music Degree Requirements
To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Music degree in
ComPOsition or in Contemperary, Urt>an, and Popular Music
students are required to complete the following:
· 128 credits:
· 36 credits of LASCC requirements for students
entering fall 2005 or later: 48 credits of LASCC requirements for students entering before fall 2005:
· 84 credits in music:
· declaration of the major:
· a minimum GPA of 2.5 in the major:
• a cumulative GPA of 2.0 or better:
· a writing intensive course completed at Columbia;
• compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress policy
(see page 327).

Requirements for all majors can be found on the College's
Web site.
Minors
Students who have declared a major in a Bachelor of Arts

curriculum are encouraged to include a minor to augment and
complement their course of study. Minors consist of 18 to
24 credits and provide an introduction or sequenced special·
ization in an area of study from either a major or a Liberal
Arts and Sciences department.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Bachelor o f Fine Arts
!he VIS<Jal ano perfom>ong arts oeparvnents olfer BFAs on
specrf.c concentratJOns wrthtn theu dtSC1Phnes Requtrements
ranee trorn 66 tO 92 Credrts wntltn a tOtal reau~rement of 128
creoots These degtee l)lans onclude a basoc eo<e. an on.<lepth
soeclahz.atoon. a hostonc stuoy of the foeiO. ano protessoonal
caP5tone exoenence. Students must declare their candKlacy
fO< the BFA by 60 cumulatrve cre<lltS. follow1ng the soecrfoc
selectoon cmer1a as note<! by the 1n<1Mdual departments

Bachelor o f Fine Arts Degree Requirements
To Qualrfy for gra<Juatoon wtth a Bachelor of Fine Ar1s oegree.
students are reouoreo to complete the followong:
· 128 credtlS With a mtntmum depar\t'l"'ental grade pOtnt
average as oesogl\ate<l by the Oepartment:
· 36 credtts 01 l.ASCC reQuuements for students
entering fall 2005 or later: 48 creorts of L.ASCC requltements fO< students entenng beiO<e fall 2005:
• a Oeclareo ma)O<:

•
•
·
·

l.he mtnamum GPA '" the maJOr;
a cumulatrve GPA of 2.0 or better:
a wnttng tntenstve course completed at Cotumbta:
compl1ance w1th the Satosfactory Academoc Progress Polley
(see page 3 1).

S t udy Abroad
Columbta College Chicago strongly encourages students to
consKSer spenchng a semester or summer abroad. Through
stuoent exchange programs housed tn lhe offtce of Academtc
lnthati\'CS an<l lnternat•onal Programs and departmental study
abfoa<l programs •n vanous departments, Columbta offers
stuoents the OPPOrtunoty to study 1n Italy, Ireland. England.
France. the Czech Repubhc. Mextco. Austna. Chtna. Australia.
New Zealand. and many other countnes.
The offoce serves as the first step for program aclvosong ano
tnttoc:Jvcuon. we hokJ tnformatlonal mecttngs every Fnday to
d•scuss the apphcatton process and to tntrodvce the vanous
tntemat•onal stoay pc-ograms we offer. At these meet•ngs we
w111 SYPPiy you wtlh matenals and tnformat•on so you can
chOOse a pc-ogram that best sutts your acaoem•c needs ana
personal goats For more tntormat10n about these and other
stuCy at>toad OPPQfluntttes. contact the tntemattOnal
Programs Offtee at 312 36~52 or aoopefficeOcolum.eou
Please YISot www.colum edu (click ·Student Lofe. a no go to
"lntematoonal Programs" )
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GUIDE TO UNDERGRADUATE DEPARTMENTS AND
PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION AND COURSES
SCHOOL OF FINE
AND PERFORMING ARTS

COLLEGE SEMESTERS
AND SCHEDULES

Art and Design
Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management
Dance
Fiction Writing
Music
Photography
Theater

Each academic year at Columbia consists of two lS.week
semesters (fall and spring), plus a summer semester. While
the usual term of a class is a full 15 weeks. some subjects
may be offered in shorter periods. ranging from one to eight
weeks. Such intensive segments meet more frequently than
traditional. l S.week courses. Courses are scheduled during
the day and evening as well as on Saturdays to accommodate
the schedules of working students. who comPOse a substantial percentage of the Columbia community. The January ses·
sion (J·Session) is designed to offer concentrated teaming
experiences usually not available in the regular semester.
Such courses are designed for both the matriculating and
non-matriculating undergraduate student and may include,

SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS
AND SCIENCES
ASL·English Interpretation
Earty Childhood Education
English : Creative Writing - Poetry
Creative Writing - Non-Fiction
Humanities. History and Social Sciences - Cultural Studies
New M111enn1um Studies
Science and Mathematics

but are not limited to. immersion. intensive research. travel ,

certification, internships. master classes. community service.
and workshops. A student may earn a maximum of four
credits per J·Session. R>r information contact the College
Advising Center.

SCHOOL OF M EDIA ARTS
AudiO ArtS and ACOUStiCS
Film and Video
Interactive Arts and Media
Journalism
Marketing Commun1catton
RadiO
Television

For specific courses taught in any given semester. please
consult the online course schedule for that semester.
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GUIDE TO UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC PROGRAMS OF
INSTRUCTION AND COURSES
22·1101
The founh dogrt on<Jocares lhe S<JI>jeet-mane< area ..,thon the
<Jcpanment 0< ma}O<. Eacn <Jepartrnenl ano ma}O< usoens
subject areas and c:oncentra\)()f'\s to ttus CStgJt for all courses
an that dasc:aplane. These subjeCt-matter areas appear as s.uC>
neadangs an the course llst•nes an th•s eatak)C. In thiS e..r.atnC*
of a course on An ano Desogn. the numeral 1 rn the peace of
the fourth Oogrt rn<Jocates a eou"" rn the SUbjeCt area ol Att
Host()()'.

Key to Course Lostongs
Cour"' Numbenng Guide Coruml>oa Cortege Chocago's course
numbers are made uQ of Stx OtgltS. and eacn of the O•&ltS reptesents tmi)Of'tant enfC>f"tY\attOn abOUt U'IC eoutse. The fonowu''lg
numoenng systems are used tnrou~ tl\e course hst.ng tOt
course ldenhfocaloon. Plea"' ...e lhe e~mplc cou"" loslong
belOw fO< futlher olluslfaloon ano e• olanatoon.

SUBJECT AREA
COURSE NUMBER

AR T H 1/ro RY

"""

__.-couRsE TITLE

22·U01 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic
Course offers an introduction to the history of art until
the end of the Middle Ages. Various periods. including
the Stone Age. Egypt, the ancient Near East, Greece.
Rome. early Christian. Byzantine. early medieval. - - - COURSE DESCRIPTION
Romanesque, and Gothic will be studied in relation·
ship to the Western art tradition. The art of Asia. the
Americas. and Africa may also be surveyed. Students
will gain an appreciation of the aesthetic values o f
these cultures and an understanding of the histor(ca t,
sociopolitical. religious. and other contexts for the ere·
ation of art.

_..----- 3 credits
NUM BER OF CREDITS
AWARDED FOR SUCCESSFUL
COMPLETION OF THE COURSE

Within the course llatlnp for thl a CltaiOI and In tM
online CourM Schedule tot everr Mme.ter. departrtMnt•
order their couraea nr~t by eubfKt matter ( thl1 te. by tM

22·1101
The forsr two O•&•ls of the course number o<Jenllfy the dcpan·
mcnt 0< ma}O<: <Jepanmcnr 22 os An ano Desogn.

ber appearlnC I n diCit four) and U..n by t.wel -

22·1 101
The thorO Oogot. the Oogrt foltov.ong the hyf)llen. on<JI<:ates lhe
IC>-el of the course. Course lc-.els are <Jefrne<J as follOwS:
1000 lnltOdUCIOt)' courses thai usually

22· 1101
O.g,ts fn.-e and s•x andteate the Otder of the course wYt.tun a
sequence. In th•s example. Hasloty ot Art las the first course in
the An Host()()' seQuence. AO<Jotoonally, course numt>ers en<Jong
an 88 and 89 a:e anternSh•ps; course numbers endang an 98
ancl 99 are on<Jepenocnt P<Ofects.

oo not reQuore

PfCfCQUISIICS.

2(X)()

~

. _ . , . .,

lnre,nedtate courses tnat may requ.,e Pterequtsttes.

3000 Advanced courses tMt normany rectu~re prereQUtSttes.
P·rerequlatt"
Many courses requite prereq1..nsates. Thas reRects the vtew ot
ttoe faculty that successful completoon of the course reqvores
ccrta•n backg:ound s.kalls or knowtedge conta•ne<J an the
prercquasate course(s). Stucents not meettng ttlc prereqv1srtcs
may not reg1ster tot the course. Some prereQuiSites may
be taken concurrently wath a course. These ore called coreqv•s•tes. A concurrent reqv•s•tc means that the two courses
must be taken •n the same term. Qvcstl()nS concemang these
optoons shOUt<J be a<Jdresseo to tne <Jepan mcnt olfcnng the
course.

4000 unocrgraouate pan ol a combrne<J graouate/
unoergraouate course. These coml>oneo graouate/
undetgrnauatc courses arc aeftnca as graduate
courses 10 v.htcn auntthed undergraduates may be
permlttOO to enroll

7000 Courses that may bC lakcn oy any uncu~rgraduate.
Courses appear.ng •n tnc catalog of ColumO•a's Graouatc
Adm•msttatlon nnvc HlCSC levels·

5000 Graduntc P01110n o f a comb•ncd grtH.1ume;
uMcrgwdutHC course
6000 A course open to p.raOuilt~ stuocnt s onty
WWW . C O l UM I OU
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SCHOOL OF FIN E AND PERFORMING ARTS

~

The S<;hool of fine and Performing Arts at Columbia College Chicago provides education
in the visual, performing, and literary arts, in arts management, and in therapeutic
applications of the arts. The school strives to create extensive public programming and
co-curricular activities that contribute to the vital cultural life of the city of Chicago and
that offer professional connections to undergraduate and graduate students alike. We
seek to help each student discover and realize their individual voice and vision, learn
respect for the voice and vision of others, compet e successfully in a wide range of
arts·related professions. and see their work and their lives within the larger context of
citizenship and society. Students have the opportunity to exemplify the school's ongoing
commitment to sustaining a professional and significant public presence in the region
and beyond.
The School of f ine and Performing Arts offers undergraduates an innovative and
comprehensive education in the arts. We also offer rigorous and focused aesthetic and
professional training to students at the graduate level. The school is composed of the
departments Art + Design; Arts, Entertainment and Media Management; Dance; Dance
Movement Therapy and Counseling; Fiction Writing; Music; Photography; theater; and one
musical community center, Sherwood Conservatory of Music. Ent it ies such as Anchor
Graphics. the Arts Entrepreneurship Center, Story Week Festival of Writers. the Averill and
Bernard Leviton A+D Gallery, the City Gallery (photography), the Ave-Play Subscription
Series (theater). Comedy Studies Program in conjunction with Second City, and The Dance
Center's presenter series exemplify the School's ongoing commitment to sustaining a
professional and significant public presence in the region and beyond.

The faculty in Fine and Performing Arts are working professionals dedicated to and fully
involved in their fields. They work closely with students to prepare them to enter the real
world. Professional preparation in the arts and management is supplemented by our
strong commitment to the liberal arts, which provides undergraduate students with the
required educational breadth to enter the professional world with confidence.
Our students are not only exposed to the numerous theatrical performances. dance
programs. musical presentations, exhibitions. readings and invited speakers sponsored
by the School of Fine and Performing Arts: they also enjoy the proximity of the Museum
of Contemporary Photography of Columbia College, which is on campus, and Chicago's
Millennium Park, the most innovative and dynamic urban project in the U.S.. which is
within walking distance to the College. Indeed. we see the vibrant cultural scene of urban
Chicago as an educational environment which compliments and enriches the classroom
and studio experience of our students.

Eliza Nichols
Dean. School of Fine and Performing Arts

WWW. COLUM . EDU/UH 0 ERO RA DUATE/
ARTANDDESION
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ART AND DESIGN
JAY WOLK E, CH AIR
Columbia College Chicago's Art and Design Department
accentuates the importance of a well·rounded educat ion along
with the development of students' t echnical and conceptual
skills in multiple disciplines. We want our students to become
creative thinkers and producers as well as great leaders and
entrepreneurs. The curriculum of the department, therefore,
encourages students to develop their creativity and to learn
the importance of diligence to their success as professional
designers, artists, and historians.
During their first year, students learn a variety of basic skills
that prepare them for further study in their majors. The four>dational courses include drawing, two-dimensional design,
and thre<Hlimensional design, as well as photography and
art history. These courses are structured to provide practi·
cal and creative learning opportunities as students prepare
to specialize in one of seven Bachelor of Fine Arts maj ors:
Advertising Art Direction, Fashion Design, Fine Arts, Graphic
Design, Illustrat ion, Interior Architecture, and Product Design.
For students who want a more liberal approach to learning
and the freedom to investigate a broad range of interests.
the department also offers a Bachelor of Arts degree in Art
History, as well as a Bachelor of Arts in Art and Design.
Our highly skilled faculty possesses a commitment to and
exuberance about art, design, and history that is act ively
communicat ed to students, both in and outside the classroom. -Many are award·wining, internationally exhibiting artists,

published writers, or highly talented practitioners in various
design fields.
The Art and Design Department has outstanding facilities
supported by expert staff. From drawing, painting, and fashion
studios to model and wood shops, from graphics and AutoCAD labs to experimental digital media spaces, we have the
tools to t each students how to be professional practitioners
within their chosen majors.
As part of a large and vibrant Co llege, the Art and Design
Department offers many programs beyond the classroom that
supplement the curriculum including lecture series, internships, competitions, study abroad programs, and exhibitions.
Manifest , our annual College-wide senior exhibition event, is
the largest st udent art exhibition in the city and allows gradu·
ating seniors and graduate students to exhibit their work to
the community at large.

Jay Wolke
Chair, Art and Design

WW W. C 0 L U M . t 0 U / UN 0 E R 0 R A 0 U AT E /
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

ART AND DESIGN
partocipate on a true fashion experience throughOut their
education with exposure to recognized guests desi&~>"rs.
industry leaders. and accomplished alumni , and through faShion competitions. presentations. and exhibitions.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ADVERTISING ART
The rote of the advert•sing art director •s to communicate to
consumers abOut the products. serv~ces. or •deas of t he•r
chents. The art director must impact this target aud•ence
through VJSual•mages appearing in magaz•nes. newspapers.
telev•sion commercials. billboards. the •nternet. and related
marketing matenals. To accomplish this. advert•sing art direc·
tors must be sensitive to bOth copy and visuals when carrying
out creative concepts. They must have an understanding of
marketlng-ots trends. changing consumer attitudes and social
change-and these must be reflected in the finished visuals.
In Chicago there are more than 500 advertising agencies
employing over 15.000 people. A large number of interna·
toonal agencies are headquartered here. including Leo Burnett.
J. Walter Thompson. and DDB. along with numerous medoum
sized agencies and specialty boutique firms.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN FINE ART
The Bachelor of Fine Arts in Fine Art is centered on the ind~
vidual student's artistic growth and self-definition. Ato emphasis o n historical tradition and new ideas in contemporary art
expands students' perceptual reach and aesthetic awareness.
By engaging critical thinking, exploration. and experimentation,
the program helps students discover and examine the wo~d
through the practice of art making. Fine Arts students study
ideas. examine artworks. and learn about artists through
slides. lectures. and practical application. Students learn to
rely o n their personal experience and encounters as sources
for concept development and visual form. Mas tery of technique is put at the service of conceptual problem solving.

Through the classroom experience students learn multiple
roles: creat1ve director. market researcher. photographer.
tllustrator. copywriter. and television director. They are trained
in visual problem solving. creative strategic planning. copy
writing, marketing analysis, advertising theory. and advertis·
ing photography. Students verbally and visually express their
ideas to their colleagues and instructors. Just as in the
industry, s tudents olten work in teams to complete projects.
Projects include advertising campaigns that cover: television
commercials. collateral marketing. point-of.purchase advertis·
ing. out of home advertising, guerilla marketing. and related
ancillary print materials. Professional art directors and creative
dorectors from Chicago's agencies teach many ol the classes.
Our well·entegrated arts core curriculum. combined with liberal
arts courses. further develops our students' education.
Students also have the benefit of the Student Ad Club. access
to Chicagoland advertising community events. and our profes·
s ional internship program.

The BFA in Fine Art begins with the core curriculum (level
one) required of an Art and Design students. This inc ludes
2·D Design. 3·D Design. Beginning Drawing, Art History I and
11. Foundations of Photography, and Darkroom Workshop.
Once these common department-wide requirements have
been completed. there are additional required courses (level
two) designed specificaily for Fine Art majors. which together
constitute the Fine Art Foundation. These courses include
Contemporary Issues in Painting and Drawing. Contemporary
Issues in New Media , Contemporary Issues in Printmaking,
and Contemporary Issues in Sculpture. which collectively lead
to the BFA review at the end of the second year of st udy. The
s tudent subsequently has a great deal of latitude in designing
her or his area of investigation. with over 30 s tudio elect ives
in all media being available. The final phase of the curriculum
(level three) includes capstone classes designed to prepare
the student for graduate study, including Critique Seminar
and Professional Pract ices for Artists. as well as rigorous art
history and studio requirements.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN FASHION DESIGN
An exciting future awaits students within the Fashion Design
program. The curriculum offers a pragmatic approach to the
many areas of the fashion industries. Students experience
and explore the dynamically creative. real world of fashion
design. The Fashion Design curriculum offers the creative
foundation from which students can grow as artists and
acQuire skills related to the profession. Fashion is art and
sociology and ultimately reflects the aesthetic taste. politi·
cal mood. economic condition. technical achievements. and
social status of the wearer through the personal expression
of dress. Fashion as an industry includes research. produc·
tion. merchandising. and marketing. The opportunity to explore
creatiVity and practicality is the foundation for a succes.sful
career 1n the fashion profession and must mclude an under·
standong of the ontegration of these elements. The Fashoon
Desogn BFA program enables the students to excel as art
profess1ona1s w1th1n this ever.evolv1ng profess1on. Students

WW W . COlU M . lOU

The strength of the program rests in technical. material, and
conceptual d iversity. including traditional approaches to art
making as well as immersion in new media; its low studentteacher ratio; state-of·the art facilities; and an exceptional
faculty that i s dedicated to the growth of each st udent.
Advanced BFA students have the opportunity to work in
their own studio space. a benefit unavailable in many BFA
programs. Regular end-of·semester critiques with all Fine
Art faculty members chart students' progress through the
program. culminating in the reQuired terminal exhibition in
order to receive the BFA degree .
The final two years o l the BFA program prepare students to
enter the world as working artists or to pUrsue an adVanced
degree. Our students are accepted to many prestigious MFA
programs nationally. They are prepared to present their port·
folios to galleries. learn how to apply for grants and other
funding. and put their skills to work in a variety of fields In the
visual culture.
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PROGRA M DESCRIPTIONS

0

ART AND DESIGN
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
The Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphi<: Design is intended to
produce graduates versed in visual communications and
graphi<: problem solving. The primary means by whi<:h we
gather information is visual. and that visual Information works
best if it is presented so that it is accessible and understandable. The graphic designer is responsible for crafting mforrnation visually so people can use ~ productively. From manuals
and annual reports to packaging and Web sites. this field
offers designers the opportunity to work in various print and

At the senior level, the student's WOrk and knowledge culmo·
nate In the program's capstone courses and Professoonal
Portfolio Development. a course that doscusses onteMewong
sk ills. current employment trends. and the creatoon of a tonal
portfolio for job interviews. After completion of the program.
the s tudent will have the knowledge and the skoll needed to
pursue a career in the commun1catK>n.s tndustry.

The program i s a combination of practical and professional
training with a broad background in historical. theoretical. and
aestheti<: i ssues. as well as critical thinking. creative problem
solving, and new technologies. This prepares students for a
career in graphic design and positions graduates so that they
are employable upon graduation and able to remain at the
forefront of the profession throughout their careers.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN INTERIOR ARCH IT ECTURE
The goal of the Interior Atchltecture program Is to develop
professionally ready. career-oriented students whO have
acquired appropriate technical and aesthetoc sk olls. achoeved
a thorough familiarity with the historic tradllions of art and
design. and are capable o f expressing these skills on an
aesthetically sensitive ana visually articulate manner.
Heavy emphasis is placed on the development of congruent
design languages and vocabularies. which. when applied to
design task s. initiate. resolve. ana implement responses
appropriate to the diverse contract. commercoal. and onSiruc·
tional design problems investigated by students.

Students are exposed to extensive instruction. from basic
drawing and computer software t raining to critical analysis.
concept analysis, and professional practices. Major emphasis
Is placed on the creative. conceptual process and its indi·
vidual development.

The program investigates traditional. contemporary. and
historical issues within the context of current socml and env•·
ronmental needs and mandates. such as un1versat des,gn.
adapt ive reuse. changing demographics. ecological conservation. and cultural diversity.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ILLUSTRATION
The Bachelor of Fine Arts in Illustration prepares the student
for a position in the communications Industry using the skills
and concepts relative to illustration within the context of
liberal education. To prepare s tudents for this career. the
program will train the student not only in the skill of illustra·
lion, but also in the broader technical and conceptual issues
relating to creating art and communicating ideas.

The curriculum is formulated within a 3+3+2 structure: the
first three semesters are foundation-level classes: the next
t hree are adVanced: and the last two are professlonal·level
courses designed around a senior project of the student's
choosing.

electronic media. creating a variety of visual communications
for different audiences.

Our integrated approach offers the opportunoty to become
sufficiently adept in both the manual and computer skolls
needed for effective participation as an entry-level employee
of professional design firms.

The BFA is rooted in the foundation program from which the
student gains the knowledge of materials. techniques. and
specialized vocabulary of visual arts. After acquiring a basi<:
understanding of concepts and technical skills in their sophomore year. the student adVances to the upper levels of the
program. In all advanced junior- and senior-level classes.
students develop visuals. referred to as portfolio pieces.
Both in concept and skillful execution. the expectation is
professiona~uality work.

An i ntegral part of the Interior Archotecture concentratoon
oncludes particopatoon in internship programs developed by
Columbia in conjunction woth Chocago-based desogn forms. The

internship expenence provodes addotoonal technocal develop
ment and practical expenence 1n an on-the-job sett1ng. and
helPS ease the trans1t~on from stucrent ltfe to profess.anal hfe.
The post-graduation group practice expertose os hoghly recom.
mended as the lOgical educato<>nal brtdge before adVanced
degree study Of develOpment of an ondrvodual practoce.

The BFA in Illustrat ion will provide the student ~h the experience required to forge a relationship in which ideas and
practi<:es converge. Students are encouraged to create and
explore the use of image. time. text. and sound. and apply ot
to related disciplines. The program challenges the traditional
defin~ion of illustration and creates a new analytical. societal.
cu ~u ral . and aestheti<: practice.

WWW.C:O \U M . ID U / U M or• e . A O U A T f. /
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BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN PRODUCT DESIGN
The goal of the BachelOr of Fine Arts on PrOduct Oesogn os to
tra1n profess,ona~level prOduct destgners to enter professiOnal
practoce as ondustnal desogners and to be creatrve P<Oblem
solvers W1th an Integrated skill set of researctung. rap.a
odeatoon. model makongtprototypong. comPuter·aoded desogn.
and professo<>nal presentato<>n.
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ART AND DESIGN
The o.erall cumcul¥ siiUCture os ~t descnbe<l as a ltee.
The U<~ltal ttunk consosts or a sen..s of deSOCf' studiOS

Bachelor of Arts graduates wtll be qualified le< any num1>e< of
careers wMin tne foelds of all anc1 deSICI' and 1\a've the alloll1y

!Product 1-V) and oo-ers ~ore from techn<eal ossues
(ProduCt Oes~g~~l : Matenals and Tec:hnlques) to conc:ePiual
inues (Product Oeslgrlll: Oeslgrl Paradrgrns and ProdUCI
DeSign 111: Product Semantocs). WJth an emphasis on lnterliCI·
lng W1th industry or rea1-wo<1<1 prOblems In Product IV and v.
Brancnlng off from thos core series or desogn studios os a
series dealing W1th tec:hnlcal issues: three computer-aided
design courses. tec:hnlcal lllusltatoon. a manufacturing course.
and a course OO.Oted to ergonomics and form. The other
brancn Is de>Oted to capstone issues lrke portloloo. professional praet.:es. Internships. presentatiOn tec:hnoques. and a
year-lOng thesis project. Students are gr.oen the -'unoty to
e>,plore !herr personal onterests through four product desrgn
eleettYes drspe~ throughout the prog,am.

to pUrsue graduate study. Our . - t l y etUled
Center
Will hel p students prepare a professional port!Oiro that W111
serve them well. Grapt>oe des<gn rums. aoverus.ng agencies.
an galleries. and studro apprenticeShips are only 8 few of the
possoble professiOf\81 oppanunotles avaolat>le to our graduates.

careers

The Art and Design Department olso offers a post.Qaocalaureate cerufrcate of major. as well os o minor In Art History.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART HISTORY
Art Hrstory prOVIdes skolls In analylong and interpreting an on
relation to its histoneal and cu~ural contexts. Students leam
hOw an acquires and conveys meanong by exptonng the inter·
aetoons among arusts. ObJects. patiOns. and soeoety at large
across a broad spectrum or med&a. cultures. and periods.
Unhke an hostory ptograms at other colleges. the cumculum at
Columb.a College empl\asues fields of study outside the lrad•
toonal canon or Western an history. Our students speaahze
on one ol lour areas - modem and contemporary an. history
or design. history o f photography. and non-Western an. These
areas P<ovide exerting perspectoves on our visual and cu~ural
environment and reflect the Inclusive ond interdisciplinary
nature o f art and an history today.

The student e•penences range from bl~ky conceptual
e•J)Ioratoon to very entreat rssues requinng sophlslleated
researCh to propose realistic solutions to actual problems.
Students engage In social. cu~ural. and economoc ossues In
the various prOJectS they undertake over the course of
their study.
Students enter the world as lf>.hcuse designers worki ng for
manufacturers. consultant designers dealing woth a range of
clients. or as freelance consultants or entreP<eneurs develop.
lng and licensing their own P<oducts or seMces.

In addotion to courses In art history. s tudents pUrsuing this
B.A. take courses in the Art + Design Foundation. In orcJer to
gain a better understandong of tne conceptual and tec:hnlcal
slulls needed by anists. They atso take additional courses
on t.Jberal Arts and Scoences. to deepen theor understandong
of the relatoonShop between an and the world on which 11 Is
ptodueed. The program cutmonates on a capstone oourse in
whiCh students engage on on-oepth researCh on an an hostofi.
cal topoc or theor chcoee.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ART ANO OESIGN
The Bachelor of Arts deg,ee on Art and Design allowS Students
to e•J)Iore an a~ematove and/or broader awoacn to Art &
Design Studoes. Takong advantage of thos cumculum allowS
students to cross dosclplones and teChniques from the entire
department. This degtee requires fewer credo\ hOUrs than the
BFA degtees and allows tor a more tailored educatoonal expefi.
ence. Students may rnvestigate a broader range or Interests
or locus In one area at a sloghtly quicker pace.

Traoning in an hostory prepares students for a wide variety
or P<Qfesslonal opportunoues or lor further graduate study.
Graduates W1th a B.A. in Art History typically pUrsue an~elat ed
careers in museums and an gallcncs. as well as colleg~>level teaching. art cr~ticism and pUblishing. art conservation.
histone P<eservation. arts management. and cultural
adVocacy.

Bachelor of Arts students take the full range ol our foundation
courses: Art History I and 11. Beginning Drawong. 2·0 Design.
J.O Design. ond Photography. Except lor BFA·Speclfic capstone
classes. and assuming that the appropriate P<erequlsltes
have been fulfilled. students may subsequently take courses
on the erght major doscoplines: Graphic Oesogn. lllustlatlon.
Advertising Art Oorectlon. Product Design. FaShion Design.
Interior Arehotecture. Ane Arts. and Art Hrstory. BA students
may 81SO enjoy membership in Art and Design student orga.
nuatlons and may be iiMted to panoerpate In student e.nob•
toons and oompeutoons. lecture senes. and specoal oNenl'l&$
sucn as tne Columbia Arts/Florence Summer program.

www . co-.u • . c ou

M inor In A rt Hl otory
The minor in Art Hrstory allowS students to e xpand theor
know1edge or the hrstory and cont.e.rt of tne vosual arts while
majoring In another area. Students take 18 credot hOUrs of
an hostory. includong the core an hostory surveys and oourses
on modem and contemporary art. nor>westem an . and an
tlleOry and cnucosm. A know1edge ol art hostory combined With
otner foekls WJII PfCMde students WJtn excellent pteparatoon tor
graduate studoes or tor rewardong careers In museums. gatler·
oes. an cntocosm. and cultural agencres. The Art Hostory monor
allowS many possobohtles lor onterdoscoplonary collaboratoon. on
panoeular W1th eoncenltatlons In Ane Arts: Cultural Studoes:
.Journalism: and Arts. Entertainment. and Medoa Management.
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ART AN D DESIGN
22·1040

Ceram ics for Non-M ajors

22· 1131

History of Architecture I

Studio work. slide presentations. and discussions of tradi·
tional and contemporary use of clay introduce students to
various methods of forming and finishing work. Hand building.
glazing, and firing are covered.
3 CREDITS

Human t hought and aspirations are revealed through the study
of architecture. Course begins by examining ancient Egyptian
architecture continuing through the Renaissance. Baroque,
Rococo, and Neoclassical periOds. Focus is on Western archi·
tectural forms. Through the context o f examining architecture,
instruction touches on interiors, decorative arts. and furniture.

22·1 0 42

3 CREDITS

Jewelry and Objects for Non-M ajors

Students will be intrOduced to concepts and design oractices
to enable realization of objects using metals. Basic technical
skills including fabrication. soldering, stone-setting, coloring,
finishing, and cold joining will be introduced. Through a series
of class projects, students will explore jewelry, objects, and
sculpture.

PREREQUISITES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO GOTHIC,
22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN•

22·11 3 2

3 CR EDITS

22·1101

History of Arc hitecture II *

Human thought and aspirations are revealed through the
study of architecture and building techniques. Course focuses
primarily on Western cultures. Through the context of architecture, the disciplines of interior design and the decorative arts
are also touched upon. Covered t ime period spans from the
preoursors of modern architecture to the 21st century architecture of today.

Hist ory of Art 1: Stone Age t o Got hic

Course introduces the history of art until the end of the Middle
Ages. Various periods, including the Stone Age. Egypt, the
Ancient Near East. Greece, Rome, Early Christian, Byzantine,
Early Medieval, Romanesque, and Gothic. will be studied in
relationship to the Western art tradition. The art o f Asia, the
Americas, and Africa may also be surveyed. Students will
gain an appreciation o f the aesthetic values of these cultures
and an understanding of t he historical, socio-political, religious. and other contexts for the creation of art.

3 CR EDITS
PREREQUISiTES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO GOTHIC,
22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN•

22-1140

Archit ecture In Chicago Now

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

22·1210

22·1102
Modern•

Course t eaches students how to represent accurately and
proportionately objects. planes. and volumes by develo~
ing hand-to-eye coordination with line and tone, wet and dry

History of Art II : Renaissance t o

Drawing I

media. Basics of perspective are covered in various exercises

Course introduces the history of art from the Renaissance
to the MOdern period. European art of the Renaissance,
Baroque, Rococo, and Romantic eras will be studied, as will
the artistic movements of the 19th and 20th centuries. The
art of Africa, the Americas, and Asia during the same time
period may also be surveyed. Students will gain an appreciation of the aesthetic values of these cultures and an understanding of the historical , socio-polit ical, religious. and other
contexts for the creation o f art wo11<s. This is a continuation
of " History o f Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic,· but can be taken
independently.

Students learn to organize visual images by aoquiring under·
standing of visual elements, line. shape, tone, texture. and
volume. Students examine and apply design principles such
as repetition, variety, and movement. Emphasis is on simple
graphic skills. Required for all Art and Design majors; course
is also useful for nonmajors.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

augmented by critiques. slide lectures. and discussions.
3 CREDITS

22-1220

Fundamentals of 2-D Design

PREREQUISITES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO GOTHIC

22-1221
22·1120

Art In Chicago Now

VIsual Design for Interact ive Multimedia

Designed for multimedia majors. course introduces basic
design principles and their application in three areas of visual
organization: drawing. 2-0 design, and color theory. This
includes exploration of t he elements of line. shape, tone.
texture, and the use of color in design.

Course surveys contemporary art in Chicago. This will be
facilitated through field trips to major museums, galleries. and
artist studios. and by lectures by visiting artists and critics.
Familiarity with current discourse through art publications will
be stressed. A historical context will be developed through
slide lect ures about the recent history of Chicago art. The art
mall<et or business of art will also be discussed. Much of the
class time will be conducted out side t he College.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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AR T AND DESIGN
22-1246
Mural Painting
This course introduces students to the history of mural paint·
ing. Students will be exposed to many art periods and styles
as the point of departure for painting a mural. As a team. they
will design the structure. formulate the content, and finalize
the project in acrylics. Diversity and multiculturalism will be
emphasized through the incorporation of art f rom different
cultures.

22-1230
Fundamentals of 3 -D Design
Course focuses on use of basic design principles and
elements in developing 3-D compositions. Students use
modular theories and systems as well as intuitive responses
to manipulate a variety of materials. Projects are designed to
heighten students' perceptions of forms in space. Course is
required for all Art and Design and Photography majors.
3 CREDI TS

3 CREDITS

22-1236
Synthe tic Material for Casti ng &
Fabrication
This course provides students with information regarding
the use of synthetic material for sculpture and 3-D design.
Traditional procedures such as mold making, casting, fabrication. and assemblage are reapplied through the use of plastic,
rubber. and other engineered materials. Students are encour·
aged to experiment with the introduced material so as to
explore their unique properties as well as their capabilities for
multiple prOduction.

PREREQUISITES: 22·1210 DRAWING 1, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF
2-DOESIGN

22-1250
Scale Model Fabrication : Making
Models of Interi or and Exterior
This wor1<shop will introduce students to the skills necessary to create small-scale models for use in studio or gallery
presentations. installations, proposed onsite sculpture.
and more. It also is an important tool for visualizing scale.
proportion. and the conception of projects. This wor1<shop
is intended primarily for those in the Fine Arts curriculum;
however, it will benefit those in other concentrations as well.
This two-day workshop will cover a few basics of professional
model making for applications in both indoor and outdoor
spaces.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF 3·D DESIGN

22-1241
Papermak i ng Studi o
Contemporary and traditional art and handmade papermaking
are explored. as well as the proces.ses of watermarking. firestamping. and pigmentation. Various fibers for papermaking
are studied.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 22-1230 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF 3·D DESIGN

22·1255
D i spl ay Structures for your Work
This workshop will teach students necessary fabrication techniques and skills required to build pedestals. plinths. and
shelving to display objects. This workshop focuses on display
structures needed by Fine Art students. but will benefit otner
students as well.

3 CREDITS

22-1242
Papermaki ng: Creati ng Unusual
Su rfaces
In this course. students will learn how to construct a unique
and interesting substrate to be integrated with other work:
drawing. painting. photography, collage. sculpture. computer
images. book arts. printmaking, and more. Students will
become acquainted with basic methods and sty1es of other
papermaking processes accomplished worldwide and, in turn.
use this research to develop paper for their own art needs.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUIS/fE$: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF 3·D DESIGN

22-1270
Je welry Workshop
Qualities of enameling are explored in this wor1<shop in Which
students combine techniques of jewelry and metalwor1< to add
texture. color, and form. Techniques taught include Limoge.
cloisonnt, and grisaille. A fine arts background or previous
jewelry course benefits students enrolled in this course.

3 CREDITS

22-1244
Begi nni n g Bookbinding
This class will introduce students to the tools. techniques.
and terminology of traditional hand bookbinding. Students
will build a variety of blank book structures. and leave with a
thorough knowledge of sound bookbinding construction meth·
ods. The historical uses of each structure will be discussed.
as well as some of tne contemporary applications and adat>
tations used in making Artists' Books and in contemporary
design practices.

1 CREDIT

22· 1271
Fi ne Art Workshop : Frame & Stretcher
Workshop teaches students how to build canvas stretchers
and picture frames using the equipment in the Art and Design
Department's Wood Shop. Course goal is to enable students
to become more self-sufficient in presenting their wor1< (paintings, photographs. drawings. prints. etc.). Each student
produces between five and ten museum-quality canvas
stretchers and picture frames. The course also introduces
students to archival matting and mounting techniques.

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-D DESIGN
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ART AND DESIGN
Fine A rt Workshop: Papermaklng
22-1272
Using ordinary household equipment and a hydro-pulper.
students make papers used for sculptural forming or casting
as well as for painting and drawing.

Beginning Typography*
22-1310
Students investigate the basic aspects of letterforms and
typography through a variety of projects. Students are exposed
to the historical background. technical and aesthetic issues.
and communicative abilities of typography as individual forms
and as text.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

22-1275
Digital VIdeo Editing Workshop for
Artists
This three-day workshop will teach Art and Design students
the fundamentals of shooting and edit ing digital video. The
workshop will be extremely useful not only for learning how to
creat e original work in video format. but also for learning how
to document work that does not transfer well to more static
forms such as slides or photographs.

PREREQUISITES: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2·D
DESIGN
COREQUISJTES: 22·1320 DESIGN LAB

22-1320
Des ign Lab
Course covers digital typesetting, layout. and image editing
techniques for graphic design, illustration. and advertising.
Topics covered include digital document construction and
layout. typography formatting and specification. digital image
editing. and application.

1 CREDIT

22-1276
Workshop In Printmaking Techniques •:
This two-day workshop teaches established and innovative
printmaking techniques as part of a rotating sequence of
introductory workshops on methods and techniques. Each
workshop presents a specific printmaking technique through
demonstrations and studio practice. Students produce sample
prints and are introduced to current literature and resources
on the subject. The workshop facilitates independent use of
the print studio and is taught by specialist inst ructors who
hold expertise in the various printmaking media.

3 CREDITS

COREQUISJTES: 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY•

22-1321
Communication Design for Inte ractive
Mu ltimedia
Designed for multimedia majors, this course introduces
students to the topics of typography and graphic design
layout. The course includes studies and exploration in the
mechanics and aesthetics of letterforms and type. commu·
nication aspects of typography in graphic design. typography
in graphic layouts. and issues of readability and audience in
typographic layouts.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 22-1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2·D
DESIGN

3 CREDITS

22-1281
Workshop In Spatial, Object, and
Sculptural Techniques•
The workshop introduces students to materials. fabrication.
and manipulation techniques for spatial, object. and sculptural designs and compositions. Each workshop presents
techniques through demonstrations and projects to develop
st udio practice. Students produce test pieces. prototypes.
and explore concepts and theory relative to specific meth·
odologies shown in examples of contemporary practice.
Workshops facilitate independent use of facilities available for
small metals. plastics. plaster. wood, ceramics. soft materials, fibers. kinetics. assemblage. or 3-D modeling. Workshop
instructors have expertise in each particular media.

PREREQUISITES: 22-1221 VISUAL DESIGN FOR INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA

22-1330
Information Design
This class teaches students the basic principles and practice
of information design. Students will investigate. design. and
test visual processes; develop information systems; map
data; graph paths; and create interactive displays.
3 CREDITS

22-1600
Garment Construction I
Course is an introduction to basic sewing and construction
skills. Fabric definition. construction. and function are studied.
Students learn hand sewing and finishing. machine operation.
and primary machine maintenance. Students are required to
create and complete garments.

1 CREDIT

COREQUISITES: 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3·D DESIGN

3 CREDITS

22-1285
Anatomical Modeling•
This course focuses on developing a greater understanding
of the human form. as well as building on principles of 3-D
design and creating forms in space. Students work from live
models and learn anatomy. clay modeling. mold making.
and cast ing. as well as connecting drawing and conceptual,
perceptive skills to sculpture.

22-1610
Fundamentals Fashion Design
Course introduces clothing design and examines fashion
design within the context of fine art forms and practical
commercial design . Students are required to work with
elements of 2-D and 3 -D forms using fabric as a creative
medium. In addition. social, historic, and aesthetic influences
on fashion design are studied.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-D DESIGN

3 CREDITS
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ART AND DESIGN
22·1620
Fundamentals of Textiles
Course demonstrates the interrelationship between textiles
and clothing design. It e~ptores the importance of the textile
incfustty to the fashion industry. Students acquire uncferstancf·
ing of fibers. fabrics. manufacturing techniques. trends. cfefini·
tions. and uses of textiles applied to both industries. Laws
governing uses. liabilities. treatment. stancfarcfs. ancf labeling
are discussed.

22·1705
Product Design II: Design Paradigms
Course focuses on the idea of design paradigms (or models of
existing solution types) within design and builds the students'
awareness of this critical methodology for solving problems
by breaking the issues clown to the most elemental nature.
Through a series of lectures and small projects. students are
exposed to the nature of paradigms and their flexible capabili·
ties for multiple applications to various design problems.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF 3·0 DESIGN, 22·1700

Workshop: Crochet; Creative Texture
22·1621
Crochet; Creative Texture is an introduction to the creative
process of crochet techniques that allows students to study
different fibers and how to apply their knowledge to creat·
ing surface textures and the designing and production of
garments. The student will learn to read and use a crochet
pattern. The principles of crochet. after the techniques are
mastered. allow students unlimited creativity and varied use
of fibers.

PRODUCT DESiGN 1: MATERIAL$ AND TECHNr()UE$•

22·1710
Introduction t o CAD for Product
Design•
Course focuses of fundamentals on 3-D parametric solid
modeling. Students learn this industry-standard software
through carefully paced tutorial exercises ancf hands-on cfevel·
opment of different product types and geometry. Instruction
provides an overview of sketching and manual drafting and
historical cfevetopment of computeMicfecf design.

2 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

22· 1700
Product Design 1: Materials and
Techniques
Course is intended for all Product Design majors. Instruction
focuses on general theories of design. including problem
definition. articulation. ancf resolution. Students study meth·
odologies and historical case studies that look at the development of successful products from the standpoint of markets.
manufacturing. and cultural concerns. Through class projects.
students explore issues of function. cognition. and aesthet·
ics in context with the various product types. MAY BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN.
22·1210 DRAWING I

PREReQUISITES: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
OR 35-1110 FLUENcY IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

22-1800

Design .Theory I

Course is an intrOduction to theoretical principles and

3 CREDITS

22-1810
Interior Architecture: Drawing I
Course prov1des exposure to the vocabulary. drawing conven·
lions. and principles of small bwlcfing construction. Lectures,
slides. and examples of construction drawing expose students
to simple structural systems. building and finishing materials.
simple cabinet!)', and other constructions issues. Students
draft ancf detail a simple set of construction drawings.

3 CREDITS

COREQUISITES: 22·1701 PROOUCT DESIGN: DRAWING I

22·1701
Product Design: Drawing I
Course focuses on systematic drawing systems as key
communicators of design intent across a variety of contexts:
designers, marketers. engineers. and independent clients.
With each context comes a different type of drawing requirement. The course emphasized the following drawing systems:
orthographic projection, paraline projection. and perspective
with a focus on the connection between drawing, thinking.
and innovating. Students will gain an uncferstancfing of the
fundamental importance of sketching as a presentation and
an ideation toot. Class content includes overviews of all drawing systems as well as techniques for rapid ideation. product

3 CREDI TS

22-1811
Architectural Draft and Detailing 1
Course provides exposure to the vocabulary. drawing conventions. and principles of small building construction. Lectures,
slides. and examples of construction drawing expose students
to simple structural systems. builcf1ng and finishing materials,
simple cabinetry. and other construction issues. Students
draft and detail a simple set of construction drawings.

documentation. rendering. and presentation.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

COREQU/$/TeS: 2:2-1220 FUNDAMeNTAL$ OF 2·0 DeSiGN

WWW . COLUM . EO U
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clature of design. Class examines historical. practical. and
psychological influences through readings and special empha·
sis on basic elements of design (space. form, and order).
color theoty. aesthetics. and typology of space.
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ART AND DESIGN
22-1813
AutoCad Fundamentals
Course provides framework tor students to develop computer
drafting expertise. Students gain the knowledge and experience needed to operate the program and perfonn 2·0 drafting
on a basic level. Course covers the most basic commands.
and students learn elements needed to produce a partial set
of schematic plans, elevations, and drawings of existing condi·
\ions.

22-2110
History of Twentieth Century Art•
Course surveys the history of modem art and critical theories
from Post-Impressionism in the 1S90s. covering major subsequent currents including Cubism. Expressionism, Surrealism;
Dada. Abstract Expressionism. and Post-Modernism.
Developments in design and architecture, including the
Bauhaus. International Style, and Post-Modernism. will also be
covered.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-D DESIGN, 22·1800

Sources and Materials
Lectures. discussion. and field trips to showrooms, manufac·
turers. and suppliers expose students to discovery of new and
classical Interior design furnishings and archit ectural appoint·
ments.

22· 2120
Art Since 1945
Course examines the development of the visual arts in
America and Europe after World War II. Important movements such as Abstract Expressionism. Pop Art. Color Field.
the Slack Arts Movement. the Seats, Chicago Imagists.
Minimalism. and Conceptual art tonns (body art. earth art,
and perfonnance art) are considered within a critical and theoretical context.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDI TS

DESIGN THEORY 1•, 22·1811 ARCHITECTURAL DRAFT AND DETAILING I,
35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

22-1819

PREREQUISITES; 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-0 DESIGN, 22-1800

PREREQUISITES: 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

DESIGN THEORY I, 22-1810 INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE: DRAWING

MODERN', 52-1152 WRfnNG AND RHETORIC 11•

I, 22·1811 ARCHITECTURAL DRAFT AND DETAILING 1', 22-1813

22-2130
American Art, 1840-1940
Course covers major trends in American art and how they are
interpreted in painting, sculpture. architecture, and the decorative arts. Topics include Luminism, Heroism. Mysticism,
Symbolism, the Columbian World Exposition. Impressionism.
the Armory Show. Cubism, the Ashcan School. Regionalism.
Surrealism. and the New Realism.

AUTOCAD FUNDAMENTALS•, 22·1820 COLOR FOR INTERIORS, 22·2812
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFT AND DETAILING II'
CONCURRENT: 22·2801 DESIGN STUDIO II', 22-3815 AUTOCAO
DETAILING II •

22-1820
Col or f or Interiors
Course explores the nature, practical use. and psychological effects of color as it relates to interior design practice.
Projects apply theoretical principles of color to the interior
environment. Course is taught in a studio setting accompanied by appropriate lectures.

3 CREDITS

PRf:Rf:QUI$1TE$: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN', 52·1152 WRITING AND RHf:TORIC 11•

22-2135
African-American Art Since 1900
Course surveys the visual arts produced by people of African
descent in the United States from colonial times to the
present. Course introduces students to a range of artistic
productions and provides a social-historical frame tor the
interpretation and analysis of art. Students examine the rela·
tionship between black artists' work. the cultures of West and
Central Africa. and the visual traditions of European and EuroAmerican artists.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-D DESIGN, 22·1800
DESIGN THEORY I, 22·1811 ARCHITECTURAL DRAFT AND DETAILING I,

35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
COREQUISITES: 22·1800 DESIGN THEORY I, 22·1813 AUTOCAD
FUNDAMENTALS, 22·2812 ARCHITECTURAL DRAFT AND Df:TAILING II

22-2043
Advanced Jewelry and Objects for
Non-Majors •
This course encourages personal expression through the
creation of wearable art. jewelry, objects, and sculpture.
Building on the foundations taught in Jewelry and Objects tor
Non-Majors, students learn a variety of techniques including
etching, enameling, and tonning. Non-traditional materials
are also explored. Critiques and class discussions are an
important component. Conceptual ideas are discussed and
encouraged with each project while emphasizing skilled craftsmanship and aesthetics.

3 CREDITS

22·2140
Introduction to Arts of Africa , Oceania,
and the Ame ricas
A general introduction to the arts of Africa. Oceania, preColumbian Mesoamerica. and the Native peoples of North
America. Several cultures will be chosen from each area
to illustrate the variety of art forms and their funct ion and
significance in society. Major themes include the relationship between art and society, the role of the artist , the tonns.
materials, processes. and definition of art within the cultures
studied. and how the art of these areas has changed over

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 22·1042 OR 22·2042 OR 22·2242 JEWELRY AND

OBJECTS FOR NON-MAJORS

time.
3 CREDITS
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ART AND DESIGN
Art and Ritual
22·2141
Art and ritual have been closely connected ever since the
earliest works of art were creat ed in the Old Stone Age. This
course will examine t he relationship between art and ritual
through diverse examples from many parts of the world and
many time periods, including contemporary art. How has art
been used in rituals related to spiritual beliefs, healing, the
life cycle, political power, social cohesion, and personal identity? What is t he process by which art embodies. represents,
or transforms spiritual and other beliefs in rituals? These
and other questions will be addressed through lectures, class
discussions, films, and field trips.

Modern and Contemporary Design•
22·2171
This course offers a history of modem and contemporary
design, with an interdisciplinary focus on product, graphic,
architecture. fashion, and Interior design. The emphasis will
be on understanding the connection between design and the
past, the present, and possible futures. A large portion of the
course will be devoted to the theory and practice of design
during the 20th century.

3 CREDITS

22·2172
Design Culture Now
Course presents a history of the way the designed world
around us looks now. Instruction emphasizes current graphic
design, advertising, architectural and interior design, fashion,
and product design, with attention also paid to the history and
technologies that have led to the present. Design's relation to
popular culture and fine art will also be discussed. Course is
required for the BA in Art and Design .

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•, 52·1152 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC 11•

22·2142
Art of India
Course covers four thousand years of art on the Indian subcon·
tinent. Course begins with the Indus Valley Civilization and
then follows the development of painting, sculpture, and archi·
tecture created for the region's varied religions and rulers.
Course concludes with modern and contemporary Indian art,
with an emphasis on how it relates to the past. Indian religious, royal, and popular art forms will be examined in terms of
their style, iconography, and meaning in context.

3 CREDITS

Fashion : An Historical Perspective
22·2175
Course examines fashion through the centuries and the
historic relationship among clothing, painting, interior and
architectural design, literature and music, and social forces
such as economics, politics. industry, labor. and resources.

3 CREDITS

22·2145
Arts of Afri ca
Course introduces the arts of Africa south of the Sahara
Desert, including sculpture, painting, textiles. architecture,
pottery, metalwork, and body arts. Material spans 2.500 years
of art history, including the wor1<s of contemporary artists.
Several ethnic groups and Individual artists are highlighted to
explore these major themes: the relationship between art and
African cult ure. religion, and politics: the role of the artist in
African society; and changes in African art over time.

3 CREDITS

22·2176
Contemporary Fashion •
Students study modes and manners of dress and the arts
reflected in society, from Dior's " New Look" of 1947 to the
present. Curriculum covers historic events, social movements,
music, painting, sculpture, artists, celebrities. fads, and how
they are reflected in clothing and individual dress of the times.
Emphasis is on dress of today, why it is worn, and what it
reflects from the past, present, and future.

3 CREDITS

22·2150
The Art of Mexico: The Olmecs to the
Present
Course presents an overview of Mexican art over 3,000 years,
beginning with the ancient Olmecs and the Artecs, and continu·
ing with the colonial period of the 16th through 19th centuries.
Course concludes with a study of 20th century Mexican artists
including those working today. Along with slide lectures and
discussions. course includes field trips to local museums.

3 CREDITS

22·2190
Career Sem in ar for Art History•
This course explores the variety of career possibilities avai~
able to students concentrating in art history. Students will
make site visits and meet professionals who will describe
many aspects of museum work, including the roles of
creators. educators, registrars, administrators. and others,
as well as work in art galleries. auction houses, conservat ion
labs, historic preservation, and arts organizations.

3 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC tt•

22·2170
History of Communication Design•
Course introduces graphic design, advertising, and illustration
students to the history of visual communication, including text
and image. Lectures. slides, and discussions focus on the
wor1< of important practitioners In the field and on the historical
and cultural significance of design, technology, and Innovation.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO GOTHIC,
22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN•
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22-2212

basic techniques of underpaintlng. mixirc, blendirc, bulldl~
fonn, composition. and concept with effective use of t exture
and color. Studio projects are augmented with slide lectures.
discussions. and analyses of great art.

M aterial• and Technique• In DrawlnC

Course Includes study of collage. washes. pen and Ink. cray.
pas. pastels. and other new and traditional ways of working
on paper. Coursework emphasizes simultaneous use of these
various elements.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSA.NCE TO

PREREQUISITES: 22·1.210 DRAWING I

MODERN•, 22·1.210 DRAWING I, 22·1.220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2.0
DESIGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3.0 DESIGN

22-2214

FICure Drawlnc I
22-2221

By concentrating on proportion. llg)\t, shape. and movement.
students acquire skill In representing the human fonn using a
variety of materials. Slide discussions of master figure drawings set examples and standards.

Palntlnc Strateclea •

This course will continue to explore art historical and contemporary developments in painting techniques. processes. and
concepts. Projects will focus on developing individual palntl~
skills and conceptual growth. Emphasis will be on the position
and context of painting in the wider spectrUm of contemporery
art practice.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•, 22·1.210 DRAWING I

3 CREDITS

22-2215

Flcure DrawlnC 11/ Studlo

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

Studio course focuses on intensive use of fonn and volume
with special attention t o realizing and refining technique. Nude
and costumed models in specific settings are used: longer
poses allow for more finished drawings.

MODERN-, 22·1.210 DRAWING I, 22·2220 FUNDAMENTAL.$ OF 2.0

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART 11: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•. 22·1.210 DRAWING I, 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING 1•

Course covers traditional and contemporary techniques and
concepts In watercolor. Instruction emphasizes realizing fonn
directly with brush and building space with color. All introduction to transparent painting processes is given.

22-2216

3 CREDITS

DESIGN, 22·2220 CXlNTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PAINTING •

22·2222

Structural Anatomy

PREREQUISITES: 22-1210 DRAWING I

Lectures are supplemented by drawings from anatomical and
live models to examine the surface fonn of the bOdy and its
relationship to artistic anatomy. Accurate Observation and
recording of Individual and cooperative bone and muscle struotures of the human fonn are emphasized.

22-2223

Fl&ure PalntlnC Studio

Compositional context of the figure and individual form deve~
oprnent are studied, using both nude and costumed models,
various media and techniques. and individualized Instruction.
Acrytlcs, oils. pastels. watercolors. canvas, and paper are
used. It is recommended that Structural Anatomy or Figure
Modeling and Sculpture be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN-. 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22-2:214 FIGURE DRAWING 1•

22-2219

Watercolor Studio

Fine Art DICital Studio 20*

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE& 22-110:2 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

Fine Art students will investigate issues of art and technolOgy
and be Introduced to the hardware and software necessary to
integrate digital processes into their own art making.

MODERN-, 22·1.210 DRAWING I, 22-2214 FIGURE DRAWING 1•

3 CREDITS

22-2224

PREREQUISITES: 22-1.220 FUNDAMENTALS OF U> DESIGN

Course teaches students basic Intaglio and relief prlntmaki~
techniques and use of these skills to produce Independent
work. Students will master skills. experiment with the medium.
and think creatively and critically. This class Is required for a ll
Fine Arts majors in both the BA and BFA programs In the Art
and Design Department.

22-2220
Drawlnc•

Contemporary l ..ues In PalntlnC and

This course will introduce current themes in painting and
drawing and their historical antecedents. Technical issues
will be discussed and practiced throug)\ a variety of materials, methods. and imagery. Students will produce a series
of paintings in a wide variety of styles and media. Throug)\
exhibition attendance. visiting artist presentations. readings.
and studio activity this course will introduce students to the
discipline of painting and drawing as currently practk:ed and
prepare them for more rigorous exploratiOn. Students learn

W WW. C 0 L U M . I D U/ U N D ltte R AD U A T 1 /
A ltTAN DDISI8M

Contemporary l ..uea In PrlntmaklnC*

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSA.NCE TO
MOD£RN", 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·l220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2.0
DESIGN. 22-1230 FUNDAMENTAL.$ OF 3-D DESIGN
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Prlntmaklnc Stratecles •

22·2235

CourS<! offers stuoents tile OllPO<tunity to turtner ei<I)IOre
conceots and techniques studied in Contemporary Issues in
Printmakmg. Plate lithography, monotype, reductiOn W()()d.
cllt, hft-g,ound eteh1ng. and chine colle are among tile new
procesS<!s preS<!nted. Students are encouraged to develop
more mature imagery and technical tacilrty.

Time Arts

Course ptovides a hands-on laboratory tO< students inter·
ested in eteating images and events t hat are idea-<lriven.
dimensional, 0< performatlve In nature. Sound. video. slides.
language, sote. self. and various med1a are employed.
J CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 22-JJ02 Hr5TOOYOF AIH II: REIWSSANC£ 10
MODERN•, 22·1220 FUNC!AMENTA!.S ()F 2·D DESIGN. 22·1230
FUNOAMENTALS OF 3·0 DESIGN

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 22· Jl02 Hr5TORY ()F ART II; RENAISSANCE TO
MOO£RN", 22·1220 FVNC!AMENTALS ()F 2{) DESIGN, 22·2224
CONIEMPOOARY ISSVfS IN PRINTMAKING •

22·2236

Performance Art

PREREQUISITES; 222·1 102 Hr5TORY ()F ART II; RENAISSANCE TO

Students are given a comP<ehensive introduction to the
history and nature ot performance art and develop their Ideas
tor live WOrk. Course covers major Postmodem movements
that make particular use ot live art-Dada. Futurism. and
Fluxus-as well as issues of feminism and multicult uralism
that have utilized performance. Students present work tO<
critique throughOut the semester. culminating in a group show
to be presented in a oubtic torom.

MOOCRN", 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3·0 DESIGN

3 CREDITS

22·2230

Sculpture: Material s and Techn i ques

Cardboard, wood. plaster. ptasuc. metal. and clay are used
in this intrOduction to basic add1trve and reducthte sculpting
procesS<!s. ContemPOrary modes and methOds ot sculpture

makmg are ex.am•ned.
3 CREDITS

22·2231

WoodworklnC For Sculpture

22·2238

WOOdWorking skills and manual as well as machine techno~
ogy are used to create sculpture in wood. Main emphasis is
on constructed form while some time may be spent on carving
and reductrve techniques.

Sculptural Paper

Students learn sculptural paper techniques. Including mol~
making. casting, and the use of various fibers as lightweight
durable media.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREOUISITES; 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-0 DESIGN

22-2233

22·2239

Introduction to Artists" Books

This is an intensive. hands-on s tudto course introducing the
toots and techniques ot book construction as well as the
conceptual POSSibilities and concerns ot the book as a slgnoficant contemPOrary art form. Students will constroct a variety
ot blank book models. team simple Image transfer techniques.
and produce their own artists· books.

Mixed Media

Students draw uPOn a wide range ot materials such as paper,
metal, ctay. plaster. wax. plastic. and found objects wnile
incorporating various techniques in the fabrication o f J.O
wo11<s. Students incorporate materials and technical skills
that they may already POSsess. For example, wnile video and
d•g•tat•mag•ng 1S not taught in this class. s tudents may incorporate such processes into thelf projects.

3 CREDITS

22·2241

3 CREDITS

Ceramic Concepts and Practices

Students expand their visual and conceptual vocabulary using
vanous ttme-based mecfta and site-specific approaches to the
creation of new work . Classroom/studio activity will promote
the creat1ve process in a relat•onshtp between the artist's
expression and the destgnated me<Hum and s ite.

This course explores the conceptual POSSibilrties and techmeal complexities of ceramic material as a vehicle for
ContemPOrary Art and Design. A large CfOSS section ot activity
in clay will be considered and discussed, from brickmaking to
POrcelain design, and from handbuilding and motdmaking to
hybrid materials. Historical and contemPOrary mOdels will be
referenced throughollt the class. whole considenng wl>at terms
such as ·craft· and ·utlltty" can mean •n a contem porary
context.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; :12 1102 Hr510RY OF ART II; RENAISSANCE TO
M()()£RN"

PREREQUISITES; 22-2240 CERAMICS I"

PRCREQUISI1ES; 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS ()F 3·D DESiGN

22· 2234

lnstallatlon/ 4 ·Dimenslonal Deslcn•

22-2244

Furniture Dealcn: Beclnnlnc

3 CREDITS
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22·2247

Metel

c ..Unl 1/ ltudlo

of oommunocation..,. - - · 1'Ns dan IS _.....,
Ia< au Fine Arts .....,. in boUl Ifill II-' end BfA ~ 1n

Stuclents ere lntroduceO to metal caslit1& uslrC Ifill lost-.
process end send ca~ We>. 0< c:1ey Is use<1 to form an Of'CInal penem lot lost wax while ooooc~. ren shape. 0< other OUr&-

ble mate<lal Is use<1 IO< sand

Ifill Art end
J ClllDITI

cast~ Mold ma~ loundty

OesC1> ~t.

PREREQUSITCS: 12-1101 HISIO'!Y OF ART It RfJoWSSANCf. TO

wor1<. end metal flnis/llna ere ooYefe(l, as are the ruJes.<>l·

MOOfRN•. 22-1210 ORAMNG ~ 12 1720 ~NTA4S OF 20

thumb lot 5Mnka&e. "'Urc. and eo<e creation. AO¥anced
students mey exp4ore llQUlbllitle$ or multiple pro<luctlon and
eltemate moldkC techniques. This OOU<Se Is intenoed Ia< boll1
nne ert and deslgn stu<lents whO ere Interested In metal CMt·

DfSIGI<. 22-1230 IVNOAIIIlHTALS OF J 0 OCSJGN

22·22111

Ire as a fine ert pur$U~ a< a manvtecturirc process
used in industty.
J ClllOITI

22·22110

Body Spec• lm•••

22· 2260

Contemp. ,...,.. In Seulpture•

ContemPO<ary seulpture Is Increasingly d...,..fted. ineludii'C
object-making and other spatial art IO<ms. Artists as 111sual
oommunicatO<S use many approaches and at1"u<les to artiCUlate and di$SOminate ideas. This CX>Urse Introduces material.
teeMiQueS, and c:oneeptual methods as you develop your
art-makirc prectices. Exercises. prOjeets and coliabo<atMI
class wor1< lead 1/lroug/1 eoneept develOpment. d>Otee-makii'C.
exec:utlon, oresentetion. and c:ritiQue. You wtll consider your

3 CREDITS
PRER£QUSIT(S; 22·1220 fVNCMIIA[NTALS OF 10 OCSJGN

22·2261
Metala: Spatial, Conceptuel end
Meterlel Praetlcea •
This studiO OOU<Se wtll e •PiO<e eoneel)lual and teehnleal aspects of meteh¥o<l< In contemDO<ary art and deSlCf'l.
Throug/1 a mi>.ed-me<l<a aPQfOaCh s tudents wtll C'leate oo;ecu
1/lat ut.t111e and bu11d upon trad<ttonal processes ..n.1e c:f\al.
Jengrng ttaertJOnal ciassrfocations. Meta~ siUIIo w~n be
aPI)IIOd t o Ifill C'leatton of muec medl3 oc,ecu end P<OCocn>H
wM emphaSis on .nnovatton and e~tOn .
3 C REDITS
PRCR£(/(.CS/T£.5: n -1101 HISTORY 01' ART I. R£~ TO
MOOfRN•. 2:1 1:?10 ORAMNG l 221220 ~NTALS OF 20
DfSIGI<. 221:?30 TI/NOAAilNTAtS OF JO ()(SJGN
OOREQUSITES: :121:151 CONTCIIAI'O'IARY lS$(.1($ IN SQ.Il~ • OR
22 1705 PROOVCT 0CSJGN I. OCSJGN PAAA()IG.WS •

own

role regard<rc contemPO<ary issues or audtene:e. artistic aMu<le. deslted missiOn. and soetalewareness as you
diM!lop your studiO P<ecttee.
3 CIIEDITI
PREREQUSIT(S; 22·ll0' HISTORY OF ART It R£/'WSSANC£ TO

MOO€RN•, 22-1210 DRAWING l 22-1220 FUNOAAICNTALS OF 2-0
DESIGN. 22-1230 Ft/NOAM£JoiTALS OF U> OCSJGN

Contemp. l..uea In Ne w Medle •

Course PRMdot5 students With O!lP()(Iunrues to e.plore new
ert forms In boUl a studiO and doseusSion context. Students
<::n!ate perlO<mance, tnStaliaiiOil, and srt&-SpeCtfoc wor1<S dea ~
Ire Wll/l tssues or tJme end S()80e on notW1IOr\JOnal ways.
Video (Jnctudlf'C 8CICeSS to a c:omou~er-oaS<!O Ctgllal edrbnC
IOOo). sound. petfO<mance. srt&-SpeCtfte onstelialton, IJh<>IOCrlt'
phy. I'IOO<l\Btenal approaches. end OCher contemoora<Y ~

..,.........

WWW. COLU• . Ie U / U •DI• e •a e • a t l /

Color Strate11e a

ColO< Sttateg>es will examine Ifill study of tredl1ion81 COlo<
theO<y In dep(/l alOng with modernist COlo< aPI)Iications. The
baste text sovrces Ia< the CX>Urse are Johannes nen·a The
Elements or Color and .k>seon Albe<'a The lnterection of Color.
Many or the colO< e•erclses liUCI't at Ifill Bautwws will be a
foundatiOn of the class. Tho students wtll be able to ot>ent
their colO< thlnkirc tOWllrds their rna,o< area of study tJvouC1>out the semester.

IO< their final project as -II as phote>gn~phic and/O< video
artworl<s based on their piece.
3 CREDITS
PREREOt!fSITCS: 23-3202 DIGITAL IMAGING II '

22·22118

""'*

eO<nprlsed of Ane Art and Art H•sta<y faculty will MCh
stu<lentrs WO<I< lndMCualty With the student oresent. f aculty
wtll meet aner Ifill review sesSions to a..... eacn atudentls
WO<I< to determine whel/le< a student Is P<ODOted to continue
in the Ane Art BFA program.
Pfi£R£QUSIT£S: 22 2220 CONTCIIAPORA/n' ISSU£S IN PAMTJNG •,
n -1:?24 COHT£/IAPORARY ISS(J(S IN PRrNTiiAAKJHG •. 111:151
CONT£/IAPORARY ISSO£S IN SQ.IlPIUI£ •, 22 2258 CONT£IIAI'O'IARY
ISSU£S IN N(W IIACOIA •

This CX>Urse presents en lntensiYe survey of contemPO<ary
perlO<mance. site. and installation art from an anl/lrQllO!oe)cal
point of view. Specifically. Ifill CX>Urse focuses on art•sts' WO<I<
1/lat -re construcled to be expe~nced lrve and/a< throug/1
phote>gn~phic and vkJeo documentatiOn of the worl<. Stu<lents
will be £)Yen W()fl<SI>Ops on sound. digital phote>gnlphy. and
vkJeo edltlng. Students will be required to produce and present a petfa<mance. site, or installatiOn wor1< of their own

22·22111

BFA Review In Flne Art•

This review Is deiCned to puce Ifill P<OCfHS Fine Art
students,_ made 1n thei< first I'M) years of study. A

22·22711

Orew Italy Then Now

In tnts OOU<Se the C'1ly of flotenoo and liS enwono - as OUt eiassroom and aourc:e ~. Stuoonts ~
Ifill forms and ideM of lt.al)' s annt.tc ~by """'Con.,._
Or--cs of wor1<S of .,, etetwtec:ture. and tr>e """""'-
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Course readings and discussion will focus not only on the
Medieval and Renaissance history of Florence. but also on
the relationship of these historic forms and the philosophies
that inform them to contemporary art, thought. and culture.
Our site drawings, readings. and discussions will become
the raw material for a prolonged studio project through Which
students will explore this relationship between the past and
the present. This course will also include regular critiques and
field trips to art museums and other sites of artistic interest.
Previous advanced or intermediate·level drawing study and
well-developed drawing skills will be necessary.

Illustration Introduction: Lecture
22·2400
Illustration Introduction: Lecture covers and analyzes the
origins of contemporary illustration. The course examines.
from a historical perspective. illustrators, illustration trends,
styles. and techniques from print to animated motion pictures.
Significant illustrators and illustrations are featured through·
out the semester. The objective of the course is to gain a
better appreciation of illustration and its origin. The student
learns to analyze how illustration has reflected and influenced
our society and culture today.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·2420 APPLIED DRAWING •

3 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 22·2415 ILLUSTRATION INTRODUCTION: STUDIO•

22·2330
Introduction to Graphic Design•
This course introduces students to graphic design as a form
of visual communicat ion through the use of type, image, form,
and color. Projects explore design processes in two and three
dimensions, visual identity and communication. thematic
structure and hierarchy, creative problem solving. and basic
design practice of critiques and discussion.

Illustration Introduction: Stud io
22·241S
Course covers the fundamental process of illustration from
conceptual development to application of traditional and
digital media for books. magazines. journals, posters, and
storyboards. The objective of the course is to develop, from
a historical perspective. the fundamental understanding of
illustration as a form of visual expression. Students learn to
comprehend the basic principles of illustration as a form o f

3 CREDITS

PREREQU/$1TES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART If: RENAISSANCE TO

communication.

MODERN•, 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF 2·0
DESIGN, 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY•, 22·1320 DESIGN LAB

3 CREDITS

COREQUISITES: 22·2170 HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN'

PREREQUISITES: 22·24~0 APPLIED DRAWING •
COREQUISITES: 22·2400 IllUSTRATION INTRODUCTION: LECTURE'

22·2331
Introduction to Graphic Design for
Photography Majors
This course introduces graphic design principles and
processes to photography majors. Students will explore the
creative thinking. problem·solving. and articulation of visual
concepts and ideas as applied in graphic design. Projects
and class lectures will explore design technique and organiza·
tion. typography use and principles, page organization and
structure, image making and editing, current equipment. and
computer systems and softwares used in the design field.

22·2420
Applied Drawing
Course examines theories of drawing. enabling the student
to represent a visual concept, emphasizing visual form and
construction of an object in space. The class explores various
types of media to solve problems.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3·D
DESIGN

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF :M DESIGN

22·2510
Advertising Art Direction: Introduction
Course provides a survey of advertising principles from
conception through production and places emphasis on creal·
ing an advertising idea for a product. Students learn how to
develop and present their ideas from thumbnail to finish.

22·233S
Strategic Design Planning
Strategic design planning focuses on solving complex problems in communication. organization. and production that
the business community faces in our age of information. The
class will focus on the planning process as it applies to prod·
ucts and services like Web sites. exhibits. signage systems.
and educational programs. Students will learn how to do user
analysis. research. problem/solution identification, and to
create reports, prototypes, and models. Implementation of the
plans. the next step in the process. will be addressed in the
linked class. Information Design.

22·2S20
Advertising Design
Conceptual skills in both verbal and visual advertising are
taught. Students will create integrated advertising across a
spectrum of applications. magazine ads through collateral
items-brochures. direct mail. etc.

3 CREDI TS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1330 INFORMATION DESIGN

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE
TO MODERN'. 22·1320 DESIGN LAB. 22·2170 HISTORY OF

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISirES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO GOTHIC,
22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPfiY•

COMMUNICATION DESIGN', :n-2330 INTRODUCTION 10 GRAPHIC
DESIGN•, 22·2510 ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION•

WWW . COlU M .E OU
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22-211311

Merker Indication

22-2810

Basic marker rendering skills and techniques are explored
through marker drawings of both Inanimate objects and the
figure. The course is appropriate for Illustration. advertising.
and graphic design majors.
S CREDITS

22-21100

Garment Conatructlon II

3 CREDITS

Course presents more oomplex and specialized manufacturIng techniques In clothing constructlon. Applications of skills.
organization, and evaluation of the manufacturing process and
acquired methodology are developed, discussed, and demonstrated. The importance of fiber and fabric to clothing manufacturing continues to be examined. and soecific fabric relationships and construction problems are explored. Emphasis
Is on development of a quality product.

PREREQUISITES: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1610 FUNDAMENTALS
FASHION DESIGN, 22-1620 FUNDAMENTALS OF TE.XTJLES. 22·2600
GARMENT CONSTRUCTION II'
COREQUISITES: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF U! DESIGN, 22·1230
FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-0 DESIGN

22-2620
Millinery

3 CREDITS

Textil e Fabrication Techniques:

Students explore creation and embellishment of fabrics.
History and uses of fabrics are studied and applied to design
assignments. Students leam weaving. knitting. and felting
techniques to produce samples of various fabrics. FaMe
embellishment, such as quilting, beading. printing. and paint·
ing is studied and utilized by students.

PREREQUISITES; 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I

22-2801

Faahlon Dealcn: Concept• •

Using a scaffolding of design theOry. research and retlectiYe
practice. students will explore various asoects of fashion
design with an emphasis on process. context. conceptualization and creativity. Of particular focus is the development of
good design practice, and the generation of original and innovative concepts relative to fashion. structure and the bocly.

Patternmaklnc: Flat Pattern

Course covers pattern-making skills to produce completed
pattems for garments, emphasizing flat pattern techniques
such as drafting from measurements. industrial blocks.
pattern manipulation. and professional pattern finishing.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 22·1620 FUNDAMENTALS OF TEXTILES

3 CREDITS

22-2621
22-280.2

Millinery: Hats and Beyond

Course introduces students to the design and construction
of hats. 3-D design principles and hatmaking techniques are
studied and applied to wearable and non-wearable creations.
Students leam basic skills of millinery construction through
the methods of patterned and blocked forms. Students also
learn glove construction.

Patternmaklng: Draping

Course teaches the production of sculptural patterns.
Students apply fabric to a 3-0 form as a garment and then
transfer It to a flat pattern. Students develop organized
pattern-making skills and apply them to finished original
designs. Complete pattern production methods are explained:
professional standards are stressed.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE

22-2622

TO MOOERN•, 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I, 22·1610

No description available.

FUNDAMENTALS FASHION OESIGN

2 CREDITS

22-2803

22-2830

Fashion Illustration 1•

Sculpfab*

Italian Faahlon: Multiplicity In Duren•

No description available.

A thorough foundation in fashion illustration Is established in
this course, which covers fashion figure and garment interpretation. Students stuely and develop the basic structure
unique to fashion figure and its characteristics. history. sty1lzatlon, Influence. and use in fashion illustration. Students
learn to Interpret draping quality and surface texture of fabric.
Individual interpretation and creative drawing Skills are emphasized.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 22·1610 FUNDAMENTALS FASHION DeSIGN

22-2705

Intermediate CAD for Product Deal&n

Course examines the design of Intermediate level mechanical
parts and assemblies within 3-0 solid parametric software.
Students learn to create complex geometry through the use of
lofts and sweeps. Students stuely in greater detail what goea
onto the construction of manufactured parts and approach the
process of oomputer-aiclecl design from a systematic point of
view. Explorations of design databases and oomplex rendering
techniques are also a key component of the course.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISiTES; 22·1210 ORA WING I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITIES: 22·1710 INTRCIOUCTION TO CAD FOR PROOUCT

DESIGN• OR 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPVTER APPUCATIONS OR

35-1100 FLUENCY IN INFORWI TION rECHNOLOGY
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ART AND DESIGN
22.-2710

Product Dealp Ill: Product S.mantlca

Co<ne expanM the stuciMIS' process of lnncNatl\le ~

senes

~~a
of smallef focused projects.
Students Jearn traditional and ccntemP0t81)' de$181'1 methodoiOCJeS tllat can t>e applied to the process of ~ new
ptOducts. lnstrucllon alsO focuses on lntegtatlon of traditional

tlan<lwOfk (skeldl~ r~ and moclet mal<lrcJ and

suc:11 as ~ Directot and Flash to Wlually ~
the inte<faCe. Co<ne Is Intended to look at the lntefcM.
nectlon -

the pllyslcalily and the Wtualily of diiJtal

d<Mces.
3 ClllOITS

PREREQUISITES: JS.UOO FCIUN04TIOHS OF aJMPVT£R APf'UCATIOHS
OR JS.UI O FLIJ£HCY' IN INFORMAOOH TEOiNOI.OGY

digital tool& into the develol)ment and refinement of the final
ptOducts,

22-2735

3 CIIEDITI
PREREQC.ISITES:22· ll02 HISTORY OF ART It REHAISSANCf. TO

Course buiiOs on Prnduc:t Oeslgn: ~ I by ln~
students to vector~nd raster-baSed approaches to tende<1~ concepts. In the produCt develol)ment qele, skelc:hlre
corroes first, fOllowed by physical form moclets "' rendefe<l
ccnceplS to add a le'olel of realism and greater ~
slon of an klea. This process formel1y done with matkers and
oilier media Is now largely accomplished digjtelly. The student
is Introduced to a number of digital strategies to taka a
sketChed concept and develop ~ Into a fully realized rendefe<l
Image usl~ vector-end raster-based sot\wate. Students Jeam
tile fundamentals abOut llgl'oting as IIley pertain to a full array
or product surfaces ranglng from wood and metal to plastic, ceramic, and rubber. This Is a t echnical studio with an
emphasis on leamlng tile necessary skills to create professional quality product renderi~. Software Includes Adobe
Photoshop and llluStrl!tOf.

MOCf.IIH• , 22-1230 FVNDAMEHTALS OF 3-0 DESIGN, 22·1 70S
PRODUCT DESIGN H: DESIGN PA/IAOIGMS•, 22·J110 IHTROCJIICT)()H

TO CAD FOR PROOOCT DESIGN•. 22·2705 INTERMEDIME CAD FOR
PROOOCT DESIGN-

22-2715

Adv.nced CAD for Product De•lln

Course focuses on complex modeli~ processes. includi~
the development of complex parts, assemt>lles, and core
and cavity moiOs. Students develop skills for creating anim&
lions of complex assembloes and for expiOrl~ moving parts
witll slmulatlon sot\ware. Students leam to use sottware for
tile final documentation as well as for concept development.
Students also lOok at tile Integration of various sottware to
create a robust design detabase and to complete final preser>tatlons in a variety of formats.

Technical llluatr•tlon

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISirES: 22· J110 IHTROCUCT/00 TO CAD FOR PROOOCT

22-2740

DESIGN•, 22.2105 INTERMEDIATE CAD FOR PROOOCT DESIGN •

Course Is designed to Introduce students to tile fundamental
issues of designing products for llle toy indusll)'. Students
are introduced to bnlin.storming around eJ<lstl~ produCt
nlclles. emergi~ technologies. or mechanical movements.
Students are also introduced to tile kleatlon process lllrougl'o
sketching. modelmaking. and prototyping and presentations.
Course assignments cover a broad range or toy marl<ets from
educational to plusn toys to action toys and novelty products.
This is an extrllOrdinary course Intended to gMI students the
opportunity to design partlcular1y tor tile toy lnduSII)' willie
focusing on many or tile traditional sl<llls a produCt 08sJener

22-2720

Form Analyala for Product Dulln

Course focuses in deplll on issues of fom>-appropriateness
for user-centered design and manufacturing. Relying on case
stud1es of a broad array of products, instruction exposes
students to Issues of ergonomics. klnesllletlcs. material
selecuon. design for d1sassemllly (DFD). and oilier issues
lllat determine 111e InterrelatiOn of form, function, and productk>n. Course is Slructured as a seminar with a smaller studio
comPOnent where llle principles discussed may be applied In
shOrter Pfac!Jcal design projects.

needs.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Toy Deolln •

PREREQUISITES: 22·1 70S PROOOCT DESIGN II: DESIGN PA/IAOIGMS •

22-2744
22-2725

Interaction Dealln

Course Introduces students to tile complex issues invoNed
on interaction desogn. Througl'o a series of projects and readIngs, students explore a variety of design Issues irwoM~ tile
08\'1gllllon of complex data as well as tile physical interaction
or - s Intended to assist in lllat navigation. Students
create prototypeS of tlleir own han<l-lleiO d il!ltal - s to
explore llle ~ as well as the physical mapping of
Issues orwolve<l. Students Jeam a variety or quock prototypi~
processes for physical models in add<tion to usl~ sot\ware

WWW . COLU M . IO U

Furniture Dealln: Bellnnlnl

Course covers appiJcation of drafti~ techniques to the dellel>
or fum~ure. Students are Instructed In 111e technical side of
ccnstrucllon such as )o<nts. wood mowment. and Sll\letural
Integrity. as well as in tile variety of wood PfoduelS usocl
in ccntemporary fumot ure. Emphasis is on bolll preliminary
sketchi~ and fully developed working drawi~.
3 CREDITS

............
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

ART AND DESIGN
22·2745

Introduction to Exhibition Design•

22·2802

This studio course deals specifically with issues relating to
designing exhibitions: museum, trade-show. and gallery. The
focus of the course is on the multiple issues pertaining to the
realization of functional exhibition spaces from the standpoint
of environmental graphics, space planning, and fixture design.
This course is designed to be interdisciplinary and to involve a
graphic and spatial component in the process. The studio will
involve a combination of theoretical and practical issues.
3 CREDITS

22· 2746

1 CREDIT

22·2812

Architectural Draft and Detailing II

Course provides exposure to the vocabulary, drawing conven·
tion. and principles of interior commercial construction.
Partition systems. modular planning and construction, ceiling
systems, custom cabinetry, case goods. and other construe·
lion issues are investigated. Students draft and detail a set of
commercial construction drawings.

Furnitu re Construction: Beginning

Course focuses on the craft of woodworking pertaining to
furniture design and construction . Students learn the mechanics of design and techniques to execute them. Instruction
emphasizes hands-on experience in designing as well as oper·
ating hand and power equipment. Information covered can be
applied to all art disciplines.
3 CREDITS

22· 2750

History of Furniture Seminar

Survey course covers the history of furniture from antiquity
through the 20th century. Seminar is designed to precede the
two History of Architecture courses and provide a foundation
for further historical exploration.

3 CREDI TS

22·2814
Topics In Portfolio Graphics: Photoshop
Ill ustration
Course is a tutored lab in which students work on thesis
projects. design class projects. or use other interior design
computer-relat ed material. Class utilizes an unstructured
approach in which subject matter is determined by needs
of students. Reviews and customized tutorials are offered.
Students must use class time working on some aspect of
computer-aided drafting.

3·D Freeform Surface Modelling

This is an advanced computer aided design course devoted to
free form surface modelling. Students learn to create sophis·
ticated nurb surfaces using the industry·standard software
Rhino with an emphasis on creating forms that are hard to
accomplish with solidmodeling software packages.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1710 INTRODUCTION TO CAD FOR PRODUCT

22-3100

DESIGN'

Course focuses on specific topics. themes. ideas. or periods
in the history of art. Each semester this course covers differ·
ent material that might not be included in the permanent
course offerings or concentrates on new or experimental
approaches to issues in art history.
3 CREDITS

22· 2755

Structural Packaging Design•

This course is devoted to the design of structural packag·
ing as it pertains to product design. The product designer is
a critical force in the design and manufacture of packaging
for a wide array of product categories. from food to cosmet·
ics to consumer electronics. These packages are structural
in the sense that they serve a dual role of both protecting
the product during shipping and allowing for shelf placement
and transport home by the consumer. Structural packaging.
although less sophisticated from a manufacturing standpoint,
still involves a wide array of materials and processes that
cross over from the manufacturer of durable goods. The pack·
age is a unique problem in that its function is relatively short
but its impact is potentially very large.

22·3105

Dada, Surrealism, Futurism

Course surveys the avant-garde art movements of the early
20th century with particular focus on Futurism. Dada. and
Surrealism. In keeping with the experimental flavor of the art
produced by these movements. course has an interdisciplin·
ary approach to the analysis and comparison of painting.
sculpture, typography, music. fashion, performance. film,
photography. and writing. Course also provides a historical
frame for understanding the experiments and investigations
of the avant-garde artists who challenged and redefined the
traditions of European art in response to social conditions of
mechanization and war.

3 CREDITS

22·2801

Topics In Art History:

Design Studio II

Course exposes students to the methodology of the design
process through problem definition. acknowledgment of problematic constraints. presentation of verbal and graphic solu·
lions. and final critique. This design studio focuses on small
scope residential space planning and selection of furnishings
and finishes. Field trips and visiting lecturers may be featured.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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ART AND DESIGN
22-3110
Criticism

Twentieth Century Art Theory and

22-3223

Advanced Studio

Concentratong on personal perceptions and Ideas in relation
to the medium and to contemporary trends. students develop
personal goals and prOjects under Instructor's guidance.
Visiting artists. slide lectures. and crittques increase awareness of etment and past art. In tills adVanced level class.
students who already have an understanding of basic techniQue and composition develop a general awareness of hlstOfl.
cal and contemporary anmaklng fonms.

Course surveys major concepts and melho<ls of 201/l century
art theory and criticism from the early formalism of Roger
Fry and Clive Bell to tile late Moderni sm critical tileories of
Clement Greenberg. Instruction covers other art-llistorieal
poonts of view such as stylistic analysis. iconography, structur·
alism and semiotics. and tile social history of art. Discussion
of contemporary crit•cal positions of Post~Modernism includes
Post-Structuralist attitudes and responses to late 201/l century
art found in Oeconstructionism. Feminism. Neomarxism. and
identity politics.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1240 COCOR AND COMPOSITION. 22-2221
PAINTING STRATEGIES ·. 22-3222 PAINTING Ill

3 CREDITS

22·3225
Multiplicity: Theory and Practice In
Contemporary Art•

PREREQUISHES: 22-1102 HISTORY OF MIT II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN ' , 52·1152 WRITING AND RHE:TORIC II'

22·3115

In this course students will examine the theoretical and philosophical implications of the multiple through readings, discussions. writing assignments. and studio art projects. Studio
techniQues demonstrated may include print.making. casting.
or other processes useful In the prOduction of multiples. The
course will culminate in an Individual presentation in which
students examine their own work in the theoretical context
established by the course. Art history students may present a
similar analysis of the work of a contemporary artist.

21st Century Aesthetics •

No description available.
3 CREDITS

22·3120

Theory/Practice Art Exhibitions

Students are involved in all aspects of planning and implementing an exhibition at the Alt and Design lltil Street
Gallery. Students participate in selection of art works,
research. label-writ ing, registration. conservation. education.
design, Installation. and publicity. Course also explores tileoretical and ethical issues related to museums. art collecting,

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF MIT II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•

cultural patrimony. curatorial authOrity. and representation of
22·3226

diversity. The theme of the exhibition changes each semester
the course is offered.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN •, 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

22-3190

Multimedia Strategies In Printmaking•

Emphasis is on a broad range of techniQues. with the opportu·
nity to work at a large scale and with multiple media , Including
hand-drawn. painted. digital, and photographic matrices. New
twists on traditional tec-hniques and non-toxic alternatives will
be intrOduced. Students will be encouraged to work across
media and develop a more spontaneous approach to print·
making.

Advanced Seminar In Art History•

Course focuses on reading. looking. researching. and writing:
all key skills senior students are expected to have developed
as they complete tilelr studies. Students will choose topics
for indiVidual research projects and present their work as it
develops. Various issues In and approaches to art history
will be explored collectively through case studies and guest
lecturers . The class will tilen become a workshop In which
students research, write, critique. and present their final
papers.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·2224 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PRINTM/oXING •

22·3227

Materials and Techniques In Painting

Students examine basic Ingredients of paint In many forms:
oils. watercolor. other water·soluble paints. and newer poty.
mer media. Instruction Includes series of lectures followed by
discussion of problems dealing with appropriate materials and
techniques. Traditional methods such as underpainting and
glazing are practiced. More contemporary and experimental
approaches are also explored.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·3110 TWENTIETH CENTURY MIT THEORY AND
CRITICISM'

3 CREDITS

22·3211

Creative Drawing Studio•

PREREQUISITES: 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MOOERN•. 22·1210 ORAIV!NG r, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-()

Students deal witil contemporary concepts of art. apply·
ing thelf knowledge of reptesentation and compositions to
develop thinking and creative expression with varied media.

DESIGN. 22·2220 CONTEMPORMIY ISSUES IN PAINTING •

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISIIES: 22·1211 ORAIVING II'
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ART AND DES I GN
22-3230
Figure Model and Sculpture Studio
The human form is rendered in clay using traditional arma·
tures for figure and portrait bust studies. Waste and piece
molds for plaster casting are also made.

22-3251
Visiting Artist Workshop II
Workshop conducted by well known artists in the fine arts
community provides hands-on experience for students who
would like to expand their horizons in artistic expression.
Course gives students the opportunity to work one-on-one with
an artist in a studio setting.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-0 DESIGN

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE$: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2·0

22-3231
Experimental Photography/ Graphic
Techniques I
Course is a systematic exploration of alternative photographic
processes. such as Cynaotype. Van Dyke. process camera
work. and halftone production. Students experiment with
images through manipulation of graphic arts. film. clichE verre.
and photographic prints. Each student develops a self-directed
project using one of these mediums.

DESIGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF 3·0 DESIGN

22-3253
Studio Tutorial*
Designed for the development of the studio artist. this course
will give students the opportunity for an in-depth critique from
an individual professor and their peers. Students will meet
with a professor on a one-t<K>ne basis for one hour for a mini·

3 CREDITS

mum of five times per semester. with three additional four·
hour group meetings for class critiques.

22-3232
Experimental Photography Graphic
Techniques II
Course is a systematic exploration of advanced alternative
photographic processes with digital i maging techniques to
include making digital negatives. Course also teaches the
use of camera and enlarger to make color separation nega·
tives. Each student develops a self-directed project using one
of these mediums.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

MODERN'

PREREQUISITE$: 22-3231 EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY/GRAPHIC

Topics In Studio Art •:
22-3254
This course will focus on specific topics. themes, and ideas
in st udio and post studio art. Each semester the course will
cover different material that might not be included in the
permanent course offering or will concentrate on new and
experimental approaches to issues in art practice.

TECHNIQUES I

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1210 ORAIVING I. 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2.0
DESIGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTAl$ OF 3·0ESIGN

22-3235
BA Seminar and Workshop In Art and
Design
Course includes a seminar and workshOp to be conducted by
full-time faculty from the fine Arts and Graphic Design concen·
trations. Seminar focuses on current topics in art and design
practice. In the workshop, students apply their knowledge of
history. culture, art, and design to a final senior project.

22-3263
Professional Practices for Art ists •
Professional issues such as portfolio preparation, approach·
ing galleries. dealing with establishing alternative spaces.
internships. residencies. and granting opportunities will be
addressed. Preparation for graduate school. exhibition. and
installation strategies will be central to the class. Reading and
field trips to commercial and alternative galleries and muse·
ums will support an interdisciplinary approach to professional
practice. This course is required for all Fine Art majors.

4 CREDITS

22-3242
Jewelry and Object St rategies•
Students will learn advanced processes in the design
and making of bOdy ornaments. sculpture. and objects.
Techniques including forming, fabrication, patination, and
mechanisms will be learned. Development of individual
creative projects in addition to the application of design prin·
ciples will be emphasized. Contemporary issues and history in
the field of metals and jewelry design will be addressed.

3 CREDITS

22-3264
Critique Seminar•
This course offers students rigorous critiques of their work
from faculty and peers. The purpose of the student-work
critique is to help students develop their capacity for critical
thinking-especially critical and constructive analysis of their
own work. Effective verbal, intellectual. and conceptual strate·
gies for addressing the production and presentation of work
will be learned. This is a required class for all fine Art majors
during the junior and senior years. and is repeatable for credit.

3 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITES: 22·2243 JEWELRY AND OfJJECT$ II'

22-3250
Visiting Artist Workshop I*
Workshop conducted by well known artists in the fine arts
community provides hands-on experience for students whO
would like to expand their horizons in artistic expression.
Course gives students the opportunity to work one-on-one with
an artist in a studio setting.

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE$: 22·1210 DRAWING I. 22·1230 FUNDAMENTAlS OF 3·0

DESIGN
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ART AND DESIGN
22-3288
Fine Art/Art Hlatory BFA/ BA Exhibition
Workahop I*

22-3340

Intermediate Typography

This course examines the historical , aesthetic, and cultural
development of typographic forms from their beginnings In
1455 to 1900. Projects involve the examination of hist orical
styles and theories of type design and typographic layouts.
and their influence on modern and contemporary typography.

This workshop will prepare both Fine Arts majors and Art
History majors for participation in the BFA Fine Art exhibition.
Focus will be on specifics of selecting and installing work and
writing and ed~ing the catalogue. Emphasis will be placed
on the importance of cooperation and collaboration between
arti sts (Fine Arts majors) and curators (Art History majors).

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY•, 22-1320 DESIGN

PREREQUISITES: 22·2220 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PAiNTING•,

LAB•, 22·2170 HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN•, 22-2330

22·2224 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PRINTMAKING •, 22·2251

INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN'

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN SCULPTURE', 22·2258 CONTEMPORARY

22-3345

ISSUES IN NEW MEDIA •

Publication Design•

Course examines editorial operations, production procedures,
and the role of the art director to familiarize students with
theoretical and practical concerns of magazine and trade
publication design and internet publishing. Course emphasizes the identity of current publications as a result of design
format and grid structure.

22-3289
Fine Art/Art History BFA/BA Exhibition
Workahop II*
This workshop will prepare both Fine Arts majors and Art
History majors for participation in the BFA Fine Art exhibition.
Focus will be on specifics of selecting and installing work and
writing and editing the catalogue. Emphasis will be placed
on the importance of cooperation between artists (Fine Arts
majors) and curators (Art History majors). Continuation of

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE
TO MODERN•, 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN',

22·3268.

22·2510 ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION', 22-3340

PREREQUISITES; 22·2220 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PAINTING •,

INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY•, 22-3530 PHOTO COMMUNICATIONS•,

22·2224 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PRINTMAKING', 22·2251

23·1100 FOUNDATIONS OF TYPOGRAPHY I, 23·1101 DARKROOM

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN SCULPTURE' , 22·2258 CONTEMPORARY

WORKSHOP I, 36-2601 A,UTHORING INTERACTIVE MEDIA'

ISSUES IN NEW MEDIA'
COREQUISITE: 22-3263 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES FOR ARTIS IS' ,
22-3264 CRITIQUE SEMINAR•

22-3347

Book Design

Course begins with a brief history of bookmaking. publication
presses. and critique of book classifications. Students focus
on the relationship of content to layout and book cover design
by examining the unifying elements of type, photos. illustrations. and other graphic devices. Students produce a small
book.

22-3270
The Journal: Writing, Editing,
Producing •
This class will function as an editorial and writing group,
working together to produce an issue of Columbia College's
Journal of Art and Design. Class members will write their own
texts, commission articles. and inteiView prominent people in
the fields of fine art, fashion, graphic design, product design,
architecture. interior design, and other cultural practices.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE
TO MODERN•, 22·1320 DESIGN LAB', 22·2170 HISTORY OF
COMMUNICATION OESIGN• , 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC

3 CREDITS

DESIGN•, 22-3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY*, 22-3378 DESIGN

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MOOERN•, 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

LAB II"

22-3350
22-3299

Independent Project: Art

Sign, Symbol , Image

This course examines visual forms as signlfiers of meaning
and their use in graphic design-related visual communication.
Cultural, psychological. social. and historical interpretations of
forms are analyzed through design ptojects. readings, discus·

An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval o f a supeiVising faculty member, to study an area
that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration, the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.

sion, and research .
3 CREDITS

1·18 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22-1210 DRAWING I, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3·D
DESIGN, 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN'

22-3355

Branding Identity

Course provides students with an understanding of methodologies and strategies used for building and maintaining brands
and their identity within a contemporary corporate environment. Visual systems are explored to develop culturally relevant messages and images. thus building sustainable brand
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ART AND DESIGN
recognition. Projects focus on how organizations use visual
communications to express their core values and impact
consumer perceptions of their brand.

INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN•, 22-3340 INTERMEDIATE

22-3375
Website Design I
Course, intended for Art and Design as well as Photography
majors, covers Web site design topics. Studies include hyper·
text, graphic style information, graphic file formats, digital
imaging, and basic computer-<Jser interface issues. Course
assignments include design and execution of HTML documents and graphics and completion of a written thesis.

TYPOGRAPHY•, 22-3350 SIGN, SYMBOL, IMAGE•

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

MOOERN• , 22·1230 FUND.AMENTAtS OF 3-D DESIGN, 22·2330

PREREQUISITES: 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE
TO MODERN•, 22·1320 DESIGN LAB•, 22·2170 HISTORY OF

Pac kaging Design
22·3360
Course explores materials, surface graphics, mar1<eting, and
production problems as the refinement and integration of
many design principles.

COMMUNICATION DESIGN' 22·2330 INTROOUCTION TO GRAPHIC
DESIGN'

22-3376
W eb Site Design II
Course covers advanced topics in Web site design and Is
intended for Art and Design and Photography majors. Studies
cover human-oomputer interface design, multimedia use
in internet and Intranet publications, and networ1< systems
design and functions. Course assignments include design and
execution of HTML documents, graphics. and other media
objects in addition to completion of a written thesis.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE& 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN', 22-1210 DRAWING I, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-D
DESIGN, 22·2330 INTROOUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN' , 22·2420
APPLIED DRAWING•, 22-3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY•

22·3361
Pac kaging Design II
This packaging course deals with the 3-D development of
packaging using flat planer material to establish the form
through folding, creasing, and die-cutting. The course
focuses on the development of interesting solutions. inc•luding
graphic identity and layout. to a variety of package needsretail , consumer product. point-of.purcnase. and promotional.
Students will develop all aspects including a fully functioning
prototype for a variety of different client contexts. Cou<Se
will look Into the mass production issues as well as specialty
types of packaging.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTE& 22-3375 WEBSITE DESIGN I'

22-3376
Design Lab II
Course covers advanced desktop publishing techniques. illustrative techniques. and imaging possibilities on the Macintosh
computer. Software covered includes Adobe PhotoShOp,
Illustrator. lnDesign. and Macromedia Dreamweaver. Course
is designed for advanced-level art students with a direction in
graphic design and advertising art.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE& 22·1102 HISTORY OF .ART II: RENAISSANCE

Advanced Typography
22-3370
Course studies 20th century design philosophies and their
influence on typography and typographic design. Projects allow
students to experiment with type from a variety of approaches
and examine its possibilities as expressive form in relation to
syntax and visual communication.

TO MODERN•, 22·1320 DESIGN LAB•, 22·2170 HISTORY OF
COMMUNICATION DESIGN•, 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC
DESIGN'

Professional Portfolio Development :
22-3360
Graphi c s
Course assists students preparing to enter the job mar1<et
with emphasis on assembling a portfolio, writing and design·
ing a resume. and lnteiViewing techniques. Where to look for
a job, salary ranges. and alternative means of employment
are also discussed.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE
OT MODERN•, 22·1320 DESIGN LAB•, 22·2170 HISTORY OF
COMMUNICATION DESIGN•, 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC
DESIGN•, 22-3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY•

3 CREDITS
PREREQurSrTE& 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

22-3371
Promotional Graph i cs •
Course explores graphics and advertising promotional material, signage systems, and exhibition graphics. Projects focus
on contemporary digital methods and mediums. which include
site and informational signage. exhibit display and graphics.
vehicle and fleet wraps. architectural wraps, banners. point of
purchase displays. and countertop systems. Additional topics
include demographically focused mobile advertising, brand
visibility solutions. sweepstakes and context graphics. and
site-specific graphic informational systems.

MOOERN•, 22·1210 ORA WING I, 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY•,
22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN•, 22·2420 APPLIED
DRAWING•, 22·2510ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION•,
22·3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY•, 22-3345 PUBLICATION
DESIGN', 22-3350 SIGN, SYMBOL. IMAGE •, 22-3380 PACKAGING
DESIGN, 22-3540 CREATNE STRATEGIES IN ADVERTISJNG DESIGN I'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN•
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22-3385

Instruction includes the historical study of specific types of
cartoons dating back to 1745. Styles of cartoons, t hematic
types, and construction of cartoon character for the te<:hnique
of animation are explored.

Professional Portfolio Development•

Course assists students preparing to enter the job market
with emphasis on assembling a portfolio, writing and designing a resume, and Interviewing techniques. Where to look for
a job. salary ranges, and alternative means of employment
are also discussed.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22-2214 FIGURE DRAWING 1•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 22·2170 HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN,

22-344 7

22-3390

Broadcast Design: Introduction

The student develops a command of several methods for
producing graphics specifically designed for motion pictures
and television. Planning, storyboarding, and preparing images
for motion pictures are addressed. The lesson plans Include
designing still images and video images for insertion into a
composition for motion graphics or motion pictures.

22·2330 INTRO TO GRAPHIC DESIGN

Special Issues In Design

Current issues, technical procedures, and design practices are
explored in workshops led by noted designers in thesis guest
le<:turejdiscussionjstudio series.

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: ::12-1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE
TO MODERN•, 22·1320 DESIGN lAS•, 22·2170 HISTORY OF

22·3448

COMMUNICATION DESIGN•, 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC

Course is rooted in the basic fundamentals of typography and
letterforrns. Students are directed to explore the process of
creating and editing typographic forms into visual images to
communicate a message or express an idea. The objective
of the course is to be able to utilize typography as a form of
illustration. The leaming goal of the course is to develop an
appre<:iation of typography as a form of illustration

DESIGN•

22-3424

Drawing the Graphic Novel *

Course provides students with a means for creative self·
discovery and the exploration of complex ideas. Students

record their observations, experiences, and memories in a
sketchbook and translate this material into various graphic
narratives of varying lengths. The class explores the rhythms
of storytelling and formal elements of comics. Students learn
to compose comic pages using iconic visual language, while
experimenting with a variety of tools, media, and approaches.

3 CREDITS

22-3460

Digital Illustration I

Students begin to master digital painting, drawing, and image
processing techniques to extend and augment their skills and
techniques with traditional media and methods. Students work
with the latest painting and drawing software that digitally
mimics traditional tools such as watercolor, oil paint, airbrush,
and charcoal. Student s also explore methods such as brush
effects. compositing, masking, and collage as a resource for
initiating. developing. and refining illustration concepts.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

22-3430

Type as Image

Figure Illustration

Figure 111ustration focuses on conceptual development,
rendering t echniques. distortion. and stylization as a means
of communication using clothed and nude models. Various
media and techniques are explored.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-0

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN", 22·1210 ORAWING I, 22-2214 FIGURE DRAWING 1•

DESIGN. 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY', 22·1320 DESIGN lAS•

22-3432

Students learn to develop images sequentially for creative
application in print, television. film. animation, and Web
site design. Students conceive or interpret a concept. then
develop that concept into a final time-based presentation
through research, thumbnail sketches, and renderings.
Students continue to refine and develop their illustration skills
while beginning to understand and master sequential presentation methOds using the latest computer-based imaging
sequencing software.

22-3465
Children's Book Illustration•

Student s gain a historical appre<:lation for the art by studying
19th and 20th century children's book illustrators and their
te<:hniques, sources of inspiration. and influences. Students
experiment and develop individual graphic and illustrative
styles with emphasis on practical application of children's
book illustration for publishing.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·1210 DRAWING I, ::12·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-D
DESIGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-0 DESIGN

Sequential Imaging

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22-1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO GOTHIC,

22-3435

Cartooning

22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPifY", 22·2510
ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION: INTROOUCTION*

Course introduces different aspects and basic techniques of
cartoon drawing. Five genres of cartooning are explored. The
course includes an irrdepth study of one-liner. multi-panel,
advertisement, illustrative. and political editorial cartoons.
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22-3481
Applied Concepts In Advertlalnt
Illustration

22-3490

Course teaches the conceptual P<ocess of creating a visual
language used in an advertising environment to achieve
marketing strategies and advertising goals. Students are
encouraged to select a variety of media s uch as illustration.
photography, or animation to achieve a solution. Students
apply previously learned skills and techniques to solve visual
problems In a professional environment.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART U: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•. 22-1210 DRAWING I. 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF
2-D DESJGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-D DESIGN'. 22·1310
BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY•, 22·1320 DESJGN LAB'. 22-2170 HISTORY
OF CX!MMUNlCATJON DESIGN', 22-2216 STRUCTURAL ANATOMY',
22-2400 IllUSTRATION INTRODUCTION: LECTURE'. 22·2420 APPLIED
DRAWING•, 22·2510 ADVERTISING ART DJRECTION: INTRODUCTION•,
22-3348 TYPE AS IMAGE', 22-3430 FIGURE IllUSTRATION', 22-3460
OJGITAl IllUSTRATION 1', 22-3465 SEQUENTIAl IMAGING•

22·3482

Special Issues In Illustration

Each semester a visiting illustrator works with students to
solve a particular Illustration problem. Students learn specific
technical and creative problem-solving methods from a leading
illustrator in Chicago.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 22·2170 HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN'.
22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING 1'. 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC
DESIGN' , 22·2510 ADVERTISING ART DJRECTION: INTRODUCTION'.
22-3432 CHILDREN'S BOOK IllUSTRATION

22-3500

Art Director/ Commercial Photographer

This course is designed to simulate the rea~world assignment pairing of art directors and photographers common
within the advertising industry. Creative teams will be established consisting of one art d irector and one studio photography student. Class is team taught by Art & Design and
Photography professors.
4 CREDITS

Editorial Illustration

22-3525

Course combines analysis and personal expression to convey
ideas from social and political commentary into a visual representation. Content includes traditional and non-traditional
methods and materials. Students apply previously learned
skills and techniques to solve visual problems in a profes-

Art Director/ Copywriter Team•

sional environment.

Writers and designers team up to work on advertising projects
in a collabOrative setting. Students develop concepts together.
then write and design adVertisements and promotional materials for highly targeted audiences. Class is
team taught by Art & Design and Marketing P<Ofessors.
4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART U: RENAISSANCE TO

DESIGN!•

PREREQUISITES: 22-3540 CREATIVE STRATEGIES IN ADVERTJSING

MODERN•. 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF

2-D DESIGN. 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-D DESIGN•, 22-1310

22·3530

BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY'. 22-1320 DESIGN LAB', 22·2170 HISTORY
OF CX!MMUNJCATION DESIGN'. 22·2216 STRUCTURAL ANATOMY' ,

Course provides students with a better understanding of
photographic images and their application to design. Students
shoot their own photographs for their layouts thus developing
a visual language. enhancing photo selection. and improving
editing skills. Students learn to visualize not only the look
of the design. but also the structure and form of the photographs they shoot. Basic format is 35mm or digital location
photography. table-top. and lighting work. Alternative ways to
generate photographic images are reviewed.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22-2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN•.
22-2510 ADVERTISJNG ART DJRECTION: INTRODUCTION', 22-3340
INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY', 23-1101 DARKROOM WORKSHOP I'

22·2400 IllUSTRATION INTRODUCTION: LECTURE•, 22-2420 APPliED
DRAWING•. 22·2510 ADVERn51NG ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION•,
22-3348 TYPE AS IMAGE•, 22-3430 FIGURE ILLUSTRATION•. 22-3460
DJGITAL ILLUSTRATION 1•, 22-3465 SEQUENTIAL IMAGING•

22-3485

Illustration for Film and Animation•

lllusuation for Film and Animation applies the advanced principles of illustration to create conceptual art as a visual guide
for the production of live-action films or animation. Students
learn to analyze and research various genres of film and
animation from a historical perspective and to use that knowl·
edge to develop character and concept illustrations inspired
by a motion picture script.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·2400 ILLUSTRATION INTRODUCTION: LECTURE',
22-2415 IllUSTRATION INTRODUCTION: STUDIO'. 22-3348 TYPE
AS IMAGE. 22-3430 FIGURE IlLUSTRATION, 22-3460 DIGITAL
IUUSTRATJON I, 22-3465 SEQUENTIAl IMAGING

WWW,COL.UM , IDU / UH DIRG IUDUATf /
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22-3535

Photo Communications

Storyboard Development

Students study the strategy used in developing an idea and
execution for television adVertising. Emphasis is placed on
storybOard layout. presentation. and visual storytelling.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 22-2330 INTRODUCTJON TO GRAPHIC DESIGN•,
22-2510 ADVERTISJNG ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION'
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I
Sludenla WO<It with rnerl<eiJn& infonnaUon as lhe basis for
C8f11Cl8ICII lllsuaiS. Course explotes lhe comprehensive re$pOno
albii!Ues of lhe art direc:IOr. from concept to solution partlculet1y es ~ representS lhe marl<etJr-e .ok:e for c:llenls.
3 CIIIDITI
I'I!£11£QUSITES; 22-2330 INTROOUCriON 10 GRAPHIC DESIGN•,
72-2510 ADV£RriSING NIT OIRECTION: INTROOIJCOON•

22-31142
Creetlve Stret•CI•• In AdvertlelnJ
O.eiJn II
Course conllnuH study begun In Crea!Ne Soategjes In
~Design I.

3 CIIIDITS
l'llfJIEQCJISIT£S: ZNSCQ an:A 1'1\1£ STRA T£GIES IN AOVfRTISING
DESIGN I '

22-311110

Adv•rt lslnJ Communlcetlon

Students apply basic communication llleorles to solve
concrete advertising problems. lnsiiUCtion empha.sizes perceptual, psyellOIOgieal, and business determinants of advertising
In print and television.
3 CIIIDITS
I'I!EREQUISIT£S: 22-3540 CREATI\I£ STRAT£GI£S IN AOVfRTJSING
DESIGN I•

22·31184

ManaJemant for OesiJnars

Students learn to function effectively in real world design
management situations. Students receive practical insil!)lts
Into the business of design management situations and the
business of design • tor example. how to start a business.
how to bill, how to prepare contracts/proposals, netwo<k and
solicit clients. deal with printers/photographers, and gain
lnsll!)lt Into OOI))'f1gllt law. Course Is a must for future advertislf18 art directors. graphic designers, and Illustrators.
3 CUDITS

22-31190

Specl•l l ..ues In Adv•rtlslnJ

Visltlfl8 art dorectors. copywriters, and accoont executives
examine a current trend In aovertlslng strategies related to
8CIYertislf18 design. Visltifl8 Instructors are WOflclfl8 professionals In Chicago's top advertising agencies.
1 CIIIDIT

22.a801
Advetteed Patt•m-kl"" Rat Patte,. •
Students create peuems tor speciftc deSIIO pr-.s .,_.

knowtedCe of nat pattern methods. Course WO<It
requires research of historic patterns. pattern deWioprnenC.
and modem lndustllal methods. Students must demons1nlte
refinement and efficiency of pattemma~ slcllls. melhods,
organization. and application with boU1 ir>dass and out*<le
8CIMties and projects.
I CIIIDITS
l'l!fREQUSITES: 22.2001 PATTEIIHMAKING: RAT PATTERN•
~ lhe

22-3802

22·3803

design <IIM>ted to tailored clothlflll. Course coYerS detsi ~
lflll. layetlflll. and sculp<urlf18 ol tailored garments. Students
Clemclns118te taiionfl8 tecl\nlQue$ in tlleOry and practJce by
WOflclng on various problemo50Mf18 assignments. Historic
lnlluonces on deslgtl, tecMology. and development ol tailored
CIOthong file noted.
I CUDITS
I'I!£JI£QCJISI!£s: 27-:lfiOO GARMENT CONSrRUCTION • •

WWW . COlU M . I OU

Fashion Illustration

n•

Course Includes advanced applicat ion of faShion illustration In
forms of communication sucto as advenlslng. marl<etln&- and
deslgnlfl8 ol clothing. Students demonstrate further deve~
ment ol individual Interpretation and s tylization ol fashion illustration in various problem.soMng assignments. Refineme<>t of
dtaWifl8 and ooncep<ual sldlls Is stressed.
3 C~EDITS
1'1!£R£QUISIT£S: 22-2003 FASHION IUUSTRAllON t•

22-38011

Fas hion StyllnJ

This course b<ings together FaShion Design. FaShion
Management. and Photography students who wor1< on rea~
world situations that b<ing original fashion designs to lhe
marl<etplace. Emphasis Is on promotion and media strategies
In a variety ol business environments. The goal of the course
is to foster an atmosphere of ooliabo<tltiYe learning. Crosslisted with 28-3960 Fashion Styllf18 (AIU. Entertainment. and
Media Management) and 23-3410 FaShion Photography 11
(Photography).
1 CRIDIT

22·3810
22-3800
Advanc•d Garment Construction
Course presents an lld\lanced stucly ol consiiUCtion and

Advanced PettemmeklnJ: OreplnJ•

Students create patterns for specific design pr-.s intearat·
ing knowledge of draping methods. Students demonstrate
refinement and efficiency ol pattemmaldfl8 sldlls, methods,
organiz8tion. and application with both lr>elass and out*<le
actMties and projects.
3 CIIIDITS
l'llfJIEQUIS/T£S: 22-1600 GARMENT CONSIRtJCllON, 22-1810
FVHQAM£NTALS OF FASHION, 22<.1601 PATTERNMMJNG: RAT
PA TTfRNS. 22-2002 PA TTEIINMMING: DRAPING •

Fashion: Theory lo Prectlc•

Course emphasizes development ol a PO<SQn81 design philOSOphy throul!)l problem soMf18 <IIM>ted to research and creaiM1y
In clothlfl8 and acce$$01)' design. Problem SOlutions demand
studies of pest and current deslg/lers and trends as well as
merchandising and marl<etif18 theories.
3 CIIIDITS
l'l!fJI£()UfSIT£S: 22-3601 AOVAHCED PA TTEIINMAKJNG: RAT
PA TT£1111', 2:.1-360Z PA TTEJINMAKJNG; RAT PATTEIIH'

..,.........
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22-3811

Menaweer OHlin
Concept of flllhion lleslgn Is apple<! 10 the masculine mode.

ref-.

Hlstollc
aoc:lallnlnds, rne<dlandi~ philosophies, and clolhi<C lleslgn are discussed and emphasized
In their applicetlon to the male body, Image, and lifestyle.
Students' research lnclucles design, fabric choice, use, tunc>
tlon, aoc:lal lnlluence, and creatMty.

J CIIIOITS
PflfllEQUISIT£S: 22-2600 GAIIMENT CONSTRUCTION u•, 22-2601
PATI'£RNMAI<ING: FlAT PATI'£RN'

22-3812

Pettem Qredlnc•

Througt! clemonst18tlon and leCture. this course will t each
students 10 grade Clothing patterns Int o complete size rarces.
Additional topic;s 10 be covered Include: standard grade rules

for a numbef of d ifferent clothing marl<ets, selectl<e the
appropriate grade rules for a speciflc garment or line, marl<er
making. and proportlon.

1 ClllDIT
PflfllEQUISIT£S: 22..3601 ADVANCED PATTERNMAKING: FlAT
PATT£RN•

22-3813
Adnnced P•ttern Or•dlnl end
Technlcel Speclftcetlon•
Throu8fl clemonst18tlon and leCture, this course will teach
students 10 develOP graded specifiCation Slleets for mass
production. Students will creat e a · specification packet" and

graded nest ol patterns lor one ol their own designs. Common
quality control prooedures and how they are Implemented will
also be discussed.
1 ClllDIT
PfiEREQUISIT'ES: 2~12 PA TT£RN GRADING •

22-3840
CAD for F. .hlon Dea11n•
Course C0\'8fS the application of computer;~lded design (CAD)
t o pattern d raftlrc for ciOthl<e production.
I ClllDITS
PfiEREQUISIT£S: 22..3601 ADVANCED PA TT£RNMAI<ING: Fl.A T
PATT£RN•, 22..3602 ADVANCED PATI'£RNMAI<ING: DRAPING•

to the develOpment of the faShiOn deslCI> seniOr thesla final
project and portfojiO. Projec;ts will Include production of tecllnlcal nat drawings of garments. textile pettem deslCI> and app~>
cation, digital CO<TeCtlon and emancement of fashion PilOt<>
graphs, and creat iOn of digital fashiOn Illustrations.
2 ClllDITS
PfiEREQUISIT'ES: 22-3650 SENIOR THESIS: FASHION DESIGN 1•
CONCVRRENT: 22-3651 SENIOR THESIS: FASHION DESIGN u•

22-3844

Include Clothl<e design. colOr d&WliOpment, fabric and textile
application, colleCtiOn organizatiOn. and use of l<nowledge
gained In the CAD production course. Fundamental elements
of art and design with ernj)l'l8sis on colOr are used as a basis
for student wOO<.
I CIIIOITS
Pflf1!EQUrSirFS 22-1210 DRAWING~ 22-1230 Ft/NDAAI£NTALS OF~
DESIGN. 22-1610 I'VNOANENTALS OF FASHION DESIGN

..,.........
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Adobe llluatr•tor for Feahlon D. .lin •

This course Is an Introduction to Adobe lllustl8tor as applied
to the needs of the FashiOn Design student. It will assist
seniOr thesis students In the development and executiOn of
the elements required for their flnal seniOr thesis presentatiOn. Projects will include the production of technical nat drawIngs, key line Slleets, order forms. and a designer logo.
1 ClllDIT
PfiEREQUISITES: 22-3650 SENIOR THESis: FASHION DESIGN 1•
CONCURRENT: 22-3651 SENIOR THESIS: FASHION DESIGN II'

22·3645
CAD for F. .hlon Dealcn : Adobe Cre•t lve
Str•tel lea•
This course will cover Adobe lllustl8tor and Pllotoshop
Technlques specifically tailOred to the fashiOn Industry.
Students will 118nsform han<! drawn sketches into computer
generated flats and with the use of Photos/lop to be able to
create presentation ano trend boards usong their ollustratoons
and flats.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22-1102 HISroRY OF ART II: RENA/SSAI'U TO
MODERN' . 22-1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 Ft/NOEMANTALS OF
2-D DESIGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3-D DESIGN. 2~1101
DARKROOM WORKSHOP I"

22-3650
22-31141
CAD:F. .hlon Preaent•tlon •
Course exp!o<es the use of computer technology as a mea.n s
of achle'oll<e professiOnal faShiOn preS8fltstlon. Areas of study

.
.:

22-31142
Feahlon Oeal1n: Dlcttel Portfolio
Development
This OOUtSe Is an lnttocluCtlon to Adobe Pholoshop and Adobe
llluS118tor as applied to the needs of the FaShion ~
student. It will focus on aspects of the softwe<e that pe<taln

Senior Theala: F..hlon Dealcn I

Students design and develOp an or!Cinal line of ciOthtrc
with marl<et potent>al. In this flrst of a two-semester thesls.
students cover colleCtion deslCI> and critlque. pettemmai<IIC.
resources selection, sample matUre. ano wor1<room ma,.._
ment. Documentation of the lone oncludes fashiOn illustratoons.
PhOtOgraphs. wOO< specificaOOn Slleets. ano actual garments.
3 CIIEDITS

22·3851
Senior Theala : F. .hlon Oeallft n •
For the collection deslCI>ed In Thesis 1. students deWliOP a
marl<etlrc plan, ~ proposal. and ~one carnpe;cn
thet Includes a faShiOn show. PortfoHo preparation and - . .
t1on constructiOn ate finaliZed.
3 CIIIEDITS
PfiER£QUISITES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART t S TOH£ loGE 10 GOTHC.
22-1102 HISTORY OF ART • . R£XNS.S,WCE TO WODCRN•, :n J650
~ n£SIS. FASHION DESIGN I
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Manufacturing for Product Design
22-3720
Course is dedicated to advanced manufacturing processes
as they concern product designers. Students build on material covered in the introductory course as well as processes
introduced within the design studio sequence. Advanced
processes are examined along with the connection between
prOduct designers and engineers. Interrelationship between
CAD/CAM and rapid prototyping is addressed in greater detail,
as are issues of green manufacturing, design for disassembly (DFO}. and specialized batch production. Field trips to
advanced manufacturing sites or presentations from material
and process specialists form a key component of the class.
Coursework includes a design-related project.

22-3700
Product Design IV
This course focuses on research and development of a new
and innovative prOduct. Students will do everything from
market research and prOduct definition to the creation of a
professional-appearance model and a fully documented design
database. The product must involve the design of a complex
assembly. combining a variety of manufacturing processes.
Students are responsible for researching every aspect of the
project and for developing a clear budget for all tooling costs
for materials. Course includes field trips to manufacturers
and the presentation of case studies of complete develop.
ment cycles.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: n-:1710 PRODUCT DESIGN Ill: PRODUCT SEMANTICS•.

3 CREDITS

n-:1715 ADVANCED CAD FOR PRODUCT DESIGN•

PREREQUISITES: ZZ·2715 ADVANCED CAD FOR PRODUCT DESIGN'

22-3705
Special Issues for Product Design I
Tw<XIay workshop focuses on a variety of short topics. Course
presents a special topic in a short but intense workshop envi·
ronment. Areas that may be included are as follows: special
manufacturing processes. material and color selection.
marketing strategies. special rendering techniques. research
methOds. visiting designers. or long distance field trips.
Students write a paper on the topic covered.

22-3 725
Presentation Graph i cs/ Rendering
Course IntrOduces students to the essential methOds of
presentation and rendering. Course combines a variety of
manual and digital approaches. Students leam to render In
a variety of media using different techniques. Course covers
theory behind presentations. including consideration of the
elements of a successful presentation. Digital component
involves Ieeming fundamentals of important graphic programs
(Adobe lllustratorjPhotoshop}, thereby enabling students to
develop the graphic component of a project into a professional
portfolio piece and sophisticated design booklets.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 22·2710 PRODUCT DESIGN Ill: PRODUCT SEMANTICS'

22·3710
Product Design V
Course focuses on the development and subsequent test·
ing and refinement of a new product. Students research and
develop a new product resulting in a working prototype to be
field tested. videotaped, and analyzed. Based on this analy·
sis. refinements are made and product is prototyped again
and re-tested. Students work with CAD/CAM software or rapid
prototyping to develop the original prototype. thereby learning
the refinement process and the flexibility of parametric design
database. Course intrOduces case studies along with methods
of field·testing, videotaping. and compiling information into a
visual database for presentation.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 22-3700 PRODUCT DESIGN tV•

22-3740
Product Design Thesis I
Course allows a student to choose a semester-long project
under the advisement of a faculty member. Students select an
area of interest and conduct all necessary research, develop.
ment, prototyping, and refinement required for the develop.
ment of a successful product. Requirements include marl<et
research. cost analysis, prototyping. and field-testing and
refinement. Students produce a complete booklet documenting the full process and completed prOduct in its entirety.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; :l:l-37:15 PRESENTATION GRAPHICSjRENOERING•

PREREQUISITES; 22-3725 PRESENTATION GRAPHICS/RENDERING*

22·3715
Digital Presentation Techniques
Course introduces prOduct design students to essential meth·
Ods of digital presentation techniques. Students focus on
a variety of advanced digital techniques for utilizing graphic
design programs. digital presentation programs. and portfolio
development strategies. Students use work from past projects
to develop more polished and sophisticated presentations in
preparation for their portfolios and internships including the
design and prOduction of a CD-ROM and animations.

22-3 741
Product Design Thesis II
Course consists of a semester-long project chosen by the
student under advisement of a faculty member. If approved
by a faculty member. this can be a continuation of 22-3740
Product Design Thesis I. Students select an area of interest in
order to broaden material and process awareness. Completion
of project requires a complex user interface and extensive
research into the development of a working virtual prototype. Students spend the first third of the semester doing
research and are responsible for the development. prototyp.
ing, and refinement required to create a successful product.

3 CREDITS
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Requirements also include market research. cost analysis.
prototyping. field-testing. and refinement. Student produces
a complete booklet documenting the full process and the
completed product in its entirety.

22-3804
Design Studio IV: Adaptive Reuse
Course exposes students to the methodology of the design
process through problem definition, acknowledgment of problematic constraints. presentation of verbal and graphic solu·
t ions. and final crit ique. Design studio focuses on historical
context. adaptive reuse. or preservation/restoration projects.
Field trips and visiting lecturers may be featured.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUIStr5: 22-3740 PRODUCT D51GN TH51S I'

22·3750
Product Oesign Professional Business
Practices
Course examines professional business practices within a
design consulting firm or design office of a n1anufacturer.
Students focus on a variety of specialized activities that
commonly occur inside a design office. Through a series of
design problems. students are exposed to worl<ing in design
teams. designing over a network. researching methOds. and
researching alternative ways to manufacture a single product.
Course is taught as a seminar with short projects geared
toward an understanding of the professional office environment.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 22-3821 RENDERING AND PRESENTATION"
CONCURRENT: 22-3822 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF LIGHTING I'

3 CREDITS

22· 3805
Desi gn Studio V: Global Issues
Course exposes students to the methodology of the design
process through problem definition. acknowledgment of problematic constraints. presentation of verbal and graphic solu·
tions. and final critiQue. Studio focuses on commercial. corporate. or institutional design problems and explores socially
conscious design that incorporates global issues within
context of specific problems. Field trips and visiting lecturers
may be featured.

PREREQUISITES; 22-3740 PRODUCT DESIGN THESIS 1•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 22-3822 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF LIGHTING I'

22-3755
Product Design Portfolio Development
Course focuses entirely on the development and refinement
o f a professional quality portfolio based on work from prior
design studio courses. Course examines theory behind creat·
ing an effective portfolio. Guest speakers give professional
presentations. diseuss what shOuld be ineluded in a portfolio.
and critique student portfolios. Instruction is split between
practical coursework refining existing projects and lectures
on the variety of ways to present design ideas ano finished
design proposals.

22·3806
Senior Project A: Research and
Programming •
This five-week course develops student's ability to gather
informat ion and compile research material to develop a
design program for their designated thesis topic. Research
is conducted using textbooks. periodicals. photographs.
sketches. the internet. and on-site analysis. if appropriate.
Material and design program are formally presented during
week five.

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: :n-3740 PRODUCT DESIGN THESIS I•

PREREQUISITES: 22·3822 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF LIGHTING 1', 23·1110

CONCURRENT: 22-3714 PRODUCT DESIGN THESIS II'

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE MAJOR$•, 35-1100
FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPliCATIONS•

22·3803
Design Studio Ill: Code Compliance
Course exposes students to the methodology of the design
process through problematic constraints. presentation of
verbal and graphic solutions. and final critique. This design
studio focuses on commercial space planning. safety
constraints. building code. and the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA). Field trips and visiting lectures may be featured.

CONCURRENT; 22·3807 SENIOR PROJECT 8: SCHEMATIC DESIGN•,
22-3988 INTERNSHIP: ART ANO DESIGN'

22·3807
Senior Project B : Schematic Design
Ten-week course focuses on conceptual development. prelimi·
nary study models. and schematic drawings through use
of sketch techniques. All material for this 1<>·week period
is presented in sketch and model format. During week 10
students present their accumulated material in a final format
for critique.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3·D DESIGN, 22·1819
SOURCES AND MATERIALS'. 22·2801 DESIGN STUDIO II', 22-2812

2 CREDITS

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFT ANO DETAILING II'. 22-3815 AUTOCAD
DETAILING m•

PREREQUISITES; 22·3822 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF LIGHTING 1', 231110
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE MAJORS •. 35-1100

CONCURRENT: 22·2802 HISTORY OF FURNITURE SEMINAR'. 22-3816
AUTOCAO DETAILING IV', 22·3821 RENDERING AND PRESENTATION'

FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS •
CONCURRENT: 22-3806 SENIOR PROJECT A: RESEARCH AND
PROGRAMMING · . 22-3988 INTERNSHIP: ART AND DESIGN'
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._.., '"rofect C: 0...... O..e..,_..

22-MOa

~course~

the pretlminely end ac:hem8llc wor1<

of 22-380e Senior Project A: Reseen:ll end ~end

22·3807 Senior Project B:
on .,..._,.

~

Desle'l- Course roc.-s

-IOCltloet 4 end the COft'IC)Ielloo oof the final lf8phic

~

of the stuclenfs lhesb project.

22-38U
AlltoCAD Detallllla IV
This Is the ftnal course of the~ and~
~the AutoCAD ~ lor clr8ftlrC. Class modal .......
lates a professional erdlitectut8C/Interior ~ 111m arMronment. explotlr'C tile al)l)t08Ches used In the ~
community. Students eJ<I)Iore eclvenced AutoCAD oonoo•lda.

1CIIDHT

program conflguretions. end ~ wlttl OCher ~

PR£R£QUSIT£S: n3805 D£SIGN sruooo v: GtOSAL ISSUES•.
;n.~ SENIOR PROJECT k IIESENIOf AHO I'II()GI!AJMAING •.

Students may complete wor1<irC ~
inciMdual appoacll.

:12-3807 SENIOR PROJfCT 8: SCH£MAJJC O£SIGN•. 22~
IN1EIIHSHIP: AliT AND DfSIGN•
roNCVIIRENT: 22.3809 SENIOR PROJECT 0: WORKING DRAWINGS•
:12-381D SENIOR PROJECT£: PRESENTATION AND CSIITI()tJ£•.

PREIIEQliiSIT£S: 22-3815 AI.ITOCAD Of.TAIUHG ••
roNCVIIRENT: Zl-280:1 ...STORY Of FUIINITUR£

:n.3823 IIUSINESS PRACTIC£ FOR Of.SIGNERS •. 22-3824 PORTF()U()

tiWolct> a -

or

I CIIIOITS

SC-•. ~

D£SIGN STl!OO II: COO€ ~·. :n.l42111ENOEIIWG AHO
PRESENTATION•

OEYflOI'MfNT WORI<SHOP"

22-3817
22-aao.
~

Ienior Project D: Worlcln& Drawlnp

course 11)\'es the student

tile oppo<tunlty to de\oelop

Daal&n PreMntatlon: Dl&ltal F..-t•

Course contlnues tile expiOretion of 3-0 started In AutoCAD/
Detailing IV by focusing on the three dl!MnSion ~

selecled details speclfoc to his 0< her thesis project. such as

wlttlin AutoCAO. The primary focus of the class Is to combine

Interior a<Chltecture elements. millwork. and custom furniture.
1 CIIIOIT

AutoVision

PREIIEQliiSIT£S: :12-3805 Of.SIGN STUOIO V: Gt08AL ISSIJES•.
22-3808 SENIOR PROJECT k RESEAR01 AND PROGRAMMING•.
2'-3807 SENIOR PROJECT 8: SCHEMATIC Of.SIGN•, 22-3988

lecture. demonstration. and hands-oo application of the

program as a tool for grephic presentation.

AutoVisoon uses geometty. lighting. and surface materials to
create 3-0 Images. Using the built~n rende<1ng paremetars,

the student teams to create realistically rendered lma&eS from

INT£11/tSHIP: AliT AND Of.SIGN•

Inside AutoCAO.

aJHQJRRENT: 22.J308 SENIOR PROJECT C: Of.SIGN OEY£LOPOAENT•.

3 CIIIOITI

2'-JillD SENIOR PROJECT E: PRESENTATION AND CRITIQUE".
22-.3823 IIUSINESS PRACTICE FOR Of.SIGNERS•. 22-3824 PORTF()U()

PREREQliiSIT£S: n-3816 AVTOCAD Of.TAIUNG N+

OEY£l OPOAENT WORKSHOP•

22-3818
VIZ/ 3-D
3-0 Studio VIZ is a program used to quickly create profes-

22-3110
Critique

and nlmsional-quality 3-0 models. photo-<eallstic stJII
quality anomatoon on your PC. Prognlm Is rooted In 3-0 art, not

Senior Project E: Presentation and

imaees.

r:r.oe-k course ends the tllesis series. Students formally

In 2·0 drafting. Thos program was de'Jelooed for a<Chltec:tural

present tllelr WO<I< representing the past tllesis courses at a
flnal critique session. Critique panel is composed of design

and InteriOr design practice, civil engiMerlng. and lndustttal
design.

professionals. faculty. and peers.
1 CIIIOIT

3 CIIEDITI

PREIIEQliiSIT£5: 22·3805 DfSIGN STUOO V: GlOBAl ISSUES•.
22-3808 SENIOR PROJECT k RESEAIICH AND PROGRAMMING",
22.J807 SENIOR PROJECT 8: SCHEMATIC Of.SIGN•, 22·3988
INT£11/tSHIP: AliT AND Of.SIGN•

PREREQUISITES: 22-3816 AVTOCAD Of.TAIUNG N+

22·3821

Renderln& end PreMntatlott

Course focuses on creation of I'WO- end lh~menslonal

aJHQJRRENT: 22-J308 SENIOR PROJECT C: DESIGN OEY£lOPOAENT•,

color renderings of projects in a variety of materials and
approaches. StUCiy emphasizes delineation of O<thoCfaphic.

22-3809 SENIOR PROJECT 0: WORKING ORAWJNGS•. 22-3823

parallnes and perspectives. fundamentals of rende<1f'C form,

8CJSJNESS PRACTIC£ FOR D£SIGNERS •, 22-3824 PORTF()U()
OEYfl OI'MfNT WORKSHOP•

defining ligllt and Shadow. textures. materials. charllcte<tstlc,
and drawing techniques. lnstructe< also lntrodtlceS .wdenU to

22-381.&

presentation techniques and helps them -top their skll'- In
this area.

AutoCAD Detallln& Ill

Intermediate - 1 course continues AutoCAD Fundamentals

3

and AtcMecturet Draft.ong and Detailing 11. Students are
lntiOduced to InteriOr detaohng of commercial Spece$ and

PREREQllrstf£5: 22·3815 AVfOCAD DETAILING

c!tawings such as sheet
moduleS. reference symOots. and targets. Students spend

Issues i~ in de\oeloplng WO<I<ing

C ~EOI T I

w•

OONCIJRRENf: 22-2802 HISTORY Of FUIINrTl!IIE SEMINAR•.
22 3803 DESIGN STUOO II: COO€ COMI'I.IANC£". 22-381~ AI.ITOCAD
D(TA.Jt.JNG N •

exten&Ne class tome concentretong on drafting and detailing
end team mo<e advanced AutoCAD commands.
I CIIIOITS
PREREQliiSITCS: 22-2812 A/IC><IfECrllllAI. DRAFT AND DETAiliNG#"
roNCVIIRENI 221819 50CJRC£S AND MA TERIALS•, 22·2801 DESIGN

Srr..<»> , .
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22·3822

Fundamentals of Lighting I

22·3988

Internsh ip: Art and Design•

No description available.

lecture; studio course introduces students to interior and
architectural lighting through discussion of the nature of light·
ing and its use in graphic expression. Students examine levels
of lighting, light sources, and luminaries as well as psychology
of light, color rendering characteristics of different bulb and
lamp types, calculations and the use of drawing conventions.
and symbOls in the development of a lighting plan.

1·6 CREDITS

22·3989

Internsh ip: Interior Architecture•

No description available.
1·6 CREDITS

Directed Study: Art and Design

3 CREDITS

22·3990

PREREQUISITE$: 22·3821 RENDERING AND PRESENTATION•

Directed Studies are learning activities involving student inde·
pendence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for
students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is possi·
ble in regular courses or for students who wish to engage in a
subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by the
College. They involve close collabOration with a faculty aclvi·
sor who will assist in development and design of the project,
oversee its progress, evaluate the final results, and submit a
grade.

CONCURRENT: 22-3804 DESIGN STUDIO IV: ADAPTNE REUSE•

22-3823

Business Practice for Designers•

Course explores business procedures currently practiced
today. Instruction covers marl<eting and selling, Request
for Proposal (RRP}, contracts. compensation, and fees.
ASsignments and course content utilizes computer technology
for the development of the necessary materials. Course illus·
trates the process of selling yourself, your ideas, and
your firm.

1·6 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-3806 SENIOR PROJECT A, 22·3807 SENIOR PROJECT
8, 22-3988 INTERNSHIP, 22-3804 DESIGN STUDIO IV/ADAPTIVE REUSE,

22·3998

22-3822 FUNDAMENTALS OF liGHTING, 22·1131 HISTORY OF ARCH.

Independent Project: Art and Des ign•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22-3805 DESIGN STUDIO V: GLOBAL ISSUES•,

An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area
that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration, the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.

22-3806 SENIOR PROJECT A •, 22·3807 SENIOR PROJECT a•, 22·3822

1·6 CREDITS

I, 22-3805 DESIGN STUOIO V/GlOBALISSUES. 23-1110 PHOTO FOR
INTERIOR ARCH., 22-1132 HISTORY OF ARCH. II

FUNDAMENTALS OF liGHTING•, 22·39881NTERNSHIP', 23·1110
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE'

22·3999

CONCURRENT: 22-3808 SENIOR PROJECT C; DESIGN DEVELOPMENT',

An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area
that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration. the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.

3809 SENIOR PROJECT 0: WORKING DRAWING$ •, 22-3810 SENIOR
PROJECT E: PRESENTATION AND CRtnQUE', 22-3824 PORTFOLIO
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP •

22·3824

Portfolio Development Workshop•

Independent Proj: Art and Design

1·6 CREDITS

Two full-day workshops expose students to the mechanics of
portfolio presentation and development. Students take this
portfolio workshop and the thesis course series concurrently
(Thesis C·E}.

66-4305

Art as Spiritual Practice

Description to Come.
3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 22-3823 BUSINESS PRACTICE FOR BEGINNERS•

66-4627

Dimensional Paper•

Description to Come.

22-3901
Extendlng/ Accessorlzlng the Body:
Interdisciplinary Strategies •

3 CREDITS

The body as an armature moving through space will be the
starting point for an interdisciplinary approach to broaden your
ideas of design and art. The body is the inspiration to create
prototypes for various products from objects for carrying
essentials, to garments or temporary shelters. The student
will address conceptual problems from within and outside your
major area of study, worl<ing in teams that stress creative
interdisciplinary solutions to design challenges. This studio
course covers concepts. techniques, and history.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

MODERN', 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTAL$ OF 2.()
OESIGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3·D DESIGN
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ARTS, ENTERTA I N M EN T, AN D M EDI A MA NAG EM EN T
J . DENNIS RICH , CHAIRPERSON
Columbia's Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management [)e.
partment otters comprehensive preparation tor careers In the
business of arts, entertainment. media. sports. and fashiOn/
retail management. The program prepares students for staff
and managerial positions in arts organizatiOns and In the entertainment, fashiOn. media. and sports industties. In additiOn.
the department offers courses designed to equip individual
visual or performing artists and entrepreneurs wishing to start
their own enterprise. Finally. the program prepares students
Who want to continue their st udies in graduate or professional
schools.

Internships are an integral part of tne AEMM Department.
bringing together theoretical concepts and edministrathle sk1lls
in practical on-site situations. By working with leading organlz&tions in the Chicago area. across the country. and internatiOnally, qualified students have the opportunity to gain hands-on
experience and make contacts necessary for a successful
career in arts. entertainment. and media management. The
student, the department. and the sponsor work together to
make the internship an exciting component of the student's
college career.
Good management skills are vital for anyone. Because we are
concerned with the quality of life in every community. we focus
on educating those committed to the arts. entertainment.
media, fashion. and sports Industries.

Over the years. the demand for people Who can manage the
Increasingly complicated career of an artist has grown considerably. A successful arts manager understands the aesthetic
Impulse a nd the work of artists. whether they are popular
media artists. members of a chamber group. or fashion designers. They also understand that marketing. money management.
research, and planning are essential to survival. The Arts.
Entertainment. and Media Management Department (AEMM)
believes in teaching students to be managers Who can provide
artists wtth structures in which they can thrive.

J. Dennie Rich
Chairperson, Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management

The AEMM Department is one of the largest cultural management training centers in the world. with a ful~time faculty of
20 and more than 100 part·tlme Instructors from the field.
The faculty includes leading figures from cultural management
fields. T.l>ey know what is expected of arts managers. and they
make these expectations clear in course syllabi. Faculty members not only stay current with emerging trends In their fields.
but also provide st udents with opportunities for internships
and career placement, and act as student advisors. mentors.
leaders. and professional role models. Several instructors hold
executille positions with major recording companies. broadcast
and motion picture corporations. talent agencies. performing
arts companies. fashion retailers. and sports teams. The fa<>
ulty also includes attorneys and accountants with expertise in
the arts. entertainment. and media. as well as working creative
artists and designers Who combine their creatille talents witn a
firm grasp of business realities.

.........,
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ARTS, ENTERTAINM ENT, AND MEDIA MANAGEM ENT
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARTS, ENTE RTA INMENT,
AND M EDIA MANAGEM ENT
Founded on 1976. the Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management Department offers a Bacllelor of Arts witl'l specialized
concentrations to P<epare students for management positions
in the visual arts. performing arts. media, sports management. music business. small business; entrepreneurship, and
fashion/retail managem ent. Students may choose to focus on
either non·profit or for·profit management. Each concentration
combines conceptual and IJ'Ieoretical learning with practical
experience. including a possible internship.
The Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management (AEMM)
Department emphasizes ll'le importance of effiolency, sound
Judgment, and demonstrated social responsibility. In addotion
to studying comprehensive business foundations. students
develOp Skolts in cntocaltl'linking, communicatoon. and quantota·
trve and qualotatM! analysis. The goal is to equip students With
skolls IJ'Iat Wilt advance ll'le industry and encourage construe1M! particopatoon in c.vic, political. and cultural affairs.
The Columbia College Chicago AEMM Department offers:
education in the classroom and IJ'Ie field for those who want
to manage creative enterprise in the arts. entertainment.
media. and fashion industries.
coursework to enhance the knowledge o f those already active In the field.
classes to assist the individual a rtist or entrepreneur with
economic, legal. and business issues.
Students majoring in AEMM select from among seven con·
centrations. tailoring their education to fll their needs and
onterests. The AEMM Department provides majors with an
intensive education in ll'leir field of concentration and prepares
ots students to enter IJ'Ie professional work force after gradua.
tion. At the same time. ll'le AEMM Department stresses ll'le develOpment of knowledge and skills IJ'Iat are widely transferable
and that are applocable throughout life.

Internships are an integral part of ll'le AEMM major. bringing
togell'ler theoretical concepts with real-world situations. In cooperation with leadong organizations In the Chicago area , qual;.
fled s tudents have ll'le opportunity to acquire hands-on field
experience, confidence. and contacts to help them gain a leading edge in the competitive job market. The student becomes
more aware of what is involved In his or her chosen career bY
actually work ing in a P<Ofessional organization. The student.
faculty advisor. and sponsoring o rganization work together to
make the internship one of the most important experiences
in the student's college education. Internships are credited bY
graduating students as instrumenta l in he lping them land their
first job in their chosen field.
The Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management Department
also offers a post-t>accalaureate certificate of major and a
minor in Arts. Entertaonment. and Media Management.

CONCENTRATI ON S
ARTS ENTREPREN EURSHI P AND SM ALL BUSINESS
MANAGEM ENT CONCENTRATION
The Arts Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management
concentration is one o f the few programs In the world that
provides complete and comprehensive education and training
in the business of the arts. St udents learn how to recognize
business opportunitles.and act on them. Skill sets are taught
tor starting. growing . and maintaining a business. Students
have the unique OPPOrtunity to access funding that can enable

them to implement the arts business plans they create as part
of this program. Students who are artists looking to become
self-emp~ as well as thOse who wish to engage in ll'le arts
and create an artistic enterprise woll benefit immensely from
this Pfogr&m. This program produces self-employed artists and
arts entrepreneurs.
FASHION/RETAIL MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION
The Fashion/Retail M anagement concentration offers instruct ion in fashion management with the relat ed technical and
professional areas o f fashion merchandising. retailing . and
the art of the entrepreneur. The curriculum integrates s tud ies
in ma rketing . fashion merchandising , design, a rt. theater. and
liberal a rts tailored to individual career goals.

As a manager or creative enterprise, students can specialize
in areas such as marketing, financial management. fundraising. sales. or production. Students might also choose to be an
entrepreneur and organize their own company. No matter what
option students select. two attributes are necessary to be an
effective manager In the arts: a genuine love of the art form
and the practical business skills and knowledge that enable
organizations to effectively fulfill their missions. As managers.
P<Ofessionals can help provide the realist ic framework upon
which creatrve art.i sts can build. Good management increases
opportunities tor good art to develOp and nourish.

M EDIA MANAGEM ENT CONCENTRATION
Students interest ed in this concentration will combine IJ'Ie
business and aesll'letic sides of media. The discipline leads
to a profession in ll'le businesses of televisoon. radio. film,
journalism, and interactive media. as well as entreP<eneurial
endellii'Ol's.

Classroom experience ondudes team learning, group proJectS.
and onteractove learnong. Case study methods and semonar·
style learnong are common in many classes. Students are
challenged to relate rea~life situations to classroom Instruction. Many classes base assignments upon actual companies
or organizations.

MUSIC BUSINESS CONCENTRATION
Students interested in the music industry shOuld select
ll'le Music Business specialty. This specialization leads to
professions in the multifaceted world of music entertainment.
This course of s tudy prepares students to take advantage of
opportunities in label management. talent management. and
live performance produc tion. as well as hands-on a pplication i n

music production.
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PERFORM ING ARTS MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION
Arts, Entertainment , and Media Management students interested in producing and presenting organizations should select the
Performing Arts Management concentration. This specialization
leads to professions in live performance, dance, and theater
productions.
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SPORTS MANAGEMENT CONCENTRATION
Sports Management is an area of study that combines the
concerns of live entertainment and media management
with aspects of talent management leading to careers in
professional sports in franchises. federations, venues. or
equipment.

: :E

Cc

VISUAL ARTS MANAGEM ENT CONCENTRATION
This area of study combines the aesthetic and business sides
of the visual arts for students who wish to work with artists,
curators, scholars, artist representatives, and collectors. It prepares students who want to own companies in the visual arts
field or who seek management roles in museums, galleries, or
exhibitions.
M inor In Arts, Entertainment, a nd M edia M a nagement
A minor in Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management will
give students the information and skills necessary to interact
effectively with the management of arts, entertainment, fashIon. and media organizations.
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28-1110
Introducti on to Management
This course provides students with an overview of the various management functions. Students are prepared to engage
the entrepreneurial opportunities in the arts as small business owners and managers. Upon completion, students will
possess the basic knowledge of managerial functions in the
context of small and large corporations. Students must be
able to use the basic managerial functions as controls and
set goals, provide leadership, and create an environment of
clear strategic vision and analysis. Students will be able to
recognize their own career paths in the business of the arts.

28-1910
Introduction t o Fashion Business
Course covers workings and interrelationships of various
industries and services that compose the fashion business.
Instruction offers a comprehensive overview of enterprises
involved in design, production, and distribution of men's,
women's, and children's apparel and accessories. Students
learn about varied career opportunities in the fashion field and
how to make business decisions. recognize and solve problems, and maximize opportunities. Skills learned in
this course prepare students for advanced courses in the
curriculum.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

28·1112
Manageri al Economi c s
This course introduces the fundamental concepts of economic
principles behind supply and demand, consumer choice,
opportunity costs. market system. money. and banking as
it applies to the management of an arts business. This is
an integrated macro-micro introduction for the arts business
manager and the small business owner. Students will also
learn how to use economic information to manage their own
finances and invest ments.

28-1915
Fashi on Product Eval uation
This course provides the foundation of professional vocabulary used in the fashion industry. Students learn to identify
garment components. evaluate construction techniques,
estimate production costs, and integrate these fundamentals
into fashion management applications. Skills learned in this
course prepare students for advanced courses in the curricu·
lum: Fashion Merchandising (28-3910) and Decision Making:
Fashion; Retail Management (28-3970).

3 CREDITS

3 CREDI TS

28-1115
Introduction t o Marketi ng the Arts •
Students analyze an arts, entertainment. media, or fashion
organization within Its environmental context to determine

28-1920
VIs ual Merchand ising
Course provides the practical application of concepts taught in
the Management Department's marketing and merchandising

how to pgsition it in the marketplace. Students develop an

courses. Students interested in retail management learn how

understanding of the consumer and mar1<et. choose proper
research techniques to solve problems. determine appropriate
promotional techniques to develop relationships with customers, and develop a complete and integrated marketing plan for
an organization.

to create visual displays and present merchandise effectively.
This knowledge can lead to specific careers in visual merchandising and is beneficial for the retail manager to use in the
functions of management.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

28-1925
Topi c s: Fas hi on Show Product i on
Course introduces fashion show planning and implementation
techniques. Students have an opportunity to observe a retail
fashion show in its planning stages.

PREREQUI$/TE:S: 28-1110 INmOOUCTION TO MANAGEMENT

28-1410
Art & Business of Recording
Course provides an overview of the multibillion-dollar record
industry. Topics include responsibilities of producers and
labels, song writing, copyrights, publishing. royalties and
residuals. recording industry contracts, unions, and licensing organizations. basic music theory (music as a language
of communication in the Music Industry). and technology as
related to the recording industry.

2 CREDITS

28-1930

Clothing and Society
This course focuses on the socio-cultural significance of dress
and appearance. Course offers a framework for interpreting
the meaning of dress as behavior and as a communication
system. This course may fulfill the Context requirement for
the Fashion;Retail Management concentration.

3 CREDITS

28-1710
Business of Professional Sports
Course is an introduction to Sports Management principles.
the structure of the sports industry and sports organizations, either franchises (ex: Cubs), leagues (ex: NBA), venues
(ex: Wrigley Reid), equipment (ex: Nike), or events (ex: the
Olympics). Course also examines the types of employment
training and skills career seekers require. Class will focus
on the following topics: sports. culture & society, scope of
sports industry: sports consumers; governance; leadership;
liability & risk management; role of sports agents; careers in
sports management.

3 CREDITS

28-193 5
Ethni c Dres s
Course examines dress and adornment practices of folk soci·
eties. ethnic groups, and indigenous populations. Students
analyze psychological, social. and symbolic functions of these
costumes. Unique. colorful costumes are explored as design
inspirations or influences for present day fashions. Course
includes in-depth study of costumes representative of the
multicultural Chicago community.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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28-1938J F. .hlon In the Global Economy
Thos Is a study tour to Ecuador. South America. This course
w111 take students to the capital city of Quito. as well as to
the city of Otavalo to visit and work with clothing manufae>
turer Wonter Sun. The goals of this prog,am are to Increase
students' global awareness and to help prepare them for
professional employment in the ever-changing lntematlonal
sectors of fashion such as merchandising, management and
marketing.

28-2120
Wri ting for Managers•
Course applies management skolls, SUCh as communicating.
planning, and problem solving. to the writing process. Topics
include principles and techniques of business communications. formats for structuring Information. and strategies for
writing short business reports. May be used to fulfill writing
Intensive requirement.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISIT£$: 52·1152 WRITING ANO RHETORIC II'

3 CREDITS

28·1937

Century of Design
Course examones desogners· market1ng and merchandising
strategies and considers how they have shaoed the faShion
retail Industry. Course provides an i!Hlepth study of fashoon
desl&ners of the late 19th and 20th centuries and their impact
on modem business practices. Instruction covers the e.olutlon of fashoon designers from Charles Worth to Alexander
McQueen and their influence on the ondustry.

28·2150
Toplcs :Organlzatlonal Behavior: Human
Relations Workshop
Effective managers must be technically oriented and human
oriented. Course teaches students to manage and lead
people effectively. Students leam how Individuals function and
malfunction in groupS, how to reSOlve oonRicts. and how to
build productive teams.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 28-1110 INTROOlJCTION TO MANAGEMENT

3 CREDITS

28·2155

28·2110

Accounting I
Financial Accounting is a thorough coverage of financial
accounting topics. Clear principles and procedures are used
to demonstrate the coverage of the accounting cycle tor
the organization. General-purpose financial statements are
prepared: Income Statement. Statement of Equity. Balance
Sheet, and Statement of Cash Flow. The remainder of lhe
class covers financial topics that will enhance the studenr s
understanding of general-purpose finandal statements and the
use of fonancong through ratio analysis.
4 CREDITS

28·2111
Legal Aspects Arts and Ente rtai nment
Course enables students to better understand legal Issues
In business dealings in the arts and entertainment Industries
and to recognize where legal problems may arise. Course
wort< Includes readings and lectures relating to copyright and
other Intellectual property rights. contracts. licensing agreements. first amendment issues, agency agreements. and the
formation of partnerships and corporations.
3 CREDITS

28-2115
Computer Uses for Managers
Course provides students with a practical frameworl< for
applying computer technology to unique information needs of
various organozatoons. Computer technology is an onvaluable
resource that Should be used to support the decosoon-makong
process.
3 CREDITS

PREREQIIISITES: 3~1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPVTER APPI.IC\TIOHS,
35-1111 USING MICROSOFT WORO, 3~1112 PC FUNDAMENTALS,
35-1113 USING MICROSOFT EXCEL

Sales and Management
This course provides the arts entrepreneur with an ovetView of
the various sales management functions and provides exposure to many of the problems faced by the modem day sales
manager in an artistic arena. It closely examines the special
concerns of artists wtio manage sales professionals whose
responsibility it is to begin to develop a sales staff for his or
her speciQI needs. Vpon oompletlon, students should have
a basic knowledge of the sales managerial process. the goal
setting, and planning process required. Students learn fundamental sales controls and motivating artistic sales professionals. This will be a fun and onteractive class and each individual's growth in learnong the skolls to sell and to manage a sales
force that promotes an artJSUC craft or product will determine
the final g,ade.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

28·2160
Labor Relations for the Arts
Course examines economic, social, political. institut ional ,
and psychological forces affecting development of unions and
guilds among artists. Instruction covers employer-union and
employer-employee relations, contracts. union mediation and
arbitration. and current legal and economic conditions in the
labor market.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTIIOOUCT/ON 10 MANAGEMENT

28-2165
Managi ng Humin Resources
Students learn to Identify principal human resource management functions within an organization. Course utilizes interper·
sonal communication, role-playing. and hands-on exercises to
teach typical human resource management skills applicable
to the arts. entertainment, mecfia. and retail fields. Students
practice intetViewlng techniques: creating compensation pack·
ages; developing. training, and disciplining employees: and
developing performance appraisals.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 28-1110 INTROOUCTION TO MANAGEMENT
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28-2195
AEMM Directed Study :
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student independence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for
students who wish t o explore a subject beyond what is possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage in a
subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by the
College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with a
faculty advisor who will assist in the development and design
of the project. oversee its progress. evaluate the final results.
and submit a grade.

28-2430
Talent Management •
Course examines the crucial role of professional management
for all types of artists and entertainers. Instruction focuses
on roles of personal manager. booking agent. talent agent.
road manager. and company manager. Course explores format ion of an agency. development of talent. and special touring
considerations.
3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS •
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28-2250
Investments•
Students learn how to diagnose economic conditions to determine investment strategy. analyze financial situations. and
apply solutions based on sound financial planning and invest·
ment principles.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 28·2111 LEGAL ASPECTS ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

28-2440
Applied Retail: Record Stores •
No descriplion available.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT OR

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 28·24l1 APPLIED MARKETING: RECORDING
INDUSTRY•. 28·2940 RETAIL MANAGEMENT-

28·1711 FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS

28-2411
Applied Ma rketing: Recording Industry•
Course continues content of 28-1410 The Art and Business
of Recording and 28-1115 IntrOduction to Marketing the
Arts. Instruct ion covers processes following prOduction of
the recorded master. Topics include press kit and Electronic
Press kil (EPK) development. Students are presented informa·
tion relating to recording industry marketing plan development
and implementation that include: markets analysis: developing
objectives and strategies to accomplish objectives: and developing Market Communication (MarCom) plans that incorporate
merchandising. sales. and distribution. advertising and promotion. radio. internet. and database.

28-2610
E-8u slness I *
Course provides students with a broad overview of the
concepts and principles of e·business. Thts knowledge is
increasingly important for all students. regardless of their area
of concentration. because traditional businesses and arts
organizations are becoming hybrids by adding an online presence to their existing structure. Topics discussed include a
definition of e-business. online management strategies. distri~
bution channels. privacy and security issues. and cyberlaw.
among others. This course is particularly recommended for
Music Business students.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·11151NTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

3 CREDI TS
PREREOUISITES: 28·1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•,
28-1410 ART & BUSINESS OF RECORDING

28-2710
Oral Communication and Public
Speaking for M anagers
Course helps develop the students' ability t o speak confidently and effectively in a variety of public speaking situations.
Students will prepare and present several different types of
speeches that arts managers are often required to make.
Particular attention is paid to style. persuasion. and credibility
in public speaking.

28-2420
Producing Recorded Music I*
Course provides introductory information on the role of
the music prOducer in producing recorded music. Through
classroom lectures, hands-on application. and observation
in a recording environment, students experience and gain
an understanding of the role of a music producer. Concepts
include: basic music theory related to the recordtng process.
the union. planning budgets and logistical issues, produc·
ing aesthetics, understanding microphones. and the roles of
recording personnel in a recording environment.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

28-2725
Cultural Tourism *
This course offers insights into arts involvement and cooperative relationships with all aspects of the tourism industry
including: hotels, carriers. convention and visitor bureaus. tour
operators. travel agents. and government agencies. Students
develop an understanding of tne many promotional, financial ,
and programmatic benefits of cultural tourism by discussion with professionals. and with case studies. Instructional
discussion enables students to develop practical approaches
to specific situatiOns.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1410 ART & BUSINESS OF RECORDING

28-2422
Introduction to Pro Tools for Producers*
Course provides an intrOduction to using Digidesign Pro Tools
software as it applies to the music producer. Through hands
on applications students will be introduced to topics including
Digidesign hardware interfaces. Pro Tools software use. integrated digital software application. industry standard plug-in
use, and digital recording session organization.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2420 PRODUCING RECORDED MUSIC 1·
WWW . COt.U M . E D U/U N O E A GRADUATE /
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28-2435
Music Publishing •
Students learn the principles and procedures involved in
music publishing both nationally and internationally.

1·6 CREDITS
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conceMng. executing. and launc:hlng a business venture: and
develOp SkillS in finance. employee relations. end ~lng. This course focuses on the concepts, Skills, expertise,
lnfonnation, attitudes, controls. and rewards of en1tllp.-eneur·
ship. Students learn to recognize opportUnities act on them.
Students also learn hOw 10 orchestrate. enhance the eapeclty
10 envision. and antlcipate frO<n the en1tllpreneurshlp perspeo.
live. Upon completion the student must have awareness of
the basic problems of pursuing a business opportunity and be
able to demonstrate the planning process of 8 business start·
up. Students must be able to apply Iogie to en1tepreneorlal
situations: be able to identify. understand. and balance the
motivations and goals of the business as well as your own
personal motivations and goals: have an understanding of the
process of business plan creation: and be able to cteate a
business plan and blend arts and entrepreneurship.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTROOUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•,
28-2110 ACCOUNnNG I, 52·1152 WRmNG AND RHETORIC""

Club Menecei!Mnt

eummes all asPeCtS of club manaeement. Topics

include purchaslo'IC 8 club. sei!JnC controls. knowing potential
custome<s and competition. and dealing with cooii8CU and
nders. Special sectlon features effects of outside Influences
on 8 club. Including Interaction with city inspectors. cust~
ers. and the community.
3 CR[l)tTS
PREREQUISITES: 21HJ1S INTROOUC:IlON TO MARKETING THE ARTS •

c •

28· 2855

Events: Concert end Futlvel Production
Manaceme nt
Experiential course IS designed to provide resources. tools.
and training necessal)' fO< planning and management of live
perfO<mance events. Students are given hands-on orient&uon of event management processes and the opportunity to
partiCipate in manal!)ng actual events. Course features guest
speakers.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-ll10 INTROOUCTION TO MANAGEMENT

28·3135
Strateclc M ena&ement •
Course focuses on rote and methods of the chief executive and board In stratel!)c planning. 11 uses ease studies In
commercial and not·fO<·profit sectors with special emphasis on
small and large businesses in lhe arts. entertainment. media,
and fashion fields.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTROOUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•
COREQUISITES: 28-3110 A NANCE •

28· 2940

Retail Manacement
Students learn hOw to recognize the stepS needed to develop
a retail operation. analyze business situations and apply solutiOns based on sound management theory. and examine the
processes involved In maintaining a sU<:Cessful retail estabhshment.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-J110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT

28-3 110

Finance
Anance Is the art and science of manal!)ng money. This
course prov1des an understanding of the financial system.
1ts tunct1ons. and available alternatives for obtaining money.
01scuss10ns will focus on financial institutions. instruments.
and procedures for supplying funds to markets. The types of
financing that apply to the public and private O<ganizations will
be discussed. This course will apply the tools of the financial
manager as a declsio<Hnaker of the organization.
3 CRIEDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I

28-3150
Project Mana&ement for Aria
Mana&ara•
Project Management for Arts Managers Is a course Intended
to familiarize students with fundamentals of project management and their application in the arts. The course will cover a
variety of techniques used to manage any type of arts project
regardless of scope and Industry. An emphasis will be placed
on unde rsta nd~ng the importance of matching project goals
and objectives with the m1ssion of an arts O<ganization or
potential funders' Interests.
3 CREDITS

28-3120
Accountln& II
Ut1hzing the matenals from Accounting 1. this course covers
the fundamentals of accounting as applied to partnershipS.
COrpO<ations. and non-IO<-profit organizations. Managerial
deciSIOn-mak ing frO<n accounting Information is the primal)'
course objective. Emphasis 1s on the O<ganizational siiUCiure.
net assets, dividends. earnings per share. long-term debt and
debt vs. equ1ty financing. cash flows. profitability. and hQu1d1ty
ratios fO< evaluating orgamzat10ns.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I

28·3187
lnternahlp Seminar
Course is taken during the semester of a student's flrst
Internshi p. Course helpS students make a positive experience
of on-the-job activities and problem solving 1n preparation fO<
the transition from Internship to career.
1 CREDIT
28·3188
Internship : Manecament
InternshipS provide advanced students with an opportunity 10
gain Wl()(k experience in an area of concentration 0< Interest
while receiving academiC ctedil toward their degrees.
1·8 CREDITS

28-3130

Aria Entrepreneurship 1•
This course p<OV!d<ls students Wlth the knowledge to determine the su1tab1hty of stanJng and Nnn1ng a bus1ness of their
choice: measure the~r expectatiOns Wllh pract1cal aspects of
running a buSlness: formulate a steoby·step approach fO<
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28·3198
Independent Project : Management
An independent project is designed by the student with the
approval of a supervising faculty member to st udy an area
that is not currently available in the curriculum. Prior to regis·
tration, the student must submit a written proposal outlining
the project.

artists and repertoire). contract negotiation. pre-production
(selecting songs. creating demos), production (recording), post·
production (mixing and mastering). and manufacturing (graphic
design and duplication).
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF MUSIC BUSINESS COORDINATOR

1·6 CR EDITS
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28·3471
AEMMP Record Company : M ark eting•
This course follows 28·34 70 AEMMP Record Company:
Production. AEMMP Record Company provides students with
experience in the operation of an actual record company.
This student-run label provides students with experience in
the development of marketing, promotion. and merchandis·
ing plans. The main goal of the class is to introduce AEMMP
recording artists (selected in AEMMP Record Company:
Production) to the music industry and to retail sate. Ely assum·
ing management roles students also develop and monitor
budgets. Additionally, utilizing radio. print media, the Internet.
and other current trends in marketing commercial releases.
students create a publicity campaign for AEMMP artists as well
as promotion plans for AEMMP Catalog products.

28·3199
I ndep en dent Proj ect: M anagement
The student with the approval of a supervising faculty may
design a project to study independently an area that is not
at present available in the curriculum. Prior t o registration
the student must submit a written proposal to the chair of
the department that outlines the project and its anticipated
outcomes for approval.
1·6 CREDITS

28·3415
Record Promoti on•
Course offers insight into process by which music is promoted
to radio stations for airplay. Goals and strategies of record
company promotional people and radio station programmers are compared and contrasted using local and national
examples. Special guests include prominent local promotional
people and programmers.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-34 70 AEMMP RECORD COMPANY: PRODUCfiON'

28·34 72
Decision Making In the Mu sic B usiness •
This course is a capstone course in Music Business for
seniors and selected juniors that examines the organization
and operation of principle sectors of the music business:
the recording industry, sound equipment industty. performer
services (related t o personal management), and music educa·
tion entrepeneurship. This course encapsulates the student's
academic experience in the Music Business concentrations.
Students will understand the decision making process as it
relates to the size and scope of the music business and its
table of organization in large and small companies (commercial
and non.profit). markets served, marketing strategies. artisV
performer relationships, contracts. protection. and entrepreneurial opportunities.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2411 APPLIED MARKEfiNG: RECORDING
INDUSTRY•

28·3428
I ndependent label M anageme nt•
Course examines the functions and management of an
Independent Recording Company in the ever changing and
technology driven Music and Entertainment Industries. Topics
include: planning and managing operations. budget development. accounting and managerial controls. marketing strategies. advertising. sates and pricing, and new media strategies.
3 CREDITS

28·3430
Developing Mu sic Contract s and
Licens ing Strategies •
Students learn concepts involved in developing contracts and
music licensing strategies in the music industry. Specific
topics include: negotiat ions involving various new media
contract s f rom the viewpoint of the attorney. media company,
and artist and manager; strategic budgeting and negotiation
of the artistic development deals; licensing of completed
recorded music; the internet as a tool for repertoire; and the
utilization of technology for artist development.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF MUSIC BUSINESS COORDINATOR

2 8·3615
E·Buslness Practlcu m•
This advanced course is intenc!ed to provide students with the
opportunity to apply skills teamed in other courses to create an
online presence for a traditional "brick and mortar· retail busi·
ness. Working with an instructor/adviser, individual students
or groups of students work in partnership with a selected retail
business to develop an a-commerce strategy and create a
virtual store.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 2&2111 LEGAl ASPECTS ARTS AND
ENTERTAiNMENT•, 2&2411 APPliED MARKETING: RECORDING

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-lllSINTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS ' ,
2&2610 HlUSINESS 1' , 2&2940 RETAIL MANAGEMENT*

INDUSTRY, 2&2430 TALENT MANAGEMENT•

28·3470
AEMMP Record Company: Product ion •
This course examines the operation of a recording organiza·
lion (label) by soliciting and selecting an artist to be signed to
the AEMMP student-run record label. Students will be respon·
sible for artist and repertoire (A&Rl function (finding potential

WW W . COLU M .E D U / U N O E AO RAO U ATE /
MAN AG EM E NT
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28·3 712
Self Management f or Artist s :
M usicians•
This class aims at introducing future instrumentalists. sing.
ers. composers. and music directors to the fundamentals of
music management. giving them an overview of the skills and
resources needed in order to successfully manage a music
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28-3920
VIsual M e rchandlslnC Practlcum
Course places students in the role of the visual merchandiser
woth a real business or not·for·pcofit client. Students will
learn the steps involved In managing and executing a window
display. Students will complete two window installations/deinstallations within the semester.

career. Many musocoans craft successful careers throug)l
engagor1g in a I)Oitfolio of activities in varying modalities of
the music economy. Thos class will pcOYlde students Wlth an
understand1ng of the matrix of activities. pcomotional vehi·
cles and revenue streams in the music industry. as well as
funoamentals of career development ano business acumen .
This course w111 be a required course for all music students
enrolled in the CUP program.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 28-1920 VISUAL MERCHANDISING

3 CREDITS

28·3925
Fashion Show Practlcum
Course places student in the role of fashion show pcoducer
for a major retailer. Students will learn the steps involved
in managing and pcoducing fashion pcesentations featur·
ing designer collections and seasonal trends. Students will
complete a monthly pcesentatlon within the semester.

28 ·371 8

M anagement Techn iques f or Theater •
This class aims at introducing future artistic directors. producing dtrectors. stage managers. and actors to the fundamentals
of theater management and giving them an overview of the
SkillS needed in order to successfully run a theater. Many
young theater artosts first get their work seen by the public
by pcoducing their own shows. which often grows into starting
theor own theaters.

3 CREDITS

PREREOU/SITCS: 28-1925 TOPICS: FASHION SHOW PROOUCTION

Fashion Jou rnalism
This intermediate course introduces students to the wor1d of
fashion journalism. Students learn how to apply their interview
and research skills to develop a critical eye for this subject.
They are required to sift through the hype and replay the fast.
ion story to readers. This is achieved by developing a strong
fashion vocabulary and heightening the level of area expertise.

3 CREDITS

28·3939

PRER£0UISITCS: 31 2700 DIRECTING I

Fashion In Sports: Applying Sports at
28·3750
Retail •
The worlds of sports and fashion are strongly connected and
continuously Influence each other. This class will explore
the relationship beteen sports and fashion by showcasing
how each of their unique roles shape the retail environment.
lncludong how they interact through special events. visual
merchandizing. celebrity endiorsements. pcofessional careers,
and more. 8y understanding the powerful dynamics in which
sports and fashoon combine. students will be able to gain a
broader knowledge of the sporting goods and apparel Industry
as well as the fashoon retail industry at large.

3 CREDITS

28·3940
Retail Buying
Course teaches buying activities to students interested in
retailing a pcoduct in either corporate or small business environment. Roles of merchandose buyers in various retail organ~
zations are examined. Emphasis Is placed on planning. developing, and computong of merchandise buying plan. Domestic
and foreign merchandose resources and vendor negotiating are
also covered.

3 CREDITS
PREREOU/SITCS: 281115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

3 CREDITS

28·3755

Sport s Law
This course is an in-depth presentation of the legal aspects
of professional sports for franchises. agents. and media
contracts. It analyzes a number of legal issues connected to
the organization of sporting events, the participation In sport·
ing events. and the communication of such events to the
public. Topics include torts and criminal law in sports. Title IX,
antitrust (collusion, single entity. franchise relocation). player
contracts. cot1ect1ve bargaining agreements. drug testing,
dospute resolutoon, athlete repcesentation, licens1ng and sponsorShipS. broadcast rights. and facilities contracts.

PREREQUISITES: 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I, 28-3910 MERCHANDISE
MANAGEMENT'

28·3949

Retail Store Practlcum
This course is intended for advanced retail management
students. Students get hands-on experience in pcofessional
management and operation of a retail store. Students buy
merchandise. manage pcoduct assortment and invento.y,
market pcoduct and inventory. market through visual merchandosing and outside pcomotoonal activities, and manage day-t<>
day operatoons of a retail store.

3 CREDITS
PR£R£QUtSirES; 28·2111LEGAL ASPeCTS ARTS ANO ENTERTAJNMENT

3 CRE.DITS

PREREQUtSITES; 28-2940 RETAJL MANAGEMENT•, 28-3910
MERCHANOISE MANAGEMENT•, 28-3940 RETAIL IJlMNG •

28·3910

M erchandise M anagement
Students explore pcoduct development pcactioes: study roles
of manufacturing. wholesaling, and retailing and their relation·
ship to merchandising: learn t he steps involved In merchandiS·
ing products to consumers: and develop a merchandise plan
for a product line.

28·3960
Fashion StyllnC
Course brings together Fashion Design, Fashion Management.
and Photography students to work on real world problems
of bringing fashion designs to the market place. Instruction
emphasizes promotion and media strategies in a variety

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISHES; 22·1610 FUNOAMENTALS FASHION DESJGN, 281115

INIROOUCTION TO MARKEIING THE ARTS. 28-1910 INTRODUCTION TO
FASHION OOSJN£SS. 281915 FASHION PROOUCT EVALUATION
WWW . C:Ot.U M. COU
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of business environments. Cross·liste<l with Photography
23·3410 Fashion Photography II and Art and Design 22·3605
Fashion Styling.

fundamentals of critical business decision making that are
necessary in developing a competitive edge in tOday's lash·
ion; retail business market. Students work with a mentor in
the professional field and develop a merchandising package
or business strategy that will be presented to industry profes·
sionals.

4 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITES: 28-3910 MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT•

28-3961
Research , Networking and Portfolio
Development •
This course is integrated with courses 28-3963 and 28·3962
and is taught at the CBS Studio in Studio City. California, for
an intensive five weeks. Students will implement industry
research techniques that will serve as the foundation of a
presentation to industry professionals. This study will also
include exploration of costuming employment opportunities
in the various media and entertainment industties. Students
are expected to complete a professional portfolio for costume
design and/or costume supervision.

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT, 28·2110

ACCOUNTING I, 28.J910 MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT•

28· 4123

Arts Management Experienti al Research
In this course. students will apply skills learned in Introduction
to Marketing the Arts and Introduction to Management
to conduct and analyze research in various areas of arts
management.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 2&1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

4 CREDITS

28·4125
Ethics & Bus iness of Arts
Course examines fundamental ethical consequences of busi·
ness decisions made in tOday·s thriving arts organizations.
Students study ethical theories debated among the world's
most respected ancient and modern thinkers and apply these
theories to problems in business.

PREREQUISITES: 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I OR 28·1915
FASHION PRODUCT EVALUATION OR 31·2615 COSTUME DESIGN,
22·1610 FUNDAMENTALS FASHION DESIGN
CONCURRENT: 28.J962 COSTUME SUPERVISION FOR TV, FILM AND
ENTERTAINMENT•. 29-3963 COSTUME DESIGN FOR TV, FILM AND
ENTERTAINMENT•

3 CR EDI TS

28·3962

Costume Supervisi on for TV, Film and
Ente rtai nment •
This course is integrated with courses 28-3963 and 28·3961
and taughi at the CBS Studio in Studio City, California. for
an intensive five weeks. Students will learn how to develop
a budget for costume production and;or acquisition manually
and electronically and present the plan at a production meet·
ing. Students will also learn the logistics of costume supervi·
sion such as calling actors, getting sizes. performing fittings.
coordintating shooting schedules and costume needs. and
organizing wardrobe trailers. Permission of program coordina·
tor is required to enroll .

28·4150
Worksho p Negotiati on Techn i ques
Course offers the opportunity to learn negotiation techniques.
recognize unfair tactics. and bring about mutually beneficial
situations. Instruction also touches on body language. person·
ality types. regional and international ethnic differences. and
hidden meanings of words.
1 CREDIT

28·4151J

Taxation 1: Personal Taxes
This basic course does not attempt to present all the tax
codes and regulations. Certain complex subjects are introduced only for students to be aware of them and to seek
help or to do additional research. The topics presented in
this course should allow students to have enougll experience
to handle routine tax returns. They should also gain valuable
insights into long-term financial planning and realistic income
spending plans.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I OR 28·1915

FASHION PRODUCT EVALUATION OR 31·2615 COSTUME DESIGN,
22-1610 FUNDAMENTALS FASHION DESIGN
CONCURRENT: 28-3961 RESEARCH, NEIWORKING AND PORTFOLIO
DEVELOPMENT', 29-3963 COSTUME DESIGN FOR 1Y. FILM AND
ENTERTAINMENT•

28·3963

1 CREDIT

Costume Design for TV, Film , and Enter·

28·4153
Taxes •
Course examines impact and implications of current tax laws.
Students examine effects of federal income tax on individuals.
partnerships. corporations. and not-for-profit agencies.

talnment•
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I OR 28·1915
FASHION PRODUCT EVALUATION OR 31·2615 COSTUME DESIGN,

3 CREDITS

22·1610 FUNDAMENTALS FASHION DESIGN
CONCURRENT: 28-3961 RESEARCH, NEIWORKING AND PORTFOLIO

PREREQUISITE$: 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I

DEVELOPMENT•, 29-3963 COSTUME DESIGN FOR TV, FILM AND
ENTERTAINMENT•

28·4155

Investment Portfolio Management
This course is an introduction to sound management
theory. Computer enhanced models used to provide instruc·
tion in capital asset portfolio management and technique.
Diversification theories. concepts. and applications in asset
selection. analysis. and management are covered. Point and

28·3970
Dec i sion Making: Fashion Management
Graduating students must take this required course during
their final semester. This class applies previously learned
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figure and other charting techniques are maintained and
analyzed. Risk management concepts are introduced and
extensively employed .

28-4310
Grant Proposal Planning and Writing
Course focuses on developing the skills necessary for
successful grant applications for not-for-profit organizations.
Study of relevant funding sources. awareness of available
research materials, ability to construct coherent proposals.
and defining fund-raising strategy for an arts organization.
Recommended for not-for-profit sector.

3 CR EDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·2250 INVESTMENTS • OR 28-3110 FINANCE•
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28·4160
Internat ional Arts Management
Course provides arts management students with an under·
standing of the increasingly global nature of the workplace by
touching on many aspects of international producing. present·
ing. exhibiting. and touring.

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISJTES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II "

28-4315
Fund Rai s i ng
Course provides an overview of basic fund-raising techniques
for non-profit arts organizations. Strategies for raising funds
from individuals, corporations, foundations, and government
funding sources are reviewed and analyzed. Methodologies
for developing a complete fund-raising plan are studied.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS"

28·4178
Spec i al Topi c s: •
~urse provides an overview of the history, evolution, and
challenges of arts and cultural policy with a special focus
on North America and Europe. Students team how the arts
contribute to human and community development and learn
how cultural managers can develop partnerships and strategies to work more effectively with policy makers.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS• ,
52·115:lWRITING AND RHETORIC U•

28-4316
Major Gi fts · online •
This course emphasizes the importance of major gifts and
major gift vehicles in the fundraising process. It teaches
students how to identify the characteristics of prospects,
conduct successful prospect research, plan for personal solici·
tation. and cultivate qnd retain major donors. The course
activity focuses on the preparation of a major gift campaign
plan.

3 CREDITS

28·4179

Speci al Topic s : Hlp Hop Beat Maki ng

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 284422 PRODUCING RECORDED MUSIC II: APPLIED
TECHNIQUES•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 284315 FUND RAISING•

28-4210
Exhi bi tion Man agement•
This course provides students with an overview of manage·
ment issues in visual arts museums and galleries. including
exhibition planning, development and interpretation, environmental and technical concerns in exhibition and collections
management, artist relations. and public and educational
outreach. The course will include hands-on experience, field
trips, lecture and research activities. guest speakers. and
discussion of current issues in cultural production and
presentation. The course will culminate in a class.Qesigned
exhibition.

28-4330
Comparative Cultural Polley
Provides an overview of the history. evolution, and challenges
of arts and cultural policy with a special focus on North
America and Europe. Students will learn how the arts contribute to human and community development and learn how
cultural managers can develop partnerships and strategies to
work more effectively with policy makers.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 28·21llLEGAL ASPECTS ARTS ANO ENTERTAINMENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART t: STONE AGE TO GOTHIC.

22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN", 52·1152
WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

28-4 3 40
Advocacy for Arts m ajors : Building Rel ationsh i ps w i th Electe d Of
Students are introduced to the purpose, principles. and prac·
tices of advocacy as part of the democratic process, particu·
larly as it applies to non-profit arts organizations. Instruction
reviews the political structures within arts advocates' work,
with an emphasis on Illinois state government. Students are
armed with the tools to participate effectively in making the
arts a public policy priority and to learn how to use lobbying to
defend the interests of non-profit and commercial arts organi·
zations. Students are linked with organizations and individuals
engaged in arts advocacy and are provided with an opportunity
to lobby at the state government level.

28-4270
Decision Maki ng: VIsu al Arts
Managem ent •
Course explores roles of chief executive officers of museums
and managers of fine arts galleries. Topics include the insti·
tutional and artistic mission: board and community liaison:
museum, corporate. and private art collections: and acquisi·
tions and facilities management.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 28-3110 FINANCE•, 284210 f.XHIBITION
MANAGEMENT" OR 22·3120 THEORY/PRACTICE ART EXHIBITIONS,
28-3110 FINANCE•

l. CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'
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recording and production concepts previously covered. This
class concentrates on providing students with an opportu·
nity to utilize the tools of the recording environment through
hands-on applications. Additionally, students are exposed to
pre-recorded recordings and through analysis develop critical
listening skills necessary for success in this field . Further
applications of basic music theory are also emphasized.

28·4340J
Advocacy for Arts M ajors: Build ing
Relationships with Elected Of
Students are introduced to the purpose, principles, and prac·
tices of advocacy as part of the democratic process, particularly as it applies to non-profit arts organizations. Instruction
reviews the political structures within arts advocates· work,
with an emphasis on Illinois state government. Students are
armed with the tools to participate effectively in making the
arts a public policy priority and to learn how to use lobbying t o
defend the interests of non-profit and commercial arts organizations. Students are linked with organizations and individuals
engaged in arts advocacy and are provided with an opportunity
to lobby at the state government level.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 28-2420 PRODUCING RECORDED MUSIC 1•

28·4424
Producing Recorded Music Ill: Advanced
Concepts
Utilizing information gained in Producing Recorded Music II
and through interactive application, students will gain knowledge relating to the aspects of pre-production, pre-editing,
tracking, mixing and post-editing music for commercial record·
ings. Emphasis is placed on: planning procedures; applications of music theory: imploring producer attributes: utilizing
recording terminology and the execution of these concepts.
Students will produce tracking, mixing and editing sessions
with an actual artist. The final mastering session will be
produced with a guest professional engineer.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

28-4345

Working with Non-Profit Boards

1 CREDI T

28·4350J
European Experiments In Arts Polley
and Man agement
This course combines an intense arts management and
cultural policy seminar with a complete cultural immersion. It
will provide a unique overview of the history, evolution. and
challenges of cultural policy and arts management in the
European Union. This course will be held at the International
Centre for Culture and Management in Salzburg, Austria.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-4422 PRODUCING RECORDED MUSIC II: APPLIED

TECHNIQUES• AND PERMISSION OF MUSIC BUSINESS COORDINATOR

28-4426
Industry

3 CREDIT$

Music Supervisor: Entertainment

Course examines the responsibilities of a music supervisor/
manager as related to televition. motion pictures, and other
media. Specific emphasis is placed on understanding the
decisions necessary to: enhance the story with appropriate
selections of music and instrumentation. supervise recording
sessions, obtain all proper licenses. negotiate usage fees.
hire and work with the music composers. and oversee all
music related budgets.

28-4410
The Press , Consumers , and the Music
Business •
Students explore popular music and rock criticism through
reading, writing, and discussion. Course focuses on the
historical aspects of rock and its criticism. Course explores
the relationship between the press and the musical work's
production. marketing. and promotion . Instruction focuses on
expression of critical commentary in a succinct style that is
accessible to consumers.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUJSITfS: 28-2422 INTRODUCTION TO PRO TOOLS FOR
PRODUCfRS•, 28-2435 MUSIC PUBLISHING', 28-4422 PRODUCING

PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRiriNG AND RHETORIC II'

RECORDW MUSIC II: APPLIED TECHNIQUES•

28-4415
New Anatomy of the Music Industry•
This class brings together highly motivated forward thinking students both graduates and senior undergraduates in
a research and development platform to engage in activities
that result in recommendations to the Recording Industry
as related to new digital technologies and their impact on
t he Recording Industry paradigm. Through lectures. reserach and guest lectures. students will work in groups and
develop presentations and papers on a variety of new tech·
nology subjects for dissemination to the Columbia College
Community and the broader National and International
Recording Industry.

28·4428
Music Editing: Entertainment Industry•
Course builds on the skills developed in Introduction to Pro
Tools for Managers and Music Supervisor: Entertainment
Industry and examines the skills and responsibilities of music
editors/managers in the entertainment industry. Specific
emphasis is placed on understanding the process and technique necessary to edit appropriate music for film, television,
games, and other media. Students will also understand
negot iations involving contractual fees: the dynamics of working with composers, music supervisors, and other personnel involved in the editing environment; and the process of
making judgments on music choice.

3 CREDITS

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT, 28-2420

Producing Recorded Music II: Applied
28·4422
Techniques
This course is intended to complement the Producing
Recorded Music 1 class by continuing to explore many of the

PRODUCING RfCORDED MUSIC 1', 28-3130 AR!S ENTREPRENEURSHIP
I. 28-4424 PRODUCING RECORDED MUSIC Ill: ADVANCED CONCEPTS•,
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28-4514

Urban Inspirational Mu sic Produ ction

Critical Analysis o f Small Business
The course is ~mited to JUnior and senior underg,aduates and
acts as a companioo course to Arts Enlfepneneurship I. This
course allows students to use various management techniques, skills, and functions. The course provides Insight into
the inter-relation of those factors and their possible effects of
the business by covering many of the problems. situations,
and opportunities that face all small business managers and
entrepreneurs. The course materials are equalty applicable
to the arts. retailing, general business. and non-profit organizations. The course uses the case history methodology.
All of the cases involve real41fe situatloos In small business
management. Each session deals with two case histories
and their application to business pronciples. The class structure includes oral presentations. written assignments. class
discussions. team projects, and informal lectures. Graduate
students eovolled in this course Will be required to engage
this course With more rigor and clanty and will perform at the
graduate level.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2110 ACCIJ()NTING /, 28-3110 FINANCE•, JUNIOR

3 CREDITS
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28·4436

M IDEM: Foreign Distri bution o f M usic •
This course is designed to explore the global music Industry•
Students will travel to Cannes. France, to attend MIDEM. the
world's largest international music mar1<etplace. Through the
A&R process. students will identify and select artists to repre·
sent at the conference. Students will create and Implement a
strategic plan for the artist that will require In-depth research
of International markets, publications, Web sites. and ilobal
music Industry orianizations. At the MIDEM conference.
students will seek global distributioo, licensing, brandini. and
live performance partnerships for their artists.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-UlO INTROOUCTION ro MANAGEMENT, 28-24l1
APPliED MARKETING: RECORDING 11\'DI.JSTRY•

28·4472
Special Topi cs: AEMMP Record
Company Promotion
Students follow a mar1<etini plan developed by AEMMP
Records Company Marketini and leam day-to-day aspects of
promoting an independent release and the management and
promotion of catalog product.
1·6 CREDITS

STATUS OR ABOVE OR DEPARTMENT CONSENT

28·4516

Arts Entrepreneurs hip II
This course Is the capstone of tho arts entrepreneurship
sequence. The other two companion courses are Arts
Entrepreneurship I and Critical Analysis of Small Business.
This course covers in depth the mental organization, research,
and planning necessary to be a successful entrepreneur. The
course centers oo the development of business plans including research, organization, locatoon. cornpetitioo. production
of the product or servloe. mar1<etrnc. finance. and staffing.
Emphasis oo financial needs and projections is a key oomP<>
nent of this course. ThroughOUt the semester, the students
must be prepared to present and defend the elements of their
plans to the instructors and classmates.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-3110 FINANCE•, 28-J130 ARTS

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF MUSIC BUSINESS COOROINATOR

28·44 75
Producing Recorded Music IV: Ski ll
D evelopment
This course Is an online project based course for music business st udents who are Interested in the music productiOn
process for the recording industry. Each student Will Individually enga,e '" a complete process of creating a final mix
master for a commercial artist. Students Will control all the
production aspects, includini pr~uction, production and
post-production. Students are required to create a production
plan. develop a productioo budget. and meet client's produ<>
tion requirements for the final master. The final product will
be evaluated by an industry-recognized professional music
producer. and the student's grade will be reflected based on
the evaluation of the final master and an oral jurled presenta·
lion.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-4424 PRODIJCING RECORDED MUSIC It/:
ADVANCED CC>NC£PTS•

ENTREPRENEURSHIP I•, JUNIOR STATUS OR ABOVE OR DEPARTMENT
CONSENT

28·4610
Th e Bu sin ess of Broadcasting
Course provides historical background of the television business, beginning with tlhe lnitlallaunch of the industry in the
1940s. Students examine the establishment of the regulatory
system. including the Federal Cornmunicatioos Commission
(FCC). the operatiooal structure of statoons and networks,
the development of cable and satellrte broadcasting, and the
programmini policies and strategoes of the present broadcaSt·
ing industry. Class provides a road map to business practices
and methods of operation of broadcastmg up to the end of
the 20th century.

28·4511
B uilding Leade rship Skills
Course provides in-depth demoostration of the Skills and techniques essential to effective business leadership, Concepts
and applications of goal setti.,g. team build1ng. negotiations,
and communications are analyZed, discussed, and practiced.
Students discover their basic leadership style within situational leadership theory and learn to use this knowledge
efficiently.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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28-4630
Motion Picture Marketlnc•
Course covers commercial aspects of film distnbution and
exhibition. Topics include operation of both independent and
chain cinema houses. including diStribution. film revenues.
sales. contracts. actvertising. promotion. and the potential
effects of cable and pay television on future cinema.

28-4667

Toples In New Medi a Manacement

Thas course proV1des students wath an antroducteon to •ssues
of concern to managers in the i nformatiOn age. Topocs Include
understand•ng new media and its implications for the future of
the arts and entertainment. The mus1c bus•ness has changed
to accommOdate the onternet and MPJ, many publicat•ons
have developed online interactive editions. and the Web sites
of some fashion retailers let you ·see· how their clothes look
on you. Class examines these developments and their impli·
cations for managers.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 28·11151NTROOUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

28-4635
Business of the Film Industry•
This course will study in an informative and entertaining
way how the movie business works in IOday"s ever-changing
market place, concentrating equally on mainstream HollywoOd
films as well as smaller independent films made outside the
studio system. The two businesses co-exist. compete. and
sometimes cross over in their attempts tor money. starts.
distribution deals. movie screens. and audience approval.
The course will examine re<:ent mega.mergers in the media
world. the type of movies being released. the factors that
constitute whether a film is considered a success or failure.
and what it takes to compete as a professional working in
the very compet itive movie industry. Topics wi ll include past
events that have shaped today's film business climate. the
various met hods of film financing. the cost of film d istribution .
the sta te of independent film. the operation of movie theaters.
and the mysteries of HollywoOd accounting. Throughout the
course. students will get an inside glimpse into the economic.
political. a(ld power structures behi nd the scenes which help
det ermine that movies get made. distributed. and seen by the
public.

1·6 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITES: 28-111 5 1NrR00UCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•.
28-2610 E·BUSINESS 1•

28-4670
Decision Makers In Media
Graduate and upper-level undergraduate students examine
media management. focusing on operational and strategic
deci sion making processes. The course includes discussions
of cu rrent issues and practices influencing media management decisions such as actvertising and rating systems. o ri&Jnal and synd•cated programming. and industry consolodation
and convergence.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 28-4610 THE BUSINESS OF BROAOCASTING

28-4675
E·Buslness Ill : Decision Making
This course will help students develop decision making
skills that can be applied in a variety of e-business settings.
Lectures will be supplemented with readings about the legal.
technical. and economic issues involved in successfulty

3 CREDITS

integrating e-commerce into a business or arts organization.

PREREQUISITE$: 28·1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS·

Guest lecturers will join the class to share their experiences
in managing the e-business aspects of their organizations.
Through lectures, readings. and case studies. students will
gain insight into the process o f decid•ng how. when. and
whether to add an online e lement to an organization and the
challenges and o pportunit ies having a Web presence creates
for arts. ent ertainment. and media managers.

28-4660
Management Applicat i on s of the Web
Co urse intrOduces students to the World Wide Web and its
uses for managers. St udents learn t o conduct research on the
Web and examine ways in which the Web is currently used by
arts, entertainment, and media organizations in fund raising,
public relations. promotions. and actvocacy efforts. St udents
will develop a Web site for an arts. entertainment. or media
organization in Chicago.

3 CREDITS

28-4725
Cultural Tourism •
Offers insight into arts involvement and cooperat•ve relationships with all aspects of the Cultural Tounsm industry
including: hotel. carriers. convention and visitor bureaus. tour
operators, travel agents. and government agencies. Students
develop an understanding o f the many promotional. financ•al .
and programmatic benefits of Cultural Tounsm by d iscussion
with guest professionals and case stud1es. Instructional
discussion enables students to develop practocal approaches
to specific questions.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 28-2115 COMPVTER USES FOR MANAGERS•

28-4665
E·Buslness II: Strategies
Course is designed to provide students who want to start
their own business with t he knowledge and skills to create an
online business from inception to operation . Topics include
developing an online business plan . Web site design and
development, Web market ing. brand management. prOduct ion.
d istribution, and fulfillment issues. customer and employee
relat ions, privacy a nd security issues. and financing o ptions.
among others. Case studies of successful and unsuccessful
online businesses will be used.

3 CREDITS

28-4760
Sponsorship for Sports and Live
Entertainment•
This class intends t o provide students w1th an understanding
of the fundamental spansorship principles and other actvanced
marketing techniques applied to sports and love events and
pre sent career opportunitJes there1n. SponsorShiP IS the fast·

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·2610 E·BUSINESS 1', 28-3130 ARTS
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 1• OR 28-4660 MANAGEMENT APPf.ICATIONS OF
THE WEB•
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ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND MEDIA MANAGEMENT
est growing form of marketing promotion in the USA. Sports
account for 2/3 of the sponsorship marl<et. but the greatest
growth is found in philanthropy and the arts. Far from being
a compromising grant, sponsorship offers a unique opportu·
nity, leveraging the sponsor's marketing might to spread their
name beyond their doors and reach new audiences. In return,
a sponsor will rightfully expect more than his logo in your
program. But. as in any marriage, it can only worl< if the part·
ners are well matched and if they both commit to the
relationship.

Topics include touring BroadWay theatrical productions,
concert attractions. and other theatrical ensembles. Students
learn administrative and management responsibilities touring
demands: booking. logistics. staffing, and decision making.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

28·4832

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

28-4810

Producing Live Entertainment

Course gives an overview of structure, professional ethics.
artistic integrity, development, financing, and inner workings
of producing theatrical properties. Although course focuses
on profit-making theatrical sectors, instruction also addresses
production of nontheatrical event. Students increase awareness of administrative, legal, and management responsibili·
ties that producing demands.

Facility Management

Students learn operation of venues: survey a variety of single
and multipurpose facilities: and examine managing, financing,
and booking policies. Course examines leases and contracts,
concerts. family shows, sports franchises, trade shows,

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

conventions and meetings. corPOrations, and concessions.

28·4870
Decision Making: Performing Arts
Management

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT OR

Students study managing commercial and not·for·profit
performing arts organizations in the current environment.
Course covers how management decisions are made based
on best available information and how information is gathered
and evaluated. Students establish mentor relationship with
a Chicago area perfor}lling arts manager and gain practical
negotiating experience.

28·1711 FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS

28-4815
Box Office and Beyond: Revenue
Generation Strategies for Live En
The difficulty to improve productivity for live events (Baumol
Law) will force future managers to investigate new and
creative ways to maximize box office revenues and to look

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 284830 PRESENTING LIVE PERFORMANCES •.

beyond for new sources of profit. This course presents
all revenue maximization techniques, including bOx office
management/ticketing. yield management, bartering, licens·
ing. concessions, sponsorship, and media contracts. as well
as their applications and their functions in the not-for-profit
and profit sectors of the live entertainment industl)l, including
theater, concerts, and sport events.

284831 TOURING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 28·1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•

OR 54-1800 INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MARKE:TING•

28·4830

Presenting Live Performances

Advanced-level students Jearn process of program planning,
including theater. concert, and dance programming. distin·
guishing between producing and presenting elements. Course
focuses on facilities selection, schedules and budget, bOok·
ing, marl<eting, technical aspects of programming presenta·
tions, and evaluation techniques.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS•,
28·2 110 ACCOUNTING I

28-4831

Touring Live Entertainment•

Course gives an overview of the structure, professional ethics.
artistic integrity, development. financing, and inner workings
of touring properties. Emphasis is on profit-making theatrical
touring sectors. although not-for-profit touring is discussed.
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DANCE
BONN IE BROOKS, CHAIRPERSON
Pursuing a degree in dance offers College students the opportunity to fully commit their bodies. minds, and Imaginations
to learning and accomplishment In one of the world's oldest
fonns of physical, spiritual, social, and artistic expression.
The mission of the Dance Center of Columbia College Chicago
is to provide our students with a superior contemporary dance
education in the context of hig)ler learning. We fulfill this
mission throug)l the wor1< of a qualified, professional faculty,
a comprehensive curriculum that offers both BacheiO< of Arts
and Bachelor of Fine Arts degrees. wor1<k:lass guest artists,
and a nationally recognized dance-presenting season.

Richard Alston Dance Company, Cloud Gate Dance Theater
of Taiwan. Senegalese-based Jant Bi, and France's Lyon
Opera Ballet, as well as American companies suCh as Joe
Goode Performance Group, Trisha Brown Company, Ron K.
Brown/Evidence, Merce Cunningham Dance Company, Susan
Marshall Company, and Urban Bush Women. For Information
about our current season, visit our Web site at www.colum.
edu/dancecenter.
Throug)l riCh engagement with all these facets of our program.
we prepare students fO< varied career paths within 0< beyond
the dance field. Graduates of our program have a SOlid record
of continuing activity and success In dance and related fields.
Dance Department alumni have gone on to dance in majO<
New Yor1< dance companies; to teaCh dance within a full range
of institutions from private studios to universities; to form
their own dance companies and produce their own work; to
enter dance and performing arts management careers; to
pursue advanced degrees In choreography, dance education,
and dance therapy; and to further their qualifications with
certifications in K·12 teaChing and somatic practices such as
Pilates. massage therapy, and more.

The Dance Center's curriculum demands active engagement
from our students - from the moment they begin their first
class throug)l to their graduation day. Dancing is a daily prae>
tice. Our students advance through multiple skill levels of
dance technique via a rigorous training process that includes
classes in both contemporary (modem) dance and ballet.
Additional courses in contact Improvisation, jazz, hlp hop.
and world dance forms are offered to round out students'
exposure to all forms of dance. As they progress through our
technique requirements. students are also learning about and
practicing dance Improvisation and composition. music and
rhythmic analysis. dance history and theory, body sciences,
cultural studies. and concert dance production. In the B.A ..
four tracks of study are available: choreography. performance,
dance studies, and teaching. Our B.F.A. students focus on
chOreograpy or teaching. Each degree track culminates in
capstone course wor1< that deepens their knowledge and practices in their area of concentration. Throug)lout their matricula·
lion students enjoy numerous opportunities to perform and
to create and present their own dances In our statiKlf·the-art
dance theater. Concerts featuring student choreography and
performances hig)llig)lt each semester.

The Dance Center, a four·story art deco building. Is located at
the southern end of Columbia's urban campus. It is a superb
facility, with six dance studios; a stat&<lf·the-art 272 seat
theater; a ·smart" classroom which offers large-screen video
viewing and internet access; a small, hands-on audio/media
lab; a student lounge; and locker rocms with showers.
A successful education in dance is a rigorous undertaking
requiring strength and flexibility of body, mind, and Imagination. Ale you ready? If so. consider joining us at The Dance
Center of Columbia College Chicago. You will be Challenged
and you will grow.

The Dance Center's faculty is composed of accomplished
professional artisVteachers whO balance their roles as
educators with active lni/Olvement in artistic. schOlarly. and
professional endeavo<s in the dance foeld. Faculty members
continue to achieve distinction and hono<s as dance performers, choreographers, teachers, artistic directors. writers,
composers. and me>re. Throug)l their continued connection
to the real world practice of their respective arts. the faculty
brings currency and a nch range of practical experience to our
students. See our faculty bios on our Web site at www.colum.
edu/dancecenter for more information.

Bonnie Brooks
Chairperson. Dance

The Dance Center's professional dance presenting season
features some of the finest contemporary dance companies
in the world. Our students enjoy numerous opportunities to
see and study with these artists. Guest companies have one
to three week engagements at the Dance Center, Involving
themselves in teaching and other residency activities that
give students direct exposure to the artistry and experience
of outstanding professionals. Recent presentations have
included international companies such as the England's
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

DANCE
The Dance Department offers three programs designed to
suit varied levels of student interest and ability in the art of
dance. Bachelor of Fine Arts and Bachelor of Arts programs
are designed to provide the skills and knowledge necessary
for lifelong engagement in the field, while the minor in Dance
offers a limited course of study as an adjunct to a major in
another field.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS I N DANCE
The BFA program is intended for students with professional
aspirations and includes courses that in their breadth and
depth prepare students to enter the field as young artists. At
79 credit hours, the demands of the BFA program are signifi·
cant. The possibility of a minor in another subject area within
a standard four·year course of study is essentially eliminated.
Therefore, the BFA is most appropriate for students who are
ready to make a definitive commitment to dance. Acceptance
into the BFA program requires formal application sometime
between 45 and 60 credit hours of completed coursework at
Columbia College Chicago.

Prospective students are encouraged to carefully consider
their decision to enroll as a Dance major. Pre·professional
training in dance is highly challenging. Columbia's BFA and 8A
programs are based on comprehensive requirements and high
expectations. Access to some required courses is by audition,
and only those students who demonstrate sufficient progress
and skill will move successfully through the program.

The BFA program requires a substantial commitment to and
accomplishment in physical training with inclusive proficiency
requirements in the most advanced levels of both contemporary dance and ballet. The program features additional
sequenced coursework in somatic practices. historical and
cultural perspectives, music and rhythm, dance theory and
applications, and dance pedagogy, as well as a core sequence
in dance making. devoted to the development of creative voice
and abilities. In the senior year BFA candidates select a twocourse capstone sequence centered on either dance teaching
or choreography.

The cunriculum is anchored in three primary areas of study:
physical training in dance techniques; artistic practice in
improvisation, choreography, and performance; and Intel·
lectual examination of historical, cultural, and theoretical
contexts for dance. A Dance major's typical week might
include 12 hours in dance technique courses, three hours In
other movement creation and exploration courses. three hours
in an academic dance course, and six hours in liberal education courses. In addition to classroom hours, the student
might devot e another 12 or more hours to study and rehearsal
outside of class. Whether pursuing a Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Fine Arts, students will be fully engaged and richly
challenged physically, creatively, and Intellectually. Upon
completion of the program students will:

Performance Stan.dards
The Dance Department expects exemplary effort and accom·
plishment f rom our BFA candidates. Failure to meet one or
more of the following expectations will result in review of
a candidate's continuation within the BFA program. BFA
candidates must:

Be skilled contemporary dancers with substantial physical
performance abilities.
Be able to actively engage in dance making through
choreography, improvisation, and performance.
Be knowledgeable concerning historical, cultural, scientific,
and theoretical information and perspectives on dance.
Be knowledgeable concerning dance pedagogical practices
and functional bOdy mechanics.
Be able to describe, analyze, and interpret dance works.

Pass all required courses with grades of C or better and
maintain a minimum 2.5 GPA.
Complete Dancemaking Ill (33-3383) with a grade of B
or better.
Advance through technical requirements in a timely
manner. (Technical level should generally match their
matriculation standing; that is, first year is level one,
second year is level two, and so on.)
El<hibit full engagement and presence in their artistic and
schola~y practices and conduct themselves in a manner
beneficial to their own and others· education.

These broad objectives apply to all Columbia's Dance
students; however, requirements and expectations regarding
degree of skill attained, variety of experiences. and depth and
breadth of knowledge progress from basic levels in the minor
to pre·professional expectations of the BFA.

Transfer Students Se eking a BFA In Dance
Transfer students seeking the BFA degree must be in full·time
residence a minimum of four semesters (excluding summers)
and complete a minimum of 50 credit hours of required
coursework, including all required courses beyond the core.
within the Columbia's Dance Department. Any prior dance
courses will be evaluated for equivalency with our requirements. and a limited number may be allowed to stand in place
of program requirements.

The Dance Department also offers a post baccalaureate certif·
icate of major and a minor in Dance.
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DAN C E
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN DANCE
The BA p<ogram Is lntcnOed for students who wish to make
dance IJle focus of lllelf undergraduate educa\Jo<l but who
desire IJle opPOf\unlty to explore otller areas of interest
(including courseworl< tllat wtll complement and suPPO<t their
commitment to dance) as part of tllei r college teaming experience. The Dance ma10< reqUires substantial profociency In
physical perfonmance witll InclusiVe requirements In advanced
levels o f contemporary dance and ballet. The program features
additional courseworl< In tile breadtll o f tile field. including
work In somatic p<actices. historical and cultural perspectives. mythm fO< dancers. dance pedagogy. and a core-<:ourse
sequence In dance making. In the senior year. BA candrdates
complete a capstone course wnerein tlley choreograph.
p<oduce. and perform a work of their own. The requirements
for tile BA are intenOed to allow enough time and credit hours
for students to explore other fields through elective courses or
minors. The majority of our students pursue IJle BA degree.

M inor In Dence

The mtnO< in Dance os lntenOed fO< students who desore a
fonmal course of stucty in danoe as an adJunct to a ma)OI
In anolller field. The monO< in Dance provides studenls wttll
practocal and intelleCtual exposure to dance 8nd a degre<! of
physocal p<Ofociency In contemporary dance ldooms. The monO<
is composed of basic p<Ofociency requorements rn IJle physocal
techniques of dance, as well as courses in dance making 8nd
either Western Dance Hostory 0< Cross-Cultural Perspectives
on Dance. Students seeking a minO< In Dance will complete
two pertonmance p<ojects as capstone experiences wtthon
the minor.
Tranafar Studanta
Transfer students seeking a minO< in Dance must complete
all required coursework at Columbta College. Students may
petition the department t o accept course substitutrons if
they have p<iof coursework that dupl ocates any of Columboa's
requirements.

Standarda of Performance
The Dance Department expects e• emplary effort and accomplishment from our BA candrdates. Failure to meet one or
more of the following expectations will result in review o f the
advisability o f a candidate's cont inuation wltllin the program.
BA candidates in dance must :
Pass an required courses with grades of C or better.
Advance tllrough technical requirements in a umety manner.
Exhibit engagement and p<esence in their artistic and
scholarly p<actices and conduct lllemselves in a manner
beneficial to their own and olllers' education.
Tra nafar Studenta Saaklnc a BA In Danca
Transfer students seeking tile BA degree must be in full·time
re sidence a minimum of three semesters (excluding summers)
and must complete: a minimum 10 hours o f technical requirements including an proficiencies. at least two of tllree required
courses In tile dance making sequence, and no fewer than 25
credits total wltllin tile department . Any prior dance courses
will be evaluated for equivalency with Columbia College's
Dance Department requi rements. A limited number of transferred courses may be allowed to stand in place of p<ogram
requirements.
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DANCE
33-1.2 61

Danc e Fundamentals
Students study the fun<lamental principles. practices. and
vocabulaoy common to modem dance and ballet technique.
Emphasis will be on develOping the strength, ftexibillty, endurance. coordination. and alignment necessaoy for succeeding
in technique classes. Students will also learn dance etiquette
and rhythmic and performance skills. and will explore life-style
issues affecting dance training. Class begins with warm-up
exercises and progresses to rhythmic movement patterns that
travel through space.

Tal Chi Chuan: Beginni ng
Course is an introductiOn to a mart1a1 art and discipline for
balancing the bOdy, mind, and spirit. Students engage in a
unique system of slow, fluid, and continuous movements that
gently build strength. coordination. and balance, While teaching students methods for relaxation. focus. and non-strenuous
energy-renewal. In addition to the physical activit ies of the
class, readings. discussions. and two written assignments
related to Tai Chi, Taoist philosophy. and Chinese histooy
provide a deeper understanding of the form and valuable
cross-cultural insights.

33-1211

2 CREDITS

2 CREDITS

33 -1231

Jau Dance: Begi nni ng
Jau, a common form of dance used in musical theater and
commercial and entertainment industries. has its roots In
social dance and is heavily influenced by Afncan-Amencan
trad1tions. Course covers the basic steps, vocabulaoy, and
variations of dance in these fields. Students learn basrc
techniques based on ballet and modem dance. Through da1ly
warm-ups and exercises students gain strength. flex1b11ity,
endurance. and coordination. Musicality and performance
skills are taught through a series of dance combinations.
Students complete vocabulaoy quizzes. written assignments.
and a final project.

33-1.2 71

Yoga: Beginni ng
Course introduces the ancient d1sciphne of personal development that balances bOdy, mind. and spirit. Students learn a
series of physical postures as well as practrcal methods for
relaxation, proper breathing. meditatiOn. and concentration
that promote health, alleviate stress, Improve skeletal alignment, and increase muscular strength and flexibility. Course
also provides an introduction to the histooy and philosophy
of yoga, which students explore through readings and written
assignments.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

33-1281

Contact Improvisation
Students will develop the physical and perceptual skills basic
to contact improvisation: falling. rolling, g1ving and taking
weight. moving comfortably from the floor to the air and subtle
communicatiOn through touch. Students Will hone solO improvisational skills and take them 1nto duet and ensemble dane>
1ng. The course will provide focused warm-ups designed to
cultivate various physical states and motional qualities, skill
develOpment, and periods of open dancing in Which to integrate technical skills.

33-1241

African Dance: Beginning
Course intiOduces dances. music. and culture of West Africa.
Class begins w1th warm-up exerc1ses that conditiOn the bOdy
for the ngors of this form by developing strength. aerobiC
stamina, ooord1natron. ftex1btllty. and rhythmiC awareness.
Second part of class 1S de'oloted to learning authenll<: dances
and songs from West Afrrca, as wen as the" h1stonca1 and
cultural contexts. Students work clOsely with the lnstruc·
tor and a master drummer to ga~n an understanding of the
marriage of drumming. mythm, and music to African dance.
Students further explore the histooy and culture of Africa
through dance concert attendance. readings, and the completion of three written assignments.

1 CREDIT

33-1285
Body Tune-up and Conditioning
Course provides students with basic knowledge and skills
necessal)l for maintaining a fit and healthy body. Sessions
consist of physical workouts employing exercises designed
to Increase aerobic endurance. muscular strength, and joint
and muscle flexibility. Health related issues of diet and lifestyle are also examined in order to build a foundation for a
healthy life. Individual fitness goals are defined, and focused
programs of exercises and dietaoy recommen<lations are
develOped.

3 CREDITS

33-1251

Tap Dance: Beginning
Tap dance. a uniquely American dance form evolved from
African-American and Irish-American folkdances. is an important component of contemporaoy American musical theater.
This introductooy course covers the baSIC steps of tap technique. Students learn coordination. rhythmic variations. and
performance skills through a senes of tap comb1natrons.
Students are responsible for practical and wntten assignments. Tap shoes are requrred.

3 CREDITS

33·131.1

Modern Technique 1•
Course develops physical proficiency In the performance of
basic dance materials while developing students' understanding of fundamental principles. practices. and vocabulaoy
common to modern darrce. Classes consist of a series of
technical exercises that condition the body for strength. flex-

3 CREDITS
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DANCE
ibitity, endurance. and coordination: de.elop a phySical and
conceptual awareness of the elements of space, time, anct
ene'll)l; and promote performance skills of c:oncentratioo.
focus, and musicality.

33·1316
M odern Technique I (F)*
Course may only be taken con<:urrently with Modern Technique
I (33·1311). See that course for description.
1 CREDIT
(X)NCURRffo{T: 33·1311 MODERN TECHNIQUE 1•

inquil)l so as to facilitate their own clectsoon making as they
proceed in the department. Topocs to be covered in<:lude: an
introductioo to dance as an art form; Cfance history; dance as
a product of culture; the relationship of dance tecnnique to
the overall field; anef strategies fOt effectlve learning, professional engagement, and longevoty in the discipline. Class
sessions will be augmenteef by guest lectures led by a number
of different Dance Department faculty. staff, students, and
alumni in an effort to bring new students fully into our learning
community.
3 CREDITS

33·1321

33-1371

1 CREDIT

.
Q

Ballet I*
Course de-etoos physical profiCiency in the performance of
basic ballet I/OCabolal)l while promoting an understandong of
the principles. practices., and IIOC8bolal)l common to ballet.
Ballet training enables the students to gain suenglh, balance,
and dexterity with an emphasis on correct anatomical alip
ment. Barre exercises condition and prepare the musculature
to anticipate the execution of virtually all movements of the
classlcaii/OCabulaoy. Knowledge acquired at the barre is
tested In the center through adagio and allegro sections of
the class.
1 CREDIT

Expe riential Anatomy
This course Is an inlloduction to the scientifiC prin<:iples
uncterlying the complexities of movement specifoc to dance.
Througll writing, movement workshops, reading. and lectures.
you will leam to apply sclen!Jfic prin<:iples to movement
specifoc to dance trainong. Thos course 00\-ers anatomical
terminology and topogr.!phy, skeletal design of each of the
major joints, alignment. breathing and care. and prevention of

injuries.
3 CREDITS

COREQUISITES: 3~1311 MOOERN TECHNIQUE 1•

33-1381
Dancemaklng 1•
In this course students are Introduced to dance performance
and composition through improvisation. Working alone, in
duets. or small groups, students will e~peoien<:e warming up,
guided dan<:ing, anef working within improvisational soores, all
towards creating improviSed compositlOI'Is. Students will a lso
set short studies in repeatable form in order to boild skills in
generating materials for clloreography Out of improvisational
practices. Discussion and writong about Improvisational expeoien<:e and processes will supplement direct phySocal work.
3 CREDITS
COREQUISITES; 33-1311 MCO!RN TECHNIQUE t •

33-1326

Ballet I ( F)
Course may only be taken concurrently with Ballet 1 (33-1321).
See that course for description.
1 CREDIT
CONCURRENT: 3~1321 BALLET t•

33·1 331

Dance Styles and Forms
Students studY specific movement forms and styles that
increase theor base of abilities as dancers, while broadenin&
their understanding of dance 1/aditions and practices throughout the world. Each semester a different discipline or set of
disciplines Is featured. such as cultural styles, concert forms,
movement sciences, or specific modem techniques. Examples
Include jazz. tap, Bharata Natyam, flamenco, African, Irish,
a nd tal chi chuan and hip hop. Instruction covers background,
histol)l, and current applications of the topic In addition to the
actual dance technique. Course develops awareness of movement and aesthetic principles particular to each example and
explores social and cultural traditions that evolve from and
cnaracterize eacn dan<:e.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES:U.l311 MOOfRN TECHNIQUE I' OR 33 2312
MOOfRN TECHNIQUE H•
COREQUISITES: 33-1311 MOOERN TECHNIQUE I• OR 33o2312 MOOfRN
TECHNIQUE 11•

33·1930

Special Topics : C onditioning
Course provides danoe majors with an intensive physical
conditioning program. St udents learn an advanced Pilates mat
series to develop core strength and muscular tone as well as
improve flexibility. coordination, and balance. In addition to
the mat exercises. stuefents will also tone and strengthen the
body using different exercise equipment. Various topics will be
discussed throughout the semester Including the ooncepts of
neutral spine, breath. nwotlOI'I fOt dancers. and proper spinal
alignment.
1 CREDIT

33-2232
Jazz Dance II
In th1S oourse the general diffocully of all aspects of the discipline in<:rease. Instruction also Introduces lyrical jazz, rhythmic
syncopation. and increasingly d1ffoeult dance combinations.
Students' musicality anef performance skills continue to grow
as technical weaknesses are mastered.

33-1351
Introduction to Dance Studies
This course orients students to the field of dance as an
acaefemlc discipline, profession, and art form. To this end,
this course arms students with information and processes of

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE$;3~1231
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33-2252
Tap Dance II*
Course continues and expands on skills covered in Tap
Dance: Beginning. Basic steps are perfected. and more diffi·
cult steps and combinations are learned. Longer sequences
set to music are mastered . and attention is given to ensemble
wol1<, rhythmic variations, and performance skills. Tap shoes
are required.

develops a deeper physical proficiency in the performance of
linked ballet movements. expecting the student to demonstrate and understand the principles. practices. and vocabu·
lary common to ballet . Students demonstrate efficiency of
movement and proper alignment practices while performing
linked steps. Students must audition for placement at this
level.

1 CREDIT

1 CREDIT

PREREQUI$1TES:33·1321 BAllET I

33-2262
Tal Ch i Chuan II
Students build on skills learned in Tai Chi Chuan: Beginning
by completi ng and perfecting the Yang (" modified " or "short
form") school of Tai Chi. In addition. students learn more diffi·
cult movement. begin to practice the self·defense aspects of
the form, cultivate a heightened awareness of the disci pline's
therapeutic applications. and build a firm foundation for a lifelong relationship with the form.

33-2326
Ballet II (F)
Course may only be taken concurrently with Ballet II
(33-2322). See that course for description.
1 CREDIT

CONCURRENT: 33·2322 BAllET 11•

c

33-2342
Cross-Cu ltu ral Perspecti ves on Dance
Course introduces student s to physical characteristics.
aesthetics. and functions of dance in a variety of cultures
and historical periods. In addition to offering cross-cultural
perspectives on dance. this course helps young dancers
understand their contributions to that world. Topics include:
dance as cultural identity. dance as expression of the indi·
vidual. dance as worship, and dance as a part of political
power. Through readings. lect ures. discussions, and extensive
viewing of filmed and live performance. students come to
understand dance as a rich human activity with many different
manifestations and applications.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUIStrE$:33·1261 TAl CHI CHUAN: BEGINNING

33-2272
Yoga II
Course takes the basic poses learned in the beginning
course to more advanced levels, introducing new postures
and increasing challenges to muscle flexibility and strength.
Students deepen their understanding and pract ice of yoga and
solidify a lifelong relationship with this discipline for personal
health and relaxation.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUIS/TES:33-1271 YOGA: BEGINNING

3 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 33·1351 INTRODUCTION TO DANCE STUDIES

33-2312
Modern Technique II
Course develops physical proficiency in the performance of
more complex dance materials. emphasizing the deepening
of technical practices. Similar materials are covered but with
increasing demands and higher expectations for competent
execution. Technical weaknesses are addressed as students'
understanding. range. and body control increase. Emphasis is
on building the physical capacit ies of the body with awareness
of alignment. developing rhythmic clarity and spatial intent.
and learning skills of focus and concentration. Students must
audition for placement at this level.

33-2343
Western Dance History•
West ern Dance History introduces major dance movements.
choreographers. and performers who have shaped and devel·
oped Western Concert dance from the 17th century to present day. The course focuses on the development of ballet.
modern. and dance forms influenced by the African Diaspora.
Course outcomes include understanding and appreciating
dance as an art form. Emphasis will be placed on examining
the cult ure and identity of the dance makers and performers
by observing the climate of ideas. the scale of values. and the
socio·political conditions t hat influenced the development of
Western Dance.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES:33·1311 MODERN TECHNIQUE I

3 CREDITS

33-2316
Modern Technique II (F)
Course may only be taken concurrently with 33-2312. Modern
Technique 11. See t hat course for description.

PREREQUISITES:33-2342 CROSS-CUl TURAl PERSPECTIVES ON DANCE•
COREQUISITES: 33·1351/NTROOUCTION TO DANCE STUDIES

1 CREDIT
CONCURRENT: 33·2312 MODERN TECHNIQUE II

33-2350
Music and Rhythm In Dance•
This course develops dancers· understanding of music and
dance in relation to each other. Particular focus is given to
developing practical rhythmic skills. Through regular written
and movement exercises st udents develop proficiency using
verbal count ing systems to analyze. perform and teach movement materials while also learning t o read. write and perform
standard rhythmic notation. Approximately one in three class
meetings will use lecture. discussion. listening and viewing
activities to introduce musical concepts and examine a variety

33-2322
Ballet II
Course emphasizes deepening technical practices introduced
at the beginning level. This level continues to drill the basic
movement vocabulary of ballet and begi ns to link the basics
together to create more difficult movement challenges. Course
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DANCE
33· 2795
Di rected Study • Dance:
Directed Studies are learning actMties involving student independence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advosor. Oorected Studies are appropriate for
students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage in a
subject or activity not o therwise offereo that semester by the
College. They involve close collaboration with a faculty advisor who will assist in development and oesign of the project.
oversee its progress. evaluate the final results, and submit a
graoe.

of contemporary musical styles. Music will also be expiO<ed
on relatoonshop to dancemaking processes oncludong oonslderaUon of hostonc music and dance collaboratoons.
3 CREDITS
PRER£QUtSITES:3J.l381 OANCEMAKING 1'
COR£QUISITES: 33·2312 MODERN TECHNIQUE II'

33·2382
Dancemaklng II*
Danoemaklng II is a practical exploration of a variety of
processes and elements that may be used in making dances.
Students will create their own dance studies In response to
a variety of assigned choreographic exercises. Topics will
include elements such as space. time. shape. and dynamics.
and processes such as abstraction, thematic develOpment.
and reYISion. Improvisation will be employed to lnollate expiOratoon of concepts but ultimately WO<k will be set onto fixed.
repeatable form. Students will engage in crillques of their
own and others' worl< and are expected to worl< rigorously and
imagonatovely to expand in new directions.

1·6 CREDITS

33·3233

Jazz Dance Ill
Course is intended for students with sigrufocant skills and
experience in jau dance. Instruction focuses on performance
qualities. dynamics. vaned movement qualities. and strong
versatile tectlnoque. Knee pa(IS and jan shoes are required.
1 CREDI T
PREREQUISITE5:33·2232 JAZZ OANCE II'

3 CREDITS

PR£REQUtSITES:33·138l OANCEMAKJNG 1•

33·3313

Modern T echnique Ill
Course oevelops technical proficiency of more complex oance
materials while addressing qualitative aspects of perfor·
mance. Movement patterning becomes increasingly complex
with higher expectations for execution. Personal habits are
addressed as students' understanding, range, and body
control mature. Instruction increases focus given to concepts
of quality, musicality. and spatial clarity. Students are
expected to be more self<lorected toward their goals. Students
must audition for placement at this level.

33·2384

Choreographic Proj ect•
With guidance from a faculty mentor. each student creates
an original dance worl<, five to seven minutes In length .
and brings the piece to performance in a formal setting.
The student Is responsible for producing a well·rehearseo
piece that demonstrates invention and informed choices.
Participants will title. cost ume. ano provide a soun(l score
for their pieoe; will collaborate with a ligllting designer; and
will provide program information for the WO<k that woll be
presented In concert at the Dance Center. Students are
evaluated on the artistic success of their final product and the
professionalism of theor preparations and process.

1 CREOIT

PREREQUISITE5:33·2312 MOO£RN TECHNQIUE n•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUtSIT£5:33-3383 OANCEMAKING Ill'

Modern Technique Ill ( F)
Course may be taken only concurrently with Modem Technique
Ill (33-3313). See that course for Oescription.

33· 2456

1 CREDIT

33·3316

Concert Production•
Concert Production Is a broad suovey of the tasks a no
processes Involve(! in producing dance as a theatrical event.
Emphasis Is placed on the relationship of production elements
to the chOreographic concept or artistic vision and the experience of producing from an administrative. artistic. design.
and technical level. A wiOe range of subject matter Is covered
includong: collaborations with artistic and technical personnel.
programming. performance spaces. basics of publicity. grant
wntong. budgeting. costuming. ligllting. sound. VIdeo, and practocal expenence on an actual production. Students gain essenhal background onformation as well as practical expenence
related to the pecpte processes. equoprnent. and backstage
operations that suppol1 live performance. Through wnnen
worl<. discussions. and practical projects. students develop
a model dance production plan from initial conception to full
theatrical completion.

CONCURRRENT: 33·3313 MOOERN TECHNIQUE Ill

33·3323

Ballet Ill

Course emphasizes a refinement of technical practices of
ballet including the Integration o f sty11stlc concepts of dynanr
ics. attack. line, musicality. and Intent. Students are expected
to integrate and demonstrate refined effociency of movement
and proper alignment practices while performing more diffocult
movement passages. Ballet Ill concentrates on performance
and artistry of the full ballet vocabulary, while also expecting
the student to physocally and intellectually integrate the prio>ciptes. practoces. and \'OC8bulary common to ballet. Students
must audition for placement at this level.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISJTE$:33·2322 BAllET II '

3 CREDITS

PRER£QUISITES:3J.3383 OANCEMAKING Ill'
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DANCE
33-3326
Ballet Ill ( F)
Course may only be taken concurrently with Ballet Ill
(33-33231. See that course for description.

unit and lesson plans. observing and practicing the qualities
of good teaching. developing a guide to teachers· resources .
and preparing for jol>-hunting. Whenever possible. subjects are
approached in a practical manner. with students gaining experience while teaching the subject of exploration.
3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

CONCURRENT: 33-3323 BALLET Ill

33-3355
Dance Studies Researc h Project•
In this course students will complete an extensive research
project that is targeted to their specific interests in dance.
Under the guidance of the course instructor. students will
identify their research area, develop a pertinent annotated
bibliography, acquire research materials and articulate
their findings in an extended essay. Through this process
o f surveying pertinent literature and conducting in-depth
research, students will gain an increased awareness of the
emerging field of dance scholarship.

PREREQUISITES:331371 EXPERIMENTAL ANATOMY'. 33·2312
MODERN TECHNIQUE II'. 33·2350 RHYTHMIC ANALYSIS'. 33·2382
DANCEW.KING II'

33-3373
Teaching Project•
The student will participate in one course from the following
menu: Contact Improvisation. Modern Technique I, Ballet I.
Oancemaking I. Introduction to Dance Studies. Cross-Cultural
Perspectives. Western Dance History. or Experiential Anatomy.
The student will anend all class meetings and meet with the
teacher/mentor at least three times during t he semester to
discuss teaching methodologies. The student will spend the
first half of the semester observing t he teacher and st udents,
demonstrating( participating in class. assisti ng with classroom
set up/break down , and researching teaching methodologies. During the second half of the semester. the student is
responsible for teaching small units and/or facilitating student
discussion groups within the class.

3 CREDITS

33·3361
Performance Workshop•
Performance Workshop is designed to offer students practi·
cal experience in all areas of performance including but not
limited to: t ext and movement . partnering skills. video reconstruction, body weathering, audition skills, and acting(dancing
for the stage;camera. In this course student s will focus on
advanced elements of presence and artistry by integrating
individuality with t echnical virtuosity. Through improvisational
exercises, writing assignments. movement analysis, and guest
artists fr6m a variety of performance backgrounds, students
will gain tools for deepening range and variety in their perform.
ing. The semester may consist of working within the studio
environment, on the theatrical stage. or field trips to site
specific locations. Students should be prepared to work in a
variety of locations and manner outside of traditional dance
spaces.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$:33-3372 THEORY AND PRACTICE: TEACHING DANCE t•

33-3383
Dancemaklng Ill*
In Dancemaking Ill st udents will make two to three completed
movement studies and one fully realized work. Working as
soloists, in duets. and in small groups. students will create
and perform dances and revise them based on class c.ritiques.
Class time will be spent improvising as well as performing
and analyzing dances prepared outside of class. In addition to
making dances. students will also view videos. attend perfor·
mances. and write about major contemporary artists.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:33·2322 BALLET II', 33·2382 DANCEMAKING 11•.

33-3313 MODERN TECHNIQUE Ill'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:33·2382 DANCEMAKING II '

33·3365
Repertory and Performance Workshop
Repertory Performance Workshop offers intensive practical
experience to students who work as ensemble members
under the direction of different guest artist choreogra·
phers. The class functions as a dance company engaged in
processes of creation, rehearsal, and performance of dance
works. You will learn and practice different rehearsal and
performance processes. ensemble skills. repertoire maintenance. and performance disciplines. Each semester culmi·
nates with fully produced performances of completed works .

CDREQUISITES: 33·2312 MODERN TECHNIQUE II, 33·2350 MUSIC AND
RHYTHM IN DANCE'

33·3444
Contemporary Trends In Dance
Course develops students' aesthetic awareness and analytical
voice relative to contemPOrary dance. Topics covered include
language and methods used to describe and discuss dance:
exami nation and comparisons of contemporary dance works
and their choreographers: the crossover of dance. theater.
and other arts: and other important aesthetic and practical
trends that shape contemporary dance. Through extensive
viewing of video and live dance performance and subsequent
writings and discussions. students learn to identify. deS<:ribe.
analyze. and interpret choreographic pract1ces. cnaractensbcs
of performers. different uses of produCtion elements. and the
aesthetic. POlit ical. social. and cultural contexts that charactenze the state of the art tOday.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUIS/TE$:333313 MODERN TECHNIQUE m•, 333361
PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP•. 33·3383 DANCEMAKING Ill'

33-3372
Theory and Practice : Teaching Dance I*
Course provides students with the theoret ical and practical
skills needed for their first teaching experience with a variety
of populations. Content covers teaching from dance concepts.
adapting a course to suit a partiCular population. constructing

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:33·2342 CROSS.CUL fURAL PERSPECTNES ON
DANCE•, 33·2343 WESTERN DANCE HISTORY' , 52·1152 WRITING AND

RHETORIC/I'
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Choreography Practlcum : Senior
33-3588
Concert•
With guidance from a faculty advisor, individual B.F.A. candi·
dates create 25 to 30 minutes of original work, bringing it
through all stages of production to concert performance.
Students schedule and direct rehearsals, collaborate with
allied artists, and prepare promotional materials. Each
student will effectively function as artistic director of their
-company· in bringing their own work from original conception
through to final performance.

33-3445
Artists and Audiences
This course will e~plore the opportunities, responsibilities,
problems and rewards of making, t eaching and producing
dance and performance in a local-to-global setting. The class
begins with an exploration of the recent philosophical shift in
the field away from "art for art' s sake" and towards community-based cultural work and artmaking. This will include an
investigation of the theory that art anc:J entertainment are
competitive andjor mutually exclusive. Through in-class
lectures and discussion as well as on-site experiences of
cultural workers, arts educators, producers, and dance artists,
students will team how "the system· of the non-profit dance
and performance world operates. Across the course they will
be challenged, through reading. writing, discussion and other
class assignments, to develop their own positions on the
philosophical rationale and meaningful applications of working
with audiences and communities.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUlSITE$:33-2456 CONCERT PRODUCTION', 33-3365
REPERTORY AND PERFORMANCE WORKSHOP•, 33·3485 TOPICS IN
DANCEMAKING'

33-3674
Theory and Practice: Teach ing
Dance II*
Course prepares students to teach dance t echnique.
Instruction covers: teaching from dance concepts, developing goals and objectives, working with accompanists. utilizing
imagery, conditioning, giving corrections, building an efficient
structure for the class. creating an atmosphere for teaming. and developing a philosophical point of view to teaching
t echnique. Instruction incorporates written and reading assignments, daily movemenvteaching assignments, and practical
work in a tab class ..

3 CREDITS

PREREQUlSJTE$:33-2342 CRO$$-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON
DANCE•, 33-2343 WESTERN DANCE HISTORY•, 52·1152 WRITING AND
RHETORIC II'

33-3473
Kinesiology
This course, a continuation of study begun in Experiential
Anatomy, looks at the scientific principles underlying the
complexities of movement specific to dance. Content covers
the muscular and neuromuscular systems, the physiological
support systems, the prevention and care of injuries, develop-

3 CREDITS

PREREQUlSJTE$:33-3372 THEORY AND PRACTICE: TEACHING DANCE

ment of conditioning programs, analysis of dance movements,

1', 33-3373

and awareness of common anatomical and muscular imbalances found in dancers. Through lecture and movement workshops students team to apply this information to their own
training and to the principles of teaching.

CDREQUISJTES: 33-3313 MODERN TECHNIQUE 111•

TEACHING AAOJtCP,

33-34 73 KINt:SIOLOGY•

33-3678
Senior Teach ing Practlcum
Course guides students through their first teaching experience
in the community. Students teach a minimum of 20 hours
over 12 to 15 weeks to a population of their choice. Students
create a semester overview and individual lesson plans, keep
a journal to analyze their e~peri ences. and write a final evaluation of their work . Throughout the semester students and advisor meet to discuss methodology and experiences. Advisor
makes a minimum of two on-site observations and provides
feedback.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:33-1371 EXPERIENTIAL ANATOMY•

33-3485
Topics In Dancemaklng•
Course offers opportunities and challenges in advanced dance
making. Each semester the course will focus on specific
themes or issues in contemporary choreography. Possible
themes include space, identity, music, narrative, technology,
theatricality, text, and others. Each term·s focus will drive
broad exploration and experience of dance making. Course
activity will involve student invention , rehearsal, performance,
and critiquing of dances created in response to assignments
designed by experienced artists to explore each semester's
theme.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$:33-3674 THEORY AND PRACTICE: TEACHING DANCE II'

33-3840
T echnology for Dancers
This course explores computer-based technologies and their
applications in dance. A variety of software packages will be
examined as partners in the creative process. components
within stage productions. and as toots for career support.
Direct interaction with technology will be supported by viewings. readings, and discussions about important artist s and
work in the field. Students will produce finished projects
through work in at least two of the following software environments: Dance Forms. Protools LE, and iMovie.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES:33-2350 MUSIC AND RHYTHM IN DANCE •, 33-3383
DANCEMAKING Ill'

3 CREDITS
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DANCE
33-3960

Dancemakers Workshop

In tnos worl<shOp students ""II ommerse ll'lemselves on tne
processes ol dance makong under ll'le tutelage of master
dancemakers. The lorm and processes employed each term
woll vary Oependong on the master artost on hand. but may
onclude any or all of the followong: entorely process based worl<.
ondrVldual or collcctrve compasotoons on respanse to creatove
challenges. and omprovosatoonal scores and performances. The
workshop woll culmonate on a show of resultong danoe works.
3 CREDITS

33· 3988

Internship: Dance

The spccofocs of ondrvrdual ontemshrps vary. but all onvolve
some form of placement on a professoonal settong outsode of
ll'le College. lntcmShops prOVIde students woth real world worl<

expencnce 1n an area of 1nterest or concentrattOn 'Wh1le teccrr
ong academiC credot toward theor degrees.
1·6 CREDITS

33·3998

Independent Project: Dance• •

Students desogn the or own cducatoonally bencfocoal actovotoes
ano t ake advantallC of OPPOrtunotoes not represented on the
College's curriculum. Proor to regostration. students create a
detaolcd dcscroption ana outline of t heir proJeCt for approval by
a supervosmg faculty member. Forty·ftve hours o f study actovoly
equals one credot hour.
1 ·6 CREDITS
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FICTION WRITING
RANDY ALBERS. CHAIRPERSON

wek:ome to the largest and most excrlrng creative writing

desogned to broaden students' understandong of theor own
reading and writing ptocesses and or the tradotoon In which they
work. as well as by Specialty Wrotong courses that encourogo
applications of fiction wroting skills In genre foction. script forms.
freelancing. and a vanety of other areas neces.sary to cO<npeting
successfully in the work world. Wroters interested In teaching can
be recommended fO< traonong at tutors on the depanment's Story
WorkshOp tutoring and outreach teacllong programs. Excotong
•nternShop possobolrtoes are also available and encouraged fO< all
Foctoon Writong and Play..Totong maprs.

program In the country-the Fiction Wrrtlng Oepanment at
Columbia College Chicago! Here, we seek to prepare students
for Independent work as writers of lit erary and genre fiction.
creative nonfiction. plays, and electronic applications. as well as
fO< careers In teaching and teachrng-related professions.

The depanment offers a BA and BFA in Foctoon Writing (with
specializations in fiction. creatiVe nonfictiOn, playwriting.
publiShi ng, electronic applicatiOns. and teactung). and a BA and
BFA In Playwnting. along wrth graduate MFA In Creative WritrngFiction, MA In the Teaching of Wntlng. and Combined Degree
programs. It also offers an undergraduate minor in Fiction
Writing. as well as interdisciplinary minors in Creative Nonfiction
and In Playwriting.

Playwroting students undertake work in sequenced core classes
leading to the development of full·length plays and to the
enhancement of skills useful In a variety of professions. In this
uniQue Interdisciplinary and highly integrated ptogram. playwriting
majors bring together Fiction Writing Oepanment courses
on writing and in the study of processes used by successful
playwnghts With Theater Department courses emphasllong
theatrical and histoncal elements of perfO<mance. Graduates ot
the playwrrtong program are prepared to see theor wO<k produced
on Chreago·s thriving theater communoty and to undertake theater·
related jobs and other professions where script or presentation
skills are at a premium. lncludong wroting for electronic media.
creative and business-related video production. community-based
teaching. work with nonprofit organizations. and many others.

Wrth an exceptionally wide and comprehensive range of
classes. the Foctlon Writing Oepanment features the acclaimed
Story Workshop• method in sequenced C()(e fiction and
nonfiction classes. along with a vanety of other complementary
approaChes in two other strands designed to achieve both
depth and breadth to students' education. These courses
enable students to discover the power of their own voices and
foster the development of skills and capabilities crucial to
success In any ptofessional endeavor. Graduates of the fiction
writing ptogram are publishing widely In a variety of genres
and forms: and among them are winners of the National Book
Award. the Nelson Algren Award. the Mrdland Society of Auti>O<s
Award. Columbia University ScholaStiC Press Association
awards. and many others.

Along with courses on campUS. the Fictoon Writong Oepanment

offers exciting learnong opponunotoes fO< study abroad in Prague.
Florence. and Bath. England. Students also may also apply fO<
our Semester in LA. Program. run on COilJunctoon woth the Folm
Oepanmenrs Adaptatoon program.

In addrtion. alumni are competing successfully in today's job
market. which places a premium on Individuals with excellent
oral and written communication Skills who also bring heightened
creativity and Imaginative problem·solvlng capacities to their
chosen career paths. Graduates work In a wide variety of
professions. including teaching. writing for media. journalism.
theater. management. computer applrcations. advertising.
law. medreine. speech writing. grant wntlng. and many others.
Each year. Career Nigllt brings baCk alumni who speak about
the many ways in which the skrlls that they gained in Story
WorkshOp and other F'oction Wntong Oepanment classes
enabled them to get and advance in an array of jobs.

Recommended students work on the annual anthology of
student work. Hair Trii!.Jler, selected by three dofferent natoonal
organizations over the years as the top collection of student
wroting in the country. or on I' Mo8iJzlne, the department's
nationally dostributed literary magazone deVOted promarily to
novels In progress. Many other locally and natoonally dostrobuted
magazones and journals have O<ogonated on the Foction Wrotong
Oepanment. and students and alums have founded numerous
readong senes that are presently actiVe throughOut the coty.
ThroughOut the year. the department sponsors an extensrvo
array or pUblic ptogrammong addong votallty to the throving literary
scene in Chicago. The renowned Story Week Festoval of Wroters
bnngs writers. agents. edotors. and publishers to the coty to join
students and faculty for readongs. Conversat.oon wrth the AuthO<
sessoons. panels. perfO<mances. and specoal WO<ds-andmusiC
events. In addrtoon. the Foctoon Wntong Department collabO<at.es
woth the EngloSh and Journalism Oepanments to o<esent CreatiVe
Nonfictoon Week each I all. Class vosots by wroters. playwnghts,
performers. edotO<s. and other literary types round out students'
excoung and stomulatong educatoonal expenence on the Foctoon
Wrotong Department.

The Story Workshop approach. originated by former chair
John Schulu. differs from the approaches of most other
colleges and universities by being a dynamic. highly interactrve.
process-based method that draws fully upon students· doverse
backgrOunds and experiences. Emphasrzrng permission fO< and
development of each student's unoque vooce and story content.
the Story WorkshOp appt03cll enables students to tap onto theor
creatiVe potentoal as they explore the onterrelated processes
of readong. listening. perceMng. expenencong. oral tellong.
erotical thonking. creative problem solving. and wntong-all on
an Intimate. small-group settong tl>at stresses close indovodual
attention and positive feedback from faculty. The intensive
training offered in the core sequence os complemented by
process-andtechniQue Cntreal Readong and Wrotong courses
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FICTION WRITING
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN FICTION WRITING
The Bachelor of Fine Alts in Ftetion Wnllng is a natural

BFA students are expected to partiCipate in opportunities
P<ovided for the publ1c J)(esentatoon of !hell writing and must

extensoon of the Bachelor of Alts P<ogtam. wluch may be
seen as the foundation upon which the more rigorous
BFA is constructed. The BFA program 1neludes speclahza·
tions In Fiction. Creative Nonfiction, Playwriting. Electronic
Applications. Publishing. and Story Workshop• Teach1ng. The

maintain a portfolio 1/lat charts their growth and acoornplisho
ments. Faculty will meet regularly w1th the student to discuss
progress and suggest dorections for growth. Students must
maintain a 3 .0 GPA in their major and show continued devel·
ol)(nent as playwrights in order to continue in the P<Ogram.

BFA program reflects the kind of work in which many of our
students are already engaged. while retaining the crucial
component o f an enlightened liberal arts education that all

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FICTION WRITING
The Fiction Writing Department offers a four·year writing

writers must possess. In addition to requiring extra course·
work in core fiction and creative nonfiction. students apply
1/lat training In a more concentrated way by se1ect1ng from
specialization. A sel\'ice learning or internship component IS

program leading to a Sachelor o f Arts In Fiction Writing. The
program is structured around the nationally acclaimed Story
Wolkshop' method or teaching wriUng. originated and deve~
oped by the department's former cha1rperson. John Schultz.

reqUIIed, and students chOOse between two capstone courses
1/lat P<OVide a culm1na11ng experience lead1ng to P<oducts (a
portfOliO of creatiVe wolk or a teach1ng JOUrnal/essay) w1th
spec1f1C career outcomes. This degree J)(epares students who

The Story Workshop courses teach the writing of fiCtion and
creative nonfiCtion. The department also offers a variety
of critiCal read1ng and wr1bng classes. as well as elective
specialty writing courses such as science fiCtion. writing for
children. creative nonftet1on. playwr111ng. and publishing on
a level and scope unequaled In undergraduate J)(ograms.

antiCipate entenng graduate school in ueatove wro11ng and
encourages even more v1gorous develol)(nent and applicatiOn
for thOSe seeking employment in wnting·related P<Ofessions.
Finally. through a variety of recommended courses in other

Columbia writing graduates have published widely in all of
these areas and possess training enabling them to obtain
jobs in a broad range of communlcalions·related fields.

departments. lhis program provides solid, focused pathways
for s tudents to extend their applications of training in hctlon
writing and to explore interdisciplinary possibilities.

The sequence o f core workshops Includes Fiction Writing I,
Fiction Writ ing 11. Prose Forms 1. and Fiction Writing Advanced.
Fiction Writing Advanced is repeatable for credit.

INTERDISCIPLINARY BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
IN PlAYWRITING

The Fiction Wnting Department also offers a post·baccalaure·
ate certifiCate of maJOr. as well as a minor in FICtion Writing
and interdiSCiplinary m1nors 1n Playwr•t1ng and Creative

Tne Bachelor of F1ne Arts in Playwriting is JOintly offered by
the departments of Fiction Writing and Theater and is struc·
tured to P<OV1de an intensiVe study of the art and diSCIPline of
wr1t1ng for the theater. Th1s interdosc1phnary ma)OI' comb1nes
the quality of wroMg P<8Cltee found 1n the FICtoon Wt1t1ng
Department wtth the handS<>n. collaboratrve aPP<oach to
tlleater J)(aCtiCed in the Theater Department. An apphcatoon

NonfiCtiOn.
INTERDISCIPLINARY BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
PlAYWRITING

and inteMew J)(ocess is required of all students who wish to
be acoepted into the BFA 1n Playwnting. Students acoepted
into the program will take an intensive series of courses In
wnting practice with an emphasis on developing an lndovldual
voice as a writer. Courses in dramatic and literary theory will

The 6achelor of ArtS 1n Playwrot1ng is jOintly offered by the
fiCtion Writing and Theater departments. This interdisciplinary major combines the quality or writing P<actice found in the
Fiction Writing Department with the hands-on, collaborative
approach to theater practiced In the Theater Department.

put student writing in a wider context. Courses In theater
P<actice will immerse students in the group effort required of
theater production. In addotion. students will choose electives
that focus learning in a specific application of playwriting in
consultatiOn w1th an advisor. Opportunities for staged read·

Students are immersed in the business of writing for theater
with an emphasis on developing an Individual voice that
must be integrated into the group effort required of theater
production. Students take classes In writing practice. 1/leater
performance. and dramatiC theory as the core of tile major.
In add1t1on. students choose electoves that focus leaming in
a specifiC apphcatoon or playwntong. Electoves are selected on
consultation wit/1 an adV1SOf. Opportunotoes for staged readings
and workshop J)(Oductoons P<OV1de a public forum for student
writing.

1ngs and workshop P<odUCtions P<ovide a publ1c forum for
student wr1ting. Through advanoed capstone classes and a
reflectiVe portfOliO J)(ocess. the BFA student IS P<OVided w1th
the opportUnity to synthesiZe 1/lis leam1ng m J)(eparation for a
career In P<Ofessional 1/leater and/or study at the
graduate level.
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FICTION WRITING
Upon graduation. students w111 have developed a body of work
that has been tested in the laboratory of live theater. This
work can be submitted confidently for admission to graduate
school or for seeking productions In professional theaters.
M inor In Fiction Writing
The minor in ActiOn Writing is designed to allow stvdents to
combine their major fields of StvdY wrth a seqvence of writing
courses that will improve reading. Wilting, listening. speaking.
and creative problem-solv~ng sk1lls. The m1nor in Fiction Wnting
is of interest to students who reahze the great importance
of writing in au arts and media diSCiplines. as well as most
careers. Action Writing II carries writing·intensive credit for the
College's composition requirement.
Interdisciplinary M inor In Playwriting
The goal of the Interdisciplinary Minor 1n Playwriting is to
provide stl.ldents with a comprehensive opportvnity to broaden
the" skills in writing for the stage and media performance
modes. Stl.ldents in this program wrll develop the requisite
skills for both long and short forms of stage writing, and for
adaptation of fictional works to script forms. Through elec.
tive choices. students may further develop their performance
writing or build skills in theatrical performance or collabora·
tion. The range of writing and performance experiences will
enhance the stvdenrs professional mar1<etability in the
related fields of stage and media advertosing. public relations.
and other fields where creative problem solving. script forms.
and verbal presentation skills come onto play.

0

0::

Interdisc iplinary M inor In Creative Nonfiction
The Action Writing, English. and Journalism departments'
Interdisciplinary Minor in Creative Nonfoction offers students
an exciting avenue to improving oral. written. and creative
problem-solving skills as well as a means to enhance the
development of the work in the arts and media majors at
Columbia. The combination of analytical. research. poetic.
fictional. and jovrnalistic techniqves used to produce creative
nonfictiOn offers a powerful means of communicating more
effectively in a w~ range of arts and medoa·related writing.
Students who possess strong creatove nonfiction skills, along
with a major interest in another field. Increase their chances
of competing successfully in the work world after graduation.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

FICTION WRITING
SS-1100
Introduction to Ficti on Writing
This course is intended for entering freshmen who have an
interest in fiction writing. Students write and read fiction and
become acquainted with story and basic techniques of storytelling in various media such as film, theater, and oral storytelling. Course prepares a sound foundation for Fiction Writing
I. (Course is not required for entrance into Fiction Writing I and
does not count toward the major.)

discuss techniques, and hear speakers , studying how these
elements can be used to heighten their own stories. This
course will be helpful for students interested in studying
fiction. film, and other arts and media disciplines.
3 CREDITS

SS-1101
Fiction Writing I
Fiction I is the first course in the core sequence. Emphasizing
the dynamic relationship between individual students, the
workshop director, and the class. the Story Workshop*
methoel is employed to allow students to move at their own
pace in developing perceptual, technical, and imaginative
abilities in fiction writing. No prerequisites, though either
Introduction to Fiction Writing or English Composition are
helpful.

SS-1307 J
The Radio Narrative • Tell Your Story
The Radio Narrative has become a major force in radio creativ·
ity mainly through the work of writers, storytellers, and memoir
artists producing work for National Public Radio International
and other independent radio; audio venues. This course will
focus on the craft of writing and producing effective radio
narratives with emphasis on writing for the ear, sound usage,
and basic sound and spoken word audio editing. Each
student will produce a completed radio narrative, working from
an already written piece (redrafting it for broadcast writing) or
writing an entirely new work. This course will progress as a
workshop focusing on story development, writing, and basic
radio/audio production.

4 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

SS-1200
CRW : Fiction Writers I
This course develops writers· approach to reading and t o writ·
ing about literature being read as an integral, dynamic part
of the writers' process, development, and career. Journals
and other writings by such authors as D. H. Lawrence, Richard
Wright, and Virginia Woolf are used as examples of how writers read and write about what they read in order to team
to develop dimensions of their own fiction and to become
aware of their uniqueness and commonality with other writers'
efforts. Manuscripts and notes of famous works may be used
to show writers' processes and development.

SS-1330
Tutoring Fiction Writing Skills
Tut orial program addresses basic skills in grammar and
punctuation, fiction writing, rewriting, editing, journal writing,
organization , and more. Story Workshop Tutorial Program is
designed for students concurrently enrolled in Fiction Writing
Workshop, Prose Forms, Critical Reading and Writing, and
Specialty Writing classes. Many stvQents find one-on-one
attention of a tutor, who is an advanced writing student, gives
their writing added energy and clarity and helps them make
valuable discoveries.

3 CREDITS

1·2 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
COREQUISJTES: 55-1100 INTRODUCTION TO FICTION WRITING OR

CONCURRENT: 55-1100 INTRODUCTION TO FICTION WRITING OR
55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION WRITING I OR

55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION WRITING I

55-4102 FICTION WRITING 11• OR 55-4104 PROSE FORMS OR 55-4106
FICTION WRITING: AOVANCEO•

SS-130S
Story In Fiction and Film
Fiction has been an important source for cinematic storytelling since its earliest incarnations. This class critically
explores the elements of fiction writing as they are translated
on film: voice, point of view, dialogue, scene, structure, and
other fictional forms. Students will view films, read fictional
excerpts, discuss techniques, and hear speakers, study·
ing how these elements can be used to heighten their own
stories. This course will be helpful for students interested in
studying fiction, film, and other arts and media disciplines.

SS-3088
Internship: Fiction Writing
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to
gain work experience in an area of concentration or interest
while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
1-4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIR OR DESIGNATE

SS-3090
Independent Project : Fiction Writing
An independent project is designed by the student, with
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area
that is not presently available in the curriculum . Prior to
registration, the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project. Course is intended generally for upperlevel students.

3 CREDITS

SS-1306
Story In Fiction and Film: International*
Fiction has been an important source for cinematic storytelling
since its earliest incarnations. This class critically explores
the elements of fiction writing as they are translated to film
with an emphasis on foreign and international stories: voice,
point of view, dialogue, scene, structure, and other fictional
forms. Students will view films, read fictional excerpts,
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FICTION WRITING
&5-3300

&&-4102

Wrttor'a Portfolio

that -

•.
;;:

irC S1JUCWra and style of literary moc:lels enc:ouracJ<1&
students to dellefo!l their own material, boll> In major P8fOCIY
assignments and in other wrltlrcs.
4 CIIEDITI
PREREQUISITES; 55-1101 FICTION WIII11HG I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRfflNGI

IJIJ-4104
Proee Forma
Prose Forms Is the third course In the core sequence. Aimed
toward produclrc publishable works. this practical e~
tion uses Story Workshop• basic forms and sens&Of«<drau
approaches to creative nonflctlon. technical, expository. and
persuasr.e writing. thereby eXj)Oslrc students to the klncts

ot wrltlrc generally useful in finding employment In aru and

PREREQUISITES; 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRITING I, 55-4102 FICTION WRITING tt•. 55-4104 PROSE FORMS•.
55-4106 FICTION WRITING: AlNANC£D•

IJ&-3301

media foelds where writing skllls ara essential to advancement. Course Is also designed to heighten students' sense
ot forms and structure in preparation for Action Wrltiflll:
Advanced. Strong emphasis Is piaceO on uslnc the Jclentlfied
basic forms In flctJon writing and In eXj)Osition.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISIT£S: 55-4102 FICTION WRITING u•

Wrltora R. .dlnC tho Tr•dltl on•

Writers Readlf'C the Tradition Is a i<lcture and discussion class
dtNotad to readii'C the historic oveM&w of flctJon wrltlng and
fo<:tion writers reflectirc on the novels and sllort stories of
other writers. Students will come to understand the times and
storytelling traditions that Influenced such writers as Miguel
de Cetvantes (Don Quixote). Henry Aelding (Tom Jones). Jane
Austen (Pride and Prejudice). Gustave Aaubert (Maclame
Bovary), and Charies Dickens (Great Expectations). as well as
wnters reftacting upon other writers such as Jonathan Swtft.
Henry James. O.H. Lawrence. James Baldwin. and Dorothy Van
Ghent. In particular. students will reflect on the writing canon
to understand that they are wrltlng out of a strong historical
tradition ot story development.
4 CREDITI
PREREQUISITES; 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, 55-4102 FICTION

IJIJ-410&

Adv•nced Proao Forma

Sophisticated Story WOfl<snop• basic forms and senS&<)f.
address techniques are used to advance students' Clellaiop.
ment of prose forms and publishable creative nonflction.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 55-4104 PROSE FORMS•

5&-4108

Fiction Wrltln&: Adv•nced

F'o<:tion Writing: Advanced Is the fourth course In the core
sequence. It uses the Story WOfl<shop• approach to dellelop
facets of writing snort fo<:tlon and novels. Students Intensively
explore new fo<:tlonal posslbllitles as well as have the option
ot continuirc to devefo!l strong wrlt.i ng material from pr811\ous
classes. WOfl<shop may have an emphasis on point of lllew
and/or rewriting. This course Is repeatable.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 55-4102 FICTION WRITING II, 55-4104 PROSE FORMS•

WRtTINGII•

COREQUISITES. 55-4104 PROSE FORMS•

IJ&-4101

ooone in the core cumcuun

tor the Action WrltlrC major. This course ~ the opmen1 of perceptual and tec:IVWcal . , . _ betP-W> in Acllon
WtltlrC 1. ooncentratlrC on point ot lllew. swc:tute, and P8fOCIY
of form. Action 11 Is organized alo"l pl1nctples ot peroc!)o-

slJOt'C ~of Ule4r ~ oone 1n

Action Wrill"l Oel>e<Unen1 classes and elsewhere to ~
tO< pos- amj)IOyment <>< application to graduate school.
Students Will team 8lloul professional portlolio presentallon and the rote portlolios play in peBU&Ciirc employers
and gradual~ comrnitteas in the fields of wrttlng.
Students will rawr1te pieces of Ule4r own wrttl"l. lncludlrc a
range of various wrttlflll forms that are key to a successful
portlolio and the! tl>ey wish to Include In their final PO<tfo.
ho project. El<amplas could Include COYer !attars, letters of
onquiry. -.:11 on publishl"l maol<ets. stories. and assays.
AOdltlonal fO<mS may Include resumes. cliPS of feature wntJng.
wri1l<1& f<>< media. 8<1Yartlsl<1&. SCI1p(S. business, and other
forms of wrttlflll that show the student's wrttlng strengths. It
os oe>en to all students and Is a caPStone course fO< the BFA
on Action Wrltlrc de8fee.
4 CREDITI

-

Flctlo• Wrtttnc 11

Action WrltlrC 11 Is the seoonct

In this CCl<Jf'M studentS ~ and build a ~ portfolio

Fiction WrltlnC I

F'o<:tion I os the flrst course In the core sequence. Emphasizing
the dynamic relationship between lndivklual students. the
workshop director. and the class. the Story Workshop•
methOd Is emplOyed to allow students to move at their own
pace In developlflll perceptual. technical, and Imaginative
abilltlas in fo<:tlon wrttlflll. No prerequisites. though eithef
Introduction to Action Wrltlf'C 0< Efllllish Composition are
helpful.
4 CIIEDITI

&&-4108

Fiction Semln•r•

Advanced class in fiction writing beg)ns with technical or craft
matters. than proceeds to mora artistic aspects of composir'C
flctJon ot any length. Craft seasions address ~~ natura
ot communication ifM)Ivtf'C character creation. incl<tdiflll boll>
physical and PS)'Chologjcal de!ICI1ptions. dialogue. Interior
monologue and stream of consclousneu. ecUon. pace. point
ot lllew. plot. settl"l. and style. Substantial wr1tJrC projects
are undertaken by students end S<.lbmlttad for c1asa lltllllysia
and discussion.
4 CUDITI
PREREQUISITES; 55-4104 PROSE FORMS•
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FICTION WRITING
55-4109
New Plays Workshop•
Paired student directors and playwrights develop a play·
wright's script. Students begin collaboration by discussing
plays in terms of t he proposed production. The director
subjects the script to a reading series, which resultS in
rewrites by the playwright. The director presents a first-draft
production analysis of the play. The semester culminates in a
stage reading of the final draft and a final presentation of the
director's production analysis.

structure and process presented to them by their own writing.
Students will be required to read three novels and conduct
research by reading writers' diaries. notebooks, letters, and
autobiographies. There will be discussion of the assigned
texts and journal readings every week.
4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

55·4203
CRW: Fictlon Wri ters & Censorship
Writers must be free to draw on their strongest material and
use their best, most authentic, telling voices. However, writers
often confront external or internal inhibitions: outright legal
challenges, vocal attacks upon certain types of stories. subtle
publishing prejudices, or self~nsoring. Course emphasizes
research, writing, and discussion of creative processes of
successful writers. among them Lawrence, Flaubert. Hurston.
Wright, Selby, Joyce, and Burroughs, who have been forced to
confront directly forms of censorship or marginalization.

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 554323 PLAYWRITING t• OR 31·2800 PLAYWRITING
WORKSHOP I'
CONCURRENT: 554333 PLAYWRITING: ADVANCED• OR 31-3801
PLAYWRITING: ADVANCED•

55·4112
Novel Writing
Emphasis is on readings, analysis, and criticism of students'
writing in Story Workshop setting. Class is devoted to reading
of students' writings and discussion of ext ensive assigned
readings directed toward enhancement of students' understanding of literary techniques, process. and values.

4 CREDITS
COREQUI$1TES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRITING I

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 554104 PROSE FORMS', 554106 FICTION WRITING:

55·4204
CRW: Drama and Story
Student s read plays and stories by successful authors who
explore dramatic techniques helpful to t he development of
fiction. Students will respond to these works as writers in jour·
nal entries, research and discuss writers' creative processes,
gJve oral reports, and writ e essays. St udents complete
creative writing assignments that incorporate dramatic tech·
niques under study into their own fiction.

ADVANCED•

55·4201
CRW : Autobiographi cal Fiction
Students read fiction known to be autobiographical in nature
and respdnd with journal entries and classroom discussion.
Students research primary sources concerning a writer, his or
her work, and the process by which the work came into being;
give an oral report; and write a final essay. Students read
aloud journal entry responses to readings and write their own
autobiographical fiction, some of which is read and responded
to in class .

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

4 CREDITS
COREQUISJTE$; 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION

55-4205
CRW: Gender and Difference
This course examines the ways in which gay, lesbian, and
straight writers contend with Issues of cult ure. gender, and
difference. The course focuses upon such questions as the
following: How do straight male and female writers deal with
the serious issues and challenges of writing from the point of
view of gay and lesbian characters? How do gay and lesbian
writers deal with the same issues in writing about straight
characters? The course also examines the particular chal·
lenges of writing gender opposites (whatever the sexual orientation of t hose characters might be). Through the students'
reading of assigned stories and novels, through their written
responses as writers to their reading, through creative fiction
and nonfiction writing assignments, and through individual and
small·group research activities, the course will approach broad
and specific issues of gender and difference from early wri ting
to the present day.

WRITING/

CRW: First Novels
55-4202
This course will expose student writers to the creative and
intellect ual processes of published writers early in their
careers. It will show students that a) writing is an ongoing
process of writing and rewriting; b) the creative process is
both unique and universal t o each writer; and c) published
writers faced the same bogeys at the beginning of their
careers that student writers face. Through cont rast and
comparisons (in the journals and class discussions) students
will examine and comment on the prose forms, character
developments, and story struct ures first-time novelists have
effectively used, along with the wflting processes the authors
employed to get their first novels finished. Through journal
entries and essays, student s will examine what all this tells
them about how t hey might go about solving the questions of

4 CREDITS
COREQUI$1TES: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55·4101 FICTION
WRITING I
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55-4206

letters. as well as upon more pUI)fic writing and inter'iiews.
stuoents examine 111e personal and social contexts In which
writers read and respond to what they read. Students give
oral and written responses as writers to material.

CRW: The Novel In Storlea

Course exam1nes creatNe and intellectual processes of wnt·
ers wor1d11g In nonlinear structure loons. It raises questlons
wnters ask lhemseives when determining how best to strv<>
ture a bOOy of wor1< that Is more cohesive than a collection
of stones. yet not a linearly shaped novel. Through readings.
small group and large group discussions. joumal reflections
(both students' and authors'), and research Into the authOrs'
writing processes. students are able to reflect upon and
examine Issues and questions of structure that go into putting
together a cohesive bOOy of creative wor1<.

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 5S1101 FICriON WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4210

4 CREDITS
COREQUISIT£S: SSJ101 FICriON WRmNG I OR 554101 FICTION

WRITING I

55-420 7

.
•.
w

;;:

CRW: 19th Century Ruaal an Au th ors

Students research 111e readi11g and writil1g processes behind
selected novels and shO<t stories by Russian masterpiece
authOrs and give their own oral and written responses as wr1t·
ers to the material they are reading. Research examines the
personal and social contexts in which masterpiece wor1<s were
written, as well as the ways in which writers read. respond to
what they read and Incorporate their reading and responses
to reading dynamically to their own fiction writi11g process.
Drawing upon authors' journals, notebooks, and letters, as
well as upon more authors and the ways In which students'
own responses may nourish and heighten the development of
their fiCtion.

4 CREDITS
COREQUISIT£5: 55-1101 FICTION WRmNG I

55-4211

CRW: Cont . European Wri ters

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 5Sll01 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

This course researches the writi11g processes of contemporary
European wr1ters, including the ways in which their reading
and responses to reading play influential roles in the overall
fiction-writing process. Journals and other writings by contem·
porary European authors will be used as examples of how writ·
ers develop dimensions of their own fiction and see their wor1<
In relation to other writers. The course Involves study of the
development of diverse techniques and voices of some of the
most prominent contemporary European authors. the scxalled
· post·war· generation, in such countries as Germany. Franoe.
CzechOslOvakia. Italy. Spain, Poland. Scandinavia. and Russia.

55-4213
CRW: Fiction Writers •• Creative Non·
Fiction Wrltera
Course explores ways in which published writ ers bring their
knowledge of fiction writing techniques such as dramatic
soene. image, voice, story movement, and point of view t o the
wr1ting of creative nonfiction. Using primarily journals, letters,
and other private writings, stu<lents will research 111e writing
processes of established fiCtion writers WhO have wor1<ed
extensively in creative nonfiCtion modes-writers as diverse as
Marl< Twain. lsak O.nesen. Virginia WOOlf, Zora Neale Hurston.
John Edgar Wideman. Gretel EMich. James Alan McPherson.
Scon Russell Sanders. Alice Walker. Joyce carol Oates, David
Bradley, and others. In addition to offering Insights about
widening writing options In a growing nonfiCtion mar1<et for
fiction writers, this course aids In development of oral, written,
and research skills useful for any major and communicationsrelated career.

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 5S1101 FICTION WRITING r OR 554101 FK:riON

WRmNGr

55-4209

CRW: Amerlcen Volcea

Course researches writing processes of African-American,
Hispanic·Amerlcan. Native-American. and Asian-American writ·
ers and other ethnic American writers and the ways in which
their reading and responses to reading play an Influent ial
role in the fiction-writing process. Particular emphasis will
be placed upon ta~ing the point of vtew of racial and ethnic
opposites. Journals and other writings are used as examples
of how writers read and write about what they read to develOp
dimensions of their own fiCtion and how they see their wor1< •
in relation to that of other writers. Manuscripts and notes of
famous wor1<s may be used to show writers' processes and
develOpment.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:SSJ101 FICTION WRmNG I OR 554101 FICriON
WRITING I

55-4206

CRW: Letln·Amerlc:an Wrltera

Course researches writing processes of Latin-American writ·
ers. including ways In which Latin-American writers' readi11g
and responses to reading influence the overall fiction-writil1g
process. Journals and olher writings by Latin-American aulhots
are used as examples of how writers read and write about
what they read to develOp dimensions of lheir fiCtion and see
their wor1< in relation to that of olher writers.

CRW: Cont. Ruaalan Author s

Stuoents research reading and writing processes behind
selected novels and short stories by principal masterpiece
authors of the Sov1et period from 1920 to present. such
as Bulgakov. Babel, Solzhenitsyn. Pasternak. Platonov. end
Nabokov. Drawing upon authors' journals. notebooks. and

4 CREDITS

COREQUISITES: SSllOl FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I
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55·4214

development of their fiction. The course w111 survey many of
the principal novelists an<! novels and the development of the
genre from its roots to contemporary fiCtiOn. Students shOuld
be writing fiction. but novel-length matenal 1S not reQu1re<1.

CRW : Fiction Writers II

Stuelents uneler1ake intensive stu<ly ano research of writ·
ers· writing ano reading processes on individually chosen
and class-assigned literary works. Course often features
ir>o<lepth work on a singe work or single writer in his/ her liter·
ary. cultural. and historical content. e.g .. Kafl<a. Bradbury.
Morrison. and others. Stuelents integrate finelings into their

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 5S ll01 FICTION WRITING I OR 554 101 FICIION
WRITING I

own writing.
4 CREDITS

55·4218

COREQUISITES: 5S ll01 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION

Stu<lents research rea<ling an<! wri t1ng processes beh1nd
selecte<l novels an<! short stories by p rincipal masterp1ece
authors of Irelan<! from 1900 to the present. such as James
Joyce. Bren<lan Behan. an<l Edna O'Brien. Dra wong upon
authors· journals. notebooks. ano letters. as well as upon
more public writing and interviews . students examine personal
an<! social contexts in which writers rea<! an<! respond to what
they read. Stu<lents give oral and written responses as wnt·
ers to the material.

WRITING I

55·4215
CRW: Women Writers
Course researches writing processes of women writers and
ways in which their reading anO responses to rea<ling play
influential roles in the fiction·writ ing process. Journals anO
other writings by Virginia Woolf. Zora Neale Hurston, Katherine
Anne Porter. Katheri ne Mansfiel<l. Eu<lora Welty. Toni Cade
Bambara, and others are use<! as examples of how writers
read. write about what they read to develop their fiction, and
see thei r work in relation to other writers· works. Manuscripts
an<! notes of famous works may be used to show writers'
processes and development. Students' own fiction writing i s
also part of the course.

CRW: Irish Writers

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 5Sll01 FICTION WRirtNG I

55·4219

CRW: American Lat ino Writ ers

This course is a research. writi ng. and diSCuSSIOn workshop
devoted to examining the development of story ideas by
selected American Latino writers. including t hese wroters'
responses to reaoing. stages of manu scnpt development.
approaches to rewriting. dealings with editors and publishers.

4 CREDITS
COREQUI$1TES: 5Sll01 FICTION WRtriNG I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

ancl other aspects of the fiction writer's process. Throughout
55·4216

CRW: Short Story Writers

the course. stuoents read private writings (journals, note·
books. letters) as well as more · public" statements by
published writers such as Julia Alvarez. Isabel Allende. Junot
Oiaz. and Rudolfo Anaya. with an eye toward t he or own reao1ng
and writing processes. In particular. students reflect upon the
way i n which the writer's often very personal response to texts
<lifters from that of the traditional literary cnt1c's approach o f
focusing on the eno proouct.

Course encourages Clevelopment of lively. well-c.rafted. short
fiction by examining reaoing an<! writing processes that guide
some of the best examples of the form. Students select from
a wiele range of writers. representing many Clifferent voices.
backgroun<ls, subjects. and approaches. to research ways
in which writers read . respond to their reading. anO u se that
reaoing to generate ano heighten their short stories. Students
write their responses to rea<ling short stories and discuss the
relationship of rea<ling to the development of their own fiction.

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITE$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554 10 1 FICTION
WRITING I

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 5Sll01 FICTION WRtriNG I OR 5$4101 FICTION

55·4220

WRITING I

CRW : Novelists
55·4217
This course examines the ways in which novelists read.
respond to what they read . and incorporate their rea<ling
responses dynamically into their own fiction-writing processes.
In ad<lition to their own written responses to rea<ling. stu<lents
work individually anO i n small groups researching the rea<ling
an<! writing processes behin<l selecte<l novels (mainstream
and alternative). ranging from the beginnings of the form to
the present day. Drawing upon authors· journals. notebooks.
letters. anO more public writings. students explore the writ ing
processes of well·known writers an<! ways in which students'
own responses to rea<ling can nourish an<! heighten the

WWW. COLU M EOU / UNOERGRAOU AT£ /
"C TIO H

CRW : Experimenta l Theater

This course explores dramatic work outside the trad1t1ona1
linear narrative of the Western canon. mclud1ng avante·garde.
oaoa. surrealism. existentialism. anO absurd1sm. Students
journal and research authors such as Jarry. Artaud . Genet.
Stei n. ano Beckett. and will give oral presentat1ons on a wrot·
er's process with creative essays. as well as complete wntmg

assignments that incorporate nonlinear techntques tnto thetr
own dramatic work .
4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 5S110l FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I
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55-4221
CRW: Crime and Story
Since Oedipus Rex. "the crime· has been one or the engines
that drive stol)' movement. Dostoevsky, Drieser. Petl)',
Dickens, Atwood, and Wright are among the many writers
who use elements of the mystel)' and crime stol)' to explore
the psychological effects or crime on characters in fict ion. By
analyzing the writing techniques and processes-such as point
of view, scene, voice, and stol)' structure-or well-known writers. students will examine how murder. crime. and mystel)'
have been transformed beyond genre to create dramatic literal)' fiction. By reading published work. as well as researching
memoirs. journals. essays, and letters of established writers,
students will explore how they may use these techniques to
create compelling movement in their fiction.

55-4303
Dreams and Fiction Writing
Course helps writers relate the rich, various. and powerful
world of dreams to the needs and delightS of imaginative
prose fiction. Students keep journals of their dreams, read
and write dream stories. and study how dreams relate to their
fiction writing. including researching the ways in which dreams
have influenced the worl< or well-known writers.
4 CR EDITS
COREQUI$/TE$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4304
Dialects and Fiction Writing
Dialect speech and writing have richly contributed to the
breadth, variety, and authenticity or American and English
literature. This course provides students with informed training
in listening with a •good ear· and distinguishing between "eye
dialect" and dialect that is both accurately and artistically
rendered, with an understanding of the tradition of dialect writing in fiction. Students keep journals and research the ways
in which writers employ dialect in their fiction as well as what
they have to say about such uses, while also developing a
facility with dialect in their own fiction writing.

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES; 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55·4101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4300
Story In Graphic Forms •
This course covers writing lor comics and graphic novels:
Forms and formats similar to but unique from those or narrative prose. screenwriting, and stOI)'boarding. The full script
and plot outline styles of major publishers are explored and
practiced. There's an emphasis on research to enable the
writer to translate the envisioned image into words lor artist
and audience . Business aspects such as submissions. working within publishing cooperatives. and self-publishing are
presented .

4 CREDITS
COREQU/SITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4305
Suspense Thriller Fiction Writing
Suspense. legal and medical thrillers. crime novels. and
hOrror- various forms of the suspense thriller-make the
best seller lists. Students read and analyze contemporal)'
examples of the genre. In consultation with the instructor,
students plan and begin writing their own suspense thrillers.

4 CREDITS
COREQU/SITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55·4101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4301
Young Adult Fiction
This course analyzes a selection of published young adult
novels, with emphasis on the development of student worl<s,
including exploration of ideas and issues that sustain novellength material. Also studied are plot construction. writing
of scene and transition, and the weaving or theme into the
whole.

4 CR EDITS
COREQUI$/TES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4306
Writing Popular Fiction
Course investigates a variety of fiction forms written lor the
popular market. including mysteries. romantic women's fiction,
and dark fantasy novels. Emphasis is on analysis or given
genres and characteristics of form and general technique.
Students become aware of characteristics that define a popular genre novel and how to apply those defining techniques
in their worl<s. Because most popular fiction is marl<et-driven,
course includes some discussion of marketing.

4 CREDITS
COREQUI$1TES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING/

55-4302
Story and Script: Fiction Techniques for
the Media
Course adapts prose fiction to script form, attending to the
variety of ways in which imaginative prose fiction techniques
(image, scene, dialogue. summal)' narrative, point of view.
sense of address. movement. plot and structure, and fiction
material) are developed in script and applications to arts
and communication fields such as adverti sing, scriptwriting
for film. television, video, and radio. Course relates creative
problem solving in prose fiction to media constraints, situa·
tions. and challenges.

4 CREDITS
COREQU/5/TE$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRITING/

55·4307
Researching and Writing Historical
Fiction
The ever·popular genre of historical fiction is the locus of this
course. which combines the study o f research techniques with
fictional techniques necessal)' to produce marketable prose.
Through reading, research, and guidance of a historical fiction

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES; 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554401 FICTION
WRITING I
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writer. students produce their own historical fiction. This
course fulfills the bibliography and research requirement of
the Fiction Writing major.

55-4312
Writing for Children•
Writ ing books for children- from lap.sitter to young adult-covers
fiction. creative nonfiction. and plays. with emphasis on
characterization, theme. plot. setting. dialogue. and conflict.
Professional tips on subject matter of interest to children.
preparation of manuscripts for publication. and possible
markets will also be studied.

4 CREDITS
CCREQUI$11E$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRITING/

55-4308
Freelance Applications of Fiction
Writing Training•
Course looks at the application of the broad repertoire of
fiction-writing techniques and approaches to creative nonfiction and freelance tasks found in various businesses and
services including the creative nonfiction that appears in a
variety of publications and media. The student develops writ·
ing projects suitable for inclusion in his/her professional
portfolios.

4 CREDITS
CCREQUI$/TE$: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING/

55-4313
The Writing Body•
Writing complex and physically believable characters begins
with an understanding of the writer's own body. Students
use mind/body techniques such as yoga and meditation to
cultivate a keener awareness of how the body works and i ts
role in the creative process . Readings are used to analyze
and serve as models of how writers and other artists translate
physical experiences into art. Each class blends rigorous and
relaxing mind/body practice with journals. creative exerci ses.
and a variety of writing forms to challenge students to trust
their body as a source of their creativity.

4 CREDITS
CCREQUISITES; 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4309
Story to Stage: Adapting Prose Fiction
to Stage Drama
Students explore possibilities for adapting prose fict ion to
drama. Course includes readings. discussions. and video·
tapes of plays based upon fictional works such as The
Glass Menagerie. Native Son. Spunk. and Of Mice and Men.
Students experiment. creating their own adaptations from
selected prose fiction of published authors as well as from
their own work. Course is ideal for students wishing to work in
script forms for stage, film, radio, TV. or other media.

4 CREDITS
CCREQUISITES: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55·4101 FICTION

0

4 CREDITS

55-4315
Story and Journal
Students· personal journals and journals and notebooks of
authors such as Melville. Kafka. Nin, and Bull are studied as
devices for exploration of the imagination. recording of the
living image. and development of various kinds of writing.

PREREQUI$/TE$:55-4323 PlAYWRITING I'
CCREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION

WRITING I

WRITING/

55-4310
Playwriti ng Workshop II
Students work with a well-known playwright to develop
dramatic sense for scene and overall movement of stage
plays, the most important and basic form of script litera·
t ure. Students read examples of plays and write in class. If
possible. plays students write may be given staged readings
by accomplished actors. Course focuses on major aspects of
starting the play: scene and character development, dialogue.
theme and narrative development. shaping of acts. and sound·
ing the
play in the voices of peer writers and actors.

55-4316
Small Press Publishing
Course covers the how-to. economic. copyright, technical. and
mailing regulation considerations of founding a press or maga·
zine and examines the current. important phenomenon of the
developing small·press movement in the American literary
scene. Course includes an electronic publication component.
4 CREDITS
COREQUtSITE$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55·4101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4317
Co llege Literary Magazine Publishing
Students act as editors and production assistants for the
Fiction Writing Department's award-winmng annual publication
Hair Trigger. Reading of submitted manuscripts and participat·
ing fully in t he process of deciding what to publish and how
to arrange selections. the students will work closely with the
t eacher of the course. who will also be faculty advisor for that
year's magazine. The student editors will also be involved in
production and marketing procedures. Editors of Hair Trigger
have found the experience to be very useful on their resumes
and in preparation for entry·level publishing positions.

CCREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRITING I

55-4311
Science Fiction Writing
Fresh approach to conception and writing of science fiction
offers a current overview of the state of the field and tech·
niques. St udents develop original material and present their
manuscripts to instructor for careful examination. possible
class reading, and crit ique.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIR OR DESIGNATE

4 CREDITS
CCREQUI$1TE$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 55-4101 FICTION
WRITING I
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PREREQU/$/TE$:55-4323 PLAYWRITING 1•
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Bibliography and Research for Fi ction
55·4318
W riters
Researched fiction. commercial and literary, is increasingly in
demand. Course helps fiction writers learn how to research
many popular genres of fiction and creative nonfiction on
any subject area students may want to explore. Subjects for
research might include historical, legal, scientific, military.
archaeological, or classical
studies. Fiction writers learn t o use multiple facilit ies of the
modern library and other research sources including comput·
ers. Students undertake a researched fiction or creative
nonfiction project.

logic. thinking in terms of the fut ure and its multiple possibili·
ties. selecting appropriate characters. and constructing plausi·
ble plots. Readings include collected short stories of science
fiction master Alfred Bester and individual worl<s by Robert
Heinlein , C.M. Kornbluth, and others.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$:5543ll SCIENCE FICTION \VRITING •

55·4322
Fantasy Writing Workshop
In this class, students will explore the many facets of fantasy
fiction, from heroic fantasy to contemporary fantasy to horror.
Students will read classic short stories of the genre, with
class discussion focusing on structure, content, t he use of
imagination combined with plausibility, and how these quali·
ties apply to the student's own writing.

4 CR EDITS

COREQlJI$11E$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

.
.

i

c

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION

55·4319
Creative Nonfiction
Course concentrates on application of fict ional and story·
writing techniques to nonfiction writing in the nonfiction novel ,
story. and memoir. as well as in travel, scientific, and anthropological writing. Books such as Norman Mailer's
Armies of the Night, Truman Capote's In Cold Blood, and Mark
Twain's Life on the Mississippi are studied. St udents with a
body of nonfiction material who wish to experiment with its
nonfiction novelistic development find the course particularly
useful.

WRITING I

55·4323
Pl aywriting I*
This course Is an introduction to the basic techniques of
structure and dialogue in playwriting. Written exercises must
be submitted and discussed to identify dramatic events.
Students will initiate the development of a one-act play or the
first act of a three-act play.
4 CREDITS
COREQUI$1TE$: 55-ll01 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

4 CREDITS
COREQlJI$11E$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION

WfiiTJNGI

Interactive Storytelling
55·4324
The internet provides a wealth of writing and publishing oppor·
tunities employing a wider range o f skills and techniques than
is found in print publishing. This course provides students
with basic, hands-on training in order to complete interactive storytelling as well as an exploration of prose forms that
adapt readily for Web venues. These projects will include text ,
creating and preparing images lor the Web, planning the flow
of a site, and designing pages, as well as creating internal
and external links. Students read and view examples from
the internet, compare t hese with print media, and write with
these d ifferences in mind.

55·4320
Fiction Writers and Publishing
This course is designed to give developing fiction writers an
understanding of the publishing industry. Attention is given to
the history or fiction publishing in the United States and ongoing changes in the industry. The responsibilities of, and relationships among, writers. editors, lit erary agents, and publishing houses are explored. Students conduct in-depth research
of fiction magazines and publishing houses. St udents form
their own in-class magazine and submit t heir work to the other
student editors of the magazine. The course is designed for
students worl<ing towards readying stories for submission.
Students are encouraged to send their manuscripts out lor
publication at intervals during the semester. Guest speakers
include bookstore owners. editors, publishers, and published

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

fiction writers.
4 CREDITS

S5·4325
Screenwrltlng Work shops : Coverage of
Adapted Screenplays In L.A.
Students will read and analyze a variety of novels that have
been adapted into films. They will also read the scripts based
on these worl<s of prose and learn how to do coverage, a
standard practioe used throughout the studio system. They
will also view the films based on these published worl<s. The
students will then participate in weekly Q & A sessions with
the screenwriters who originally adapted the above material,
gaining first-hand knowledge and insight into the adaptation
process. Prose and script coverage will be used to analyze
different adaptation approaches and will serve as practioe
for entry-level positions in story editing or development offioes
in L.A.

COREQUJ$1TE$: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING I

55· 4321
Advanced Sc ience Fiction W riting
Workshop
Worl<shop builds on the original science fiction class. focusing
on wtiting skills and techniques unique to the genre. Students
practice generating story ideas. tempering imaginat ion with

3 CREDI TS
W W W . CO lU M . E O lJ
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55-4 326
Topics In Fiction : Techniques and
Business o f Adaptlon I n L .A .
Students in the ptOgram will take part in a lecture series.
which will include authors. screenwriters, and producers who
have either sold their published works to Hollywood o r whO
have adapted published works for Hollywood. Other guest
speakers wi ll Include entertainment attorneys and agents who
will discuss the legalities of optioning and adapting pre-exist·
ing material. There will be almost 40 guest speakers in all.

55·4331
Pra ctice Teachlnc: Tutor Trai n i ng•
StO<Y Workshop concepts. philosophy, and teaching techniques are utifized to train and provide tutors who. concur·
rent with their training semester. staff the fiction Writing
Department tutoring program. Tutors assist Fiction Writing
students Who need help with reading and writing skills.
Students are paid for work done In the tutoring program.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 554102 FICTION WRITING I AND PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT CHAIR OR DESIGNATE

3 CREDITS

55·4 32 7

55· 4 332

Adaptation In L .A .
Students develop a completed work of prose (novel. short
stO<)'. magazine article, etc.) into an expanded outline, then
into a detailed treatment for the screen. The outlining process
will inVOlVe breaking down the prose, streamlining it onto
visual and essential pieces of dialogue. then registering the
outline at the WGA (which will be a stop on one of our tours).
A professional StO<Y editor/development executive woll then
collect an outline from each student, do coverage, then have
an individual meeting with each student to discuss vital story
points. Based on feedback from the story editor, each student
will revise hiS/her outline, then develop it into a full·length
treatment (10.20 pages). Each student will pitch his/her treat·
ments to development executives/producers at the end of the
five-week program.

Practice TeachlnC: Cla. .room

An intensive course in Story WorkShop theory and practice.
4 CRE.DITS

PREREQUISITES: 554331 PRACTICE TEACHING: I1JTOR TTWNING •

55·43321 Practice Teach ing : Advanced Tutor
Trai ni ng • Outreach
This course will build upon skills for community-based
outreach programs acquired in Practioe Teaching: Tutor
Training througll classroom study speolfic to teaching in
campus and civic programs through the student's own e~pe ri·
ence or providing tutorial support to youth participants. The
classroom activities and tutorials will be e>Ctended through the
use of online chattooms where advanoed tutors-In-training can
exchange odeas. explore problem-solving techniques. and post
questions about the theory and practices of outreach teaching. In addition, tutors and tutees can further cyber-chat about
works in progress in order to maximize the benefits of the
intensive study period.

3 CREDITS

SS-4328

Acquiring In tellectual Properties f or
Adaptation In L. A .
This section of the prog,am is designed to help students
better understand the process of optioning copyrigllted work
by publiShed authors.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 554331 PRAcriCf TEACHING: I1JTOR TRAINING

55·4333
Playwriting: A dvanced
Students will develop a ful~length script through a series of
writing explorations that aim to develop the material from
different points of view. Students will explore the material
through prose, parody, character-development exercises.
point-of-view, genre, and collaborative exercises that deepen
the students' understanding o f story and situation. Students
will also read and discuss plays from a variety of styles
and genres to increase their understanding of the range of
approaches to writing for performance.

3 CREDITS

55-4329
Practice Te a ching: Outreach
This specialization provides increasingly intensive training In
the theory and pedagogical approaches of the Story Workshop
approach to the teaching of writing. Students begin In Practice
Teaching: Tutor Training by tutoring Fiction Writing under·
graduates at Columbia College Chicago, and then In Practice
Teaching: Outreach move to teaching in a variety of community outreach programs under the auspices of the Action
Writing Department (often carried out in conjunction with the
Center for Community Arts Partnership), either In community
arts organizations or in elementary and secondary SChools.

4 CREDITS
PREREQCJISITES: 554310 PlAYWRITING WORKSHOP II " OR 31..J800
PlAYWRITING WORKSHOP 11•
CONCVRRENT: 554109 NEW PI.A'r$ WORKSHOP•

3 CREDITS

55-4335
Journal and Sketchbook: Ways of Seeing
Kafka. Goya, Faulkner, and others have been Inspired by word

55-4330

Advanced Young Ad ult Fi ction
This course provides students with the opportunity to
complete full·length original novellas begun in Young Adult
Fiction (55-4301). Emphasis Is on deepening understanding of
scene, transition, character. and plot development.
Rigorous rewriting and revlslon are key in working toward
publishable quality. Students discuss the latest In young adult
literature and current trends in publishing.

and image; their journals and sketchbooks show exploration in
te>Ct, Image, and their intersections. Open to those interested
in writing and; or visual art, the course will be team-taught by
a writer and a visual artist, using Int erdisciplinary approaches
in order to help students better ·see· their narrative work.
Students will consider their written and visual work fully

1·4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 554301 YOUNG ADULT FICTION•
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through personal observation, seeing and responding simultaneously. and seeing-in-the-mind through imagination and
memory.

SS-4403
CRW : Page to Stage•
Page to Stage gives playwriting students first-hand experience
with the process of bringing a play script through the production process t o performance. Students will read scripts of
plays currently in production at Columbia and in the Chicago
area, then attend rehearsals and productions of these plays.
Students will explore the process of getting the dramatic text
of a play from the page onto the stage through meetings and
discussions with actors, directors, and designers, and in class
work. Students will analyze and evaluate production values
and respond to t exts through journal entries, an oral report,
and a final creative nonfiction essay.

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION

WRITING/

55-4400
Fiction Writing-Directed Study:
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student independence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for
students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage in
a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress, evaluate the final results,
and submit a grade.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, 554101 FICTION

WRtriNG I, 554323 PLAYWRITING 1•

55-4404J
Manuscript Preparation for Writers
In this class students learn how to prepare final manuscripts.
While students will consider the development of manuscript
conventions and writing Industry standards, they will also
compare and contrast how other writers (such as Faulkner,
Fitzgerald, and others) have prepared t heir manuscripts,
based on their vision of the final product and its impact on
various audiences. Students will learn to give close attention
to issues regarding the relationship between story content and
the important role of style, punctuation, usage, and the many
ways in which the visual appearance and impact of a manuscript's features (chapters, sections, breaks, etc.) affect not
only the way in which the work is received by readers, editors,
and publishers, but how layout/setup affects the manipulation ·
of time, movement, and dramatic impact .

1-4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIR OR DESIGNATE

.
0

;;:

55-4401
CRW: Writers Reading the Tradition
Writers Reading the Tradition is a lecture and discussion
class devoted to reading the historic overview of fiction writ·
ing and fiction writers reflecting on the novels and short
stories of other writers. Students will come to understand the
t imes and storytelling traditions that influenced such writers
as Miguel de Cervantes (Don Quixote), Henry Fielding (Tom
Jones), Jane Austen (Pride and Prejudice), Gustave Aaubert
(Madame Bovary), and Charles Dickens (Great El<pectations),
as well as writers reflecting upon other writers such as
Jonathan Swift, Henry James, D. H. lawrence, James Baldwin,
and Dorothy Van Ghent. In particular, students will reflect on
t he writing canon to understand that they are writing out of a
strong historical tradition of story development.

2 CREDITS
COREQUISJTES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITING/

55-4405
CRW : Writers on the Road*
From the American road story, to tales of immigrants and
emigrants, to adventures abroacl-expatriation, political exile,
and extended travel-dislocation from the familiar has for
centuries played upon the imagi native processes of writers.
Students will study a wide and diverse range of fiction and
creative nonfiction writers who have explored the way in which
prolonged or brief exposure to other countries and/or cultures
has opened subject matter, story content, and indi'Jidual

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION

WRITING I

55-4402
Playwriting Process: Outreach and
lnreach*
Playwriting practice for writers interested in working at the
intersection of individual expression and community arts.
Students will develop original work by combining community arts techniques and their personal writing processes.
Community arts approaches will be learned through the
revision of scripts developed through service learning projects. Students will read. discuss, and revise to explore the
processes through which the scripts were originally created,
and the audiences for whom performances are intended .
Writing will be both individual and collaborative.

voice.
4 CREDITS

COREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRtriNG/

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 55-4323 PLAYWRITING 1•
COREQUIS/TES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I OR 554101 FICTION
WRITfNGI
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55-4408

CRW: American Stece to Screen•

St udents Will read modem Amencan plays of playwnC)lts
sUCh as Da.id Mamet. Tony KuShner. Tennessee W1lllams.
Thomton Wilder, U lllan Hellman. Anna Deavere Smith. Arthur
M1ller, Mllcha Sanchez Scott, and Jose Rivera, and see corresponding film adaptations. Students will analyze and evaluate play texts with attention to characterization. story. plot.
narrative movement. and structure that make them viable for
the screen. Students will respond to texts and films through
journal entries. an oral report, and a final creative nonfiction
essay.
4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICOON WRmNG I OR 55-4101 FICllON
WRmNG I NIO 55-4323 P!.AI'WI!mNG I '

85-4408J Jeu, Bluea , Slavery
& WrltlnC New Orleena

a. Voodoo:

ReedlnC

This course Will build upon skills developed in core and
specialty courses to explOre the use of setting as character.
expand the knOWledge and appreciation of Southern writers.
and team to successfully Incorporate issues of race. class.
gender. and the distinct soc,ial and political views of the
region Into their writing t o create a depth and subtext often
missing from contemporary writing. The readings will explore
a broad array of Southern authors writing about slavery, the
peculiar social status of quadroons and free men of color. the
effects past and present of the Civil War, and life tours. and
cultural activities unique to New Ot1eans. Students will have
the opportunity to Interact directly with writers. muSICians. and
other practitioners of New Orleans culture.

.

•

4 CREDI TS
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MUSIC
J. RICHARD DUNSCOMB, C HAIRPERSON
The Music Department offers a curriculum that emphasizes
musicianship and profociency. self-expression. originality.
professional ttalning. and job assimilation. This includes being
versed in au styles of music. from classical to jau. from blues
to gospel, and from hit>hOP to reggae. Upon graduation. our
students are prepared for real jobs in the real world.

Music students at Columbia College Chocago receive a truly
rich and unique learning experience. One of the most signif~
cant features is the diversity of its working faculty's musical
background. talent. and skill. Most have recorded albums.
composed, or perfonned music all over the world with inter·
nationally acclaimed ensembles. The faoulty members are
Innovative working musicians who bring their professional
experiences to the classroom and couple that with innovative
academic approaches.

The best way to learn music is to make music, and the Music
Department offers many opportunities to build professional
skills along with a portfolio of perfonnances. Special oppor·
!unities abound. such as the Semester in LA. a program for
our composers whO specialize in composition for film and
television. Music Department student ensembles perform at
professional and educational events throughOut the United
States and abroad, such as the Puerto Rico Conservatory of
Music on Puerto Rico: the Vocenza Jau Festival: the Sant'Anna
Arresi Festival and the Sari Conservatory in Italy: the BeoJong
Dance Festival in China: the Notre Dame Jau Festival: the
Chocago Blues Festival: the Chicago Cultural Festival; and the
NC Festival in New York.

We also have the unique distinction of an in-residence profes·
sional ensemble: The Chicago Jau Ensemble (CJE). this
internationally renowned ensemble works with our students
in developing their music skills. Members of the CJE and
Jon Faddis. Artistic Director. teach lessons. give master
classes. appear as guest soloists. and act as mentors to
our jau students. Students learn their craft while interact·
lng with professionals in virtually every department on
campus. including Rim and Video: Television: Theater: Audio
Arts and Acoustics: Dance: Arts. Entertainment. and Media
Management: and the Center for Black Music Research.

The Music Department currently offers seven undergradu·
ate programs that include Bachelor of Arts degrees in
Composition. Instrumental Perfonnance. Jau Studies
Instrumental Performance, and Jazz Studies Vocal
Performance . We also offer Bachelor of Music degrees In
Composition and In Contemporary. Urban and Popular Music
Performanc;e. Our MFA program. Music Composition for the
Screen. is one of Mly two programs in the U.S. that offers an
interdosciplonaoy MFA for scoring music for television. cinema.
and interactove medoa.

J. Richard Dunseomb
Chairperson, Music

All students take private lessons and can select from more
than 22 ensembles in which to perform. They have aooess to
some of the best equipment available. including two stateof-the-art computer music studios. a training and technology
lab. and ·smart" rehearsal spaces with the latest technology
and archival methods. Our superbly equipped Music Center
Concert Hall Is In the heart of Chicago's South Loop and
regularly presents artists of renown in performance and In
workshops. The Music Department presents more than 200
feature concerts and workshops each year.
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MUS I C
Instrumental Performance, Vocal Performance. Jazz
Instrumental Performance. and Jazz Vocal Performance.
Students can begin their concentration as ea~y as their first
semester.

BACH ELOR OF MUSIC IN COMPOSITION
In addition to receiving the basic music training of the core curriculum in musicianship and music literacy, Bachelor of Music
students develop an understanding of music making and a
body of work consistent with the college level. The Bachelor
of Music curriculum is made of sequential courses designed
to address skills specific to composers as well as to achieve
nuency in the use of tools needed by a professional musician.
With four levels of composition courses followed by private
lessons in composition. the Composition sequence provides
students with intensive training in the use of techniQues and
procedures to develop an original composition from concept
to finished product. Students work with a variety of media,
styles. and forms and apply the concepts learned in class to
particular compositions. As part of their class work, students
compose music in all main genres and styles of vocal and instrumental music for public performance. Two levels of orchestration and two of counterpoint complement the requirements
for the Bachelor of Music in Composition.

Ouring the forst two years of study. students broaden their
knowledge with courses in theory, harmony. sightsinging.
musicianship, and keyboard. The following four semesters
include courses in music history and analySis. Throughout this
course of study, students also participate in ensembles and
private lessons specific to their emphasis. Faculty advi sors
guide students in choosing courses and ensembles appropriate to each student's goals .
Student experiences are enhanced through many unique
opportunities in the Music Department. such as the Spring
Festival of Composers. Columbia College Singers Alliance ,
Jazz Gallery Performances. and the Student Concert Series.
Through the programming of the Chicago Jazz Ensemble. the
professional jazz orchestra in residence at Columbia College
Chicago since 1965, students have the opportunity to learn
from professionals in the classroom and in performance.

Other studies in music, such as jazz arranging, computer
music, songwriting , film scoring. and piano complement our
comprehensive curriculum in the form of required or elective
courses. Students electing the Bachelor of Music in Composition degree can select any of the upper-level courses as
elective courses if they meet the prerequisites. Upper·level BM
students may also participate in a Semest er in LA summer
sequence in film composition.

Careful planning through departmental advising with faculty
also allows the student to effectively integrate the liberal Arts
and Sciences core curriculum with the study of their major.
Graduates of the program are prepared for a number of
possible careers that range from performing to arranging and
composing and have gained the tools to consider pursuing
a graduate degree in music. Students have the opportunity
to study diverse musical styles and forms of music, and will
discover the varied creative directions their lives and careers
can take.

BACHELOR OF MUSIC IN CONTEMPORARY, URBAN AND
POPULAR MUSIC
This Music Performance degree also includes dedicated
course sequences in Music Business and Music Technology as
well as specialized course work in Music Theory & Eartraining.
Music History. Keyboard, Arranging and Orchestration.

CONC ENTRAT IONS
Through participation in various dedicated CUP ensembles and
private lessons, students gain extensive experience in performing in a wide range of popular music styles. At the advanced
level . CUP majors undertake collaborative projects focused on
the development, recording and performance of original work.

COMPOSITION CONCENTRATION

The Bachelor of Arts in Music woth an emphasis in
Composition is a degree appropriate for undergraduates Who
wish to major in music as a part of a liberal arts program. This
degree is intended for students who seek a broad program
of general education within a music framework. The Bachelor
of Arts in Composition focuses on the ability of students to
compose original instrumental and vocal music and to understand compositional techniques. including harmony. counterpoint. form. and orchestration.

The Music Technology sequence supplies the necessary skills
for the contemporary musician in documenting their work at
a professionally presentable level. while the Music Business
sequence addresses the skills and resources needed in order
to successfully manage a music career, with an understanding
of the matrix of activities. promotional vehicles and revenue
streams in the music industry, as well as fundamentals of
career development and business acumen.

INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE CONCENTRATION

The Instrumental Performance concentration includes courses
specifically designed to develop ensemble and solo performing skills. The Music Department recognizes the unique
goals, needs. and abilities of instrumentalists and offers a
course of study that trains students with diverse backgrounds
to develop the skills necessary to function in a variety of
styles and in a variety of professional situations. The Music
Department offers private instruction in guitar. bass, strings.
keyboard, winds. and percussion .

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC
The Bachelor of Arts in Music provides students with a
comprehensive training in the field. which includes both
thorough grounding in tradit ional procedures and contemporary practical application with hands-on training. Students
can choose from five different concentrations: Composition,
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The Instrumental Pertonnance concenttauon focuses on
peffoonance oppottunftles ll\at eJ<I)IO<e elassocal, pop, rock,
jazz. gospel , blues. and musocal theater ldooms. In ad<lotoon to
the core sequence of courses on musical literacy, courses on
comPOsitoon and arrang,ng are also recommended for 1/lose
students in the Instrumental Performa nce eoneenttat10n.

Students engage on peffoonances on campUs and on the crty
o f Chocago. Jan Studoes studenl$ have regular access to
rec:ordong oppottunotoes on the studiOS of the AudiO Arts and
Acoustocs Department.
All student5 enrolled In provate jcuz Instrumental instructiOn
participate In a jury held at the end o f each semester. At
t hat time each student receives an evaluation from Columboa
College jau faculty as well as professoonals In the field.
The capsto ne experience for Jau Instrumental students is
t ne senior recital, which Is a creative demonstratiOn o f the
student's college e•perience and preparation for
pro fessional work.

All students enrolled In pnvate onstrumental Instruction partoCi·
pate In a jury held at the end of each semester. At that time
each student receives an evaluation from Columbia College
faculty a s well as professionals in the field. The capstone
experience for the instrumentalist os the senior recotal. whoch
is a creative demonstratiOn of the student's college e•peri·
ence and preparatoon for professiOnal work.

J AZZ VOCAl PERFORMANCE CONC ENTRATION
The J&LZ Vocal concenttatoon oncludes courses specofocally
desogned lor songers pUrsuong a career In j&LZ performance.
The Music Department recognozes the unoque goals. needs.
and abolltoes of singers and offers a QOurse of study that
trains students with diverse bacl<glounds to develOp a unoque
vocal style with fundamentals in jau t echnoques.

VOCAL PERFOIIMANC( CONCENTRATION
The Vocal Perfoonance concenttatoon includes courses specof•
celly des'8/18(1 for sor1gers and students onterested on the vocal
art, as well as pnvate vooce lnstructoon in contemPQrary musie
of many genres. The Musoc Department recognizes the uniQue
goals. needs, and abolltoes of singers and offers a course
or study that traons students with drverse backgrounds to
develop a unique vocal style baSed on traditional technique.

The Voca l Performance concent ration offers courses that
e><plore classical , POP. rock. jau. gospel, blues. and musical
theater Idioms. Practocal procedures such as workong on stage
and developing solo and ensemble t echnique are emphasozed.
Students also take three levels of Techniques In Songong
courses designed to guide students i n the fundamentals
of gCIOd vocal technoque along with develOpment of a personal
singing style. Partoclpatoon In vocal and onstrumental
ensembles Is requored.

The Jau Vocal concentratoon offers courses that e•plore
contemPOrary and traditional jau ldooms. Practical procedures
such as working on stage and developing solo and e nsemble
techniques are emphasized. along woth tM st udy of omprovosatoon and style. Students also take two levels ol Techniques in
Singing courses designed to guide the students In the fundamentals of gCIOd vocal technoque whole deveiOpong a personal
style In jan son~ng. PartooopatiOM in Vocal Jau Ensemble and
In i nstrumental jan combos Is requored. Performong oppottun>
ties are also avaolable Wlth the Columboa College Chocago Jan
Ensemble.

All students entOIIed on provate vooee instruction partocopate
in a jury he ld at the end or each semester. At that tome each
student receives an evaluatoon from Columboa College vooce
faculty as well as professiona ls in the field. The capstone
experience for the singer Is the senior recital. which is a
creative demonstration of the student's college experience
and preparation for professional work.

All students enrolled on provate vooce onstruct10n partocopate
on a jury held at the end of each semester. At that tome each
student receoves an evaluatoo n from Columbia Col lege vooce
faculty as well as professionals In tM field. The capstone
e• penence for the singer os the senoor recotal, which os a
creative demonstratoon of the student's college experoence
and preparatio n for professoonal work.

JAZZ INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE CONCENTRATION

The Jau Instrumental concentratoon i ncludes courses
specifocally designed for j au Instrumentalists. The Musoc
Department recogniZeS the unoque goals. needs. and abolltoes
of j au musoclans and offers courses of study on the hostory of
jazz, jau improvosatoon. J8lZ comPOsotoon and arrangong. 1an
Styles and analySos, provate onstructoon, and performance.
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MUSIC
32-1000

Recital Attendance

32-1540
Singing I

This zero-credit, pass/fail course requires that Music majors
attend three Music Department convocations and a minimum
of f.ve Music Department recitals per semester. Registered
students who are not Music majors may forgo the convocations. Because an important element of musical tlaining is
leaming to listen actively, the course provides opportunities
for students to hear a wide variety of music played by different kinds of instruments and ensembles and performed by
professionals and fellow students. Pass/fail is determined by
attendance.

32·1100

Fundamentals of Musical Theater

This is a beginning level course in singing for the musical
theater performer. It is designed to familiarize students with
fundamental vocal techniques and musical theater repertoire
and to help students become comfortable with solo and
ensemble singing onstage.
2 CREDITS

32-1601

Exploring the Art of Music

Introductory course teaches basic material of music with little
or no reference to written music. Included are ear training,
rhythms, games, words and music, form, ensemble procedures, sound, singing, and improvisation. Lectures, concerts,
and videos are presented for historical, cultural, and musical
reference. Substantial written wor1< is required.

Introduction to Music Theory

Course prepares students for study of theory and is based on
Intense drill in note recognition, wor1< with basic rhythms, and
preliminary development of aural skills, with special attention
t o note replication. Students develop a sense of self-discipline
required for the studY of music, a sense of relative pitch, a
verbal musical literacy, and an ability to listen actively.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTE$; 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I

Music Through the Ages, from Chant to

3 CREDITS

32-1610
R&B

32-1110
Slghtslnglng, Musicianship, and Ear
Training I*

This course examines music from early times to the present
day, giving special attention to the body of wor1<s typically
identified as · western art music.· It covers a wide variety
of music-including genres that range from Gregorian chant
to R&B-and situates this music meaningfully with the help
of historical information, cult ural context, musical vocabulary, and critical concepts. At the conclusion of this course,
successful students will listen to a wide variety of musical
genres knowledgeably and perceptively, and write abOut them
confidently. They will furthermore be able to discuss music,
not simply as humanly organized sound, but as a set of practices that reflect, shape, and organize their social and cultural
contexts.

Course provides intensive ear t raining drills designed to
develop listening skills, particula~y pitch, interval, chord, and
rhythm recognition.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISJ"FES: 32-1100 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THEORY

32-1120

Theory, Harmony, and Analysis I*

Fundamental course in music literacy covers basic concepts of
notation, rhythm, tonality, and harmony, emphasizing in-depth
understanding of intervals, triads, major and minor scales,
and duple and triple meters. Students learn written musical
theory for these topics and have the ability to replicate them
through performance.

3 CREDITS

32-1620

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1100 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THEORY

32-1321

Guitar Techniques I*

Course provides class instruction for jazz guitar. Students will
learn linear techniques, sightread on their instruments, and
begin studY of jazz harmony.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•

32·1621

Introduction to Black Music

Course offers a general survey of black music with major
emphasis on significant music forms, styles, and historical
and sociological environments in the United States. Required
student participation is integrated with lectures that are
supplemented by films, demonstrations, live concerts, visiting
artists, and listening assignments.

COREQUISITES: 32·2825 JAZZ GUITAR ENSEMBLE

32-1322

Popu lar Contemporary Music

This course examines the history of contemporary music since
1950, particularly rock and roll, and the social values that
have contributed to its stylistic development. The e~pl oratio n
of the trends in popular music focuses on movements that
reflect important political and cultural currents in the United
States and across the globe.
3 CREDITS

Guitar Techniques II*

A continuation of 32·1321 Guitar Techniques I, the course
extends studY of harmonic and sightreading skills on the fret·
bOard and completes training in mechanical skills necessary
for p rofessiona~leve l performance.

3 CREDITS

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32-1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•
COREQUISITES: 32·2825 JAZZ GUITAR ENSEMBLE
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32·1800

Afro-Uitln and CartbMan: US Mutlcal
32·1t24
Croeecurrentt

Columbia Colle&• Cllorus

RelleatW. discuss. and petfonn Chotal repertoile of -'ous
genteS lncludirC claSsical masterwo<t<s. lndOCenous WOflcl
music. and popular styles. Pefform a caooena as .,... as with
plano. percussion, and assorted lnsttumental accompeulrneut.
Receille Instruction In healthy YOCal technique and deslnlble
ensemble atllibutes: Intonation, blend, balance, appropriate

This course offers a ~~ sur.ey of blad< music of the
Alr1can Olaspcn with majo< ef'nC)IIMis on siC1>1ficant fonns and
styles and thel< hlstOtlcal and socloloCical environments In the
Americas. Ledures are suPI)Iemented by films. ~
tlons. IM! concerts. "Visiting artists. and listening as.siefvnents.
Student partidpatlon is required.
J ClllDITt

tone quality, and critlcal listening.
1 ClllDIT

32·1t25

32·1801

Popular Mualc Tr8dltlont •

Go.pal Choir*

Entty-~e-.el

This course focuses pt1manty on No<th American EneJisl>language styles but makes reference to other popular musics
from around the world. It begins with a survey of popular
musics of the 1950s. '60s, and '70s, lnclooas a unit on older
19th and 20th century forms. and conclooas with music from
the recent past. Thi s course engages the sounds. form. and
structure of popular m<Jsics, but It also examines how these
musics &ddress. sustain, and ttansform their social context.
2 CIIEI>ITt

m<JSic stOOenls learn and perform SOlo and
ensemble gospel lltetature. lnc!udlrC traditional $1lintuals and
anthems. Students will Initially learn by ear and then learn
to read and notate as well as anatyre and describe eosPel
music. Additional emphasis Is placed on understanding the
relationShip among gospel music, the other arts. and the
cultural context In which contemporary gospel music functions.
1 CREDIT
Pfi£R£QlJISIT£S 32-1100 INTROOUCTION 10 MUSIC TH( ORY

PfiER£QlJ<SIT£S: 32·1100 INTROOUCTIOH TO MUSIC THCORY

32·1802
32·1128

The Chlceco Bluet Scene : From tha
Put to Pratervatlon

-•.

This course surveys the past. present. and Mure of the blues
and the impact Chicago, as the 'Blues Capital,· has had on
the world culturally. sociolOgically, and economically. This
course will gille stooants the opportunity to study the living
tradition of the blues throug)l readings. videos. IM! perfor·
mances. and the music Itself. The class will feature wor1<shop
sessions where stooants perform some of the compositions
they'Ye encountered .
2 CIIEDITt

32·1t31

Tha Jau Tradition

Thi s course utilizes lectures and demonsttations to explore
jau In all its forms . Including Its musical and social anteoedents. CoYered are ragtime. New Orleans jazz. swing. bebop,
cool jazz. and avant.garde jazz. with specia l empha.sis on Bird.
Gillespie, Coltrane. Ellington. and Jelly Roll Morton.
J CIIEDITI

32·1851

32·1880

Tha Groove Band

Performance class centers on popular music. particularly the
various grooves of rock and roll. and culmi nates In a concert
performance.
1 CIIEDIT
Pf!ER£QIJISIT£S 32·1100 INTROOUCTION TO MUSIC THCORY

Introduction to Mutlct of tha World

This course examines m<Jsical traditions from around the
world. Many kinds of music are considered. including folk
genres . contemporary popular styles. and court and classical
traditions. It exami nes music as a Yital component In culture
and lived experience. It considers the roles music plays In
national society and public culture. and It deYelops students'
musical YOCabuianes. teaching them to listen analytically.
Classroom Instruction will lnclooa di scussions. lectures. films.
and recordings .
J CIIEDITI

WWW . COlUM . IIU

Jau Pop Choir•

Unde<standlng and mastery of )au and pop will be advanced
through rehearsal and performance of group repertoire In a
vanety of styles. Traditional choral skills of blend. balance.
uni son. and harmooic Intonation, and articulation In swing.
pop, and latin genres will be studied through rehearsal and
performance using microphones and sound relnfO<tement.
Stooants will leam to sing with a rtlythm section, a capella,
as soloi sts. and In men's, women's, and mixed small SfOUpS.
All en<Hlf·semester performance has been scheduled. and
additional performances will be added on and/or off campus,
subject to member availability. Occasional master claSses and
wor1<shops may be substituted for rehearsals. Independent
practice and memorization Is required. as are -'tty sectional
rehearsals.
1 CREDIT

32·1881

Bluet EnMmble 1•

EntJy-level music students will leam to play the blues as an
ensemble In a professional setting. Course will eumlne soc1c>
lOgical and historical aspects of the blues and Its current and
Mure role In society. Chicago' s uniQue position as e world
blues capital will be featured through "Visits to local blues
clubs and jam sessions.
1 CREDIT
Pfi£R£QlirstT£S 32-1120 TH£0RY, HARMONY, N«J ANAL \'SIS I
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32-1884
Pop/ R ock Enaembl e 1: Con temporary
Lab*
This ensemble Is a second tier introductOf)llevel course for
the smaller pop/rock combo. The song~ase<:l repertoire for
the oourse Is drawn from straightforward arrangements o f
traditional popular music material, including rock, pop and
R&B. The course addresses the application of musicianship
skills as they apply to ensemble awareness and effective
rehearsal and performance techniques .

polymeters are explored. Students perform Chromatic melody
in major, minor, or any mode without aid of an Instrument:
sightsing a Chromatic melody in major. minor, or any mode:
and sing a melody while playing a two-hand accompaniment
on the piano.

:1 CREDIT
COREQUIS/TE& 32·1100 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32-1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
OONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRNA TE LESSONS

32-2113

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAlYSIS I,
32·2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR TRAINING II

Slghtslngl ng, M usicianship , and Ear
Traini ng IV
Course continues development of skills acquired in
Slghtsinging. Musicianship, and Ear Training Ill with extensive
dictation and sightsinging of melody and rhythm that includes
current musical procedures. St udent s perform one, two, three,
and four part music containing Chromatics, seventh chords,
and mixed meters; sightsing a melody employing mixed
meters; and sing a melody while playil\g an accompaniment
that includes Chromatics, seventh chords. and mixed meters.

32·1900

Mualc Theory for Recording Englneera
Course is for sound engineers who wish to have working
know1edge of music to function in a recordil\g environment
with musicians. Students gain understanding of different
musical terms related to reoording; learn to reoognize differ·
ent musical Idioms: llisually and aurally distinguish orChestral
instruments: leam basic music theory; and follow a lead
sheet. jau score, or classical score.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 32·21.1 2 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 111•, 32·2122 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS Ill",
32·2132 KEYBOARD 11• OR 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD •

3 CREDITS

32·1915
T echnology lor Musician s •
This course Introduces the student to the various technol·
ogy tools that will be used In courses throughout the music
program. Topics will include softwares for score and lead
sheet preparation. and an Introduction to music creation in
digital enllironments using llirtual instruments, sott-synths,
and the digitaVaudio WOlkstation.

32-2121
Theory Harmony and Analysis II
This is a harmony course with an emphasis on practical
application. Material includes major and minor keys. the
modes, inversions, voicing, harmonizing a melody, harmonic
analysis, and extensive drill in recognizing and replicating
triads and seventh cords. Students write chord progressions
in four voices using diatonic and nondlatonic Chords showIng thorough voice-leading principles: effectively harmonize a
melody with cadences, nonchord tones, root movements, and
harmonic rhythm; and hear and identify harmonic progressions
through dict ation.

2 CREDITS
PRERE:QUISITE& 32-1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING t•, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAJ.l'SIS t•
COREQUISITE& 32-2132 KEYBOARD 11•

3 CREDITS

32·2111

PREREQUISITE& 32-1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
mAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•

Slghtslngl ng, M usici anship, and Ear

Trainin g II
Knowledge obtained In Sightsinging, Musicianship, and Ear
Training I Is applied with extensive sightsinging and dicta·
tlon of rhythmic exercises and diatonic melodies in one and
two parts. Major, minor, and modal scales are explored as
are more sophisticated rhythmic values and time signatures.
Students perform a diatonic melody in major or minor without
the aid of an instrument, slghtsing a diatonic melody In major
or minor, and sing a melody while playing a simple accornpen;.
ment on the piano.

32-2122
Theo ry, H armony, and Analyal s Ill
Advanced course in harmony emphasizes 19th century
procedures including large chords in thirds, nonthird chords,
and chord streams. Course deals with relationships among
harmony, melody, and form. Students write chord progressions using diatonic and nondiatonic Chords. including an
types of seventh chords, secondary Chords, modulatOf)l
progressions, and Chord streams. and they hear and identify
Chord progressions through dictation.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 1•, 32-1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAL'ISIS t•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32-2121 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 11•,
32-2131 KEYBOARD 1•

32·2112
Slghttl nglng, M usicianship, and Ear
Traini ng Ill
Course continues development of skills acquired in
Slghtslnging and Musicianship I with extensive dictation and
sightsinging of melody and rhythm in one. two, three, and four
parts. Nondiatonic melodies as well as compound meters and
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Keyboard I
Students are instructed in playing the plano and becoming
acquainted with the grand staff and note values. St udents
play major scales using both hands In any key: play pentachords and cadential sequences in all major and minor keys:
analyze. play, and transpose short melodies in major and
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minor keys in either hand: harmonize longer melodies in major
and minor keys: and perform a short piece from 3 piano score
using both hands.

Collaborations between composers and lyricists within this
workshop are encouraged.

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

TRAINING II'. 32·2121 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 11•

3 CREDITS

TRAINING 1', 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I'

32-2250

Pop Arranging•
Course examines basic fundamentals of arranging and orches·
tration. including acoustic and electronic instruments, their
ranges and characteristics. Students will learn to construct
basic tead·sheet arrangements and create arrangements for
large and small ensembles in various genres. Final projects
will be performed by an ensemble of live instrumentalists with
optional vocals.

32-2132

Keyboard II
Continuing the wor1< begun in Keylloard I, this course expands
the sightreading of simple two-part pieces for the piano.
Emphasis is on strength and positioning: coordination of
the hands is more highly developed and stressed. Students
harmonize melodies using broken chords and hand position
changes: perform piano music using inversions and arpeg.
giated figures: and perform short ensemble pieces and longer
solos from a piano score.

3 CREDITS

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 32-2111 $1GHT$1NGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING II ' , 32·2121 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS II', 32·2131

PREREQUISITES: 32·2131 KEYBOARD 1•

KEYBOARD I'

32-2133

32-2251

Keyboard Harmony I
Students apply harmony and general theory to piano keyboard.
Using a four-note texture with sound voice leading, students
read and play at sight chord progressions employing primary
and secondary chords and the dominant seventh chord
in major and minor keys of up to three sharps or flats.
Harmonization of a simple melody is played using the right
hand for melody and the left hand for chordal accompaniment.

Orchestration I
Course examines all instruments of the orchestra with
respect to range. capability, and characteristics of timbre.
Students arrange piano scores for smaller ensembles during
four in-class workshops where players sight read students'
arrangements. Coursewor1< includes preparation of scores and
parts critiqued by instructor and participants.

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 32-2113 $1GHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING tV•, 32·2212 COMPOSITION II", 32·3121 THEORY, HARMONY,

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2132 KEYBOARD W OR 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD•

AND ANALYSIS IV•

32-2211

Composi tion 1: Basic Principles of
Twentieth Century Composition
Course teaches first·year students to write motives, phrases.
sentences. and periods to build simple forms. The final
assignment is comPOsition of a piece for a wind instrument
and a sting instrument that is performed at semester's end.

Jazz Keyboard
Continuation of Keyboard I, course covers seventh and ninth
chords plus extended and altered variations related to the
jazz idiom. Students further develop aural skills and team jazz
keylloard voicing and comping while performing jazz standards.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2131 KEYBOARD t•

32-2311

TRAINING 1' , 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I'

32-2321
Sightreading for Guitarists
Course is designed to develop the guitarist's ability to read
music at sight.

32-2212

Composition II
A continuation of Composition I, course emphasizes study
of larger forms, chromatic harmony, and instrumentation.
Student s compose a piece for violin or violoncello and piano
as their final assignment and a series of short pieces for
piano as additional class work. Final assignment receives
public performance at semester's end .

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 32-1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1',
32·2111 SJGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR TRAINING II'

32-2322
Fretboard Harmony
Class teaches guitarists working knowledge of chords, Intervals, and standard chord progressions. Students learn hOw
chords took and sound and how they relate to one another.
Topics include chord constitution. the transfer process,
modern extended chords. chord substitutions, chromatic alternation. chord symbols and symbol duplication. and potytonality/composite harmonic structures.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2211 COMPOSITION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES OF
TWENTIETH CENTURY COMPOSITION•

32-2221

Songwritlng
Workshop examines the craft of popular songwriting from a
historical perspective with a practical viewpoint. Course i s
designed for composers and lyricists who are already writ·
ing and wish to broaden their understanding of the craft.

WWW . COlUM . fOU

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32-2111 $1GHTSJNGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING II, 32-2121 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS II'
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32-2323
Guitar Techn i ques Ill*
This IS an advanced level course foe the contemporary gu1tar·
ist. It is Clesigned to expand the studenrs knowledge of linear.
harmonic. and sighttead1ng techmques and to prepare the
student for advanced work in JBZZ and contemporary k11oms.

classiCal styles are presented through discography and exer·
c1ses. Genres studied oncluele. but are not hm1ted to. blues.
gospel. R&B. JaZZ. rock, country-westem. lat1n. and urban pop.
Students klentify and apply cocnmon elements of contemporary s1ng1ng styles from selected repertory.

2 CREDITS

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES< 32-l322 GUITAR TECHNIQUES 11•

PREREQUISITES: 32-2111 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING II'. 32·2121 THEORY. HARMONY, ANO ANALYSIS 1/' , 32·2512
TECHNIQUES IN SINGING II. AND PRIVAit VOICE LESSONS OR SOLO

32-2411
Fundamentals of Conducting
Course focuses on physical technique of conductor: beat
patterns, preparatory beats. cutoffs. and gestures for dynamics. tempo. and character. Students conduct one another 1n
a varied repertoire of vocal. Choral. and instrumental music.
Through ear tra1n1ng exero1ses. students a lso dnll the ab1l·
ity to aoourately hear several musiCal l1nes Simultaneously.
Stuelents leam rehearsal teChniques. how to study and memorize a score. and how to ocgan!le and plan performances for a
music ensemble.

SINGING ·

32· 2541
Musical Theater Vocal Workshop II
ThiS is a continuing level course 1n s1ngong for the musical
theater performer. It IS Cles1gned to expand student.s' vocal
techmques and mus1ca1 theater reperto11e. and to prepare
stuelents for the aud1tion process and advanced WO<k 1n solo
and ensemble singing.
2 CREDITS

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

PREREQUISITES: 32-1100 INTROOIJCTION TO MLISIC THEORY. 32·1540
MUSICAL THEATER VOCAL WORKSHOP I

TRAINING /1', 32·2121 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 1/'

COREQUtSITE& 31·1205 ACTING I; SCENE STUDY. 321110
SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, ANO EAR TRAINING 1' , 32·1120
THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYS/S I'

32-2511
Techniques in Singing I
Beginning vocal students are taught correct breathing tech·
nique. projection, and the necessary skills for articulation of
song. Instruction acqua1nts students w1th both phys1car and
menta l aspects of Singing. Students apply their new techn1que
to appropriate vocal repertoore.

32·2S45
Singing On ·Stage
This course for singers explores many facets o f the ·on-stage·
experience with a focus on repertoire from many styles.
cultures. and historical perspect1ves. MusiC in English and
other languages will be studied and performed. WorkS by
cocnposers suCh as Mam Cle Ia Halle. Mozart. Scott Joplin.
Breuer. Terson. and William Russo w111 be presented w1th stag·
1ng. props. and costum1ng.

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES< 32-1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSJO/INSHIP, Al'oD EAR
TRAINING 1•, 32-1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND AAALYSl$ I'

2 CREDITS

32-2512
Techni ques In Singing II
Course oontonues and expands skills reamed 1n Teehn1ques 1n
Sing1ng 1. Stuelents ldent1fy vocal strengths and "eaknesses.
set goals. apply p1oper vocar technique. and increase
repertory.

PREREQUISITE& 32·2512 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING II'

2 CREDITS

32·2605
Topics in Contemporary Music
TopiCS on Contemporary MuSIC is dilnded into three sect1ons of
l ove weeks each. with lecturers/facilitators discussing different styles and genres of contemporary and POPUlar music.
Subjects will vary each semester. Each session Is designed to
exoose the st udent to the cultural. social. and historical influ·
ences or style in popular commercial music. These subjects
will 1nclude doscussions. analysos. and demonstrations or jazz.
opera. sacred/ gospelfinsp!latlonal. thlfd world. classical.
rhythm and blues. h1p hOp. urban. country. and rock styles.
Influential artists who have contt1buted to the popularity of
certa1n musiC Will be profiled. SO<ne of the subjects presented
Will address practical approaChes to perfocmance skills and
shOw productiOn.

PREREQUISITE& 321110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I', 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYS/S I', 32 2511

3 CREDITS
PREREQU/SJTES: 32·111 0 SIGH TSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I

TRAINING I, 32-1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1', 32·1601
EXPLORING THE ART OF MUSIC OR 32 1610 MUSIC THROUGH THE
AGES, FROM CHANT TO R&B •

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE& 32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I '
COREQUISITE& 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 1/•

32-2520
Solo Singing
Course Is Intended for students who w1sh to leam the lunda·
mentals of solo sty1e and presentatoon techn1ques. Students
team through textual and musiCal analyses how to prepare a
song foe performance. reduce stage fright. and use a miCrophone.

32·2522
Styles for the Contemporary Singer
Course is designed for students interested in analysis and
pract ice of begonnlng improvisational techniques as they apply
to contemporary popular music. Elements involved 1n non·
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32·28U

Mualc H l atory •nd An81yala I
to help stooents place music in a
hostO<Ieal and cultural PC'$POC!Ml. to <Jeo;etop an understanoln& o f musie81 styles. and to klen!Jiy technocal and lonna!
features of musiC from a numbe< of hostO<Ieal eras: AntiQuoty.
the Middle ~s. the Renaossance. and the Baroque era.

32· 2702
Secondary Prlv•t• Leuona: Clualc•l
Voice
Secondary IIOice lessons In classical music are available
to M usic ma)OO'S who are entOlled In anoll1ef private lesson
concurrently. Stuclents are oNered 15 halfollour leSsons 0< the
equovalent. Secondary pnvate lessons may be taken as many
as 10 tlmes per concentration.

lh•s cour.e os <leS<gned

3 CREDITS

PRfR£()'.JrStr£S; n -2 1 J l SIGHTSINGIHG. MUSJCIANSHIP, ANO EAA
IRAJNING n•. 31·2121 TII(ORY, HARMONY. ANO ANAL'tSIS 32·2131

1 CREDIT
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVJi IE lfSSOHS

n.

KEY!lOAAO I '

32· 2703
Private Leuona: Pop/ Rock Voice
Voice lessons In pooular Idioms a•e available to Music
majors tal<lng at least one other music cours4! concurrently
or to Musical Theater Perfonnance majors whO haw met the
prerequlsote. Students are o Nered 15 lessons or the equfva.
lent and a1e requored to attend rove concertS per semester.
Provate lessons may be ta ~en as many as 10 tlmes pet

32·2612
Mualc Hlatory and Analyala II
This course os designed to help students place music in a
historical and cultural perspearve, to <l<NeiOp an understanoong of musical styles. and to klen!Jiy technocal and l onna!
features o f music from 1750 to the present day. It c.amlnes
music from the ClassiC era. the RomantiC era. and the 20th
and 21st centunes.

:a

conoentrattOn.

3 CREDITII
PREREQVISIIES: 31·231 l JAZZ KEY!lOAAD ' OR 312 131 KEYBOARD

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISIIES: 32·1 J JO SIGHTSINGINC, MI./SICIANSHIP, AND EAA

II '. 32 261 1 MIJSJC HIS lORY ANO ANAL'tSIS I'

IRAINING 1' , 32· 11 :?0 THEORY. HARMONY, ANDAAIA.L'tSIS 1' , 32-251 I
TECIINI()UES IN SINGING I '

32·2652
L.•tln Americ an Mualc : H l atory and
Culture•
This class woll shOw hOw mUCh the music. history. and cuhure
were shaped through the interac1100 o l native covilizatoon and
the environment and the effects of successive waves of poou·
latoon (Natives. Europeans. Africans. and Asoa ns). The course
woll also e•amlne ecologoc and demographoc catastrophes
and economic revolution. as well as dramatic polotical and
cuhural Changes 111at ounctuated Latin America's history and
Shaped 11s mus.c. The Natove. European. and Alncan musical
onhentance and hOw these elements m~>ed to create the Latin
Amerocan folkloric. pooular. and classical musoc woll be stud·
ted an the aooropr•ate socaal and cultural context. Muttunedta
resources woll help to ollustrate the class w•th examples or
archeologocal sit es. vosual arts. music. and literature related
to eaCh unot In the course.

32·2704
Secondary Private Leuona: Pop/ Rock
Voice
Secondary voice les60ns In pooula< Idioms are available to
M usic ma1ors whO are enrolled In anothe< P<ovote lesson
concurrently. Students are offered 15 halfollour lessons or the
equovalent. Secondary provate lessons may be tak en as many
as 10 tomes per concentratoon.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISII(S; 31·1 l JO SIGH /'SINGING, MI.ISICWISIIIP, ANO £AA

IRAINING 1' , 3:?·11:?0 rHEORY. HARMONY AND ANAI.'tSIS I'
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32· 2705
Pri vate Leuona: Jau, B lu. . , and
Goapel Voice
Vooce lessons m )au. blues. and gospel are available t o M usic
ma1ors who are taking at least one other musoc course concur·
rently or to M usical Theater Performance majors whO have
met the P<erequostte. Students are offered 15 lessons or the
equrvalcnt and are requored to attend rove concerts per semester. Private lessons may be taken as many as ten tomes per

3 CREDITS
PREREQVISIIES: 32 1110 $1GII/'SINGING. MI./SICIANSHIP, ANO EAA
fRAINING I, 32·1 J 10 IH(ORY. HARMONY. ANO ANAl 'tSIS I

32·2701
Private Leuona : Claulcal Voice
Voice lessons In classical music are available to M usic majors
takong at least one other musoc course concurrently or to
musical theater performance ma)OO'S whO have met the
prerequlsrte. Students are offered 15 lessons or the equova·
lent and ore required to attend rove concerts per semester.
Pnvate lessons may be ta ~en as many as 10 times per

concentration.
2 CREDITS
PR£REQUISIIES: J:?.J J JO SIGH /'SINGING. Ml/SIOIINSHIP, ANO EAA
IRAJNING I, 32·1L10 IHEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAL'tSIS I, 32·2511

I(CIINI()UES IN SINGING I
CONCURR£N I: 31·1000 REOIA( A nENOANC£

concentrntK>n .

2 CREDITS

32·2706
Second•ry Private Lenona: J•u. Bluu,
en d Goapel Voice
Secondaoy VOICe lessons on IDZZ, blues. and gospel ldooms
are ava•labh) to Mus.te majors wno are enrolled in another
provate lesson concurrently. Students are offered 15 halfollour

PREREQUtSirCS: 311110 SICH/'SINGING. MI.ISIOANSHIP, ANO EAA
IRAINING t 32 ll:?O IIICCIRY, IIARMONY, AND ANAL'tSIS I, 32 2511
T(OINI()U(S IN SINGING I
CONCtJRR(NI. 32 1000 R£01.4( An(NOANC(
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lessons cx the equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be
taken as many as 10 times per concentratiOn.
1CRlDIT

equivalent. Secondary privat e lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentratiOn.
1 CIIEDIT

PREREQUISITES; 32-1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

PREREQUISITES; 32-1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUS/OANSHJP, AND EAR

TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I'
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE lESSONS

TRAINING 1', 32·1120 THEORY. HARMOHY. AND ANALYSIS 1•, 32·2131
KEYilOARD I'
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE lESSONS

COREQUISITES: 32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING 1•

32·2707

Private Le..ons: Musical Theater Voice

32· 2715

Voice lessons In stage repertoire are available to Music
majors taking at least one other music course concurrent.ly
cx to Musical Theater Perfonnance majors who have met the
prerequisite. Students are offered 15 lessons or the equivalent and are required to attend ftve cOncerts per semester.
Privat e lessons may be taken as many as 10 times per
concentratiOn.
2 CREDITS

Prlv.te Lessons: Jazz Plano

Jazz piano lessons are available to Music majors taking Jazz
KeybOard Ensemble concurrently. Teachers are available fO<
15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are required to attend
ftve Music Department recitals cx concerts during the semest er. Private lessons may be taken as many as 10 times per
concentratiOn.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITEs: 32·1lJO SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

PREREQUISITES; 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAlYSIS I, 32·2511

TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMOHY. AND ANALYSIS I, 32.2131
KEYilOARD I, 32·2232 KEYBOARD II OR 32-23lJ JAZZ KEYilOARD
OONCVRRENT: 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE. 32·2813 JAZZ

TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I
OOHCURRENT: 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE

KEYilOARD ENSEMBlE

32·2708
Secondary Private Le..ons: Musical
Theater Voice

32·2716

Secondary Private Lessons: Jazz Plano

Secondary jazz piano lessons are available t o Music majors
w11o are enrolled in another private lesson concurrently.
St udents are offered 15 half-hour lessons cx the equivalent.
Secondary private lessons may be taken as many as 10 times
per concentration.
1 CREDIT

Secondary 110ice lessons in stage repertoire are available
to Music majors who are enrolled in another private lesson
concurrently. Students are offered 15 half-hour lessons or the
equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 t imes per concentration.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I', 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANAlYSIS 1'. 32·2131

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICJANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAlYSIS I

KEYBOARD I'
OONCVRRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE lESSONS

CONOURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE lESSONS

,;

COREQUISITES: 32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I

32·2711

32·2721
Private Lessons : Flncar-styla and
Cluslcal Guitar

Private Leaaons: Plano

Lessons in finger-style and classical guitar are available to
Music majors w11o are registered concurrently fO< Classical
Guitar En semble. Teachers are available fO< 15 lessons
or the equivalent. Students are required to attend ftve Music
Department recitals or concerts during the semester.
Private lessons may be taken as many as 10 times per
concentration.
2 CREDITS

Beginning piano lessons are available to Music majors w11o
are registered concurrently for KeybOard Ensemble. Teachers
are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are
required to attend ftve Music Department concerts or recitals
during the semest er. Private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentration.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAlYSIS I, 32·2132
KEYilOARD II' OR 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD•
CONOURRENT: 32-1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE. 32·2810 KEYilOARD

PREREQUISITES: 32·Jl10 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMOHY. AND ANALYSIS I
CONOURRENT; 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE. 32·2823 ~

ENSEMBlE

GUITAR ENSEMBlE

32-2712

32·2722
Second•ry Private Le..ons: Rncar-Style
•nd Cl..slcal Guitar

Secondary Private Leaaons: Plano

Secondary piano lessons are available to Music majors who
are enrolled In another private lesson concurrently and to
autho<ized ccxnposition students fulfilling graduatiOn requirements. Students are offered 15 half-hour lessons cx the

Secondary lessons in finger-styie and claSSical guitar are
available to Music majors w11o are enrolled in another private
lesson concurrently. Students are offered 15 half-/lour
lessons 0< the equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be
taken as many as 10 t imes per c:oncentraoon.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGJNG. MUSJCW<SHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING 1' , 32·1120 THEOR'Y. HARMOHY. AND ANALYSIS I'
OONOJRRENT: PRIMARY PRNAF£ lESSONS
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32·2723

Privata Laaaona: Fusion Rock Guitar

32·2728
Guitar

Lessons In fusion rock guitar are available to Music maj ors
or those taking at least one other music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Students are required to attend frve Music Department recit·
als or concerts during the semester. Private lessons may be
taken as many as 10 times per concentration.

Secondary lessons on the bass and bass guitar are available
to Music majors who are enrolled In another private lesson
concurrently. Students are offered 15 half-hour lessons or the
equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentration.

2 CREDITS

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE$: 32·1110 $1GHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, liND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I

TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 1•
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVII TE LESSONS

CONCURRENT: 32·lOCO RECITAL ATTENDANCE

32-2724
Secondary Private La..ona: Fusion
Rock Guitar

32·2731

1 CREDIT

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, liND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
CONCURRENT: 32·10CO RECITAL ATTENDANCE

CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32·2725

~

Private Lessons: Percussion and Drums

Percussion lessons are available to Music majors or those
taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers
are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are
required to attend five Music Department recitals or concerts
during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentration.

Secondary lessons In fusion rock guitar are available to Music
majors who are enrolled In another private lesson concur·
rently. Students are offered 15 half·hour lessons or the
equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentration.

.

Secondary Privata Le. .ona: Ba. ./ B. .a

Private Le. .ona: Jazz Guitar

32·2732
Secondary Private Le..ons: Percussion
and Drums

Lessons In jazz guitar are available to Music maj ors or those
taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers
are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are
required to attend five Music Department recitals or concerts
during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentration.

Secondary percussion lessons are available to Music majors
who are enrolled In another private lesson concurrently.
Students are offered 15 half·hour lessons or the equivalent.
Secondary private lessons may be taken as many as 10 t imes
per concentration.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

1 CREDIT

TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
CONCURRENT: 32·10CO RECITAL ATTENDANCE

TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32-2728

32·2741

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 $1GHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

Secondary Private Lessons: Jazz Guitar

Secondary lessons In jazz guitar are available to Music majors
who are enrolled In another private lesson concurrently.
Students are offered 15 half·hour lessons or the equivalent.
Secondary private lessons may be taken as many as 10 times
per concentration.

Private Lessons: Trumpet and Trombone

Trumpet and trombone lessons are available to Music majors
or those taking at least one other music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Students are required to attend five Music Depaltment reclt·
als or conceits during the semester. Private lessons may be
taken as many as 10 times per concentration.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, liND EAR
TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 1•

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I

CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

CONCURRENT: 32·10CO RECITAL ATTENDANCE

32·2727

Private Le..ona: Baas and Bus Guitar

Lessons on the bass and bass guitar are available to Music
majors or those taking at least one other music course
concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the
equivalent. Students are required to attend five Music
Department recitals or concerts during the semester.
Private lessons may be taken as many as 10 times per
concentration.

32·2742
Secondary Private Lessons: Trumpet,
Trombone and Tuba

2 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAJNING 1• , 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 1•
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

Secondary trumpet, trombone, and tuba lessons are available
to Music majors who are enrolled in another private lesson
concurrently. Students are offered 15 half-hour lessons or the
equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentration.

CONCURRENT: 32·10CO RECITAL ATTENDANCE
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32-2751
Clarinet

Private Leuone: Saxophone, Flute,

32-2782

Saxophone, flute, and clarinet lessons are available to Music
majors or those taking at least one other music course
concurrently. Students are required to attend five Music
Department recitals or concerts per semester. Teachers are
available for 15 lessons or t he equivalent. Privat e lessons
may be taken as many as 10 times per concentration.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND ~R
TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•
OONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, ANO ~R
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
CONCURRENT: 32-1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE

32-2752
Clarinet

32-2791

Secondary saxophone, flute, and clarinet lessons are available
t o Music majors who are enrolled In another private lesson
concurrently. Students are offered 15 half·hour lessons or the
equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentrat ion.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
OONCtJRRENT: 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE

~R

TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANAlYSIS 1•
OONCtJRRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32-2781

32-2792
Secondary Private Leuone:
Compoeltlon

Private Leuone: Strine•

Secondary composition lessons are available to music majors
who are enrolled In another private lesson concurrently.
Students are offered 15 half·hour lessons or the equivalent.
Secondary private lessons may be taken as many as 10 times
per concentration.

Lessons In stringed Instrument s are available to Music majors
or those taldng at least one other music course concurrently•
. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Students are required to attend five Music Department reclt·
als or concerts during the semester. Private lessons may be
taken as many as 10 times per concentration.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
~R TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•,
32·2211 OOMPOSITION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES OF IWENTIETH CENTURY
OOMPOSITION'
OONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND ~R
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
OONCtJRRENT: 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE

32-2782

Secondary Private Leuone: Strine•

32-2800

Secondary lessons In stringed Instruments are available to
Music maj ors who are enrolled In another private lesson
concurrently. Students are offered 15 half·hour lessons or the
equivalent. Secondary private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 times per concentration.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND

Vocal Jazz

Course offers participation In performance-oriented vocal jazz
ensemble. Much memorization Is required along with study
of Improvisation through use of jazz scales, blues scales, and
modes. Final concert performance.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND ~R
TRAINING I, 32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING 1
OONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

~R

TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 1•
OONCtJRRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32-2803
32-2781

Private Leuone: Compoeltlon

Advanced composition lessons are available to Music majors
or those taking at least one other music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Students are required to attend five Music Department reclt·
als or concerts during the semester. These lessons may be
taken as many as 10 times.

Secondary Private Leuone: Sax, Flute ,

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND

Secondary Private Leuone: Conductlne

Secondary conducting lessons are available to Music majors
who are enrolled in another private lesson concurrently.
Students are offered 15 haif·hour lessons or the equivalent.
Secondary private lessons may be taken as many as 10 times
per concentration.

Vocal Lab*

Learn ensemble technique from the Inside out. Advanced
vocal students explore concepts of blend, Intonation, tone
quality, critical listening, arranging, and rehearsing. Repertoire
draws upon various genres and may Incorporate movement
and body percussion. Students augment their vocal technique
through dally pedagogy.

Pri vate Leuone: Cond uctlne

Conducting lessons are available to Music majors or those
taking at least one other music course concurrently. Teachers
are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Students are
required to attend five Music Department recitals or concerts
during the semester. Private lessons may be taken as many
as 10 tlmes per concentration.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND ~R

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND ~R

TRAINING I, 32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I

TRAJNING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAlYSIS I
CONCURRENT: 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE
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Women ' s Chorus •
32· 2806
Tradit ional choral skills will be advanced through rehearsal
and performance of a cappella and accompanied women's
choral repertoire. Solo and small group singing, as well as
student comPOsition and arranging are encouraged. An end
of semester performance will be scheduled, and additional
performances will be added subject to member availability.
Occasional mast er classes. workshops. additional rehearsals
or performances may be substituted for in..:lass rehearsals.
Independent practice and memorization is required. as are
weekly sectional rehearsals.

32· 2825
Jazz Gui tar Ensemble*
For intermediate and advanced guitarists, course emphasizes
ensemble playing for the electric jazz guitar. Through rehearsal
of appropriate multiple-part arrangements and through the
practice of comping and improvisation, the group prepares
a series of performances. Students increase repertoire and
develop musicianship skills.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAJNING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, ANO ANAL\'SIS I, 32·2725
PRIVATE LESSONS: Jt-ll GUITAR

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

32·2830
Percussion Ensemble
Performance ensemble is made up entirety of percussion
instruments of both definite and indefinite pitch. Course
develops sight reading ability and ensemble skills and may be
repeated three times for credit.

TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I, 32·1800
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHORUS OR 32·1801 GOSPEL CHOIR OR 32·1802
Jt-ll POP CHOIR"

32· 2810
Keyboard Ensemble
Advanced course which. in combination with private lessons,
aims to improve keyboard skills, including sight reading,
ensemble playing. and solo performance. In addition, students
study ensemble literature and historical and contemPOrary
approaches to t he keyboard repertoire and technique. The
course is a performance/learning OPPOrtunity for all students
taking privat e piano lessons and sat isfies ensemble requirements for students concentrating in piano instrumental
performance.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAL \'SIS I
CONCURRENT: 32·2731 PRIVATE lESSONS: PERCUSSION AND DRUM$

32·2844
Brass Ensemble
In combination with private brass lessons, this course aims to
improve musicianship skills, including sight reading, ensemble
playing, and solo performance. Students study ensemble liter·
ature and historical and contemPOrary approaches t o brass
repertoire and technique.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I, 32·2132

1 CREDIT
CONCURRENT: 32·2741 PRIVATE LESSONS: TRUMPET AND TROMBONE

KEYBOARD/I
CONCURRENT: 32·2711 PRIVATE LESSONS: PIANO

32·2855
Woodwind Ensemble*
In combinat ion with private lessons, this course aims to
improve musicianship skills, including sight reading, ensemble
playing, and solo performance. Students study ensemble liter·
ature and historical and contemPOrary approaches to brass
repertoire and technique.

32·2811
SPECTRA*
Advanced students further their study of healthy vocal tech·
nique and ensemble singing, in tandem with regular sight
reading and performing. Performances incorPOrate a cappella
and amplified singing, vocal and body percussion, movement,
and projected images. Spectra is accompanied by keyboard,
bass, and percussion.

1 CREDIT
CONCURRENT: 32·2751 PRIVATE lESSSONS: SAXOPHONE, FlUTE,
CLARINET

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·2803 VOCAL LAB

32·2863
New Music Ensemble*
Ensemble class rehearses and performs contemPOrary concert
music, both traditional and non-traditional, written for distinc·
tive instrumental combinations. Students develop musicianship and performance skills and expand their repertoire.

32·2813
Jazz Keyboard Ensemble
In combination with private jau piano lessons, the course
aims to improve keyboard skills, including sight reading,
ensemble playing, and solo performance. Students study
jau literature and historical and contemPOrary approaches to
keyboard repertoire and technique in a group setting.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 1•, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAlYSIS 1•, PRIMARY
PRIVATE LESSONS

1 CREDIT
CONCURRENT: 32·2715 PRIVATE LESSONS: Jt-ll PIANO

CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32·2823
Classical Guitar Ensemble
Course provides performing group experience for classi·
cal guitar. Groups prepare classical comPOsitions by Bach,
Scarlatti, Albeniz, and others. Note reading and classical technique are applied . Class may be taken 10 times for credit.
1 CREDIT
CONCURRENT: 32·2721 PRIVATE LESSONS: FINGER.STYLE AND
CLASSICAL GUITAR
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32-2880

Jau Combo •

3 2-2 885

Course conslsts of a performing group exper\eoc::e for insw
mentalists and singers In whk:ll hlgll professional standards
of small group pertonnanoe are explained and achieved.
Performances Include music written especially for the group
and music from the lltetature, Including WOikS by louis
~John Kirby, Duke Ellington, Att Blakey, Benny
Goodman, Dave Brubeck, Jimmy Giuffre, Chick Corea, and
Geny Mulilgen.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32-lllO SIGHTSJNGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND £All
TRAINING 1•, 32·ll20 THEORY, HARMONY, AND AIW.'tSIS 1•, PRIMARY
PRIVATE LESSONS
CONCVRRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32·2881

Columbia Coli••• Jazz Ensembles •

Course consists of a performing group eJCp811ence in which
higll profe.ssional standards of jazz orchestra pertonnanoe
are explained and achieved. Group performs music written
especially for group performance and music from the literature, ranging from Ellington to the present. Students dewlop
skills such as comoosition, interpretation, and Improvisation.
Course may be taken as many as seven times for credit.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·2880 JAZZ COMBO•
CONCVRRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32-2883 .

Blues Ensemble II*

This ensemble Is an Intermediate ieYel course for the smaller
to medium sized blues band. The repertoire fOO' the course Is
drawn from the stralgllt.forward to mora challengjng a~
ments of tre<lltlonal and contemporary blues material. The
course e<ldresses the application of musicianship skills as
they apply to e nsemble awareness and e1fectNe rehearsal
and performance tecllnlques. The class engaces the blues as
both an historical and a living entity through the application of
historical background of and interaction with artists engaged
in the cont emporary Chicago blues community.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1881 &UES ENSEMBLE I*
COREQUISITES: 32-21U SIGHTSJNGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND £All
TRAINING II*, 32,2121 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS II*
CONCURRENT; PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32-2910

Proleu lonal Music Prlnt ln' wit h Finale

Course Is Intended for the following musiCians: those whO
wish to gain knowledge of computer music engraving to
professionally print their own music; those whO have know~
edge to start a music typesetting/engraving business; or
those whO work for a publishing company utilizing Anale soft·
ware. Course includes printing music with and without a MIDI
keyboard and transcribing music from other software sequenoers. Students work In a hands-on environment.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2121 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS II'

Rhythm and Bl ues Ensemble •

This Intermediate level ensemble course prepares students
to perform with confklence and professionalism In a conternoorary mythm and blues context. Students will leam how to
front a band and interact productively with fellow musicians.
Students research and present material to the rest of
the group for inclusion in ensemble repertoire. Course
Includes the recording of a live demo in a professional studio
environment.
1 CRlDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1UO SIGHTSJNGING, MI.ISOANSHIP, AND £All
TRAINING 1•, 32-1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALISIS J•
CONCVRRENT; PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

3 2-2911

Int roductio n t o MIDI

Course introduces students to M usical Instrument Digital
Interface (MIDI) sequencing using computer software and
synthesizers. Instruction focuses on essential concepts of
computer-assisted music production and teaches practlcal
aspects of MIDI in a hands-on environment following current
trends. Students leam to function In a modem studio set-up.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMUPTER APPliCATIONS
OR 35-1110 FLUENCY IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

32· 2912
32·2884

Advanced MIDI Sequencln'
A continuation of Introduction to MIDI, course Integrates

Pop/ Rock Ensemble II *

This ensemble Is an intermediate '-1 course for the smaller
to medium size<! coll'lbo. The SOfltbase<l repertoire for the
course Is drawn from the stralgllt.forward to mora challercJng
arrangements of tre<lltlonal popular music material, lndudlng
rock, oop, and R&B. The course addresses the application of
musicianship skills as they apply to ensemble awareMSS and
etfectNe raheersel and pefformanoe tecllniqueS.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32-1.884 POP/ROCK ENSEMBLE r•
OOREQUISITES: 32·2lll SIGHTSJNGING, MUSIOANSHIP, AND £All
TRAINING H*, 32·2121 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS II*
CfJNCVRRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

WWW .CO LU M . IDU/ UIJIOiaeaADU A TI/
M USIC

MIDI with other kinds of computer-assisted music production.
Instruction emphasizes music comoosition and, In addition
to advanced MIDI concepts, teaches sampling and audio
sequencing principles . Students combine acquired know1edge
In four music projects using ProTools sequencing software.
a CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-29U INTROOcJCTION TO MIDI*

32·2tl20

Stucllo Production lor Musicians I

Course teeches Instrumentalists, singers, oomposera, and
8IT8ngef'S procedures of assembl~ and recording music and
features four full sessions in a recording studio. Hand&-on
experience Is emphasized for all participants.
a CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32,1110 SIGHTSJNGING, MUSCIANSHJP, ANO £All
TRAINING r•, 32·1120 THEORY. HRAMONY, ANO ANALYSIS I '
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rhythm patterns. and additional scales and modes: the analysis of song forms. scores, and arrangements; and application
of harmonic analysis t o concepts such as modal interchange,
chord substitutions, alterations. and modulations.

Technology for Musicians II*
32-2925
This course for instrumentalists, singers, and songwriters
introduces students to music creation in the Digital/Audio
Workstation (DAW) environment. Using these all·in-one Audio/
MIDI softwares. students will learn the essentials of using
the multi-track environment as a creative t ool. while learning
to record basic audio in combination with loops. effects, and
virtual instrument plug-ins.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 111 •, 32·2122 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 111•,
32·2132 KEYBOARD 11•

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1915 TECHNOLOGY FOR MUSICIANS•, 32·2111
SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR TRAINING 11• , 32·2121
THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS II", 32·2221 SDNGWRITING•

32-3211
Composition Ill
Course examines larger forms. extended t onality, orchestration. and atonal and serial techniques. Students compose a
string quartet for performance at the end of the semester.
Additional assignments include composing piano pieces that
make use of compositional techniques studied in class.

32·3121
Theory, Harmony, and Analysis IV
As a continuation of Theory, Harmony, and Analysis Ill. course
closely examines the harmonic language of the 20th century.
In three modules. students examine popular music, art music,
and jazz from a theoretical perspective. Students write an
analytical oaper and prepare a final project on a specific work
to present in class.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2212 COMPOSITION 11 •

32-3212
Composition IV
The fourth level in the composition sequence, this advanced
course teaches students t o use in their works, and understand in music literature, the compositional t echniques of the
20th and 21st centuries. Students apply their knowledge in
the composition of a larger work for chamber orchestra and
in shorter pieces for piano. Final assignment is scored for a
chamber orchestra with multiple string instruments per oart.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2122 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 111•

32-3122
Analytical Studies
Designed as an advanced seminar, course focuses on the
identification and study of form in music through the analysis of various pieces and excerpts of 19th and 20th century
works. This course takes a historical-analytical approach t o
the various styles of music from the last two centuries to
teach students how to write analytical music oapers.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-3211 COMPOSITION 111•

Counterpoint I
32·3215
A course in modal counterpoint from the 16th century,
Counterpoint I examines the history, the ecclesiastical modes.
the species in two to four parts, and the motet and the ordi·
nary of the mass through the study of Palestrina's music.
Students apply knowledge in the writing of two choral works in
the style of late Renaissance.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32-2211 COMPOSITION 1: BASIC PRINCIPLES OF
TWENTIETH CENTURY COMPOSITION•, 32-2612 MUSIC HISTORY
AND ANALYSIS 11•, 32.J1:U THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS IV•,
32-3133 KEYBOARD HARMONY 11•

32-3133
Keyboard Harmony II*
A continuation of Keyboard Harmony I, students learn to
perform complex chord progressions and chromatic modula·
tion in a tonal and non-tonal setting. The course emphasizes
20th century and contemporary harmony, and includes altered
(extended). modal. and non-tonal harmony. Students complete
several projects, one of which will be an advanced lead-sheet
interpretation in contemporary sty1e using extended and
altered chords.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING Ill", 32·2122 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS 111•

32-3216
Counterpoint II
A course in tonal counterpoint from the 18th century,
Counterpoint II deals with the sty1e and forms of baroque
instrumental music through the study of the works of J. S.
Bach and his contemporaries. Students apply their knowledge
in the writing of suite movements. canon. invention. and fugue
for piano.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2133 KEYBOARD HARMONY 1•

3 CREDITS

32-3161
Pop/ Jazz Theory and Musicianship*
This course extends and applies the student's core music
theory and ear-training knowledge to practices and conventions specific t o popular music and jazz idioms. Students will
further explore the creation and interpretation of advanced
chord symbols: the identification, application, and more
complex variations of commonly used chord progressions.

WWW . COLU M . EOU

PREREQUISITES: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING 111 •, 32·2122 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 111•

32-3222
Songwrltlng II
This course extends and exoands topics discussed in
Songwriting I, and addresses additional topics for the professional songwriter. The class includes lyric, harmonic, melodic,
and formal analysis. and looks at the resulting symbiosis of
these element s in forming a well-crafted and coherent whole.
Songwriting II addresses application of these elements to
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create more artful narrative approaches and their application in larger and more complex musical forms. The class
also Includes a more intensive workshop tor discussion and
development of student works In progress, as well as instruction in creating recorded song demos in the project studio
environment. Aspects of publishing, royalty structures, and
professional alternatives tor the working songwriter are also
addressed.

32-3252

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2221 SONGWRITING I'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2132 KEYBOARD 11•, 32·2251 ORCHESTRATION I'

32-3231

32-3310

Jazz Composition and Orcheetratlon

Pop/ Jazz Keyboard: Style• and Harmony

This course applies topics covered in Theory, Harmony, and
Ear Training classes to the keyboard, While concentrating on
styles and voicings common to popular and jazz idioms. The
course further develops the student's facility tor the keyboard
as both a creative and Interpretive tool.

Course covers composition and orchestrat ion and places
special emphasis on the music of Duke Ellington. Topics
include chord progressions, melody construction, miniature
forms, use of the chief jazz wind instruments (trumpet, t rombone, and saxophone), and score layout Students learn to
prepare parts, reduce and expand orchestral pieces, and
avoid compositional short-windedness characteristic of much
j azz composition.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2132 KEYBOARD 11• OR 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD•
CONCURRENT: 32·3161 POP/JAZZ THEORY AND MUSICIANSHIP•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2112 SIGHTSJNGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

32-3325

TRAINING Ill', 32-2122 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAl'ISIS Ill',
32-2132 KEYBOARD II' OR 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD•, 32-2211
COMPOSITION 1: BASIC PINCIPlES OF TWENTIETH CENTURY
COMPOSITION*

Guitar Maeter Study In Spain

For 10 days, students study in Cordoba. Spain, with some of
the world's greatest guitarists at the Festival lntemacional de
Guitarra; hear lectures on the development and history of the
guitar; attend classical, flamenco, and jazz concerts; and visit
the Alhambra in Granada, cathedrals in Sevilla, and the Prado
Museum in Madrid. At the conclusion of the trip, students
submit a term paper describing their cultural and musical
experience.

32-3240 ·
ScorlnC Music for the 30 eecond
Commercial*
This course explores the commercial music score as a viable,
accessible, and varied market tor the emerging composer.
The class examines techniques tor scoring to picture and
tor understanding and meeting the communication needs of
a client in a work-tor-hire environment. It also attempts to
deepen an appreciation of, and skill at, tapping the sensory,
emotional, and cultural power of music in the marketing and
communication world. This course highlights the advantages
of scoring commercials, from the opportunity to refine skills
in all styles of music to the challenge of meeting deadlines
with original compositions created to sat isfy the aesthetic
needs and inclinations of a third party, all within the limited
timetrame of the 30 or 60 second commercial. This course
will further review the business aspect of scoring music tor 1V
and radio. Bids, demos, agency contracts, SAG, AFTRA, and
AFofM residuals and publishing will all be addressed .

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2721 PRIVATE LESSONS: FINGER-SffiE AND
CLASSICAL GUITAR' OR 32-2723 PRIVATE lESSONS: FUSION ROCK
GUITAR' OR 32-2725 PRIVATE LESSONS: JAZZ GUITAR'

32-3381

Technique• for lmprovleatlon I

Course Is based on the premise that improvisation and
composition are one. Course covers extensive Identification
and performance of scales, chords, and important jazz solos.
Students learn to Improvise by developing compositional skills
and applying techniques used in historically significant jazz
solos.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1631 THE JAZZ TRADITION', 32-2111
SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR TRAINING II' , 32·2121
THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS II' , 32·2133 KEYBOARD

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2221 SONGWRITING•, 32-3211 COMPOSITION Ill'

32-3241

Orcheetratlon II

Course examines the use of the orchestra as a means to
amplify and enhance musical ideas. Through the study of
symphonic scores, students learn how to use the orchestra
as an instrument that can provide color, depth, and volume to
basic musical material. Final assignment consists of orchest rating a piano score for chamber orchest ra that will receive a
public performance at semester's end.

HARMONY I'

Compoelnc for Film•

32-3382

Course introduces students to the aesthetics and techno~
ogy of basic film and video scoring. Topics covered include
timings, playing the drama, underscoring, orchestration, and
enhancing the story through music. Assignments include the
scoring of shOrt clips and of a complete sequence as final
assignment.

Technique• for lmprovleatl on II

Course examines improvisational theory, including blues form,
chord substitution, and jazz applications of atonality. Master
improvisations are analyzed and transcribed, and improvisation as self-composition is nurtured through the study of
melodic motif and rhythmic development or recompositiOn.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-3381 TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVISATION 1•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2112 SIGHTSJNGING' , MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR

TRAINING Ill ' , 32-2122 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANAl'ISIS Ill' ,
32·2132 KEVOOARD II' OR 32-2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD•, 32-3211
COMPOSITION Ill
WWW .C 0 1.U M. IDU /U N D IR8 R ADU A TI/
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324111

Jazz StyiH aiMII ANt,.~~
Courw coYetS theoretical Skill and~ ~

32-3130

Tecll•kl- Ia SIIICI. . Ill*

eo.ne tunhet dellelopa llc!IIS leame<lln 32·2512 T~
mence~.

re181ed to jazz ~ from traditional jazz to the preMnt.
Instruction examines eecn period and mcMment. with emp~~e
sis on major c::ompose1S and ertlsta.

z caiiHTS

a CIIIIHTS

In ~ II. Sludent continues to klentlfy weal atrerCihS
and ......,___ let ..... andlnlple<-.t ellectNe perfw-

:n.:au

PflfllfQCJISI1£S: 32-2512 TEOINIQUES IN SINGING ••

PflEIIfQCJISI1£ 32·1631 THE JAZZ fRADtTJ(W',

COREQUISIT£5: 32-2112 SIGKTSINGING. INSICJANSHIP. ANO EAR
TIWNING Ill', 32·2122 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS Rl'

SIGKTSJNGING. MUSICUoNSHIP. AND EAR TIWNING " ' · 32-2121
THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANAL 'ISIS II'. 32-2133 KE\'BON!D , _

t•, 3N382 TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVISATION N•

32-3131

Vocal Improvisation I*

ThiS coone IS deslgrled to assist the lntennedlate pop and
jazz w1ce ~udent In applyl~ Improvisational techniques. The
intennedlate student will ieam to reoognlze. imitate, and apply
the vocal styllzatlon5 of estebllshed popular singers. Throug)l
the process of sing)~ transcrlptions of the Improvisations
from the masters of popular styles. the students will gamer
vocal agility and confidence f()( singing with the instrumental
ensemble In whl<:h they are concurrently enrolled.
2 ClllDITI
PREREQUISITES: 32·2 1 JJ SIGHTSINGING. MUSICWISHIP, AND EAR
TRAJNIN() II' , 32·2121 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANAlYSIS II'. 32·2522
SM.ES FOR THE CONTEMPORARY SINGER•, 32-2800 ~L JAZZ' DR
32-2520 SOLO SINGING •
CONCVRRENT: 32·1880 THE GR()()Y£ BAND• DR 32-2880 JAZZ
COMBO• DR 32-2881 COWMBIA COCLEGE JAZZ ENSEMBLES'

32·3MII

ANALYSIS IV•

32-3791
32·31132
Vocal Improvisation II*
This eou~ Is Cleslgrled specifically for the eontinulng !IIM!IOp.

.

,;

Advanced Setlllnar In Mualooloay•

This is an advanced course th8l focuses on specHic tOPicS In
muslcoloCY ()( ethnomuslcoloCY. Students wOO< closely with a
partiCular musiohlstorical period ()( with a set of ~
tiYe musical traditions from around the WO<Id. engaging and
discussing W0<1<s of music and related SCholarship. Students
conduct researd'l. put together a welf.researched peper, and
present their wOO< to classmates In a mlnk>onferance at the
end of the semester.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2JJ3 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICWISHIP, AND EAR
TRAINING rv•. 32·26ll MUSIC HISTORY AND ANAlYSIS I' , 32·2612
MUSIC HISTORY AND ANAl'ISIS II', 32-3121 THEORY. HARMONY. ANO

Private La..ona: Advanced Composition

This is a private studio course in whi<:h students receive
critiQues and assistance on their composition profeets. Thlt
class provides students with the guidelines and acMce lor
students to compose a larger wOO<. The goals of this oourw
are to imestlgate and experiment with a wide
of compositiOnal t echniques and to consolidate . - composlllonal
techniques In one's personal vocabulary.
2 CRlDITI
PREREQUISITES: 32·2ll3 SIGHTSINGING. loii.ISIOANSHIP. ANO EAR
TIWNING rv•, 32·2132 1<080ARD II' , 32-3121 TH£0RY. HARMONY,
AND ANAlYSIS rv•. 32-3133 K080ARD HARMONY II', 32-3212

men! of the Jazz Studies Vocal Major. It Is a comprehensive
study of jazz vocal styles and skills based on jazz progre&slons and lyr1c phrasing. The topics will Include an oveNiew of
advanced chords. progressions, and scales along with ' scat·
u~· syllables and ImprovisatiOnal melOdic embellishments
commonly used In jazz.
2 ClllDITI
PREREQUISITES: 32-2800 ~JAZZ '. 32-3531 ~

rarce

IMPROVISATION I '

COMPOSI'OON rv•

COREQUISITES: 32·2880 JAZZ COMBO•. 32·2881 COCUMBIA COCLEGE
JAZZ ENSEMBLES•

CONCVRRENT: 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE

32-3121

Popular Music: History, Ethno,raphy,
and Analysis •
This course Is an advanced course In the hlsl()()'. ethnogra.

32-3797

Private La..ona: Senior Recital•

This required course for all graduatlng Music students
provides private instruction during the semester of the
student's seniot' recitaL Students will prepere the mu.1c for
their recital under the close supervision of the instructor.
The Instruct()( will act as a perf()(mance ooecll. as a eJide
f()( choosing repenoire. and as a consultant on no<><nullcal
aspects of the seniot' recital, such as printed program ~
ration and staglng.
2 ClllDITI
PREREQUISITE5: PRIMARY PRfVATE LESSO\IS

ph)'. and analysis of popular music. Students will ream several
popular music traditions. lnqulrl~ Into their hlst()()'. musiCal
structure, and social significance. In addition, each student
will undertake a research projeCt thet lnvor-.es worl<lng with
a Chicago musician, tradition, ()( repertoire; conductJng Interviews:~~ In musical transcription and/()( analysis: and
comlng to an understanding of how musical ptaCtlce engages
and ~ t o its social c::ontext.
a ClllDITI
PREREQUISITES: 32-2 U3 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICWISHIP, AND EAR
TIWNING rr. 32-2611 MUSIC HISTORY AND ANALYSIS 1'. 32-3121

32·3882

Latin EnHmble•

This upper leYel ensemble course prepeteS 8tiiCienU lor the
perf()(mance of comPOSitions based on the mu11ca1 tt8dlllolw
of Cuba. 818zil. and other Latin Ameflc8n cultures.
will

THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS f'r

eo.ne
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COU RS E DESCRIPTIONS

MUSIC
consist of a senes of master classes and ensemble rehearsals. Stuelents &ain hands-on e)(l)erience of the rhythms
end performance tec:hniQves of the various lat•n percusS>On

32·3t25

lnsttumer'lts.
1 ClllOIT
PfiERC()I.JrSfrf;S: J2.1 UO SICHTSIHGING. ~. AHO EAR
TRAINING 1•, 32-1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AHO ANAI.I'SIS I•
CONQJRREHT: PRIMAR'I' PRIVA T£ lESSONS

32·3114

Pop/ Rock En1amble Ill*
This course applies the upper-le.el pelformer's ensemClle

se.-

aldlls. musicianship, and knowleclge of stytistlc and historical ~ In creat"'ll a near-ll'ofessional level performing
bend. The repertoire Is dnlwn from struc1urally and harmonically challeng)~ arrangements of contemporary and lrad>
tlonal popula r music material, as applied In the contexts of
rehearsal, studio recording, and stage presentation In various
types of IM! pertormances.
1 ClllDIT
PREIIE()I.JrSfrf;S: 32-1 U 1 THEORY. HARMONY, ANO ANALI'SIS M
CONClJRRENT: PRIMAR'I' Pf!IVA T£ lESSONS

32-3115

CONCIJRRENI: PRIMARY Pf!IVAIE LESSOHS

3 2·3t58

Pop Orch. .tre•

32-3995

students who wosh to ell)fore a subject beyond what Is I)OSSIble In regular courses Of fO< students whO wo$11 to eng.age on
a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester Dy
the College. Directed Studies lnvoflle clOse collabofation woth
a faculty adVIsor whO will assist in develOpment and design of
the project. oversee rts progress. evaluate the final resurts,
and submit a grade.
1-4 C: IIEDITI

Pop/ Jau Fu•lon En. .mble*

er's ensemble skills, muslclanshop and knowledge of styilsbe
and historical precedent to creali~ a near1l'Qfessional level
pelforml~ band. The repertoire is drawn from struC1urally
and harmonically challenging Instrumental arrangements of
contemporary popular music material includong Instrumental
pop, smooth jazz and jau/rOCI< fusion.
1 ClllDIT
PfiEREQUISIT£$: 32-1111 THEORY. HARMONY. AHOANALI'SIS M

PfiCREQ(IrSITCS: OCPARIMCNT ~Al.

32·3tt8

Pfi(RCQUrSITCS: OCPARIM(HI ~Al.

Recordlnl and Performance Enaemble•

This perforrna~intensMI course will draw upon all of the
$kills the stuelent has &alned througJ>out the ensemble experience as applied at the professiOnal level. The ensemClle ,.,II
Include WOtl< In the multHrack reco<d•~ studiO as ~~~ as

32· 3999

Senior Mu.lc Seminar•

Thos requored course fO< all &f&duatJnC MuSIC studentS
ptOWXS superviSIOn IO< pr~tJon ol the student' s MftO)(
reatal ana poft!oltO. StudentS ..,. create a ptOOOSal fO< usentOt recrtal under the SUpeMSIOn of the I(ISirUCIOf ancl W1ltl
the Input of thett pnvate tenon ~nstructof ana conoenttauon
cooroonator. Stuelents Wlll have the oPPOrtunity to preunt

pelfonni~ for IM> audienCes "' venues ltlroug!>oUI the aty.
suppi)V'C experiences ltlat take the stue)ent outSide ol the
comfort zone of the academiC erMrontnent and place them on
an arena 1t1at represents the Challenges of the professional
music Industry.
1 CIIIOIT

the~ wort< to the~ ~·· receMI career counMilrC- attend
special presentations, anc1 oartlt>PIIte on - - asseument

I'R£R£QUISIT£S: ws I'I!I.CTl)jl ~Al.

procedures.

CONCIJRRf:NT: PIINARY PRI\ATC lCSSOHS

1 ClllDIT
l'fiER(QUrSITES.

••••c

Independent Project : Mualc

All Independent project Is deSigned Dy the Student W1ltl the
approval of a supeMsong faculty member and deoartment
dorectO<. to stuoy an area not at present avaolllb4e on the
cumculurn. Pno< to reg,stratJon. the student must SUbmll a
written proposal outfono~ the prqect.
1-4 CIIIDITI

CONQJRRENT: PRIMAR'I' Pf!IVA TE lESSOHS
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Directed Studr : Mu•lc •

Directed Studies are leami~ actMtoes involving student Independence Wlltlon the context of regular guidance and dlrect>on
from a faculty advisor. Dorected Studoes are aP!)rOI)t1ate fO<

The lnstrumentak>nly COmC!o apphes the upper·ie'iel perform-

32·311t

lntern1h lp: Mu1lc

provide edVanced students W1ltl an oPPOrtunity to
&aln wort< expenence In an area of concentration Of Interest
whole receN1ng academiC credot toward theor deglees.
1 .. CREDITS
lnt~shiPS

All edVanced-level ensemble class speciallzl"g In the repertoire of roel</contemporary bands O«:hest.rated lor brass and
reed Instruments, rhythm Instruments, and mu~iple \lOCals.
Stuelents leam to rehearse and perform challe~•<~g. sophisticated music as part of an extended professional ' team.·
1 CIIIDIT
Pf!EREQ(JISITES: 32-1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALI'SIS 1',
32-1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSJCIAHSHIP, AND EAR TRAINING I'
CONCURRENT: PRIMARY PRIVATE LESSONS

32-3115

Demo Production •

This Is e caPStone music tecnnology course fO< the
Contemporary, Uroan end PoQulat muSIC~· It Is a
ptOjed-based course IO< the pUillOS8 of lea"""C to create
profesSIOnal quality demO reconllf1IIS ol the stuelent's own
bands. compositions and performances. The Oocltal Audio
WOI1<station (OAW) env~ronment is presented as a primary tOOl
In ~ compos~ion anderra~ment, usl~ 111nua1 Instruments and looPS as audiO reco<dong and procnsl ng. The
student woll apply knowledge from the previous technolOgy
course sequence to produce professoonal qualrty recoro•~
of their adVance<l crea!Ne -..ot~<. suet> as
band prqects
and rec.tals. and/Of COIIabofatJOns among membef'S of the
CUP ensemClles and songwritong classes.
2 CIIIDITS
PREREQ(JISIT£5: IHSIRIXIOR APPROVAL

111
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PHOTOGRAPHY
BOB THALL, CHAIRPERSON
The Photography Department Is one of the largest and most
comprehensive photo departments In the nation. We Jl(Ovide
a truly exceptional program for ambitious. motivated students,
one that Is as broad and as rigorous as the competitive world
they'll encounter after graduation. Our faculty members are
active professionals and artists who have achieved remark·
able success in a range of commercial and artistic photogra.
phy. Instructors in the Photography Department have exhibited
at sUCh venues as the Art Institute of Chicago, the Whitney
Museum. and the Museum of Modem Art. and have also won
numerous grants and fellowships. Including the Pulitzer Prize
and the Guggenheim Fellowship, They bring their enthusiasm
and passion for photography and their knowledge as working
professionals to the classroom to help students bridge the
gap between college and the real world.
Columbia's Photography Department facilities are the most
e)(tensive and advanced in the Midwest. The Digital Imaging
Lab Includes more than 200 workStations. highly sophist~
cated scanning equill(nent. and an assortment of largeformat Jl(inters. We also have two studios with an e)(tensive
array of professional lighting equipment. as well as numerous
8 ln. x 10 ln . and 4 in. x 5 in. cameras. medium·format and
digital cameras. and other digital equipment. Our darkrooms
have more than 150 enlarging stations that accommodate all
popular film formats. both color and black and White.
The Photography Department is an excellent program for
students Who have high ambitions. Many of our students
develOp compelling and personal photographic Jl(Ojects.
Recent graduates have exhibited at the Museum of
Contemporary Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, the City Gallery,
and at many other notable institutions and galleries. Our
undergraduates have proceeded to graduate study at some
of the nation's most prestigious Institutions and then on to
careers as artists and teachers. Many other students from
our program are pursuing successful and exciting careers as
photojournalists and commerc;al and editorial photographers.
We provide a solid education in photography and then support
our students as they each discover a unique direction for their
work and career.
Bob Thall
Chairperson. Photography
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

PHOTOGRA PHY
B ACH ELOR OF FI NE ARTS IN PHOTOG RAPHY
lhe Baehe10< of Fone Atts on Photography os a nga<ous. •~
OCOIJl OCgtee chOoc:e fOt students whO wos/l to pursue se"'
ous cnotOgtaphy. on any of photography's many fonns. The
BFA prog,am dOes not establiSh fixed. formal eoncentratoons. lnsteao. stu<Jents pursuong eother a BFA Ot a BA on
Photograpny take a broa<l range o f requored courses. These
courses are onter>Oe<lto educate wel ~rour>Cied. visually literate,
technocally versatole, ar>O hoghly accomplished pnotogtapners.
Each stuaent pursuong a BFA woll then aesogn an area o f
specoallratoon by completong a number of aovanced elect ives.
Generally speakong. most of these self-desigoed areas o f
concentratiOn fall onto several broao categones: commercial
ana stuooo cnotogtapny, documentary photOgtaphy ar><l photoJOUrnalism. fonc.art photagtapny, a<IVanced d•&•tal omagong, ar>CI
nc"' medoa. lntemsh•PS. student shOws ar>CI offQmpus eXhobotoons. ana publlcatoon P<OVIde excotmg opportunotJes to be&Jr>

careers •n a vanety of contexts. The capstone courses are
acoocated to helpmg students pcoduce a final partfoloo o f WO<k
at a truly pcofessoonal level.

B AC HELOR OF ARTS IN PHOTOGRAPHY
The Photogtaphy Department offers a four·year pcogram
lea<long to a Bachelor of Arts in Photography. Thos program
has tho same core of foundation and general photography
courses as tile BFA program, but does not include the pack·
age of electrves that the BFA requires. The BA program can be
especoally attractove to students who wish to combine a BA in
Photography woth a minor In another field.

M inor In Photoc r•phy
The mor>Ot on Photog,aphy os desogned to pcoYide a solid
cnotog,aphy four>Ciatoon fOt students whO may use photogta.
pny on another related fiel<l. Thos is a partiCularly gOod ChOICe
for stuoents whO are Art ar>O Oesogn 0< Film ar>CI VideO ma)Ofs.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

PHOTOGRAPHY
23·0110HP lntro to Photography
This course Is an introduction to photog,aphic seeing and
the visual grammar of photog,aphy. The class combines
basic design problems, exercises in seeing elements of the
medium, and the opportunity to do individual projects. A
historical over~~iew of the medium is presented, and critiques
will examine both the meaning and technical/design profi·
ciency of each student's work. Students will learn basic black
and white darkroom skills. still the easiest and quickest way
to produce exoellent photographic prints. Film and darkroom
materials supplied.

23·1120
Foundat i ons o f Phot ography II
Course introduces aesthetics. techn1ques. and theory of the
subtractive color printing prooess using color negative materials. Lectures explore more sophisticated aesthetic and technical Issues introduced in Foundations of Photography I with
specific emphasis on issues related to color photography.
Students must be concurrently enrolled in the corresponding
section of Darkroom Workshop II (23-1121).
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY 1•,

23-1101 DARKROOM WORKSHOP 1•
CONCURRENT: 23·1121 DARKROOM WORKSHOP II"

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: STVOENTS MUST 8E JUNIORS OR SENIORS

23-1121
Darkroom Workshop II
Course P<ovides necessary technical skills for color negative photog,aphic materials and P<ooesses. Students must
be concurrently enrolled in the corresponding section of
Foundations of Photog,aphy II (23-1120).

23-0210HP Digi tal Photography
This course Introduces students to computer tools that
manipulate and enhance photog,aphic images. These tools
allOw the artist to Input black & white and color photog,aphs.
negatives. positives. and graphics into Adobe Photoshop, the
industry standard for digital image manipulation. Students will
learn the skills to retouch and enhance these images from
varied sources In order to create high-quality digital outputs.
Assignments are designed to help master basic techniques
and expand the photographer's creative horizons. Some experience In basic photography is helpful, but not required. All
materials provided.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 23-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY I, 23-1101
DARKWOOM WORKSHOP I
CONCURRENT: 23-1120 FOUNOATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II

23-1200
Digital Photography f o r Non
Photography Majors
Students will learn fundamental photographic skills including
digital capture, manipulation. and output. Students must
have their own digital cameras with adjustable exposure and
focus (ability to capture in ·camera RAW" preferred). For the
prooesslng and enhancement of d1gital photog,aphs. students
w111 leam the basics of Photoshop. These d1gital skills and
tools for the making of photogr.lphs will be taught within the
context of the aesthetics of photography.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: STUDENTS MUST 8E JUNIORS OR SENIORS

23-1100
Foundations of Photography I
Lecture course emphasizes basic aesthetic grammar of
photography and a historical and critical context for lOOking
at and making photog,aphs. The corresponding section of
Darkroom Workshop I must be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

CONCVRRENT: 23·1101 DARKROOM WORKSHOP I

23-1250
Digi tal Photography for Non· Photo
Majo rs
Students will learn fundamental photographic skills Including
digital capture. manipulation and output. Students must
have their own external drive, digital camera with adjust·
able exposure and focus (ability to capture in camera RAW
preferred). For the processing. and enhancement of digital
photographs, students will learn the basics of the Lightroom
application, and will also create high-quality output. These
digital skills and tools for the making of photographs will be
taught within the context of the aesthetics of photography.

23-1101
Darkroom Workshop I
Course provides technical skills in black-and-white photogra·
phy needed to produce projects assigned in Foundations of
Photography 1. Photographic materials. processes, and techniques for film development and print production are covered.
The corresponding section of FOundations of Photography I
must be taken concurrently.
3 CREDIT$

CONCURRENT: 23-llOO I'OUNOATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY I

3 CREDITS

Photography for Interi or Arc hitecture
23·1110
M aj ora
Course teaches basic camera operation: oonoeptual and
technical photographic skills: a sensitivity to light. color. and
composition In photography; the ability to photograph drawings
and models; and the process of fully describing architectural
exteriors and Interiors.

23· 2100
A dvanced Co l or Ph ot ography
Course In traditional photographic color Pfooesses emphasizIng technical and aesthetic control to achieve sophisticated,
expressive ends. This class will provide a serious. in-depth
exploration of the dynamics of oolor as a tool in the creation
of meaningful phot ographs and will encourage a mastery of
color films and papers.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 23·1100 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY I, 23·1101

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23·1120 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II, 23·1121
DARKROOM WORKSHOP If•

DARKROOM WORKSHOP I
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COURSE DESCR IPTIO N S

PHOTOGRAPHY
high-Qualoty dogotal outputs. Print qualoty and printing tect>n~ques Will be sttessed in this class. Assignments. case studies. and the final prOject are designed to help mastl!f basic
techniques of image edoting In order to expand the phOtogra.
pher's creative hOrizons.

23·2110
Darkroom Workshop Ill
Course refines darl<rOOm techniques by focusing on Issues
of film e•posure and development in order t o produce perfect
negatrves. vanous films. developers. papers. and toners are
examoned. Proper labOratO<y procedures for measuring and
moxong cllemicals are also covered.

8 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23·1120 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY 11•,
23-1121 DARKROOM WORKSHOP tr •

3 CREDITS

PR(REQ!.JISIIES; 22 1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2·D DESIGN.
23 ll20 FOUNDAriONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II, 52·1151 WRITING AND
RHEIORIC II '

23· 2220
Digital Printing Workshop•
This twc><lay workshop Is designed for phOtography students
whO have completed Digital Imaging I and want to improve
their digital printing skills. High-end scanning. color manag~
ment. types of paper, color profiling. and image enhancement
techniques in relation to Input and output ane discussed and
demonstrated. Students make bOth black and white and color
pnnts during this intensive W0<1<5h0p.

23·2120
View Camera I
Possobolotoes for perspective control and focus manipulatoon
are examoned theoretically and practically In this e~ploraloon of
the aesthetic possoblloties of the view camera. Equipment os
prOVIded.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISirES; 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-D DESiGN, 23-1120
FOUNDAriONS OF PHOrOGRAPHY II, 23-ll21 DARKROOM WORKSHOP
II' , 52 JJ51 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES; 23-2201 DIGITAL IMAGING I '

View Camera: Advanced
2 3·2125
Students develop an individual. semester-long project exploit·
lng the view camera's unique abilities In order to further refine
skolls and expand understanding of large format photography.
Equipment is supplied.

23·2300
Studio I*
Instruction covers studio portraiture, still life, and location
application of techniques to diverse situations. Course lnttoduces greater visual control through use of the 4x5 view
cameta and artificial lighting. This required course is the
prerequisite for suDsequent view camera and lighting courses.

4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 23·220l DIGITAL IMAGING t•, 52·1152 WRmNG AND

PREREQUISITES: 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2-fJ OESIGN, 23·J120
FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II', 23-1121 DARKROOM WORKSHOP
II' . :?3 2120 \IIEW CAMERA 1' , 52-1151 IVRIT/NG AND RHETORIC 1• OR
52ll52 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

.
..
w

~

RHtTORICtr•

23-2310
Stud io II"
Course explores the use of tungsten and electtonic nash afti.
focial light in the studio using color and black-aMwhite view
and 35 mm cameras.

23· 2201
D i gi tal Imaging I
Thos course lnttoduces students to computer tools that manipulate and enhance photographic images. These tools allow
students to Input negatives and positives Into Photoshop. the
industry standard for digital image manipulation . Students
learn the skills to correct. retouch and enhance varied inputs
in order to create high-Quality digital outputs. Assignments.
case studies. and the final project are designed to master
basic techniques of Image editing in order to expand tile
phOtographer's creative horizons.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 23-2120 \IIEW CAMERA 1'. 23-2300 STUDIO 1•.
52-1l52 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

23·2650
History of Photography 1: 1839·1920
Course e~amines the emergence of photography and the
medium's increasingly important role In both reflecting and
shaping the cultural. social, political, economic and scientific
context of 19th and early 20th century modernity. Emphasis
will be placed on acquiring knowledge about this historical
period - especially eaoty phOtographic technologies, the critical
response to phOtography. and the diverse applications of the
medium - while also drawing parallels between this hlstO<y
and contemporary Issues. Students will be lnttoduced to various methods of historical Investigation through a balance of
lectures. discussions. field trips t o view historic phOtographic
objects. primary and secondary source readings. group pro;.
ects. writing assignments, and/or tests.

3 CREDITS

PREREQU/StrES: 23-1120 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY rr•.
23 ll21 DARKROOM WORKSHOP II•

23 ·2202
Foundations of Digital Imaging
Thos course onttoduces the student to computer tools that
manopulate and enhance photographic images. These tools
allow you to input B&W and color phOtographs, negatoves.
posltoves. and gtaphics into Photoshop, the industry standard
for dlgotal Image manipulation. You will leam the Skolls to
retouch and enhance these varied inputs in order to create

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•. 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'
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PHOTOGRAPHY
History of Photocraplly II*: 1920 to the

23-3203

Course examines photOCfllplly' s central role In boUl reflect·

lfC and Shapjf'C the cultural, social, politkal, economic.
and scientific context of the 20th and 21st centuries. In
eddltlon to examlnlrc the medium· s major rno.ements and
practltlonets wtthln the context of the social, cu~ural. and
political pteSSUres of the day. the course will also emphasize
the developing historiography. Uleory, and critlcism of the
medium. Students will be Introduced to various methods of
historical lnvestlg8tlon throug)l a balance of lectures. discussions, field trips t o view historic photographic: objects, pt1mary
and se<:ondsry source readings, group projects, writing assigo.
ments, and/or t ests.

3 CIIIOITS
PREREQCJISITfS: 23-3202 DIGrrAl. IMAGING 11•

23-3220

I CIIEDITS

Photocraphy In Chlcaco Now

Course exposes students to a broad range of photography
as It Is currently being created and ellhibited in Chicago. On
alternating weekS students attend emibitlons in museums
or galleries, visit photographers' studio spaces. or attend
announced lectures. Class sessions also spent discussing
these 8Yents In relation to texts used In class. Journals and
class partlclpatlon are emphasized.

3 ClllDITI

I CIIIDITI

23-2730 •

PRERfQCJISfTfS: 23-3202 DIGrrAl. IMAGING 11•

Pinhole Photocraphy

23-3275

Course explores this approach to Image-making, utilizing

I CIIEDITS
PRfRfQCJISfTfS: 2~1120 FOONOATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY 11•,
2~1121 DARKROOM WORKSHOP 11•

3 CII£DITI
PRfRfQUISITfS: 2~2201 DIGrrAl. IMAGING 1•

Pre-VIsualization and the Zona System

23-3276

Course rerno.es the guesswork from making good negatives.

Website PubllshlnC II*

This course provides advanced technical and design skills for
photographers to create sophisticated photOCfllphic altes on
the World Wide Web. Students will learn advanced Web site
construction. image optimization, animation tecllniques.
information architecture principles, and design concepts In
order to produce Web sites thet communicate effectively and
with hil!)l visual appeal.

Instruction covers plotting densities on parametric cuNeS t o
determine optimum dewtoprnent times for normal, hil!)l, and
low contrast Situations. Course addresses idea of pre.visua~
lzatlon, thet Is, predicting what the images will look like before
maldf'C the exposure.

I CIIEDITI
PREREQUISIT£S; 2~2300 STVOO 1•, 52·1152 WRmNG AND
RHfTORICII•

23-3202

Website Publlshln& I*

This course provides the basic technical skills to create eJec.
tronlc environments to support the publishing and d istill»
tion of photographs and portfolios on the World Wide Web.
Students will learn Web Site construction, Image optimization.
basic animation t echniques, Information architecture pt1nclples, and the transfer protocols between Individual computer
and Web server In order to produce Web altes thet commun~
cate effectively and have hll!)l visual appea l.

found, constructed, and organic: cameras. Understanding of
simple resources employed in class and on-site shooting.
students enhance pt1mitlve and non-static expression by
applying their understanding. Course offers opportunities for
Interfacing low-tech with higll-tech computer manipulation.
Students also examine pjnhOie Polaroid transfers.

23-3180

DICital lmaclnc Ill*

This class expands the student's digital expertise using
avanced photographic controls of capture and pt1ntlrc to
manipulat e and enhance photOCfllphic Images. The course will
also address practical problem solvirc In professional practice
tOday. Students must have a digital camera, capable of RAW
capture. SpecifiC assignments are designed to Increase di&Jtal
capture skills and explore advanced digital pt1nting controls.
Students will learn color management , profiling. dlgJtal capture
workflow, Image management, and pt1nt lng. The result of the
class will be a fine pt1nt portfolio of each st udent's work.

PRERfQUISITES: 52-1152 WRrnNG AND RHETORIC 11•

23-2715

Dlcttal lma&ln& Studio

This course tMches photOCfllphers hOw to develoil and &1\ape
Ulelr personal 1maCerJ and to create and sustain their first
tong-term diCJtal lmacJrc project. The student-cenetated and
semester-lore proJec:t will be deslCned to expand expertise
In develo!Mrc, sustalnlrc, and completlf'C diCJtal projects.
Theoretical and technical readit'CS and refenH~CeS to olher
contemporary arts and artists will be indivicluall)' tailored to
support each student's project. Each instructor will provide a
focus basad upon his/her area of specialization.

3 CIIIDITI
PRfRfQUISITfS: 23-3275 WEBSITE PIJBUSHING 1•

23-3300

Dl&ltallmacln& II*

Studio Ill

This course expands the photographe( s competence with
computer tools that manipulate and enhance photographic
lfNICes. Emphasis Is pieced on tearni<e specialized image
manipulation and retouchirc sldlls us1rc PhOtOShOP and on
~an extended project based on the Integration of these
new tools supported by Cfitical and theoretical readircs and

Students examine photOCfllphlc lllusttatlon for adllertlslrc
throul!)l analysis and s~ of appopr\ata studio photographic means. Study lnclucles the use of COlor and black4nclwhlte processes, small and laiCe forrNrt camern. and
sten and electiOnic flash 118M wiUlin a studiO conteJit.

technical research.

PR£REQUISIT£S; 2~2310 Sl't()l() 1•, 52-U52 WRII'IHO AND

I CIIEDITI

RllfTORJC ,.

..,.

turc-

4 CllfDITI

PflfRfQUISIT£S; 2~2201 DIGITAl. IMAGING 1•

,
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23-3400
Commercial Photography/ Art Director
Course simulates the real-world pairing or art directors and
photographers. common within the advertiSing industry.
Creative teams are established consisting or one art director student and one studio photography student. Each team
works on two or three major projects during the semester.
Coursework emphasizes analysis or problems in the creative
process. visualization or solutions. and use or symbols in
advertising photography.

23-3425
Profess ional Printing
Course addresses the joys and problems faced by professional printers. Students shoot specific assignments that
involve tricky printing in the darkroom. Each student prints
another's work. learning to successfully handle improperly
processed. dirty. or scratched film. Course is designed for
students who want to improve not only their printing skills but
also their communication with labs and printers encountered
in their photography career.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23·2310 STUDIO II'. 52·1152 WRITING AND
RHETORIC II'

4 CREDITS
PREREQUiSITES: 23·2300 STUDIO 1', 52·1152 WRITING ANO
RHETORIC II '

23-3405
Fashion Photography I
Course concentrates on fashion and fashion accessory
photography and includes location as well as studio lighting
techniques. Sttong emphasis is placed on styling. make-up.
and use or accessories. Course includes discussion or the
history or fashion as well as design and style.

23-3450
Profess ional Topics : Sports
Photography
Professional workshop examines issues in sports photography
such as selection of equipment and materials and utilization
of photographic techniques. It includes demonstrations and a
photo session at a professional sports event.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23·2310 STUDIO II', 52·1152 WRITING AND
RHETORIC II'

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23·3500 PHOTOJOURNALISM 1'. 52·1152 WRITING
ANO RHETORIC II'

23-3410
Fashion Photography II
Course simulates real-world assignments in the fashion world.
Creative teams are established by uniting fashion photography with fashion design and fashion merchandising students.
Tearns work on lour or five major projects during the semester. Course emphasizes analysis or problems in the creative
process. visualization or the solution. and client presentation.

23-3455
Professional Topics : Stock Photography
Course introduces concepts Involved in producing photographs
for the resale markets. Subjects include composition lor stock
images. concept illusttations. captioning, use of computers in
stock photography. and archival storage methods.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-3500 PHOTOJOURNALISM 1', 52·1152 WRITING
ANO RHETORIC II'

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-3405 FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY 1'. 52·1152
WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

23-3460
Performance Photography *
In Performance Photography students learn techniques for
photographing live performance through cooperative participation in student prOductions mounted in Theater. Music and
Dance departments or Columbia College Chicago.

23-3415
Commercial Assignment: Layout to
Finish
Students are given commercial photography assignments and
learn the steps necessary for completion. including layouts .
estimating costs. usage rights. and related business practices. Coursework provides students with a realistic approach
to running their own commercial photography business.
Assignments require completion or a photo shoot. Course
covers au aspects or photographing tabletop/food product.
people. and locations.

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 23·2200 STUDIO 1•, 52·1152 WRITING ANO
RHETORIC II'

23-3475
Professional Topics: Casting/ Portra i t
This workshop is designed to give students a real world experience of casting for specific client needs utilizing students
from the Theater Department as our casting pool. The objective of this workshop is to provide a professional experience
that mimics real world professional practices.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 23-2310 STUDIO II', 52·1152 WRITING AND
RHETORIC II'

l. CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 23·2310 STUDIO 11•

23-3420
Scientific Photography
Course surveys photographic techniques and practices being
employed in research labOratories. high-tech industry. medi·
cal institutions. and environmental agencies. Students learn
technical and conceptual fundamentals to work in these
interesting and demanding fields. Course includes a range or
photographic assignments and visits to professionals working
in these areas.

23 -3 480
Professional Topics: Styling
Workshop concentrates on set design elements. including set
scale. construction. and color concepts. and set decoration
for table top, fashion. and food photography. Styling concepts
of mOOd. contrast. balance. and weight are covered.
l. CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 23·2310 STUDIO II' , 52·1152 WRITING ANO
RHETORIC II '

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 23·2310 STUDIO 1'. 52·1152WRITING AND
RHETORIC II'
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PHOTOGRAPHY
23-3485

Profeulonal Topics: The Nude

23-3510

Workshop examines tile human form as it relates to fashion
and the photography of fashion. Coursework includes several
exercises on drawing tile figure. followed by a series of photographic assignments.

Photojournalism Ill

Course is des1gned to clOsely m1rror expenence of a wor1ung
photojournalist. Students produce both a maJor documentary
project reflecting some aspect of the human SPiflt and a vanely of single image ass1gnments.

1 CREDIT

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 23·3505 PHOTOJCWRNAliSM•. 52·1152 WRITING AND

PREREQUISITES: 23·2300 STUDIO II ". 23-3505 PHOTOJCWRNALISM II ' ,

RHETORIC II'

52·1152 WRinNG AND RHETORIC II "

23-3488

Internship: Photoeraphy

23-3520

Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to
gain work experience in an area of concentration or interest
while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.

Documentary Photoeraphy

Social and aesthetic aspects of this vital and evolving photographic traditiOn are explored through an examination of
method. concept, and history and put to use in one or more
photographic projects .

1-e CREDITS

PREREQUISirES: 23·3505 PHOTOJCWRNALISM If•. 52·1152 WRiriNG

4 CREDITS

AND RHETORIC II"

PREREQUISITES: 22·1120 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II ".
52·1152 WRiriNG AND RHETORIC II"

23-3490

Professional Topics : Food Photoeraphy
23-3700
Experimental Photoeraphy/ Graphic
Techniques I

Professional workshop concentrates on preparation. styling.
and lighting employed in food photography. Students produce
individual projects under the tutelage of an expert in the field.

Course is a systematic exploration of contemporary photographic practices utilizing alternative photographic processes.
such as Cyanotype. Van Dyke brown. and hand-applied emu~
sions. as well as non-traditional toning and painting on photographs. contemporary collage techniques. and mural printing.
Students experiment with images through manipulation of
graphic arts film. cliche verre. and photographiC pnnts on a
variety of 2·0 and 3·0 image supports. metal. and paper. Each
student develops a self-directed project using one of these
mediums.
3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 23·2310 STUDIO II', 52·1152 WRiriNG AND
RHETORIC II'

23-3495

Professional Studio*

This course is designed for students seeking to develop disc~
pline and f o further develop their t echnical as well as concep.
tual skills required for a career as a professional fine art or
commercial photographer. Students are expected to develop
and execute a project in the studio during class;studio time.
con sisting of eight-hour shoot days under the guidance of the
instructor. Each week, students work on one photograph for
the entire eight hours. The seven independent days will be
used for concept development. gathering of props and rnateri·
als, and meeting with the instructor on an individual basis. if
necessary. The final project consists of the work shot during
class as well as out of class; studio time.

PREREQUISirES: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2·D DESIGN' ,
23·1120 FOUNOAfiONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II ", 23-1121 DARKROOM
WORKSHOP 11•

23-3705
Experimental Photography/ Graphic
Techn iques II
Course is a systematic exploration of advanced alternative
photographic processes includmg d1g1ta1 imagmg techmques m
making digital negatives and pos111ves. Each student develops
an extended self-directed proJect ut1hzmg a comb1nation of
processes and matenals taught.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23·2310 STUDIO II" . 23-3202 DIGITAl IMAGING II'

23-3500

Photojournalism I

Cour.;e introduces basic elements of visual communication.
Students learn how to photograph people and major current
events in natural lighting conditions. Organization. printing
techniques. and layout are covered. Guest speakers introduce
student s to specific areas of photojournalism including sports.
general news. travel. documentary. and picture editing.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23·3700 f)CPERIMENTAl PHOrOGRAPHY/C RAPHIC

4 CREDITS

Course challenges students to refine to a profess1ona1 level.
and bu1ld on skills learned 1n Expenmental Photography/
Graph1c Techniques II. Students complete one 1ntensr.oe prOJ·
ect dunng the semester.

TECHNIQUES I "

23-3710
Experimental Photoeraphy/ Graphic
Techniques Ill

PREREQUISITES: 23·2300 STUDIO 1". 52·1152 WRinNG AND
RHETORIC II"

23-3505

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-3710 f)(PfRIMENTAl PHOTOGRAPHY/ GRAPHIC

Photojournalism II

Cour.;e expands skills acquired in Photojournalism I w1th an
emphasis on lighting and color photography.

TECHNIOUES II '

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-3500 PHOTOJCWRNALISM 1· . 52·1152 WRITING

AND RHETORIC II "
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PHOTOGRAPHY
23-3130

VIsual

aoou•

23-3810
Portfolio Dawelopmaat
Course assists students -"0 are ~ to ~- 11>e job
matlciet by examinif'C metnods for as~ a ponfolio, wril·
trc and deslCfoing a resume. and lnte<vlewir'C with IWO$OeCIII4
em~. J<»>Onting Slulls and procedi.W'8S ate discussec1.

ProYicles l)hOtOCfaphy stucle1U with . , ~for ~
study of 11>e l)hOtOCfaphlc boOk. becJnninc with an hlstoric:al
0\'eMeW of 11>e ph010Cr8phlc boOk and Its produc;Uon. and
11>e uu.s some ph0(0Cr8phers , _ made of 11>e boOk as an
atUstlc medlum and repository for ~phlc images. The
strucbKe of 11>e ~phlc boOk Is addressed. with pattJcu.
tar mention to Issues of sequenci~ paci~ and ~~~C~~~ement.
and various fonns and uses of nartllllYe. Students produce
a professionakl<Jallty photographic boOk. with emphasis on

a ClllOITI
PRUIEQ(JISITES: 2J..3300 ST\00 111•. 52-1152 "''RfiiNG NIC
RHCTORIC I •

23·3900

digital produc;Uon.
J CIIIOITI

Senior Thul e •

•mace.

a•. 52· 1152 WRITING AHO RHETORIC n•

Course examines tile photographic
Its form. content.
and meaning. Seminar assists the student In articulatJrc a
personal photographic viewpoint. Issues of portfolio -lol>
ment. caree< strateg)es. and professional challenges are also
addressed. This Is tile capstone course fOf the Alotography

23·3733

4 CRIOITI

PRUIEQUISITES: 12·1220 l'lif'IOAMCHTAt.S OF :N> DESIGN•. 2J.U20
FOUHOA nrJioiS OF PHOTOGRAPHY M•. 23-1121 OARI<II()()M WORKSHOP

BFA.
Contemporary TltouCIIt In Photo&raphy•

This seminar will examine and interrogate 11>e muni ple roles
t/lat contempo<aty photography plays within our unique runurat
moment . Students will view orlg)nal WOfl<s. read contemjl()f'8fJ
crltoclsm and encage In prObing d isrusslon and orlg)nal wnt·
lng. Periodically, guest lecturers and ~sitJng artlsts will pose
eYOCative questions further lncitJng critical discussion. Upon
completion of tills course. students will haW tile capacity to
more confl<lentty encage tile WOfk 111eJ make with tile broader
discourse of art.
3 CIIIOITI

23·3735
Procusu

.

.j

23-3910

Nineteenth Century Photo&raphlc

RHeTORIC 11•

Course e•plores de\>eloprnent of photography lllrough its first
lour decades. Students utilize a variety of photographic mater\.
als to gain lnstg)lt Into bolll historic and aestlletlc precedents
of contempo<ary photographic practice. Printing processes
taught are: san. platinum/palladium printing. gum bichromate
printing. and albumen printing.
3 ClllOITI
PREREQUISITES; 2J.2UO OAIII<II()()M WORKSHOP 111•. 23-2120 VIEW
CAMERA 1•. 23-2650 HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY t 183!).1920•

23·3780

23-4210

Spacial Subjects

23-4450

Arch itect ural Photo&raphy

Course explores the wi<le range of photographic responses
t.o the man-made e~ronment. from classical documentation
to tile search from personal and format documentation to the
search fO< personal and formal Images. Course a lso ~
sizes view camera skill. dosrusslon of WO<k. and de\>elopment
of ondMdual pro,ects.
3 CRIOITI
PREREQUISITES: 23-1121 OAIII<II()()M WORKSHOP 111•. 2J..3300
STl/010 r•. 52·llS2 WRITING AHO RHeTORIC n•

RHeTORIC 1 •

Independent Project: Photo&raphJ

All independent project Is designed by the student. will1 the
aP!lfQV81 or a suoervislng larulty member and chalroerson. to
study en area thet Is not at present available In the rul'ficu.
tum. Pno< to reg)stratlon. tile student must submit a wntten
proposaltllat outlines tlleir self <lefined project.
1 .. ClllOITS

W WW . C O \U M . I OII

Body, Space and lma&e

Thi s course presents an Intensive sur;ey of contemporary
performance. s~e. and Installation art from an anlllropofoC)cal point of view. Speclfocatty. tile course focuses on artlst'a
work that is constructed to be experience<! live and/O< 1111'0<1111>
photographic and ~deo dOCumentation of tile WO<k. Students
will be g)ven WO<kshops on sound, d ig)tal photography. and
~deo ed•ling. Students will be required to prOduce and pre•
ent a oertormance. s•te. or Installation WOfk of their own
for their final project as well as photographic and/ Of video
artworks baSed on thelf piece.
3 CRlOITI

Course studies recent developments In tile practice of
contempo<a'J photography. tnsttuction provides stul<lents with
a lhoroug)l lntrOduction to ~sua ! sources that inform projects
of tllelf CIIOlce. Students prOduce pictures specifoc to course
doS(:USSions.
1 ClllOIT
PREREQUISITCS; 23-2300 STl/010 1". 52-1152 WRrTING AHO

23·3718

Photo&raphy Seminar

Seminar tea<:lles students hOW to - l o p and sllaoe a ~
term phot ography project. The student.gene<atad. semester·
long project is interspersed will1 mini-projects lncludlrc photo
assemblage. which Is designed to expand students expertise
In seeing. selecting. and crafting. From mOdels. students
team create and structure their own projects based on
personal concerns and values. This Is tile capstone fOf a BA
in Photography.
3 CRIOITI
PREREQUISITES: 2J.JJOO STUDIO 111 •. 52-U52 WRmNG AND
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PHOTOGRAPHY
23-415215

Documentery Photocrephy II

23-4730

Course encourages each student to Identify and develop a
complex documentary project. Students refine traditional
photographic practice and leam d igital desktop publishing
tools Including Quar1< )(press. lndMdual student projects are
shaped Into small self-j)Ublished documents.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:

2~520

23-4151515

Photocrephy In S. France•

Directed Vlelone Studio

Course explores directed, mani pulated, and constructed
photographs. It investigates this rich tradition by looking at
both historical and contemporary phOtography. lnstJuction
addresses the veracity of the phOtographic Image by discussing
artificial photographs and comparing them to tradit ional documentary ideas.

()()CIJMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-3300 STUDIO 111•, 52·1152 WRITING AND

RHETORIC/I •

The Pl1otography In the South of France class is a two week

23-47150

long documentary worl<shop In St. Remy.Provence that concer>trates on the cultural, art historical and vi sual environment of
this significant region. Part of the WOrl<shOp experience are
vtslts to archeological sites occupied by the Romans 3500
years ago, places wllere Van Gogh, Gauguin and Picasso
painted, as well historic towns and villages. All of the partici·
pant stay at the Hotel de L'lmage wllich is equipped with a
complet e b&w darl<room facilities. Part o f the worl<shop experi·
ence are two group critiques and the production of a portfolio
of photographs.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 23-1121 DARKROOM WORKSHOP 11•, 23·2300 STUDIO
t•, 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC u•

23·4785
Special Subjects : DICi tal Capture
Are digital cameras the future for studio and commercial work?
This new worl<shop will introduce students to professional·level
digital cameras. We will have small. medium. and large-format
state-of-the-art equipment available for demonstration and use.
The workshop will discuss current professional practice. lighting
for digital cameras. and the changes that can be expected in
the near future.

3 CREDITS

23-4880
Crltlclem

Twentieth Century Art Theory and

Course surveys major concepts and methods of 20th century
art theory and criticism from the early formalism of Roger
Fry and Cl~ Bell t o the lat e Modemist critical theories of
Clement Greenberg. Instruction covers other art historical
points of view such as stylistic analysis, iconography, structur·
alism and semiotics. and the social history of art. Discussion
of contemporary critical positions of Post·Modemlsm includes
Post-Structuralist attitudes and responses to late 20th century
art.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 23-1121 DARKROOM WORKSHOP u•, 23·2300 STUDIO
1•, 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

23·4770
Myth, Symbol, lmace
Course explores connections among idea. meaning. and
image. Students study devices such as analogy and metaphor
in literature, art, and photography. to map the origins of theor
creative ideas and influences while exploring a d iverse range
of art making methods and expanding their critical language.
Coursewor1< consists of assigned readings. group critiQues. one
paper, and an ongoing series of photographs.

S CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 222·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN•, 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

23-4 7015

Hietory of Photocraphy Seminar

Each semester the History of Photography Seminar will focus
on a special topic related to recent trends in photographic
and/or critical histories and theories of photography. Over the
course of the semester we will analyze this topic's ideologi·
cal, representational, t echnological . historical, and aesthetic
ramifications for phOtography. Class time will involve some
shOrt lectures and exhibition viewings but will mostly consist
of discussions of reading and looking assignments. Course
expectations and requirements will be adjusted accordingly for
undergraduates and graduates.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 23·1120 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II, 23-1121
DARKROOM WORKSHOP II. 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

23·4777
PhotoeraphlnC History
Course is offered througll the Columbia Arts/ Florence Summer
Program. AdVanced level. undergraduate/graduate phOtography
students will be offered an opportunity to explore contempo.
rary life within a ·medieval· urban environment and exam•ne
the contrariety between 15th and 21st century value systems .
Issues of cultural memory. enliglltenment ph1IOSOph1es. global
consumerism, and institutionalized tourism wtll be incorporated into the cunricutum and be the emphasi s of our stud1es
and product1on. Documentary. as well as fabricated narratNe
approaches. will be encouraged and explored d uring the monthlong class.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRffiNG AND RHETORIC 11•

23-4720

The Portrait*

Course looks at the representation of human experience In
phOtographic form. Students wor1< on ongoing portrait projects
in the studio and in natural environments.

lmece and Text•

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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PHOTOGRAPHY
23-4780

Special Topics I

1 CREDIT

23-4785

Special Topics II

1 CREDIT

23-4790

Special Topics Ill

1 CREDIT

23· 7760

Photography In Chicago Now

Course number changed to 23·2715.
3 CREDITS

.
~
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THEATER
S HELDON PATINKIN, CHAIRPERSON
All students are encouraged to audition for the Columbia Co~
lege Chicago shows as well as for productions in Chicago·s
larger theater community. In fact, either current students or
Columbia graduates are in or working on virtually every show
in town at any given time. Through our varied contacts in "the
business." students can take adVantage of Internships frequently available with theater companies. casting agents, and
other businesses in the performing arts. We also offer Comedy
Studies (www.comedystudies.com), a full semester for juniors
and seniors taught at and by the Second City Training Center.
We offer a course for actors i n Los Angeles that provides them
with professional contacts as well as information about how to
look for work in the film and t elevision industry. We also have
semester-long international exchange programs with universi·
ties in London and Dublin.

Unlike television and film, theater provides an immediate
experience between the people on stage and in the audience.
It's different every night. and it's liV&--<~uite a thrilling dynamic.
Having a successful career in theater takes discipline. deter·
mination. talent, and luck. The Theater Department believes
In the unlimited potential of students not only to find work. but
also to be able to make a living at it . As a result, we run the
department with many of the rules and disciplines of professional theater to prepare our students for the challenges and
thrills of making a life In theater. We work overtime to provide
rigorous. complete, on<H>n-<>ne training and adVising for students in order to equip them with the best and broadest skills
necessary to develop their careers fully.

We believe very strongly that students learn from being Involved i n productions as well as from class work. Therefore, we
stage as many as 40 fully produced and workshop productions
each school year. Although we are the largest theater department in the nation, we operate as an ensemble-all members
have a responsibility to the whole and to one another. Our
teaching techniques revolve around )lOth the Stanislavsky
method and the Viola Spolin improvisational method. Along
with learning the basics of every aspect of the profession,
students with a concentration in acting take a combination
of traditional scene study, spoken and sung vocal technique,
body movement, acting techniques, and theatrical styles. In
addit ion, they choose from studies in camera techniques, i mprovisation; stage combat, solo performance, and accents and
dialects, among Other subjeets. All aeting elasses above the
first-semester level perform their final scenes for faculty each
semester. We also offer a major in Musical Theater Performance, shared with the Music Department. For those interested in the t echnical and design programs, extensive training
is available in stage management and in set, costume. lighting,
and makeup design and construction. The department also
offers an equally extensive training program in directing, which
has up to 15 students a semester, each directing a play. We
also share a playwriting major with the Fiction Writi ng Department. Our majors are available both as BAs and as BFAs.

Columbia College Chicago's Theater Department aims to
infuse its students with skills necessary to achieve fully
developed careers in the arts. Performance is the key, and the
Theater Center is committed to bringing to our stages fully realized, large-scale classics and productions of new and rediscovered works.
Theodore Ward African-American Playwrltln& Cont. .t
Theodore Ward lived and nurtured his playwriting gift in
Chicago from the age of 13 unti l his death in 1983. This annual contest presents new plays written by African-American
playwrights from around the country, and the selection of plays
has had an er'llliable track record of subsequent productions at
theaters In Chicago and elsewhere, as well as anthologies of
winning plays published by Northwestern University Press.
John Murbach Scholarship In Aaaoclatlon w i th the
Michael Merritt Deal&ner-ln-Realdenc e Award
The Michael Merritt Endowment Fund, housed at Columbia,
honors the memory of faculty members/designers Michael
Merritt and John Murbach. The proceeds fund an annual
scholarship to one design student each from Columbia College
Chicago, Northwestern University. and DePaul University; a
monetary award to a local professional designer; and a yearly
National Designer Award for collaboration. All are presented at
an award ceremony and public seminar on collaboration and
design.

The Theater Department produces a five-show subscription
season for the general public. At the 400.Seat Emma and Oscar Getz Theater, we present fully mounted productions of one
large cast play and one musical. In the 60-seat New Studio,
we present full productions of one musical and two plays, or
of three plays. Additionally, many faculty and student~irected
workshops are produced each semester in the 60-seat Classic
Studio and in our other two performance spaces.

Among the other scholarships also available are Freshman
Achievement, David Talbot Award for Directors, Betty Garrett
Award for Musical Theater Performers. The Sarah Siddons
Award , Academic Excellence Award, and the Stephen Hoenig
Award .

The faculty and staff are all working professionals-active and
prominent members of Chicago·s dynamic theater community
in every area, from acting and directing to design and stage
management. All our improvisation teachers are from the faculty of Chicago's famous Second City Training Center. Because
we are so intimately connected with Chicago's professional
theater community, students' behavior and growth here are
paramount to developing not only their careers but also their
reputations. Among other ways of achieving this. we offer many
opportunities for work i n community outreach programs.
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Sheldon Patlnkln
Chairperson, Theater
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THEATER
Academic advisi ng to provide guidance to students throughout their education. AdVising can also build understanding
of how life skills leame<l i n theater apply towards employ.
ment in other medoa and career opportunities.

Theater In Its many forms is driven througll the COllaborative
efforts or the ensemble. The Theater Department of Columbia
College Chicago uses ensemble as the vehicle througll which
education and prog,amming are developed. For the Theater
Department. the ensemble is a dynamic collective of Individual
voices and abilities focused on a common task . The ensemble
is more than the sum or its parts, but is deeply dependent
on the contribution of each of its members. Our curricula
and programs encourage students to explore themselves as
creative Individuals, develop an artistic voice, and learn skills
to express their Ideas. Students are immersed In the study or
theatrical craft and given opportunities to practice their grow·
lng expertise througll a wide range of applications. Througll
critical thinking and self-reflection. students consider how
to contribute their best work in collaborative endeavors with
others. Each student's contribution is valued, but must be put
in service to the larger purpose of the ensemble. The Theater
Department fully supports the College's mission statement
•to provide a climate that gives students an opportunity to try
themselVes out. to explore, and to discover what they can and
want to do.·

A commitment to continuous assessment and development

ot self·reflection througll the active practioe or the schOlar·
ship of teaching and learning.

The goal or the Theater Department is to develop each stu·
dent's technical skills. artistic sensibilities. and awareness
of the world in which we live, and to contribute those diverse
skills and perspectives within the collaborative ensemble. The
student is then poised to embark on hi s or her own journey
to create theater that will not only reflect but also shape the
future of our culture.

BACH ELOR OF FI NE ARTS IN ACTI NG
The Bachelor of Fine Arts In Acting is structured to provide
an intensive study or the art and discipline of acting tor the
theater. The reality or the profession is that actors need to
be able to ·project themselves believably in word and action
into imaginary circumstances· whether thOse circumstances
are Shakespearean or corporate In scope (as in a McDonald's
commercial). Acti ng students need ftexible technique that will
support thei r work in large theaters or in front of a camera and
microphone. They need to be fami liar with the various opportunities that are available in which to ply their trade. The BFA in
Acting provides this education througro discipline-wide study in
theatrical production. t ext analysis. and theatrical history; and
it deepens this learning through sequenoed classes in acting
and improvisational skills. vocal and physical training. and
career development. Through advanced capstone classes and
a reflective portfolio process. the BFA student is given the opportunity to synthesize this learning in preparation for a career
in professional theater or study at the graduate level.

THIS GOAL IS ACHIEVED THROUGH:

In the classroom. students work with a taeulty of working
professionals whO brong theor pragmatic approach to the art.
craft. and business of the theater. Thos pragmatic approach
prepares students to face the dofficult realities of making a ~fe
in the performing arts.

A departmental curriculum engaging students In a progression of SkillS and exposing them to a wide oont1nuum of
theatrical practice. Students have degree options or Bact>elor or Art and Bachelor of Fine Art degrees. The depart·
ment also offers minors for students in other departments
who wish to Include theatrical study in their undergraduate
program.

BFA students are expected to partocipate in departmental
productions as well as Senior Showcase and must maintain
a portfolio that charts their growth and accomplishments
as performers. Faculty members will regularly meet with the
student to discuss progress and suggest directions for growth.
Students must maintain a 3.0 GPA in their major and show
continued development as performers in order to continue in
the program.

A comprehensive series or majors and concentrations
in Acting, Directing, Design. Technical Theater. Musical
Theater. and Playwriting.
A diverse and professional faculty and staff who are active
in their field and whose lives provide models for balancing
art and commerce in a career in the theater.
An emphasis on participation in theatrical production govong
students opportunities to develop their craft and arti stic
sensibilities.

Students must maintain standards of perfonmance.
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN DIRECTING
The Bachelor of Fine Arts In Dorectong Is structured to provide
an intensive study of the art and dosclplone of directing for
theater. The Directing student. in selecting plays for production,
can focus his or her experience on specific genres or styles of
theater that are of particular Interest. Students are encouraged
t o select material that challenges their assumptions but engages their being. The BFA In Directing requires discipline-wide
study in theatrical production and design, vocal and physical
training. acting skills. and theater history; and it deepens this
learning througll sequenced classes In directing, text analysis. and dramaturgy, as well as providing more opportunities

PartnerShips with other departments, professlonal lnstotullons. and community-based organizations to provide a
breadth or possible experiences in the art form.
Application of craft in a variety of theatrical and professional venues in order to maximize students' ability to sorve
problems using available resources.
A network of opportunities to help students make the
bridge between college and professional work. These oppor·
tunitles provide students with a perspective on the values
plaoed on theatrical craft and practice in the wider culture.
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THEATER
for the student to direct full-length plays. Electives in Theater
Management. and in specific areas of theater practice, provide
breadth. Through advanced capstone classes and a reflective
portfolio process. the BFA student is offered the opportunity to
synthesize this learning in preparation for a career in professional theater or study at the graduate level.

BFA students are expected to participate in departmental
productions as well as Senior Showcase and must maintain
a portfolio that charts their growth and accomplishments
as designers. Faculty members will regularly meet with the
student to discuss progress and suggest directions for growth .
Students must maintain a 3.0 GPA in their major
and show continued development as designers in order to
continue in the program.

In the classroom, students work with a faculty of working
professionals who bring their pragmatic approach to the art,
craft, and business of the theat er. In production, we stress
collabOration as students work closely with their peers to
rehearse and prepare plays for performance. The practical
experience and responsibility of producing plays for performance is in itself a large step toward mastery; no other undergraduate program in the country that we know of offers the
student more opportunities to put this work into practice.

Students must maintain standards of performance.
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN MUSICAL THEATER
PERFORMANCE
The Bachelor of Arts in Musical Theater Performance Major
provides a rigorous, intensive, professionally oriented eduoa·
tion in the skills and discipline of musical theater. Working
closely with the Music Department, we emphasize the
synthesis of acting, singing, and dancing in order to prepare
students for the demands of a field in which the "triple threat"
performer often gets the job. Students take a sequence of
courses in acting and theater history, dance techniques and
styles, and singing and musicianship, as well as courses that
integrate the individual areas of study.

BFA students are required to maintain a portfolio that charts
their growth and accomplishments as directors. Faculty
members will regularly meet with the student to discuss
progress and suggest directions for growth. Students must
maintain a 3.0 GPA in their major and show continued development as directors in order to continue in the program.
Students must maintain standards of performance.

At every opportunity, students are encouraged to put into prac·
tice what they are learning in the classroom through hands-on
engagement in the preparation and presentation of performances produced in the department.

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATER DESIGN
The Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theater Design is structured to
provide an intensive study of the art and discipline of design
for t heater. Students can focus their study in the areas of
costume. lighting, and scenic design, but at all times we stress
the collaborative nature of the design process; and students
must be familiar with all three design disciplines. The BFA
In Design requires discipline-wide study in technical theater,
performance, theater history, and text analysis; and it deepens
that learning through sequenced classes in design and collaborative process. Students may choose from a variety of elec>
t ives focusing on technology, technical skills, electronic media,
and the business of theater. There are ample opportunities for
design st udents to work on departmental productions, from
the bare-bones workshop level to fully budgeted main stage
shows. Through advanced capstone classes and a reflective
portfolio process, the BFA student is provided with the opportunity to synthesize this learning in preparation for a career in
professional theater or study at the graduate level.

Students are encouraged to audition for musical theater
productions and non-musical plays. In the classroom, students
work with a faculty of professionals in the field, who bring
their expertise to the art, craft, and business of the theater.
This pragmatic approach prepares students to face the chal·
lenging realities of making a life in the performing arts.
Students graduate with knowledge of how to look for work,
with the desire and ability to do the work, and with an understanding of the need to grow as an artist beyond graduation
as they pursue a career in professional musical theater or
study at the graduate level.
BFA students are regularly evaluated to monitor their escalat·
ing levels of achievement, and faculty members meet regularly
with students to discuss progress and suggest directions for
growth. Students must maintain a 3.0 GPA in their major and
demonstrate continued development in order to continue in
the BFA program.

In the classroom, students work with a faculty of working
professionals who bring their pragmatic approach to the art.
craft, and business of the theater. In fact, many of our Design
majors work with faculty members on projects outside the
department as assistants or in a technical capacity. thus gaining valuable f reelance experience in the business.
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Students must maintain standards of performance.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
IN PLAYWRITING
The Bachelor of Fine Ms In Playwrotong Is joontly offered by
the departments of FICtion Writing and Theater and is stru<>
tured to provide an intensive study of the art and discipline of
writing for the theater. This Interdisciplinary major combines
the quality of writing practice found in the FICtiOn Writmg
Department With the hands-on. collabora!Ne approach to
theater practiced 111 the Theater Department. An appliCation
and interview process is requ~red of all students who wish
to be accepted into the BFA in Ptaywnung program. Students
accepted onto the program Will take an ontensive series of
courses in writing practice Wlth an emphasis on ~loping
an individual voiCe as a wnter. Courses In dramatic and literary theory will put student wntlng In a wider context. Courses
in theater practice will immerse students in the group effort
required of theater production. In addotion. students will
choose electives that focus learning in a specific application
of playwriting in consultation with an advisor. Opponunities for
staged readings and wol1<shop prOductions provide a public
forum for student writing. Through advanced capstone classes
and a reflective portfolio process. the BFA student is provided
with the opportunity to synthesize this learning In preparation
for a career in professional theater or study at the graduate
level.

The BA in Theater requires that students choose a concentration in Acting. Directing. Musical Theater Performance.
Technical Theater. or Theater Design. Students must maintain
a C or better to move forward in any sequenced classes.
The Theater Department also offers a post-bacCalaureate
certificate of major. as wen as minors on Acting and Oireclin&
and an lnterdisciplinaoy Monor on Ptaywntong.
Students must rnaontaon standards of performance.

CONCENTRATIONS
ACTING CONCENTRATION
The Acting concentration teaches students advanced perfor·
mance technique and acting practice to prepare them to fully
inhabit roles they are cast in as well as to compete for wo11<
after graduation. Students are expected to perform in a minimum of one departmental prOduction pnor to graduation. The
expectation is that they will do much more. We also encourage
students to take advantage of specialized classes we offer to
enhance their artistry and marketability upon graduation. St<r
dents who also take 31·3240 Acting IV and 31·3900 Profes·
siona l Survival and How to Audition will be eligible to audition
to participat e in the Senior Showcase. Students completing
the concent ration in Acting will be well prepared to audition for
graduate schools if t hey so choose.

BFA students are expected to participate In opportunities
provided for the public presentation of their writing and must

maintain a portfolio that charts their growth and accomplish·

DIRECTING CONCENTRATION

ments. FaCtJity members will regularly meet with the student
to discuss progress and suggest directions for growth.
Students must maintain a 3.0 GPA In thei r major and show
continued development as playwrights on order to continue in
the program.

The Directing concentration teaches students advanced organl·
zational. conceptual. and prOduction skills necessary to mount
credible productions of scripted material. Prior to graduation.
students will direct a one-act play and at least one fuiHength
play. Students may also wo11< as assistant directors to faculty
or seek an i nternship in Chicago's busy theater scene to
impr011e their understanding of how professionals go about
their business. The fOCtJs on theater pracuce provided by the
concentration in Directing prCNides excellent preparation for
students interested in pursuing graduate st udy.

Students must malntaon standards of performance.
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATER
The BaChelor of Arts In Theater Will prolllde students with a
comprehensive oveMeW of the theory and practiCe of cootemporary western theater. Students will study thealfical
processes from a vanety of perspectrves on order to gaon an
understanding of. and expenenee ln. the work of the various
disciplines involved in mountln& theatrical prOductions. To that
end. students wilt take courses on developrng performance
skills. theoretical and historical study. the an and craft of
design and technical theater. and the conceptual and organiza·
tiona I skills involved in directing for the theater. At every opportunity. students are encouraged to put into practice what they
are learning In the classroom througll hands-on engagement in
the preparation and presentation of performances prOduced In
the department. In the classroom. students work with a faculty
of working professionals who bring their experience to the art.
craft. and business of the theater. This pragmatic approach
prepares students to face the challenging realities of making a
life in the performing arts. Students graduate with knowleCge
of how to look for work. with the desire and ability to do the
work. and with an understanding of the need to grow as an
artist beyond graduation.

WWW . COLU M . fDU

THEATER DESIGN CONCENTRATION
The Theater Design concentration emphasozes desi&flas a co~
labora!Ne process that requires close cooperation among each
designer. the director. the technical team. and the performers.
Students may fOCtJs their work in the area of costumes. light·
ing, or scenic design. but they must take classes In each area
to gain familiarity with all three design disciplines. Classes are
also required in the areas of makeup. technical theater. render·
ing and drawing. an and theater history. and beginning acting.
There are ample opportunities for these students to work on
departmental prOductions. from the-bare bones workshop level
to fully budgeted main stage shows. In addition. assistant
design and internship opportunities are available for students
to work on productions in the larger Chicago theater community. These opportunities often become available through
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THEATER
the influence of our faculty of working professionals. Upon
graduation, students with a concentration in Theater Design
have developed a strong portfolio of work that can be used to
seek admission to graduate school or t o look for work in the
professional theater.

faculty of professionals in the field, who bring their expertise
to the art, craft, and business of the theater. This pragmatic
approach prepares students to face the challenging realities
of making a life in the performing arts. Students graduate with
knowledge of how to look for work, with the desire and ability
to do the work, and with an understanding of the need to grow
as an artist beyond graduation.

Students must maintain standards of performance.

Students must maintain standards of performance.

TECHN ICAL THEATER CONCENTRATION
The Technical Theater concentration will provide students with
a comprehensive overview of the practice of technical theater
and production management. We emphasize t heat er as a
collaborative process that requires close cooperation among
all members of a production team. Students take classes that
advance their t echnical knowledge of costumes, lighting, and
scenic construction to prepare them to facilitate the work of
designers. Students may focus their learning through classes
in stage management, scenic or costume construction, and
technical direction. Classes in theat er history, beginning act·
ing, and theater design provide breadth. There are ample op.
portunities for students to work on d~pa rtmental productions
as stage managers, technical directors, or production manag·
ers, from the bare-bones workshop level to fully budgeted main
stage shows. In addition, freelance and internship opportuni·
ties are available for students to work on productions in the
larger Chicago theater community. These opportunities often
become available through the influence of our faculty and staff
of working professionals. Upon graduation, students who earn
a concentration in Technical Theater have developed a strong
rt!sumt! of practical experiences that can be used to seek
admission to graduat e school or to look for work in the profes·
sional theater.

INTERDISCIPLINARY BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A
CONCENTRATION IN PLAYWRITING
The Bachelor of Arts with a Concentration in Playwriting is
jointly offered by the departments of Fiction Writing and
Theater. This interdisciplinary major combines the quality of
writing practice found in the Fiction Writing Department with
the hand!Hln, collaborative approach to theater practiced in
the Theater Department. Students will be Immersed In the
business of writing for theater with an emphasis on developing
an individual voice that must be integrated into the group ef·
fort required of theater production. Students will take classes
in writing practice, theater performance, and dramatic theory
as the core of the major. In addition, students will choose elec>
tives that focus learning in a specific application of playwriting.
Electives will be selected with the consultation of an advisor.
Opportunities for staged readings and workshop productions
provide a public forum for student writing.
Upon graduation, students will have developed a body of work
that has been tested in the laboratol)' of live theater. This
work can be confidently submitted for admission to graduate
school or for seeking productions in professional theat er.

Students must maintain standards of performance.

Students must maintain standards of performance.

MUSICAL THEATER PERFORMANCE CONCENTRATION
The Musical Theater Performance Concentration provides
students with a comprehensive education in the skills and
discipline of musical theater. Students take a sequence of
courses in acting and theater histol)', dance techniques and
styles, and singing and musicianship, as well as courses
that integrate the individual areas of study at an increas·
lngly sophisticated level of achievement. Working closely
with the Music Department, we emphasize the synthesis of
acting, singing, and dancing in order to prepare students for
the demands of a field in which the "triple threat· performer
often gets the job. In addition, the program enables students
to take elective courses in areas relat ed to musical theater,
such as directing, composing, stage management and design,
marketing and management, and journalism and criticism.
At evel)' opportunity, students are encouraged to put into
practice what they are learning In the classroom through
hand!Hln engagement in the preparation and presentation
of performances produced in the department. Students are
encouraged to audition for musical theater productions and
norHnusical plays. In the classroom, students work with a

M inor In Acting
The goal of the minor in Acting is to provide students with a
concentrated introduction to the skills and theories required of
the craft and practice of acting. Students will develop skills in
the craft of vocal production, physical adaptability and expressiveness, textual analysis of dramatic literature, and an under·
standing of the basics of theatrical production. In conjunction
with training in craft skills, students will develop their talents
as performers through the spontaneity of live performance.
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This minor will be of interest to students who are training for
careers with close tiEl'ins to the performing arts or in which
public performance will be required in the fulfillment of their
duties.
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M i nor In Directing
The goal of the minor in Directing is to provide students with a
concentrated IntroductiOn to the theories. SkillS. and practice
of d~recting fOt the theater. Students will study directing as
a multifaceted discipline involving an understanding of the
process of acting, the introduction of teChnical and design
elements. organization through project management, as well
as a thorough comprehension of dramatic structure. In the
minor's capstone course. students will coordinate all o f these
elements through the production o f a one-act play or their
choosing.
This minor w111 be of interest to students whO wish to develop
an understanding of the skills necessary to conceptualize.
organ,ze. and facilitate the preparation of scnpted material
tOt performance.
Interdisc i plinary M inor In Playwriting
The goal of the Interdisciplinary Minor in Playwriting is to
provide students with a comprehensive opportunity to broaden
their skills in writing for the stage and media performance
modes. Students in this program will develop the requisite
skills for both long and short forms of stage writing and for
adaptation of fictional works to script forms. Through elective
choices. students may further develop their performance writ·
ing or build skills in theatrical performance or collaboration.
The range of writing and performance experiences will enhance
the student's professional marketability in the related fields of
stage and med•a advert•sing, public relations, and other fields
involving creatiVe problem solving and script forms.
Comedy St udi es: A Semester at T he Second Cit y"'
The Theater Department of Columbia College ChiCago and
The Second C•ty•w have created a semester-long program
of courses 1n the study of comedy whiCh are taught by the
experts in comedy at the Second City Training Center in
Chicago. with college credit provided by Columbia College
Chicago. The program provides a unique opportunity to study
full·tlme at The Second City"'· the nation's center of comedy
and satire. for an entire semester.
The Comedy Studies Program is open to any college under·
graduate with a minimum of junior-level status whO has a
demonstrated interest in performance. comedy writing, and
•mprov•sat1oo. All students enrolled in the prog,am take the
same full load of 16 cred•t hOurs during the l~week semester. All classes are held at The Second C•ty Tra1n.r1g Center in
ChiCago. To learn mOte about the program. includ•ng hOw to
apply, v1S1t: comedystud1es.com.
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Acting 1: Basi c Skills
31·1200
students learn t he discipline of acting through physical. vocal.
and improvisational exercises. Course uses some text work
consisting of short scenes and monologues from plays to
teach beginning actors awareness of their own and others·
needs on stage. Scenes are not presented during perter·
mance weeks. Voice Training for the Actor I is recommended
as a concurrent course. Required course for all Theater
majors.

31·1305
Body Movement for Actors I
Course focuses on development of proper physicality, stretch,
and strength and on activation and direction of energy.
Students develop an individual movement voice and under·
stand how to modify it to respond to emotional and physical
needs of a character. Acting 1: Scene Study is recommended

3 CREDITS

31-1310
Fel denkrais M ethod I
Course is basE!(f on Moshe Feldenkrais Awareness through
Movement lessons. Through select breathing and movement
sequences. students learn new vocal patterns and make
spontaneous acting choices beyond habitual movement.
Movement sequences are light and easy and may be accom·
plished by anyone regardless of age or physical limitations.

as a concurrent course.
3 CREDITS

Acting 1: Scene Study
31·1205
Students learn to solve beginning acting problems through
wor1< on two-person scenes from contemporary plays.
Students study acting text for clues to character behavior and
motivation fleshed out during the rehearsal process in prepa·
ration for performance. Scenes may be presented formally
during performance weeks. Rehearsal Lab must be taken
concurrently.

3 CREDITS

31·1350
Speaki n g Out
Course explores the dynamics of human communication
and is a workshop arena for developing skills necessary to
become an effective and energetic communicator at home
and work. Strong emphasis is placed on increasing vocal
skills including breath support, releasing habitual tensions.
and developing resonance and clarity. Course can be used for
General Education credit by non-Theater majors.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB

COREQUISITES: 31·1300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I

31·1210
Improvi sational Technlques I*
This course teaches fundamental improv skills needed for
all acting and character work and the basic techniques for
becoming an lmprov actor. Course Is taught by faculty who
wor1< at Chicago's famed Second City.

3 CREDITS

31·1400
Mus ical Th eater 1: From the Beginni ngs
to-1945
Course is required for Musical Theater majors in the first
semester of their first year. This is the first half of a twosemester course covering development of musical theater
from its roots in opera. operetta. and vaudeville to the revues
and musical comedies of the 1920s and 1930s to the emer·
gence of the modem musical in the work of Rodgers and
Hammerstein. Students are introduced to shows and songs
from each period through readings, recordings, and videos.
Course is offered fall semester only.

3 CREDITS

31·1300
Voice Training for the Actor I
Voice Training for the Actor I is an introduction to the vocal
mechanism used in the production of an effective and flex·
ible voice for the stage. Students will learn fundamentals of
breathing, resonation, projection, and articulation. Vocal tech·
nique will be applied to readings and presentations of theater
monologues. Students will learn a vocal warm·up. record,
memorize. and perform. The theory of voice and speech will
be addressed in a text chosen for the course. Acting 1: Basic
Skills is recommended as a concurrent course.

2 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

31-1405
Musical Theater 1: From 1945 to·
Prese nt
This is a required class for Musical Theater Performance
majors in t he second semester of their first year. Course is
the second half of a two-semester course continuing study of
the history of the musical begun in Musical Theater 1: From
the Beginnings to 1945. Instruction covers development of
musicals of Rodgers and Hammerstein to the pop-operas and
spectacles of the present. Content gives some attention to
movie musicals and the introduction of shows and songs from
each period through readings, recordings, and videos. Course
is offered spring semester only.

31-1301
Voi ce Training 1: Musical Theater*
This course introduces various techniques to aid beginning
actors in development and use of their natural voices for the
stage. Students practice fundamentals of breathing. resonation, and articulation; learn vocal warm·UP in preparation for
performance; and study and perform contemporary material.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISJTE$: 31·1400 MUSICAL THEATER 1: FROM THE BEGINNING
TO 1945 OR 31·1405 MUSCIAL THEATER 1: FROM 1945 TO THE
PRESENT

2 CREDITS
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THEATER
31-1430

31-1515

Musical Theater Dance I

Rendering Techniques

This Is a practical introduction to basic techniques necessary
to the Musical Theater Performance major. Class teaches
fundamental dance combinations for performance as In a
professional audition. Class builds student"s repertoire of
basic floor combinations and improves flexibility, conditioning,
and technique In ballet, jazz. and tap. Attention Is paid to
audition practices and professional discipline. Students will
be introduced, via lecture and video, to dance terminology and
styles as well as musical theater dance history.

Course introduces figure drawing, color, light and shadow, and
a variety of rendering materials and techniques. Coursework
focuses on rendering of costumes, stage lighting effects, and
sets. This Is a prerequisite for all costume, lighting, and set
design courses.

2 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS, 31-1400 MUSICAL
THEATER 1: FROM THE BEGINNING TO 1945

Basic skills course addresses primary information for those
interested in the art of stage lighting. Instruction includes
purposes, allied techniques, equipment terminology, use of
color, and fundamental drafting.

31-1435
Actor

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1510 DRAFTING FOR THEATER

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1510 DRAFTING FOR THEATER

31-1520

Musical Theater Dance for the Singer/

This course is an introductory level class which focuses on
the terminology and basic dance techniques necessary to
the Musical Theater Performance major. Understanding and
executing basic dance terminology will be the focus of this
class along with attention to proper nutrition and injury preven·
tion. Students will have the opportunity to build a vocabulary
of dance terms and apply them in basic floor combinations
representative of a variety of musical theater dance styles.
Each class session will also include strengthening exercises
which will allow students to improve flexibility, conditioning
and technique In ballet. jazz and tap.

31-1525

Costume Construction I

Course provides introduction to Costume Shop techniques
and procedures. Through assigned projects, students learn
basic machine and hand-sewing techniques, pattern development with special emphasis on drafting and draping, and all
aspects of costume building from rendering to finished proj·
ect. Content provides overview of related subjects such as
millinery, costume props, and formal wear.
3 CREDITS

2 CREDITS

31-1500

Lighting Technologies

31-1530

Introduction to Set Construction

Course introduces set construction in the Classic and New ·
Studio Theaters utilizing the component pieces of the avai~
able studio kits. Students work with reading and interpreting
ground plans, designing and assembling simple sets, and
analyzing the construction of sets both on campus and in
the professional world. Basics of studio lighting and sound
systems are covered .

Production Techniques: Crew

Students work as backstage crew for Theater Department
productions. Students gain understanding of behind-thescenes labor that supports on-stage performance. Participants
also get the opportunity to observe nuance and change in live
performance as It occurs over several performances. Time is
required outside of class.

3 CREDITS

2 CREDITS

31-1600
31-1505

Production Techniques: Stagecraft

Through lecture and hands-on experience, students are introduced to fundamentals of costume construction, scenery
construction and design, and technical aspects of stage
lighting.
2 CREDITS

31-1510

..
&

~

Introduction to Design for the Stage

Students gain better understanding of theatrical design as
a whole and learn terminology and principles basic to all
aspects of theatrical design. Students explore theatrical
design through selected readings and individual and group
projects. Course is a prerequisite for all theater design
courses and is a recommended general introduction to production process for all Theater majors. Course requires no special
vocabulary, experience, or art skills.

Drafting for Theater

3 CREDITS

This course introduces mechanical drawing techniques as
applied to the performing arts. Students learn to create clear,
accurate drawings to be used for the design and construction
of scenery, and the preparation and implementation of a light·
lng design. Course is recommended for those interested in
the visual design elements of performing arts and is a prereq·
uisite for all theater design courses.

31-1605

Stage Make-up I

Course focuses on communicating character to audience
through makeup. Students learn basics of stage makeup,
including aging techniques, character analysis, corrective
makeup, use of color, use of simple modeling materials,
crepe hair, and beginning special effects. Students work as
makeup crew for at least one main season show.

2 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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THEATER
31·1850

Puppetry, P•C. .ntry, •nd tile Art of
Spectacle
SCUdenta wtH explont spec1.8Cie, street perlotmance, puppet
meidi'C. and oommuntty parade. Usl~ various matellals.
studentS wtll leam to construct besic rod puppets and spectade objects. Pelfoml8nce and Its relatlooshlp to puppetJy will

31·21to

be explored. In addition. besic tools of the woodshop wtll be
explained, as well as sculpting and papier mach£.
I CltDIITS

31·18SS

Beclnnlnc Puppetry

Uslna various materials, students will learn to construct a
var1ety of puppets and their environments. The class will offer
an Oll8fVIew of puppetl)', hands-on demonstratiOns, and performance and puppet creation workShops. Students will create
ottglnal perfoml8nces exploring the Intersection of movement.
sound, text and puppetl)'. The class will specifically teach
Shadow and ROd puppetl)'.
I CltiDITS

31-2200

Rehearsal lab must be taken coocurrentry.
a CltiDITI
PREREQUISIT£5: 31·1205 ACnNG 1: SCENE STUDY•, 31-1300 'oOIC£
TRAJNIHG FOR THE ACTOR I
OONCI.JRRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAl. lAB
COREQUISIT£5: 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR ACTORS I

advenced and professional directors. seeing and analyZing
productions, and reflectlng on their own experiences, Dlrectl~
majo(s wtll begin to consider the tools needed to become
successful directors.
2 CltiDITI
PRfREQCJISITi:s: 31·.1205 ACnNG 1: SCENE STUDY•, 31-1600
INTROOUCTION TO DfSJGN FOR THE STAGE
00REQCJISI1£S: 31-2120 TEXT ANAL\'SIS •

31·2201
Aotlnc II: Aclvencecl Scene Study for
Muelc•l Tlleeter•
This continuation of Actl~ 1: Scene Study requires the mus>
cal theater stuc1e<1t to apply his/her knCJwladl8 of beslc
dramatic acena structure to mateflal from the musical theater

Text An•lyala

repertoire. It wtll focus speclflcelly on the actJna cllallef'CH
particular to the musk:el theater torrn. with ampi\Nis on ~
enl~ Charactat ralatlonahtps and objectNes tllfOUCtl cllaloCUe.
end staCft'C. Scenes wtll be prewnted formelly duri"'l

Students study different methodologies of script analysis
to Clellelop greater skill In lnte<p<etatiOn. Analytical methOds
l)rO'Ikle studentS wtth glimpses of plays' under1ylng structural
pr1nclples, leadl~ to deeper understand!~ of 011erall mean11111- Instruction Includes Olle<View of the history of dramatic
attldsm In Western theater. Course l)rO'Ikles common workl~
wcebulary and methods of analysis, facilitati~ oommunfc&.
t1on of production Ideas. Writi~ intensive course is useful for
8C!IIW$, directors, and designers.
I CltiDfTI
PR£I!£QUISfTES: 31·UOO ACnNG 1: BASIC SKILLS. 52-1152 WRm NG
AltO RHETORIC u•

31-2177

ActlnC II: Adnncecl Scene Study

Students further develoj) knowle<:lge of bask: dramatk: scene
structure, explori~ more dlfllcult \W0118rson sceoes and
tocusl~ on specific, Individual actl~ problems. Scenes are
presented formally dun~ perlotmance weeks. Concurrent
enrollment In Voice Training for the Actor II Is reoommended.

31·1700
Director'• Tool Kit*
By exploring acting exercises. talking and listening to

31·2120

C011text for C-.cty•

StudentS will fOllOw end <litCuSI current - u end other
topics thet l)rO'Ikle fodder for political end ~~ aatn. Thts
course pn:Mdes Impetus for stuclef1ts of comedy to delve
deeply into political end ~~ ~ end to explont their
personal response as a _.ation for the creation of satincal work.
2 CltiDITS
CONCVRRENT: 31·2390 PHYSICAL AND ~ TRAJNING FOR COt.IEDY.
31-3190 HISTORY AltO A~USIS OF MOO£RH COt.IEDY, 31-3290
ACnNG HI: SKETCH AND IHEAIRICAL COt.IEDY•, 31-3295 CREAnHG
SCENES THROUGH MIPII(MSATJON•, 31-3890 WRmHG COMIC
SCENES'

sore.

perlotmanoa week.
I CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·.1205 M;nNG t SCVI£ STUDY•, 31-1301 'oOIC£
TRAINING t MUSICAl J)ffAI'Rf. 31-1430 MUSICAl IHEATER t:IANCE 1'.
3.2-1110 SIGHTSIHGIHG. MUSOANSHIP AltO EAR TIWHIHG 1' , 32·1120
THEORY. HARMONY AltO AHAI.'ISIS I '
CONCIJI!RENT: 31·21 77 RfHENISAL lAB
COREQUISITES: 31-1400 MUSICAl IHEATER 1: FROM TH( flf:GIHHWG
TO ~5. 31·1405 MUSICAl IHEATER 1: FROM ~5 TO THf PR£SENT

RefiMraaiLab
31·2201

Teken conc:unen1ly wtth most actl~ claSseS. course guarantees two trw hOurs each week at the same time es other
students In claSs. lab ensures adeQuate rehearsal time
OUtside of class for scenes bei~ prepared for class. When
studentS ha1l8 no scenes to rehearse. lab beCOmeS study

Aotl. . II: Cllantoter 81141 1.. 1•IIIII

Students Clellelop - . 1 dllfeAint ~ t11r014J1 work on
scenes I'8QUirll1ll an~~
on-....
lnstniCilon
on at-ee conoentiWIIon In the ~
sltuatlon of ttvee or more on at-ee ac the . . , . time.
Large cast sceoes era pntSented duril1ll peob ,.,. ooe ·
ConcuTent OM>I'"-1 In Body ~ II or SUite Combet I
Is liiCX)Oilioetoded.

roc.-

period.
1 CltiDIT

amorc-

4 CH:DITI
PflfREQUISITES: 31-:nCIO AC1lHG II: Al:NAHCED SCfJ<f STUDY•.

31·2300 'oOIC£ ~ FOR THf ACTO#! •• OR 31·2201 AC1lHG II:
Al:NAHCED SCEN£ STUDY FOR WUSIC IHEATRE
COREQUISITES: 31-2120 TE)(r ANAL 'ISIS •

... ..
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THEATER
31·2210

31· 23041

lmprovlutlonol Techniques II

Body MoYe-llt for Actors Ill

Focusing on an approach to actire thl<l<JIP'I impte';tsatlon,
course brid&es gap bet'lleen Improvised and scripted WO<k.
Content Includes study in perfonnance slcllls, Second City
techniQues, characte<s. playing. and lmprovisatlonal games
based on the teachines of Voola Spolin.
J CIIEDITa
PREREQUISITE& 31·2209 IMPRQVISATIOHAI. TEOINIQUES I

Course continues study of Body Movement lot the Actor I.
Stude1113 use their more conscious, able bo<ly 10 dellolop Chlr·
actetlzatlon. Actlng Ill : StyleS Is recommendod OS o c:oncunent
course with Body Movement lot the Actor Ill.
3 CIIEDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2305 900Y MOVEMENT FOR ACnliiS 1 •

31·2211

Course continues and expan<ls on Feldenkrals Method:
Awareness th~ Movement I.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 31-1310 FElDENKIWS METHOO I

31·2310
lmprovlutlonol Techniques Ill

Focusing on an approach to actJng th~ Improvisation,
course brid&es the gap between Improvised and scripted WO<k.
Content includes study In perfonnance skills, Second City
techniques. characters. playing. and improvisational games
based on the teachines of Viola Spolin.
3 CIIEDITa
PREREQUISITE& 31·2210 IMPRQVISATIONAJ. TEOINIQUES II

31-2271

31· 2315

Puppet Workshop: Toy Th. .ter

31·2316J

Voice TrolnlnC for tho Actor II

Voice Training for the Actor II Is a contlnuatlon of Voice
Training for the Actor I. A more proficient use of the tecl>nlques for respiration. phonation, resonatlon, projection
and articulation are explored. Skills In pronunciation and
variety and expression are introduced. Technical knOwledge
Is demonstrate<! in contemporary and classical monologues
from theatrical repertoire. Stu<lents leam a vocal warm-up,
recor<l. memorize and perform. An extended stu<ly of voice
and speech for the stage is a<l<lressed in a text chosen for
the course.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31·1300 VOIC£

31·2320

Staco Combot II

Course continues to teach students to create the Illusion of
violence for stage and screen. Advanced lnstructlon Is eJven In
unarmed combat (feet, fists, slaps, punches, falls, and rolls)
and rapier and <!agger (parries, cuts, and thrusts). Techniques
of broa<lswor<l and small swore! ara also CO\Iefed. Safe and
realistic violence for stage Is emphasized. Final scenes ere
performed on the main stage during perfonnance -'<a. Anal
scene also a<ljudlcated by the Flg)lt Master of the Society of
American Fig)lt Directors. Students may qualify lot certlflcatJon
at the Actor Combatant level recognized by SAfO.
3 CREDITS
PR£R£QUISITE& 31·2315 STAGE COI.f8AT I '

TRAJNING FOR THE ACTOR I

Body Movement for Actors II

Course continues study of Body Movement for Actors 1.
Students use their more conscious. able bo<ly to develop
characterization. Acting II: Character and Ensemble Is recommended as a concurrent coo~ with Body Movement for the
Actor 11 .
3 CIIEDITS
PREREQVISIT£5: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31-1305 900Y
MOVEMCNT FOR ACTORS I

WWW . COI.UIII . IDU

VIolence In Contemporary Thooter•

This course explores the helg)ltened physicality that Is aSlW>
elated with modem elrama, especially that of male/female
connict. The class will use shared weight techniques and
physical talking and listening to help understand the needs of
the character in a given moment In seemingly random. nonskilled forms of violence.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE& 31·2200 ACTING II: AllVANC£0 SCENE STl/OY.,
31·2315 STAGE COI.f8AT• OR 31·2200 ACTING It AllVANCED SCENE
STUOY•, 31·2305 BOOY MOVfMENT FOR ACTORS 11•

INTROOOCTIQN TO OESIGN FOR THE STAGE

31·2305

Stoce Combot I

Course focuses on aeatlng Illusion of ~lence for staee ond
screen. Basic Instruction is given In unarmed combat (feet,
fists. slaps. punches, falls, and rolls) and rapier and cSaaer
(parries. cuts. and thrusts). Safe and realistlc ~lence lot
stage Is emphasized. Final scenes are perfonned on the main
stage during performance weeks.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 31·1205 ACnNG 1: SCENE SruDY•, 31-1300 I'OIC£
TRAJNING FOR THE ACTOR I, 31·1305 900Y MOVEMENT FOR ACnliiS I

This cou~ will introduce students to the rudiments of
puppetry throug)l the lens of t oy theater. Working from a
basic model, students will design and build their own toy
theaters and execute simple perfonnances to animate them.
Students will explore how design e lements of scale and
environment can be used to generate 8Cilon and conflict In a
microcosmic theater.
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE& 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS, 31-1600

31·2300

Foldonkrols Method II

31-2325

Accents ond Dlolocts I

Students examine and practice the 10 most commonly used
English an<l foreign languaae dialectS encountered In ErcJl$1>speaking theater. Content emphasizes tecllnlcal aspects
of dialect. such as vowel and consonant pronunciation, lilt,
rhythm. and vocabulary. and how they affact a thealllcal char·
acte(s personality.
J CREDITS
PRERCQVISIT£& 31·1300 VOIC£ TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I
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THEATER
31-2326

Accents and Dialects II

31-2400

Students examine and practice the 10 most commonly used
English and foreign language dialects encountered in Englishspeaking t heater. Instruction emphasizes technical aspects
of dialect, such as vowel and consonant pronunciation, lilt,
rhythm, and vocabulary, and how they affect a theatrical char·
acter's personality.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2325 ACCENTS AND DIALECTS 1•

31-2370

Musical Theater II: Scenes and Songs•

Course in acting for the musical theater concentrates on
spoken and musical scene work, excluding choral numbers
and dancing. Students research and learn two-person and
small.group scenes f rom the basic repertory of American
musical theater with emphasis on extending characterization
from spoken dialogue into song. Class is available to Theater,
Music, and Dance majors. Course is required for Musical
Theater Performance majors. Students perform scenes and
songs during performance weeks.

Physical Comedy Workshop

3 CREDITS

Course offers opportunity for performing arts students to
explore and develop their personal approach to physical
comedy through exposure to a variety of comedy styles
and techniques with an emphasis on continuous creation,
rehearsal, and performance followed by analysis.

PREREQUISITES: 31·1400 MUSICAL THEATER 1: FROM THE BEGINNING$
TO 1945, 31·1405 MUSICAL THEATER 1: FROM 1945 TO THE PRESENT.

31·2201 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY FOR MUSICAL THEATER•,
31·2430 MUSICAL THEATER DANCE II', 32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN
SINGING 1•

1 CREDIT

31-2430

PREREQUISITES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS, 31-1305 BODY
MOVEMENT FOR ACTORS I

31-2372

Basic VIewpoints Workshop

Viewpoints is a movement philosophy that explores the issues
of time and space. In theater, it allows a group of actors to
function spontaneously and intuitively; to generate bold new
work quickly by developing flexibility, articulation, and strength
in movement ; and to use writing and other resources as steps
to creativity. Students will learn the vocabulary and basic
theory by applying viewpoints to creating new compositions as
well as using them with existing t heatrical texts.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1400 MUSiCAL THEATER 1: FROM THE BEGINNING$
TO 1945, 31·1405 MUSICAL THEATER I, 31·1430 MUSICAL THEATER
DANCE 1•

31-2435J

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY OR
31·2700 DIRECTING I

31-2373J

Meisner Tech nique Workshop•

1 CREDIT

31-2510

2 CREDITS

Physical and Vocal Training for

2 CREDITS
CONWRRENT: 31·2190 CONTEXT FOR COMEDY•, 31.J190 HISTORY
AND ANALY$1$ OF MODERN COMEDY•, 31.J290 ACTING Ill: SKETCH
AND THEATRICAL COMEDY•, 31·3295 CREATING SCENES THROUGH
IMPROVISATION', 31.J890 WRITING COMIC SCENES•

WWW. CO LUM. EO U/ UN OER GRADUATE /

Advanced Set Construction•

This course is an advanced examination of set construction,
emphasizing the procedures for construction of large, intricate
theatrical sets. Students will learn to use more advanced
shop tools and materials to construct scenic elements such
as platforms and flat s. The assembly of complex sets will be
covered, both in terms of structure and set dressing. Students
will be intrOduced to the terminology of theatrical architecture
and mechanics. Safety and long·term health issues will be
discussed, with the goal of training students to protect their
health in the workplace. This course is for sophomore to
junior level scenic designers and theater technicians.

Students participate in an active physical and vocal warm-up
while learning techniques of physical comedy and expanding
the range of vocal production. Topics such as clowning, s lap.
stick, mask work, accents, and dialects are covered actively in
classroom exercises.

THEATER

Topics In Musical Theatre Dance•

Students will study specialized dance techniques, or the
work of specific choreographers to improve their practice
and understanding of musical theater dance. This rotating
series of workshops will broaden the students' knowledge
of musical theater dance, and deepen their ability to apply
basic techniques toward learning specialized dance skills or
styles. There will be an emphasis on injury prevention and
the connection between anatomy and specific techniques or
styles.

This technique workshop focuses on an approach to acting
through the work of Sanford Meisner. This three week immer·
sion course will use repetition exercises, activity exercises
and scene work to develop the actor's ability to simultaneously be in the moment with other actors, his/her environment and the text.

31-2390
Comedy*

Musical Theater Dance II *

This continuing class extends the technical skills needed by
the musical theater performer. Students are challenged with
more complicated material, and greater demands are placed
on speed of learning. Significant attention is paid to audition
practices and professional discipline.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1530 INTRODUCTION TO SET CONSTRUCTION
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31-2511
Scenic Model M ak ing for Theater•
Students will be introduced to scenic modeling techniques,
including: skills for developing set designs through the use
of the experimental model. the transfer of two-dimensional
drafting into three dimensional model form. and finishing
techniques for a presentation model. This course is recommended for those interested in the visual design elements
of the performing arts and is a prerequisite for set design
classes.

31-2526
Costume Construct ion II
Guided independent study focuses on advanced patterning
and construction techniques. Prospective projects include
development of cost ume from rendering through finished product fo r main stage show; pattern development f rom a histori·
cal piece: draped patterning and construction from historical
source; and corset ccnstruction and tailoring. Students are
required to complete at least three independent proj ects.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 31·1525 COSTUME CONSTRUCTION I

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1510 DRAFTING FOR THEATER, 31·1600

INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE

31-2530
Stage M anagement
In this advanced workshop, students stage-manage or assist
in stage-managing main season productions, developing the
sKills and techniques required in overseeing, rehearsing, and
running a show.

31-2515
Scene Painti n g
Course is an introduction to and practical application of
processes, materials, and techniques used in painting theatrical scenery. Students study color theory. the inter-relationship
of additive and subtractive mixing, and the manipulation of
two-dimensional space through the use of form and color.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1500 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE& CREW, 31·1505

PROOOCTION TECHNIQUES: STAGECRAFT, 31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO
DESIGN FOR THE STAGE

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-1510 DRAFTING FOR THE THEATER. 31·1515

RENDERING TECHNIQUES• , 31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR
THE STAGE

31-2610
Set Design
Course teaches methods of approaching, developing, and
completing set designs through detailed study encompassing
scenic history. research, styles. and techniques. By design.
ing several simple theoretical projects, students develop and
expand skills and Knowledge of artistic and technical demands
of professional set designing. Design Studio must be taKen
concurrently with Set Design.

31·2 521
A u to CAD for the Perform ing Arts •
This course provides students with a thorough introduction
to computer aided design with a focus on theatrical uses for
AutoCAD. With hands on exercises, assignments and projects
students will gain the capacity to create and distribute indus·
try standard (USIIT) theatrical drawings that mimic hand draft·
ing. This course Is recommended for scenic designers.

2 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITE& 31·1515 RENDERING TECHNIQUES'. 31·1530
INTRODUCTION TO SET CONSTRUCTION. 31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO
DESIGN FOR THE STAGE

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE,
35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATION$ OR 31·1600
INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE, 35-1110 FLUENCY IN
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

OONCURRENT: 31-2677 DESIGN STUDIO•
COREQUI$JTE$: 31·2511 SCENIC MODEL MAKING FOR THEATER•

3 1 -2615
Costume Design
Students begin to develop sKills required of a professional
costume designer through specific design projects. Upon
completion of the course, st udents should have projects that
demonstrate an ability to formulate and clearty render a wei~
researched costume design.

31·2522
VectorWork s fo r the Pe rformi n g Arts •
This course provides students with a thorough introduction
into computer aided design with a focus on theatrical uses
tor VectorWorKs. By using hands-on exercises, assignments.
and projects. students will gain the capacity to create and
distribute industry standard (USIIT) theatrical drawings and
light plots. The student will learn basic drawing tools and techniques for completing theatrical drawings and light plots. The
course will cover page layout and printing techniques. This
course is recommended for lighting designers. Student access
to the computer lab is available to complete assignments
outside of class.

2 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITE$: 31-1510 DRAFTING FOR THEATRE, 31·1515
RENDERING TECHNIQUES•. 31·1525 OOSTUME OONSTRUCTION I,
31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE
CONCURRENT: 31·2677 DESIGN STUDIO•

31-2620
Lighting Desi gn
The basic mechanical and design principles presented in
Lighting Technology are expanded to meet st udent's individual
artistic expression in the field of lighting design for theater.

3 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITE$: 31-1510 DRAFTING FOR THE THEATER. 35-1100
FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS DR 31·1510 DRAFTING
FOR THE THEATER. 35-1110 FLUENCY IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

WWW . CO lU M .EDU

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 31·1520 LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES•, 31·1600
INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE
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THEATER
31-2670

Experience In Sound for the Theater

31-2900

Course is an introduction to theater sound design for those
with little or no prior experience in sound/music work.
Students will explore the nature of acoustic phenomena and
perception, discovering the dramatic potential and relationships of sound to image, t ext, and movement in their practi·
cal applications. While the use of live sound will be touched
upon, the main emphasis will be on electronically reproduced
sound.

Cold Readings

Course gives students practical experience with cold readings of scripted material in a classroom environment. Cold
readings are used both in school and professional audition
situations to cast actors in roles. Actors learn techniques that
best help them in a cold reading situation. Plays are assigned
reading each week.
2 CREDITS

PREREQUI$/TE$: 31·1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY' , 31·1300 VOICE

1 CREDIT

TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I, 31-1305 80DY MOVEMENT FOR ACTOR$ I,

31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS•

31-2677

Design Studio
31-2910J

This elective course is for anyone interested in developing
rendering skills used in design for stage. Studio course is
structured for faculty members of design to participate as
advisors. Assignments respond to students' varying skill
levels. Students furnish art supplies. Concurrent enrollment
in this class required for all students enrolled in costume
design, set design, and advanced lighting design.

Auditioning for Improvisation •

The course will cover the basics of professional conduct and
preparation to audition for Second City and other improvisa·
tionally oriented audition situations.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE$: 31·1210 IMPROVISATIONAL TECHNIQUES I'

1 CREDIT

31-2940J

PREREQUISITES: 31·2610 SET DESIGN* OR 31·2615 COSTUME

This workshop will help prepare students to audition lor roles
in musical theater by expanding t heir repertoire of audition
material and improving their audition protocol. Students will
work on choosing musical material that showcases their
voice and matching that with monologues that complement or
contrast their choice of music.

DESIGN'

31-2700

Directing I

Course focuses on process through which one approaches
a play from a directorial point of view. Students read and
discuss six_plays and direct scenes from three of them. One
play is presented during performance week. Students write an
analySis of the play from which the final scene is taken.

Mu sica l Theater Audition Workshop•

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 31·2201 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY FOR
MUSICAL THEATER' , 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II'

4 CREDITS

OR 31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY•. 31·2300 VOICE

PREREQUISITES: 31·1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY', 31·1300 VOICE
TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I, 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR ACTOR$

TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II'

I, 31-1500 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE$: CREW, 3H505 PRODUCTION

31-2950

TECHNIQUES: STAGECRAFT, 31·2120 TEXT ANAL YSIS•

This class will engage students in the theory and practice
of teaching theater to youth. The class meets twice a week.
Students will spend one class studying teaching tundamen·
tats: classroom management, curriculum development, lesson
planning, and assessment as they relate to teaching perfor·
mance skills. The other class will be spent in practice in a
youth theater program in the Chicago area. Students will teach
and observe each other's teaching in an established. ongoing
youth arts program.

31-2800

Playwriting Workshop I

Course introduces basic techniques of structure and dialogue
in playwriting. Written exercises are submitted and discussed
to identify dramatic events. Students initiate development of a
one-act play or the first act of a three-act play.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC $KILLS. 52-1151 WRITING

3 CREDITS

AND RHETORIC I '

PREREQUISITE$: 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR ACTOR$ I, 31·2200
ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY•

31-2805
Playwriting Process: Outreach and
lnreach Through Revision•

31-2960

This course provides playwriting practice for writers interested
In the Int ersection of individual expression and community
arts. Students will develop original work by combining commu·
nity arts techniques with their personal writing process.
Community arts approaches will be learned through the
revision of scripts developed through service learning proj·
ects. Students will read, discuss and revise to explore the
processes through which the scripts were originally created
and the audiences for whom performances are intended.
Writing will be both individual and collaborative.

DIRECTING I '

WWW . C OLUM . £ DU / UH DE R G RA DUAT£ /

Creating Performance Seminar

Students will form a performance ensemble that will develop,
rehearse, and perform an original piece of theater. The
ensemble will include writing, design, directing, production,
and acting members. Each will work as a specialist within
their area of concentration, but also as an ensemble member
who will seek and give input outside the area of their growing
expertise. Students will explore collaborative models appropri·
ate to the involvement required at different stages of creative
and practical performance development. Where practical,
the ensemble will collaborate with another group in a service
learning and;or interdisciplinary environment.
3 CR EDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2800 PLAYWRITING WORKSHOP I' OR 31·2700

THEATER

Teaching Practlcum
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THEATER
31.~9

31· 21151
Drama Facllltatl011
This ClaM .,... PIO'IIde the student with the core principles
end prxtjCes of 1aalltstirC iiOUPS leanrC drama end the
opportunity for ~ appllc8UOn of WOI1<ShOP tacllitallon
1heOiy end 11011s in preparation ror
.....oo< In Theater
in Educatlon. T.I.E. uses theatre end drama tec:lwllque$ 1D
provide a unique and creatille educational exper1en<:e lor
public sdlool students. hospital patients. &fOUps with dlsabll~
lies. and other specialized groups. which can be adapted 1D
many leaml,._ erwtronments. Along wflh ~ uSifl&

acM-.

doi,._

pmes and lmp<0111sauon skllls. students will leam how
to Identify themes or imi)O<Uint Issues amof\& groups and
-~ auxlloary materials for further use of the &rOuP or
classroom.
2 CIIIDITS

31· 2970

1_. CREDITS

31-3100

Int roduc tion t o Theater In Chl caco

crttlc:l.
1 CIIIDIT
PREREQUISITES: 3!-1205 ACnNG 1: SCENE STUDY'

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS, 31-1600
INTROOt.ICTION TO ocsiGH FOR THE STAGE. 52-ll52 WRfflNG A/10
RHETORIC II'

Voice Over Workshop•

This worl<shop explores the business and pmctJce of performIng w1ce 011ers. Students will study auditlon protocol. how to
approech different klncls of copy. mk:tophone techniQues. and
studio etiquette with a voice over professional.
1 ClllDIT
Pfi£R£QU/SITES: 31·2300 YOICf TRAINING FOR TH£ ACTOR n•

31-29721

Styles oncl Crafts : Ancient to BaroqH

Cultural history course surveys lllsuel. Hteraly. end oerk>r·
maiNe traditJons of Western lhe4ler. Theater COtMinllons.
architecture. and texts ere ~ed aforC$(de the art.
architecture, dress. literature, politics, end social stNctUra
of a historic peliod. lnsttue1Jon focuses on visual and li1er8ty
interpretation of texts and provides an examination of the
audienc::&ilE!rformance relationshi p. This semester explores
the early sources out of which Western theat er has dewloped.
Course Is offered fall semester only.

Students attend lhtee theater produciJoos In ChlcaCO and
discuss productions With some of the artists whO created
them. Students doscuss theater in Chicago with other leaders
In the profession. including adminislf8tors. producers, and

31· 2972

DlrectM Stlt4ty: T11Ntef

Oorec:led Studies .,. INnW'C ac:dvltles tn.oMrc ~ Independence within the context of ,...,.,., ~ and dnc:tlon
from a faculty
Olrac:led Studies .,.. ~ for
students whO wish 1D explore • IUbjec( beyOnd whet Is 1101»bte in regular courses. or lor ftudentl whO wish 1D ..-.ce In
a subject or aciMty not otherWise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies irMlMI close collaboration with
a faculty a<Msor whO will assist In deW~nt and dellln of
the project. 011ersee Its procress. evaluate the final results.
and submit a~-

31-3105

Styles/ Crefts : Boroqu•Modom

Cultural history course surwys visual. literal)', and perror.
maiNe lf8ditlons of Western theater. Theater c:orwentions,
architecture. and texts are presented af0r'C$1de the art.
architecture. dress. literature. f)Oiotlcs. and SOCial structure
of a historic period. lnstructlon focuses on visual and literaty
interpretation of texts and an examination of the audience/
performance relationship. crass examines theater of the
18th and 19th centuries. focuslfl& on the debate between
Neoclassicism and Romanticism and studylfl& background and
lhOugllt behind Realism and Naturalism. Course offered sorinc
semester only.

Voice Over Workshop •

This .....oo<shop will explore the business and prac:tJce of
performing wlce 011ers. Students will study audotion protocol.
how to approach different kinds of copy. mlcropnone techniques. end studio etiquette. with a voice owr professional .
1 CIIIDIT
PREREQUISITES: 31·2300 YOICf TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II'

3 CREDITS

PRER£QUISIT£S: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKIU..S. 3!-1600
INTROOt.ICTION TO DESIGN FOil rH£ SrAG£. 52-H S:? WRfiiNG A/10
RHETORIC II'

31· 2973
Mono1o1ue Workshop
This wori<ShOP will consist of practical coachifl& sessions
aimed at cJI!Ing the Individual student the means to echieve
two presentable audruon monologues. Students will approach
a two-minute monofOCue as they would a scene: flndo,._ ~
lilies, c:hooslrC tac:llcs. end ~ beat c:harCe•· Students
woll alSo leam beslc audlllon protocol.
1 ClllDIT
Pf!ER£QUISIT£S: 3H205 ACnNG t SCENE STUDY·. 311300 YOICf
TIWNING FOR THE ACTOR l 31-lJOS OOOY MOVEMENT FOil ACTORS I

31-3UO
Modem

Styl . . 6 Crafte: Modem to (Post) Post·

Cultural history claSs SUMiyS the lllsuel. literal)'. end perror.
maiNe lf8ditlons of Westem theater. Theater c:orwentions,
arc:hitec:ture. and texts are ~ed afoi'C$Ide the alt.
architecture. dress, literature. polrtlca. end social structure
of a historic period. lnstruc:tlon Ia focused on the lrisual and
literal)' Interpretation of textS and provides an e.xamlnatlon of
the audience/ performance relationship. Class e.xamines the
Incredible variety of etta. entertainment. and spectac:le of the
20th century.
3 CREDITS

Pfi£REQUISIT£S: 3J.J.200 ACnNG t BASIC SKli.LS. 31-1600
INTROOt.ICTION ro DESIGN FOR rHE STAGE. 52-1.152 WRITING AND
RHETORIC II'
WWW COlU M IOU
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

THEATER
31-3125
Dr•msturey
Course p!OIIIdes an overview of the art and craft of dram&turgy In the contemporary theater. ThrougJ"I individual and
group projects, students examine the role the dramaturg plays
in developing production concepts, conducting production
research, choosing translations, and developing adaptations of
literature for perfonnance. Students will also consider how the
dramaturg functions within a theatrical organization to assist in
season selection, audience education, and audience develop.
ment.

to help the actor find Shakespeare's clues about character
and pertonnance in the text. Scenes are presented
during performance weeks. Rehearsal Lab must be taken
concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Sty1es classes may be taken
concurrently.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE•, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II'
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB

3 CREDITS
PREREQVISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANAL \'SIS•

31·3206
Acting Ill Styles: Shakes peare II*
Scene study and monolOgue class Involves further work from
Shakespeare's Arst Folio. Study focuses on rehearsing text
and finding clues about character, blOcking, and motivations,
then transferring them into performance. Students present
scenes during performance week. 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab
must be taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes
may be taken concurrently.

31-3190
History and Analysis of Modern
Comedy*
This course Is an overview of the history of modem comedy
from its roots In ancient Greece and Rome to the present
day. Through lectures. readings. audio and video recordings,
the course will look at comic traditions including Commedia
deii'Arte, Shakespearean comedy, Restoration farce,
bur1esque, clOwning, vaudeville, cabaret, slapstick, stand-up,
and situation comedy. Special emphasis will be placed on
satire and the development of the revue form.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISTrES: 31-3204 ACTING Ill SffiES: SHAKESPEARE 1•
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 31·2190 CONTEXT FOR COMEDY•, 31·2390 PHYSICAL
AND ~L TRAINING FOR COMEDY•, 31-3290 ACTING Ill: SKETCH
AND THEAl'RfCAL COMEDY' , 31-3295 CREATING SCENES THROUGH
IMPROVISATION' , 31-3890 WRmNG COMIC SCENES•

31-3200
Acting Ill: Acting & Performing
Diagnostic class concentrates on expanding character and
style range of student according to individual need. Lectures,
discussiOns, and improvisation workshops concentrate on
building a Character and on the playing of subtext. Pairs of new
audition pieces are learned and perfonned, as are short~
person and ensemble scenes. Other Acting Ill Styles classes
may be taken concurrently.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS' , 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER ANO ENSEMBLE' , 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 31-2120 TEXT ANAL YSIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE", 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II'
CONCURRENT: 31-2177 REHEARSAL LAB

31-3210
Acting Ill Styles: Chekov•
Scenes by lat e 19th century Russian dramatist are studied
and presented during performance week. Concurrent enrol~
ment In Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Sty1es
classes may be taken concurrently.

31-3202
Acting Ill Styles: The Greeks
Scene study class concentrates on tragedies and comedies
of ancient Greek playwrights. Dramatic and Choral scenes are
studied and presented during performance week. Concurrent
enrollment In 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting
Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS
PREREQVISTrES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS •, 31-2205 ACTING It:
atARACTER AND ENSEMBLE•, 31-2300 IOiCE TRAINING FOR THE

ACTORU•
OONCVRRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB

3 CREDITS
PREREQVISTrES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS' , 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE•, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR 11•
CONCURRENT: 31-2177 REHEARSAL LAB

31-3212
Acting Ill Styles: Shaw, Wilde and
Coward•
Course studies lives and backgrounds of playwrights in relation to their place in theater history. Important plays from the
canon are read anel discussed. Monologues. two-person, and

31·3204
Acting Ill Styles: Shakespeare I
Course Involves ln-<Septh t ext analysis and verse work from
Shakespeare's Arst Folio with goal toward performance.
Students engage In monologue and scene study work designed

WWW . C 0 LU M . I 0 U/ U If 0 I IJt Q IJt A DU Al t /
THIATIIJt

31· 3208
Acting Ill Stylea: Moliere and
Rea to ration•
Class explores the plays of Moliere and the Restoration using
devices of the Commeelia Cleii'Arte and other techniques
and exercises that serve to enhance actor's understanding
of a presentational sty1e. Through scene work and projects
perfonned during performance week, students develOp a
strong sense of what makes these plays so timely and funny.
31-2177 Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently. Other
Acting Ill: Sty1es classes may be taken concurrently.
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THEATER
Acting Ill Styles: Contemporary British
Styles•
Course Is a scene study and monologue examination of
the wor1< of Stoppard, Hare, Brenton, Gems, Churchill, and
Edgar. Scenes from these plawrlghts' wor1<S are presented
during performance week. Concurrent enrollment in 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may
be taken concurrently.

ensemble scenes are studied and presented during performance week. Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently.
Other Acting 111: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANAlYSIS•, 31-2205 ACTING II:

CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE•, 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II•
CONCURRENT: 31-2177 REHEARSAL LAB

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANAl \'SIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:

31-3214
Acting Ill Stylea : Brecht*
Course studies 20th century German playwright and his style
of epic theater. Students present scenes from his plays
during performance week. Concurrent enrollment in 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may
be taken concurrently.

CHARACTER AND ENSEMBlE•, 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II•
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAl LAB

31-3224
Acting Ill Styles : Afri can- American
Theater I *
Scene study and monologue classes use texts by Africa.-..
American playwrights to develop performance techniques.
Scenes are presented during performance week. Concurrent
enrollment in 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab Is required. Other Acting
Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS•. 31-2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBlE•, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR 11•

CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAl LAB

31-3218
Acting Ill Styles: Pint e r and Albee•
Scene study class examines the major works of these 20th
century playwrights. Scenes are rehearsed in both of these
acting styles and presented during performance weeks.
Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal Lab is required . Other
Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANAlYSIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE•, 31-2300 VOICE TRAiNING FOR THE
ACTOR 11•

CONCURRENT: 31-2 177 REHEARSAl LAB

3 CREDITS

31-3225

PREREQUI$1Tf$: 31-2120 TEXT ANAL 'ISIS•. 31-2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBlE•, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE

Theater II*

Acting Ill Styl es: African- American

Scene studies and monologue classes use texts by Africa.-..
American playwrights to develop performance techniques.
Scenes are presented during performance week. Concurrent
enrollment in 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab is required. Other
Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

ACTOR W
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB

31-3218
Acting Ill Styles: Farce and the theater
of the Absurd*
Scene study and monologue class explores plays by Samuel
8ecken and Eugene lonesco and by Inheritors of their t radl·
tion: Tom Stoppard. Christopher Ourang, and others. Scenes
presented during performance week. Concurrent enrollment
in 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles
may be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANAlYSIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBlE•, 31·2300 VOICE TRAiNING FOR THE
ACTOR 11•
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAl LAB

31-3226
Acting Ill Styles: L atino Theater•
Course gives brief history and overview of Latino theater
in the U.S. as a group students read six to eight plays by
Latino authors and discuss their significance in contemporary
American theater. Class members choose scenes from readings, rehearse them, and present them during performance
week. 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill
Styles may be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANAlYSIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE*, 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE

ACTOR 11•
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB

31-3220
Acting Ill Styles : Iris h Theate r•
Course focuses on plays written by Yeats. Synge, o·casey,
and other Irish playwrights of the late 19th and 20th cent u·
rles. Students wor1< on monologues, two-person scenes, and
ensemble scenes that are presented during performance
week. Concurrent enrollment in 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab Is
required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANAl \'SIS•, 31-2205 ACTING II:

CHARACTER AND ENSEMBlE•, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR 11•
CONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAl LAB

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANAlYSIS•. 31-2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBlE-. 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II'
CONCURRENT: 31-2177 REHEARSAL LAB
WWW, COLU M. IDU
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THEATER
31-3227
Acting Ill: Women Playwrights *
Course studies the lives and backgrounds of women play·
wrig)1ts In relation to their place in theater and society.
Students wor1< on monologues, two-person, and ensemble
scenes that are presented during performance weeks.
Concurrent enrollment in rehearsal lab is required.

31-3240
Acting IV
Advanced scene study course concentrates on expanding
character and style ranges of students according t o their i nd~
vidual needs. Monologues, two-person scenes, and ensemble
scenes are present ed during performance weeks.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS', 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER ANO ENSEMBLE*, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR
ACTORS II'
OOREQU/SITES: 31.J300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR m•, 31.J305
SINGING FOR THE ACTOR I*

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS', 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE' , 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II'
OONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB

31-3228
Acting Ill: Phys ical Theater I
Class explores creation and development of collaboratively
generated performance. Student s receive individual and
small-group assignment s to create short performance pieces
throug)1 movement, image, sound, character, and object use
for class discussion and development. Goal is to create an
ensemble performance work presented at semester's end.
Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

31-3290
Acting Ill: Sketch and Theatrical
Comedy*
This monologue and scene study course looks at techniques
specific to acting comic texts with special emphasis on
sketch, revue, and 20th century American theatrical comedy.
The course will conclude with a final performance of previously
scripted material.
3 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 31·3890 WRITING OOMIC SCENES'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE•, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE

31-3295
Creating Scenes through Improvi sation*
Students will work in smarr groups and as an ensemble to
experience the process of creating scenes through improvisation both through pre-planning and spot improvisation.
Concepts include relationship, character, status, objectives,
scenic structure, beats, and editing. The class will culminat e
in a fully improvised performance.

ACTOR II'

31-3232
Acting Ill: Comedy Works hop I
Students writ e and perform their own Second City·Style
comedy revue with occasional lunch hour performances
throug)1out semester. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be
taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 31·2190 CONTEXT FOR COMEDY, 31·2390 PHYSICAL
AND VOCAL TRAINING FOR OOMEDY, 31.Jl90 HISTORY AND
ANALYSIS OF MODERN COMEDY, 3l.J290 ACTING Ill: SKETCH
AND THEATRICAL COMEDY, 31-3295 CREATING SCENES THROUGH
IMPROVI$ATION*,3l.J890 WRITING OOMIC ScENES*

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS •, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE', 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR 11•

31-3233
Acting Ill: Comedy W orks hop II
Students write and perform their own Second City·style
comedy revue with occasional lunch hour performances
throughout semester. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be
taken concurrently.

31-3300
Voice Train ing for the Actor Ill
Voice Training for the Actor II is a continuation of Voice
Training for the Actor I and II in which students develop an
effective and flexible voice for the stage. Students will fun<>
l ion at an advanced level in the use of vocal t echniques
including: diaphragmatic breathing and breath support,
phonation, resonation, projection, articulation, pronunciation,
variety and expression. Emphasis will be placed on assess·
ing skills and applying appropriate exerices to encourage
advancement in each area. Vocal techniques will be explored
through various approaches based primarily in the methods of
Cicely Berry, Kristin Linklater and Patsy Rodenburg. Students
will learn a vocal warm-up, reoord, memorize and perform.
Students will present a vocal ensemble performance for
critique by the chair and faculty of The Theater Department at
the end of the t erm.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS •, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE', 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II'

31-3234
Acting Ill: Camera Techniques *
Theat er majors act in front of a camera that is directed by
Television majors. Acting students develop understand·
ing of differences between acting on stage and acting on
camera. Students do interviews, monologues, and scenes. all
captured on videot ape. Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal
Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR ACTORS I•, 31·2200
ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY' , 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR
THE ACTOR II•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANAL YSIS•, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE*, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II*
OONCURRENT: 31·2177 REHEARSAL LAB
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THEATER
31-3305
Singing for the Actor I
Course fcx:uses on proper techniques for breathing, projection, voice placement, and articulation taught through singing.
Instruction emphasizes text interpretation and characterization
in song. This is not a class that teaches the actor to be a
singer, but a class that teaches singing technique to broaden
the actor's spoken vocal range. Course instruction makes
actors more comfortable with singing as part of their acting
equipment. Students give public performance at semester
end. Course is required for au students with an Acting
concentration.

31-3400
Musical Theater Ill: Workshop 1•
Two-level course in the American musical is offered over two
consecutive semesters. Course is required of all Musical
Theater Performance majors, who must take both courses
sequentially in one school year. Class Includes extensive work
in scenes, solo and ensemble musical numbers, dance· training, and historical research. Students develop and perform
studio musical over two semesters with performances scheduled during both fall and spring semesters. Students prepare
and perform repertoire of songs and dance routines for use in
auditions.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR ACTORS I' , 31·2200
ACTING II: ADWANCED SCENE STUDY•. 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR

PREREQUISITES: 31-2205 ACTING 11: CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE'
31·2400 MUSICAL THEATER II: SCENES AND SONGS•, 31·2430

THE ACTOR II'

MUSICAL THEATER DANCE 11', 32·2131 KEYBOARD I'

31-3310
Singing for the Actor II
A continuation of 31-3305 Singing for the Actor I, this course
further develops vocal techniques and interpretive study of
songs. Students give final performance at semester end.

31-3405
M usical Theater Ill: Workshop II
Two-level course in the American musical is offered over two
consecutive semesters. Course is required of all Musical
Theater Performance majors, who must take both courses
sequentially in one school year. Class includes extensive work
in scenes, solo and ensemble musical numbers, dance training, and historical research. Students develop and perform
studio musical over two semesters with performances scheduled during both fall and spring semesters. Students prepare
and perform repeltoire of songs and dance routines for use In
auditions.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-3305 SINGING FOR THE ACTOR I '

31-3315
Stage Combat Ill
Course teaches advanced techniques of unarmed rapier
and dagger, broadsword, and small sword combat. Goal
is certification with Society of American Fight Directors as
actor combatants. Course involves extensive physical work.
Students give final performance during performance weeks.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-3400 MUSICAL THEATER Ill: WORKSHOP I'

3 CREDITS

31-3410
Musical Theater Ill: Senior Practlcum•
This is the capstone course of the BA in Musical Theater
Performance (MTP) and employs a comprehensive approach
to the discipline of musical theater as a whole. Selections
from the musical theater canon (including scenes, songs, and
ensemble numbers) will be performed by students, who will
also take the responsibilities of stage manager, dramaturg,
director, choreographer, casting agent, and theater critic.
Invited guests from the profession will lecture and (on occasion) offer master classes.

PREREQUISITES: 31·2320 STAGE COMBAT II"

31-3316
Stage Combat IV
Students work with advanced stage combat weapons, including sword and shield, knife, quarterstaff. and single sword (in
the style of Hollywood swashbuckling). Goal is to pass a skills
test with Society of American Fight Directors at term·s end.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-3315 STAGE COMBAT Ill'

31-3320
VIewpoints: Approach , Vocabulary and
Application
Viewpoints is a movement philosophy geared towards the
stage that explores the issues of time and space. It allows a
group of actors to function spontaneously and intuit ively and
to generate bold new work quickly by developing flexibility,
articulation, and strength in movement and to use writing and
other resources as steps to creativity. Students will learn the
vo<:abulary and theory of the 9 Viewpoints and use this information practically as a methodology of performance.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31·1205 ACTING
1: SCENE STUDY•, 31·1301 VOICE TRAINING 1: MUSICAL THEATER•,
31·1400 MUSICAL THEATRE 1: FROM THE BEGINNING TO 1945,
31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS. 31·2201 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY
FOR MUSICAL THEATER•, 31·2400 MUSICAL THEATER II: SCENES AND

SONGS', 32·1100 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND EAR TRAINING,
32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS, 32·1540 MUSICAL
THEATER VOCAL WORKSHOP I, 32-2707 PRIVATE LESSONS: MUSICAL
THEATER VOICE'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY•.

31-3430
Musical Theater Dance 111•
As the capstone course of the Musical Theater Dance curriculum, this course incorporates all the techniques and skills
acquired in previous Musical Theater Dance classes, with an
emphasis on the elements of style in musical theater dance.
Students will be taught original Broadway choreography as
often as possible. Attention will be fcx:used on the process of

31·2700 DIRECTING I'
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taking and incorporating notes from a choreographer. Students
will be required t o choreograph two original short numbers
of differing styles and forms. Students will be encouraged to
audition for Columbia College and also in local community and
professional t heater productions.

31-3600

2 CREDITS

Design Seminar 1: Texts
Students read and discuss 14 theatrical texts. Selected texts
increase students' exposure to period. style. and types of
current theatrical production. Discussions focus on visual
interpretation with emphasis on texts · v1ability in contemporary
society.

PREREQUISITES: 31·2430 MUSICAL THEATER DANCE 11•

1 CREDI T

31-3435

31-3605
Stage Make-Up II
Course teaches beginning film and television techniques
including face casting. bald caps. slip casting. mold making.
and foam prosthetic production and application. Students
design and apply at least two makeups using these tech·
niques.

Advanced Musical Theater Tap*
This is an advanced·level class to broaden the student's tech·
nique, performance. and repertoire in musical theater tap.
While some musical theater tap is introduced in the Musical
Theater Dance classes. this is an intense focus on the partie·
ular style and technique of musical theater (Broadway) tap.
Students are challenged with advanced dance technique, more
complicated material; greater demands are placed on speed
of learning. Significant attention is paid to Style and technique with particular attention to learning original Broadway
choreography specifically for tap.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1605 STAGE MAKEUP I

31-3606
Stage Make-Up Ill*
Course expands and builds on bas1c techniques learned in
31-3605 Stage Makeup II: face casting and sculpting for
mask making. Instruction also covers hair ventilating. simple
wig making. and tooth making for stage and film. Two makeups using these techniques are required in addition to more
advanced designs using sculpting. pa1nting. and face casting.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2430 MLISICAL THEATER DANCE u•

31-3521
Advanced CAD for the Performing Arts
This class provides an in depth study of a specific computer
design program and applies skills gained in the beginning
class to more advanced projects for the performing arts
designer and technician. Access to a computer outside class
is strongly·recommended.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 31·3605 STAGE MAKEUP If•

INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE. 31·2521 AUTOCAD FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Advanced Set Design
3 1 ·3610
Course expands on the foundation of set design by assigning
more advanced design projects such as multi·scene shows.
musicals. operas. and dance concerts. Students design two
projects including all appropriate research. drafting. rendering.
and presentation materials. 8oth projects must be of portio·
lio caliber.

31-3521J

PREREQUISITE$: 31·2511 SCENIC MODEL MAKING FOR THEATER•.
31·2610 SET DESIGN•

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESiGN FOR THE
STAGE, 31·2521 AUTOCAD FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS•. 35·1100
FOUNDATIONS FOR COMPUTER APPLICATIONS OR 31·1600

2 CREDITS

A dvanced CAD for the Performing Arts
This course will allow st udent s to explore the more advanced
capabilities of AutoCAO and how these applications can be
used by the theatrical designer. Students will put into use
skills acquired in basic AutoCAD and have the opportunity to
complete several complex projects. Students will learn t he
practical application of advanced computer drawing and 3·D
modelling skills.

31-3615
Advanced Costume Design •
Advanced·level course increases the level of complexity and
sophistication of portfolio quality projects in costume design.
Course emphasizes production of projects demonstrating a
professional level of proficiency in conceptualization. render·
ing. and presentation.
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2615 COSTUME DESIGN-

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 31·1510 DRAFTING FOR THE THEATER. 31·2521
AUTOCAD FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS•

31-3620

Advanced Lighting Design
Students prepare complete lighting plots and schedules and
function in all areas of lighting production. Course gives
detailed study of stage lighting production. emphasizing
design lighting style concepts. Students oversee at least one
main stage production lighting crew and design at least one
studio production lighting plot.

31-3530

Stage M anagement II*
In this advanced stage management class. students will
stage manage MainStage productions while discussing chal·
lenges and problems in a seminar setting. Students will work
with less supervision and hold increased responsibility for an
orderly production process.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2620 LIGHTING DESIGN ·

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 31·2530 STAGE MANAGEMENT•
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31-3705
Directing: Advanced•
Students will direct full length plays chOsen to stretch the
theatrical range of the student or to deepen their exploration
of a specific style of theater. Within the production process,
students will polish techniques of staging, text analySis, int~
gration of design. presentation of the work to the pubt~. and
documentation . Students will use these advanced directing
projects to build resumes and pottfohos towards future work
or graduate school.

31-3621
Lighting Design Lab•
Hands-on seminar allows students to apply advanced mechanical and design systems learned in Lighting Design. Class
time Is used to explore the use of light as a theatrical tool
through experiementation in the process taught in Lighting
Design. Students must take this class concurrently with
Lighting design 31·2620. COREQUISITES: 31·2620.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 31·2620 LIGHTING DESIGN•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-3701 DIRECTING Ill•

31-362!1
Collaborative Seminar
Course brings Design and Directing majors together to work
on advanced projects. Teams develop a piece (theatrical , oper·
atic, or musical) from concept through presentation. Designers
create renderings. models, or story boards. Directors keep a
process bOOk. Projects include research of past productions
and production theory.

31-3800
Playwriting Worksh op II
Course covers continued development of plays Initiat ed In
Playwriting I or transformation of other written forms (poems,
fiction. or film) into dramatic events for stage. Students must
complete one act of a play.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2800 PLAYWRITING WORKSHOP 1•

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2610 SET DESIGN • DR 31·2615 COSTUME
DESIGN" DR 31·2620 LIGHTING DESIGN"

31-3801
Playwriting: Advanced•
Students will develop a full-length script through a series o f
writing explorations that aim to develop the material f rom
different points of view. Students will experience various writ·
ten and collaborative exercises to deepen their understanding
of story and situation. Play readings from a variety of styles
and genres increase student understanding of the range of
approaches to playwriting. Concurrent enrollment in New Plays
workshop provides a performance workshop for st udents to •·
develop their writing in collaboration with actors and directors.

31-3650
Design Practlcum
Course enables students to design productions within the
depattment and under faculty supeiVision. Students repeat
the course three times in the following sequence: assistant
designer to a main stage production: designer of a Directing
Ill project: designer of a main stage production. This sequence
allows students to gain skills at each level in order to suppott
the next levers activities.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2610 SET DESIGN• DR 31·2615 COSTUME
DESIGN• OR 31·2620 LIGHTING DESIGN"

31-3699

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-3800 PLAYWRITING WORKSHOP 11•

Independent Project: Design

31·3805
New Plays Workshop•
Playwriting students will work collaboratively with actors,
designers. and directors to bring their 10-minute and shott
one-act plays to the stage. Drafts of short plays, written and
developed in Playwriting I and II will be read. workshopped,
and developed, in a process modeled on professional play
development, with professional directors from the Chicago
community. advanced student directors. and advanced
student actors. Students will experience how collaboration
directly informs the writing and rewriting process. The semester will culminate in staged readings of the rewritten shOtt
plays presented in one of the studio theatres during perfor·
mance week.

1· 6 CREDITS

31-3700
Directing II
With instroctor approval, students select one act of less than
45 minutes to direct. Student casts play from the Theater
Depattment student body, directs the play. and mounts four
performances in the Classic Studio. Rehearsals are held
outside class hours and determined by director and cast. All
areas of directing are discussed among students and instruc·
tors with occasional guest directors. actors, and designers.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE.
31·2530 STAGE MANAGEMENT-, 31·2700 DIRECTING 1•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·3800 PLAYWRITING WORKSHOP 11•

31-3701
Directing Ill
With instructor approval. students select a full-length play
to direct. Students cast play from the Theater Depattment
student body. direct the play ($100 budget). and mount four
performances. Rehearsals are held outside class hours and
determined by director and cast. Students may be asked occa·
sionally to be assi stant directors for main season shows. All
areas of directing are discussed in class and with occasional
guests.

31-3810
Solo Performance I
Through various writing exercises the students will experiment
with generating their own written material, whether it be autobiographical. character driven. or a literary adaptat ion. They
will learn how to present their personal work in monologue
form with the focus on culminating m one frve minute solo
performance piece. to be presented dunng performance week.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·3125 DRAMA TURGY•, 31-3700 DIRECTING I"
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Students will also be exposed to the work of various contemporary solo perfonnance artists. There will be some journal
writing as well as weekly writing assignments.

31-3890
Writing Com ic Scenes•
Students will write different types of comic scenes for the
stage, analyze those scenes in tenns of form and content.
rewrite the scenes, and pitch ideas for scenes.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR ACTORS I OR
52·1111 WRITING AND RHETORIC I - ESL IVRtnNG AND RHETORIC
I, 31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY•, 31·2300 VOICE
TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, 52-1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-.3295 CREATING SCENES THROUGH
IMPROVISATION*
CONCURRENT: 31·2190 CONTEXT FOR COMEDY, 31·2390 PHYSICAL
AND VOCAL TRAINING COMEDY, 31-.3190 HISTORY AND ANALYSIS OF
MODERN COMEDY, 31-3290 ACTING Ill: SKETCH AND THEATRICAL
COMEDY, 31-.3295 CREATING SCENES THROUGH IMPR0VI$ATION

31-3811
Solo Performance II
Students concentrate less on generating original material and
more on honing it. Emphasis is placed on the visual aspects
of perfonnance. as well as on the dynamics of language,
rhythm, and voice. Coursework includes j ournal writing and
specific writing assignments culminating in a five-minute
perfonnance piece or monologue to be presented during
performance week.

31·3899

I ndependent Project : Playwriting

1·6 CREDITS

31-3900
Professi onal Survi val and How to
Audition
Course examines techniques of self-promotion; knowledge of
talent agencies and casting directors; unions. contracts. and
bookkeeping for performers; and opportunities in the local
market. Students work on monologues and cold readings for
auditions. Course assists acting students making the transi·
t ion from college to career by providing professional survival
information. tools. and techniques. Students with an Acting
concentration are required to take this course during their
senior year.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 31·2205 ACTING II: CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE',

31-.3810 SOLD PERFORMANCE 1•

31·3812
Critical Read ing and Writing: Page to
Stage•
Students will read modem American plays of playwrights
such as David Mamet, Tony Kushner. Tennessee Williams.
Thornton Wilder. Lillian Hellman, Anna Deavere Smith. Arthur
Miller, Milcha Sanchez Scott. and Jose Rivera, and see corresponding film adaptations. Students will analyze and evalu·
ate play texts with attention to characterization. story. plot.
narrative movement. and structure that make them viable for
the screen. Students will respond to texts and films through
joumal entries. an oral report, and a final creative nonfiction
essay.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 31·2205 ACTING II: CHARACTER AND ENSEMBI.E'

31·3905
Creating a Career In Tech and Design
Course helps upper-level tech and design students find
employment in the entertainment industry. Students are
introduced to various aspects of the industry though lecture,
class work. guest speakers. and site visits. Practical topics.
such as creating a resume and developing job interview skills,
are also covered. Upon completion of the course, students
are well prepared to pursue entry·level jobs as independent
contractors in the entertainment industry.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2800 PI..AYIVRITING WORKSHOP 1•

31·3813
Critical Reading and Writing: American
Stage to Screen•
Students will read modern American plays of playwrights
such as David Mamet. Tony Kushner. Tennessee Williams.
Thornton Wilder. Lillian Hellman. Anna Deavere Smith. Arthur
Miller. Milcha Sanchez Scott. and Jose Rivera. and see corresponding film adaptations. Students will analyze and evalu·
ate play texts with attention to characterization. story, plot.
nanrative movement, and structure that make them viable for
the screen. Students will respond to texts and films through
joumal entries, an oral report, and a final creative nonfiction
essay.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$; 31·2610 SET DESIGN*, 31-2615 COSTUME DESIGN•,
31-2620 LIGHTING DESIGN'

31-3910J
Bridging the Chasm from Theater to
Life
This course is about learning to be authentic. It's about
utilizing improvisation as a method for deep and important
self-exploration. It's about developing the courage to start
from the beginning each time we walk on stage, and it's
about functioning to support the work of the group. It's about
making the conscious connection between theater and our
own emotional lives. It's about reconnecting with the important work of the play.
·

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2800 PI..AYWRITING IVORKSHOP I'

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY•
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11· 3121

Audltloa Worbhop

M lntensMI wor1<S1100 and fee<lback session to $UIIPOrt !he
BA candld4tes' enuy into the profesSIOn. The content of
~~ ~H$10nS Will target and assess the ectOf'"s P<esent
euclltlon &lUlls on a vatlety of perfonnance sl'y1eS: omproo;lsaUon. ""'slcal theate<. c:otd readongs. monolOgues. ooamera
techniQue. etc. Department faculty Will partner with profesalonals from the theat er community to partiCipate In these
aesslons and guide the perlonners to hOOe their skills for
audltlonlf1C professionally.
1 CIIIIIIT

11·3110

M•n•cement Technlqu.. for The•ter•

This class aims at lntroducong future artosttC dorectors. produe>
1f1C directors. stage managers. and actors to the fundamentals
of theate< management end &Mn& them en 0\leMew of the
&lUlls Meded on orde< to successfully run a theate<. Many
ro<J"'I theater artJsts first get their work seen by the pubhc
by produclf1C their own Shows. whiCh often grows Into startJng
their own theaters.
J CIIIOITI
PREREQUISITES: 31·2100 DIRECTING 1•

31· 3171J

An Actor' • Guide to Hollywood •

This course Is designed to give students a praC1ical and appl~
cable experience t oward oursuing a career In los Angeles. In
a hiJihly competotlve business. the ae1or whO os prepared to
face the Challenges has a mud\ better chance of succeeding.
Meetlf1C In LA. this course will prOVIde an Intensive week of
hands-<l<l exoetlence. lecture and demonstratton With lndustJy
professionals. Students are responsoble for their own travel
and accommodations.
2 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISITES: 310:1120 TEXT ANAL>SIS", 31·:1205 ACnNG n:
CHARACTER ANO ENSEMBLE". 3 1·2300 I'OOC€ TRAINING F()R THE
ACTOR II"

31·3188

lnternehlp: The•ter

InternshipS PfO\'ide advanced students with an OPPOrtunity
to gain work experience In a professional area of ooncentta·
tlon or Interest whlle recei\'ing academic credot toward their

deCfees.
1 .. CIIIOITI

31·3111

Independent Project: The•ter

An Independent project Is deStgned by the student . with the
appr(WII Of a SUPOMSif1C faculty member and department
di rector, to study an area not at present avaolable on the
cunlculum. Prior to reg,stratoon. the student ""'st submot a
wrttten proposal outhnong the prOject.
1 .. CIIIDITI
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SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

- c

j•

As members of virtually any industry or profession will tell you, broad-based education in
the liberal arts and sciences helps to create sophisticated and aware citizens who contrit>ute in tangible and informed ways to their respective professions. And in addition to our
support of majors throughout the College, the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences boasts
majors, concentrations, and minors of its own. with new. exciting degree programs in
development.
Columbia College has always valued the liberal arts and sciences and has built its curricu·
tum to provide students with a firm foundation in English, hi story, humanities. science,
mathematics. the social sciences, and cultural studies. The School of liberal Arts and
Sciences is also the locus for our cross-<lisciplinary, integrative first·year course called
New Millennium Studies. for the Undergraduate Research Mentorship Initiative. and for
new, honors-level courses within each department.
A fundamental goal of our curriculum is to provide students with tools to become complex
and articulate global thinkers. artists. humanists, and, above all, informed participants in
democracy. In this complex city, nation, and world, the liberal arts and sciences provide
a means towards understanding people of many different backgrounds. for grappling with
inevitable uncertainties. and for making informed decisions. Courseworl< in LAS will help
you understand what ideas have come before yours- and it will help you define and refine
your sense of which great contributions have yet to be made.
In the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences. you can choose from a palette of several
majors: in ASL English Interpretation (ASL·English Interpretation Department). Early
Childhood Education (Education Department), Cultural Studies (Department of Humanities,
History, and Social Sciences. formerly the Department of Liberal Education), Creative
Writing: Poetry (English Department). and Creative Writing: Creative Non·fiction (English
Department). In addition . the School offers graduate programs i n Education (MAT) and
Poetry (MFA).
Our faculty members are dedicated scholar·teachers who continue their professional
involvement- by giving presentations at conferences. publishing books and articles in
their respective fields. and so forth-while sustaining a commitment to a student-centered
curriculum and classroom.
The liberal arts and sciences create the foundation for a lifetime of learning, compte!·
ing your worl< towards specific professional goats with a firm set of intellectual contexts.
Proficiencies in writing, speaking. and critically analyzing both primary and secondary
sources prepare you as a Columbia College graduate to deal with the highly nuanced
questions that you wi ll face throughout your lifetime as a t eacher, artist, writer, filmmaker,
designer, or manager-and above all, as an educated cit izen.
Please contact me or any member of my staff if there are any ways in which we might be
of assistance to you.
Deborah H. Holdsteln, PhD
Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences and
Professor of English
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AS L-ENGLISH INTERPRE T AT ION
CARL Y J. FLAGG-CAMP BELL , CHAIRPERSON
American Sign Language (ASL) is a language with complex
linguistic structures and a rich history, just like Spanish,
English, or other spoken languages. The study or ASL. therelore, rewards students with t he pleasure, discipline. and
insight involved in the study ol any language. Interpretation
allows students the opportunity to develop a range or communicative abilities, a keen intelligence and sensitivity, and
creative strategies lor becoming effective cultural mediators
among diverse communities. We approach all activities in the
department rrom the perspective that the dear community is a
unique linguistic and cultural minority.

ASL-English Interpretation offers an extensive Language
Laboratory/Resource Center supplied with state-or-the-artdigital recording equipment, as well as a library or books.
tapes. OVOs, and CO-ROMs related to interpretation. ASL, and
dearness. Study groups and tutori ng are also available in the
Language Lab. Working community interpreters and alumni
are always welcome to use our facilities to continue their
own professional development and to prepare lor accrediting

exams.
Our distinguished !acuity includes native users or American
Sign Language and nationally certified interpreters. all or
whOm have been extensively involved with the dear community
and interpreter education lor many years. Their impressive
credentials include advanced degrees in Interpretation l rom
Gallaudet University, national certifications l rom the Registry
or Interpreters lor the Deal (RID). and national certifications
!rom the American Sign Language Teachers Association. The
!acuity are actively involved in national and international orga·
nizations that promote interpret er education.

American Sign Language is an independent and lully developed language, one that has come to occupy a place or major
importance in contemporary linguistics and communication
theory. The first two years or the major locus on language
development and cultural studies. and introduce students
t o the lield or interpretation. In their junior and senior years,
students locus on practical. hands-on interpretation courses,
theoretical courses. and a yearlong practicum t hat allows
them to practice interpreting in real-world situations under the
supervision or professional mentors . In order to address the
need lor more interpreters or different ethnicities. the major
includes a requirement that explores the multicultural issues
in interpretation. Our program is academically rigorous. with
a locus on training skilled int erpreters who can work with
a diverse client base. Electives in the department include
courses on working with those who are dear and blind, as well
as courses that emphasize ASL literature and creativity. The
department also offers a minor in American Sign Language
Studies lor students in other majors who are interested in ASL
and Dear culture.

The vast majority or alumni l rom the ASL-English Interpretation
Department are currently working as professionals in the field .
Alumni may work freelance or hold staff positions interpreting
in settings such as corporate/business offices, mental health
facilities. theaters. classrooms, museums. hospitals. video
relay services. and courtrooms. Alumni also hold local, state,
and nat ional positions with interpreting organizations. helping
to shape the l uture or this dynamic profession.
Carly J. Flagg-Campbell
Chairperson. ASL-English Interpretation

The ASL·English Interpretation curriculum involves two semesters ol practicum. The practicum gives students an opportunity
to undertake real·lile interpretation assignments. both supervised and unsupervised. while getting reedback lrom professional mentor interpreters. Receiving this kind or professional
exposure over an entire academic year helps students prepare
lor a richly lullilling profession that affords the flexibility to be
able to work with others, either as sell -employed or staff interpretors, in a wide range or settings.
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The ASL·English Interpretation Department at Columbia
College Chicago otters a comprehensive undetg/a<luate
major In American Sign Language-English Interpretation and
a minor In American Sign Language Studies.

Depart.m ent Actlvltlee
In order to p(QIIide our students wtth exposure to the talents
and expertise of local and national figures in deaf students
and interpreting, the department sponsors various e-.-ents
throughout the year.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ASL· ENGLISH INTERPRETATION
Established In 1993, the ASL·English Interpretation
Department at Columbia College offered the first Bachelor
of Arts In Interpretation in the state of Illinois. The four-year
major Is designed for students who want to pursue careers
as Interpreters. The core curriculum provtdes a coherent plan
of study through courses in American Sign Language, deaf
culture, linguistics, the theories and skills involved In Interpret·
lng and transliterating. multicultural issues, and a two-semester Interpreting and transliterating practicum, which Includes
interpreting fieldwork supervised by professional mentor
Interpreters.

The ASL Club
The ASL Club Is one of many student organizations at
Columbia College. The ASL Club strives to encourage ASL
and Interpreting students to continue their skill development
In an atmosphere that Is productive and enjoyable. The ASL
Club has organized smal~roup study sessions as well as
larger-scale educational trips. In the pa.st, club members
have visited Gallaudet University In Washington, DC, the only
four-year liberal arts college for the deaf in the world. They
have also visited the National Teclmlcallnstitute for the Deaf
in Rochester, New York, and the United Nations. While In
New York they were able to attend en Interpreted production
of Phantom of the Opera. The club also hosts talent shows
and attends silent (ASL only) weekends. ASL Club members
extend their education outside of the classroom and share
experiences that will certainly have a positive Impact on them
as they enter the Interpreting field.

In order to be successful Interpreters, students In the major at
Columbia will need to acquire mastery of standard American
English, fluency In American Sign Language, and familiarity
with public speaking techniques, as well as sensitivity to mult~
cultural Issues and challenges in interpersonal communication.

Employment Opportunltlee
As a result of federal legislation and an Increased awareness
of the rights of deaf persons to reasonable accommodations
and access to Information and education, the demand for
interpreters nationwide has Increased slgnifteantly. Recent
graduates of the ASL.£ngllsh Interpretation major are currently
working as freelance Interpreters In a variety of settings
including hospitals, churches, corporate offoces, and rehabilitation settings. Graduates also work In staff positions as
educational interpreters In public schools and colleges, and
as video interpreters for video relay service providers.

Mino r In America n Sign Language Studleo
Students majoring in other fields will find that the develop.
ment of American Sign Lan~uage skills and the ability to
communicate with deaf people can significantly Increase their
marketability and career options upon graduation.
The minor in American Sign Language Studies will provide
students with an opportunity to master American Sign
Language at a communicative level and have a broad under·
standing of the culture of the deaf community.
Students will become familiar with resources available to
them related to the deaf community, such as Interpreter refer·
ral services end video relay services, and will be able to utilize
them In their own professions. Students will have a clear
sense of how American Sign Language and knowledge of the
deaf community apply to their major.

Students have opportunities throughout the four years to Inter·
act with Chicago's deaf community and to network with inter·
preting agencies and professional Interpreters. ASL·English
Interpretation faculty advisors and the Portfolio Center at
Columbia College Chicago also work together to assist
students in seeking employment opportunities. Information
is also provided on national, state, end local or&~~nizations
such as the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc. (RID),
the Illinois Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (IRID), and the
National Association of the Deaf (NAO).

Language and Media La boratory
ASL·Engllsh Interpretation Department resources Include a
Language and Media Lab. Because American Sign Language
Is a visual language, the Language Lab Is available to relnforoa and supplement what is learned in class. The lab
Includes a library of CNer 800 books, videotapes, OVOs, and
CO.ROMs specific to the fields of American Sign Language,
deaf studies/culture, and Interpreting, as well as a current
selection of popular and obscure deaf· and lnterpreting.<elated
publications and newsletters. The lab is used by students to
work on class assignments, to attend study groups or tutor·
lng sessions. to gain Important information about community
events, and to attend ASL Club meeting and events.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

ASL-ENGLISH I NTERPRETATION
37-1151
American Sign Language I
Course concentrates on development of conversational fluency
in American Sign Language (ASL). Students learn to accurately recognize and produce signs in ASL with appropriate
nonmanual behaviors and grammatical features. Course is a
basic introduction to ASL, and students develop expressive
and receptive ASL skills through discussions of topics such as
exchanging personal information and talking about surroundings, residences. families, and activities.
3 CREDITS

37-1152
Ameri can Sign Language II*
Course focuses on continued development of conversational
fluency in American Sign Language, including further training
in receptive and expressive skills, fingerspelling, vocabularybuilding, and grammatical structures. Students begin to
develop understanding of use of classifiers and signing space
in ASL. Topics introduced include giving directions, describing
physical characteristics. making requests, discussion of occupations, attributing qualities to Individuals, and daily routines.

37-1899
Directed Study: ASL/EngHsh
Interpretation•
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student independence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for
students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is possi·
ble in regular courses or for students who wish to engage in
a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress. evaluate the final results,
and submit a grade.
1-3 CREDITS

37-2153
American Sign Language Ill*
Course includes vocabuiai)'.!Juilding and mastel)' of grammar
through rigorous receptive and expressive language activ~ies.
ASL skills development with application to complex grammati·
cal structures continues. Topics discussed in ASL include
the location and description of items in rooms and buildings,
complaints, making suggestions, and making requests. Notes
on deaf culture are also discussed.

3 CREDITS

37-1252
Deaf Culture
Course is an introduction to various aspects of the deaf
community as a linguistic and cultural minority group.
Designed for individuals who may or may not have had prior
experience with deaf people, course raises questions concerning the nature of sign language and its varieties. education of
deaf people, historical treatment of deaf people, sociological
and cultural issues important to the deaf community, and
political activism.

37-2154
American Sign Language IV*
Course focuses on continued development of receptive and
expre.ssive American Sign Language skills. Course covers the
following topics using ASL: telling about life events, describing
objects, and discussion of activities and current events. Notes
on deaf culture are also included.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 37·1151 AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 37·2153 AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE Ill'

37-1253
Introduction to Interpreting•
This course introduces students to the fields of interpret·
ing. Focus is placed on the histol)' of the field, growth of
the profession and current practices. An introduction to the
interpreter's role and ethical decision making is provided .
Students will leam in an interactive setting which encourages
skills in critical thinking, reading, writing and collaboration.

37-2253
Linguistics of ASL •
Course focuses on the linguistic structures of American Sign
Language, including phonology, mcrphology, syntax, and
language. Structural aspects of both American Sign Language
and English are compared and contrasted, providing students
with valuable insight into both languages.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 37·1152 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 37-1152 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II', 37·1252
DEAF CUL TURE•

2 CREDITS

37-1701
ASL Flngerspelllng •
Summer Enrichment Course emphasizes when and how to use
fingerspelling in American Sign Language. Appropriate changes
in handshapes and patterns are discussed and practiced as
well as the lexicalization of fingerspelling.

37-2301
Interpreting Techniques•
This course prepares students to make the leap from intra-lingual analysis to inter-lingual interpreting. Pre-interpreting ski lls
will be introduced In class each week and weekly lab assignments will be required for sk.ill development. Students will
begin to develop important critical thinking in order to prepare
them for the next development level.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 37·1152 AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE 11•

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 37-1252 DEAF CULTURE•, 37·2153 AMERICAN SIGN
LANGUAGE 111 •, 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION
37· 2302

rri~Jon, 8Qidamic:s • . _ . , _,

rehlllilitatlon end lOcal Is an irnpottant aspect of this eo~ne. Cl.nent .,.
discussed In ASL. IIMnl stucleniS opporluniUes 10 eppy tllalr
~ end cultural lcnowtadCe while pattlc:lpetlrC In open
discusslons.

Lan1ua'e and Traullltl on•

StucleniS ttanslate cliscoonle from EICJlsh to Ametlcen

Sl!rfl

LarCuace end from Ametlcen Sl!rfl LarCuace to ~
lnswctlon includH anelylls oflhe text. unde<stancllrC
larCuace equMIIence, ~ 1he message. anct JuciCI~
aPilfOPflatenHs wt1en tra~
3 C llrDITI
PRfJIEQUISIT£S; 31·1154 AMERICAN SIGN~ tv-, 37·2253
UNGUIS11CS OF ASI. •
37·2101

3 CllrDITI
PR£1l£QUISIT£S; 37·1252 OU.F Cut. TURf•. 37-2154 AME1t1CAH SIGN
~tv-, 31·2253 LIHGUIS11CS OF ASI. •

37·3304
Theory of Interpretation•
Co<Jrse examines hlstO<y of translation. models oflnterprellfC.
anct equiVBience across Ia~. Study Includes 1heOtles of
spoken la~uage Interpret)~ end sign laJ'Cuace ~
Theories of beslc, practical ethics end bel\8viO<'s ant exp10<ec1
and aPI)IIed to tha Interpreting profession.

Creativity and ASL •

CoY~ focuses on utlllzi~ American Slen

t.arcuaee

as a
tool fe< creati~ poelrf, sto<ytelllng. and lheatncal productions. Students partici pate In actMties and discussions
anct occasional assignments outside of class. Co<Jrse Is
designed to Increase students' understanctl~ of how aspects
o f deaf culture are expressed lhrougll creatMI American Sign

3 CIIEDITI
PREREQUJSfTES: 31·2301 1NTROOUCTION 70 IHTEIIPREnNG AHO
INTERPREnNG T£01NIQU£S•, 37·2302 ~ ANO TRANSlATION•
ANO 52·1152 WRmNG ANO RHETORIC N•

Ul~uaee.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 37·1252 OU.F CUI.TIJRE-. 37·2153 AMfJIICAN SIGN
I.ANOUAGE 111•

37-3401

37-2102
Worklnl In the Deaf-Blind Community•
This course Is an Introduction to various aspects of the deaf·
blind community. Designed fe< individuals who may or may
not have had prior experience with 1he deaf-blind community. this course focuses on 1he variety of cultural norms
and modes of communication thet can be found within thet
community. Student will begln to develOp an understanding o f
the role of the Suppo<t Service Provider (SSP)/sigllted guide
and will have oppo<tunities fe< hands-On practical experience
and community interaction.
2 C REDITS
PREREQ(J/SITES: 37·1252 0U.F CVLTUR£•, 37·2153 AMfJIICAN SIGN
LANGUAGE Ill"

37·3402
Simultaneous lnterpretlnl:
Monolo&uea•
Course focuses on simultaneously interpreting monologiJeS
tre<n American Sign La~uage to E~lsh and from EICJish to

Multicultural Issues•
37· 3204
Course eJII)IO<es multicultural Issues as related t o the Inter·
pretlng profession and the deaf community. Broad introduction

American Sign Language. lnterpretetion In this case begins
before the source message Is completed anct continues while
the source message continues. Students pract1ce Interpret)~
speeches. lectures. and narratM!s. Oppo<tunltles to obeeNe
WOtl<lng Interpreters are proyidad.
3 CREDITS
PRER£Ql.I/SITES: 31·2302 LANGUAGE ANO TRAHSLATION•, 37-3401
COHSECIITIVE INTERPREnNG •

of multiculturalism Is followed by an ln-Oepth look at the most

common cultures anct cultural Issues Interpreters encounter.
Flexibility In the schedule a llows fe< study of addltlonal cultural
&fOUpS. Guest presenters and field tripS allow st udents to
experience the richness of diverse communities anct pin
lnsigllt that can be applied to their I nterpret)~ and to their
everydey lives.
S CREDITS
PREREOCifSITES: 31·1252 OU.F CUI.TIJRE-, 37-2154 AMfJIICAN SIGN
~ rv•. 37·2301 INTROOUCTION 70 INTERPREnNG ANO
INTERPREnNG TECHNIQU£S •. 31-3401 COHSECIITIVE INTERPR£nNG•

37-3205

37-3403
Simultaneous lnterpretlnl: Dla1o1ues •
Course focuses on Simultaneously int~ dlaloiues
fre<n American Sien Ul~uage to English anct from ErCJish
to American Sign La~uage. Interpretation beglns befe<e
the source message Is completed anct continues while tha
source messa&e continues. Stuclents pract1ce lnt~
sue11 events as telephone calls. , _tings. end lntenllewl.
OPPO<tunlties to obselve WO<IU~ onterpret.ets are pr(Mded.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUtSITES: 37-3402 SIMU.TANfOtiS INTERPRETING:
MONOC.OGVES •

Advancad American Sl&n Lan&u•l•*

This lldVBnced ASl course Is specifically deslened to refine
expreSSive and teee9tive ASL skllls. Advanced ll~ulstlc
suvctures are reviewed and aPI)Ioed. Vocabulary bulldo~
specofoc to areas on whictl Interpreters tinct the greatest cha~
~es sucn as medoeal. lepl. computer tedlnology. spons.

WWW . COLU M . I O U

Consecutive lnterpretlnl*

Students begln to practice Interpret!~ si<JIIs consecutively.
Students Interpret from American Slgn Ul~uage to EICJish
and from English to American Sign La~uage with a controlled
amount of time between th8 source and tha Interpretation.
Students are Introduced to planned and unplanned matellal
and have OPPOrtunities to ObseNe W0<1<1~ Interpreters.
3 ClllDITI
PRfJIEQUISITES: 31·2154 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE rv•, 37-2252
UNGUIS TICS OF ASI. •, 3T-230liNTROOUCTION 70 INTERPREnNG ANO
INTERPREnNG TECHNIQUES •
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COURSE DESCRIPTI ONS

ASL- ENGLISH INTERPRE T ATI O N
37· 3404
TransllteratlnC & Education al
lnterpretl nc•
Course focuses on transfer of information from spoken English
to a signing system and from a signing system to spoken
English. Students practice transliterating skills in various
planned and unplanned situations. Issues specific to educational interpreting settings are discussed, and opportunities to
obser.1e educational Interpreters are provided.

37· 3898
Independent Proj ect : ASL·Encllsh .
Interpretation•
Independent projects offer credrt to students for speci~l
projects related to deafness and/or lnterP<eting. Student
proposes project to the department chairperson for approval
In advance, at which tlme number of credits are assigned.
Contact the Interpreter Training Department for additional
details.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 37-3403 SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETING: DIALOGUES•

VARIABLE CREDITS

37-3950
Undergraduate Reaearch Mentorshlp*
The Undergraduate Research Mentorshlp connects talented
students Interested in the experience of conducting academic
research in particular disciplines with faculty in the Uberal Arts
and Sciences. This course, available to students from across
the College, gives students the opportunity to gain rea~
experience and learn research and scholarty techniques from
P<actitioners in academic and integrative disciplines based in
the Uberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will P<Ove valuable to students as they enter professional fields or pursue
higher academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assistance in completing their InnovatiVe research and scholarship
while mentoring students in fields of specialization within the
academic community.

37·3501
lnterpretlnC Practlcum r•
This course provides an opportunity for students to apply their
knowledge, skills, and experiences in a variety of Interpreting
settings-in education, business, public service agencies. and
as freelance Interpreters. Students will participate In supervised field WOfk. Students will also attend a weekly seminar to
examine the various sub-fields of interP<eting and to discuss
linguistic and ethical dilemmas.
4 CREDIT'S

37-3502
lnterpretlnC Practlcum II*
This course provides an opportunity for students to apply their
knowledge, skills, and experiences in a variety of Interpreting
settings-In education, business, public service agencies. and
as freelance Interpreters. Students will participate In both
supervise41 and unsupervised field work. Additionally, students
will attend a wee•y seminar that focuses on the business
aspects of interpreting.

1 ·3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 37-350liNTERPRETING PRACTIQJM 1•

37·3602
lnterpretlnC for Deaf Blind Consumers •
This course will focus on strategies and techniques for interP<eting for Deaf<bllnd consumers. The students will understand
linguistic modifications for tactile and restricted field communication, various modes of communication, as well as using
enVironmental accommodations. Through hands-on Interpreting
activities, students will practice linguistic modifications for
both tactile and restricted field communication. This course
will focus on developing competency in a variety of settings In
interpreting for Deaf-blind consumers.
2 CREDITS

37-3661
ASL Literature•
Course covers two ful~length ASL narratives by Ben 6ahan
and Sem Supalla, well respected ASL storytellers. Throuell the
narratives, students are exposed to the lives and experiences
of deaf people. Deaf people rely on ASL narratives to portray
themselves and to reaffirm their identities as members of a
distinct cultural group. Students also learn how a narrative Is
formed without a written system and how it is preserved and
passed down through the generations. Note: This Is a reQuired
course for students pursuing an American Sign Language
Studies Minor.
3 CREDI TS
PREREQ(JISITES: 37-1252 OQ.F CULTURE-, 37·2154 AMERICAN SIGN

LANGUAGE IV•
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CAROL ANN STOWE , DIRECTOR
Teachers prepared through the Early Childhood Education
Prog,am at Columbia College Chicago stand out from the
crowd. That's because they have been asked to think of themselves as professionals who think broadly and deeply from the
moment that they entered our program, a program that pushes
at the boundaries of oonvention. We ask that our students
explore the arts and oonsider the richness that they might
bring to their own lives and those of the children with whom
they will worl<. This requires that they take risks, but making
change requires risk, and ear1y childhood students are at the
beginning of careers filled with change. There is no greater
change to be made than positively affecting the lives of
children.
Just as the lives of the children Who our graduates will touch
have no preset definition. much of what we do as educators
lacks one clear answer. That lesson lies at the heart of much
of what we do in Ear1y Childhood Education. Our program is
about people, and people are oomplex. That complexity must
be honored and alWays oonsidered In our actions. We support
our students In finding artful ways of teaching and leading, of
finding balance. One way in which we do this Is by extensive
study of the internationally recognized Reggio Emilia Approach,
a sophisticated and oomplex philosophy that honors young chil·
dren as capable and mult~faceted.
Early Childhood Education graduates eam an Illinois Type 04
Teaching CertifiCate. Ber .use of this \here are many requirements built into the program, and students must take advar>tage of the excellent faculty adVIsing that is available to them.
It is critical that students make prog,am choices wisely and
with all of the infonnation available to them.
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We teach our students in small classes, moving into a cohort
model at the junior level. We do so because we believe that
learning is an interpersonal process and Is best supported
and nurtured in environments that provide ongoing, personal
oontact. Our faculty members are experienced teachers of young
children as well as academics Involved in research and writing.
Our students spend extensive time in the field observing and
working with young children, Implementing many of the teaching
strategies that we have modeled for them. They leave the
program prepared for the lead teacher role and are hired by
many of the excellent programs and schools in the area.
We remain grateful to the program's benefactors, Joan
and Irving Harris, whose support has provided generous
scholarships for many students and allows us to teach in stateof-the-art classrooms outfitted with all of the resources that our
students might encounter as they step onto their career path.
The role of professional educator Is exciting, challengjng, and
immensely gratifying. It is an ongoing journey, along which you
will cont inue to grow throughout your career. I invite you to join
me. the faculty, and other program students. It is the trip of a
lifetime.
Carol Ann Stowe
Director. Ear1y Childhood Education

PROGRAM DESCR IPTION

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
BACH ELOR OF ARTS IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

The Early Childhood Education program at Columbia College
Chicago provides students with the opportunity to complete
both their Bachelor of Arts and a professional credential.
Students who successfully complete the program eam an
IL Type 0 4 Certificate, which enables them to teach children,
birth through the third grade.
The program is unique in its emphasis on the arts for eany
childhood educators. The arts are valued for their own merit
and are used as tools for instruction in other forms o f literacy.
Students complete at least 18 credit hours of worl< in a
focused oourse of study in t he visual arts, performing arts,
or a defined a rea of language and cult ure. The arts are also
integrated into all Early Childhood courses by the instructors
and by Columbia artists who seJVe as consultants and guest
lecturers. The program honors multiple routes to understanding in its own students and employs teaching strategies that
parallel those that its graduates are prepared to use in their
own work with children. SignifiCant emphasis is placed on the
Reggio Emilia Approach.
All majors complet e extensive wor1< with children. Every
program course requires some level of observation or interaction with children. Teacher Certification majors complete two
full years of practicum;student teaching.
The Early Childhood program is small, allowing for intensive
wor1< with faculty and the opportunity to build strong and lasting friendships in the program. It Is also academically rigorous, as its primary focus is to prepare highly skilled educators
for urban settings. Our graduates have been highly successful,
with 100 percent of our certified teachers finding teaching
positions. We are a community of professionals, preparing
others to share in our worl<.

Minor In Education
This minor Is available t o all Columbia undergraduates and
supports them in developing their understanding of children
and adolescents so that they might work with these age
groups as teaching artists or media consultants in a range
of settings or more thoughtfully consider career options and
graduate programs in education and related fields such as
counseling/art therapy or social wor1<. A focus is plaoed on
arts integration, a hallmarl< o f the Early Childhood Education
program, and a practicum experience is available for qualified
students.
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COURSE DESCR IPTIONS

EARL Y C HILD ED U CATI O N
38·1100
I ntroduction t o Earl y Childhood
Educati on•
Course provides an overview of early Childhood education.
Students gain exposure to current issues; career possibilities:
and the responsibilities, Challenges, and rewards encountered
by those Who work with young children. Particular attention
is given to requirements of working with colleagues, children.
and families f rom different cultural bacKgrounds and the
means by which the arts allow Individuals t o both gain under·
standing and the ability to communicate with others. Students
write on a weekly basis. Students participate in obseMtlons
of eMy childhOod programs.

3 8· 213 0
Language Development •
This course develops students" understandong of language
development in the first eight years of life and the principles
that govern the process. The language learning process is
studied as an integral part of the development of thinking and
development of the child's sense of self. Students leam how
various contexts both inside and outside a child's home inter·
act with factors such as age, sex. and cultural experiences of
participants in a conversation to affect language competence
and performance. Students examine the role of adults, peers,
and siblings in fostering language development and learn how
group experiences in childcare and early childhOOd programs
can be arranged to maximize language development.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1ll1 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC r - ENHANCED OR
52·1121 £5I. WRtnNG AND RHETORIC I OR 52·1151 WRtnNG AND
RHETORIC I OR PlACEMENT

3 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 38-2125 CHILO GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT•

3 8-2140
Child , Family & Commu ni ty •
Course presents study of human development and behavior
throughout life cycle. An emphasis is placed on the interdependence of family, culture, and community on the develo~
ment and education of children from neWborn through eight
years of age and on development In middle childhood and
adolescence. Students consider their future role of t eacher
and the implications of context, theirs and their student s",
on the teaching-learning process. Students will also explore
community resources with an eye to appropriate referrals for
the children and families with whom they will eventually work.

38-1530

Brain Basi c s : Health and Development
In Younc Ch ildren•
Course uses the emerging brain development research as the
organizing principle for an exploration of the physical, cognl·
tive, social, and emotional growth of children from birth to age
eight. Topics of exploration include pre- and post-natal devel·
opment , sensory processing, nutrition, stress, disease and
disorders. and developmental milestones. Emphasis Is placed
on the physical and cognitive realms of development. Course
was designed t o provide students with the scientific informa·
tion that will support their ir' ~ractions with young children.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQVISITES: 38-2125 CHILD GFI()WTH & ()(VELOPMENT•

38-2110

The Hist o ry and Philoso phy of Earl y
Chil dhood Ed uc ation •
Students explore history of early Childhood and elementary
education to understand how it has been influenced by the
social, political. and economic forces affecting the lives of
children and families. The course profiles significant theories and people who have shaped early childhood education.
focusing on recent centuries. Students consider what and who
determines t he goals of education. who defines and articulates the problems of education. and how t hat determines
what solutions are created.

3 8 -2155
The Exc e ptional Child *
Course provides introduction to concept of exceptionality and
an overview of various forms of atypical growth and development. Course work includes ps}'Ch<>IOCY and identification of
exceptional children. Focus Is on Children classified as having
learning disabilities and their Implications for classroom life in
both special classes and inclusion settings. Course will present legislation as it relates to Individuals with exceptionalities.
It will focus on developing a collaborative partnership between
parents and teachers in the school setting and on being
sensitive to the child within the context of the family.

3 CREDITS
COREQVISITES: 38.2125 CHILO GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT•

3 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 38-2125 CHILO GROWTH & 0£VELOPMENT•

38-2125
Child Growth & Development•
Course provides framework for studying the process of human
development and explores the physical, cognitive. social. and
emotional development of Children, birth through age eight.
Emphasis Is placed on the role of culture in this process.
Students leam milestones in each area of development in first
eight years of life and leam to recognize normal development
in young children. Students integrate their underst anding of
development In various domains into a wor1<ing knowledge of
young children. Embedded in t he organization of this course
are the understandings that the arts and the growth of young
children should be Inextricably related and that a variety of
Identities--race. gender. and ethnicity-shape children's life
experiences.

3 8· 2175

Topics In Ea rly Childhood Educati on
Topics courses allow the Early Chiklhood program to offer
indiVidual courses outside of its core curriculum as faculty
expertise becomes available. Permission of Program Director
required.
1 CREDIT

Const ructi o n o f Id eas In Early
Childhood *
Students examine network of big Ideas In disciplines of
science. math, humanities. and social science. This course
provides a framework for understanding the concepts, habits
of mind. and skills characteristic of professionals in eaCh

38·3100

3 CR EDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC II•
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COURSE DESCR IPTIO NS

EARLY CHILD EDUCATION
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discipline. The goal of the oourse is to prepare teachers to
rec:ognize Important c:on<:epts and to become effective In facil>
tating children's emerging understandings and sldlls in various
domains of tl11nking. as these understandings emerge In dally
classroom life.

38-313S
Child A . .essment end Observetlon•
This oourse addresses the assessment of young children from
birth to age eight. In tl1is course, students will develOp strat&gies for the assessment of young children's social, emotional,
cognitive, adaptive, and motor develOpment In the context of
home, school, and community environments. They will become
familiar with procedures and formal and Informal instruments
used in the assessment of young children. Students will
also develop methods of oonductlng formative and summalive evaluations of bot/1 Individual Children and programs.
Analysis and interpretation of observation and assessment
results to enhance learning outcomes and determine program
effectiveness are key components of t/1is oourse. The role of
t11e family and family concerns. priorities, and resources in
assessment will be addressed. as well the impact of cultural,
economic, and linguistic diversity.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 38-3110 METHOOS I WITH PRACilCIJM

38·3110
Methods I with Practlcum•
In this seminar wit/1 practicum, students develop curriculum
and assessment strategies for worl<ing with Infants. toddlers.
preschool. and kindergarten children. This worl< Is based on
t11e develOpmental needs, conceptual understandings. and
skills appropriate for children at different ages in areas of
mat/1. science. social studies, t11e arts. and literacy. Through
a severWiour weekly practicum experience in a series of classrooms. students examine children's construction of knowledge. Focus Is on role of teacher, classroom environment, and
act'JVitles In promoting develOpment. Students will be asked
to consistently reflect on some aspect of classroom dYnamics
and to relate It to t/1elr growing knowledge of child development and relationships among professionals. Construction of
an electronic teaching portfolio begins In this course.

3 CREDITS

38-3140
Teach ln& Readlnc to Youne Children•
This course prepares teachers to guide children t11ree to
eight years of age (preschool tl1rough third grade) in rea~
ing and writing. Students will develop a definition of what it
means to read and writ e: be able to recognize and describe
developmental stages In Ieeming to read and write: describe
and identify different. factors that lnfiuence learning to read
and write: as well a s design and Implement a reading and
writing program. This course prepares teachers to guide all
children t11ree to eight years of age from diverse family and
cultural bacllgrounds (preschOOl Wough t/1ird grade) in school
instruction in reading and writing. Teacher candidates learn to
write lesson plans and develop curricula that meet the Illinois
learning Outcomes and the Illinois Early Childhood Education
Standards.

3 CREDITS

38·3120
Schools and Society•
Course familiarizes students wit/1 schools as worl< places
In which a teacher's career unfolds. Students examine t he
structure of teaching witl1in t11e political, economic, and social
context of t11e educational institution. Panlcular attention
is given to the role of teacher in relation to issues of gover·
nance, organizational structure. funding. union relationShips,
community lfiVOivement, collegial relationships, and professiOnal groWI/1. Students are asked to attend meetings of a
lOcal school council.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 3~2125 CHILO GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT•, 38-2130
lANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE& 52·1152 WRtnNG ANO RHETORIC tt•

38·3130
M ethods II with PrePrlmary Student
Teachln&*
This course ext ends the seminar and practlcum experiences
Initiated during Methods I and meets the requirements of
a preprimary student teaching experience. Students spend
mornings in a preschool or kindergarten classroom carrying
out a range of responsibilities. including two weekS when t11ey
take on significant planning and implementation responsibl~
ity. Seminar continues relating theory and practice as well as
develOping effective methods for worldng with young children
and families. Construction of electronic teaching portfolio
continues.

38· 3145
Methods for Early Childhood Special
Education I*
In this course. students will gain knowledge of curriculum and
Instructional methods approp~ate for early childhOOd special
education. Students will plan. organize. and Implement deva~
opmentally appropriate activities and environments for fostering t11e social, emotiOnal. cognitlve, communication, adaptive,
and motor develOpment and leamlng of young children wit/1
special needs. Panlcular focus will be placed on develOping
individually responsive. ag&-approprlate activities and ~
modations that empower children and promote active exploration, construction and representation of know1edge, social
interaction with peers, and self-expression.

3 CREDITS

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: J8.3110 METHODS I WITH PRACTICIJM
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38-3150
Primary Methods*
Students design and implement appropriate curriculum goats
for kindergarten through grade three in math and science.
Students study scope and sequence of skills and informa·
tion embedded in these subjects. They research and practice
implementing activities across disciplines to assist children's
teaming. Students explore a range of assessment techniques
and develop strategies for planning curricula that incorporate
their understanding of child development and academic disci·
ptines.

38·3170
Methods IV with Student Teaching•
This course extends the seminar and field experiences initiated during Methods I, II, and Il l and meets the requirements
of primary student teaching. The seminar continues to support
students in relating theory and practice and in developing
effective methods for working with young children and their
families. Students refine their philosophy of education and
assessment statements and complete both a paper and electronic teaching portfolio.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 38-3130 METHODS II WITH PREPRIMARY STUDENT

PREREQUISITE$: 38-3160 PRIMARY PRACTICVM WITH METHODS Ill"

TEACHING•

38·3175
Independent Project: ECE
An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area
that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration, the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.
·
1·8 CREDITS

38·3180
The Role of Art In Development I*
Students are asked to reflect on their four year experience
in this culminating seminar. Each is asked to synthesize the
various components of the individual's experience in General
Education; the Visual Arts, Perfornning Arts, or Language and
Culture; and the Professional Sequence into a more coherent
whole. Specifically they are asked to consider the role that
the arts play in the development of children, and in their own
development as professionals. A special emphasis is placed
on arts-integration and the use of art in the Reggio Emilia
Approach.

3 CREDITS

38-3160
Primary Practlcum with Methods Ill*
In this seminar with practicum, students develop curriculum
and assessment strategies for working with primary grade chil·
dren. Work is based on the developmental needs, conceptual
understandings, and skills appropriate for children at different
ages in social studies, the arts, and literacy. Through a weekly
seven-hour practicum In a primary room, students examine
children's construction of knowledge. Focus is placed on the
rote of the teacher and the classroom in promoting development. Construction of electronic teaching portfolio continues.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 38-3160 PRIMARY PRACTICUM WITH METHODS Ill

38·3190
The Role of Art In Development II •
This course continues the work begun in Rote of Art I. As
students reflect on their program experience, they further
develop a vocabulary to convey its meaning to a variety of
audiences-orally, in written form, and visually. Because learning is a highly contextualized and dynamic process, each
member develops an individual product to represent personal
understanding to a variety of audiences. These audiences
could include program members and faculty. prospective
employers, parents of young children. the general public, as
well as pre- and in-service educators. The product must be
substantive and of a level which can be presented to the
benefit of the originator and the audience. Work will be exhibited in a Columbia gallery and critiqued in an open forum.
Investigation of Reggio Emilia Approach continues.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 38-3130 METHODS II WITH PREPRIMARY STUDENT
TEACHING•

38-3165
Methods for Early Childhood Special
Education II*
In this course, students will demonstrate knowledge of curriculum and instructional methods appropriate for early childhood
special education. Students plan. organize and implement
developmentally appropriate activities and environments for
fostering the social, emotional, cognitive communication,
adaptive, and motor development and learning of young chit·
dren with special needs. Part.icular focus will be placed on
practical application of individually responsive, age-appropriate
activities and accommodations that empower children and
promote active exploration, construction and representation of
knowledge, social interaction with peers, and self-expression.

2 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 31J.3170 METHODS IV WITH STUDENT TEACHING•

1 CREDIT
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8 CREDITS

38·3155
Collaborating with Families of Young
Children*
In this course, students will develop strategies t o foster
positive and supportive relationships with families of young
children with various special needs. Topics covered will
address the legal and philosophical basis for family participa·
tion, family centered services, and strategies for working with
socially, culturally, and linguistically diverse families. Students
will also develop strategies and models for promoting effective
consultation and collaboration with other professionals and
agencies within the community. Focus is placed on the role of
the teacher in promoting collaborative relationships to support
the young chjld with special needs.
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EARLY CHILD EDUCATION
38·3 400

Technology for Teachers•
Course prOVIdes 8 framework lOt deveiOPilll! the SkillS 8n<l
m1n<lset necessary to integrate technology 1nto an educatronal
settrlll!. Activities are aligned with State Technology Stan<lards
and 1nclude an Introduction to children's and professional software; hardware; an<l social, ethical. and human Issues related
to technology. Students work with interactive authorin& environments and explore applications with children. Because the
course assumes a Constructivist/Constructionist approach, it
must be taken concurrent with field experience. Students are
supported in the construction of a professional portfolio.
3 CREDITS
PREREQU!SI1CS; 3$.3110 METHODS I \VITH PRACTICIJM•

38-3580

The Teaching A rti st In the Schools •
This course engages students in the theory an<l practlce of
the Teach1ng ArtiSt in the SChOOls. Students w111 explore the
role of the Teaching Artist 1n arts education in an hiStorical
context as well as in current practice with children an<l edelescents. This exploration is anchOfed in study, reflection, an<l
direct experience in the Chicago Public Schools. Students
spend t1me In every crass studying teaching artist tun<lamentals Including: building teacher/artist partnerships, developing
an<l Implementing inquiry-based arts-integrated curriculum,
creating community in the classroom. and understanding
classroom manaaement and school culture. Teachlntt Artists
from a range of disciplines lead the class through strategies
that they have loun<l to be successful.
3 CREDITS
PREREOU!S/TES: 52 1152 WRfTIA'G Al-10 RHETORIC II'

38-3950

Undergraduate Research Mentorshl p •
The Undergraduate Research MentOfShip connects talented
students Interested 1n the experience ot conducting academoc
research in particular disciplines v.'ith faculty in the L1beral Arts
an<l Sclenoes. ThiS course. available to stuoonts from across
the Collette. ttives students the OPPOrtunity to gain real-w0t1d
experience and learn research and scholarly techniques from
practitioners In academic and integrative disciplines based In
the Liberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will prove vatu·
able to students as they enter professional fields or pursue
higher academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assistance In completing their innovative research and scholarship
while mentoring students in trelds of specialization within the

academ•c community.
VARI ABLE CREDI TS
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ENGLI S H
KENNETH DALEY, CHAIRPERSON
The Departn'Wlnt of English offers both a bachelor's degree
in Creative Writing with concentrations In both Poetry and
Creative Nonfiction and, at the graduate level . a master of fine
art' s degree in Creative Wnting·Poetry. We also offer minors
in Creative Writing, Literature. and Professional Writing. Our
literature courses represent a multiplicoty of literacy and
critical interests and fulfill requiren'Wlnts for the LAS Core.
the Creative Writing major. the Humanities. History, and
Social Sciences major in Cultural Studoes. and the minor in
Literature. The Department's Flrst·year Wnting program serves
every undergraduate student in the College. with courses
designed to strengthen writing, reading, and thinking sktlls,
and our Literacy program provides courses In basic writing and
reading, enhancing students' academic and cultural literacy.
Our ESL program offers specialized sections or college-level
writing, public speaking. and reading courses to students with
home/heritage languages other than English.

Full·time faculty members in the department have published
over SO boOks, including boOks of poems. creative nonfiction.
short stories. novels, scholarship. and textbookS. and they are
published widely in national. intemattonal, and onhne JOurnals.
Faculty are commined to improving students' abolities to think.
write, read. and speak effectively. Course offenngs and teaching approaches reflect this philosophy. The Department of
English provides student-centered classrooms Where instru<>
tors are sensitive to individual student wnters' and readers'
needs. We seek to encourage reading and wnting as hfetong
habits, for our personal and professional development depend
upon our abilities to communicate clearly. creatrvely. and woth
confidence.
Kenneth Daley
Chairperson, English

The department's broad spectrum or courses provides
students with valuable critical thinking skins and knowledge
necessary to succeed in careers In the arts and communica·
tion fields, as well as preparation for study in graduate and
professional school. English courses often involve an lnterdis·
ciplinary component that enhances and complements other
courses at the College. while encouraging st udents to explore
mult iple perspectives.
In addition t; offering an exciting array or courses, the depart·
ment supports various events to Involve students in the
writing life, and the life or the College and wider community.
Throughout the year. prominent and emerging poets from
around the country give readongs or their work. In October.
the department celebrates Creative NonfiCtion Week with
fiVe days of events. readings, and panels. And in April, the
departn'Wlnt supports the Cotywide Poetry Festival, where an
undergraduate poet from COlumbia College joins other student
poets from across the Ctty to read thetr work. The department
also publishes four journals: Hole/ Amerllta (a national hter·
ary magazine), Court Green (a nattonal poetry magazine). The
COlumbia Poetry Review (for both student and professional
poets). and The South Loop Review, a journal of nonfictiOn (for
both students and professional writers).
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BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CREATIVE WRITING

CREATIVE WRITING: NONFICTION MAJOR

The English Department offers two concenttatio;o,s in Creative
Writing: Poetry and ~oction.

The English Department's major In Creative Writing: Nonfiction
lntroduoes students to a variety of forms In nonfiction and
helps them explore the history o f the genre and find a way
of creating nonfiction that is individual and original. By
graduation students will have a clear sense of how open
creative nonfiction Is to new modes of expression and will
be welk-ersed In some major aspects of the history of Its
genres. such as the essay, memoir, autObiography, and diary.
Students will also acquire the writing and editing skills that
w111 help them to find employment when they graduate or to
enter graduate programs In nonfiction at schools such as
Iowa, Pittsburgh, Minnesota, or George Mason universities.

CREATIVE WRITING: POETRY MAJOR
The English Oepartmenrs major In Poetry helps st udents
discover their own voioes as poets and acquire the knowledge
and c:taft neoessary to wr1te and publish poetry of power and
sophistieation. Graduates of the program are familiar with a
wide range of models and formal sttategies, as well as the
history of poetry. Students acquire the skills In editing, critical
writing, and professional writing neoessary to find employment
upon graduation. They also are prepared for entry Into distinguished MFA programs such as those at Brown University,
Bard College, and the University of Iowa.

The foundation of the concenttation are the Workshops In
Creative NonfiCtion: Begiming. Intermediate, and AdVanced.
Students will also take courses focused on reading various
genres of creative nonfiction and major nonfiction authors.
Other classes will oomblne cra ft with readings In the theoretf.
cal underpinnings of nonfiction and will introduce students
to a wide variety of forms such as autobiography, essay, the
graphic oomics, memoir, aphorism, l/8\'el writing, etc. To
broaden their writing experience In the major, students will
take classes In genre writing, such as Joumal Writing, Memoir,
Writing for New Med)a, Comedy Writing, or Writing for the Arts,
and they will also take a Beginning Poetry Workshop. As part
of Columbia College's interdisciplinary focus, students will
also take two elective classes from a range of other depart·
rnents, including Joumalism, Fiction, and Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences. In the English Department, students
will be required to take a number of literature classes. The
capstone experience for students w111 be the creation of a
portfolio representing their best work.

The gateway courses In the major are Poetry Workshop:
Beginning (52·1500) and Introduction to Poetry (52·1602).
From there, students are poised to begin a sequence of
poetry workShop classes, including the required two inter·
mediate and two adVanced worl<shops, and to begin their
three-course poetry literature requirements. Poetry literature
requirements are organized according to literary periods
to give students a broad range In the study of history and
aesthetics: students take one course In the contemporary era,
one in the modemist era, and one in pre-20!1Hlentury poetry.
In addition to required poetry 1nerature courses. students
take two courses in any of the literature electives offered in
the English Department. While both writing poetry and writing
about literature, students build toward the required Poetics
course (52-3510), which combine the writing of poetry with
the study of theory and poetlcs, and the Thesis Development
Seminar (52-3520), their capstone experience In Poetry, in
which students produce a chaPbook~ength thesis of poems.
To practice moving from the compressed form of poetry
to longer prose forms, students also are required to take
Creative Nonfiction WorkShop Beginning (52·1900). As part
of the English Oepartmenrs commitment to Interdisciplinary
writing in the major, students also take two Interdisciplinary
writing electives. These electives can include courses such as
Reviewing the Arts (52·2816), Writing for Comedy (52·2814),
Poetry Workshop: Performance (52·2510), Lnerary Magazine
Editing: Columbia Poetry Review (52·4502), Literary Magazine
Production: Columbia Poetry Review (52-4503), or our rotat·
ing Forms of Poetry (52-4530) and Craft Seminar (52-4531)
courses. Examples of Forms of Poetry courses include Forms
of Poetry: Multicultural Forms and Forms of Poetry: Metric,
Stanzaic, Folk, and Experimental Traditions. Examples of Craft
Seminar courses Include Craft Seminar: Poetry Translation
and Craft Seminar: Literary Collage and Collaboration.

WWW . COLUM . COU

Minor In Poetry
A minor in Poetry may be taken by a student who Is majoring
In another area at the College. Students pursuing the minor
will have all the benefits available to Poetry majors. This
includes instruction from our resident and visiting Instructors,
the annual poetry reading series, Columbia Poetry Review, the
Eileen Lannan Contest, and other special programs.
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The ESL Program at Columbia College Chicago
The English as a Second Language (ESL) program offers
specialized sections of college-level writing, reading, and
public speaking courses to Columbia College students with
home/heritage languages other than English who have studied
In the United States for fewer than eight years. These courses
share goals and objectives with non-ESL sections, but are
designed to specifically address the needs of ESL students.
with smaller class sizes and specialized instruction. Infused
with arts, media, and community, the Summer Intensive
English Language Institute (SIELI) is offered as a non-credit
ESL program designed for students with high·intermediate to
advanced levels of proficiency in English who want to develop
their language and intercultural skills for academic and profes·
slonal purposes.

M inor In Literature
The minor in Literature requires 18 hours of literature courses
in t he English Department beyond the three hours taken
for the Humanities/literature requirement in the LAS Core
Curriculum. The 18 hours are composed of any combination of
six literature courses that meet the following two guidelines: a
maximum of two courses (six to seven hours) from 1000- level
literature offerings and a minimum of one course (three hours)
from 3000- or 4000-level literature offerings. Within these
guidelines, the minor in Literature offers a flexible course of
study that students can tailor to meet their specific needs
and interests. Students from Film and Video, for example,
might choose courses such as Literatu"re on Film, Movies and
Myth: The Goddess, and Topics in Literature: Spike Lee and
August Wilson. Fiction Writing students might select courses
such as the English Authors. American Authors, or World
Literature sequences complemented by courses on various
periods in the American or British novel. Theater students
might be interested in a minor in Literature based on classes
such as Introduction to Drama, Introduction to Shakespeare,
Shakespeare: Tragedies, Modern American Drama, and
Topics in Literature: MameVShepard-5cript, Stage, and
Screen. Students who wish to minor in literature must have a
declared major in an arts and communications area.
M inor In Professional Writing
The Professi9na1 Writing program allows students to become
communication specialists with developed skills in the rhetorical elements of writing, combined with a broadened view of
how writers negotiate the shared knowledge of t heir culture.
Professional Writing students gain the skills necessary to
become professional communicators who can affect change
through writing. Students leam varied and creative approaches
to writing portfolios, company reports, grant proposals,
profiles, speeches, and resumes. Students acquire skills that
relate to writing for the arts and new media, as well as for the
corporate and not·for·profit sectors of society.
The Literacy Program
The Literacy Program offers courses in reading and writing
that enhance students' academic and cultural literacy. The
program Is also the home of "Sharing Cultures." a trans·
national online collaboration between basic writing courses at
Columbia College and Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
in Port Elizabeth, South Africa. The literacy Program also
plans and coordinates the English component of the Bridge
program and the department's retention efforts.
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52-1110
Tutoring In Writing Skills
Students signing up for this course will attend one-o~ne tutorial sessions for 1 hour per week throughout the semester.
Qualified Writing Consultants provide assistance and guidance
in writing skills to students of all ability levels and from all
majors. Tutorial sessions are student-centered, and content
is tailored to the writing needs of each student. (Tut oring in
Writing Skills is required for all Introduction to College Writing
courses.)

52-1100
Introduction to College Writing for
Non-Native Speakers of Englis h
Introduction to College Writing for No~Native Speakers of
English is reserved for students who do not speak English as
their first language. An intensive review in writing, reading,
and critical thinking prior to enrolling in 52-1121 ESL English
Composition I. Designed to emphasize each students' writing process, the ICW curriculum works to recognize student
knowledge and understanding of culture, while e<ploring the
rhetorical purpose of personal narrative and cultural response.
Teaching strategies include individualized, conference-based
instruction, peer tutorials, grammar and usage review, and
academic and digital literacy training. St udents attend weekly
sessions with an ESL Specialist in the Writing Center.

CONCURRENT: 52·11011NTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE WRITING

52-1111
Writing and Rhetoric I - Enhanced
Identical to 52-1151 Writing and Rhet oric I, with respect
to course cont ent, Writing and Rhetoric !·Enhanced offers
students more curricular support via smaller class size (12),
individual teacher-student conferences, and regular time in the
computer classrooms. Students are required t o attend weekly
sessions in the Writing Center.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 52·1110 TUTORING IN WRITING SKILLS

52-1101
Introduction to College Wri ting
An intensive review in writing, reading, and critical thinking
prior to enrolling in 52-1151 Writing and Rhetoric 1. Designed
to emphasize each students' writing process, the ICW curriculum works to recognize student knowledge and understanding
of culture, while e<Pioring the rhetorical purpose of personal
narrative and cultural response. Teaching strategies include
individualized, conference-based Instruction, peer tutorials,
grammar anf! usage review, and academic and digital literacy
training. Student s attend weekly sessions in the Writing
Cent er.

3 CREDITS

52-1112
Writi ng and Rhetoric - Enhanced II*
Identical to 52·1152 Writing and Rhetoric II, with respect
to course content, Writing and Rhetoric II - Enhanced offers
students more curricular support via smaller class size (12),
individual teacher-student conferences, and regular time in the
computer classrooms. Students are required to attend weekly
sessions in the Writing Center.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 52·1110 TUTORING IN WRITING SKILLS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1111 WRITING AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT
CONCURRENT: 52·1110 TUTORING IN WRITING SKILLS•

52-1103
SIELI Writing and New Media
Classes are offered in computer-assisted, networked classrooms. Instruction focuses on academic and digital literacy
training while helping students t o write clear and coherent
paragraphs and short essays, recognize and use conventional
U.S. academic organizational structures, and increase accuracy in grammatical structures, word choice, and punctua·
tion. Writ ings center on integration of ideas based on field
research and media coverage of the Chicago community and
current events. Students attend weekly sessions with an ESL
Specialist in the Writing Center.

52-1121
Writing and Rhetoric I for Non-Native
Speakers of English
Writing and Rhetoric I for No~Native Speakers of English is
reserved for students who do not speak English as their first
language. Identical to 52·1151 Writing and Rhetoric I, with
respect to course cont ent and LAS Core credit, ESL Writing
and Rhetoric I offers students with heritage languages other
than English curricular support via specialized t eaching,
smaller class size (12), individual teacher-student conferences, and regular time in the computer classrooms. Students
are required to attend weekly sessions with an English as a
Second Language (ESL) Specialist in the Writing Center.

52-1108
ESL Tutoring In Wri ting Skills *
Tutoring in Writing Skills for students with home/heritage
languages other than English. Designates tutoring with an ESL
Specialist in the Writing Center.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 52·1110 TUTORING IN WRITING SKILLS•

52-1122
Writing and Rhetoric II* for Non-Native
Speakers of Engli sh
Writing and Rhetoric II for No~Native Speakers of English is
reserved for students who do not speak English as their first
language. Identical to 52-1152 Writing and Rhetoric II, with
respect to course content and LAS Core credit, Writing and
Rhetoric 11 offers students with heritage languages other than

52-1109
Writing Tutoring: Across the Curriculum
Students signing up for this course will attend one-o~ ne tutorial sessions for 1 hour per week throughout the semester.
Qualified Writing Consultants provide assistance and guidance
in writing skills to students of all ability levels and from all
majors. Tutorial sessions are student-centered, and content
is tailored to the writing needs of each student.
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52·1200
SIELI Reading and Vocabulary
Instruction focuses on developing effective reading strategies
for improving comprehension, building vocabulary, and Increasing reading speed. Readings seNe as the basis for skills and
strategies exercises, class discussions, and response and
analysis activities. Students are required t o attend weekly
sessions with an ESL Specialist in the Writing Center.

English curricular support via specialized t eaching, smaller
class size (12). individual teacher·student conferences, and
regular time in the computer classrooms (once a week).
Students are required to attend weekly sessions with an
English as a Second Language (ESL) Specialist in the Writing
Center.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1121 ESL WRITING AND RHETORIC 1• OR

52·1151
Writing and Rhetoric I
Writing and Rhetoric I helps students understand and refine
their own writing processes. Designed to assist students
in making COI'II'Iections between their knowledge, cultures,
worlds, and the multiple-literacies and discourses of
academic, communicative and performing life, the course
encourages students to develop their distinctive voices as
they team to make conscious rhetorical decisions. Writing
and Rhetoric I connects personal reflection with critical analy·
sis, providing plentiful and varied opportunities for writing,
strengthening reading skills, and becoming a member of a
writer·reader community.

52·1202
College Reading for Non·Natlve
Speakers of English
Introduction to College Reading for Non-Native Speakers of
English is reseJVed for students who do not speak English as
their first language. An intensive review in writing, reading,
and critical thinking prior to enrolling in 52·1121 Writing and
Rhetoric I for Non-Native Speakers of English. Designed to
emphasize each student's writing process, the ICW curriculum
works to recognize student knowledge ancl understanding of
culture, white exploring the rhetorical purpose of personal
narrative and cultural response. Teaching strategies include
individualized, conference-based instruction, peer tutorials,
grammar and usage review, and academic and digital literacy
training. Students attend weekly sessions with an English as
a Second Language (ESL) Specialist in the Writing Cent er.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PLACEMENT
CONCURRENT: 52·1110 TUTORING IN WRITING SKILLS •

PREREQUISITES: 52·11011NTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE WRITING OR
PLACEMENT

SIELI Listening and Speaking
52·1220
This course prepares students to communicate successfully
in English speaking environments, both academic/professional and social. Instruction focuses on improving listening skills, speaking skills, pronunciation, vocabulary, and
the understanding and use of idioms and everyday speech
acts. Students are expected to lead, shape, and share in
class discussions based on readings and/or authentic and
non·scripted listening materials, which examine a variety of
topics in American culture and media. Students attend weekly
sessions with an ESL Specialist in the Writing Center.

52·1152
Writing and Rhetoric II*
Writing and Rhetoric ii heips students use writing to develop
and sustain an in-depth personal and intellectual inquiry into
a subject of their choosing. The course unfolds in a series of
assignments designed to lead students through a continually
deepening creative research process that ripens into a writ·
ten project of considerable length and complexity. Focusing
on methodology, rather than specific course theme, students
learn to generate worthwhile questions, collect primary data,
locate secondary resources, and form original research
insights.

52-1230
SIELI Culture and Community
Instruction focuses on the processes of culture learning and
intercultural communication. Activities include using ethnographic research methods, including obseNations and int erviews, in the Chicago and Columbia arts and media communities. Students leave the ctass wi th toots that enable them
to continually broaden and deepen their cultural knowledge.
Students also visit areas and institutions of cultural impor·
tance in Chicago.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC t• OR PLACEMENT

52·1162
Writing and Rhetoric II· Service
learning•
Identical to Writing and Rhetoric II with respect to course
content and satisfaction of the LAS Comp 11 requirement,
Writing and Rhetoric II · SeJVice Learning offers students the
additional opportunity to engage with reaf.life issues through
a required community seNice component . Designed with the
Objective of allowing students a hands-on exploration of civic
engagement, this is a 4-credit course with a 15 person cap.
Specific sections of the course often focus on a particular
cultural issue, such as domestic violence. environmental
concerns. poverty, literacy or youth support.

52·1300
Tutoring In College Reading•
Enrollment for this course is open to all Columbia students.
Students enrolled in Introduction to College Reading are
required t o enroll concurrently for Tutoring in College Reading.
Students attend the Reading Center at least one hOur per
week for individual or small group tutoring related to reading.
Students receive help with assignments from their Reading
course or reading demands of other courses.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 52·1111 WRITING AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT

CONCURRENT: 52·13011NTR00UCTION TO COLLEGE READING•
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52· 1500
Poetry W o rkahop: B eginning
Through in-class writing exercises. reading of model poems,
and discussion of student worl<. this course encourages
students to produce poetry of Increasing quality.

52·1301
Introduction to College Reading
Course is for students who need to improve their reading
abilities in order to succeed at Columbia College. Through
extensive, guided reading, students improve their reading
comprehension skills and strateg1es. Students read narra·
live (stories) and expository (informational) texts, improve
their abilities to recognize main ideas and supporting details,
increase their vocabulary, and learn to take not es on text.
Students are required to register concurrently for one hour
of tutoring each week In the Reading Center. Students who
successfully complete this course register for College Reading
the next semester.

3 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 52·ll5l WRITING AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT

52·1600
Introduction to Literature*
Course introduces students to genres of fiction, drama, and
poetry. By studying important works by writers of culturally
diverse backgrounds, students gain experience in reading,
analyzing. interpreting, and writing about literature. Course
establishes connections between literature and other areas of
arts and communications.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 52·1300 TUTORING IN COLLEGE READING•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 52·1151 WRmNG AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT

52·1302
College Readi ng
Course improves students' abilities to succeed with the wide
range of reading that college requires. Students read full·
length books and short stories, improve their comprehension
of narrative t ext, and explore interpretations of stones through
artistic creation. Students learn several reading and notetaking strategies appropriate for different types of expository
(informational) t ext. Students also learn to conduct library
reading research.

52· 1602
Introduction to Poetry•
Students study poetry ranging from traditional forms and
figures to cont emporary experimental forms. Course may
Include selected significant poems from all major periods.
This is primarily a literature course. not a writing worl<shop.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·ll52 WRITING AND RHETORIC U•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISIT~$; PLACEMENT

Introduction to Creative Nonfiction*
52·1603
A survey class in Creative Nonfiction which will focus on
several genres of nonfiction writing: autobiography/memoir,
the essay, travel writing, aphorism. prose poetry, biography,
etc. This class will introduce students to some of the larger
issues in nonfiction and some of the more specific questions
that arise within its sub-genres.

52·1400
O ral Ex pressi on f o r N on -Native
Speakers of Engllah
Oral Expression for NOIW>Iative Speakers of English Is reserved
for students who do not speak English as their first language.
This course addresses specific barriers to effective public
speaking for English as a Second Language students. such
as stage fright. poor pronunciation/rhythm patterns. and
intercultural communication difficulties. The course introduces
students to basic principles of communication theory and
informative, persuasive, and occasional models of public
speaking. Instruction focuses on planning, organization,
argumentation. delivery and posture, use of gestures and
voice, and U.S. academic audience expectations. Oral
Expression for Non-Native Speakers of English meets the LAS
Core requirement for Oral Communications. (Requires one
hour of tutoring.)

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 52·ll51 WRffiNG AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT

Introduc tion t o Drama*
5 2 ·1604
Course examines aspect s of drama such as plot. character,
structure, and dialogue. Instruction provides an overview
of the nature of comedy, tragedy. farce. and melodrama.
Students read and discuss plays representing important per;.
ods from time of ancient Greeks to the present.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRffiNG AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT

3 CREDITS

Int roducti on to Fi c t i on •
52·1606
An introduction to narrative techniques of literature, course
familiarizes students with a variety of signifteant novels, short
novels, and short stories.

52-1401
Oral Expreasl on
Students overcome diffiCulties they may have in public speak·
ing, suoh as stage fright and poor diction. Students are made
aware of Important elements such as delivery and posture.
use of gestures, and good grammar. Course Introduces
student s to Informative, persuasive, and occasional modes
of public speaking and helps students develop well-organized
and purposeful speeches.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRmNG AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT

52·1608
Introdu cti on t o the Short Story*
Students become familiar with genre of short fiction by read·
ing selection from it s beginnings to present. Readings may
Include works by authors such as Chekhov, Conrad, Kafka,
Lessing, Paley, Chopin. O'Connor, Joyce, Ellison. and Carver.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC 1• OR PLACEMENT
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52· 2500

African-American Cultural Experience In
52·1642
Literature •

Poetry Workshop: Intermed iate•

Throug)l in-class writing exercises, the reading of model
poems, and discussion of student work, students are encouraged to produce poetry of geater sophistication. Familiarity
with work of notable poets Is strongly encouraged.
·

A cultural st udies approach to literature, course shows
st udents the significant contributions African Americans have
made to American culture and demonstrat es the pervasive
influence of African culture on other cult ures throug)lout the
world. Course explores African elements in dance, music, writ·
ing (fiction and nonfiction), theater, photography, photojouma~
ism, visual arts, film, and athletics and how these elements
have influenced African-American literature.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1500 POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING•

52·2510

Poetry Workshop: Performance•

Through in-class writing assignments, performances of their
own and other poets' works, theat er exercises, critiquing
poetry performance videos, and discussions of student work,
this course encourages students to produce and perform
poet ry of increasing quality.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·11511VRITING AND RHETORIC I' OR PI.ACEMENT

Examining the African-American Cultural
52·1643
Experience•

3 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1500 POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING•

A cult ural st udies approach to literature, course establishes
connections between African-American culture as explored In
African-American literature and Chicago's African-American
artistic community. Students study the literature of Af ricanAmerican writers and conduct an ethnographic research project
In the Chicago African-American artistic community.

52-2610

English Authors: Beowulf to Blake •

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC I' OR PtACEMENT

Course surveys English literature from its beginnings to
approximately 1800, with attention to its historical, cultural,
and artistic contexts. Instruction focuses on such influent ial
figures as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Donne, Milton, Behn, Astell,
Pope, Swift, and Johnson.

52-1670

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1i52 WRITING AND RHETORIC II*

Mythology a nd Literature•

Course introduces students to ancient mythology and considers how myth addresses issues suCh as human origins, value
systems, and the desire t o tell stories. Instruction focuses on
the interpretation of symbOls of mythological language and the
forms and patterns stories take when they use language to
express the human spirit .

52·2611
English Authors: Romantics to
Contemporary•
Course's selected readings range from Blake and the
Romantic poets to contemporary figures such as Harold
Pinter. Significant writers studied may include Wollstonecraft,
Austen, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, the Brownings, the Brontes,
Hardy, Woolf, Yeats, Joyce, and Lawrence.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC I' OR PlACEMENT

3 CREDITS

52·1800

Careers In Writing

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC II'

Introductory course provides students with opportunity to
explore various careers available in field of writing. Students
investigate job potential, examine demands of various writing
professions, and interview professionals who have made writ·
ing a career.

52-2621

3 CREDI TS

52·1900
Beginning

Creative Nonfiction Workshop:

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II*

A beginning class in writing creative nonfiction, a term Including many forms, constantly re-imagined, with the personal
and lyrical essay at its core. You will bOldly combine different
elements of shape, texture, and voice to attempt to produce
works of literary art, primarily in the essay, and present your
work to the rest of the class In a workshop format. You will
also begin reading in nonfiction.

52-2630

World Literature : to 1660*

Course covers major landmarks of world literature from its
beginnings t o approximately 1660. Literature from the Bible,
poetry, and drama by such writers as Homer, Sophocles,
Sappho, Dante, Cervantes, and Shakespeare are represented.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II•

3 CREDITS

WWW . COL U M . IIDU

Ame rican Authors: Twentieth Century

Poetry, fiction, and drama in America from approximately
1B77 to the present are studied. Significant writers studied
may include James, Wharton, Hemingway, Cather, Chesnutt,
Hurston, Stevens, Eliot, Faulkner, Welty, Wright, Bellow, and
Barth.
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52-2831

World Literature : Since 1880*

52-2855
Gay & Lesbian Literature*
Course deals with some of the following questions: What
Is gay and lesbian culture? How Is it unique? What kinds
of literary images suggest uniqueness? Course focuses on
contemporary texts that may Include those of Judy Grahn,
Paul Monette. Audre Lorde. Rita Mae Brown, and John Rechy.
Instruction includes examination of earlier works such as
Baldwin's GlovaMi's Room and Gather's My Antonia to
discover gay and lesbian themes often ignored or concealed In
more traditional textual analyses.

Selected readings from world's great lit erature from approximately 1660 to the present are studied. Wide selection of
writ ers may Include Wordsworth, Plrandello, Sand, Beckett.
Joyce. Aaubert. Camus. Kafka, and others.
3 CREDIT'S
PREREQUISITfS: 52·1152 WRinNG AND RHETORIC 11•

52-2834

Topi cs In Asian Literature*

Course explores the literature of one or more East Asian or
SOuth Asian counlly. suCh as Japan, China. Korea, Vietnam.
Thailand, Cambodia , India . or Tibet. Relevant soci<><:ultural
traditions will be discussed along with specific t exts. Work will
be read In English translation where necessary. Students will
write papers and create projects Incorporating insights from
their reading and discussion. Course Is repeatable as topic
changes.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II• OR PLACEMENT

52-2860

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 52-1152 WRmNG ANO RHETORIC 11• OR PU.CEMENT

52-283 5

Topics In European Literatu re*

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING ANO RHETORIC 11• OR PLACEMENT

European Uterature Is a rotating t opics course offering
students opportunities to study a range of European authors.
movements, Issues. trends, and periods. Topics may include
Contemporary European Novel and East European Poetry.
Course can be repeated as the topic changes.

52-2885

Contemporary African Literature*

Course represents explorat ion of contemporary African literature of several genres including poelly, drama. fiction, and
nor)-fiction. Selected readings address topics such as African
religion and culture and the Impact of colonialism and various liberation movements. Texts may Include works by South
African poet Dennis Brutus. historian Chelk Anta Diop, dramatist Wole Soylnka, and novelists Aye Kwel Armah and Chinua
Achebe.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

52-2670

Nat ive American Literature*

Students read and discuss selected stories. novels, and
poems by major Native-American writers and examine ways of
looking at the world different from views based on assumptions of whit e culture. Characteristics of style, imagery, and
narrat ive structure are discussed In connection with NatlveAmertcan myth, history, and traditions.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING ANO RHETORIC 11• OR PU.CEMENT

52-2672

The Bible as Literature*

Course studies literary qualities of the Bible with attention to
Its poetic and narrative modes. Instruction examines ways In
which Biblical literary forms. themes. and images influence
American and European literature.

3 CREDITS
PREREQI.JISITES: 52·1152 WRinNG AND RHETORIC 11• OR PU.CEMENT

52-2850

Ancient Mythology•

Course surveys myths and epics produced by ancient cultures
such as the Sumarians, Babylonians, Assyrians, fgyptlans.
and Hebrews. The focus Is on the stones. mythic structures.
and literary and poetic forms of the myths as they symbolically
express deep cultural values. Works studied may include the
Sumarian Hymn to lnanna, The Egyptian Mysteries, The Epic
of Gilgamesh, and the Kaballah.

3 CREDITS
PREREQI.JISITES: 52-1152 WRmNG AND RHETORIC 11•

52-2848

Dram atic Literature*

Series of courses focuses on figures, periods, or movements
In dramatic literature. Content Includes modern American
drama, which surveys twentiet.tH:entury American playwrights
such as O'Neill, Odets, Hellman. Williams. Miller, lnge, and
Hansberry, and experimental drama. which explores the dave~
opment of experimental theater through figures such as Jarry,
Beckett, Stein, lonesco. Shepard, and Shange. Course Is
repeatable as topic changes.

3 CREDITS

52-2838

Introduction to Shakespeare•

Course Introduces Shakespeare's work to students with
little previous exposure. Course requires reading of selected
major plays. Students learn about Shakespeare's theater and
become familiar with many Ideas of the EngJiSh Renaissance.
Readings may include Romeo and Juliet. Hamlet. and The
Tempest.

Introduction to Women's Literature*

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

Survey course engages students In an attempt t o Isolate
and define a dist inctly female tradition In literature. Course
introduces students to style and content of women's fiction.
poet ry, drama. and nor)-fiction.
3 CREDITS
PREREQVISITES; 52-1152 WRmNG ANO RHETORIC 11• OR PU.CEMENT
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52-2675

52-2695

Myth, Literature and Film*

Connections In Literature•

Course features rotating topics that explore a particular
theme, region, or interdisciplinary approach to literature.
Specific topics Included in this course are: Journalists llS
Authors, literature of Place, Family in Literature, TwentiethCentury literature of the Environment, Lit erature of the
Vietnam War, and Chicago in Lit erature. Course is repeatable
as topic changes.

The courses in this series take a literary approach to the
study of enduring mythological archetypes as they appear
in literature and film . Rotating course topics include The
Goddess, The Lover, The Magician, and The Warrior. Course
is repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11• OR PtACEMENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11• OR PtACEMENT

52-2680
Doing Time In America: An
Interdisciplinary Approach •

52-2697

In this class, students will explore prison culture in America
by examining the history and philosophy of prisons, and
the way prisons are portrayed In literature, film, and televi·
sion, including popular shows such as Prison Break and
OZ. Given America's fascination with crime and the swell·
ing number of incarcerated individuals (over two million in
America), the class raises Important questions and issues
about poverty and privilege, punishment and redemption.
Students will discuss the similarities between prisons and
various dissimilar institutions (such as colleges) that also
have their own language, rituals, and hierarchy. In addition
to readings, screenings, and discussions, the class will host
guest speakers (such as a prison guard, a former inmate,
a public defender, and a prison minister) who work closely
with prison populations. Students will read one novel about
crime and punishment in America, as well as articles, essays,
stories, poems, prison narratives. song lyrics, and excerpts

Literary Genres•

Series of courses focuses on specific literary genres, subgenres, or modes. Specific courses include Detective Fiction,
American Autobiography, American Short Story, and Magical
Realism. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11• OR PLACEMENT

52-2700

Topics In Literature•

Series is for new courses that deal with specific topics,
themes, or types of lit erature. Topics that have been offered
in past semesters include The Blues as literature, Literature
of the Holocaust, ,Lit erature of the Occult, and Sherlock
Holmes, Course is repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11• OR PLACEMEN!:_

from longer wor1<s of both fiction and nonfiction about prison-

52-2707

ers and life behind bars, as well as about the culture that
surrounds those incarcerated.

This course examines the relationship between the written
and filmed versions of a story, novel , or play. The course will
explore how character development, plot, narrative, symbols,
and language are translated from text to film . To facilitate
analysis, students will acquire a basic vocabulary for discussing literature and film. African-American themes regarding
soci<Hlistorical context, aesthetics, and critical theory will be
examined. The course establishes connections between literature and other areas of arts and communications.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

52-2690

Literature on Film*

Class concerns the relationship between written and filmed
versions of a st ory, novel, or play. Course explores how char·
acter development, plot, narrative, symbols, and language are
translated from text to film. To facilitate analysis , students
acquire a basic vocabulary for discussing literature and film.
Instructors may focus on a particular theme, such as the love
story, fantasy, or mythology. Wor1<s studied have been as
diverse as The Color Purple by Alice Walker, Shakespeare's
Hamlet, and 2001: A Space Odyssey by Arthur C. Clar1<e.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11• OR PLACEMENT

52-2708

Science Fiction

Course explores the emergence of science fiction, especially
from the late nineteenth century to the present, with some
attention to the cultural and hist orical issues that shaped
it s development. The relationships among literary, film, and
other expressions of science fiction will also be considered.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II•

52-2691

Spike Lee and August Wilson•

Nonfiction Film As Literature

3 CREDITS

This class will explore nonfiction films in their relationship to
nonfiction literature. What does it mean to speak of films as
essays or memoirs or autobiographies? What is the relation·
ship between text and image, fact, truth , and composition
in films presenting themselves as nonfictional? We will also
consider some nonfiction literature that invokes and plays off
film. Filmmakers such as Ross McElwee, Spike Lee, Erroll
Morris, Chris Marker, Barbara Hammer, Su Friedrich, Jonathan
Caouette, and Spalding Gray will be considered.

52·2712

Blues as Literature

Course reviews historical definitions of blues and explores
how various lit erary and cinematic genres employ blues'
elements to create art. While studying different types of blues
and blues literature, students will understand how blues Is

3 CREDITS
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increasingly called into service as a critical tool. Bukka White,
Son House, Robert Johnson, Chartes Patton, Memphis Minnie,
Victoria Spivey, Willie Dixon, Bessie Smith, Muddy Waters,
Richard Wright, Gwendolyn Grooks, John Edgar Wideman, Ann
Pelly, and Willard Motely are among the literati studied in this

52-2753
Literature and the Culture of
Cyberspace*
Students consider representations of cyberspace in literature
and explore themes such as cyberspace and postmodernism;
virtual reality; the posthuman; and definitions of space, time,
and identity. Authors studied may include William Gibson,
Jeanette Wint erson, Shelley Jackson, Michael Joyce, and
Stuart Moulthrop.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING .AND RHETORIC II* OR PLACEMENT

course.
3 CREDITS

52-2717

Singleton & Hughes
This course examines the relationship between the written
and filmed versions of a story, novel, play, or poetry. The
course will explore how character development, plot, narrative,
symbols, and language are translated from text to film . To
facilitate analysis, students will acquire a basic vocabulary
for discussing literature and film. African American themes
regarding socl<>-historical context, aesthetics, and critical
theory will be examined. The course establishes connections
between literature and other areas of arts and communications.

52-2802

3 CREDITS

52-2719

Fantasy Literature
52-2809
Parody*

The course will examine the works of J.R.R. Tolkien, focusing
on their thematic structure, sty1istic features, and rhetorical
strategies. It will analyze their relationship to the Fant asy
Literature which preceded and succeeded them and the
context of the socio-political milieu in which they were written.
' It will also explore the interpretation of the texts, especially
The Lord of the Rings, In their post·publication manifestations
In the various media.

Introduction to Writing Satire and

Course presents an in-depth analysis of twentieth-century
satire and parody from several disciplines, including works writ·
ten for film, television, print media, and fiction. Students write
short comedic pieces that exemplify the various types of satire
and parody covered in the course. Over the first eight weeks,
students deconstruct many different genres to create original
works that celebrate these source materials. The last seven
weeks of the course revolve around the creation of a full-length
script for an original parody of satire.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRIT1NG AND RHETORIC II*

3 CREDITS

52-2725J

Business a nd Technical Writing*

Course provides student writers with practical approach to
communicating technical information to non-specialists in film,
photography, and science fields. Course focuses on address·
ing questions of primary consideration in any piece of technical
writing: Who reads the material? What does int ended audience
want or need t o know? How should writing be structured to
meet those needs?
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRIT1NG AND RHETORIC 11•

Zombies In Popular Media*

This course explores the history, significance, and representation of the zombie as a figure in horror and fantasy texts.
Instruction follows an intense schedule, using critical theory
and source media (literature, comics, and films) to spur
discussion and exploration of the figure's many incarnations.
Dally assignments focus on reflection and commentary, while
final projects foster thoughtful connections between student
disciplines and the figure of the zombie.

52-2814

Writing Comedy*

3 CREDITS

Course provides overview of various aspects of writing comic
prose, including writing for growing field of business humor.
Students leam how to structure the comedic scene and are
Introduced t o various comedic forms, including parody and
satiric humor.

PREREQUISITES: 52·1111 WRITING AND RHETORIC I • ENHANCED OR
PLACEMENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING .AND RHETORIC II•

52-2751

52-2816

Literature and VIsual Culture*

Reviewing the Arts*

Students are introduced to f undamental critical skills necessary for a sensitive reading of works In different art forms such
as drama, fiction, painting, photography, and cinema. Student s
write reviews of concerts, plays, films, and gallery exhibitions
and try to produce writing of publishable quality.

This course introduces students to a broad range of
approaches to visual texts and written literature. Students will
leam how visual, cultural, and literary theories enable them to
create different interpretive strategies in their approaches t o
specific texts. Critical concepts studied may include subjectivity, the gaze, (re)presentation, gendered bodies, the practice
of everyday life, the posthuman. The class will emphasize
students' critical writing as a creative process.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WR/nNG AND RHETORIC 11•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING .AND RHETORIC II* OR PLACEMENT
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112·2832

Cr. .tlve Non-Fiction: Journal Writing•

52· 2910

Course offers students structured exploration of journal writ·
ing t echniques. St udents oowlop journal writing as a pawerful
means of self-exploration and self-expression. Course also
examines ways personal writing can beCOme public writing
within genre of creative nonfiction.

52-3100

3 CUDITS

Creative Non-Fiction : Writing Theory•

Course is designed for students who are interested in writ·
lng critical, academic non-fiction. Content examines how the
theorizing of writing by writers and philosophers has changed
our perception not only of the act of writing, but also our identities as subjects of language.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC 11•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISIT£S: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

52· 3500
112·2834

Creative Non-Fiction : Writing Memoi r

Poetry Workshop: Advanced*

Students are encouraged to writ e poetry of the very highest
quality. Workshop format makes use of in-class writing exer·
cises and discussions of student work. Students beCOme
familiar with a wide range of models and formal strategies.

This course will focus on writing memoir, a sub-genre of
Creative Nonfict ion. Class will be expased to a variety of read·
lngs and will develop greater understanding and appreciat ion
of memoir as a form of Creative Nonfiction writing. Creative
techniques for writing and crafting memoir, including approach
and selecting a topic, research. organization. and stylistic and
creat ive concerns, will be explored. Students will also become
familiar with how t o pursue publishing their wort<.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·tJ52 WRtnNG AND RHETORIC II'

52· 3510

Poetics

Craft and process course combines the writing of poetry by
advanced students with the study of theory and poetics. As
the result of reading wort<s of criticism as well as poems that
have been influenced by such critical inquiry, students are
able to examine and articulate their own craft.

3 CREDITS

112· 2835

Wrltlnc Center Theory and Practice•

Course covers basics of peer tutoring in writing skills.
Emphasis is on developing skills in the following areas: 1)
peer t utoring techniques and interpersonal communicat ion.
2) writing process-critical analysis. 3) error identificatiollgrammar and punctuation, 4) writing across the curriculum.
Students often begin peer tutoring early in the semester, and
the dynamics of the sessions are analyzed and discussed in
class. This is a hands-on course, combining Writing Center
theory and practice. Successful students of this course tutor
their peers in Columbia's Writing Center.

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

112·2833

Form and Theory of Nonfiction•

3 CREDITS

Creative Non-Fiction : Quee r Writings•

This Is a creative nonfiction writing worl<shop developing
themes related to gender issues. Students read and write
creative nonfiction material focusing on gay. lesbian. bisexual,
and transgender mat erial.

3 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 52·3500 POETRY WORKSHOP: ADVANCED•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II"

52·3520
Seminar•

112·2836
Writing•

Undergraduate Thesis Development

Capstone course for Poetry majors focuses on the writing,
revisions, and compilation of a chaPboOk-length poet ry manuscript suitable for publication or submission for a graduat e
school application.

Creative Non-Fiction: Trave l & Food

Students would read and critique travel and food writing. be
required to write short essays and reviews in both subjects.
and select one of the two areas for a final. more in-depth
paper/project. Students would study the language, style,
element s, and forms specific to writing in various genres
(reviews, essays. guides. creative nonfiction. etc .. that focus
on the subject.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-3500 POETRY WORKSHOP: ADVANCED•

52-3603

Readings In Nonfiction•

The Readings in Nonfiction literature class is designed to
explore a variety of subjects in nonfiction, and topics of
classes offered might include readings In the essay, twentieth century nonfiction, feminist readings in nonfiction, queer
nonfiction, graphic novel memoirs, single or double author
courses (Baldwin's Essays, or Montaigne and Bacon), etc. The
class will change from semester to semest er. The class will
explore what makes a work of nonfiction specific to its genre
and how writers establish their voices in nonfiction.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

112· 2900
Creative Nonfiction Workshop:
Intermediate•
Intermediate class in writing creative nonfiction. This class will
build on the introductory workshop, with students expected to
expand the range and sophisticat•on of their work. Students
will read works of nonfiction and present their work to the rest
of the class in a workshop format .

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1900 CREATIVE NONFICIION 1'10RK$HOP:
BEGINNING
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ENGLISH
52·3620

American Novel*

the redress of inequalities. Through written text and cinema·
graphic arguments, the course explores how slave narratives
served as analogs to American literary conventions and how
documentary films continue to inform popular and critical liter·
ary texts and images. This course is a critical research course
that informs and supports the goals and objectives of Writing
& Rhetoric I and II foundational courses within the English
Department.
3 CREDITS

Series of courses surveys developments in the American
novel. Nineteenth-century survey includes writers such as
Hawthorne, Melville, Twain, Wilson, James, Howells, and
Crane. Modem survey includes significant novels by authors
such as Oreiser, Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner, Hurston,
Steinbeck, Wharton, Cather, and Wright. Contemporary
oourse focuses on writers such as Rosellen Brown, Russell
Banks, Toni Morrison, Don DeLillo, and others. Course Is
repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS

52·3632

52-3646

Latln·Amerlcan Literature•

Course alternates between Latin-American Novel and Central
and South American Literature. Students read and discuss
workS by several major Latin-American writers, such as
Carlos Fuentes, Jorge Luis Borges, Gabriel Garcia Marquez,
Mario Varga Uosa, Julio Cortazar, Juan Rullo, and Isabel
Allende. Theory and practice of magical realism may also be
discussed. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

52..3642

52·3660

African American Literature•

52·3671
luuea In African and African American

52·3672

Contemporary American Poetry•

Works of poets such as Roethke, Ginsberg. Plath. Lowell.
Ashbery. Rich, Creeley. Bly. Baraka, Brooks. and others
are read and discussed In survey of post-modernist period.
1945 to present. Course also examines rise of important
movements such as projectivism. the &eats. the New York
SChool. Confessional Poetry. Surrealism. Feminism. the New
Formalism. and Multicunuralism.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRtnNG AND RHErORIC II'

Slave Narrative aa Documentary•

Course examines literary and cinematic traditions in whiCh
slave narratives and African-American documentary film share
rhetorical, artistic and political purposes. Course demonstrates hOw slave narratives and dOCumentary film functioned
at the forefronts of the 20th century socio-cultural activism for

WWW .C OLUM . IOU /U M01a1 .ADUATI /
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Modern Brltlah and American Poetry•

The work of Gerard Manley Hopkins. W.B. Yeats, Ezra Pound,
T.S. Eliot, Robert Frost, Langston Hughes. Marianne Moore.
William Carlos Williams, Wallace Stevens, W.H. Auden.
and others is read In this survey of the Modernist period,
1900-1945. The course also provides an introduction to
Postmodemism.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'. 52·1602
INTRODUCTION TO POETRY'

Course offers focused, in-depth study of a significant Issue
or issues In African and African-American literary and cultural
production. Students will read, discuss, research, and write
about the issues. Course includes readings in theory as well
as literature and may include examples from disciplines such
as art. film, and music. Representing the African in the New
World focuses on suCh writers as Houston Baker, Jacques
Oerrida, Brenda Dixon Gottschild, Toni Morrison, and others.
Course is repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

52..3645

Shakeapeare•

Series of courses examines Shakespeare's works in their
literary. historical, and artistic contexts. Shakespeare:
Tragedies may include Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, and
Macbeth . Shakespeare: Comedies may include The Comedy
of Errors, Twelftll Night, Measure for Measure, and The
Tempest. Shakespeare: Histories focuses on Shakespeare's
dramatization of English history from Richard II to Richard
Ill . Shakespeare: Political Plays considers some histories
and plays such as Julius Caesar and Coriolanus. Course is
repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

Series of courses focuses on African-American literature.
African-American Women Writers examines figures such as
Harriet Wilson, Frances Harper, Nella Larsen, Zora Neale
Hurston, Ann Petry, Toni Morrison , and Terry McMillan.
African-American Novel examines novelists such as James
Weldon Johnson, RiChard Wright, James Baldwin, Toni
Morrison, Ralph Ellison, and Zora Neale Hurston. Course is
repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

52-3643
Stud lea•

Contemporary Native-American Novel*

Course explores several important novels published since
1965 by Native-American writers. These writers employ fresh
approaches in ccntrast to traditional linearity of novel form.
Readings include works by such writers as Sherman Alexie, N.
Scott Momaday, James Welch, Louise Erdrlch, Leslie Marmon
Silko. Gerald Vizenor, Linda Hogan, and Paula Gunn Allen.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'
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ENGLISH
52-36 75
Poetry and Jazz •
This class will explore ways in which the creative impulses
and procedures of jazz-a music of intense emotion, imagination (intuitively structured improvisation). and energy (fresh.
vital rhythms and instrumental colors)-have inspired and
intensified mOdern poetry. We will listen to jazz on record.
read examples of poetry inspired by jazz. discuss their
common social and cultural contexts. and discover how music
may influence poetry's subject. language. sound. and form. No
previous knowledge of jazz is required for this course.

52-3801
Writing for New Medi a •
Hands-on. writing intensive course explores unique writing
requirements for electronic media. Internet. multimedia. and
CO.ROM content are examined as examples of new ways of
exploiting written communications. Students study internet
documents. hypertext, multimedia presentations, and soft·
ware p rograms ranging from corporate web sites to interactive
CD·ROM entertainment. Course work includes composing interactive stories, hypertext ctoetJments. and multimedia compos!·

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING fiNO RHETORIC 11•

3 CREDITS

British Authors Seminar •
52·3690
Advanced. intensive study. this course focuses on study of
one. two. or three major British writers. Course may include
studies of such authOrs as Lawrence. Joyce. Shaw. Austen.
Donne. Eliot, Woolf. Milton. Chaucer, al>d Dickens.

52-3804
Professional Writing Semi nar •
Course is designed for students interested in polishing their
articles and essays and developing their writing skills and
habits. Students have opportunity to enhance or modify individual writing styles. Students experiment with various writing
strategies while fine·tuning their understanding of the subtleties of grammar related to their particular voice. Students
build a portfolio and help edit and produce a non-fiction journal of student writing,

t ion.
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·l152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II•

American Authors Sem i nar•
52-3695
Advanced. intensive study. this course treats one. two. or
three major American writers. Course may include studies
in Twain and Chesnutt, Twain al>d James. Hemingway and
Faulkner. Hawthorne and Melville, Morrison and Hurston.
Erdrich and Welch. Cather and Wharton. Baldwin and Wright.
or others.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

52-3888
Interns hip: Profession al Writing
Internships provide advanced students with the opportunity
to gain work experience in a professional writing..-elated area
of concentration or interest white receiving academic credit
toward their degrees.

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITE$: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

1·6 CREDITS

52-3755
L iterature and Technolog y W orkshop •
Students explore and foster intersections between literary
and technological approaches to representing human experience and creativity. Emphasis on collaborative student
projects. Background in technology not required. although
students should have basic computer literacy. Course theme
may change from term to term. Course repeatable as theme
changes.

52·3898
Independent Project: English• •
An independent project is designed by the student. with
approval of supervising faculty member, to st udy an area not
available in the curriculum. Prior to registration, student must
submit written proposal that outlines the project.
1·6 CREDITS

3 CR EDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC If•

52-3798

52·3900
Cre ative Nonfiction W orkshop:
Advanced*
An advanced class in writing creative nonfiction. This class will
build on the intermediate workshop, with students expected
to have attained a certain mastery in the writing of nonfiction. Students will read works of nonfiction and participate in
presenting their work to the rest of the class in a workshop
format.

Independent Project : literature•

An independent project i s designed by the student. with

approval of supervising faculty member, to study an area not
available in the curriculum. Prior to registration. student must
submit written proposal that outlines the project.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·2900 CREATNE NONFICTION WORKSHOP:
INTERMEDIATE•

VARIABLE CREDITS

52·3920

Nonfiction W orkshop: Thesis •

3 CREDITS
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52·3950
Undergraduate Research Mentorshlp*
The Undergraduate Research Mentorship connects talented
students interested in the experience of conducting academic
research in particular disciplines with faculty in the Liberal Arts
and Sciences. This course, available to students from across
the College, gives students the opportunity to gain rea~world
experience and learn research and scholarly techniques from
practitioners in academic and integrative disciplines based in
the Liberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will prove valuable to students as they enter professional fields or pursue
higMr academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assistance in completing their innovative research and scholarship
while mentoring students in fields of specialization within the
academic community.

52-4671
Modern British and American Poetry•
The worl< of Gerard Manley Hopkins, W.B. Yeats, Ezra Pound ,
T.S. Eliot, Robert Frost, langston Hughes, Marianne Moore,
William Carlos Williams, Wallace Stevens, W.H. Auden,
and others is read in this survey of the Modernist period,
1900-1945. The course also provides an introduction to
Postmodernism.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1602 INTRODUCTION TO POETRY• AND 52·1152
WRITING AND RHETORIC II*

52·4690
Seminar In Literature•
Students in this advanced seminar will study a selected
author or group of authors in depth. Course is repeatable as
topic changes.

1 ·3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

52-4502
Literary Magazine Editing: Columbia
Poetry Review•
Course teaches students basic principles of literary magazine
editing. Students act as editors, readers, and assistants
for the English Department's award-winning poetry annual
Columbia Poetry Review, learning the fundament als of editorial selection. This includes the processing and managing
of submissions, editorial discussions of submitted material,
editorial correspondence (rejections and acceptances), ordering of the final manuscript, and preparation of the electronic
manuscript for typesetting.

PREREQUISITES: 52·1602/NTRODUCnON TO POETRY* AND 52-1152
WRITING ANO RHETORIC II*

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1500 POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING', 52·1602
INTROOUCnON TO POETRY•

52·4503
Literary Magazine Production: Columbia
Poetry Revi ew •
Course teaches students basic principles of magazine production. Students act as editors and assistants for the poetry
annual Columbia Poetry Review, learning the fundamentals of
editorial selection, copyediting, proofreading, design, produ<>
tion, and distribution.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52-1500 POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING ' , 52·1602
INTROOUCnON TO POETRY•

52·4531
Craft Sem ina r*
Rotating topics craft class. Students read literature of
specific periods and movements in order to generate poetry
(and hybrid writing forms) based on these reading assignments. Craft Seminars that have been offered in past semesters include Poetry Translation, Hybrid Poetics, and literary
College.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II', 52-1500

POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING•
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HUMANITIES, HISTORY, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
LISA BROCK, CHAIRPERSON
The Humanities, History, and Social Sciences Department
welcomes you to the wonderful world of ideas. critical think·
ing, interdisciplinart methodology, abstract reasoning, and
verbal and written engagement through the study of cultural
st udies, history, the humanities, the social sciences, and
languages. In our department and in our courses, students
are pushed to think outside the box, to integrate t heir exPeri·
ences and creativity with research, observation, and a high
level of analysis. We work on the assumption that every
student should strive to be a thinker who understands his/her
place and his/her work in the global and local context.

Cultural Studies is the major of the Humanities. History,
and Social Sciences Department. It is a field that reflects,
analyzes. and sometimes critiques culture. Culture is under·
stood both as a way of life encompassing ideas, attitudes,
languages, behaviors, institutions, and structures of power
and as a range of other cultural practices that include such
things as expressive, communicative, and creative acts.
Cultural studies promotes the study of culture in all its varied
forms and does so from an interdisciplinary perspective. It
studies the dimension of everyday culture, but neither is
limited to them nor is merely the study of the contemporary
or the Western. Cultural studies examines the collaborations,
borrowings, and blending of diverse traditions and encourages
cross-cultural dialogue. appreciation. and understanding.

In our rapidly changing world, artists and media professionals
must be sensitive to major issues of the societies in which
they practice. Columbia College students well rounded in the
liberal arts are able to enter the p<ofessional world of work
or graduate sChool at multiple points. to participate in shaping new developments in their professions, and to exhibit
greater confidence when overseeing their interests. For those
who wish to accomplish tile powerful mandate t o author the
culture of our times. a foundation in the liberal arts offered by
the Humanities, History, and Social Sciences Department is
an indispensable element of their education.

Cultural studies itself does not produce the objects of art and
media; rather, it creates the space and the dialogue essential for the development of progressive, Intelligent products.
Cultural studies fosters awareness of the world (the way it
works and does not work) and promotes informed decisions
in these places where arts and media are created, collected,
consumed, and studied.
History courses cover the histories of the United States,
Africa, Asia. Latin America. the Caribbean, and the Middle
East. There are also specialized courses on particular places.
periods, and topics. The study of history expands our knowl·
edge of human development and endeavors In multiple
arenas, aids in the development of a comparative perspective,
and illuminates the present.

Humanities. History and Social Sciences encourages students
to lead fulfilling lives as professionals, citizens. and members
of the humarf family. For these reasons, students are
encouraged to complete their LAS Core requirements with
courses from the Humanit ies, Histol'j, and Social Sciences
Department, and for maximum benefit, to take a Humanities,
History, and Social Sciences course in each of their semes·
ters at Columbia.

Humanities courses probe the rich cultural heritages of
humankind in the visual and performing arts, music, philosophy, and religion. They develop a student's capacity to
discover, understand, and enjoy the processes and products
of human creativity, and to examine human aspirations and
values. They also encourage students to examine the ethical
impact of the arts and the media.

History, humanities. social science, language, and cultural
studies courses are offered in the Humanities. History
and Social Sciences Department. These courses provide
a common context for Columbia's students, give them the
opportunity to study the relationship of self to society, and
provide the broad liberal arts background that is t he foundation of an undergraduate education in any major.

Social science courses explore classic and contemporary
issues in human behavior for individuals, societies, and
cultures. and introduce the critical skills needed to make
responsible judgments and take responsible actions in civil
society. Social science courses are offered in anthropology,
economics. geography, political science, psychology,
and sociology.

Humanities, History and Social Sciences courses introduce
students to the world. These courses increase students'
knowledge and understanding of historical events, allow
them to analyze and examine social and cultural concepts.
and expose them to the diverse cultures and behaviors of
humankind. Humanities, History, and Social Sciences courses
contribute to increased student knowledge of the historical
and socio-cultural background in which the arts develop and
are created, and they raise student awareness of histori·
cal and ethical issues in the arts, philosophy, and religion.
They also teach students the challenges and delights of new
languages.

We have minors in Women and Gender Studies, Latino/
Hispanic Studies. and Black World Studies. All of these
minors are fabulous companions to majors in the art and
media areas, allowing students to gain grounding in a
socio-cultural, historical. or political area from which they can
generate ideas and context for their work.
Usa Brock
Chairperson, Humanities. History, and Social Sciences
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HUMANITIES , HISTORY, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
M inor In Cultural Studies
The Minor in Cultural Studies (18 credo! hOUrs) is designed to
give students the toots they need to add depth to the work they
do in their majors. As a procram that emphasizes research
and critical thinking, Cultural Studies offers a new dimension
to the education of the art and media students at Columbia
College because what they learn In the minor will nudge t hem
toward more substantive understandings of their work. The
program seeks to help students understand aesthetic, political.
social, and economic relationships between cultural production
and reception. They will learn to critically read and analyze the
diverse information that Is produced In everyday life, enriching
their understanding of the complexity of culture. This minor Is
particularly useful for the numerous students across the college
who are drawn to the depth and diversity that Cultural Studies
offers. Even as they hone their technical skills in their primary
foelds of study, students who minor in Cultural Studies will be
inspired to think about context in new and dynamic ways.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CULTURAL STUOIES

Cultural Studies at Columbia College explores culture in its
richly varied fonns and processes from an interdisciplinary
perspec1lve. The program seeks to help students under·
stand aesthetic, political, social. and economic relationships
between cultural production and reception. It also con.sJO.
ers the civic dimension of cultural practice by viewing these
practices from standpoints of ethics and social justice. And,
finally, it strongly emphasizes the active involvement of all
forms of cultural knowledge and social action in the everyday
life of local and global communities.
Cultural Studies deals with the dimensions of everyday culture,
yet Is not limited to them; ~add resses the traditional and the
novel, the famiHar and the foreign. Cultural Studies examines
the cultural collabO<ations, bo<rowing. and blending of diverse
groups. elq)loring the oenters as weU as the margJns of cultural
production. The majOr emphasizes critical thinkln&. civic
enpgement and creatiVe practices. Housed in the department
of Humanities, History and Social Scienoes, the program is
enriched by an exciting array of faculty studying a wide range
of disciplines, geographical areas and historical pe~ods.
Because Cultural Studies has such an extensive soope, It
Includes, yet moves beyond, the boundaries of ethnic, area,
and critical studies.

M inor In Hlspanlc/ latlno Studlea
The minor in Hispanic/Latino Studies offers courses in the
history and culture of Hispanic/Latin American people throu8)1
the interdisciplinary study of language, literature. visual media
and performing arts, and social Institutions, noting the signifi·
cance of their contributions to American society. By studying
the ethnic experience of the Hispanic populatlon In America,
students will understand the transcultural complexity and richness of the hispanic/Latino and Latin American worlds.

Columbia College's Innovative program in Cultural Studies
Includes rigorous course wor1< in theory and praxis: lnte&rat·
lng theoretical analySis with cultural production. Students
will complete a series of core courses in the majOr as well as
advanoed seminars in Cultural Studies; a broad range of elecllve
courses drawn from each of the three schools in the Collep.
lndudin& arts, media and foreign language courses; and have
the Ol)l)()(tunlty to create a body of wfmen work throu8)1 Internship, advanoed seminar research and/or the completion of
a substantiVe capstone thesis project. Participation in study
abroad Is 1\~ly recommended, particularly Wou8)1 the
major's exchange program with the University of East london.
For additional Information please look at our Web site:
http://culturalstudles.colum.edu.

M inor In Women and Gender Studies
The minor in Women and Gender Studies Is housed in the
Humanities. History and Social Sciences Department. This
minor is designed to give students an opportunity to explore
Issues of gender and sexuality in an lnterdosclplonary yet
COheSive way. A rich complement to any of the majOrs of the
College, this minor requires 21 hOUrs for completion. Students
will be exposed to feminist theory and will engage in a stimulating debate on the role of gender and sexuality in society
from a variety of perspectives.

The Cultural Studies program publishes Cunural Landscapes,
an open.aooess, online academic whose Managing Editor Is a
Cultural Studies student The journal has a special commitment
to publishing the work of undergraduate students, graduate
students, and emergJng scholars in the field of Cultural Studies.
The program alSO hOSts an ongoing Colloquium series with
~In& Cultural Studies scholars from around the world, the
Intersections public lecture series at the Chicago Cultural Center,
and other programs of public intellectual engagement.

Minor In Black World Studlu
The minor in Black World Studies offers students contextual
depth in the social, cultural. historical. and political aspects of
the varied peoples of the black world. Students will be able to
challenge the concept and definition of ·blackness· and will
also be able to examine patterns of activism that characterize
the creatiVe expression, social fabric, political movements.
and the scholarship of the black world.

Our &reduates become active participants in society who blend
Slrong skills In creatiVe/critical thinking with written, oral, and
visual communication. Many of our students go on to attend
graduate school in North America and abroad. while others find
employment In cultural i nst~utions, the non profit sector, public
policy work or corporate settings.
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HUMANITIES, HISTORY, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
46-1100
Introduction to Cul tural Studies
This course introduces students to the terms, analytical tech·
niques, and interpretive strategies commonly employed in
cultural studies . Emphasis is on interdisciplinary approaches
to exploring how cultural processes and artifacts are
produced, shaped, distributed, consumed, and responded
to in diverse ways. Through discussion, research, and writ·
ing, class members investigate these varied dimensions of
culture; learn to understand them in their broader social,
aesthetic, ethical, and political contexts; and thereby prepare
for more advanced coursework in Cultural Studies.

focus on self·referentiality and how The Simpsons satirizes
both itself and its characters as an operative principle and
strategy.
3 CREDITS

46-2415
Globalization and Cu lture •
Since the early 1990s, globalization-a multi-faceted and highly
contested concept-has become the new buzz word used to
name, frame, and also direct the processes of social and
technological change that have been taking place all over
the world. By the same token, and since then, issues of
globalization have been a central preoccupation of intellectual
debates and political discourses and practices. This course
aims to introduce students to the hotly debated and highly
contested conceptual and social phenomenon of globalization. it s histories, manifestations, implications, as well as its
consequences for the individual and society.

3 CREDI TS

46-2100

Cultural Theories •
This course outlines the major theoretical concepts underlying cultural studies practice. Much of contemporary cultural
studies draws upon feminist theory, psychoanalysis, Marxism ,
critical race theory, and semiotics. We will read, discuss. and
apply works from theorists such as Freud, Marx, Levi-Strauss,
Dubois, de Beauvoir, Foucault, Barthes, C~omsky, and Hooks,
among others. Pre-Requisite: Comp II and Introduction to
Cultural Studies

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 46-1100 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES OR
51·1101 WESTERN HUMANITIES

46·2420
Puerto Ri can Culture: Negot i ation and
Resistance•
This course is an inquiry into the concept of national culture,
the issues of cultural resistance and negotiation, and the
complexities of citizenship and representation in Puerto
Rico. The island is unique in it s development during the 20th
century because it is, in fact , a nation without a sovereign
state. and its political relationship with the United States.
along with its cultural and historical links to Latin America,
provide fascinating perspectives in subjectivity, transculturation, nationalism. and popular and official cultures.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 46-1100 INTRODUCTION TO CUlTURAL STUDIES,
52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

46-2150

Methods of Inq uiry In Cultural Studies •
This course introduces students to diverse methods of inquiry
in the field of cultural studies. It provides students with an
understanding of critical vocabularies and examines key
issues in cultural studies research. Students in this class will
learn to utilize various methodologies relevant to interdisciplinary problems and questions that the field of cultural studies
poses.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 46-1100 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES OR
49-1402 LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY: SINCE 1800

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 46-2100 CULTURAL THEORIES•

46-2425
Technology and Culture•
Technologies have long played a critical role in the development and sustenance of human societies and they have similarly raised some of the most vital questions about humanity
and the natural world. Indeed. the relationships between
people and machines are distinctly shaped by interconnected
cultural, socioeconomic, religious, and political contexts that
inform the invention, innovation, and use of technologies. This
course introduces students to some of the key theorists and
critics of technology and engages with a number of cultural
histories of industrial technologies (the factory, the assembly line), communications technologies (the telegraph, the
radio, the phone, the television, the computer). transportation
technologies (the car, the bicycle), technologies of the home·
(appliances. electrification) and technologies of the body
(prosthetics, implants, birth control). The goal of this course
is for students to utilize these perspectives as a means to
initiate and develop a critical analysis of technologies in their
culture context.

46-2400

Hlp Hop: Global Music and Culture
Hip hop has captured the minds of youth worldwide spawning
themes, trends, attitudes, and behaviors that are similar to
but distinct from the manifestation of hip hop in the US. This
course i s designed as an int ellectual excursion to explore the
global creation and consumption of hip hOp through the lens
of cultural studies. Class will study processes of imitation,
appropriation, translation , and customization and their impact
on themes of gender, hegemony, commercialism, sexuality,
race, and Identity.
3 CREDITS

46-2410
The Slmpsons as Satirical Authors
This course will study the postmodern satirical presentations
and commentary which The Simpsons has made (and contin·
ues to make) through its utilization of t he humanities. w e wi ll
examine how The Simpsons raises and comments on issues
of civic, cultural, gender, global, and political identities using
traditional humanities studies including artistic, film. lit erary,
philosophical, and religious critiques. Special emphasis will
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metaphots and symbols of creative acts the voices of the ill
are heard in new ways. A new language Is evolving that can
provide insight into the Culture of Illness and Pain.

46·2505
Art and Acti vi sm Stud i o Projec t
This course presents opportunity for hands-on civic engagement, with two guiding questions: 1) Can art save lives? 2)
It might be activism, but is it art? Students read theory and
examine examples of artistic activism in the larger context
of social and political Issues informing artistic action. In the
studio students execute their artist ic action plan . Students will
complete, present, and hand in written assignments reflecting
on and connecting theories of artistic action with their own
practice of creating activist art.

3 CRE.DITS

PREREQUISITES: 4&1100 INTRODUCTION TO CIJl TURAl STUDIES,
52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

46-3120
Taste, Clan and Gender In Modern
France•
This advanced Cultural Studies seminar and history course
explores how taste developed as an Important category of
national, gender, and class Identity In France from ca. 1650.
1900. France. and especially French women, remain closely
associated in the public: mind with gOOd taste. This is due to
a long historical development In which the state and social
groups struggled to define French taste against a background
of dramatic economic:, political, and cultural change. The cha~
lenglng course provides historical Insight to help understand
modem classed and gendered consumption regimes and is
designed for highly motivated students. It is strongly recommended that students taking this course have taken at least
two prior courses in European history, Women's and Gender
studies, or Cultural Studies: Ideally, at least two of these
different subject areas will have been studied. At least one
such course is prerequisite for regist ration for all students.

3 CREDITS

46·3098
I nde pendent Project: Cultural Studies
Ar1 independent study is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area
that Is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration, the student must submit a written proposal that
outhnes the project.
3 CREDITS

.
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46-3100
Social Objects : Exp loring Materi al
Culture•
The social value of physical things (sometimes called material
culture by anthropologists) Is often overlooked in the study
of human interactions. Course will investigate how objects
mediate relationships between Individuals and social groups.
Current theories in the anthropology of material culture will
help students examine ethnographic case studies about the
manufacture and the trade of objects from several different
world areas. Students will be encouraged to develop broader
understandrngs of the ways in which objects are used In their
own lives.

a

3 CREDI TS

46-3 125

Contes ting the City : Critical

Approaches to Space, Place a nd Urb
Cities are ever-changing spaces that are defined and
re-defined through our experiences, memories and cultural
practic:es. For some, they are merely places for work, leisure
and commerce. but for others, they are something far great er:
landscapes to traverse, sources of identity, canvases, homes,
and political battlegrounds. In this course, we will look at
the different ways people have both theorized, and actively
contested, the meaning and function of cities. We will explore
the utopia/dystopia of the city through the eyes of avant-garde
artists, political activists, skateboarders, graffiti arti sts, bicyclists, walkers, drivers, squatters, culture j ammers, community organizers and the urban poor.

3 CR EDITS

PREREQVlSITES: 4&1100 INTROOUCTION TO CVlTURAI. STUOIES,
52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II"

46·3110
Imaginary and Practical Bodi es •
This course covers contemporary discussions of the body
across a number of disciplines and examines key texts that
explore theoretical ideas about the body as well as social and
political practices affecting the body. The course analyzes
questions that must be considered as individuals live as
persons in the bodies given.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4&1100 INTRODUCTION TO CVlTURAl STUDIES.
52·1152 WRinNG AND RHETORIC 11•

3 CREDITS

PREREQVlSITfS: 4&UOO INTROOUCTION TO cut ruRAl. STUOIES.
52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

46·3188
Internship In Cultural Studies •
The internship in Cultural Studies provides students with
supervised training under the sponsorship of an approved
agency or organization. Students will typically spend 8-10
hours per week at the internship site. In addition to time at
the internship, on-campus meetings include an internship
orientation prior to the beginning of the semester and four
on-campus meetings throughout the semester. The internship Is only available to Cultural Studies majors and may be
repeat ed for credit.

46-3115
Disease In Ameri can Cul ture
lndrviduals with chronic illness suffer a double burden: they
must cope with disabling disorders and also contend with the
stigmas affiliated with those disorders. The radical subjectivity of pain destroys language, the primary tool necessary in
self-care and In combating the propagation by the media and
medical community of socially-const ructed myths and Interpretations of chronic illness and pain. Ironically, through the

VARIABLE CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4&2100 CUlTURAl THEORIES•, 52-2816 REVIEWING

THE ARTS•
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46·3207
Cybercultures: Theory*
This seminar course explores cyberspace. the most power·
ful and frequently inhabited site within contemporary culture.
Students will explore specific themes such as. identity,
community, bodies. virtuality, and sexuality through the lens
of post-structuralist, postmodern. cyberfeminist. cyborg, and
digital culture theories. Readings. discussions, research, writ·
ing. and a cyberethnographic project will help students gain a
greater understanding of cyberspace. its culture, and the relationships that exist between machines and humans. as well
as those between society and technology.

Cultural Studies Capstone 1: Proposal
W riting*
This is the first part of a two-semester final course for Cultural
Studies majors which builds on the Methods of Inquiry in
Cultural Studies course in particular and on previous learning experiences throughout the student's academic career.
?roposal writing is considered both a generic and individual
process. Students will, among other things, develop skills in
academic and professional (grant) proposal writing, as well as
produce a research proposal on a topic of their choice. The
individual's research proposal will be the basis for the culmi·
nating research project in the Cultural Studies Capstone 11.

46·3194

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 46·1100 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES,

PREREQUISITE$: 46-2150 METHODS OF INQUIRY IN CULTURAL

52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC If'

STUDIES•

Food and Culture •
This advanced Cultural St udies Seminar is an interdisciplinary
investigation into the cultural dimensions of food. Using a vari·
ety of theoretical perspectives and models. the course exam·
ines issues of gender. ethnicity. class. consumption, agri·
business. global politics. and semiotics while we attempt to
understand the complex ways in which social norms. cultural
meaning. and economic realities underlie food habit s.

46·3210

46·3195

Cultural Studies Capstone II: Research

Project•
This is the final course for Cultural Studies majors and builds
upon previous learning experiences throu6nout the student's
academic career. Based on these investigations and interac·
tions, student s will produce a substantive research-based
thesis of academic or professional writing on a topic area
of their choosing. Wor1< in this seminar will be undertaken in
consultation with the Capstone Seminar instructor. CS faculty
advisor, and fellow students. The class will organize and pres·
ent their research at The Cultural Studies Forum. a public
roundtable at the end of the semester.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 46-1100 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES,

52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

46·3215
Making and Unmaking Whiteness*
This advanced seminar examines the cultural and politicaleconomic construction of white identities in the United States
an(! analyzes how white identities are repro<luced. maintained,
and challenged. How has whiteness been defined in relation
to notions of color, race. class. gender. sexuality, ethnicity.
nation. language. and non-white perspectives? In this course,
diverse student experiences come into contact with the wor1<
of historians and critical race theorists. The course will also
examine counter-hegemonic white identities and the possibili·
ties of · unmaking· whiteness.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 46-2150 METHOD$ OF INQUIRY IN CULTURAL

STUD/£$•, 46-3194 CULTURAL STUDIES CAPSTONE 1: PROPOSAL
WRITING •, 52·2816 REVIEWING THE ARTS•

46-3200

Post-Colonial Studies •
An integral part of cultural studies. post-colonial studies deals
with the complex implications of colonization and colonial·
ism in societies and cultures. This seminar is an inquiry into
concepts such as national culture, citizenship, othering. iden·
tity and alterity, cultural imperialism, hybridity. and origins, as
well as issues of cultural resistance. negotiation, and agency.
using examples from all over the world.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 46-1100 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES
OR 50-1511 RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS, 52·1152 WRITING AND

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$; 46-1100 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES,

RHETORIC/I•

52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

46-3950

Undergraduate Research Mentorshlp*
The Undergraduate Research Mentorship connects talente(!
students interested in the experience of conduct ing academic
research in particular disciplines with faculty in the Liberal Arts
and Sciences . This course. available to students from across
the College. gives st udents the opportunity to gain real-wor1(!
experience and learn research and scholarly techniques from
practitioners in academic and integrative <lisciplines based in
the Liberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will prove valu·
able to students as they enter professional fields or pursue
higher academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assistance in completing their innovative research and scholarship
while mentoring students in fields of specialization within the
academic community.

Postmodernlsm & Posthumanlsm In
Theory & Practice*
This seminar engages the leading theorists of postmodern·
ism, posthumanism, and poststructuralism, offering students
an opportunity to become literate in the debates. discourses.
and terminology of postmodern cultures. Course also analyzes
leading postmodern cultural practices in fields such as archi·
tecture, music, film, science, and fine art.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 46-1100 INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES,

46-2100 CULTURAL THEORIES•

1·3 CREDITS
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African Hi story & Culture : To 1880
49·1001
African civilizations of the pre-colonial past are explored to
reveal how various societies evolved and to identify their
major achievements prior to the arrival of Europeans. Roots of
slavery. racism, and the underdevelopment of Africa are also
examined.

49-1302
Europe & the West: Medieval Culture
The history of medieval Europe is illuminated through readings
in primary and secondary sources providing students with a
background to the culture and worldview of the Middle Ages.

3 CREDITS

49-1303
Europe & the West : Modern Europe
Events since the fifteenth century are surveyed, including the
Reformation, Counter·Reforrnation, State Building, various
revolutionary movements, industrialization , class conflict,
modernization, and two world wars.

3 CREDITS

African History & Cu l ture: S ince 1880
49· 1002
Course reviews the past century to discover African reactions to the colonial system. including the rise of national·
ism and liberation movements. emergent new nations, and
Pan-Africanism.

3 CREDITS

49-1401
Latin American History : To 1800
After the arrival of Europeans in the Western Hemisphere,
often called the " New World," many of the indigenous people
who had created American societies were foroed to change.
This course explores Amerindian cultures and the first three
centuries of contact between Native American, African, and
European people in Latin America.

3 CREDITS

Asia: Earl y China, India & Japan
49·1101
Course examines the rise of China. India, and Japan and
their contributions to world history and culture from the earti·
est times to the beginning of the nineteenth century. Content
considers how these countries influenced and were. in turn.
influenced by the Western world.

.
.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

~

49·1402
Latin American History: Since 1800
Course explores the past two centuries of Latin·American
nations in their strUggle to overcome their colonial past and
establish modem societies. Topics include reform and revolution, the role of the military, dictatorship, underdevelopment,
and the agrarian problem.

c
0
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49·1102
Asia: Modern China, India and Japan
Course examines interaction between China. India . Japan,
and the Western world. emphasizing the influence of and reaction to imperialism. colonialism and industrialization on the
development of these societies as well as the development of
political and nationalist movements in modern times.

3 CR EDITS

3 CREDITS

Middle East His tory: To Muhammad
49-1501
Course surveys the cultural development. contributions, and
influences of ancient Mesopotamia. Egypt, Persia. Anatolia,
the Levant. and Arabia from the establishment of civilization
to the birth of Muhammad.

49·1201
History of the Caribbean: To 1800
The Caribbean Islands were inhabited by free and independent
communities when Christopher Columbus arrived in 1492.
By studying the people who welcomed Columbus and his
successors we can gain a better understanding of the ways
in which these and other people came to be dominated by
Europeans. This course looks at three of the main themes in
Caribbean history, namely, The Native Americans. Europeans
and Africans; Comparative European Settlements; and Slavery
and Sugar.

3 CREDITS

49·1503
M i ddle Eastern History and Culture:
from Muhammad to 1800
A survey of Middle Eastern history and culture from
Muhammad to 1800. This course examines the rise and
development of Islam. Islamic culture, non-Islamic peoples.
medieval Islamic dynasties, the Ottoman Empire and relations
between the Middle East and the West.

3 CREDITS

49-1202
History of the Caribbean: Since 1800
The diverse elements that have shaped the Caribbean region
since the late 18th century are studied in this course. The
historical roots of economic, political, and social issues that
have affected the Caribbean islands and mainland enclaves
are also analyzed, as well as the impact of their relation to
the United States of America.

3 CREDITS

M i ddle Eastern History and Culture :
49·1504
since 1800
A survey of Middle Eastern history and culture from 1800 to
the present. This course examines Islam. Islamic culture,
non-Muslim peoples. the Ottoman Empire and its successor nation·states. Western interests in the Middle East and
current issues throughout the region .

3 CREDITS

49-1301
Europe & the West : Ancient
Civilizations
Students gain an understanding of the history and culture of
Greece, Rome, and other civilizations of the ancient world.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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49-1601
H l at o ry: To 1877
Course examines main lines of American development from
the !i4M!nteenth century to 1877. lnstructioo addresses
ttanS<tlon from colony to natiOn. development of an Amencan
Cllaracter. grOWtng paons of onclustnalization an<! natJonaltsm
that culmonated in the cns1s of the Civil war an<l olS aftermath.
an<l problems of minority acculturation an<l treatment before
Reconstruction.

49·2 0 2 6
Nelson M andela and t he Politics o f
Sout h Afri ca •
There are times when specofoc people. places an<l moments
on history capture the omagonatoon of the world Thos oocurs
when that spec.focoty speaks volumes to the human con<!•
ttOn an<l offers lessons that we all sense are omportant.
Such has been the case woth Nelson Man<lela an<l South
Afroca. This course will use Mandela and the evolution of,
and struggle against, apartheid as a window into some of the
20th century's most complex Issues such as colonialism. civil
doSObedoence. cultural resistance. freedom. racoal theoroes.
electiOn p<oeesses. post·war negotiations an<l soc•al JUS!Jce.
Pre-Requosrte: ComposottOn I

3 CREDITS

49-160 2
U . S. H latory: From 1877
Course studoes impact of onstJtuttOnal development on
American SOCiety an<lltfe. Content focuses on the past
oentury of vast an<l far-reactung changes. oncludons the borth of
corpomte capitalism. immigration an<l urbanozatlon, the crises
of two world wars, dynamic cultural upheavals, Cold War. and
the mass movements of protest in the 1960s.

3 CREDITS
PREREQ(JISITES: 52·1111 WRiriNG ANO RHf.TORIC 1• OR Pt.IICEMENT

49-2302
R ussian and Soviet History
Course covers history of Russoa from the 1800s to the
demose of the Soviet UniOn. Specoal emphasos os goven to such
concepts as the polotJcal an<l economoc development of the
Russ1an Empore an<l the U.S.S.R.. the rOle of women on lmperoal an<l revolutoonary Russoa, the Great Reforms. the Russoan
Revolutoon. the Staltn Era. and the collapse of the Sovoet
system.

3 CREDITS

4 9-162 8
African A merican H istory and Culture:
To 1860
African b&ekgroun<l, AtlantiC slave trade. slavery. an<l the free
black experience are all examined in detail as students trace
the history of b lack people from Africa to the Amerocas and
explo(e the colleclove Afncan-AmerJCan experoence from an
ideological &lid philoSOphJCal baStS.

i ';
49-2303
The French Revolution
The French RewluttOn marks the beginnong of modem hostory.
an<l has profoun<lly affected western socoety an<l culture.
Endlessly debated sonce ots outbreak on 1789. It has seoved
as beacon for some. travesty for others. and artistic lnspira·
tlon for many. In this course. we will seek to understand the
Revolutoon·s causes. democratic and egalitarian promose. fai~
ures. and ompact, explorong the borth paons of mOdem politics
an<l some of theor more ontnguong cultural aspects. through
the study an<l analysts of promary sources.

3 CREDITS

49·1629
Afric a n A merican History & Culture:
Sinc e 1860
Course consists of a survey of modem African-American
culture an<l a study of the black freedman an<l the political
an<l economic development of black AmerJCa. Proncopal topoc of
discussion os the mean1og of freedom to emancopated AfrJCan
Americans.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

49-1641
Women In U.S . H isto ry: To 1877
Course examines the transformation of women· s ltves In the
U.S. from the seventeenth to the mi<Hlineteenth century by
focusing on both the ewluttOn of gender roles an<l specofic
examples from the loves of ord1nary an<l extraordonary women.

4 9 -2310
Cont emporary European N ationalism
and Ethnic Conflict
Contemporary European Natoonaltsm is surveyed through anal·
ysos of the confliCts on Northern Irelan<!. former YugoslaVI3. the
Basque Regoons of Spaon an<l France. an<l Chechnya. MaJOr
ISSueS examoned onclude the tdeOioglCal roots of natoonaltst
movements on these areas. the charactenstocs and tactocs
employed by violent natoonaltsl groups, the techniques governments have used to defeat nationalist insurgencies. and the
ongoing efforts to bnng about peace.

3 CREDITS

49-1642
W o men In U .S . History: Since 1877
Course examines the transformation of women's lives in the
U.S. from the mi<Hlineteenth century to the present by focus·
lng on both the ewlution of gender roles an<l specofic examples from the lives of ordonary an<l extraordinary women.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

49·2311
German Culture In the Weimar Republic :
1 919· 1933
This course examines the turbulent hostory of Germany's
Weimar Republic from 1919 to 1933 and introduces students
to the art. architecture. film. literature, music, and theater of
thos era . Through analysis and onterpretation of selected works
by varoous onfluentoal artosts an<l wroters such as Fntz Lang.
BerthOld Brecht. an<l Thomas Mann. thts course explores the

49-1670
Gend e r, C l aaa & Race In United States
H I a t o ry
Within an historical framework course examines the interplay
o f gender. race. and class In U.S. history. Class explores critical themes an<l periOds in the development of racism. sexism.
an<! classicosm. espec13lly on seekong to understan<l ways they
intenelate.
3 CREDITS
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49-2858

social, economic. cultural and political climate, as well as
themes of class, gender, and race in Germany before Hitlef
cametopowe<.
J CllfDITI

49-2401

History of Mexico and Central America

Students gain a bette< understanding of Mexico and the
nations of Central America througll an examination of key
historical twents. Course focuses on Spanish Invasion and
conque51. struggles to gain Independence from Spain, United
Statas' conquest of the Mexican Northwest. the Mexican
Revolution, United States' inter.oentions past and present, the
Sandlnlsta Revolution, El Salvador's cMI war, and the strug.
gles of Indigenous peoples past and present.
3 CREDITS

49-2828

.
.
.
;;

..•
~

49·2859

Wrltlncs of Bleck Protest: To 1880

49·2880

Wrltlncs of Bleck Protest : Since 1880

3 CREDITS

culture.
3 CREDITS

49·2881
The Civil RIChts Movement In Blocraphy

Course focuses on the modem Civil Rights movement through
the mediums of biography and film. Students learn to critically evaluate these historical sources as they explore basic
Issues, players, events, and ideologies of the CMI Rights
movement.
3 CREDITS

49·2882
Controversies In the History of Sport I n
the U.S. since the late 19th Century
This course uses current headlines from the sports' page to
engage students In the study of the origins and develooment
of critical issues In the history of organized SPOrt since the
late 19th century. Through focused assigned readings and
seif<lirected research. students will participate In intra-class
debates on the historic roots of some of the most dMsl\le
questions facing modem sport today. Possible topics: Andrew
Doubleday myth: origins of the National League: banning of
baseball players: the origin and de<nl se of the Negro Leagues:
integration of sport; oerformance enhanci ng drugs: the illusion
of the student-athlete: mascots: athletic el~i sm and amateur·
i sm: women in sport, pre and POSt Title IX, etc.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4!H602 U.S. HIS TOffY: FROM 1877 OR 50-1514
SOCI<XOGY OF SPORTS IN THE UNITED STAT£5 OR 49-2656 HISTORY
OF SF0R T IN THE U.S.

Hlspenlcs In the U.S. Since 1800

Course tracks the growing imPOrtance of Hispanics in ail
aspects of American life. Their economic Impact has become
a topic of controversy. The develooment of a Latino ethnic
consciousness has come into conflict with efforts to assim>late this minority group, thus raising the question of what an
American really is. Instruction also addresses the controver·
sial topic of their Impact on the u .s. economy. These issues
cannot be fully understood without an examination of where
Hispanics have come from. their hooes. ways they are !lying
to achieve their dreams. and tlleir continuing obstacles.
3 CREDITS

WWW . COLUIII . I OU

Family and Community History

Class examines the interaction between families. communities. and the greater society throughout U.S. history. In
so doing, course Illuminates how we as individuals and as
members of family, ethnic. and social groups have become
what we are.
3 CREDITS

a. Film

49-2832

The 1980s

Course traces and documents changes of the 1960s. an era
that has quickly become covered i n myth despite Its nearness
to our own times. The oeriod from the election of John F.
Kennedy (1960) to the fall of Saigon (1975) remains crucial
for an understanding of current issues and attitudes. Those
years reshaped American culture and society in many ways.
VMd events and slogans shattered the Images of an ear11er
time and created a new America. Course goal Is to trace and
document these changes.

Writings of African Americans from the Civil War to the present a re the focus of this confrontation with the realities of
the black exoerience and thought in American oerspectlve .
Students use primary documents to examine black history and

49-2830

History of the American WorklnC Clen

Course studies worl<ers and their communit ies in the U.S. in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Students explore the
impact of Industrialization. technolOgical change. immigration.
migration, ethnicity. race. gender. and unionization as they
examine the develooment of the American WO<I<Ing class.
3 CREDITS

Using the writings of African Americans during the era of slavery (1750 to 1860). content considers black protest thought
in an historical oerspectlve. Students use primary documents
to discover the feelings of hooe. fear, and frustration of free
and enslawd blacks of this time.
3 CllfDITI

49·2827

History of Sport In the U.S.

Course examines the history of sPOrtS In the U.S.. from the
lnfonnal games of the colOnial oeriod to the h ighly Otganlzed,
often comme<eial, oontests of the present. Students study
the impact of industrialization and urlbanlzation on the deve~
opment of the nation's tradition and explore issues of race.
ethnicity, and gender in relation to social. POlitical. cultural,
and economic interests.
3 CREDITI
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4 9·2675
Cartoons and Satire In A mer ican History
A study of the American past througll the humor and satire of
the political cartoon. Humor is a political tool. Making fun
of one' s opponents Is a way of weakening the" pos•tion. We
make fun of that which we oppose. but also of that which we
fear. Cartoons Illuminate all aspects of the American past:
from political battles In Congress to battles on the streets:
from gender clashes at home to racial clashes in the work·
force.
3 CREDITS

49· 2700
Topi cs In History
Senes of courses that deal with specifc topics or themes in
hi StOI)'. Course is repeatable as topic changes.
3 CREDITS

49-3353

Taste, Class and Gender In Mode rn

France •
This advanced Cultural Studies seminar and history course
explores how taste developed as an Important category of
national. gender and class identity In France l rom ca. 16501900. France. and especially French women. remain closely
associated in the public mind with good taste. This is due to
a lOng historical development in which the state and social
groups struggled to define French taste against a background
of dramatic economic. politocal and cultural change. The ella~
lenging course provides historical insight to help understand
modem classed and gendered QOnSumption regomes. and is
designed for higllly motivated students. It is strongly recommended that students taking thi s course have taken at least
two pnor courses in European hlstol)'. Women and Gender
studies. or Cultural Studies: ideally. at least twO of these
d•fferent subject areas will have been studied. At least one
such course is a prerequisite for registration for all students.
3 CR EDITS

49·2676
Public History : Presenting &
lnterpretlnt the Past
This course w.ll ontroduce students to the concept and
practice of publoc hostol)'. Througll readings. lectures. field
trips. films and guest lectures. students Will look at hOw
institutions. commun1t1es. and people conceive and Qonvey
histol)' for publoc consumptiOn. Students will also explore the
relationshi p between public h1St01)' and popular memOI)' and
culture and cons1der the meaning of histol)' in public venues.
Students are expected to take full advantage of Columbia's
urban campus througl\ vos1ts to cultural institutions, archl·
tectural sites. historic monuments. public art. archives and
special collections.
3 CREDITS

49-3665
American Cultural History•
This oourse examines major trends in American cultural and
intellectual histOI)' from the Colonial period to the present. we
explore the ideas of those who, e1ther from a dOminant or an
altematove position, had an important 1mpact on their contemporanes' views. and who best reflected the spint of their time.
It IS h1gllly recommended that students have completed at
least one prior course '" U.S. H1St01)'.

49·2678
The Great Depression & the New Deal:
the U.S . In the 1930' s
This course w111 explore the Great DepressiOn and the decade
of the 1930s, from the electiOn of Hebert Hoover 1n 1928
to bombong Pea~ Harbor. from three matn perspectoves: the
politics of FOR and the New Deal. the socoal response to the
Depression and the president. and the cultural inoovatiOn
of the era. Throug)l read1ng and the exam1natoon of pr1mary
sources (includ•ng songs. speeches. films. poems and plays)
students will explore the relattonship between the individual
and time to wh1ch s/he lives. Spec•al emphasis w1ll be g•ven
to the artistic and documentary production of the decade.

3 CREDITS

49·3672
Oral History : The Art of the Interview•
After an introduction to the theoretical and philosophical
concerns in the practice of oral history, various methods and
uses of oral history will be explored. Students will learn the
techniques of background research. script formulation. inter·
viewing. transcribing, and editing. Each semester the class
will partner with an existing oral history project and every
student will contribute a fully transc,bed, 6().90 minute inter·
view to the project's permanent collection.

3 CREDITS

49-2680
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Tranagender Hlatory In the U. S. •
People with same-sex erotic onentations and people who are
transgender have played a role in North American histol)' since
before the found1ng of the United States. Thos course w1ll
examine their h•stOI)'. and woll locus on the many contnbutions
ol these men and women as well as the d•fficult1es they faced
from before the found1ng ol the nat.1on up to the present.

3 CREDITS

History of Chlcaco •
49-3680
Content examines Chocago·s econom•c. ethnoc. raoal. and
pohtocal development from the early French exploration to the
current urban crisis. Students develop knowledge concernIng the impact of technological change on Chicago and the
economic and dertiOgraphic forces that have helped shape the
city's history.

3 CREDITS

49-268 3
History of the American City
Course examines the history of the development of the U.S.
as an urban nation . It analyzes the rise and decline of various
urban syst ems that. developed over the course of American
history. Students Investigate the social. economic, political .
technological. and demographic trends that have shaped the
modern American city.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

3 CREDITS
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49-3798

Independent Project: History•

50-1201

Introduction to Economics

General theory and specific rea~or1d applications illuminate
the economic functions of our society. Topics covered include
basic concepts of workings of markets. supply. demand. fiscal
and monetary policy. and governmental roles. Class discusses
current personal. business. governmental. and contemporary
economic issues and problems.

An independent study is designed by the student. with the

approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area
that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration. the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

49·3950

..

Undergraduate Research Mentorshlp*
50-1301

The Undergraduate Research Mentorship connects talented
students interested in the experience of conducting academic
research in particular disciplines with faculty in the liberal Arts
and Sciences. This course. available to students from across
the College. gives students the opportunity to gain rea~world
experience and learn research and scholarly techniques from
practitioners In academic and integrative disciplines based in
the liberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will prove valuable to students as they ent er professional fields or pursue
higher academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assistance in completing their innovative research and scholarship
while mentoring st udents in fields of specialization within the
academic community.

3 CREDITS

50-1302

1-3 CREDITS

50·1101

Introduction to Anthropology

50-1303

Urban Politics

Course explores various types, of urban governments and politics. Other topics include gr<..Nth and legal problems of cities.
ability of governmental institutions to meet the demands of
urban areas. community power and control. citizen participa·
tion and decentralization of governmental services. and municipal functions and revenue problems. Students also examine
the role of ethnic migrations and identity politics in large cities
around the globe.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Gender and Culture

Course studies the social construction of gender definitions.
All cultures assign gender-specific roles and expectations to
women and men to create a gender system designed and
changed through cultural processes. Content examines gender
role acquisition. individual and social consequences of gender
roles. socialization theories on gender. and how gender roles
in the family and workplace are constructed. Course also
examines gender in American culture and other societies and
explores possibilities for role change. especially in the arts
and media.

50·1401

Introduction to Psychology

Course introduces the field of psychology and its basic
concepts. theories. research methods. and contributions to
the understanding of human behavior. Topics include the
nervous system. perception. motivation. learning and memory.
social behavior. personality. developmental. and clinical
psychology. The past and current theories and contributions of
major psychologists are explored.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

50·1111

U.S. Fore ign Polley

Course analyzes various internal and external factors that
influence formulation and execution of U.S. foreign policy.
Content examines the crucial role of U.S. foreign policy and
its importance and implications both for the U.S. and other
countries. Through discussion of past and present major international problems and policy decisions. current foreign policy
of the U.S. is examined in terms of historic actions. political
ideas. and consequences.
3 CREDITS

Using ethnographic readings and films. course explores
central questions in study of social organization and customs
of various cultures. Topics of study include: anthropological methodologies. comparison of cultures. ethnocentrism
and relativism. language and symbolism. family and kinship.
power and control. peace and violence. The impact of
Westernization and modernization on traditional cultures is
considered. with particular reference to American conventions
and values. Course will enhance student s• understanding of
their own social and cultural lives.

50-1110

Politics , Government, a nd Society

Course provides students with a broad introduction to
American political ideas. individual and group political behavior. and public policy. Politics as well as local. state. and
nat ional government are examined in light of American history
and traditions. Content examines the crucial role of government in the lives of Americans as well as the comparative
values of political and governmental systems during various
modern administrations. Semester concludes with a study of
politics and government in Chicago.

Urban Anthropology

Course explores emergence of urban anthropology. its methods and techniques. and the use of archaeological. historical.
and contemporary studies to understand the roles and functions of cities. Content also considers race and social class.
kinship ties. and the anthropology of urban poverty. taking
examples from Western and non-Western urban cultures.
3 CREDITS

WWW . COL U M . lD U
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50-1402

include family patterns in various cultures, relationships wi thin
the family, family influences on personality development. marital roles. mat e selection. parent-child relations. family dissoh...
tion. and reorganization.
3 CREDITS

Socia l Psychology

Course studies human behavior in its social context to reveal
how one's feelings and actions can be influenced by other
people. Class examines processes of human interaction and
the social influences of family. membership groups. mass
media, and socioeconomic class on individuals and groups.
Instruction explores basic concepts and theoretical and
research perspectives on social processes. Students examine
elected forms of social reaction patterns. including socialization , attitudes. language acquisition. collective behavior. deviant behavior, prejudices. and violence.

S0-1S13

3 CREDITS

50-1501

Introduction to Sociology

Course focuses on basic concepts. research, and theories
involved in increasing the understanding of human behavior
and human societies. Utilizing a sociological perspective, the
interrelations among human societies. individuals. organiza·
tions. and groups are analyzed. Topics of analysis include
culture, social interaction, social institutions. social strati·
fication, community, and various social change strategies.
Numerous contemporary social problems and issues such as
racial and ethnic relations. sexism, class bias. and homophobia are discussed.

S0-1S14
States

Sociology of Sports In the United

Of many institutions that sociologists study. sports is arguably
the least studied in proportion to its societal impact . Yet many
of us feel the influence and power of sports in contemporary
American popular culture. This course is a critical examination
of sports in contemporary American popular culture.

3 CREDITS

50-1S10

Women and U.S. Society

Course analyzes varying status. roles. and life opportuni·
ties of women in different historical periods and contempc..
rary America. Content examines the socialization process
of women and how and why specific roles are assigned to
women. Class discusses consequences of women's roles on
individuals and society. Other topics of discussion include:
how women's roles vary by class. racial . and ethnic back·
ground; special problems and issues facing women; women
and work; the feminist movement; and past and present strategies used by women for achieving social change.
3 CREDITS

Social Problems In Ame rican Society

3 CREDITS

Course critically examines major contemporary social prot>lems f rom the perspectives of social institutions. culture.
inequality, socioeconomic. racial and ethnic groups, special
interest organizations. political and economic structures. and
social policy. Content analyzes various causes of several
major problems including physical health, chemical dependency, crime, poverty, family, discrimination. and urban prot>lems. Course explores the impact social problems have on
different groups and discusses possible solutions to social
problems.

S0-1601

Education, Culture, and Society

Among the major issues f acing American education today
that will be studied are school as a social system; schooling
and socio-economic factors; the role of values in education:
the mass media and education: philosophies of teaching
and learning: controversial subject matter; education and
the future: and education/educators as forces for societal.
cultural and personal transformation.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

S0-1602
S0-1S11

Course provides critical examination of issues of race and
ethnicity in the world. with special emphasis on the U.S.
Students explore concepts, theoretical perspectives. and
research on patterns of cooperation and conflict between
different racial and ethnic groups. Sources of prejudice.
discrimination. power relations and stratification are
discussed. Instruction covers history and present status of
various major racial and ethnic groups, including some white
ethnics, African Americans. Latinos. and Asian Americans.
Students examine contemporary problems and issues in the
area of racial and ethnic relations.

3 CREDITS

S0-1603

3 CREDITS

50-1S12

Human Sexuality Seminar

Course analyzes past and current research and historical and
cultural perspectives on contemporary American sexuality.
Content examines the broad range of attitudes. behaviors.
knowledge. practices. and myths pertaining to sexuality.
Topics of analysis include psychological. emotional. physiologi-

Family and Society

Family, the basic unit of society. is studied from a social.
economic, psychological. and multicultural framework. Family
Is examined as a cultural construction. and interactive
system. and organization. and a social institution. Topics

WWW. CO L U M . lD U/UN DE RG AJ. DUAl E /H H$$

Women's Health Care Issues

Course covers many contemporary medical issues facing
women in America. Content examines past and present institutional nature of the American medical profession and its
delivery of health care for women. Class analyzes various
other health care organizations and the quality of health care
offered women. Other topics include women's responsibility
and autonomy in relation to their health: family, work, and
other societal factors affecting women's health; violence
against women; women's health care centers; and how
women are changing health care institutions.

Race and Ethnic Relations
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cal, and developmental aspects of human sexuality. Content
also covers sexuality over the life cycle, socialization. dating,
marriage, family, different sexual orientations, law, relationships. contraceptives, and sexual responsibility.

50-2170

Anthropology of Performance
Course considers performance in the arts and performance of
activities in everyday life in several cultures of the world. with
an emphasis on ritual behavior, liminality, values. customs.
and taboos. Anthropologists study human behavior in order to
understand actions from the point of view of actors. using the
ethnographic methOd to interpret significance and meaning in
people's lives. Course includes study of texts. film. and music
from cultures in Asia, Europe. Africa. and the Americas.

3 CREDITS

50-1702
Social Cultural Geography
Beginning with discussion of Chicago's neighborhoods and
developing into national and international basic geography,
the early part of the course is designed to accustom students
to the major geographic regions, countries and cities as well
as the vocabulary and terminology of social geography. The
body of the course involves students in investigating global
patterns, such as nation-states, religion. and the environment.
to further their understanding of global cult ures and major
issues of the 21st century.

3 CREDITS

50-1703
Urban Geography: The Study of Cities
Fifty percent of the global population and 80% of Americans
live in cities. Urban geography is the social science that Investigates the Integration of built forms. human Interactions and
the environmental aspects of places. Course examines settlement patterns, the evolution of transportation. consumerism,
neighborhood dynamics, urban planning issues, ethnic diver-

50-2171
Anthropology of Tourism '
Studying tourism is no vacation. To study one of the fastest
growing international industries means understanding that
tourism has tremendous impacts on the global economy, on
the natural and cultural environments. and on the individual
lives of the tourists and those they visit. This course will
investigate what motivates tourists to travel and also what
enables them to do so. We will examine not only the social.
economic, environmental and cultural consequences of tour·
ism on host communities but those communities' responses
to it as well. Is there such a thing as culturally and environmentally sustainable t ourism? The course will explore key
research in the field, using case studies in the Pacific, Asia,
Africa and the Americas to anchor our investigat ions

sity, immigration and the built environment. This course will

3 CREDITS

3 CREDI TS

bring an understanding of what it means to be •urban· historically and in the 21st century.

50-2301
Politics and Civil Rights
Course examines the theoretical and historical background of
t he Constitution. Cont ent considers safeguards for civil liberties and conflicting theories concerning limited government,
equal protection. due process protections. ana political liberty.
Coursework emphasizes experiences of African Americans.
the Civil Rights Movement. and experiences of other American
minorities.

3 CREDITS

50·2101
Ethnographic Films •
Customs and cult ures from around the w011d are explored
through films on societies and t heir cultures made by anthropologist s and filmmakers. Course will investigate the history
and purposes of ethnographic films. and will address questions of ethics. politics. finances, and techniques as they
impact creation of these visual representations. Different
approaches and problems faced by filmmakers and anthropo~
ogists in documenting and describing social groups and their
cultures will be studied.

3 CREDITS

U.S. Constitution: Limiting Power•
The Constitution was written to limit governmental intrusion on
citizens· liberties, while encouraging republican responsibility.
This course will survey the Constitut ional protections of all citizens and serve as a sounding board for the concerns, rights
and responsibilities of Americans. Topics to be addressed
and discussed include: support of civil rights in the courts:
USA Patriot Act: indiVidual rights to pnvacy. By the ena of the
semester. students will have a stronger and clearer under·
standing of government's impact on their Jives.

50-2302

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II•

50-2105

Anthropology of Communication:
Voices, Gestures, Silences
Course investigates various ways we express our attitudes,
ideas. thoughts, and feelings to each other. Using anthropological research in communication, course intrOduces students
to theories o f phonetics, language acquisition. verbal and
non-verbal communication, and social structure. We study
how humans communicate directly, using means like stories,
jokes, and gossip, and information dissemination via media
like television and the internet. Language is a primary way
humans communicate, so course examines how it is formed.
acquired, and utilized: additionally, course addresses nonverbal communication (like gesture and dance). and combinat ions of verbal and non-verbal systems (like animat ion ana
advertising).

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 52-llll WRITING AND RIIETORIC I - ENHANCED OR
PLACEMENT

50-2311
Human Rights •
The term 'human rights· tends to be employed as if we
all agree on its meaning: it is a concept often wielded but
rarely defined. Because of its uses and abuses (historic
and current). it is a term that Is ripe for manipulation. Using
examples from contemporary global events, the course

3 CREDITS
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provides students with a thorough background for understanding how the term 'human rights' can both support particular
political agendas and also frame objective legal investigations.

50-2403
Self Id entity and the M lnd·B ral n
Question
A study in the interrelationship between the workings of the
brain and the life of the mind; the incredible experience of
neurology transforming into a mental happening. Particular
attention will be placed on two questions. Is self a spirit. a
computer, a material quality of reflective consciousness? Are
people by nature determined to be selfish? These consider·
ations will be placed in the context of the possibilities of the
future for the human species.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II' OR PLACEMENT

50-2312
Media, Politics and Intervention •
There is a belief that media attention can shame people and
governments into stopping human rights abuses. Yet, When
examining reality: from past ·genocides· to current ·unexplained killings· to ongoing systemic " abuses" ·we know
that media attention alone is not sufficient. This course will
explore how intervention - by individuals. domestic/international advocacy groups and governments - does or does not
occ:ur. The focus will be on the successful and unsuccessful
use of media to provoke and sustain tangible respect for
human rights.

3 CREDI TS

50·2405
Ps ychology of Women
This course examines the social construction of gender and
its impact on the psychology of women. In addition to gender,
the course explores the ways constructs such as race, ethniC·
ity. crass. sexual orientation and age interplay and operate
at individual. interpersonal and systemic levels to modify
women's experiences. Topics include traditional and contemporary feminist theories. gender stereotypes and differences,
victimization of women and mental health of women. Finally,
it examines the social and political implications of our cultural
understandings gender. and raises questions about the possi·
bilities for change.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 50-2311 HUMAN RIGHTS•, 52·11'2 OR
49-2310 CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN NATIONALISM AND ETHNIC
CONFLICT. OR 51·2220 THE HOLOCAUST11939-45) OR 50-1302 U.S.
FOREIGN POLICY OR 51·2211 URBAN IMAGES IN MEDIA & FILM, OR
53..3130 INTERPRETIVE REPORTING OR 53-4610 INTERNATIONAL
REPORTING' OR 54-2990 CULTURE. RACE AND MEDIA• OR 24-3801
DOCUMENTARY. II

3 CREDITS

Politic s of Poverty I n Developing
50·2313
Nations
An examination of the socioeconomic circumstances and polit·
leal challenges facing "developing nations· today, focusing on
poverty. as well as related issues of gender relations. inequal·
ity. health, and education. Course will cover (a) the concrete
challenges that poverty presents to much of the world's
population. (b) the complex variety of causes and factors
contributing to global poverty, and (c) the range of actors and
approaches to responding to these challenges.

50·2431
Positive Psychology
Historically, and understandably, psychology focuses on
decreasing maladaptive emotions and behaviors. This focus
will not and should not be abandoned. However after WWII a
need emerged to study how human beings prosper in the face
of adversity. Consequently, the area of Positive Psychology
emerged to identify and enhance the human strengths and
virtues that make life worth living and arrow individuals and
communities to thrive. This research-based course examines
the different assumptions and questions resulting from this
change in perspective.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDI TS

50· 2401
Theories of Person ality
Course surveys major theoretical approaches to the study
of personality. Applying theories of personality structure.
students examine topics such as human nature. motivation.
development, learning, and change. Instruction examines
traditional personality models, including psychoanalytic,
Adlerian. and behavioral. and more recent models, such as
transactional, analytic, gestalt. and cognitive.

50·2501
Law and Society
Course examines the crucial importance and objectives of
laws in modem society. Constitutional law, criminal law.
family law, consumer law, and employment law are studied
to provide students with a better understanding of the int errelationship between law and the larger society of institutions,
processes. and goals. Students are introduced to the role
of judicial precedent and legislation in our society from both
theoretical and practical points of view.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDI TS

Abnormal Psychol og y
50-2402
Content covers assessment, description. theory, research ,
causes. and treatments of various psychological maladaptive behaviors and disorders. Some mental health problems
studied include anxiety disorders. depression. neuroses.
psychoses. Students learn of classifications and definitions of
mental illness and acquire a broader understanding of human
nature.

50·2502
Women and Law
This course examines the legal status of women in contemporary America. It will cover women's legal rights and inequal~
ties in family law, in employment law, in education, in the
judicial system and in the military. It will also cover women' s
reproductive rights and the development of women's statutory
and constitutional rights in the late 20th century.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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10-3301

5 0.211A
Marrtaca and F-IIJ
This Course Mil speafocally el011W11! the major dlallef'CH,

¥

Polltlca .t .._ , .

and ~ trends lacirC families and mameces. Families
and ~ will be studied es dynemic systems. es IOclel
etpnllatlons. and as IOciel instJtutions. The coutse will
e•plore the Cllai'CI"C nature of family patterns and marriages
In the U.S.. as well as some comparisons to noo-Westem
cultures. Areas of study include the family In historical
perspectl\le, family life course, socialization withi n families.
gender roles, parent-child relations, sexual orientation. nooltadrtlonal families, attematllle unions. marital Interaction and
power, and reconslltuted farrulies.
I CIII OITI

Initially ~two prorninet( commodities. food and ~
ons, this 00<ne lOoks behlnO llles8 commodities I)Uitti8Md
with money in oroer to sea the 10c1e1. polillcal, and economic
structures that
them. Course lntenaptas lila
ways in whiCh the money - _.cS .....,.. wiiNn . , politicaleconomic: system that ~ to be net1.1'81 yat Is Ullnl8d
with social and politlcal power. Uslnc filmS, books. and
articles, the COUtSe coo;ers contemporery, historical. and theOretical unOe<standlncs and lcleoloClcel Cl1tlQues of the polillcal
economy of money.
I CIIIOITS
PRCREQIJfSITCS: ONE PRIOR rouRSE IN HISTORY ANO SOC:W. SOENCf
OR HtJMANmES AH() Wf!ITWG ANO RHETORIC I - SE1MCf ~·

5 0.2831
Art• A Community Development
Coo<se lnlloduc:es students to 11>eo<y and practice of the
arts as IOciel &ctlon. Students uncleftake lieldwofl< In one of

5().3401

s:woo.-

PayclloloCJ of Creativity

ranee

Definitions o f eteatMty
from eenet1e attributes to
learned behavior and to spiritual ttanscenOenoa. from
proOuct.:>riented (e.c.. the arts) to process.orlente ce.c.. self.
actualization). Cootse examines PS)CholoCy of cteatMty from
analytic, behavioral, oognttl\le, exi stential, humanistic, and
physiological theories, notJnc their pniC!lcal eP!)Iicellon in ana
producllon, IntelleCtual and personal 8/0W!h. and community
<le'<elopment.
3 CIIIOITI

5e\'l!ral on-goinc arts-based community projects. This pniC!lcal
WOtl< In a realowOOd situation i s supported by reaolncs and
Ooscussions In social and community psychology, the role of
the arts In community <le'<elopment and methods of ()()tOITlUo
nity researCh. Students will oesi&n a community research
project and creat e personal narratllles in their ChOsen medium
reflecting some aspect of the course.
J CIIIOITI

;;;

~•

10.3090

"

1 0.3101
The Art lat I n Society •
Course e.amlnes purposes of art. societies' percepcions of
artists. and the eteatJon of society and culture by artists.

!

Independent Proj ect : Soc ial Sc ience•

10.3403
Creativity and Multiple lntalllcnce•
Howan:l Gardner's 11>eo<y of Multiple lntelliCence Cllal. . . .
the traditional notion of lntellcence as too limited 1n Its focus
on 11efbal and loglcaknethematlcal lkllls. With the addition
of slx Oilfefent lntell~. en e~pended undetstandirC of
eteatMty emerges as seen In the ~~)sis of
the eteatllle personality, process, proOuc:t and soclak:ultura>

1-4 CIIEOITI

Reaolncs. ftlms. Ooscusslons, and projeet presentations
explore SUCI1 Questions as the social functJons of an, the use
of an lOt acvocacy by social groups, and paiiOnage of the
arts In the U.S .. M ia, and other counllies. Students Should
be prepared to consider their own artwork In the contellt o f
course materials and Issues.
I CIIIDITI
PR£R£QtJISirCS: 5:1-1 15.1 WRIIING ANO RHETORIC II '

historical context.
I CIIEOITI
PREREQUtSlTCS: 52·1152 ~mNG AH() RHETORIC r•

10.3404

10.3 10 2
Vl aual Anthropoloey•
Course e.amlnes ways In whiCh visual representatJOnS are
manifestations of cultural values, customs. and &ctlons. By

wen

eaplorlnc films, photographs, and material arts of a variety of
cultures. course encourages OoscuSSJOn of 1<ey anlhropo~
call/leOnes and concepcs. Students will lll\leSii&ate relationshiPS what IS seen and what Is known, between
Sign Jystems and the eommumc:atJon of meaning. and
between socoetoes and theor representatoons of self and other.
Reao•ncs In anlhropologJcal lrterature on arts and semiot ics.
films on cultures (their InteractiOns and their Olljects). and
grapl11c repoesentations lrOtn a variety or human soclet.l es are
lnctuoeo In the courseWOtl<.
I CIIIOITI

WWW . COLV • • I DU

The Paycholoey of Conaclonneaa •

The most vexlnc sclentfflc: mystery In the world tooay Is
Consciousness. Attempcs to study consciousness contJnue to
stretch the boundaries of aclence to SUCI1 an extent that Its
very method comes into QUMtion. TNs course offers an lnlfo.
oucllon to the wide array of theories as to the Of'Cins, neture,
and tunctJon of consciousness. as
as eltereO -.s of
oonsc:iousness, the peranonnal, and Artllldal ~·
3 CIIIOITI
PR£REQIJfSITCS: ONE rouRSE IN S0C:W. S0U<a ANO 52-1152
WRmHG AND RHETORIC r •

10.3910

Undercraduato RaNarch Mentorslllp•

The UnOe<graOuate ResearCh Mentors/lip comects talenteO
st uoents lntereslad In the eJpef\e<>ce of conc1uctJtC ecaoemle
research in partlculat Oisdpllnes with faculty In the Ubenll Arts
and Sciences. This c:outse. evalleble to lluoents from ac:ross
the Colteee. C)¥es ltudenta the OCJC)Otti.WIIty to c-Jn reiHooriO
experience and leam researCh and ICholatl)' ~ from
practJtioners in acaoemlc and intecratM dllcicllines basad In
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the Uberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will prove valu·
able to students as they enter professional fields or pursue
higher academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assis·
tance In completing their innovative research and scholarship
while mentoring students in fields of specialization within the
academic community.

51·1112
Women In Art, Literature, and Music
Course examines the professional development of women, the
impact of images of women on art and society, and the role of
cultural contexts for artistic expression.

1·3 CREDITS

51·1101
Western Humanities
Course studies relationship between the individual and
community and the search for meaning and values through
comparative study and analysis of significant visual. performing, and literary arts.

51·1113
Latin American Women In the Arts
This course is designed to study the contribut ions which Latin
American women have made (and continue to make) through
literary and visual arts. We will examine issues of cultural
identity, feminism, and representation through various genres
including drama, essays, film. literature, mythology, photogra·
phy, poetry. and theology.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Eastern Humanities
51·1102
Central theme of this course is what it means to be human
in an Eastern context. explored through particular wor1<s of
Eastern lit erature. philosophy. and the arts. in readings and
film and at local sites. Issues include western encounters
with the east, engagement in finding one's true way, and the
significance of devotion t o family and the Divine.

51·1114
Italia n Art, Literature, and Music
This is an interdisciplinary humanities course based on the
rich contributions of the art, literature and music of Italy,
whose art.istic achievements have been the source of inspira·
tion for many artists worldwide.

3 CREDITS

Introduction to Women and Gender
51-1211
Studies
This course will intrOduce students to the broad variety of
scholarship on women through an interdisciplinary approach.
The course will begin with an exploration of the history of
women's rights movements. It continues with the examination of the social construction of gender. gender roles, sexual·
ity and power. With this background, we will explore a wide
variety of topics, ranging from media to spirituality. using the
tools of feminist
analysis.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

51·1103 • Humanities for the Performing Artist
Major texts of literature. philosophy, and theology are studied as examples of humanistic inquiry. providing the context
for performance pieces expressing universal themes. Guest
artists from the Dance. Theater. and Music Departments
assist advanced performing arts students in deepening their
artistic understanding by widening their humanistic context.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Humanities for the VIsual Artist
51·1104
Poems, masterpieces of fiction and philosophy, and a
Shakespearean play are the bases for an exploration of imagery as a vehicle for interdisciplinary humanistic study. Course
i s ideal for art, film, and phOtography students who want to
place their disciplines within a larger humanistic context.

S1·1221
Topics In Humanities
Topic changes.
3 CREDITS

Gay and Lesbian Studies 1: 1600 to
51-1270
1980
This course is Part I of a two-·part course called Gay and
Lesbian Studies. The material in Part I focuses on the GLBT
community from 1600-1980. The course explores the contributions of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender individuals
to historical and contemporary u .s. cult ure. Readings, films,
and guest lecturers will help establish the necessary sociological and historical context for the course.

3 CREDITS

United States In Art, Lit and Music
51·1110
Course presents a representative selection of American paint·
lngs, folk and folk-derived music, and readings in poetry and
the short story to enhance the students' underst anding of
each periOd In American social history.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Latin American Art, Literature, and
51·1111
Music
Interdisciplinary humanities course provides an overview of the
rich and diverse contributions of art. literature, and music of
Mexico. Central America, and South America. Students learn
the terminology used to describe. interpret. and appreciate
these arts in the context of the culture they reflect.

Gay and Lesbian Studies If: 1980 to
51-1271
Present
The course explores contributions of gay. lesbian, bisexual,
and transgendered individuals to contemporary culture
(1980-Present). An interdisciplinary course. the final class
project encourages students to wor1< within their fields of Interest. Several films are viewed in class; some are assigned

3 CREDITS
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tor out-of-class viewing. Class visitors from Columbia College
CtlicagO and 01/let Ctlicago-area Institutions will address
Issues coo.ere<f In class. A visit to tile University of Ctllcago's
Lesbian and Gay Studies Project Is Included.
J CRUIITS
51·1301

51·1330

Spanish I

51·1331

lnsttuctlon Introduces basic structures and vocabulary to
develOp profiCiency In understanding. reading, speaking. and
wrltlng SpaniSh for living. worl<lng, and traveling In tile U.S.
or abroad. Cultural appreciation Is enriched through Chicago
resources.
4 CREDITS

51·1302

.

51·1310

Spanish 11•

51·1340

French I

51·1341

French II*

51·1351

Chi nese I Laneuaee and Culture

This course tor beginners introduces active control of tile
sound system. basic grammar and vocabulary, to develop
proficiency In understanding, reading. speaking and wrltlng
standard Mandarin Chinese. Cultural appreciation Is enriched
through Chicago-area resources.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1351 CHINESE I LANGUAGE AND CIJLTVRE

Italian 1: La neuaee A Culture

Introductory course helps the beginni ng student communicate
In Italian and develop skills In reading. writing. listening, and
speaking. Students acquire knowledge of and appreciation for
tile culture of Italy and tile Italian-American culture In tile U.S.,
especial ly In Chicago.
4 CREDITS

51·1321

Arable II : Laneuaee and Culture•

Continued study of basic structures and vocabulary further
develops po-oficiency in understanding, reading, speaking.
and writing Arabic . Cultural appreciation Is enriched through
Chicago resources.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1340 ARABIC 1: UNGUAGE AND CIJLTVRE

Students continue their study of basic structures and vocabulary and further develop po-oflclency In understanding, reading,
speaking, and writing French. Cultural appreciation Is enriched
through Chicago-area resources.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 5 1-1310 FRENCH I

51·1320

Arable 1: Laneuaee and Culture

This course for beginners Introduces basic grammar and
vocabulary to develop profiCiency In understanding. reading,
speaking, and writi ng Arable. Cultural appreciation Is enriched
through Chicago-area resources.
4 CREDITS

Course for beginners introduces basic grammar and vocabulary to develop po-oflciency In understanding, reading, speak·
lng. and writing French. Cultural appreciatiOn is enriched
through Chicago-area resources.
4 CREDITa

51·1311

Japanese II*

St udents continue tlleir study of basic structures and vocabulary and develop furtller proficiency In understanding, reading. speaking, and writing Japanese. Cultural appreciation Is
enriched through Chicago-area resources.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1330 JAPANESE I

Continued study of basic structures and vocabulary furtller
develOps profiCiency In understanding. reading, speaki ng,
and writing Spanish. Cultural appreciation is enriched through
Chicago resources. Pre-Requisite: Spani sh I.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 5 1-1301 SPANISH 1 OR SPN'J

:

Japanese I

Course for beglllllefS Introduces basic grammar and IIOCabulary to develop proficiency In undefstandlng. reading. speak·
lng. and writing Japanese. Cultural appreciation Is entiched
through Chicago-area resources.
4 CREDITS

51·1352

Chi nese II : Laneuaee and Culture•

This course continues the worl< begun In Chinese I t o help
students communicate in Chinese and furtller develop ski lls
In reading. writ.ing, listening, and speaking. Students expand
knowledge of and appreciation for tile Chinese culture and
Chinese-American culture of tile U.S .• especially In Chicago.
4 CREDITS

Italian II : Laneuaee A Culture•

Course continues WOrl< begun in Italian I to help students
communicate In Italian and furtller develop skills i n reading,
writi ng, listeni ng, and speaking. Students expand knowledge
of and appreciation for tile culture of Italy and tile ItalianAmerican culture of tile U.S .• especially In Chicago.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1320 ITALIAN 1: LANGUAGE AND CIJL TVRE

51·1360

Swahili I

Thi s course for beginners Introduces basic grammar and
vocabulary to develop po-ofJCiency In understanding. reading,
speaking. and writing Swahili.
4 CREDITS

51·1390

Mexican Culture and the Arts: Study In

Mexico
4 CREDITS
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speaking. and listening. Through examining humanistic prose
models for writing and speaking and through working with and
sharing their own experiences. students become more effective communicators.

51-1391
Spanish 1: Study In Mexico
This course is part of the Summer Study Abroad Program in
Cuemavaca, Mexico. Instruction introduces basic structures
and vocabulary to develop proficiency in understanding. read·
i~g. speaking. and writing Spanish.

4 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

51-2101
Harlem: 1920's Black Art and
Literature
Period of artistic experimentation among black creative artists
in the 1920s is studied through the works of black writers
from the Harlem Renaissance. Their relationship with emerg.
ing American avant.garde writers and the evolution of the AfroAmerican literary tradition is explored.

51-1392
Spanish II: Study In Mexico •
This course is part of the Summer Study Abroad Program in
Cuemavaca. Mexico. Instruction continues on structures and
vocabulary to further develop proficiency in understanding.
reading, speaking. and writing Spanish.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51·1301 SPANISH I OR 51·1391 SPANISH 1: STUDY IN

3 CREDITS

MEXICO

51-2102
Black World Ritual Performance
An exploration of the acts and meanings of performance
and ritual in the Black world. Study of sacred and secular
practices that influence theatre, ritual, ceremony, carnival.
rites of passage, the blues, improvisation, "Negro Spirituals",
the ·word" (as in: spoken-word. playwriting. use of physical
voice as a t ool. of specific characters in film). performance
art, representation and perceptions of the black body. perfor·
mance as expressed in sports culture, hip-hop, storytelling,
and other performative modes of expression rooted in the
ancestral ethos of Africans in the Oiaspora.

51-1393
Spanish Ill: Study In Mexico•
This course is part of the Summer Study Abroad Program
in Cuemavaca, Mexico. Instruction continues on structures
and vocabulary to further develop proficiency in understand·
ing. reading, speaking, and writing Spanish. Pre-Requisite:
Spanish II or Placement
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 51·13D2 SPANISH 11• OR 51·1392 SPANISH II: STUDY
IN MEXICO•

51-1401

3 CREDITS

Philosophy I

Course focuses on the nature of careful inQuiry and some of
the enduring philosophical questions of the ages. Content
examines classical and contemporary issues in philosophy.
such as the existence and nature of God. the concept of
human freedom. the existence and nature of the soul. and the
value and meaning of artistic expression.

51-2103
Critical Vocabulary lor the Arts
Course probes ideas and terminology that help students enjoy
and appraise achievements in the arts. Students experience
performing and visual arts and explore how art is created and
perceived.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

51-1410
Critical Thinking
Each student's skill in critical reasoning is developed by analy·
sis of basic patterns of argument. evidence, and fallacies.
Examples are drawn from such sources as speeches, advertis·
ing, journalism. and essays to clarify What is implicit in the
claims being made and the reasons used to support them.

51-1411
Ethics and the Good Life
Course examines major philosophical works to provide insight
into human action as the basis of a good and happy life.

51-2104
Black Arts Movement
The 1960s was a period when many · revolutionary" Black
Americans. artists. dramatists, writers, critics and philosophers engaged in intense debates over the role of the artist
in the making of a cultural revolution, and over what consti·
tutes a ·genuine· or "true· black aesthetic. The Black Arts
Movement explicitly targeted a number of long-standing
assumptions of literary critics and historians: in particular. the
role of the text. the timelessness of art. the responsibility of
artists to their communities, and the significance of oral forms
in cultural struggles.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

51-1501
Comparative Religions
By studying both major and lesser known religions of the
world , students relate religious traditions to questions about
belief. death, ethics. and the divine in human life.

51-2105
Introduction to Black World Studies
In this interdisciplinary survey course, students are introduced
to the socio-political history and culture of black peoples
around the world and the concept of "blackness.· The course
is team taught and divided up into units that cover inter·
related components: history, humanities. and social sciences.
The course is divided into seven units. beginning with a
history of the field of Black Studies. Students will then be
taken through the history and historiography of the peoples
and their expressive arts.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

51-1602
Fundamentals of Communication
Course develops self-knowledge and personal growth by
strengthening communication skills of writing, reading, public

3 CREDITS
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51·2110
Twentieth-Century Music
Twentieth century classical music demands that we listen in
new ways, that we test our assumptions regarding sound.
and that we question our understanding of aesthetics. It may
be described as the expansion. emancipation and re-merger
of those features defining music prior to the 1900s: melody,
harmony, form, timbre, texture and orchestration. we will
examine this transformation, highlighting the events that
catalyzed new directions in comPOsition and performance.
Wherever POSSible, the music examined is tied to general
historical developments at the period of its conception.
Ancillary figures. those generating functions or art achievements not strictly related to music, are studied whenever their
activity seems to be germane to heightened understanding on
the part of the student. All concert music heard is primarily of
a "classical." genre. Whenever any other music is referred to,
such as jau, folk or world, brief examples are used.

of civic, cultural, gender. global and POlitical identities using
traditional humanities studies including artistic, film, literary,
philosophical and religious critiques. Special emphasis will
focus on self·referentiality and how The Simpsons satirizes
both itself and it s characters as an operative principle and
strategy.
3 CREDITS

51-2214
Doing Time In America: An
Interdisciplinary Approach*
In this class, students will explore prison culture in America
by examining the history and philosophy of prisons, and the
way prisons are POrtrayed in literature, film, and television,
including POPular shows such as Prison Break and OZ. Given
America's fascination with crime and the swelling number
of incarcerated individuals (over two million in America), the
class raises imPOrtant questions and issues about POverty
and privilege; punishment and redemption. Students will
discuss the similarities between prisons and various dissimi·
far institutions (such as colleges) that also have their own
language, rituals, and hierarchy. In addition to readings,
screenings, and discussions, the class will host guest
speakers (such as a prison guard, a former inmate, a public
defender, and a prison minister) who work closely with prison
POpulations. Students will read one novel about crime and
punishment in America, as well as articles, essays, stories, .
POems, prison narratives, song lyrics and excerpts from longer
works of both fiction and nonfiction about prisoners and life
behind bars, as well as about the culture that surrounds
those incarcerated.

3 CREDITS

0
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51·2111
Revolution and Art: Latin America
What do revolutions do to the arts? How does a radical
change in society affect the production, distribution and
consumption of the arts? What do the arts do to revolutions?
This course is a study of artistic production during twentiethcentury revolutionary periods in Latin America. Students
examine issues of POPular/official culture, censorship, propa·
ganda, and the main contributions of these revolutions in
literature. film, music, and the visual arts. This is a rotating
topics course.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC u•

51·2112
Contemporary Africa: Life, Literature ,
and Music
This course presents the major issues, as well as the regional
and cultural differences that exist amongst the peoples of
present-day Africa. The class will critically review the stereotypical myths which are usually associated with Africa. Through
a variety of multi-disciplinary approaches, including literary and
musical analysis , students will be introduced to the diverse
cultures and traditions across Africa as well as the imPOrtant
POlitical. social, and economic issues of post-colonial African
nations.

51-2220
The Holocaust (1939-45)
Course is guided by two major questions: Why did the
Holocaust occur? How did it happen? Because the answers
are complex and multifaceted, our effort to explore and under·
stand the Nazi extermination of six million Jews draws on
several kinds of material.
3 CREDITS

51-2272
Death and Dying
Universal and timeless, dying and death are life experiences
integral to human existence. What and how we experience,
give order to, make sense of, and live out these journeys in
our lives and in relation to others within societal, cultural ,
philosophical and spiritual contexts will be the focus of our
course of study.

3 CREDITS

51·2211
Urban Images In Media & Film*
Course surveys the POrtrayal of metroPOlitan life in film, televi·
sion, the press. and other media. Students discuss documentary films. such as I Remember Harlem, and full-length feature
films, such as Grand Canyon, MetrOPOlis, and Little Murders.
Local city news coverage (print. television, and radio) is examined for urban stereotypes.

3 CREDITS

51·2274J
J·Sesslon In Shanghai: History, Culture,
and Art•
This course introduces modern Chinese history t hrough
Shanghai 's imPOrtant role as a sea POrt in the 19th century,
as a city occupied by Western and Japanese forces in the
20th century. as the seat of the first Chinese Communist
party, and as a contemPOrary art and business center. We

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC u•

51·2213
The Slmpsons as Satirical Authors
This course will study the POStmodem satirical presentations
and commentary which The Simpsons has made (and continues to make) through it s utilization of the humanities. We will
examine how The Simpsons raises and comments on issues
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51· 2331
French IV: Conversation and Theatre
through Acting•

will begin our discussion in Chicago during the first week of
J-Tenn, and then depart for Shanghai. We will visit temples,
tea-houses. Art Deco buildings and modern skyscrapers; talk
to gallery curators, visit Modern Art Museums and schools,
as well as enjoy performances by cutting-edge musicians and
dancers.

This course continues the work done in French Ill and focuses
on Improving the student's pronunciation and fluency through
conversations about French theatre and also by having
students act excerpts from various plays. Besides theatre,
the course also ex,pands the student's knowledge of French
culture, art, philosophy, and history.

3 CREDITS
PREREQCJIS/T£5; 5l-Jl02 EASTERN HVMANtnES OR 51-1101
WESTERN HUMANmES

51·2303

4 CREDITS

PREREQU ISITE: 51·2330 FRENC H Ill: LANGUAGE
AND CULTURE

Spanish lll: l anguage and Culture*

Building on one year of oollege Spanish, this oourse extends
each student's capacity to understand, read, speak, and
write Spanish through exposure to the rich variety of arts in
Hispanic cult ures.

51-2332

Ja panese Ill: Language and Cu lture•

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1302 SPANISH II'

Building on one year of college Japanese, this oourse extends
each student's capacity to understand, read, speak, and write
In Japanese through exposure to the rich variety of arts in
Japanese culture.

51-2304
de Ci ne•

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 51-1331 JAPANESE II'

Conversational Span ish IV: Hablando

This course uses oontemporary Spanish and latin American
films as its oontent base t o advance speaking, reading, writ·
ing, vocabulary and culture skills through guided conversation.
Films viewed Include Carmen, Camlla, Trlstana, and Amores
Perros.

51-2401

Philosophy of Art and Criticism

Course explores works by radically diverse thinkers to show
how assumptions about art and artists shape evaluations
of the arts. Works are from such philosophers or critics as
Plato, Aristotle. Hume, Sontag, Freud, Derrida, Foucault, and
Stravinsky.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1302 SPANISH II' OR 51·2303 SPANISH Ill'

3 CREDITS

51·2305

Spa nish for Heritage Speakers

Course serves heritage Spanish-speakers, born or educated
in the u.s.. and other students whose mother tongue is not
Spanish but whose proficiency level equals Spanish Ill at
Columbia College or three years of high school Spanish study.
Course strengthens command of spoken and written Spanish
and includes cultural enrichment by t he Hispanic arts heritage
in Chicago and elsewhere.

51-2402

3 CREDITS

51-2403

4 CREDITS

51·2321

20th-Century Philosophy

Course examines central issues and major movements In
philosophy in the twentieth century, Including existentialism,
pragmatism, deconst.ructionism. and linguistic analysis.

Political Philosophy

Course uses a few major writings from ancient through
modem thinkers to ex,plofe polotical philosophy, with special
focus on problems of power, freedom, justice, and law.

Italian Ill: Italian Through Film*

This course will use contemporary Italian films such as
Cinema Paradiso, Medit erraneo, Lamerica and La Vita e
Bella as Its oontent base. A textbook will reinforce speaking,
reading, writing, vocabulary and culture to advance student's
skills.

3 CREDITS

51-240 4

Spi rit uality and Empowerment•

Building on one year of oollege French, oourse extends each
student's capacity to understand. read, speak, and write
French through ex,posure to the rich variety of arts In French
cultures.

In Spirituality and Empowerment, students are Invited to
explore their relationship to Spirit (as they define it) and to
experience Spirit as the means to contemplat e Self, create
community. tap the true source of creativity, and manifest
intention. They will also become acquainted with the core
teachings of seven signifocant masters and the spiritual paths
they gave to the WC)f1(1. Practices of meditation and hatha
yoga will give students a direct experience of independent
contentment and peace. In short, how can Spirit empower us
and support us in creating the life we t ruly desire?

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1311 FRENCH II'

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 51-1321 ITAUAN II; lANGUAGE & CUlTURE'

51· 2330

French Ill: Language and Culture•
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51-2405
Philosophical Issues In Film
Course addresses a series of philosophical themes including
ethical issues. metaphysical questions, and existential quandaries. Philosophical study can open up vistas of meaning t o
any student, and films can effectively realize abstract ideas
in palpable and compelling ways. Several films are used with
readings in philosophical literature to explore specific philosophical themes.

Peace Studies •
51-3202
Class studies forces at play in the course of human events
that profoundly affect one's relationship to self, work, family,
and others; to social justice; to the earth and its myriad life
forms; to the nature and purpose of human existence; and to
spirituality.

3 CREDITS

Posthumanlsm In Science Fiction•
51-3203
This course examines science fiction visions of posthumanism. Through film excerpts and readings (novels, philosophy,
sociology and science), we will explore fundamental questions
of human identity, race and gender. We will also focus on the
conftict between the techno-utopian visions of scientists and
the t echno-dystopian visions of science fiction artists.

3 CREDITS

51-2406
Philosophy of Love•
Various aspects of love -romantic, spiritual, familial, and selfacceptance - are studied through readings, films, and weekly
contemplations. Course moves from concepts and readings to
the student's own experience and personal application. Selflove and self-esteem are the foundation concept from which
all else evolves. Readings come from philosophical and spiri·
tual texts.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II-SERVICE
LEARNING•

3 CREDITS
PREREQtJISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II'

S1-3250
Capstone Seminar In Women and
Gender Studies
This is the final course for the Women and Gender Studies
minor. Students,- in close collaboration with the instructor, will
worl< on a project of their choice that integrates their understanding of women and gender issues and their major field of
interest. This project may be a research paper, the production
of an arts or media project, an internship with an appropriate
organization, etc. On agreed upon dates. the class will meet
to discuss how theory and practice come together in their
projects.

Mystical Consciousness, East and
51-2407
West•
Course explores a variety of philosophical and religious texts
on mysticism. meditation. and spirituality from both the
Eastern and Western traditions. Classroom activities of meditation. ritual process, and creative flow give students direct
experience of these concepts. Weekly contemplations and two
extended papers further help students understand mystical
awareness at both the intellectual and experiential levels.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

51-2408
Philosophy for the 21st Century
This course examines some major contemporary thinkers who
are opening up new questions and frameworl<s of knowledge
in the 21st century, particularly in the areas of social theory,
and ethical and political concerns.

51·3298
Independent Project: Humanities••
An independent study Is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area
that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration, the student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.

3 CREDITS

1-3 CREDITS

51-2501
Exploring the Goddess
This course is an introduction to selected goddesses who
have been worshipped in various regions of the world from
prehistory to the present. Students will learn to identify and
to analyze the symbolism that has traditionally been used
for each goddess in primary texts, worl<s of art, and acts of
worship. Students will also learn to understand these primary
texts, worl<s of art, and acts of worship in terms of the historical and cultural contexts from which they emerged.

51-3450
Topics In Philosophy*
Topic changes.
51-3950
Undergraduate Research Mentorshlp*
The Undergraduate Research Mentorship connects talented
students interested in the experience of conducting academic
research in particular disciplines with faculty in the Liberal Arts
and Sciences. This course, available to students from across
the College, gives students the opportunity to gain real-world
experience and learn research and scholarly techniques from
practitioners in academic and integrative disciplines based in
the liberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will prove valuable to students as they enter professional fields or pursue
higher academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assistance in completing their innovative research and scholarship
while mentoring students in fields of specialization within the
academic community.

3 CREDITS

51-2504
Religion and Science
This course investigates the interaction of religion and science
in Western culture, with some comparative analysis of nonWestern traditions. The course introduces students to some
historical conflicts (Galileo's trial, evolution vs. creationism.
etc ... ) and also explores contemporary avenues of reconciliation between religion, spirituality, and science.

1-3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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NEW MIL LENNIUM STUDIES: T HE FIRST-YEAR SEMI NAR
ROBERT C. LAGUEUX, DIRECTOR
Approach
New Millennium Studies: The First·Year Seminar, a required
foundational course in the Liberal Arts and Sciences Core
Curriculum, provides a common intellectual e~perience to all
of Columbia's first-year students. In small classes of no more
than 18 students. you will be asked to consider some difficult
questions about identity. art, and ethics and responsibility.
Using a variety of texts, films, assignments. and projects,
instructors will ask you to think deeply and reflectively about
the ways personal, artistic, creative, and intellectual identities
are constructed. how we navigate our (sometimes conflicting)
obligations to ourselves and to others. the roles education
and creativity play within ourselves and our societies. and the
responsibilities of creators to their creations. In this way, New
Millennium Studies exposes students to a variety of differ·
ent modes of understanding the world. connecting creative
practice in the arts and media with the critical thinking skills
essential to success in college and beyond.
Curriculum
The theme of New Millennium Studies is creativity and
conscience. Each of four units of the course uses one or two
strategically chosen common texts as a means of approaching the guiding questions of the unit. We use a diverse group
of texts that. jn the past. have included Marjane Satrapi's
graphic novel Persepolis, Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart,
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, and the films Ray, Whale Rider,
and Crash. Working both individually and in collaboration with
colleagues. students produce projects in a variety of media,
culminating at the end of the semester in a New Millennium
Studies Portfolio.
Faculty
The New Millennium Studies faculty is drawn from all of
Columbia's departments, demonstrating our belief that a rigor·
ous, broadly based liberal education is essential for all college
graduates no mat1er what their future career path might be.
Our classes are led by scholars of English and history. but
also by dancers. photographers. musicians, actors. and poets.
Our interdisciplinary faculty illustrates and demonstrates for
students the universal importance of reflective. critical think·
ing, and creative practice, forging a meaningful integrative
experience for all of Columbia's first-year students.
Robert C. Lagueux
Director, New Millennium Studies: The First-Year Seminar
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NEW MILLENNIUM STUDIES: THE FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR
48-1100

New Millennium Studies: The First Year

Seminar
New Millennium Studies is grounded in interdisc,iplinary studies in the humanities and social sciences through its ongoing theme of identity and culture. The seminar explores and
reshapes intersections between liberal arts disciplines and
fields in media arts and visual/performing arts. Topics and
texts are selected and studied in ways that will help Columbia
students become more competent and confident readers,
writers, thinkers, creators, and collaborators. This Rrst-Year
Seminar helps prepare students not just for their subsequent
years at Columbia, but for their future lives and careers as
responsible citizens and authors of the culture of their tlme.
3 CREDITS
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
CONSTANTIN RASINARIU, CHAIRPERSON
The Science and Mathematics Department provides the oppor·
tunity for Columbia students to leam fundamental scientifiC
and mathematical concepts In an atmosphere that cultivates
intellectual curiosity, creative and artistic exploration, indepe~
dent thinking, and ethical global citizenship.
The department offers a wide array of courses in biology,
chemistry, earth sciences, ecology, nutrition and health.
interdisciplinary sciences. physics, and mathematics. There
is a course for each type of Ieamer. The art-oriented student
can use his/her creative artistic skills by 'wor1<ing on projects
where the unique combination of art and science or mathematics is nurtured and appreciated. The more adventurous
student can study advanced mathematics. microbiology, or
fundamentals of quantum physics, to name only a few of our
challenging classes. In addition, students benefit from using
the state-of·the-art science and math computer center. which
is dedicated to image and sound processing with application
to science visualization and mathematical modeling.
The department offers a minor in Environmental Science
that gives students a basic understanding of environmental
issues from a scientific, legal, social, and political context.
As ecological consciousness increasingly becomes an Issue.
Columbia College Chicago students will be able to capital·
ize on growing employment opportunities. such as managing
enVironmental organizations. creating advertising campaigns
for ·green• products. or producing documentaries that explore
these Issues.
Our faculty members are active professionals in the fields they
are teaching. Many have artistic backgrounds in addition to
advanced degrees In sc1ence and mathematics. These professors, through Insightful teaChing and careful guidance, help
students develop meaninglul and lasting connections with
science and mathematics. while providing invaluable skills for
living more Interesting. productive, and wel~rounded lives.
Constantin Raslnarlu, Ph.D.
Chairperson, Science and Mathematics
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M inor In Environmental Sel enee
Enwonmental scoence is an onterdoscoplonary scoence that
uses concepts anct onformatJOn from the natural scoences ecology. biOlOgy. Chemostry. anct geology- anct also from tne
socoal scoences - economics. politics. and etnocs - to help
us understand now the earth wor1<s: how we are affecting the
earth"s life-support systems (environment) for us and other
forms of lofe: and now t o deal with the environmental problems we face.
Thus. the goal of the minor is to have all students oomplet e
a core course in Environmental Science. wllicn incorporates
eacn of these doscoplines. Then. the student woll be able
to Choose the dosciplone wolhin the Environmental Studies
pte>gram ne or sne wisnes to pursue in greater detaol. With
core courses on biOlogy. cnemistry. anct geology. anct more
specoahzed courses later on. Finally. eacn student woll
complete an onctepenctent stuely ptoject depenctong upon hos or
her specoal onterests. wnicn can be arranged through numer·
ous professional contacts of the faculty.

www. co&.u • . cou
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
56·1110
Biology: The Living World
This course is an introduction to the study of life, at the
molecular, cellular, and whole organism levels. It surveys
cell structure and function, the principles of genetics, and the
diversity of living organisms, including how they grow, how
they evolve and adapt, and how they interact with each other
and with their environment. Through observation, experimentation, and interpretation of the living world, students develop
an understanding of the biological functions t hat support life.
The biological world is examined with particular attention to
issues of greater contemporary relevance and impact.

56-1125
General Zoology
This class examines the diversity of the animal kingdom,
focusing on the major groups of invertebrates and vertebrates. We will study these animals in an evolutionary
context, emphasizing ecology, life history, and morphology.
The lab component will include dissections to examine ph ys~
cal differences across t he major phyla. It is recommended
that students have a strong background of biology in high
school or a previous biology course in college (e.g. Biology the
Living World, Animal Physiology, Human Physiology, or Marine
Biology).

4 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

56-1115
Biology of H uman Reproduction
The course examines the biological aspects of sexuality from
a structural, functional, and evolutionary standpoint. Topics
may include anatomy and physiology of the reproductive
organs, human sexual response, reproductive hormones, birth
control and infertility, pregnancy and birth, sexual disorders
and sexually transmitted diseases, human inheritance and
genetic counseling, evolution of human sexual behavior, and
other related issues from a biological perspective.

Microbiology: Unseen Life
56· 1150
The course examines life at the microsoopic level and Is
designed to provide an understanding of microbiology and its
connectedness to the environment, medicine, agriculture, and
industry. Topics will include exploration of the world of bacteria, viruses, and fungi; the use of microbes in genetic engineering, food preservation, and safety; the role of microbes
in biotechnology, industry, and agriculture; antibiotic resistance; viral and bacterial diseases of humans; and the use of
microbes or microbial products in bioterrorism.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

56-1117
The Biology of AIDS: Life of a Virus
The oourse examines the basic biology of HIV and is designed
to provide an understanding of the pathophysiology of HIV/
AIDS and its impact on the immune system. Topics will
include cell biology, basic genetics. the immune system,
virology, and epidemiology and their connection t o the devel·
opment of anti-retroviral drugs and vaccines, testing for and
diagnosis of HIV infection, and an understanding of the virus
life cycle. HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention via artistic
expressions will also be examined.

56-1170
Human Anatomy and Physiology
This oourse examines the basic biological concepts of structure and function of the human body. Body systems, such as
the cardiovascular, respiratory, nervous, digestive, muscular,
skeletal and reproductive will be surveyed. Special topics may
include the disease processes that affect the human body,
such as cancers and AIDS.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Animal Physiology
56-1181
This course explores the structure and function of mammals
with special emphasis on oompanion and zoo animals.
St udents gain knowledge on the diversity of structure and
function of domesticated and economically important animals
as well as their similarities-at the microscopic as well as
macroscopic level. Topics on heredity, genetics and reprodu<>
tion, evolution and ecology, and conservation, using mammals
as animal models, will be discussed. The course includes
hands-on laboratory work, field trips, and projects that incorporate students' interests and majors and cultural backgrounds
with oourse material.

56· 1120
Botany: Plants and Soci ety
This course introduces students to plant life and the impact of
plants on society including their use as a major food source,
as medicine, and in the industrial and recreational world.
As an introductory level botany course, topics also include
structure, function, growth processes. reproduction, ecology,
genetics. and resources derived from the plant world. The
course also examines the Impact of plant life on society using
examples from major agriculture crops such as coffee and
chocolate. Students will investigate live specimens of plants
with a strong hands-on laboratory component.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

56·1182
Biology o f the Human Immune System :
Health and Disea se
What causes illness and maintains health? How does the
immune system guard against disease? These and other
important topics of health are discussed. The effects of diet,
stress, and drugs are debated, with discussions of AIDS,
genetics, cancer, and other related current topics. Students
learn to make sound decisions regarding their bodies.
Students complete projects integrating their major field of
study with topics in health and illness. Laboratory woo1< is a
required component of the course.

56·1121
Introduction to Horticulture: Applied
Plant Sciences
This laboratory course will be taught at the Garfield Pao1<
Conservatory and will address the science and art of cultivating fruits, vegetables, and ornamental plants; the functional
uses of plants: aesthetics, food, industrY. recreation; and
growing and using horticultural plants and consumer and environmental issues related to horticulture In daily living.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
WWW . COLU M . !DU/U ND lRG RA DUATl /
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56-1184
The Brave New World of Medi cine
Are you curious about emerging medical advanc6s and those
just on the horizon? Following a brief biology introduction,
this class examines the cutting-edge science of such topics
as stem cells. cloning. assisted reproduction. new vaccine
development, gene therapy, and other emerging medical
topics. The course will also explore the scientific limits and
societal implications of these advances. A hands-on laboratory
accompanies this class and students draw on their talents.
backgrounds and majors to create a final project.

S6-1220
Chemistry and Art : Textiles and Dyes
Course focuses on natural and synthetic textiles, their chemistry, properties. and applications. Paper and dye chemistry
is extensively covered. Dye synthesis and interaction of fibers
with vat. reactive. acidic. basic. azoic. and mordant dyes are
also investigated. Special emphasis is placed on the extraction of natural dyes from plants.
3 CREDITS

56-1224
Chemistry of Art and Color
Course deals with at oms and molecules and how they
create color or light and reflect and absorb light (dyes and
pigments). Topics include additive and subtractive color
mixing; interference. or iridescence. which Is demonstrated
through niobium anodizing; history and chemistry of pigments;
and various paint media. including encaustic (or wax), egg
tempura. linseed oil, gouache (or gum Arabic). fresco, calcium
compounds. and oriental lacquers. The chemical reactions
that set these paints are discussed.

3 CREDITS

56-1185
Marine Biology
This class examines the diversity of marine organisms from
the smallest worms to ptedatory Shar1<s to the largest whales.
from the deepest trench to the shore. Students will explore
the special adaptations that allow organisms to thrive and
create the complex web of ocean life. This class contains a
lab component; field trips to the Shedd Aquarium: and a final
project that incorporates the students' interests, majors, and
cultural backgrounds with course material.

4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

S6·1226
Chemistry of Photography
Chemical processes behind all major photographic metnods are explored in this course. These processes include:
daguerreotypes, black-and-white. color. non-silver, image
making using alternative materials such as gum dichromate.
holography, and xerography, Science of additive and subtractive color mixing is also explored. Laboratory experimentation
constitutes significant part of course.

56-1210
Liberal Arts Chemistry
This introductory chemistry course includes the exploration
of the high prevalence of chemical occurrences in the world.
Topics such as chemical terminology. atomic structure, bonding. reactions, acids and bases. oxidation and reduction. and
nuclear chemistry are considered. Materials from organic
chemistry, biochemistry. and polymer chemistry are integrated
into discussions and lab activities to demonstrate practical
application of everyday substances.

3 CREDITS

56-1211
Scientific Investigation
Course provides an introduction to the basic principles and
uses of forensic science. The basic applications of the biological. physical, chemical. medical. and behavioral sciences
currently practiced and limitations of the modern crime laboratory are presented.

56-1240
M aterial Science Technology
This laboratory course provides practical knowledge of the
ever expanding use and development of materials in today·s
world. Material Science Technology is a multidisciplinary
approach to science and technology that teaches students
to better understand the properties and uses of materials. It
combines scientific theories. practical applications and technology. and actual hands-on experiences to prepare students
to work in a technologically rich environment.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

56-1215
Concepts of Biochemistry
Includes basic chemical and biochemical principles and an
insight on the latest breakthroughs in the field. Topics may
include functioning of metabolism. cell signaling, hemoglobin abnormalities. DNA and ancestry, cloning. etc. Specially
designed laboratory experiments help t he student to discover
the hidden side of life. The student will be able to make
connections between bio-molecules and functioning of living
organisms. disease. forensic tests. environmental issues. and
biotechnology.

56-1280
Crime Lab Chemistry: Solving Crime
Through Analytical Chemistry
A multi-disciplinary approach to the contemporary issues of
science and the law provides the student with the general
knowledge and ability to understand applications of science in
society. Students study basic principles of scientific investigat ion and the application of sciences to evidence and law. A
significant part of the course includes hands-on laboratories;
evaluation of DNA evidence: and projects where students
incorporate their interests and majors with what they learned
in the course.

4 CREDITS

.
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4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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56-1310
Geology: Earth as a Planet
This course examines the basic scientific principles governIng Earth and its operation. Through numerous hands-on
activities, students study earth materials and how they form,
surface processes and how they shape the land, and internal
processes and how they lead t o earthquakes. volcanic activity,
and even movement of whole continents. Topics also include
geologic time, the hist ory of Earth and life on it. climate and
climate change, and the impact of human activities on Earth.

56-1380
Dinosaurs and More : Geology Explored
Students investigate the geologic processes that have shaped
the environment on Earth over the past 4.5 billion years. The
course explores the theory of plate tectonics and follows the
development of common fossil forms and prehistoric life with
a special focus on dinosaurs. Laboratory experience includes
mineral/rock identification, analysis of fossils, and interpretation of geologic maps. One class will meet at the Field
Museum.

4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

56-1312
Global Change: Earth and Life In the
Past, Present & Future
This course examines the idea of global environmental change
and the mechanisms by which global change occurs. We will
use an approach combining Earth history with modem Earth
processes (Earth systems) to understand changes in the physical environment like plate movement and climate change,
and changes in the biological environment like evolution and
extinction. Finally, we will analyze some of the relationships
between physical and biological changes on Earth (physi·
cal mechani sms for extinction, biological inputs to climate
change, and. others).

56-1420
Animal Behavior
This course explores the ways in which animal s survive,
adapt, and respond to changes in their environment. Basic
topics covered include animal learning, mechanisms of behavior. foraging. defense against predation. aggression, sensory
systems. communication. mating systems. and parental care
behavior. Examples from the animal kingdom will be incorporat ed, including consideration of the roles animals play in
the daily lives of humans, and the discovery and meaning of
specific animal behaviors.

3 CREDITS

56-1510
Nutrition
Course provides an overview of the basic nutrients required
by the body for health and life. The role of nutrition in various
phases of the life cycle and the psychological and sociological i mplications of food are discussed. Emphasis is placed on
dispelling common nutrition myths and on questioning nutrl·
tion information presented In the media.

3 CREDITS

56-1320
Natural Disasters
Both geologic and climatic natural disasters are explored
in this course. Central focus is on causes and effects of
disasters, particularly on the results of human attempts to
prepare for these disasters. Topics include meteorite impacts,
volcanoes, earthquakes, landslides, floods, and the effects of
floods on human and animal life.

3 CREDITS

56·1515
Personal Wellness
This science course focuses on a holistic approach to health
management. You will learn to assess your current wellness
status and how to make improvements Where necessary.
Topics include exercise science, nutrition, self-esteem. mental
health, stress management, relationships, effective communi·
cations. violence, sexuality, chronic diseases, and addictions.
Some classes require mild to moderate movement.

3 CREDITS

56-1330
M eteorology
This course provides an introduction to the dynamics of the
atmosphere and the methods of forecasting weather. Topics
include theories of Earth's climate, effects of pollution on the
weather, applications to marine and aviation agencies, and
careers in meteorology. Activities Include graphing, weather
forecast ing, and maintenance of a weather log.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

56·1610
History of Science
When science is examined through the lens of history, we can
better understand its methodology as well as the social forces
that shape its advancement and impact on society. By examining not only the contributions but also the lives of people like
Copernicus, Galileo, Newton. Faraday, Darwin, and Einstein we
discover a human element to science that is so often ignored.
This historical approach enables us to discover the dynamic
interaction between science and other disciplines such as reli·
gion. technology, art and humanities. war. and politics.

56-1350
Evolving Vertebrates: Understanding
Fossils and Paleontology
Vertebrates have been around for more than 500 million years
and are one of the most successful groups of organisms
inhabiting the Earth today. This course explores the fossil
evidence for the evolution and diversification of vertebrates,
including fishes, crocodiles, dinosaurs, birds, and mammals.
How vertebrate evolut.ion is conveyed in scientific and popular
literature, the arts, and museum exhibits will be examined in
the context of the science and methods behind how fossils
are discovered, collected, analyzed, reported, and displayed.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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56-1615
Science, Sensation & Perception
Course studies sensation and perception entering the body
through sight, hearing, taste, touch. and smell. Course examines the senses as they relate to biology, chemistry, physics,
and psychology. Other senses dealing with coordination and
balance will be studied also.

The class focuses on student participation, collaborative learning, and activities that develop students' problem solving and
critical thinking skills. (Basic Math Skills does not satisfy the
College's mathematics requirement.)

3 CREDITS

56-1720
College Mathematics•
Course covers essential mathematical skills expect ed at the
college level. These skills are presented in an integrated way,
with emphasis on applications of math. Topics include algebra. geometry, statistics. and trigonometry. Students solve
problems, improve understanding of concepts, and interpret
statistics and graphs. Effort is made to incorporate mathematical applications reflecting students' majors.

3 CREDITS

56-1621
Science , Technology and Society
Course provides an introduction to current events in science
and technology and their effects on everyday life. Topics
Include environmental pollution. benefits of space exploration.
superconductivity, and technical education in various nations.
Students are required to complete individual projects such as
videotapes, slides. or practical demonstration.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 56-1710 8A$1C MATH SKILLS OR PLACEMENT

56-1624
Science Film Seminar
Scientific methodology, concepts. and applications are
presented and discussed using the film/video medium. Topics
include astronomy, biology, chemistry, genetics, medicine,
energy resources, preservation. and unexplained scientific
phenomena.

56-1721
Mathematical Ideas •
This is an online mathematics course intended for liberal arts
students at the college level. Mathematical Ideas is divided
into historical pers~ectives, algebraic systems. and applied
consumer mathematics. Topics include numerations. finite
mathematics. algebra of real numbers, linear-quadratic-expo.
nential functions, geometry, and consumer mathematics.
Note: TH E ONLINE MATERIALS FOR Tl'l!S COURSE ONLY
WORK WITH MS/WINDOWS.BASED SYSTEMS. MAC USERS
WITHOUT ACCESS TO A MS/WINDOWS·BASED SYSTEM ARE
NOT ADVISED TO TAKE THIS COURSE.

1 CREDIT

56-1680
Frontiers of Science
Have you ever wondered about the relationship between
science and sport? This area and other emerging fields of
science are studied to enable you to gain an understanding of
contemporary scientific discoveries that cross the disciplines
of biology, chemistry, astronomy, and physics and how these
discoveries impact society. This course includes a strong
laboratory component and topics are discussed to enhance
scientific literacy and promote appreciation and understanding
of how various disciplines of science relate to each other.

3 CREDI TS

PREREQUISIT£$: PLAC£M£NT

56-1722
Introduction to Statistical Meth ods •
Course presents the foundation of statistics using a case
study approach. Model cases are examined where statistics
were both used and misused. Special emphasis will be placed
on concepts commonly used in Marketing Communication and
Management classes from a statistical standpoint. Statistics
are used to demonstrate cause and effect of physical
phenomena. Topics include sampling, statistical models. prot>
ability and chance theory, graph analysis, correlation, central
tendencies, regression, hypothesis testing, and dispersion.

3 CREDITS

56-1681
Science and Technology In the Arts
Students explore technologies that are used in the production
of artistic performances and the scientific principles behind
them. These technological systems include audio, lighting,
and mechanical (robotics) control. Students investigate the
properties of sound and light through a series of hands-on
experiments and design scale model systems such as a
public address system. lighting, and computerized stage
controls. Students gain experience on the potential applica·
tion of technological resources to improve their own creative
production.

3 CREDITS

PR£R£QUISIT£$: 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS• OR PLACEMENT

56-1724
Geometry In the Arts *
Course presents basic geometric concepts such as the
Pythagorean theorem. properties and measurements of
points. lines. angles. plane figures. and classic solids.
In-class activities include the integration of small group work
and individual research projects. Effort will be made to apply
geometrical concepts to students' major areas of study.

3 CREDITS

56-1710
Basic Math Skills
Basic Math Skills is designed for college students who have a
weak background in mathematics and who may exhibit math
anxiety. The course concentrates on operations involving
fractions. decimals, and percents. Measurement. geometry,
statistics. and the principles of algebra are also introduced.

WWW . COLUM . ! O U
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56-1725
Math In Art and Nature•
This course shows the relationship between mathematics
and art in nature, for example, t he shape of a butterfly and
the spiral on a pineapple. Using a compass and a straight·
edge, students learn geometric concepts in order to do basic
Euclidean constructions as well as golden rectangle. baravelle
spiral, and t he lute of Pythagoras constructions .

56-1830
Astron omy: The Solar System
This is the first part of a two-semester astronomy course. It
includes investigation of the Earth's motions and how they
affect the appearance of the day and night sky; the major
planets, their moons. and other bodies of the solar system:
and the current theories of the origin and fate of the solar
system.

3 CREDI TS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 56-1710 BASIC MATH SKILLS OR PLACEMENT

56-1831
A stronomy: Stars and Galaxies
This is the second part of a two-semester astronomy course.
It includes the study of the birth and death of stars; a survey
of larger struct ures of the universe, such as galaxies. clusters. and super clusters; the evolution of the universe from
the Big Bang to the present; and possible future fate.

56·1726
Math for Marketing and Management•
Course provides specific applications of mat hematics for
Marketing and Management majors. Emphasis is placed on
solving problems in the areas of interest, discount negotiable
instruments, payroll, buying and selling, checking accounts,
and other business related applications.

3 CR EDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS' OR PLACEMENT

S6-1833
Space Explorati on
Course explores present and future methOds of space exploration. It covers the basic science, instruments, technol·
ogy, dangers. benefits, costs, and the political and human
drama of space exploration. Discussion topics include space
stations. moon colonies. quasars. black holes, t he search for
extraterrest rial intelligence. and t he origins and ultimate end

56-1728
Quanti tative Literacy•
Quantitative Literacy surveys the ways that mathematics is
used in t he. real world. As our society grows more technologically complex, the ability to interpret and analyze quantitative
information has become an increasingly essential skill for
citizenship. The goat of this course is to develop the reasoning capacity, critical thinking skills, and statistical literacy
needed to make sense of issues that routinely appear in the
media. Essential topics in consumer mathematics will also
be covered.

of our universe.
3 CREDI TS

The Origin and Fate of the Universe
56-1837
The course examines what the universe is made of, how and
when it began, and how it is changing. Class offers information about the different methods scientists use in the ongoing
research of the Big Bang model and the mysteries of black
holes, quasars. dark matter, and dark energy. Students are
required to create an art project that relates to any aspect of
the course.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$; 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS• OR PLACEMENT

56-1810
Physics for F ilmmakers
Course explores selected topics from the world of physics.
Emphasis is on the study of vibrations. waves. sound and
light, and the fundamentals of electricity. Course includes
weekly classroom demonst rations and experiments. Final
topics include an introduction to the aspects of modem phys·
ics, such as relativity, quantum theory. and cosmology.

3 CREDITS

56-1840
Einstein: His Sc i ence and hi s Humanity
Course examines the basic concepts of Einstein's science,
humanity, and philosophy and his views on religion, politics, and t he arms race . Course studies his theories. which
inspired the invent ion of such modern technology as lasers,
nuclear energy, photoelectricity, and concept s such as curved
space. Course provides students with a better understanding
of t he universe.

3 CREDIT ",

56-1817
Lasers and Holography
Course covers the basics of holography, including technical
and aesthetic history; photochemical procedures; uses of
lasers; and procedures for setting up fundamental holograms,
or single- and double-beam transmission and reflection.
Students are required t o generate their own holograms.

3 CREDITS

c

Quantum Physics for Artists
56· 1850
This course is designed for non-scientists (with little or no
background in physics and mathematics) with emphasis on
the paradoxes and beauty of quantum physics. Students will
learn basic ideas about quantum duality, wave funct ions,
uncertainty principle, teleportation, theory of relativity, elementary particles. and cosmology.

3 CREDITS

Science of Electronics •
56-1820
Course provides an introduction to elect ronics. Students
acquire knowledge in the fundamentals of electric circuit
theory. Course teaches the operation and use of electronic
components and instruments such as muttimeters and oscilloscopes. Regular laboratories provide opportunities for hands·
on activities. During the final weeks of the course students
construct an electronic project.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 5&-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS• OR PLACEMENT
OR 5&-2710 COLLEGE ALGEBRA•
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cules commonly used in everyday life. such as alcohols. The
course considers families of carbon compounds. functional
groups, synthesis, structural investigation. reactivity, and the
recycling of polymers and their impact on the environment.

56· 1881
Physics of Musical Instruments
Student s study the physics of common musical instruments
and discover the mathematical foundation of musical scales.
This course explores mechanical oscillation. wave motion. the
concept of pitch, and the harmonic series. Students invest igate the complex timbre of musical instruments through
hands-on laboratory experiments using waves and spectrum
analysis , and develop scales with sound generation software.
For a final project. students construct functional musical
instruments and perform an original music composit ion.

4 CREDITS

56·2310
Oceanography and the Marine
Environment
This introductory course explores the oceans of the world, the
living organisms of the ocean. and the vast mineral wealth of
the ocean floor. New discoveries in the ocean sciences are
discussed. The dynamic, growing field of oceanography and
the physical, chemical. and biological aspects of oceans are
investigated.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 56-1820 SCIENCE OF ELECTRONICS• OR PlACEMENT
OR 56-2710 COLLEGE ALGEBRA •

Epidemics : History of Disease and
56·2100
Response •
This course examines well-known epidemics. Classes of
pathogens. modes of transmission. pathology of illness, and
the immune response are investigated. Each epidemic is
discussed through the lens of the public health response and
the impact of concurrent scientific breakthroughs. This class
considers the nature and challenges of contemporary global
diseases and the responses of the public health, medical.
and philanthropic communities. The course assesses how
colonialism and globalization help spread disease and the
co-evolution of infectious agents and humans. It is recommended that students have a strong background of biology
from high school or have taken a previous biology course in
college (e.g. Biology the Living World, Microbiology, Brave New
wo~d of Medicine).

3 CREDITS

I ntroduction to Ecology
56-2450
This course introduces basic princi ples of ecology- the study
of relationships among living organisms, their environment
and each other. We, examine ecological concepts applied to
individuals. populations and communities of both plants and
animals . Topics i nclude plant and animal adaptations to the
environment. the role environmental factors in the distribution and abundance of organisms. the dynamics of population
growth , species interactions including competit ion and predation, the structure of ecological communities. and the application of ecology to problems in conseNation .
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PlACEMENT OR 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS•
OR 56-1728 QUANfiTATIVE LITERAcY•

3 CREDITS

..
.

-

56-2130
Genetics
Course is a survey of the basic fundamentals of genetics
and their application to contemporary issues. Major topics
include DNA structure and replication. the chromosomal basis
of inheritance, protein synthesi s. and genetic engineering.
Special topics may include human development, cloning, stem
cell research, DNA fingerprinting, genetic basis of disease,
agricult ural crop breeding, reproductive technologies, and the
conseNation of genetic diversity in nature.

Environmental Science
56·2610
This course explores the multidisciplinary science of the environment. We focus on contemporary issues such as air and
water pollution , global climate change, ozone depletion. acid
rain. hazardous and solid waste, alternative energy resources.
soils. deforestation, overfishing. biodiversity. and endangered
species. and their ecological, economical, and human health
impacts. An extensive, hands-on laboratory Is a core part of
the course. Students develop a final creative project incorporating the skills of their major.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

56-2134
Human Evolution
This course is a suNey of the biological theory of evolution.
as related to the human species. Major topics i nclude basic
genetics. general biological evolution . comparative anatomy,
and pri mate and hominid evolution. Special topics may
include an examination of the evolution of human traits such
as language . art. agriculture . and war. and the role of humans
in the extinction of other species.

56·2611
Space, Tim e and the Arts
The objective of this seminar is to develop a common
language that can interface art and science. The science of
space and t ime will provide the window through which we will
analyze the arts. The course will focus on a couple of works
from each discipline (Dance. Music. and Film and Video) that
illustrate an extraordinary use by an artist of either space
or time. Through studying the artwork, students will gain an
appreciation not only of the i maginative and compositional
expression of space or t ime in each art form, but also a
sense of the connections between the art disciplines.

3 CREDITS

56·2210
Molecules In Art & Life
This course examines the chemistry of the ubiquitous carbon
atom. Molecules fomned from carbon and other elements are
investigated . Special emphasis will be placed on organic mole-
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
56-2686
Bi omechanics : The B i ology and Physlca
o f Sports•
From a Cirque du Solell contortionist to an administrative
assistant typing dictation, we are always moving, This course
investigates human movement in air and water using sports,
performing arts, and animation as examples. We explore
the physiology of the body's interaction with its environment
and Integrate biology and physics to describe, define, and
understand movement. The hands-on laboratory explores visualization and quantification of movement and Includes a final
project Incorporating each student's interests, majors, and
cultural backgrounds with course material.

56-2730
Numerical and M athematical Modeling•
Numerical Analysis and Mathematical Modeling covers numerical methods and computer prOI!I<Immlng to Investigate questions In biological, chemical, physical, mathematical, and artistic fields. These methods include linear algebraic systems,
sparse matrices, linear and nonlinear ordinary differential
equations, finite differences, finite e lements. Fourier analysis,
and partial differential equations.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 56-2720 CALCULLIS 1•

56-2810
Image Optics
Course explores geometrical and physical optics for photographers and cinematographers. Topics Include refiection and
refraction of light, virtual and real optics, the eye and perception, and demonstrations of optical systems and various
scopes. St udents must be competent In high school algebra
and geometry.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISIT[s, 56-2710 OOUEGE ALGEBRA• OR PlACEMENT

56-2710
Colle ge Algebra• ·
This course examlnes linear and quadratic equatJOns, word
problems, polynomials, graphing and straight lines, systems
of equations, rational expressions, radicals, and quadratic
equations. Relevance to everyday mathematical usage Is
emphasized.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 56-1820 SCIENCE OF ElECTRONICS• OR PLACEMENT
OR 56-2710 COLLEGE ALGEBRA •

3 CREDITS

56-2820
The Science of Acoustics 1•
Course introduces the physics of sound and considers how
it is perceived by the ear. The concepts and applications o f
acoustics include sound wave theory, sound In music and
musical instruments, recognition of musical sound qualities,
auditorium acoustics, and electronic reproduction of sound.

PREREQ(IISITES: 56-1710 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS• OR PLACEMENT
OR 56-1728 QUANTITATIVE LITERACY•

56-2713
College Algebra & Trigonometry•
Course builds on the computational, problem solving, and
graphing skills learned in college algebra. Key trigonometric
concepts relevant to the arts and communication fields are
introduced. Course provides the preparation required for
calculus and some advanced computer l!l<lphics courses.
Cotnputer..rided instruclion is included.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 56-1720 COUEGE MATHEMATICS• OR PlACEMENT
OR 56-2710 COLLEGE ALGEBRA

3 CREDITS

56-2850
Physics for Game Developers •
This Is a laboratory based science course that examines
topics in physics that are relevant for game developers.
Examples include the study of motion In one, two, o r three
dimensions: collisions between objects: rotation of massive
objects; and explosions. Other topics Include the study of
motion under the influence of various forces such as gravity,
friction, and propulsion forces. Laboratory activities complement the course and include e~periments designed to illustrate and exemplify the main topics presented as theory.

PREREQUISITES: 56-2710 COLLEGE ALGEBRA • OR PlACEMENT

Calculus 1•
56-2720
Course Introduces higher mathematics by examining the
fundamental principles of calculus-functions, graphs, limits.
applications o f t he derivative, anti-derivatives, area, and the
integral. Cou· Je presents additional mathematical applications
In business, the arts, and the social sciences.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISIT[s, 56-2713 COLLEGE ALGEBRA & TRIGONOMETRY• OR

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES 56-2713 OOUEGE ALGEBRA & TRIGONOMETRY'

PlACEMENT

56-3 1 98

56-2721
Calculus 11•
This course includes application of the derivative, the int81!/<11.
differential equations, and the functions of two variables.
Students discover the historical and logical developments
of calculus. Applications in management as well as in the
social, behavioral, medical, physical, and natural sciences are
emphasized.

56-3 199
Internship : Science and Mathematics •
Internships provide advanced students with the opportunity to
gain work experience in a professional science andjor mathematics-related area, while receiving academic credit toward
their degree.

3 CREDITS
PREREQ(IISITES; 56-2720 CALCULLIS 1•

WWW .COL.UM . I DU
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SCIENCE AND MA T HEMATICS
56-3740

Linear Algebra

Course deals with ooncepts in linear algebra applied to
computer graphics and physical phenomena. Topics include
matrix operation and transformation. vector space, LU deoomposition, and Gauss Sidel iterations. Students will be able to
translate physical problems into a set of mathematical equa·
tions that can be solved using t echniques in linear algebra.
Computer knowledge is required for the course.
3 CREDITS

56·3950

Undergraduate Research Mentorshlp*

The Undergraduate Research Mentorship oonnects talented
students interested in the experience of conducting academic
research in particular disciplines with faculty in the Uberal Arts
and Sciences. This course, available to students f rom across
the College, gives st udents the opportunity to gain rea~world
experience and learn research and scholarly techniques from
practitioners in academic and integrative disciplines based in
the Liberal Arts and Sciences. The experience will prove valu·
able to students as they enter professional fields or pursue
higher academic degrees. Faculty members will gain assistance in completing their innovative research and scholarship
while mentoring students in fields of specialization within the
academic oommunity.
3 CREDITS
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SC HOOL OF MEDIA ART S
At Columbia College Chicago. we ask our st udents to be the authOrs of the culture
of their times. By chOosing one of our majors in Audio Arts and Acoustics. Film
and Video. Game Design. Interactive Arts and Media. Journalism. Marl<eting
Communication. Radio. or Television. you are committing to an education rich in
hist ory. theory. and practice that Is grounded and enriched by offerings in Uberal Arts
and Sciences. You are preparing to become the next generation of media artist s and
communicators.
In the School of Media Arts. we recognize that concept and t echnique are inter·
twined. With this in mind, we have designed our curriculum to help you develop your
Individual vision. Each of our disciplines is taught within an aesthetic. historical. and
cultural context to assure that your worl< will inform. entertain. and inspire. It Is
with these principles that the SchOol of Media Arts continues to expand its course
offerings through the Semester In LA. program as well as the development of new
interdisciplinary initiatives. Including a digital game design curriculum.
Your training will come from a devoted faculty of working professionals WhO know
that technology is always evoMng. We teach with an eye t oward current technology
while 'emphasizing basic skills and critical thinking. which will ser.e you well In spite
of changes in hardware. software. or equipment. As collaboration is an important
underpinning of all the disciplines taught within the School of Media Arts. you will
also learn the value of being a team player. develop and hone your interpersonal
skills, and build relationships that will ser.e as a foundation for your Mure.

As you enter the real world. we recognize that complex decisions Will have to
be made on the spot that Involve aesthetics. technology. and ethics . We ask that
you not only master your craft. but also gain acute awareness of the impact
of your decisions. You will be required to Investigate beyond the surface, beyond
ideologies. and beyond all preconceived beliefs to create meanlnglul work for your
Intended audience.
You will truly be prepared to be the author of the culture of your times!

DorMn Bertoni
Dean. SchOOl of Media Arts
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AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS
DOUGLAS JONES , CHAIRPE RSON
The Audio Arts and Acoustics Department is dedicated to
educating the next generation of professionals in the various
disciplines of audio. w e want our students t o understand the
technology available now and learn hOw to use new technologies
as they emerge. Our curriculum balances this learning with the
development of a strong aural aesthetic and grounding in the
physics of sound . We offer concentrations in Acoustics. Audio
for Visual Media, Audio Production and Design, Contract ing, and
Live Sound Reinforcement.
After many years of planning, we completed the construction on
a new state-of-the-art facility in 2003. This new facility includes
three multitrack recording control rooms, two studios, four
production suit es, a video post-production suite, and voice-over
and production labs. For the st udent interested in acoustics,
the facility has equipment for many types of acoustic analysis,
a computer lab featuring acoustical modeling and auralization software, a revettlerat ion chamber, a vibration lab, and a
semi-anechoic chamber. For sound reinforcement students,
the department owns world-class PA equipment for use in the
context of their classes and for providing reinforcement systems
f or College events.
We are justifiably proud of our facility, but the facility is meaning·
less without our dedicat ed faculty and staff. All o f our
faculty and most of the staff are active in some facet of
professional audio. Three of the authors of t he prestigious
HandbOOk for Audio Engineers (Focal Press) are professors in our
department.
For those students Who qualify, there is an internship program
offering st udents a chance to gain practical work experience and
develop professional contacts in one of the nation's largest professional audio market s. Our graduates are employed in every
area of audio throughout the country, and many alumni have won
national recognition. Come with an open mind, a willingness to
work and create, and pertlaps your name will be added to t his
list!

Douglas Jone•
Chairperson, Audio Arts and Acoust ics
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AUDIO ARTS AND AC OUSTICS
AUDIO DESIGN AND PRODUCTION CONCENTRATION

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS
The major in Audio Arts and Acoustics is actually a COllection
of dr;erse programs or concentrations. all in the broad area of
professional aud1o.

The aim of the Audio Design & Production Concentration is to
prepare students for careers In music recording. audio post·
production. audiO for mu1tJ.med1a communications, and sound
design.

The curriculum consists of four levels of classes. Incoming
freshman will start with introductory courses that expose
students to the theory, craft. and aesthetic common to all the
concentrations. These elements are developed throughout the
core curriculum. Upon successful completion of the core, the
student chooses a concentration, where the focus will narrow
to a specific discipline within professional audio. At this level
the student is expected to develop skills and begin to demonstrate the ability to function independently. The final level
consists of a series of capstone courses 1n which the student
is expected to demonstrate a higlllevel of functioning. inctU<J.
i11g a develOped sense of aesthetic. a command of the theory.
and the abtllty to function independent of the professor.

With the increased availability or audio technology, most
notably through the "desktop revolution: former clients of
recording studios now find themselves doing so much audio
work day to day that it has become cost effective to build
and maintain their own audio production facilities. Adverti sing agencies, corporate A/V departments. and commercial
and popular music producers and musicians now have their
own "in-hOuse· recording facilities. Additionally, we have seen
the birth of new media forms, In which audio production is an
integral part. These would include Web design and aU1horing;
reaHime Web media: CD ROM publiShing; and sound design
for theater, broadcast, and multi-media. Sound as a stand
alone artistic experience has also grown and matured as an
independent means, of expression. S<>called "Audio Art" has
become a distinct form or performance/creative art, which is
practiced. exhibited. and distributed all over the world. These
are all now potential clients and projects to the audio produ<>
lion specialist.

Students whO successfully complete the program are prepared
for entry-level employment in various areas of professional audio such as recording studios. acoustical consulting firms. the
film and television industries. sound reinforcement companies.
system contractors. and more.

Students graduating in this concentration will be versed in
the theory, aesthetics. and practices of recording, multi·track
audio production, and post·production. They will be fully prepared to work in a variety of formats and environments from
large-format recording studios to thOse smaller "desk-top"
environments. We make sure that students recognize the ever·
changil18 and increasingly diverse nature of these technology
sensitive industries.

The Audio Arts and Acoustics Department o ffers a post·baoca·
laureate certificate or major.

CONC ENTRATIONS
ACOUSTICS CONCENTRATION

The Acoustics concentration prepares students for entry-level
positiOnS With consu1t111g and engineering firms prac11Cing in
the areas of architectural acoustics and/ or environmental
acoustics. The program also provides graduates w1th the academic preparation for continued studies.

As students of a liberal arts program, they will develop communication skills in, and an aesthetic understanding of, the
different industries they may serve. This will prepare them to
interact more effectively wi th peers and clients.

The main educational goat of the concentration is to offer
students a holistic understanding of acoustics as a discipline
by presenting all of its components- theory, practices, and
aesthetics. Theoretical and applied elements of acoustics are
introduced in Architectural Acoustics, Acoustics of Performance
Spaces. Environmental Acoustics. Studies In Transducer
Theory, and Engineered Acoustics, while courses like Acousti·
cal Testing I, Acoustical Testing 11. and Acoustical Modeling g1ve
students the opportunity to analyze and to solve real·world
problems. The physiological and psychOiogiC81 aspects of
sound perception and i nterpretation are introduCed in Studies
in Hearing and 1n PsychOacoustics. wh1le the aesthetic element
of the discipline is furthered in most of the other courses.
througll examples selected from the instructors· profess1onal
portfolio and through d1scussions that address contemporary
issues In acoustics.

WWW. COL.U M . lDU

AUDIO FOR VISUAL M EDIA CONCENTRATION

The Audio for Visual Media concentration prepares students
for audio careers in film, video. and related visual media.
Students study the theory and practice of sound track design,
recording. editing. and mixing sound In relationship to story
structure. Students develop an understanding of aesthetic
principles as well as communication and professional skills
that allow them to effectiVely pursue the1r future goals. Audio
for Visual Media is a collaboration between the Film and Video
Department and the AudiO Arts and Acoustics Department,
requi nng students to complete courses in each department.
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AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS
CONTRACTING CONCENTRATION
The purpose of tills concentration is tile enhancement of
professional stanoards in tile design, installation, and use of
auditory communications systems in architecture. Forty years
ago such systems were ·engineered· as IIley were being
installed. Current projects often require several years and cost
several millions of dollars. Designers. project managers. and
entrepreneurs In tills field must worl< easily and effectively with
architects , venue managements, institutional owners, building
contractors, and event promoters. Developing
this new cadre of trained professionals is the core goal of
this program.

c

This curriculum Is structured to include system concepts, engineering princi ples. and aestlleties of sound systems.
In tills program, st udents can expect a combination of
lectures, laboratories, and field trips to observe professional
installations.
Students who complete this program are in demand by electronic systems contractors for front-line positions in estimatIng, desigAing, project management, and company management. Companies In this Industry are typically family-owned
subchapter-S corporations. and successful employees with an
entrepreneurial bent often begin t heir own companies.
LIVE SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONCENTRATION
The Uve Sound concentration offers aesthetic and analytical
tools presented wit/lin a live production construct. Students of
Uve Sound are exposed to tile tlleory, met/lods, and aestlletic
underpinnings of tile live idiom. as well as to a strong grounding in analytical t/lonkong and problem soMng driven wholly by
tile aural aestlletic.

The curriculum presents classes in tlleoretical and ooerational
production and offers adVanced classes in all aspects of analog and digital equalization and system management. These
sometimes opposing art forms are combined in actual production work Inside and outside the formal curriculum, offering
student s tt>~ opportunity to produce events within the College
and community.
Students can exoect significant attention directed to the deve~
opment of their hearing capability, and equal attention given
to tile technical and aestlletic knowledge that supports tllei r
abilii;y to meet manclated po-oduction goals.
Uve Sound program graduates who achieve tile goals above
have an extremely high success rate in tile job world-at
sound companies and venues. wit/1 bands. tlleaters. churches.
and even the corporate world. Many Live Sound students
soend their junior and senior years at Columbia working in the
field-not as Interns, but as paid staff. At the time of graduat ion they have significant professional r~su m~s that further
enhance their employability.
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AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS
43·1100
Vlaual Audi o
Theory of the audio impact on visual images is explored in
this beginning sound for film class. Students delle lop skills
and gain understanding through demonstration and creation
o f their works. Class discusses the completion and delivery o f
entire sound track to the viewer.
3 CREDITS

43-1110
Introduction to Audio
Lecture course familiarizes first-semester students with the
language and concepts common to all fields where audio Is
used. Classes make use or a wide assortment of audio synthesis and analysis. Topics include an lntroduotion to sound and
hearing, electronics, and audio systems theory.
3 CREDI TS

43·1111
Introduction to Electro-Acoustics
Through a series of lab experiences followed by lecture/discussions, this course Introduces students to the physics, math,
systems and aesthetics or professional audio and acoustics.
Topics ~red will Include the physics or sound in spac:e and
bounded spaces, understanding the Characteristics of and
measurement techniques tor acoustic and electronic audio signals, the basics of audio signal processing, a survey of audio
systems and their applications, and an Introduction to aural
aesthetics and auditory perception.

4 CREDI TS
IXJNCVRRENT: 4J.Jl10 INTRODUCTION TO AUOIO. 43-JllS AUDIO
PROOUCTION 1•

43· 2115
Careers In Audi o
Course provides an overview of career opportunities in the field
of audio. Recognized experts from a variety ot fields discuss
employment options for sound majors In this lecture class.
Students also begin the process of developing resumes and
portfolios as they explore the possibilities of their own futures
in professional audio.

43-2210
Recording I*
This course is one of the first to be taken by students who
select the recording concentration. Classes focus on the fundamentals of recording and mixing on both analog and dogital
systems, b\!il(ling vpon the fundamentals or console design
and signal processing systems as presented in Production
I Audio, Basic Audio Systems, and Audio Production rr. The
class Includes lecturMemonstrations, In-class group tracking
and mixing exercises. and additional lab assignments. whiCh
are completed in the studios of the Audio TeChnology Center.
Students may also maintain journals that will take the form
ot critical listening reports or other topics as assigned by the
Instructor each week.

3 CREDITS

43-1115
Audio Production 1•
Course introduces student to basic theories and teChniques or
recording, editing. and mixing. Instruction covers fundamentals
of microphone usage, mixing console operation, and both linear analog and non-linear digital recording and editing. Course
is taught in a classroom laboratory where lectures and labs
focus on the production o f radio-style commercials or voice
with music to develop and improve engineering and production
skills.

4 CREDITS
IXJNCVRRENT: 43-2110 BASIC AUOIO SYSTEMS•

4 CREDI TS
CONCURRENT: 43-JllO INTROOUCTION TO AUDIO

43·2215
Audi o Production 11•
Course provides students with a solid foundation in working
with digital audio workstations, the role or which is expanding
rapidly In the field of sound and music production. Through lectures. demonstrations, and production assignments, students
gain valuable knowledge or theory and practices of digital a~>
dio recording, wave form editing, digital multi-track postprodue>
tion, automated mixing, and other computer based production
techniques commonly used in music and broadcast produc·
tlon. In addition to classroom activities. students complete
assigned work in the Digital Audio Production Laboratory.

43-1116
Introduction to Electro· Acouatlca Lab
Through a series of lab experiences followed by lecture/discussions. this course Introduces students to the physics, math,
systems and aesthetics ot professional audio and acoustics.
Topics covered will Include the physics of sound in spac:e and
bounded spaces, understanding the characteristics of and
measurement techniques tor acoustic and electronic audio sig·
nals, the basics of audio signal processing, a survey of audio
systems and their applications, and an Introduction to aural
aesthetics and auditory perception.

4 CREDITS
COHCIJRRENT: 4J.Jll5 AUDIO PROOUCTION t• OR 43-2110 BASIC
AUDIO SYSTEMS•

2 CREDITS
CONCVRRENT; 43-JJHINTRODUCTION TO ElECTR<MCX:OOSTICS

WWW , COLUM . I DU/U N OI!IIO II ADUA T l /

43-2110
Baalc Audio Systems •
Course is the last of a series of core curriculum courses that
emphasize fundamental teChnologies of audio systems and
components. Students are Introduced to equipment used In
professional audio systems from a technical and functional
point of view. Course Is held In a classroom;lab with occasional lectures held In the studios. Students must pass this
course with a grade of C or better to continue in the Sound
program.

2 CREDI TS
IXJNCVRRENT: 43-2JJO BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

COI'ICVRRENT: 4J·ll161NTROOUCTIOf'l TO fLfCTR<MCOO\ISTICS LAB•
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AUDIO ARTS AND ACO UST I CS
43·2220
Live Sound Recordlnc•
Hands-on course explores minimal microphone lOcation recording. These techniques are fundamental to those employed In
multi-track studio recording. Course higlllights understanding,
selection, and placement of microphones through a wide variety of acoustical environments and instruments. Emphasis is
placed on classical and acoustic music, ambient sound record·
lng, and sound effects recording . Students check out location
recording equipment and record a number of events during the
semester.

43·2325
Stud i es In Applied Acouatlca•
This course is dedicated to the study of applied acoustics, spe.
cifically relating to musical instruments. Students willleam
topics such as vibrating strings, bars, reeds, and membranes
and how these simple mechanisms couple with air to make
distinctly different sounds. Students will also learn measurement techniques to analyze the vibration and sound of the ir~
strum ents and correlate the measurements with What we hear.
The class will include lecture/demonstrations, guest speakers,
and irH:Iass lab work.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO S~TEMS•

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO S~TEMS•

· 43·2261
Aesthetics and Practi c e In Sound
Installati on
Aesthetics and Practlce in Sound Installation Is designed to familiarize the student with the aesthetics and sound production
considerations that define the field of sound Installation in the
context of gallery and museum exhibition. Lectures will consider the significance of the pioneers of installation Aft dating
back to befOfe the onset of the 20th century. We will examine
the contexts, aesthetics, and tools that have built the current
deflnltlon of Installation Art, specifically in the context of visual
arts. lab time will build installation pieces that respond to
works we have reviewed.

43·2410
Aesthet i cs of the Motion Picture
Soundtrack •
This critical listening aesthetics course simultaneously studies
the historical progression of the motion picture soundtrack,
from classic sound theOfy to modem sound theOfy, While analyzing the compositi9n of each of the four distinctive elements
that form it: dialOgue, sound effects, music, and lull, or the
decreased use of any/all of the first three.
3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 24-1100 VISUAL AUDIO OR 43·1100 VISUAL AUDIO

43-2415
Random Acceu Audio/ Film*
Course provides students with a solid foundation in working
with digital audio workstations, the role of Which is expanding
rapidly in the field of video and film postproduction. Through
lectures, demonstrations, and production assignments,
students gain valuable knowledge of theOfy and practices of
digital audio recording, wave form editing, synchronization with
visual media, digital multJ.track postproduction, automated mix·
ing, and other computer-based production techniques comrnor~
ly used in multknedia, video, and film production. Students
participate in classroom actMtles and complete assigned work
in the ATC Digital Audio Production laboratory.

4 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO S~TEMS'

43·2310
Introduction to Psychoacoustics end
Sound P e rception •
Class prollictes necessary basis fOf understanding how we hear
the wotld around us. With contributions from the academic
disciplines of music, bioklgy, physics, and psychoklgy, students
learn how physical atttibutes of time, energy, and frequency
translate Into perceptual attributes such as loudness, pitch,
and timbre. Course examines how the human auditory system
defines Information It receives and how that information Is
processed and shaped by the central nervous system and
cognitive processes. Numerous demonstrations arc used to
reinforce the theoretical material presented.

4 CREDITS

43·2420
Audio for VIsual Media 1•
The techno logy and techniques used In cre~ting sound tracks
for TV, film, and multi-media are presented In this studio class.
Students learn the technology and techniques of synchronizing
video with all audio platforms, including analog and both linear
and nor~-linear digital recording and editing systems.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO S~TEMS•

43·231S
Architectural Acous t i cs•
Course reviews the fundamentals of acoustics covered In
previous classes and presents all of the materials within the
context of the behavior of sound in a bounded space. Practical aspects of the class are emphasized by dedicating a large
portion of the semester to case studies. Demonstrations are
provided throughout the semester to emphasize both theoretJ.
cal and practical concepts.

4 CREDI TS
CXJNCVRRENT: 43-2215 AOOIO PfiOOIJCTION u•

43· 2510
Aesthetics of live Sound Reinforcement
Course defines in a structured fashion the psychology of the
musician and physics of the instrument within a framework of
sound reinforcement and analysis. Students are familiarized
with one instrument·muslclar~-sound reinforcement approach
per week. COREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

3 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43·2725 STUDIES IN HEARING• OR 43·2310
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOACCOUSnCS AND SOUNO PERCEPTION•

WWW , COLU M . IDU
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43·2515

Live Sound Reinforcement•

43-2730

Course is designed to teach techniques and tools of sound
reinforcement. Content combines product awareness with ear
training and hands-on practice. Students complete lab assignments In the Audio Technology Center Live Sound Lab and
spend two lab sessions at local music clubs.

Sound Engineering*

An introduction to multi·track recording; this lecture course
deals with the equiornent and psychology of recording ses-

sions.
4 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

3 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS'

43-3098

Directed Study

1·6 CREDITS

43-2710

Audio Equipment Overview•

Course is an orientation to major lines and manufacturers of
orofessional audio equipment . Content focuses on understand·
lng, interpreting, and evaluating manufacturers· specifications
in light of subjective performance. Course includes presenta·
tions and demonstrations by manufacturers representatives
and field trips when possible.

43-3115

3 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

43·2715

Audio M easurement Techniques •

Course inlroduces analog and computer-based analysis of
electronic, electro-acoustic, and acoustic systems. Students
gain experience using various techniques including computer
systems such as TDS from Techron and Audio Precision.

CONCURRENT: 43·2215 AUDIO PRODUCTION tt•

43·3120

4 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

43·2 720

Perception and Cognition of Sound

This class provides the necessary basis for understanding the
cognitive processes involved in our auditory perception of bOth
speech and music. It will examine the basic cognit ive theories
of memory and a ttention, the underlying concepts of information processing, and how humans process auditory information
to create meaningful events and elicit emotion. The course is
multidisciplinary. with contributions from music, biology, phys·
ics, psychology, philosophy, and computer science. Numerous
demonstrations are used to reinforce the theoretical material
presented in the lectures.
3 CREDITS

History of Audio*

The history of technology is a new and exciting branch of
historiography, not only because it reveals human and social
struggles to create and t o adapt, but also because It has
practical effects on the business aspects of today··s audio and
acoustics industries. Today's profits and livelihoods depend
on novelty and exclusivity, and the history of audio is in play
every time something is offered as new and better. This course
offers a way to evaluate historical claims.
3 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•, 52·ll52 WRITING &

43-3210

Recording II •

Hands-on studio. This course builds upon the concepts introduced in Recording 1. Classes continue to focus on record·
ing and mixing with the students taking a more active role in
session operations. Course material will cover finer points of
recording and mixing, such as microphone and signal processing techniques applied to specific instrument groups, detailed
work with both natural and artificial reverberation, and use of
automation and advanced processing techniques for mixing.
Students will work in teams to complete recording orojects in
the department studios.

RHETORICtt•

43·2725

Audio Production Ill *

Course provides students with an advanced creative practice
in audio art using digital audio workstations, a basic tool in the
field of sound and music production. Through lectures, demonstrat ions, and production assignments, students gain valuable
knowledge of the theory and practices of audio art as a reccg·
nized form of artistic expression using advanced t echniques of
audio manipulation on digital audio workstations. In addition to
classroom activities, students complete assigned work in the
Digital Audio Production Laboratory.
3 CREDITS

Studies In Hearing•

This course introduces students to the fundamentals of human
hearing physiology as well as issues relating to hearing loss
and conservation. It is important for any audio professional to
understand how complex and delicate the human hearing system is. we must also realize the significance of the fact that
society is , only now, beginning to address the problem of environmentally induced hearing loss. The first part of the course
will address hearing physiology. The course will focu s on the
mechanical systems of hearing; starting with the reception of
acoustic energy and ending with the delivery of neural signals
to the brain. This will give students the necessary foundation
knowledge to engage in presentations and discussions covering the topics of hearing loss and conservation.

4 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43-2210 REOORDING 1•

43-3220

Master Class In Studio Recording

Course gives an overview of current studio recording tecl>niques, covering such topics as microphone usage, signal
routing, and synchronization, as well as session set·UP and
psychology. Course is taught by leading Chicago recording
engineers and is geared toward advanced st udents who desire

3 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43·2ll0 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

a career in music engineering.
4 CREDITS
OONCURRENT: 43-3210 REOORDING It'
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Master Class:Muslc Design; Digital
43-3230
Audio*
Course introduces students to advanced concepts of musical design using tools of random access audio on a digital
workstation. Each week, a component of musical design (for
postproduction. editing, processing. and mixing) is introduced
and illustrated by the instructor, who supervises the creation of
a class project. This project serves as a model for t echniques
and aesthetics of DAW production. Students bring the weeks'
instruction to their own team projects, which they complete in
a time frame that parallels the class project.

43-3290
Master Class In Sound Design
This course explores the aesthetics and techniques of sound
design as art. A major component of the course will be in the
ongoing analysis and critique of the student's work in progress. In addition to lecture, discussion, and analytical listening,
students will have the opportunity to work one on one with the
instructor. Students will be expected to work independently
using the facilities of the AA&A Department on a project devel·
oped with the consent of the instructor.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43-3210 RECORDING II•

Independent Project : Audio Arts &
43-3291
Acoustics••
The Independent Project in the Audio Arts & Acoustics Depart·
ment Is designed for the advanced student Who wishes to do
advanced study in an area covered in the curriculum or basic
study In an area not covered by the curriculum. The Independent Project is a student-lead initiative with a faculty advisor
alongside to help. TM Independent Project must be approved
by the coodinator of the most closely related concentration or
by the chair of the department.

3 CREDITS

43-3240
M aster Class In Live Sound Recording
This course introduces students to advanced concepts and
t echniques of acoustic live sound recording and the relationship of acoustic recording with critical listening and high-definition playback systems. These techniques will help students
gain essential knowledge of recording without the use of processing, such as equalization and compression, and to further
understand how to properly assess such recordings through
the assembly of high quality playback systems.

43-3292
College Studio Operations •
Practicum/lab course explores theories, t echniques, and
procedures employed in complex audio and media productions.
Content includes st udying the manner In Which individual skills
of audio engineering are applied in the context of real-world

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2220 LNE SOUND RECORDING •, 43-3210

RECORDING II'

environments. Students engineer for classes from Music.

43·3250
Master Class In Classic Studio
Techniques
In this course, the focus is on the craft of studio recording as
it developed in the first era of the audio industry, prior t o the
advantages afforded us by digital technologies. This lecture/
lab course is designed to teach the technologies, theories and
creative processes engineers embraced in that era, such as
live-to-st ereo recording, linear-analog recording and editing,
producing reverb using the analog plate and natural reverb
chambers, analog delay techniques, and hybrid processing
(daisy-chai ns) using discrete signal processors.

Television, and Film/Video Departments, producing four t o six
finished pieces by the end of the semester.
3 CREDITS

43-3310
Acoustics of Performance Spaces•
A continuation of Architectural Acoustics, course is dedicated
to the design of performance spaces and recording aural
environments. Course covers issues pertaining to architectural
design and to sound reinforcement In various i ndoor contexts
such as movie theaters. performance halls, control rooms,
recording studios, and houses of worship. Course combines
case studies spanning many centuries with current foundation
material to provide students with a critical understanding of
acoustical design i ssues and a reinforcement of their aesthetic
sense for music and voice performances.

3 CREOITS

CONCURRENT: 43-3220 MASTER CLASS IN STUDIO RECORDING•

43-3288
Internsh i p: Sound* •
This course is designed specifically for the intermediate
and advanced student to help bridge the skills taught in the
classroom with those demonstrated in the marketplace. Typical
internships are 10 to 20 hours per week, with a ratio of one
credit for every five hours spent onsite. Internships are offered
in each of the concentrations in Audio Arts and Acoustics.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43-2310 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOACCOUSTICS

AND SOUND PERCEPTION', 43·.2315 ARCHITECTURAL ACCOUSTICS•,
43·2725 STUDIES IN HEARING•

:1.-6 CREDITS

43-3315
Environmental Acousti cs•
Course aims at providing a comprehensive understanding of
issues pertaini ng to noise pollution and noise control in a wide
range of environments such as urban, i ndustrial , airport, entertainment venues, and so forth. Comprehensive course equally
covers both theory and practice with field measurements
performed by students and teacher. Data are used to reinforce

CONCURRENT: 43-1110 INffiODUCTIDN TO AUDIO, 43·1115 AUDIO
PRODUCTION 1' , 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•, 43·2215 CAREERS
IN AUDIO
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theoretical models. Course emphasizes noise studies in the
workplace and reviews current regulatory issues pertaining to
noise pollution.

43·3340

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2725 STUDIES IN HEARING• OR 43·2310
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOACCOUSTICS AND SOUND PERCEPTION-

43·3316

Remote Television Production

1 CREDIT

43·3320

Introduction to VIbration•

The purpose of this class is to provide students with an under·
standing of vibration theory. experimental analysis. and vi bra·
tion control. The class focuses on free and forced vibration of
mechanical systems with an emphasis on practical applica·
tions in the areas of rotating machinery, isolation, and noise reduction. Understanding the effects of vibration enhances the
understanding of noise-related issues in buildings and the envi·
ronment. This class also provides the necessary background
to understand the complex vibration of musical instruments.

Acoustical M odeling•

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43-23 15 ARCHITECTURAL ACCOUSTICS•, 56-2720

Modeling is rapidly becoming an essential component of the
acoustical design process. Course reviews modeling options
currently available to acoustical designers and presents
strengths and limitations of various methods. Students per·
form modeling exercises of actual buildings using the most
effective programs currently available. Results of models are
used to simulate various acoustical environments using aural·
ization techniques.

CALCULUS 1•

43·3510

Advanced Sound Reinforcement•

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·3325 ACCOUSTCAL TESTING 1• OR 43-3326
ACCOUSTICAL TESTING 11•

Design of systems for large concerts is a growing and complex
field. Course introduces students to various types of sound
systems appropriate for large concert systems and deals with
some non-audio aspects. such as rigging and power distribution. Each semester class is taken behind the scenes of a ma·
jor event. There are also opportunities for hands-on experience
with smaller systems.

43·3325

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2515 SOUND REINFORCEMENT•

Acoustical Testing 1•

The testing of an acoustical space represents the "proof of
performance· of the design phase. This course will introduce students to a variety of testing tools and techniques
to be used in a wide range of situations. The course makes
extensive use of ·real world" situations to present the need
for accurate testing and reinforce the methodology introduced
during the lectures.

43·3511

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 433310 ACCOUSTICS OF PERFORMANCE SPACES•

43-3326

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS •, 43·2510 AESTHETICS

OF LIVE SOUND REINFORCEMENT

Acoustical Testing 11•

Thi s course is a continuation of Acoustical Testing 1. The
class will focus on practical applications of the theory learned
in Acoustical Testing 1.

43·3515

Studies In Transducer Theory•

Course presents the scientific principles behind loudspeaker
and loudspeaker enclosure design. Instruction introduces detailed survey of processes used in creating models that predict
the performance of loudspeakers in enclosed boxes. Students
examine the application of computers to model speaker
enclosures. Course also presents a subjective analysis of
loudspeakers.

3 CREDITS
CONCURREN" : 43-3325 ACCOUSTICAL TESTING I' OR 433320

ACCOUSTICAL MODELING•

43·3330

Aesthetics of Live Sound II

This course is an expansion of the Aesthetics I course that
covers some of the more unusual instruments as well as
ensembles. Instruments include mandolin, bassoon, French
horn, and banjo. The course will also cover groups such as
world music ensembles and DJ/ dance forms such as Hip-Hop.
House. R&B/Dusties, Drum & Bass, etc.

Engineered Acoustics •

Course investigates acoustical issues pertaining to engineered
systems in a wide range of environmental settings. Topics
covered include heating, ventilation. air conditioning (HVAC)
noise issues and design; noise. vibration , and harshness
(NVH) assessment; fundamentals of active noi se control; and
a primer on sound quality. A substantial amount of the course
i s dedicated to modeling various physical systems with com·
puler tools in order to assess their behavior relating to noise
or vibration excitation.

4 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

43-3520

Sound for the Theater *

Course covers many aspects of sound engineering for the theater from first production meeting to final tech dress rehearsal.
Subjects covered include sound effects. sound tracks, live pit
orchestras, special miking techniques such as body miking,
and ways engineers interact with other facets of theatrical
productions.

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43-3325 ACCOUSTICAL TESTING 1•

4 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•
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43-3525

Live Sound Engineer Practlcum•

43-3615

Topics Systems Contracting I*

Advanced course focuses on t echnical design issues in
contracting. Student s learn principles of power and signal
networks through hands-on troubleshooting, design exercises,
lecture, and critical analysis of real syst ems. Course includes
exercises in writing system proposals and specifications.

Course presents extremely advanced live sound operational
theory in a production context. Instructor presents a theory as
it applies to a specific problem, followed by the application of
that theory to an actual live performance. Students then apply
this knowledge by operating the same systems t hemselves.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDI TS

CONCURRENT: 43-3510 ADVANCED SOUND REINFORCEMENT•

CONCURRENT: 43-3610 SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN'

43-3526

43-3619
CSI Practices for Graphical
Documentation•

Digital Loudspeaker Management•

This course explores the use of all digital loudspeaker management systems in the context of front of house live sound
mixing.
3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43-3526 LIVE SOUND ENGINEER PRACTICUM •

This course gives students familiarity with the graphical standards of the Construction Specifications Institute . Students will
acquire skill at navigating architectural drawings at a worksta·
tion and an ability to generate audio system drawings.

43-3527

CONCURRENT: 43-3610 SOUND $\'STEM DESIGN•

2 CREDITS

Loudspeaker Analysis •

This course combines measurement and subjective analytical
tools with a complete teardown and rebuild of a state-of-the-art
reinforcement system.

43-3620

Computer-Aided Drafting Audio**

Course introduces students to the process of using computeraided drafting in the context of professional sound system
design.

3 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43-3515 STUDIES IN TRANSDUCER THEORY• , 43-3525
LNE SOUND ENGINEER PRACTICUM*

4 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43-3610 SOUND $\'STEM DESIGN•

43-3528

Monitor Mixing•
43-3621

Total immersion stage monitor class for advanced live sound
reinforcement st udents, with in-depth exploration of feedback
suppression, mix aesthetic, syst ems design, and signal ftow.
3 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43-3525 LIVE SOUND ENGINEER PRACTICUM•

43-3610

Sound System Design•

C<lurse offers an in.<Jepth look at what goes into designing and
installing permanent sound systems. Students learn t o design
systems for coverage, intelligibility, and cost effectiveness.
Emphasis is placed on underst anding specifications of system
component and predicting system performance.

3 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

43-3720
Di gital Signal Processing and
Programming

4 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

43-3611

This course will introduce students to the principles of Digital
Signal Processing and give them the opportunity t o learn these
processes using the techniques of a graphic object oriented
computer programming language. In addition to reading, lecture, and lab, students will progress through a series of graded
programming exercises. All applications of manipulating digi·
t ized sound are possible because of the mathematics of signal
processing. This is an important course of study for advanced
students in all sub.<Jisci plines of audio arts and acoustics.

Level , Intelligibility, and Feedback*

There are three key issues in sound-system work: level, the
distribution of loudspeaker sound in a room; intelligibility, the
characteristics of sound that permit speech phonemes to be
apprehended accurately; and feedback, runaway regeneration
that can damage sound equipment or human hearing. This
course studies all three from theoretical, predictive, and practi·
cal points of view.

3 CREDITS

CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SlSTEMS•, 43-2215 AUDIO
PRODUCTION 11•

3 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS•

43-3612

The Art of Troubleshooting•

Complex, interactive systems fail in complex, interactive ways.
This course builds six essential competencies to assist sys·
t em designers and system operators to cope with failure and
limit immediate damage; to collect symptoms and understand
systems rapidly; to apply inferential logic and avoid logical fal·
lacies; to identify, trap, and limit failures; and to patch around
them. This is not a course in equipment repair.

Audio Interconnects and Terminations

3 CREDITS
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FILM & VIDEO
BRUCE SHERIDAN, CHAIRPERSON
Film and video are more than terms for technologies; they describe our culture's dominant modes of expression, discourse.
Inquiry, and entertainment. When light, sound, and perfor·
mance converge on the screen. we can see the world in new
ways and create worlds as yet unrealized. Whatever wonderful
changes the future holds. people with a film and video education will lead the way.

We are at the beginning of an age when the human Imagination
really can be delivered to the screen in a seamless manner.
Because the Columbia Animation program is inside the Film
& Video Department, we are able to introduce students to the
integration of live action and computer·generated imaging (CGI)
and are committed to leading education in this field.
Our faculty is drawn from across the USA and around the world
and represents a true mix of professional and educational
experience. FuiHime and part-time instructors practice what
they teach and bring their knowledge and their passion to
the classroom. Students receive the personalized attention
needed to hone their creative, conceptual, and technical skills
in environments tailored to the requirements of each course.

Self-discovery is at the heart of the learning process in the
Film & Video Department at Columbia College Chicago. Our
students acquire skills through direct experience within a
context of intellectual inquiry, and they are encouraged to be
adventurous and to take creative risks. We provide as many
opportunities as possible for students to make films. By
working collaboratively from the outset, students learn how to
maintain a strong personal vision and achieve self-expression
while functioning as members of complex. specialized produc·
tion teams.

The Film & Video Department serves as a hub for Chicago
and Illinois screencrafl and through its excellent internship
program is playing a key role in the rejuvenation of the local
visual media. We are extremely well connected to the full range
of movi ng image arts in Chicago, from the vibrant experimental
community to large-scale Industry production. In addition,
we are the only film school with a permanent teaching unit
o n a Los Angeles studio lot. located at Raleigh Studios In
Hollywood. This Semester in L.A. program involves five intensive weeks during which students maintain full·tlme Columbia
status while acquiring direct experience of what it takes to
make a mark in the world's most competitive film produ<>
tion environment. Our active West Coast Alumni Association
helps current students to benefit from the success of Columbia graduates and works closely with the Semester in L.A.
administrators to ensure students have every opportunity to
test themselves in a real-world environment and make crucial
connections for their future careers.

Our coursework is rigorous yet flexible enough to support
exploration and growth. Students begin in the department
with compulsory foundation courses that survey history and
aesthetics and focus attention on Idea origination and develop.
ment. Because we believe meaningful learning is experiential,
students begin producing for the screen while still within
the foundation curriculum by making short but increasingly
sophisticated pieces in rotating teams. As they learn more
about what they enjoy, Film & Video students can choose to
focus on one of the concentrations we offer within one o r more
of the department's undergraduate programs (Traditional and
Computer Animation; Development; Production & Post.Produ<>
tlon), or they may complete their degree without specifying a
concentration.

Bruce Sheridan

The department uses a full range of professional formats.
including Arriftex, Panavision, and Sony production equipment,
and Avid and Final Cut Pro non-linear digital editing systems.
have multiple 16mm, 35mm, Cinemascope, and digital
video screening rooms. as well as sound-mixing suites. a
Bosch telecine, off-line video editing rooms. on-line broadcast·
quality finishing suites. image com positing facilities. and a
250-seat 35mm and High-Definition capable movie theater. Our
animators work with 3-0 models and traditional eel animation
and use industry standard software such as Maya and Soft
Image In the digital domain.

Chairperson, Film & Video

we
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AUDIO FOR VISUAL M EDIA
The Audio for VIsual Media concentration prepares students
for audio careers in film, video, and related visual media.
Students studY the theory and practioe of sound track design,
recording, editing. and mixing sound in relationShip to story
structure. Students develOp an understand Inc of aesthetic
principles as well as communication and professional skills
that allOw them to effectively pursue their future goals. Audio
for Visual Media is a collaboration with the Department of Audio Arts and Acoustics, requiring students to complete courses
in each department.

A MAJOR IN FI LM & VIDEO
Film and Video majors must complete 60 credit hours In the
major. Students begin by taking foundation courses that cover
story develOpment. the history and aesthetics of film and
video, technical fundamentals. and the etaft basics of the filmmaker at WO<I<. Once the foundation curriculum is completed,
students may take advanced classes across a wide variety of
specialties including Altematr.e Forms. Audio for Visual Media,
Cinematography, Critical Studies. Directinc. Oocumentary,
Poslj)(oduction, Prodoonc. Screenwriting, and Animation (Trad~
tional and Computer). Students may choose to concentrate in
one of these areas or pursue the Film & Video major without a
concentration and build their degree with a personalized mix of
courses from across the department's offerings.

CINEMATOGRAPHY
The Cinematography concentration offers a cumculum that
develops a comprehensr.e knowledge of all aspects of the
camera assistant's, camera operator''$, and director of photography's work. It covers 16mm and 35mm ftlm formats and
equipment, electronic imaging. Image optics. visual effects,
lighting, and laboratory practices. Students learn to develop
and execute visual concepts that give full expression to the
underlying intentions and complexities of narrative, documentary, and experimental projects, and to develop strategies to
communicate with all the creative and technical contributors to
the film production prooess.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAJOR
1 . Foundations of Film & VIdeo: All students are required to
take a series of basic film and video classes to Introduce
them to fundamental concepts , including story, collabora·
tion. and phases of production. These courses prepare
them for advanced s tudy In Film & VIdeo.

2. Advanced Study In Film & Video

a. Film & VIdeo Major Without a Concentration: Students
who choose to complete a general degree In Film may
design a course of studY across the concentrations. This
further study must total at least 60 credit hours Including
the Foundations of Film & VIdeo, and for each course the
student must have the appropriate prerequisites. Students
pursuing this option are expected to regularly seek faculty
advice so they follow the most effective sequence of study
in realizing their career goals.
OR
b. Film & Video Major with Concentration: Students who
choose to concentrate in one aspect of Film then complete
the ~editrour degree requirement with a specific course
ot studY to prepare tor their chosen professional specialization, usually in a custom designed and equipped center with
its all-important sense of community.

CRITICAL STUDIES
For Critical Studies majors, the concentration offers In-depth
studY of genres. filmmakers, national cinemas, film movements. aM other eritieal and historical approaches to the
screen arts. This constitutes a rich preparation for graduate
work or careers in film writing and criticism.
DIRECTING

The Directing concentration trains students In all aspects of fie.
tional directing, including analysis of dramatic texts. casting ot
actors, rehearsal procedures, direction of performance, and ap.
plication of camera to dramatic material. Work on a Director's
Breakdown includes the preparation of storyboards, ground
plans. brackets, and shooting scripts. Advanced courseWO<I<
emphasizes collaboration with producers, editors, directors of
photography, and production designers. Our faculty represents
a variety of directorial backgrounds and approaches. The goal
is for students to develOp personal directorial styles based on
solid technique, a responsive inner life. and a critical awareness of the world around them.

ALlERNATIVE FORMS

We encourage the creation and exhibition of films and videotapes that explore, challenge. or subvert mainstream aesthet·
ics, ideolOgy. and narratr.e or documentary structures. These
include works whose primary coherence and structure derive
from experimental film and video forms as well as other art
forms such as music. poetry, and painting.
ANIMATION
The Animation program offers the experience of animation
through hands-on access to state-of·the-art equipment and
facilities in the Animation Center. The student is urged to ex·
plore no singular approach to the art form. instead remaining
open to the possibilities of this powerful communications tool.
Whether enrolled In traditional or computer concentrations.
students first learn the art of timing, movement, and storyteil·
lng by taking a series of classes that teach both the skill and
origin of the animation prooess.
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DOCUM ENTARY
The Documentary curriculum and the specially equipped
Michael Rabiger Center for Documentary are dedicated to a
vision of documentary filmmaking that places people above
product, exploration and discovery above pre-conception. We
validate tolerance and understanding, and emphasize the
power and responsibility documentary makers have in a world
where communication is dominated by the moving image
media. Students are encouraged "to grasp the lived reality
of people and to convey the quality of their experience: The
curriculum prepares students for work in the many varieties of
nor>fictional filmmaking and emphasizes the dynamic interplay
among reality, experience, and representation. Many fiction
directors also find they benefit from exposure to the direct,
improvisational training Documentary provides.

SCREENWRITING
In the Screenwriting Center students learn storytelling for the
screen through a managed regimen of in-class and out-of-class
experience t hat emphasizes the essential mix of imagination
and craft in screenwriting. They hone their skills in observation,
communication, and visualization, and receive instruction on
structure for screenwriting and how to employ written language
to articulate dramatic and visual expression. Through constant
practice and self-reflection they learn story development,
re-writing, story analysis, const ruct ive critique, and a range of
strategies for selling scripts. The curriculum is designed for
both those solely interested in writing and those wanting to
direct their own work. Students explore the various available
roles of the screenwriter in Hollywood. in independent film
production, and In the International film world, and are eligible
to apply to participate in our Semester in L.A program near the
end of their study.

POST·PRODUCTION
Through training in a custonwfesigned Post.Production Center,
students prepare for careers in offline and online picture and
sound editing, digital and optical effects design and creation,
and postproduction supervision. Using 16mm and 35mm film,
film digital1y transferred via the Center's telecine, or material
shot in digital video or sound acquired digitally, Postproduc·
tion students learn the craft's vital function In structuring
and pacing film, video, and multimedia productions across all
the moving Image modes, f rom fiction and documentary to
experimental screen art. They work closely with directors and
producers to maximize the strengths of field footage and to
realize the specific aims for each project through the creative
and imaginative int erplay of sound and vision. The ooncentra·
t ion also emphasizes the history and aesthetics of editing and
utilizes a range of nor>llnear digital platforms and associated
techniques.
PRODUCING
Good producers work to ensure that screen production.s
exceed the reasonable sum of the myriad elements from which
they are crafted. In the department's Producing Center, film and
video makers acquire the skills to pitch film and video ideas to
producing entities within the existing system of professional
film production and financing. They also learn how to manage
a full range of productions across the moving image media and
how to sell completed worlls to a producer/distributor. Courses
emphasize merging the creative and business skills neces·
sary to: find material, conduct research, productively employ
•people management" skills and networlllng strategies, develop project proposals, build creative teams, and interact with
creative and technical personnel. Students are taught how to
negotiate, finance, and distribute creative work for the screen
according to the aims, content, and approach of any particular
project. Career outcomes may be in producing, line producing,
and product ion management, and senior students are eligible
to apply to participate in our Semester in L.A program.
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24-1015
Production Design I
Course provides an overview of production design for the
visual media by exploring the history and theory of production
design, as well as the application of art, design, and archi·
tecture to moving image storytelling. Students examine and
critique case studies. Instruction covers the process o f script
analysis and breakdowns to budgeting for the art depart·
ment. The roles and procedures of the art department will be
introduced. Basics of architectural drafting and simple drawing
will be covered. Students will be required to serve in the art
department of an advanced film production.

24-1100

Visual Audio
Theory of the audio impact on visual images is explored in this
beginning sound for film class. Students develop skills and
gain understanding through demonstration and creation o f their
works. Class discusses the completion and delivery of an entire
sound track to the viewer.
3 CREDITS

24-1101
Film & Video Sound
Course introduces students to theory and techniques of sound
recording as applied to the film and video mediums. Students
learn to record and edit voice and sound effects. Course examines the theory behind advanced motion picture sound, sync
systems. and digital multi-track recording systems.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. PREPRODUCTION,

AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

4 CREDITS

24-1030

Foundation of Moving Image Art
This course provides a foundation in the history and aesthetics
of moving image arts. Through individual films, clips, lectures,
and discussion, students analyze major film movements that
contributed to the development of narrative cinema. Organized
thematicaiJy, course explores aesthetic, historical, technological and ideological moving image elements and their impact on
the evolution of narrative construction in film & video. Students
apply principles and concepts of film language as well as notions of story premise and theme to their creative production
projects.

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

OOREQUISITES: 52-1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I

24-1180
Directed Study : Audio
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student independence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for
students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is possible
in regular courses or for students who wish to engage in a
subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by the
College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with a
faculty advisor who will assist in the development and design of
the project. oversee its progress, evaluate the final results, and
submit a grade.

24-1031

1-3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT

4 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 24-1031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION

Moving Image Production
Using observational writ ing, as well as visual and aural sketch·
ing techniques, students conceptualize and develop creative
projects that are adapted to the short film format emphasizing
how facts are woven into narrative forms. Preproduction and
preparation for production include writing treatments, script·
ing, storytx>arding, and developing a workflow appropriate to
the project. Short film stories are acquired using digital audio,
v'"eo and 16mm formats. Students learn basic producing,
directing, camera operation, lighting, composition, and edit ing.
Students crew for advanced projects in the department

APPROVAL

24-1200
Lighting I
Course introduces basic film lighting techniques for students
with little or no studio lighting experience. Students become
familiar with important safety procedures and the uses of standard pieces of lighting equipment. The role of grip and gaffer on
the film set is also explored. Special attention is given to important light measuring techniques. including use of the spotmeter.
Course encourages intelligent. thoughtful approaches t o lighting
based on dramatic structure and script.

4 CREDITS
CONCURRENT: 24-1030 FOUNDATION OF MOVING IMAGE ART

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT OfVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

COREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I

24-1080
Directed Study: Production
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student
independence within the context of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropri·
ate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with a
faculty advisor who will assist in the development and design
of the project, oversee its progress, evaluate the final results,
and submit a grade.

Directed Study: Cinematography
24·1280
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student independence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for
students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress, evaluate the final results, and
submit a grade.

1·3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITE$: COMPLETED APPLICATION ANO DEPARTMENT

1-3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: COMPLE fED APPLICATION ANO DEPARTMENT
APPROVAL

APPROVAL
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24-1300
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24-1680

Actl nC Technlquea for Filmmaker•

Directed Study: ProduclnC

This participation and performing emphasis course is desigr>ed
to introouce fundamentals of the actor"s craft to directing st~r
dents. Students delve into various acting techniques and in.
troductory directing methods through improvisation, exercises .
analysis. and scene work. Explored principles are applied to
cinematic form while rehearsing and performing in front of the
camera. The intended outcome is an enhanced understanding
of the actor"s process and the collaborative relationship between actors and directors. as well as the initial development
of a directorial language. process. and style.

Directed Studies are learning activit ies involving student
independence within the context of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropr;.
ate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what Is
POSSible in regular courses or for students wM wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project. oversee its progress. evaluate the final results. and
submit a grade.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24.2030 PROJECT OfVELOPMENT. PREPROOUCTION,

AND PREPARATION. 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

1 ·3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPlETED APPliCATION AND DEPARTMENT
APPROVAl

24-1380

24-1710

Directed Study: DlrectlnC

Directed Studies are learning activities involving student
i ndependence within the context of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropri·
ate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
POSSible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project. oversee its progress. evaluate the final results. and
submit a grade.

Scrnwrltlng 1: WrltlnC the Short Film

Screenwriting I is a worl<shop that explores basic methods of
film writing. This course further develo ps the students' skills
in presenting their film ideas in written form. Students will
develop craft skills basic to film and video writing: research,
story development. scene struct ure. dialogue, and character
definition. Emphasis is o n finding visual equivalents for human
emotions and on developing the writer's individual personal v~
sion. This work culminates in the development and revision of
two short narrative scripts. Instrumental in the development
of the student as a writer is the ability to read, and effectively
critique. the work of their peers.

1·3 CREDITS

PREREQUISJTES: COMPlETED APPliCATION AND DEPARTMENT

3 CREDITS

APPROVAL

PREREQUiSITES: 24·2030 PROJECT OEvElOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION.
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24·1480

Directed Study: Post Product ion

Directed Studies are learning activities involving student
independence within the context of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
POSSible In regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies Involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project. oversee its progress. evaluate the final results, and
subm1t a grade.

24-1780

Directed Study : Screenwrltlng

1·3 CREDITS

Directed Studies are learning activities involving st udent
independence within the context o f regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropr;.
ate for students wM wish to explore a subject beyond what is
POssible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Direct ed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress. evaluate the final results, and
submit a grade.

PREREQUISITES: COMPlfTED APPliCATION AND DEPARTMENT

1·3 CREDITS

APPROVAl

PREREQUISJTES: COMPlETED APPliCATION AND DEPARTMENT
APPROVAl

24·1581

Directed Study: Critical Stud lea

D11ected Studies are learning activities involving student
independence within the context of regular guidance and
d11ect1on from a faculty advi sor. D11ected Studies are appropri·
ate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
POSSoble In regular courses or for students wM wish to engage
on a subject or actiVity not otherwi se offered that semester by
the College. D11ected Studoes involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who Will ass1st in development and design of
the project. oversee its progress. evaluate the final results, and
submot a grade.

24·1800

Documentary and Social Chance

This course is an intensive and comprehensive introduction to
the diverse and passionate WO<Id of documentary filmmaking
and ~s relationshi p to society. Classes will consist of lectures.
screenings. in-class discussions. debates. and analyses. as
well as written and other assignments. Students are encour·
aged to explore their individual creative ·voice· and to use this
knowledge to stimulate original work in their areas of interest.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISJT£5: 24.2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION. 24.2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

1·3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: COMPlETED APPliCA l iON AND DEPARTMENT
APPROVAl
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aspects of the art department as they relate to set construction and location modification. Students will be given instruc·
lion on the safety and proper usage of basic power tools.
Course oovers the traditional skills of sketching, drafting, and
model making and explains how they are used to communicate
a designer's concept t o production crews. Students will be
required to create a model and technical drawings of a given
set, as well as serve in the art department of an advanced film
production.

24·1810
Topics In Docu menta ry:
This non-production, rotating topics course looks at examples
of documentary filmmaking. Such past topics have included
cross-eultural filmmaking, the music documentary, and indig·
enous filmmaking. Students may repeat this course as topics
change.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24·2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-1015 PRODUCTION DESIGN

24·1880
Directed Study: Doc umenta ry
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student
independence within the context of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropri·
ate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress, evaluate the final results, and
submit a grade.

24·2030
Project Development, PreProduction,
and Preparation
This course explores and practices above-the-line roles and
functions for project development, preproduction, and preparation. Projects conceptualized, written, and developed are
produced in the companion, co-requisite course Moving Image
Production II (24-1033). Students will draft scripts, schedule
and budget projects, prepare visual and aural treatments, keep
director/producer journals, conduct cast ing sessions, and
critique edits in a team-based approach. Emphasis is on col·
laboration and team building.

1·3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; COMPlETED APPliCATION ANO DEPARTMENT
APPROVAL

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: FOUNDATIONS OF MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION AND

24·1980
Directed Study : Alternative Forms
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student
independence within the cont ext of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress. evaluate the final results, and
submit a grade.

MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION I

Moving Image Production II
24·2031
This course is a continuation of Moving Image Production
I and continues a team-based approach to film production.
Each team member serves as executive producer for one of
four team projects, which may include fiction, documentary, or
alternative forms. Project s executed are developed in the companion, co-requisite course Project Development, Preproduc·
tion and Preparation (24-1032). Emphasis is on intermediate
production protocols including set operations, cinematography
and lighting, audio acquisition, and intermediate postproduct ion skills, including developing a workflow to completion of the
project.

1·3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; COMPlETED APPliCATION AND DEPARTMENT
APPROVAL

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: FOUNDATIONS OF MOVING IMAGE PROOUCTION ANO

24· 2000J
Set Decorating Workshop for Film
and VIdeo
Course provides a hands-on techniques review for set con·
struction and dressing. Instruction covers that entire process,
f rom scene analysis and breakdown, budgeting for the art
department, set construction. props and dressing location and
procurement, and dressing of constructed set. Strategies of
collaboration are discussed.

MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION I

Post-Production Audio I
24· 2101
This course teaches foundations of the Digital Audio Worksta·
tion and techniques required in the creation of special effects
and the manipulation of dialog, music, and sound effects.
Course also instructs students with the methodology of the
track building process.

2 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
ANO PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24·2010
Production Design II
Building on the concepts introduced in Production Design 1
(24·1015), course expands on the foundation of the student
as designer with an emphasis on the development of the vis"'
at concept. New material includes the creative and technical
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FILM & VIDEO
24-2102

Audio for VIsual Media II

24-2106J

The Art and Craft of Foley

Course explores the post-production techniques used in
creating effective audio for film and video. Students develop
aesthetic judgment by analyzing a variety of soundtracks and
develop technical skills, including track building. ADR, Foley,
and mixing, by employing these techniques in the design and
creation of their own soundtracks.

Students will gain knowledge of the aesthetics and techniques
of the Foley use in film and video. They will have practical experience with cueing, performing, and editing Foley effects. They
willleam what distinguishes Foley performed on stage from
hard edited effects f rom sound effects library or audio gathered
from field shooting.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISiTES: 43·2420 AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEDIA, 24-2101
POSTPRODUCTION AUDIO

1 CREDIT

24·2103

CONCURRENT: 24-2101 POSTPRODUCTION AUDIO I

24· 2107J The Art and Craft of Automated
Dialogue Replacement

location Sound Recording

Students are introduced to synchronous film and video and
professional audio technologies. Areas covered include
microphones, analog and digital audio recorders, SMPTE time
code, film and video formats. and film and video data tracks.
Students become proficient in the use of professional location
sound packages, Nagra recorders, hard and wireless microphones, mic mixers, and booms.

Students will gain a solid knowledge of aesthetics and techniques of ADR. They will engage in the practical techniques
including cueing, recording, and editing AOR. They will learn
what distinguishes ADR from dialogue recorded on set learn to
recognize when it is necessary to replace dialogue recorded on
location.
1 CREDIT

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2i01 POST-PRODUCTION AUDIO I

PREREQUISiTES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24·2104

24·2201

Image Design for Cinema

Class examines Issues of visual communication and design of
the cinematographic image. Through lectures, practical assignments, and critiques, students refine their ability to use images
to see, conceive, and communicate most effectively. They also
develop critical thinking necessary for filmmakers when creating the visual concept of the story.

Music for Film & VIdeo

Students are introduced to elements of music and ways in
which these elements may be used to create a musical style
that enhances the visual statement. Course emphasizes
understanding the function of the score and how it relates to
texture, color, and drama in music. Students explore their creativity using the tools available, work on projects of increasing
complexity, and complete a score for their own film or video as
a final project. Listening skills, music vocabulary, and business
and legal aspects of the profession are also studied.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24·2202

3 CREDITS

Clnematography:Camera Seminar

Course gives students working knowledge of 16mm motion
picture camera equipment. Operation and maintenance procedures are specified for each camera. Instruction also covers
duties of the camera assistant and operator.

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24· 210S
Aesthetics of the Motion Picture
Soundtrack

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISiTES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

This critical listening aesthetics course simultaneously studies
the historical progression of the motion picture soundt rack,
from classic sound theory to modern sound theory, while ana·
lyzing the composition of eaCh of the four distinctive elements
that form it: dialogue, sound effects, music, and lull, or the
decreased use of any/all of the first three.
3 CREDITS

24-2203

Optical Printing I

Course serves as a general introduction to the optical printer
and its capabilities, emphasizing the basic operation of a J.K
printer. Exercises involve control of focal techniques, exposure,
time manipulation, superimposition, fades and dissolves, high
contrast processing, mattes and countermattes for wipes and
insets, blow-up and reduction, color adjustment, combination,
and i solation.

CONCURRENT: 24-1100 VISUAL AUDIO, 52·111

24-2106
The Art and Craft of Foley and
Automated Dialogue Replacement

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

This course will prepare the student to cue, perform and edit
the Foley and Automated Dialogue Replacement as needed for
film, animation, television and games. Small class projects
will include studio time for performing footsteps, props and
cloth for Foley and voices for principle and group AOR. Final
projects will require the cueing, shooting and editing of Foley
and ADR on student films.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 24-2101 POSTPRODUCTION AUDIO I OR 43-2420
AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEOlA I
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24· 2204

VIsual Effects

24· 2401

Through practical hands-on application, students team the
methodology of visual effects production. Students acquire
general knowledge of a variety o f skills needed to effectively
produce and direct a visual effects sequence.
3 CREDI T$

PREREQUISITES: 24-1.200 UGHTING I, 24-2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY:
CAMERA SEMINAR

24-2206

Ed iting I

Students develop basic non-linear editing skills needed to tell
stories In an effective manner through screenings, practical
hands-on assignments, using NLE editing software. readings.
and lectures. Organizational skills needed to handle NLE
offline digital video and audio materials are covered. Editing
exercises consist of various editing genres, using scenes from
longer works. Students receive ongoing critiques of their work
to determine their profiCiency of craft and creativity.

Telecl ne and Color Correction

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVfLOPMENT, PREPROOUCTION,
ANO PREPARATrDN, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PROOUCTION II

Students acquire a worl<ing knowledge of the aesthetics and
technical aspects of the fil,...to-tape transfer process and
digital image processing with a focus on oolor correction.
Content addresses theory and application of color correction.
image oontrol, and manipulation techniques. Principles of oolor
theory and the tools available to filmmakers engaged in the
processes of electronic media and imaae manipulation are
explored througlllecture, interactive computer exercises, and
hands-on exPerience with telecine, non-linear editing systems,
and third-party applications.

24-2402

Editing II

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2402 EDmNG II OR 24-3202 SPECIAl. STUDIES:
CiNEMATOGIW'HY I

In this hands-on oourse students continue to develop the necessary skills to become professional editors. Editing projects
are Increasingly more complex. concluding with finishing a
shOrt film. Communicating and oollaborating with a director Is
emphasized. Students use professiorlat state-of-the-art nonlinear digital editing equipment and receive ongoing critiques
of their work to determine their proficiency of craft and creativity. Understanding NLE workftow from capturing footage through
exporting the final project Is emphasized.

24·2206J

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I

Color Correction for Editors
This course Is designed for any film & video student with spe.
cific value for the editor. Students acquire a working knowledge of aesthetics and the technical aspectS of color correction as it applies to the editing environment. The class involves
lecture and practical experience. A portion of the class is
hands-on using the oolor oorrection programs on Avid Media
Composer and Final Cut Pro NLE systems. Students may bring
an existing project t o work with during the workshop part of the
class or exercises will be provided tor t hem.

24· 2403

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2402 EDITING II

24-2301

Directing I

Course begins the study of the basic relationship between
actor, text, and director, then expands to Include staging,
rehearsal techniques, and effective critiquing skills. Emphasis
Is on the development of director's breakdowns, beat analysis,
rehearsal techniques, and casting.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I

24-2500

Film Studies I

The oourse is an introduction to the basic ooncepts of film and
video studies. The course defines and surveys the following
areas: academic criticism, theory and history, and journalistic criticism. It discusses their respective traditions and the
distinctions among them. All of this Is done within a context
of the cultural factors of the writings. Students will read basic
texts and write papers that demonstrate their understanding of
them. Lectures will introduce each topic, and films will somet imes accompany the units.

8 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II, 24-1300

ACTING TECHNIQUES FOR FILMMAKERS

24-2302

DVD Design and Production I

The sciences of storytelling and Interface design are introduced along with support!~ software to enable students to
achieve a basic level of competency In interactive OVD design.
The course emphasizes learning the foundations of professional craftsmanship In authoring interactive productions. The
goal of the course is to learn the craft of designing a dynamic
Interactive experience. Fundamental principles of interface
design, graphics, and motion menus In the production of a DVD
are addressed using flow charting software as well as PhotoShop, AfterEffects, Final Cut Pro, and DVD St udio Pro. A new
set of Interdisciplinary skills will be formulated to participate in
the rapidly expanding OVO industry.

Comedy Directi ng Workshop

This course teaches students to develop and direct comic
material using a series of in-class writing assij!/lments that are
quickly tested througll staging and critique. This trial-and--error
process helps students develop a unique comedic voice and
creates a bOdy of work to be refined and videotaped tater in
the semester. The course culminates In a short. scripted oomedy film, shot outside of class and edited for class review.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
ANO PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

8 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2301 DIRECTING I
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24-2501

have included Iranian cinema, cinemas of Australia and New
Zealand, Pan African cinema, and Czech New Wave cinema.

Authorship :

This screening/discussion class is an Intensive study of a
single director (or directors) as auteur. The featured director(s)
changes each semester. Class examines recurring themes,
stylistic innovations, and differentiating interpretations of directors' films. This course may be repeated as featured directors
change.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,

This course may be repeat ed as topics change.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2540

AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2502

Studies In Film History:

Course Invest igates how social, economic, and pol~ical institutions affect film and video style and content during a specific
era . In turn, it looks at how movies provide metaphorical snapshots of their culture at these moments. Topics covered in the
past have included films o f the ·sos, films o f the '60s, films of
the '70s, movies and war propaganda, and black roles In film
and society. Course may be repeated as topics change.

Silent Cinema

This course will examine the very origin of cinema from early
use of phOtography, shadow plays, late 19th century experi·
ments to the work of Muybridge and then to Edison, through
the Nickelodean era to the studio era and to the onset of t he
s<H:alled talkies. The student will also learn the origins and
evolut ion of the studio stystem, distribution, and film finance.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$; 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

3 CREDITS

24-2543

PREREQUISITEs: 24·2030 PROJECT DEVElOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2510

Studies In Film Genre+:

Course explores the conventions of film genres and t heir influence on style and content of motion pictures. Topics covered in
the past have included The Thriller, Cult Classics, The Western,
and Film Noir. Course may be repeated as topics change.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 24·2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2511
Future

Science Fiction VIsions of a Post -Human

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2D31 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

Course examines science fiction visions of a post-biological,
post-human fut ure. Through films (Blade Runner, 2001: A
Space Odyssey, and The Matrix), novels, (Snow Crash and
Blood Music), the internet, and other media, students explore
fundamental quest ions of human and gender identity. Students
examine contemporary anxieties fueled by the creation o f artificial life, genetic engineering, the replacement of body parts,
the threat of biological and electronic viruses, and predictions
that intelligent, self-replicating machines represent the next
stage of human evolution.

24-2560

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
ANO PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2561
Studies In National Cinema:

Studies In Film Aesthetics+

Course invest igates how artistic and cultural movements and
technological innovations determine and enhance the aesthet·
ics development of the medium. Previous t opics have Included
expressionism; surrealism; and aspects of film: cinema scope,
technicolor, stereophonic sound, and 3-0. Course may be
repeat ed as topics change.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. PREPRODUCTION,

Course investigates how social, economic, and pol~ical institu·
lions of a particular country a ffect film style and content. In
turn, course considers how movies provide metaphorical snapshots o f their culture at a specific moment. Examining bot h
U.S. and o ther cultures, movies and videos allow for the viewing of art as a const ruction of a culture, not simply a personal
or natural phenomenon. Course is important for all film and
video students in the media treatment of a culture. Past topics

WWW . COL U M .I:OU

Short Forms In Film & VIdeo

Narrative and experimental short films and videotapes are
viewed and studied t o define the range of structural and stylis·
t ic t echniques available to student filmmakers and to provide
models for kinds of filmmaking encouraged by the College's
production program. Examples are drawn from a variety of
sources and are grouped into structural and stylistic categories
for analysis and comparison.

3 CREDITS

24-2520

History of Documentary

Course explores the variety of styles and concerns that shape
documentaries. Content covers the first outdoor films made
at the beginning of film history, the lyrical documentaries of
Robert Aaherty, and the inst itutional documentaries inspired
by John Grierson. Course also examines t he broad range of
developments of the post-World War II era, including the televi·
sion documentary, cinema veri\6 movement. collective and
personal documentaries of anti-war and women's movements,
the role and impact of video in the '80s and '90s, and recent
trend to Incorporat e narrative techniques.
3 CREDITS

AND PREPARAnON, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II
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24·2562

24-2700

Myth, Dream , and Movie

Course examines myths and dreams, the storyteller's fundamental source of raw materials. The class makes use of
mythic sources in various narrative media, drawing specific
structural and thematic comparisons with current films.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2580

Sexual Perspectives In Film

Course includes historical, psychological, and sociological ex·
aminations of the role of gender, sexual behavior and relationships, shifting concerns, and changing morals as p<esented in
cinema. Topics for examination might include gay and lesbian
filmmaking, the image of women in film, male myths, and feminist filmmaking. This course may be repeated as the subject
changes.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,

AND PREPARAT/ON, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2701J

GAY AND LESBIAN LITERATURE

Script Supervision and Film Continuity

1 CREDIT

This course focuses on the role of the Script Supervisor, a
film profession responsible for maintaining script continuity,
working with the Di rector to ensure that scenes are completely
oovered, and preparing daily notes for the Editor· and post·
supervisor.
The course will also cover the Scri pt Supervisor as a critical
crew position and will enhance students' understanding of the
multitude of details that must be addressed in p<oduction and
the resulting impact on post-production through the creation
and dissemination of associat ed on-set documentation and
the management of continuity protocol.

24·2703

Analyzing Dramatic Structure In LA

Student s will analyze a variety of one-hour episodic dramas
currently In production. A variety of speakers from the Industry
will illuminate the shows, describing how they were developed,
written, and produced.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE~

24-2705

ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

Comparative Screenwrltlng:

This is a repeatable course that provides the student with an
extensive examination of the screenwriter's role. career and development. and relationship to the production p<ocess. These
objectives are achieved by comparing and contrasting two writ·
ers who operat e in different ways. For example. a screenwrit er
who directs his or her own materials is compared to a writer
whose work is directed by someone else; a Hollywood screenwriter is contrasted with an independent writer; a classical
narrative writer is compared to a nontraditional writer. Students
study the role of the screenwriter and the impact of the writer
on the production process.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-2680

The Art of Pitching

This course will look at various media to see how others p itch
their stories or products, and practice pitching before the class
and before professionals. The focus will be upon presenting
the student's personal work to a potential buyer, executive
producer. or similar client. The student will work on crafti ng
his or her loglines and pitches in writing before conversion to
verbal presentation.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II OR
51·1271 GAY AND LESBIAN STUDIES II: 1980 TO PRESENT OR 52·2655

24· 2600J
Workshop

Script Analysis

Course provides students with an opportunity to learn more
about various concentrations by examining the methods by
whiCh professionals approach, break down, or prepare a script
for filming. Students analyze various drafts of scripts from
several feature length and shorter films. Beginning with story
analysis, class analyzes scripts in relationship to producing,
directing, acting, production design, cinematography, editing,
and sound design. Scripts' strengths and weaknesses are
discussed in relation to each of the p<oduction areas. Course
material links with material from each of the major concentra·
tion areas in the Film and Video Department.

Directed Study : Producing

Directed Studies are learning activities i nvolving student
independence within the context of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
In a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the p<oject. oversee its progress. evaluat e the final results, and
submit a grade.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 24-2700 SCRIPT ANAL\'$/$, 24-2710 SCREENWfiiTING
U: THE FEATURE FrLM

24·2 710

Screenwrltlng II: The Feature Film

Course teaches students to produce longer and more complex
screenplays; facilitates a deeper understanding of the screenwriting process; and enables students to develop character,
story, and linear structure. Students master systematic work
habits in order to fully develop the screenplay. from i nitial idea
to completed script. Course also provides students with the
opportunity for consistent critique of their screenwriting.

1·3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT

APPROVAL

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$; 24-1710 SCREEMVRITING r: WRITING THE SHORT RLM
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24-2715
Adaptation
Course examines problems, obstacles, and reconstruction
principles inherent in adapting a literary work for the screen.
Content focuses primarily on the kinds of short work attractive
to low-budget filmmakers and works possible within the Columbia production program.

24-2723
Write rs ' Roundtable In LA
This course builds and emphasizes the students' skills for
the development of an appropriat e storyline for the one-hour
format. Students will explore a variety of television genres and
ultimately write a finished television script utilizing the current
computer software programs for professional screenwriting.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER, ACCEPTANCE

PREREQUISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION If, 24-1710

INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

SCREENWRITING I

24-2730
Screenwrltlng Workshops:
This course is designed to help the students write better and
more effective short scripts. Students will learn a variety of
approaches and techniques. This is a repeatable course with
rotating topics, which in the past have included co-writ ing and

24-2716
Adaptation II In LA
Students develop a previously completed work of prose (non·
scripted material) into an expanded step outline and then a
visual treatment. The outlining process will involve breaking
down the prose. srreamlining it into visual and essential dialogue, and registering the step outline with the W.G.A. Based
on feedback from a story editor, the students will revise their
outline and write a visual treatment to be pitched to develop.
ment executives at the end of the program. Before attending
the program, students must demonstrate they have the rights
to the material (as the original or with author's documented
permission).

experimental screenwritin.g.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2710 SCREENWRITING If: THE FEATURE OF FILM

24-2731
Sc reenwrl tng Workshop: Reading for
Coverage In LA
Students will read and analyze a variety of scripts preparing
coverage as practice for entry-level positions in screenwriting
or preparing for jobs in Hollywood development offices.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO lOS ANGELES PROGRAM

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO lOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24-2718
Acqu i ring I nte llectual Property f or
Adaptation In LA
This course Is designed to help students better understand
the process of optioning copyrighted material by other writers.
During their first week, students will research and choose three
works of prose by other writers for optioning. Taking their first
choice, students will attempt to locate the rights through publishers, lawyers, agents, etc. There will be weekly individual
meetings to check on student progress. If a student's first
choice falls through due to already being optioned, or too many
legalities. the student will try to option his/her second choice
(and so on).

24-2732
Screen writ ing Workshhop: Coverage of
Ad apted Screenplays In LA
Students will read and analyze a variety of source stories,
scripts based on those source stories, and films made from
those scripts as a way to learn adapting techniques. Students
will learn and prepare prose coverage and script coverage as
a method of analyzing adaptation approaches and as practice
for ent ry level positions in screenwriting or preparing for jobs in
Hollywood development offices.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISiTES: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24-2733
Screenwrltlng LA
This course builds and emphasizes the students' skills for
the development of an appropriate storyline for the one-hour
format. Students will explore a variety of t elevision genres and
ultimately write a finished television script utilizing the current
computer software programs for professional screenwriting.

24-2720
Genres In Screenwrl t lng:
This course will study several screenplays, each of which ef·
fectively captures a sense of the genre chosen for the current
semester. Students examine the screenplays in terms of
the writers and the scripts' ability to deal with contemporary
or universal issues and themes in the context of the desig·
nat ed genre. Students will develop and write the first draft
of a screenplay based upon techniques and elements of the
specific genre but reflective of their own personal themes as
well. This is a repeatable course wherein the genre rotates
from semester to semester. Previous genres have included
film noir, horror, science fiction, comedy, action adventure, and
psychological thriller.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24·2735
Screenwrl tlng Workshops:
This course is designed to help students revise and rewrite
work previously written using a variety of approaches and
techniques.
St udents will learn to reexamine, reevaluate and think critically
about their own work and their classmates.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2710 SCREENWRITING If: THE FEATURE FILM

PREREQUISiTES: 24-2710 SCREENWRmNG II: THE FEATURE FILM
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24-2791
Independent Project : Screenwrltlng LA
Student in individual consultation in prearranged faculty advi·
sor and guest speakers will learn and practice methods of
pitching and marketing his or her film ideas. primarily using the
student script from Screenwriting 111.
CONCURRENT: 24~ 711 SCREENWRITING Ill: SENIOR THESIS LA..

24-2803
Culture, Race and M edia
The media-television. film, print-has a pervasive influence
upon how we view the world. This course enables us to analyze
subtle and subliminal messages about culture, race ethnicity,
gender, religion, class. and ability as presented to us through
the media. Through open discussions of difference. research,
and stimulating readings, we will learn who we are and why we
view things the way we do. Expected outcomes include new
insights into media influence and our responsibility as media
makers. a research project. and self-examination of personal
cultural and racial identity.

COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-2796
Independent Project: Intensive Study
Independent projects in intensive study allow students.
under the advisement of a faculty member. to receive credit
for attending screenwriting-related workshops or seminars
conducted by professional organizations or schools other than
Columbia College Chicago.

3 CREDITS

24-2900
History of Video & Digital Art
Course explores the history of the electronic image from early
video art to contemporary interactive CO-ROMs and internet
projects. Works by artists ranging from Acconci to Zando are
crit ically examined in terms of form and content to understand
not only their historical significance but also their influence
within the larger tradition of image making.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,

PREREQVISITES; 24-2710 SCREENIVRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM,
COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-2797
Independent Project: A nalysis
Independent Project in Analysis allows individual consulta·
tion with a prearranged faculty advi sor to analyze or critique
screenplays as a method of better understanding the craft and
improving one's own screenwriting. Students must complete a
rigorous application process.

AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

PREREQVISITES; 24·2710 SCREENWRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM,

24-2910
Production Ill
This advanced level production course introduces filmmakers
to portable video techniques, videography, non-linear edit·
ing. and the basics of digital recording. Projects center on
non-narrative, alternative forms including documentary, diary.
performance work, and experimental soundtracks. EJ\perimental approaches to making work are emphasized . Student s will
explore a range of structural and stylistic t echniques in assignments designed to build skills and fluency in the medium
and then complete a final project with the goal of a festival
screening.

COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-2798
Independent Project : Development/Draft
Course allows individual consultation with a prearranged
faculty adVisor to develop a script idea into treatment format
or a first draft. Students must complete a rigorous application
process.
PREREQUISITES; 24·2710 SCREENWRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM,
COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-2799
Independent Project: Work-In-Progress
Independent projects allow individual consultation with a prearranged faculty advi sor, enabling the student to rewrite a script
begun in a previous class or independent project or to develop
a script from a prewritten treatment. Students must complete
a rigorous application process.
1·3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

PREREQVISITES: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-3000
Advanced Production Seminar :
Course is designed to facilitate the production and completion of a 5-8 minute film or video. Drawing from lectures.
workshops, screenings. and discussion, students will be
expected to produce a project that significantly surpasses
their previous level of work. Students will also learn about
distribution. film festivals. and taxes. Film product ion is built
upon professional , productive working relationships; with this
in mind, the emphasis of this course is on learning to be an
effective collaborator. While employing skills learned in previous classes, students will collaborate with their teacher and
their class in preproduction and script development. Further.
students will collaborate with producing, cinematography, and
sound students in creating an experienced crew. Students will
be expected to pitch a concept, write a treatment and script,
create a production book, then direct, edit , and mix their film.
Past topics have included: science fiction, horror, comedy, and
surrealism.

PREREQUISITES: 24-2710 SCREENWRITING II: THE FETAURE FILM.
COMPLETED APPL./CATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-2801
Documentar y I
This course introduces and explores a wide variety o f documentary styles and t echniques. Screenings of classic and
innovative films help develop a critical language that is applied
by students to their own work. Technical tutorials in camera
and audio equipment as well as non-linear editing are incorporated. Students will complete a short. biographical video.
3 CREDITS
PREREQVISITES; 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

4 CREDITS
PREREQVISITES: 24·2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
ANO PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II, 24·2910

PRODUCTION Ill
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Audio For VIsual Media Il l
24-3122
Course is intended for advanced students who wish to gain
more insight and experience in preparing and mixing sound
tracks for film. Students work in teams to complete class proj·
ects during additional weekly lab times.

24-3004
Production Design Practlcum
In this workshop, students serve as the production designer
on a significant short film using a screenplay developed in a
previous semester. They will collaborate with advanced Stl>'
dent directors, producers, and cinematographers and conceive
the overall visual concept for the film. Emphasis will be on the
artistic relationship with the director and cinematographer, as
well as on t he organizational and financial relationship with the
producer. Under the leadership of the producers, the production design students will assemble an art department with key
personnel, develop and monitor the art department budget,
and supervise the execution of their design.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2102 AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEDIA II

24·3198
Independent Project: location Audio
Under guidance of an advisor, the student is responsible for
on-location production sound recording and playback on the
student or professional films.
PREREQUISITES: 24·2103 LOCATION SOUND RECORDING, COMPLETED

8 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF THE IN$ ffiUCTOR

APPliCATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

2 4·3089
Internship: Film & VIdeo
Internships provide advanced students with practical work
experience that places them in training positions related to
their academic studies. The College awards academic credit in
internships based on a ratio of credit hours to hours worked.
Even though the internship takes place outside the classroom,
there are Institutional and department requirements for stu·
dents seeking and taking internships.

Independent Project: Audio Post
24-3199
Production
Student designs and renders the necessary elements for
completion of a so~ ndtrack on student or professional films.

1 ·12 CREDITS

24·3200
Lighting II
Course focuses on the visual image and how to arrive at that
image through intellectual and physical means. This highly
technical class stresses knowledge of technical elements
necessary to accomplish the sophisticated marriage of art and

PREREQUI$/TES: 24-2101 POSTPRODUCTION AUDIO I OR 24-2102 AUDIO
FOR VISUAL MEDIA II, COMPlETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT
APPROVAL

PREREQUI$/TE$: DEPARTMENT APPROVAl

lndep Proj: Film & V i deo Production
24-3098
Instructor will act as supervisor for students who meet the
criteria necessary for enrollment. Siudents musi submit a
complete production packet prior to enrolling in this class.

science.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUI$/TES: 24-1200 LIGHTING I, 24·2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY:

1 ·3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPlETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT

CAMERA SEMINAR

APPROVAL

24·3201
Cinematography: Camera Seminar II
Course focuses primarily on operating the latest models
of 16mm, Super 16, and 35mm cameras and includes an
introduction to ARRI SR3, Aeton 16, ARRI 535, and Panavision
cameras. Instruction also covers support equipment, includ·
ing the dolly, jib arm, gear head, video assist, Steadicam, and
Smart State. Students learn how to operate equipment, shoot
35mm footage, and receive exposure to Telecine transfer in a
commercial facility that includes digital da Vinci.

24·3101
Advanced l ocation Sound Recording
Course applies principles of synchronous motion picture
recording to advanced production. Student s work on advanced
projects on location with faculty supervision. Class sessions
provide for discussions, exchange of experiences, and problem
solving.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2103l0CATION SOUND RECORDING

4 CREDITS

24· 3102
Advanced Production Sound
Applicati ons
This course will examine and practice advanced sound record·
ing strategies and techniques to prepare advanced location
sound students for a career as a professional sound mixer.
Students will provide complete production audio services to
advanced projects including preproduction assessment of
equipment budgets, production meetings attendance, location
scouting, table reads recording, acquisition of quality audio
tracks, production journals maintenance. all audio media
management, and formats and documentation. They will also
perform t echnical competency tests with hard disk recording
and wireless microphone technologies. Emphasis is on provid·
ing the highest level of quality audio services to advanced
department productions.

PREREQUISITES: 24-2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY: CAMERA SEMINAR
COREQUISIIE$: 24-3200 LIGHTING II, 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES:
CINEMATOGRAPHY I

24·3202
Special Stud ies: Cinematography I
Through individual and group projects, students focus on the
interpretation of artistic goals and work through technological
problems of cinematography. Students develop different creative approaches to the visual concept of the script. Technical
issues including film stocKs, processing, densitometry, special
effects, and lighting are discussed and analyzed.
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 24-1200 liGHTING I, 24-22011MAGE DESIGN FOR
CINEMA, 24-2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY: CAMERA SEMINAR, 24-3206
PHOTO THEORY/ LAB PRACTICE

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-3101 ADVANCED lOCATION SOUND RECORDING
WWW . COLUM . fDU
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FILM & VIDEO
24·3203

Special Studies: Cinematography II

This course is designed to acquaint students with the rote of
the cinematographer in the motion picture, emphasizing creation of the visual concept of the movie, problems of style, and
design and arrangement in connection with the choice of creative techniques. This course also deals with the color structure
of the motion picture.

1·12 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-3098

l ndep Proj: Film & VIdeo Production

Instructor will act as supervisor for students who meet the
criteria necessary for enrollment. Students must submit a
complete production packet prior to enrolling in this class.
1·3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: PREMISS/ON OF INSTRUCTOR

24-3204

Even though the internship takes place outside the classroom,
there are institutional and department requirements for stu·
dents seeking and taking internships.

Digital Cinematography

Course explores technical and aesthetic demands of interfor·
mat production, digital cinematography, and digital postproduc·
tion and special effect s. Students tight the set and shoot the
scene in different formats, using 16mm, 35mm, Digital Video,
SP BETA, and HDTV. After composing the scene with special
effect plates, students transfer the final product on 35mm print
and evaluate how different recording media handle the video-tofilm transfer process.

PREREQUISITE$: COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT
APPROVAL

24-3101

Advanced Location Sound Recording

Course applies principles of synchronous motion picture
recording to advanced production. Students work on advanced
projects on location with faculty supervision. Class sessions
provide for discussions, exchange of experiences, and problem
solving.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES: CINEMATOGRAPHY I

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 24·2103 LOCATION SOUND RECORDING

24·3205

Lighting Ill
24·3102
Advanced Production Sound
Applications

Course focuses on advanced lighting for motion pictures based
upon brightness analysis of the scene. Students learn how to
light a scene usi ng a spotmeter only.

Course offers in-depth study of technicalities of photographic
films and practical information on the role of the film labora·
tory. Filmmakers must understand their film stocks and the film
laboratory handling them in order to use stock most effectively.
Topics include latent image theory, tone reproduction, sensitom·
etry/densitometry, mechanical properties of films, and image
quality.

This course will examine and practice advanced sound record·
ing strategies and techniques to prepare advanced location
sound students for a career as a professional sound mixer.
Students will provide complete production audio services to
advanced projects i ncluding preproduction assessment of
equipment budgets, production meetings attendance, location
scouting. table reads recording, acquisition of quality audio
tracks, production journals mai ntenance, all audio media
management, and formats and documentation. They will also
perform technical competency tests with hard disk recording
and wireless microphone technologies. Emphasis is on provid·
lng the highest level of quality audio services to advanced
department productions.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPROOOCTION,

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·3101 ADVANCED LOCATION SOUND RECORDING

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3200 LIGHTING II, 24-3201 CINEMATOGRAPHY:

CAMERA SEMINAR II. PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

24-3206

Photo Theory/ Lab Practice

AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24·3122
24·3207

This course will analyze motion picture photographic techniques
of the past 70 years, with particular attention to those of the
most recent 10 years. The class will examine cinematography
through case studies of directors of photography and a su rvey
of stylistic trends. The students will perform tests to achieve
various effects and present results to their classmates.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2102 AUDIO FOR VISUAl MEDIA II

24·3 198

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES: CINEMATOGRAPHY I

24-3089

Internship: Film & Video

WWW. CO LU M.£ 0 U /U N DE RG AAOUAT E /

Independent Project: Location Audio

Under guidance of an advisor. the student is responsible for
on-location production sound recording and playback on the
student or professional films.
PREREQUISITE$: 24·2103 lOCATION SOOND RECORDING, COMPLETED

Internships provide advanced students with practical work
experience that places them in training positions related to
their academic studies. The College awards academic credit in
internships based on a ratio of credit hours to hours worked.

FILMYIOEO

Aud io For VIsual Med ia Ill

Course is intended for advanced students who wish to gain
more insight and experience in preparing and mixing sound
tracks for film. Students work in teams to complete class
projects during additional weekly lab times.

Contemporary Trends Cinematography

APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAl
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FILM & VIDEO
24-3199
I ndependent Project: Audio Post
Production
Student designs and renders the necessary elements for
completion of a soundtrack on student or professional films.

SP BETA, and HDTV. After composing the scene with special
effect plates, students transfer the final product on 35mm
print and evaluate how different recording media handle the
video-to-film transfer process.

PREREQUISITES; 24-2101 POSTPRODUCTION AUDIO I OR 24-2102

4 CREDITS

AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEDIA II, COMPlETED APPliCATION AND
DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES: CINEMATOGRAPHY I

24-3205
Lighting Ill
Course focuses on advanced lighting for motion pictures based
upon brightness analysis of the scene. Students team how to
light a scene using a spotmeter only.

24-3200
Lighting II
Course focuses on the visual image and how to arrive at that
image through intellectual and physical means. This highly
technical class stresses knowledge of technical elements
necessary to accomplish the sophisticated marriage of art and
science.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24-3200 liGHTING II, 24-3201 CINEMATOGRAPHY:

CAMERA SEMINAR II, PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

4 CREDITS

24-3206
Photo Theory/Lab Practice
Course offers in-depth study of t echnicalities of photographic
films and practical information on the role of the film laboratory. Filmmakers m'ust understand their film stocks and the
film laboratory handling them in order to use stock most effectively. Topics include latent image theory, tone reproduction,
sensitometry/densitometry, mechanical properties of films,
and image quality.

PREREQUISITES; 24-1200 liGHTING I, 24-2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY:
CAMERA SEMINAR

24-3201
Cinematography: Camera Seminar II
Course focuses primarily on operating the latest models
of 16mm. Super 16, and 35mm cameras and includes an
introduction to ARRI SR3, Aeton 16. ARRI 535, and Panavision
cameras. Instruction also covers support equipment. includ·
ing the dolly, jib arm, gear head, video assist, Steadicam, and
Smart Slate. Students learn how to operate equipment, shoot
35mm footage, and receive exposure to Telecine transfer in a
commercial facility that Includes digital da Vinci.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,

AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24-3207
Contemporary Trends Cinematography
This course will analyze motion picture photographic techniques of the past 70 years. with particular attention to those
of the most recent 10 years. The class will examine cinematography through case studies of directors of photography and
a survey of stylistic trends. The students will perform tests to
achieve various effects and present results to their class-mates.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24-2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY; CAMERA SEMINAR

COREQUISITES: 24-3200 LIGHTING II, 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES:
CINEMATOGRAPHY I

24-3202
Special Studies: Cinematography I
Through individual and group projects. students focus on the
interpretation of artistic goals and work through technological
problems of cinematography. Students develop different creative approaches to the visual concept of the script. Technical
issues including film stocks. processing, densitometry, special
effects, and light ing are discussed and analyzed.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES; CINEMATOGRAPHY I

24·3209
Composltlng for Cinema
In this course students will learn the various analogue and digital t echniques of compositing film elements of diverse origin,
from film, electronic imaging systems, and computer-generated
images, through lecture, demonstration, and hands-on practice.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 24·1200 LIGHTING I, 24-2201/MAGE DESIGN FOR
CINEMA. 24-2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY: CAMERA SEMINAR, 24-3206
PHOTO THEORY/LAB PRACTICE

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES: CINEMATOORAPHY I OR
24-4421 MOTION GRAPHIC$ II

24-3203
Special Studies: Cinematography II
This course is designed to acquaint students with the role
of the cinematographer in the motion picture, emphasizing
creation of the visual concept of the movie. problems of style,
and design and arrangement in connection with the choice
of creative techniques. This course also deals with the color
structure of the motion picture.

24-3210
Cinematography Practlcum
In this workshop, cinematography students work as directors
of photography on a significant short film or video in collaboration with students from other concentrations. Emphasis is on
visual and oral realization from a screenplay to affect an audi·
ence through dramatic screen presentation. Student cinematographers work in collaboration with directors arid producers.
The ability to communicate with one another and maximize the

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: PREMISS/ON OF INSTRUCTOR

24·3204
Digital Cinematography
Course explores technical and aesthetic demands of interiormat production, digital cinematography. and digital postproduction and special effects. Students light the set and shoot the
scene in different formats, using 16mm. 35mm, Digital Video.
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24-3303
Directing Ill
Course covers the process of directing one·s own dtamatic
matetial, from preparation of a script breakdown to final cut.
Using digital video. instruction emphasizes collaborative skills
needed to work with a cinematographer. sound recorder. and
editor. Ptojects for th1s class may be based on me student's
own screenwriting. Students apply for admittance by submit·
ting a vety short, dramatically effective screenplay that is teady
for pre-production.

value of their creative contributions will be assessed . Cinematographers will collaborate on storyboards. scout locations.
develop the vi sual concept of the story. create floor plans for
scenes, participate in pre-productiOn ana production meetings.
execute shooting wi thin set production parameters. and supervise timing of the final project.
6 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 24·3202 SPECIAL STUDIES: CINEMATOGRAPHY II.
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

6 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·3302 DIRECTING II, PERMISSION OF THE
INSTRUCTOR

24-3211J

Camera Movement: Practical
Application of the Moving Camera
This highly intense. highly technical course is intended for the
advanced Cinematography student. The class day will be broken into two individual sessions. The morn1ngs w111 be devoted
to studying past and present filmmakers and their use of the
moving camera. It is also possible that we will bnng into class.
some of the equipment that is used in the motion picture
industry (steadicam. cranes. etc.). The afternoons will be spent
shooting class exercises and group projects.

24-3304
Directing Practicum
In thiS workshop. students direct a significant short film or
video in collaboration with students from other concentrations.
Emphasis is on visual and aural realization ftom a screenplay
to affect an audience through dramatic screen presentation.
Student ditectors take cteative leadership of their project in
collaboration with the ptoducer. The ability to incotporate and
maximize the value of contributions made by the cinematographers. editors. and other specialists will be assessed. Directors will create storyboards and shotlists. cast performets.
participate in pre-production and production meetings. execute
shooting within set production parametets. and supervise edit·
ing to a rough cut. They will be expected to continue with the
project until delivery of a complete master ready for exhibition
on either film or a broadcast video format.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3200 LIGHTING II. 24·3201 CINEMArOGRAPHY:
CAMERA SEMINAR II, 24·3202 SPECIAL STUDIES: CINEMATOGRAPHY I

24-3297
Independent Project : Cinematog raphy
VIsual Elements
This independent project provides students the opportunity to
receive credit for creating visual effects that will be used 1n a
larger, more complex project or for inclusion in their reel. to be
used for employment in the industry.

6 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF THE INSTRUCTOR

PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES. CINEMATOGRAPHY I.

Independent Proj ect : Cinematography
This independent project provides cinematography students an
opportunity to shoot a film outside the classroom and receive
credit for the project.

Scene Study with Camera: A Directing
Workshop
In this advanced ditecting course. each student will direct,
stage, and shoot two scenes . Eac11 live scene is presented
in class. critiqued. discussed. and reworked. The scenes are
then shot on location and edited fot further class critique.

PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES: CINEMATOGRAPHY I.
COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

6 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3302 DIRECTING II, PERMISSION OF THE

24-3305

COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-3298

INSTRUCTOR

24-3299

Independent Project: Cin ematography

24-3398

COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

Independent Project: Directing
An independent project is designed by the student. with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to pursue directing
project s beyond the scope of the ditecting course of study.
Students must complete a rigorous application process prior
to enrollment.

24-3302

DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

Reel
This independent project will provide cinematography st udents
the opportunity to receive credit for the creation of tlleir reel. to
be used for employment in the film industry.
PREREQUISITES: 24·3202 SPECIAL STUDIES. CINEMATOGRAPHY I,

PREREQUISITES: 24-2301 DIRECTING I. COMPLETED APPLICA TION AND

Directing II
Students direct four scenes shot on videotape in this work·
shop class. Students ptepate productions from scnpt develop.
ment, through storyboard. rehearsal. production. and editing.
Students complete the first two in-class shoots of an assigned
script that they rewrite and teinterptet. Scripts for the last two
shoots are developed through a series of written assignments.

24-3400

Editing Ptacticum
In this workshop. students are partnered with other practicum
students including dtrectors. producers. cinematogtaphers.
ptoduction designers. and others to produce a significant short
film or video. Cditing students continue to develop their skills
in the editing toom to tell a complete nartative story and to

6 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2301 DIRECTING I
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coordinator, and script supervisor. The post-production supervisor position is discussed including post-production schedu~
ing, budgeting, and meeting delivery requirements for di stribution and film festivals.

deliver postproduction materials suitable for complex sound
design and mixing as well as cut lists for online editing and
color correction. They will be expected to continue with the
project until delivery o f a complete master ready for exhibition
on either film or a broadcast video format.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24-24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT,
PREPRODUCTION, AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE

6 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24-2402 EDITING II AND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
24-4408 EDITING II, 244406 EDIT SEMINAR OR 24-4424 AVID ONLINE

24-3401

PRODUCTION II

24-3601

Online Editing Practlcum

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3~ PRODUCTING I OR 24-2301 DIRECTING I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 244428 ADVANCED EDITING: AVID ONLINE

24-3500

Advanced Casting Director

The course will focus on the Casting Director's role as a
facilitator of (and creative collaborator) in casting for filmed e,.
tertainment. This instruction will entail the full range of affairs
between Casting Director and Direct or during the auditioning
phase and a comprehensive look at hiring actors, contract
negotiations, actor representation and the Screen Actors Guild.

This class explores strategies for the conforming and mast ering of film project s. Students learn color correction, compositing, image stabilization and scratch and dirt removal with
the Avid Symphony digital editing system . The editor/client
relationship will be emphasized, as students will perform an
o,.line of a Practicum film in consultation with off-line Editors,
Producers, Directors and Cinematographers.

24-3601J The Art and Business of Casting:
Casting Director Workshop for F

Film Studies II

Using mostly primary texts, the course examines and interrogates some of the basic concepts of contemporary film and
video studies. The course focuses on four areas: journalistic
criticism, historiography and applied historical writing, film
theory, and current trends in all the foregoing areas. Students
will read original texts and write papers that demonstrate their
understanding of them. The assignments will include short
responses to the readings, as well as extended papers that
analyze and critique the readings. Student will be encouraged
as the course progresses t o choose an area of special interest to explore in a term paper or extended application of the
material.

Students will examine the casting process f rom packaging a
film to production. Creative casting will be explored as a necessary preparatory process undertaken by cast ing directors.
directors, and producers. Script roles must be embellished and
further defined through this director-producer-CO collaboration,
which yields a set of aesthetic parameters for auditioning actors and their associated performances. The workshop will give
the successful student an understanding of how to recruit actors through promotion, communication with agents and ma,.
agers, and the rigor of in-person auditions. A comprehensive
look at auditioning will include creation of sides, assessment
of script readings, and monologues and callbacks. Students
will also focus on hiring both no,.SAG and SAG actors and how
to negotiate actor work-for-hire agreements.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2500 FILM STUDIES I

2 CREDITS

24-3567

VIsual Analysis+
24-3602J
Workshop

This detailed, specific analysis breaks down to great films into
their component parts In order to discover their visual strategy.
Films paired for examination in prior years have included
Citizen Kane with 6onnie and Clyde and Klute with The Magnificent Ambersons. This course may be repeated as featured
films change.

This course focuses on the role of the location manager, who
is responsible for the finding and securing locations to be used
and coordinating the logistics involved for the production to
successfully complet e its necessary work. Further, the course
focuses on the location manager as the face of the production
to the community and responsible for addressing the issues
that may arise due to the production's impact on the community. The location manager typically is also the primary location
scout for a film. They usually oversee several other scouts
and assistant managers during the course of a show. They will
commonly work closely with the director and the production
designer during preproduction to find and secure the creative
vision expressed by them. They are also responsible for public
relations at the locations used and the safety of the crew
during filming.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 24-24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT,
PREPRODUCTION, AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE
PRODUCTION II

24-3600

Producing 1: Production Team

This course explores the production team and the role of the
line producer. unit production manager, production manager
and assistant directors in managing the physical production
process of producing a film. This process will include budgeting and scheduling, and managing cast, crew and vendor relationships. Additional team members are examined, including
the roles of the casting director, locat ion manager, production
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24·3603J
Advanced Line ProduclnC Workahop
This course is an advanced exploration of the line producer"s
role and the associated productoon team, including production
budgets, schedules, call sheets. daily production reports, cost
reports, end associated production accounting. Detailed examination of the role of line producer as manager of a film's cast.
crew. and the piwtal role of a line producer and financier.

agreement. Class utilizes dlstance·leamlng methodology, with
students completing ooursowork online. Students should con·
ta<:t the instructor during the first week of the semester.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDinNG I OR 24-.3600 PRODlJCING t
PROOUCTIOH ~

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24.3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION TEAM

24·3615
lntro t o Producing the Commercial
This course provides an Introduction to t he role of a commercial producer focusing on the advertising Industry. the agerr
cies. the creatives, bidding. as well as the PhYsical/ logistical
elements of producing commercials including SCheduling,
budgeting. crewlng up, casting. working with vendo<s, tor stage
and location shooting. This course will cover a wide range of
short·form content Including commercials, corporate videos, to
new media content.

24·3805
The Bualne. . o f Animated Content
The Business of Animated Cootent is a course that will
examine central business and legal matters associated with
developing. producing. and releasing animated films. The
course emphasizes the need to properly prepare the bundle of
rights and legal documentation for an animated film as it en·
ters the marketplace. Additionally. students wi ll be Introduced
to basic business principles for short and feature animated
films Including new technologies and the ewMng convergent
marketplace.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 24.3600 PRODUCING 1 OR 40.2201 THE TELEVISION
PROOUCER

24· 3618
Pro duct ion Management: Location
M anagement Workah op ( ONLINE)
Brief, intensive, online workshop examines the role of the location manager in film production. Content emphasizes location
scouting, analysis of the production's logistical and budgetary
requirements. negotiating with owners, acquisition of permits,
and ensuring that legal requirements are met. Class utilizes
distance-learning melhodiOiogy. with students completing
coursework online. Students ShOUld contact the instructor durIng the first week of the semester.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24.3600 PRODlJCING AND PROOUCTIOH T~ OR
2&-3040 ANIMATION STORYBOARD AND CONCEPT DEVElOPMENT

24·3610
Prod Manaeement : Schedullne &
Budeet Workahop (ONLINE)
Brief, lntensi'Je, online workshop examines the role of sctipt
breakdown, SCheduling, and budgeting in film production.
Course emphasizes script analysis tor identifying key elements
such as cast, locations, props, and art and design elements,
and to determine appropriate scheduling. costs. rate sheets,
and budgets. Class utilizes dlstance·learnlng methodology,
with students completing coursework online. Students should
contact the instructor during the first week of the semester.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUIS/ TE$: 24·2030 PROJECT DEVElOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,
AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PRODUCTION II

24·3620
Analyal a of Current lnduatry
Prac tice: Loa A nCel. .
St udents analyze the development cultures In cinema. television. and new media as practiced in Los Angeles. the world
center for the entertainment industries. Through Interaction
with guest speakers, st udios. and production companies.
group and individual mcntorshlps, applied research, and direct
engagement In project development , students acquire the
understanding and skills required and make the contacts necessary for entry into the los Angeles industry and/or investigation of their own productions.

2 CREDITS
PREREQCJISIT£S: 24-2030 PROJECT DEVElOPMENT, PREPROOUCTIOH,
ANO PREPARATIOH, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PROOUCTIOH II

24·3612
Production Management: Script
Supervlaor Workahop (ONLINE)
Brief, Intensive, online workshop examines the role of the
script supervisor in film production. Content emphasizes the
Importance of continuity for single camera production, script
timing, reporting, lining the sctipt, and monitoring pick-ups
and wild tracks. Class utlhzes distance-learning methodology,
with students completing coursework online. Students should
contact the Instructor during the first week of the semester.

4 CR EDITS
PREREQUI$rTES: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROCRAM

1 CREDI T
PREREQUISITES: 24.2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPRODUCTION,

24·3821
Reaearc h of Hlatory of Developmen t
In the En tertainment lnduatry
Students will research the history of development practioes
in the los Angeles-based entertainment industry with an
emphasis on shifts in studoo and network org;~nlzations and
economics. This broader consideration will support a focused
case study on the development of a specific film. t elevision. or
new media production.

AND PREPARATIOH, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE PROOUCTIOH II

24· 3813
Production M anagement :
Poatproductlon Supervl aor Workah op ( ONLINE)
Brief, Intensive, online workshop examines the role of the postproduction supervisor In film production. Content emphasizes
acquisition of post·productlon personnel and facilities: managIng, budgeting, and scheduling workflow: and assuring adherence to deli'Jery requirements as specified by the distribution
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24-3715
Adaptation II
Students will build on concepts and techniques introduced in
Adaptation I. only instead of adapting outside material into
short scripts. they will create a feature-length work. After learning about and trying to obtain the rights. students will choose a
completed work of prose (novel, short story, magazine article,
etc.). develop it into an expanded outline. then into a detailed
treatment for the screen. and ultimately a feature length script.

24-3622
Applied Development Practlcum:
Los Angeles
Students will work in teams to develop either a cinema or
television project to the stage of readiness for pitching as a
viable product ion. To do this, they will draw on the knowledge
acquired through the concurrent analySis and history classes.
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

3 CREDITS

Ideation & Theme: Portfolio Review
24-3700
Course provides an opportunity for screenwriting students to
revisit work completed throughout their tenure in the screenwriting program. Student s critique their previous work in an ef·
fort to understand their themes and styles. their strengths and
weaknesses. and their development as a writer. This examina·
tion assists students in setting professional goals as screenwriters. whether that includes working in Hollywood or the
independent scene. This course is recommended for seniors.

PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

SCREENWRITING. 24·2710 $CREENWRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM,

24·3730
Top ics in Screenwrltlng:
This repeatable course consists of rotating subjects that may
be of interest to the developing screenwriter. Previous topics
have included historical research for narrative film fiction.
screenwriting for interactive media, experimental script writ·
ing. and business aspects of screenwriting. Students choose
to register for the t9picjsemester that best addresses their
interests and needs. Film and Video majors who are concen·
trating in Screenwriting are required to t ake at least one Topics
in Screenwriting course.

24·2715 ADAPTATION, 24-2730 GENRES IN $CREENWRITING. 24-3740

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·2700 SCRIPT ANALYSIS. 24·2705 COMPARATIVE

PREREQUISITE$; 24·2710 SCREENIVRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM

24-3701J

Script Rewrite and Polish
24-3730J
Topics In Scre enwrltlng
This repeatable course consists of rotating subject s that may
be of interest to the developing screenwriter. This course is focused for the J.term on one particular skill and aspect of writ·
ing for the screen. Students choose to register for the topic/
semester that best addresses their interests and needs.

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2710 SCREENWRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM OR
24·4606 PRODUCING Ill: THE CREATIVE PRODUCER

24-3710
Screenwrlt lng Ill: Senior Thesis
Based on student goals as identified in Ideation and Theme.
course allows the student to develop a final portfolio thesis
project. This thesis is the culmination of the skills t he student
has developed during his/her studies at Columbia.

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 24-2710 SCREENI'IRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM

24·3731
Topics In Screenwritlng: Hollywood
Business In LA
Students participating in the Los Angeles program will take
part in a lecture series analyzing the business of screenwrit·
ing in Hollywood. Some of the lectures will feature prominent
screenwriters. agents. and producers.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2710 SCREENWRITING II: THE FEATURE FILM,
24·3700 IDEATION & THEME: PORTFOLIO REVIEW

24-3711
Screenwrltlng Ill: Sen ior Thesis LA
Course emphasizes the definition of a suitable story and the
writing of a feature film script utilizing story. the exploration
of genre. and the writing of a feature film script utilizing story
development and writing tools such as computer software
programs.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24-3732
Topics In Screenwrltlng: Techniques and
Business of Adaptation I
Students will take part in a lecture series of prominent screenwriters and producers who have adapted material, as well as
lawyers. agents. and producers whO will discuss the legal and
business side of optioning and adapting preexisitng material.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24-3713
Pitching Series Concept LA
Students participating in the L.A. program will have the oppor·
tunity to learn and practice the fine art of "the pitch." first in
the classroom environment and finally to prominent television
writers. agents. and producers.

3 CREDITS

24·3733
Conceiving & Writing the Show Bible
in LA
Students will develop and write a rudimentary show bible for
a one-hour program in a genre of their choice. Focus will be
on the process of positioning the show for current market
situation.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: ACCEPTANCE INTO LOS ANGELES PROGRAM
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24· 3735
Script Devel opment Practlcum
Students will beccme familiar with the short film as a distinct
fonm and learn the range of ways fictional short films can be
originated along with associated best practices. Including legal
and e thical ccnsiderations. Students will estabiiSII and nurture
creative partners capable of findong and deveiOpong viable
short scripts from a wide range of source material; facilitate
a deeper understanding of the creative and legal aspects of
the film development process; Yield production-ready shooting
scripts for the Spring Practicum production cycle t hat maximize
the potential of the short film form to deliver concentrated
(primarily visual) narrative.

24·3898
Independent Project: Documentary
Production
All Independent project in documentary postproduction is
designed by the student and supervising faculty to complete
a documentary resulting from Documenlary Production or
Independent Project: Documentary Production. Responsibi6ties
include the logging of rushes. creating transcripts. assembling
a paper edit, editing an o ff·line rough cut, and concluding with
an online fine cut. Goal is to have a finished documentary tor
broadcast. Prior to registration. the student must submit a
detailed postproduction schedule.
1 -3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2115 ADAPTATION, 24.3130 TOI'fCS IN

PREREQUISITES: 24-2801 DOCUMENTARY 1

SCREEHWRITING OR 24-2120 SCREEHWRITING II: THE FEA TVRE
FilM. 24·2115 AOAPTAriON. 244140 SCREEN TREATMENT AND
PRESENTATION

24· 3899
Independent Project: Documentary
Post Production
An Independent Project In Documentary Postproduction is
designed by the student and supervising faculty to complete a
documentary resulting from the class Documentary Production
or Independent PrOJect: Documentary Production. Responsibilj.
t•es onclude the lOgging of rustles. creating transcripts, assembling a paper edot. edtting an off·line rough cut, and concluding
with an on-line fine cut . Goal is to have a finished documenlary
tor broadcast . Prior to registration. the student must submit a
detailed postproduction schedule.
PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO lOS ANGELES P!!DGRAM

24-3741
Screen Trutment & Preae ntatlon II
In LA
Students will learn and ptaCtJCe methods of potchong and
mall<eting film ideas. primarily using the student's scnpt from
Screenwriting Ill (24-3711, taken concurrently).
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO lOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24-3801
D oc umentary II
Course uses !'lands-on projects to explOre each step in the
process of documenlary filmmaking, from idea to final edit.
Documenlary styles, interview techniques, and non.fiction
storytelling are inherent in the course. as well as technical
considerations such as lighting and camera work. St udents
will complete a 15-mlnute film.

24-4063

Teacher Training In Film & VIdeo
This course provides students an opportunity to establiSII
teaching skills and to develop curriculum for foundations curriculum. Participants will discover how they learn and how best to
teach others film production. Lectures. along with all support
material. will be developed collectively and will become the
property of all those Involved in the class. Students completing
this course will be prepared for the rigors of teaching beginning
filmmakers.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2801 DOCUMENTARY I

24-3805
Creating Personal Documen t ary
Course examines the aesthetic and production of personal
documenlary films. Class troins students to articulate their
Identities and personal perspectives on themselves and other
Important Issues In their lives. Students use journal writing,
\/Ideo and audio recording. observational t echniques. and
Other research methods to develOp or record Inner processes
and personal self-reftecti0/1. Students develOp and structure a
short, personal documenlary.

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

24·4301
Directing In the Studio Syetem
This los Angeles-based course explores the role of the director
within the studio system. The course examines relationSIIips
with producers. writers, and studio executives. Students learn
the Importance of budgets and schedules and their effect
on the creative process. LeaderSIIip skills and team building
are addressed. Students will explore the role of an agent and
employment possibilities.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2801 DOCUMENTARY I OR 24-2910
PRODUCTION Ill

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO lOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24-3820

Topics In D ocumenta ry
This production course tor advanced documentary students
will study and engage In various sut>genres of documentary
filmmaking. Such past topics have included lllsuahzing the
documentary, the nature film documentary, and cinema verite.
Students may repeat this course as topics change.

The Profeulonal Director
This Los Angeles-based course lOoks at the director at work. A
variety of professional film and television directors will rotate
through the course. showing how directors analyze and break

24·4302

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2801 DOCUMENTARY I
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FILM & VIDEO
24-4405

Advanc e d Ed itin g : F i nis h i ng Strategi es
This class explores strategoes for the conforming and mastering of film and video prOjects. Students learn color correction.
composrtong. omage stabolozatoon. and wore and d ort removal
with the Avid Symphony dogotal edotong system. The editor/eli·
ent relationship woll be emphasized. as students will perform
online edits in consultatoon woth o ff lone edotors and directors.

down tel(!, prepare for shootong. rehearse actors. and blOck a<>
toon for t.h e camera. Students will cotique and analyze daohes
Wlth professoonal dorectors. Prerequisote: Acceptance onto L.A.
program.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: ACCEPTANCE INTO lOS ANGELES PROGRAM

24-4303

Casting, Blocking and Directing Actors
This Los Angeles-based course teaches students how to cast
for film and television. rehearse actors. block action for the
camera. and shoot t he scene. Appropriate coverage for edoting
os explored . Thos course takes place on a sound stage on a
studoo lot using professional crews and actors. Prerequisote:
Acceptance onto LA. program.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2402 EDITING II

Advance d Edi ting Seminar
This course provodes an opportunity for advanced editong
students to cut ondependent prOJeCts. advanced direcling. and
thesis projects on a classroom envoronment. Students also
develop an edotor's reel of theor work for use on future prOJectS.

24-4406

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: ACCf.PTAM;E I'ITO LOS ANGELES PROGRA\f

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24 2402 CDIII"G N

24-4304

Creativ ity: V i si on and Process
This course famoliaro1es students woth vatoous artostoc stru<>
tures and creative processes. These woll be presented by
working anlsts from different disciplines around the school.
each demonstratong the ways in whoch they approach ideation,
access. and creation. Students will then practice those pro·
cesses under the guidance of the visiting artists.

24· 4408

Edi ting Ill
Advanced edotong students wollleam professoonal edoting techniques and editing room protocols whole logging. capturing. and
editing a feature length film. Students develop the necessary
skills needed to organize and manipulate large amounts o f
film and audio material. to apply their creative ski lls to tell a
complete three-act narrative story. and to deliver postproduction materoals suitable for complex sound design ana mixing
as well as cut losts for negatove conforming.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·2301 DIRECTING I

24-4310
Di recting for the Camera
Course emphasoles development of camera sttategoes for
shOoting dramatoc footage. Practical deeosoon- makong is
stressed as an essentoal tool in dealong woth emotoonal artoculatoon of a scene. Students receove ontensrve traonong on hands·
on expenence of camera placement.

4 CREDITS
PREREQVISITCS: 24 2402 EDITING II

24·4420
M o tion Graphics I
Students learn technoques to dogotally ontegrate software and
composote 18)-ers of omages. O.scussoons of digital and optical
effects from conceptoon to desogn encourage students to make
creative use of software.

6 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·2301 DIRECTING I

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24 2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT, PREPROOUCTION.
ANO PREPARATION. 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE PROOUCTION II OR
26--3040 ANIMATION STORYBOARD & CONCCPT DEVELOPMENT
COREQUtSITES: 24-2401 EOIIING I

24-4403

Editing the Documentary
This course provodes documentary editing experoence on three
areas: developing information-handling systems to deal with
large amounts of material. acquiring the means to apply ideas
abOut that material in order to develop comprehensove authoroai approach. and using digital. non-linear. off-lone video edotlng
equoprnent for each student to edot his or her own interpreta·
toon from a vanety of documentary materoals.

24·4421
Motion Gra ph i c s II
Students learn complex film and vodeo com positing under tight
deadlines usong advanced hogh-end systems. Course emphasoz·
es storytooardong and desogn as v.ell as postproduction house
protocols.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24 2401 EDITING I

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-4420 MOTION GRAPHICS I OR 26-2015
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ANIMA liON

24·4404

Edi ting the Commerc i al
Class emphasozes editing and postproductoon producong under
toght deadlines. Students edot commercoals. traolers. and PSA
projects every two weeks. Students act as postproductiOn
supervisors. whoch reqwes them to contract woth students
workong on other digital classes including Mo tion Graphics and
Postproduction Sound.

24-4422
Motion Graphics Ill
Student s will learn complex folm and vodeo compositir,g. focus·
ing on mastering the use of the Flint/Flame. This course is
designed to create high-end digotal and optocal e ffects through
collabOration with advanced animators and cinematographers.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24 2401 EDITING I
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24-4423
Graphic Design Workshop for Editors
Course is an intensive two-day seminar in graphic design.
Instruction focuses on layouts, typography, color theory, mot ion
graphics, and trends in design. Students refine their graphic
design skills In order to improve the presentation of their film
and video work. Course is taught by graphic design specialists.
Work is created and critiqued in the workshop.

24-4428
A dvanced Editing: Avid Online
Course provides an advanced editing experience in three
areas: developing skills to manipulate large amounts of film
and audio material. acquiring the means to apply those skills,
and using Avid Media/Film Composer equipment to complete
assigned projects. Students also learn the organizational skills
necessary to edit projects on the Avid Media/Film Composer
and to gain advanced knowledge of post-prOduction protocols
in digital editing. Students receive critiques of their work after
each project to determine t he development of their proficiency
of craft and creativity. Course culminates in the editing of a
film project from off-line to on·line and the generation of a
keycode cutlist.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 24-4420 MOTION GRAPHICS I

24-4424
On-line Workshop for Editors+
Two-day seminar enables students t o perform online edits and
learn the basic operation of Discreet Logic Edit.
1 CREDIT

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2402 EDITING II

PREREQUISITES: 24·240Z EDITING II

24-4425
The Assistant Ed i tor
Course familiarizes students with t he duties of an editing as·
sistant. Instruction focuses primarily on the handling of 16mm
and 35mm film elements and on the use of equipment needed
for finishing a project on film. Students learn proper practices
and procedures for organizing materials; working with the lab;
and logging. synching, and coding film and mag stock in prepa·
ration for editing. Several exercises teach fundamentals, and
the final project cuts a short feature length film.

24·4429
Advanced Ed iting: Experimental Editing
Through a series of exercises, students learn alternative
editing strategies for both narrative and non-narrative work.
Students cut three short projects based on each covered ex·
peri mental tradition and then a longer final project . Projects develop with increasing complexity and enable students to apply
their ideas about experimental film to their material t o develop
their own style and aesthetic. Students receive critiques of
their work after each project to determine the progress of their
proficiency of craft and creativity.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2401 EDITING I OR 24-2910 PRODUCTION Ill

24-4426
Photoshop Workshop for Editors
An intensive two-day seminar in Photoshop, this course will as·
sist editing students in video finishing. Photoshop can be used
as a tool for graphics production for film and video. Students
will learn titling, alpha channels. manes. etc.

24·4430
The Machine Room+
Course is an intensive two-day seminar in machine--room tech~
nology. The machine room is the heart of a post-production
facility. Students will learn video and audio signal patching and
monitoring. The mechanics of professional videotape decks,
patchbays. distribution amps, waveform monitors. and vectorscopes will be covered. This practicum prepares students for
post-production industry entrance exams.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I

24-4426J
Photoshop Workshop for Editors
An intensive two-day seminar in Photoshop, this course will as·
sist editing st udents in video finishing. Photoshop can be used
as a tool for graphics production for film and video. Students
will learn titling, alpha channels. manes, etc.

1 CREDIT

24-4430J
The Machine Room+
Course is an intensive two-day seminar in machine-room tech·
nology. The machine room is the heart of a post-production
facility. Students will learn video and audio signal patching and
monitoring. The mechanics of professional videotape decks,
patchbays. distribution amps. waveform monitors and vector·
scopes will be covered. This practicum prepares students for
post~production industry entrance exams.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I

24-4427
Advanced Editing: Post Production
Supervisor
Class is designed for the advanced editing student who is
working as a postproduction producer. Content emphasizes
pre-production decisions necessary for postproduction: sched·
uling, budgeting, hiring personnel, and allocating facilities and
equipment. Class explores various national and international
distribution requirements. Students learn strategies for communicating with third-party vendors including sound, labs. and
postproduction houses. Class uses a feature length film as
mOdel.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24·2401 EDITING I

24-4431
DVD Des ign & Production II+
This course will provide design techniques and strategies.
Developing design strategies using coning edge OVO authoring
software. students will create interactive navigational interfa<>
es for their own films as well as editing reels. In addition, this
course will investigate current design trends In the DVO authoring industry. The class will use Final Cut Pro 2.0 in conjunction

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

FILM & VIDEO
with ovo Pro and AfterEffects to generate interactive interfaces for OVOs. The class will also cover how to work the audio in
OVO authoring, specifically Guilind Surround sound tracks.

24-4497
VIdeo+

Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker with an opportunity to edit a music video.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-4420 MOTION GRAPHIC$ I

24-4433

Independent Project: Editing Music

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I OR 24-2910 PRODUCTION Ill,
OOMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

Studies In Motion Graphics

This repeatable course allows students to study and analyze a
different style of motion graphics each semester. Throughout
the course, students investigate case studies in the selected
style and apply it to their own work. Students should already
have a working knowledge of Adobe After Effects. Photoshop,
and Illustrator at an intermediate level. Students will study
the aesthetic and technical history of digital special effects.
Through focusing on case studies, students will breakdown the
process of 3·0 com positing and apply to in-class exercises.
Students will also collaborate in compositing 3·0 and live
action elements to a special effects scene.

24-4498
Independent Project: Editing Director's!
Editor's Reel+
Course provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker with an opportunity to edit a reel of their work.
1·3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I OR 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill,
OOMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-4566

Film Festivals

This course reviews and evaluates the role and function of
the major national and international film festivals in promoting
certain styles of filmmaking, as well as their marketing and
distribution. The role of film criticism and festival directors will
be discussed. The course will have an overview o f the history
and polit ics of film festivals in different periods.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 24-4420 MOTION GRAPHICS I

24-4492
Independent Project: Editing
Pre-Postproduction

4 CREDITS

Course provides the independent editor with an opportunity to
log and organize his/her project in preparation for editing.
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I OR 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill

PREREQUISITES: 24-24·2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT,
PREPRODUCTION, AND PREPARATION, 24·2031 MOVING IMAGE
PRODUCTION II

24-4493
Independent Project : Editing
Narrative Short

24-4605
Options+

Course provides the independent editor or independent film·
maker with an opportunity to edit a short narrative film .

Taking a pragmatic view of the evolving film industry, course ex·
amines the basic process of financing film and video projects
including research and analysis and associated procedures
to procure production financing. Course also explores the
bundle of rights associated with filmmaking including the role
of the chain of title and the protocol of negotiating corresponding multi·platform distribution deals. A thorough examination
of cast and crew dealmaking. contracts relating to locations,
vendors, and other production affiliat es is discussed.

1-3 CREDITS

PREREQUISJTES: 24-2401 EDITING I OR 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill,
COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

24-4494
Independent Project : Editing
Documentary Short
Course provides the independent editor or independent film·
maker with an opportunity t o edit a short documentary film.

Producing II: Legal and Financial

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING I OR 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill,
COMPLETED APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

PREREQUISITE$: 24·24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT,
PREPRODUCTION, AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE
PRODUCTION II
COREQUISITES: 24-3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION TEAM OR

24-4495
Independent Project : Editing
Experimental Short+

24-4606 PRODUCING Ill: THE CREAnvE PRODUCER OR 244608
PRODUCING V: PRODUCING PRACTICUM

Course provides the independent editor or independent film·
maker with an opportunity to edit a short experimental film.
PREREQUISITES: 24·24D1 EDITING I OR 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill,

24·4606

OOMPLETEO APPLICATION AND DEPARrMENr APPROVAL

This course examines the role and functions of the creative
producer throughout the life cycle of a film. The creative producer is the person who acquires intellectual property, deve~
ops it. packages it, finds financing, and hires and supervisee
the entirety of the cast and crew from pre-production through
distribution. This course will balance classroom lectures with
practical exercises in advanced filmmaking.

24-4496
Independent Project : Editing Motion
Graphic/Special Effects+
Course provides the independent editor or independent film·
maker with an opportunity to edit a motion graphics or special
effects for a short film.
1· 3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 24·2401 EOITING I OR 24-2!HO PROOUCriON Ill,

Producing Ill: The Creative Producer+

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION TEAM
OOREQUISITES: 244605 PRODUCING II: LEGAL AND FINANCIAL

OOMPLETEO APPLICATION AND DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

OPTIONS AND/OR 244607 PRODUCING N
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24·4607
Producing IV+
Students will become familiar with the short film as a distinct
form and learn the range or ways fictional short films can be
originated along with associated best practices. including legal
and ethical considerations. ~tential sources Will include ooginalldeas. complete WOfks adapted from other modes (such as
short stooes and stage plays). excerpts from ex.1sting works.
and real world events (via news and current affairs). Under
the supervision or faculty, senior screenwriting and producing
students will form t eams and provide scripts that maximize
the creative and logistical potential or the source material. The
course Instructors will function as executive produoers lor all
the projects develoPed Within the class. Course admiSSion is
by application.

oversee the crew as each shot is prepared, create detailed reports of each day's events. and are looked to by cast and crew
to solve many problems that arise in advanced productions.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-24-2030 PROJECT OEVELOPMENT,
PREPRODUCTION, AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE
PROOUCTIOH II

24·4615
Advan ced First Assistant Director
The course would locus on applied advanced First Assistant
Director skills, including short and feature film SCheduling.
calling roll on-set. collabOrating with the Director and other key
crew dunng production, worklng in bOth union and non-union
setllngs, and wranghng assoc.ated production documentation.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODVCTION TE,4M
COREQUISITE$: 24-4605 PRODUCING II: LEGAL AND FINANCIAL
OPTIONS OR 24-4606 PROOUONG Ill: THE CRE-4TIVE PRODUCER

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-24-2030 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT,

PREPRODUCTION, AND PREPARATION, 24-2031 MOVING IMAGE
PRODUCTION/I

24-4608

24·4621
Producln&: D istri bution & Markettnc
W ork shop ( ONLINE)
Brief, Intensive, online workshop exami nes d1Stnbut1011 and
marketing strategies in the film production cycle. Course
focuses on the nature of distribution deals. marketing campaigns, and finding and researching distributors. Class utilizes
distance-learning methodOlogy, with students completing
coursework online. Students should contact the Instructor dur·
lng the first week of the semester.
1 CRE!I!T
PREREQUISITES; 24-3600 PR004JONG t PROOUCTIOH TE,4M

Producing V: Producing Practlcum
In this workshop, students are partnered With other practicum
Students including directors. editors, post·productiOII supervisors, production designers. and others to prodUQtl a signifi.
cant. Short production within the semester of no more than
10 minutes in length that Is restiva~ and dlstribution·ready.
Emphasis is on creative collaboration script development. crew
assembly and pre-production. production management. and
post-production supervision. Producing students are required
to take Producing IV and provide a detailed application for
entry into this course.
6 CREDITS

24-4622
Produclnc: Film FlnanclnC Workshop
(ONLINE)+
Brief, intensive, online workshOp examines methods and types
of film financing. placing emphasis on using appropriate legal
structures for each production. Instruction explores the current
state of the market to determine appropriate budgets. Class
ut1hzes diStance-learning methodology, with students complet·
ing coursework online. Students should contact the Instructor
during the first week or the semester.

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

24·4610

The Line Producer Workshop
The line producer is the day.tO.cfay producer on the front line
during production. This 1mmersion course meets for 10. 4 3/ 4
hours/day, usually prior to the beginning of the semester. Th1s
course teaches line producers how to supeMse film production. The line producer's role Is covered. includ1ng decision
making and crisis management: team build1ng and collabora·
tlon with other production personnel. Additionally. the course
explores budgeting and acoountlng principles In relation to
ongoing production changes and adaptations.

1 CREDIT
PREREQVISITES: 24-3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION TE,4M

24-4623
Prod uclnc: Legal Elements W orkshop
( ON LI NE)
Bnef. intensive. on11ne workshOp examines basic legal elements and requirements lor filmmakers, includ.ng copyright.
hterary options. clearances. and deal s. Content addresses the
methOd for finding an entertainment and intelleCiual property
attorney. Class utilizes distance-learning methodology. with students completing coursework onhne. Students should contact
the 1nstructor dunng the first week of the semester.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITEs: 24-3600 PROOIJONG t PRODUCTION T£,4\f

24-4614

The A ulstant Director's W or ks hop
This course teaches assistant directors how to run a set by
assembling all or the elements needed for filming and lor the
daily operation of the shooti~g set. The course explores an
assistant director's objectlllt! of providing the d~rector w1th
everything he or she needs to put the director's VISIOO on film.
Their duties are supervisory. organizat101181. administratiVeand multifarious. Working within the structure that IS gO\-erned
by budgets. union and guild contracts. industry custom. and
so on. they make schedules. attend to the cast. d~rect extras.
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24-4828

Producln& Ill: Film Fln•ncln&

AdvanCe<l producing class co.ers the financial, legal, and
packaging requirements necessary to produce feature narra.
tm and ciOCumenUiry films. tnsiiUCilon provides a 1horoiCh
examiMtlo<l of distribution and ftt\<lnclng deals, acquisition of
creative material using options. and assuring clearances and
legal copyrights. Class explores develOpment and marl<.eting
strategies and pitches feature-length proje<;ts to acquisition
produeefs.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITeS: 24.J600 I'ROOOCJNG t PRODUCTION TEAM

24-4833
Rea. .rch A An•lyala of the Film a
Television Indust ries: Loa An&alaa
Studeni.S team to perform SOI)hlsllcated resewc:tl end ~
of selected production and distribution companies In the 111m
and television Industries. Use of apedllc: Industry CletabiMS
and tl8de journals Is co..ered as wen ea the use of prfmefy and
secondary source reseatdl. Students will team how to use
reseatdlto prepare analysis and professional reports.
a ClllDITS
PRCREQUtSIT£S: ACC£PTANC£ INTO LOS ANGfUS PR()(;IWo.l

24-48158
Independent Project Producln&:
Los An&elaa
Course is a component of the Semester In LA. pro&rem.

24-4827
Producln& the Commercial end
Corpor•t• Film
Introduces the role of the producer In develOpment. production,
postproduCtion, and delivery of commercials and c:o<porate
films. InstructiOn emphasizes standard practices In productlo<l
company operations. Students learn how to read storyboards
and scripts and understand strategic marl<etlng plans through
practical applications. Students will bid, schedule, and ex·
ecute a commercial productlo<l.
3 C REDITI
PRCREQUISirES: 24.J600 I'ROOOCJNG 1: PRODUCTION TEAM

Students develOp a proje<;t the-n research and c:ontac:t studios,
productlo<l companies, and agentS ~/ding the deYelooed
feature-length ntm project. Course admission is by application.
PREREQUISITeS: ACC!PTANC£ INTO LOS ANGElCS PROGRAM

24-4830

24-4890
Independent Projact-Producl n&.:
Preproduction+

24-4889

Concept, Pitch A Selea: Loa An&alea

Course examines how films are sold to major studiOs, produoers. and distributors. In this class. students team first how
to shape the Initial Idea, how to deliver the pitch, and how to
negotiate a deal. Course emphasizes not only the theory of
the pitch but Its practice as wen. Course admission Is by
application.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITeS: ACCCI'TANC£ INTO LOS ANGCLCS PR()(;IW,f

24-4831

This Is the pre-production phase of en ~ odepeudent production
that lfflolves final creative and IOglstlcal prepan~tlo<l for prfnc>
pie photography. Among other things, this ooursewo!11 1ncludel
lOcation scouting. test Shooting. rehearsals, and insurance end
permit acquisitiOn.
PREREQUISITeS: COMPUTED APPUCI TION ANO DEPNWAENT
APPROVAL

Studio Producln&: Loa An&al ..

24-4891
Independent Projact-Producl n&:
Production+

Students team the function and culture of the studio system
as It Is currently structured and practiced. Topics Include Cleve~
opment. reading for CO'.'erage. complex fiMnclng, and distrib\>o
tion. Class also exploles the various roles of executlves In
the film and television industries and their relatlo<lShiPS with
agents. legal entitles, and intellectual property. Course admission is by appllcatlo<l.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITeS: ACC!PTANC€ INTO LOS ANGEUS PROGRAM

24-4832

This project comblnes the develOpment and pre-productlo<l
phases of an Independent project.
PREREQUISITCS: COMPlETED APPUCI TION ANO DEPARTMENT

APPROVAL

24-4892

Independent Project Producln&:

c... Study
Independent project In whic:tlthe student conducts a ~
tiel research proje<;t In Industry trends. production COII'IPII"Y
organization. and/or media conglomerates.
PR£REQUtSn£S: CDtotPI.ET£0 APPIJCATION ANO DEPARTMENT

The Una Produce: Loa An&al..

Students e..amlne elements of pre-productlo<l. production, and
post-production in the film and television Industries from the
perspective of the role of the line prOducer. Topics Include
SCheduling. budgeting, and line-prOducing In the context of
large budgets and complex projects. 8eJow.the-llne jobs and
relatiOnShiPS with crew and guolds are co.ered.
3 CIIEOITS
PRCR£QUISITCS: MXU'TANC£ INTO LOS ANGEUS PR()(;IW,f

www . CO,U M. IO U

Internship: Loa An&al..

Internship with establiShed producing, production. or post·
prOductlo<l entity In Los Angeles.
PREREQUISITeS: ACCCI'TANC£ INTO LOS ANGEUS PR()(;IW,f

APPROVAL

24-4893
Independent Projact.Producln&:
Production+
This phase of the proje<;t Includes princic>le ~·
The participant IT"f be produce< end dilectot, produce< end
produCtion manager. produce< enct assistant dlrectOf. or aimply
produeef. Student 1Mf not combine the role of director with
productlo<l manager or esslstant director end IT"f no( combine
the role of production manager with assistant direct.Of.
PRCREQUtSIT£S: OC»M'lCT£0 APPUCII'lOH ANO DEPARTMCNf
APPROVAL
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24-4740
Sc:reen Treat.m ent & Presentation
Course develOps students' sl<ills in presenting their film Ideas
Ol811y and In written treatment format. Course builds on ec»
cepts learned In Screenwriting I and Screenwriting II . Students
master techniques to Improve their oral "pitching· skills. learn
how to write a query letter, and explore ways to improve their
storytelling ideas. Course emphasizes rewriting and developing
skills to sell screenplays.

Experiment al Production I+
This project-cente<ed course engages students in norHlarrative. alternative aspects of video and d;gotal production. Students develOp an aesthetic that explOres. challenges, extends,
or subverts mainstream narrative or documentary structures.
Topics include camera experimentation and image manipulation: development of personal , pOlitical, or social themes; and
distribution and marketing of experimental work.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2910 PRODUCTION Ill

24-4901

PREREQUISITES: 24-2700 SCRIPT ANAL YSJS, 24·2710 SCREENWRITING
If: THE FEATURE FILM

24-4902
Experimental Production II+
This project-centered course stimulates and assists student s
on the creation of an alternative film. video. or digital work.
Students will emplOy an aesthetic that explOres, challenges, or
subverts mainstream narrative or documentary structures. The
class builds on topics from Experimental Production 1. including
camera experimentation and image manipulation as well as
the develOpment of personal, political. or social themes. Festivals, di stribution, and marketing of experimental film and video
will also be emphasized. The class will produce a show at the
end o f the semester.

24-4742

The Business o f Sc:reenwrltlng
Students will learn how the inner workings of the film industry
directly affect their ambitions as sc:reenwriters. They will u,.
derstand that there Is muc:h more to being a screenwnter than
writing the script alOne. This course will give the students a
working knowledge of finding an agent, researching producers
for their material. dealing with studios, understanding differ·
ent types of contracts. copyright law and the Writers Guild of
America. Students will also have a chance t o take their scripts
through a professional submission process to the agent or
production company of their choice.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2560 SHORT FORMS IN FILM & VIOEO, 24·2900
HISTORY OF VIDEO AND DIGITAL ART, 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill,
24·3915

3 CR EDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2710 SCREENWRtnNG If: THE FEATURE FILM

24-4810

Produc:lng the Doc:umentary
This advanoed production course explores the relationship
between the filmmaker and issues of social, personal, and
political importance. It Is aimed at advanoed students whO
feel strongly about matters of wide-reaching social relevance
and whO wiSh to use the documentary vehicle as a tool for
investigation and a<Mleacy. The course emphasizes the impor.
tance of research and project planning, as well as issues of
access and ethics In the filmmaker·subject relationShip. Woth
Instructor's permission, it may be open to students from other
disciplines/departments.

24-4910
Digital Production f or the I nt ernet+
Students learn how to combine their existing skills and deve~
op new ones in digital video production, computer animation,
image manipulation. and digital edoting. In thos project<>riented
class students learn to synthesoze several medoa elements on
a computer to produce an oroginal work for dosplay on the inter·
net. Instruction emphasizes basic programmong techniques as
well as artistic and commercial aPillocations of multimedia.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2910 PRODUCTION Ill

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24-2801 DOCUMENTARY I

26-1000

Animation I*
As an introduction to basic film animation techniques for
persons with little or no animation production e xperience, this
course will explore basic animation techniques Including object. drawn. and ~lmensional, includong concept develOpment,
storyboarding, and final production techniques. Anomated films
and videos, both domestic and onternational. woll be sc:reened
and discussed. You wtll be expected to complete Short exer·
c•ses on each of the techniQ<les ment.oned. then complete a
l~second final project from storyboard to final ShOOMg onto
film.

24-4852

Documentary Ill
This ccurse Is offered to advanoed documentary students and
builds on the foundations developed In Documentary II. Su...
dents are expected to bring at least one developed proposal
and several optional ideas for a conceptually advanoed 15-20
minute film to be produced during the semester.
3 CREDITS

PRERE()UISITES; 24-3801 OOCVMENTARY n

24-4900
M usic: VIdeo Produc:tlon
Course analyzes ways In which artists combine visual lmag.
ery with music as with MTV•style music videos. Music video
professionals introduce the class to the business. Through
group projects. students learn various production techniques.
including scripting, budgeting, and lip sync recording. St udents
develop a final music video project from script to final edit with
a local band.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC r

26·1080
Dlrec:ted Study: Animati on
Directed Studies are learning act ivoties involvong student
independence within the context of regular guodance and
direct ion from a faculty advisor. Direct ed Studies are appropr;.
ate for students whO wish to explore a subject beyond what •s

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24 2910 PRODUCTION Ill
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possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered t hat semest er by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with a
faculty adVisor who will assist in the development and design
of the project, oversee its progress. evaluate the final results.
and submit a grade.

view and discuss films created by non-mainstream artists/animat ors such as Len Lye, Norman Mclaren, and others, which
will introduce you t o highly graphic and imaginative movement
and messages.

1·3 CREDITS

DEVELOPMENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 2~3040 ANIMATION STORYBOARD AND CONCEPT

PREREQUISJTES: 2~1000 ANIMATION I, COMPLETED APPLICATION AND

26-2030
Stop-Motion Animation
In this class, you will gain a basic understanding of threedimensional animation using armatures, puppets, and objects.
With the use of a Video Lunchbox, you will investigate the
nature of human movement. and cover t opics such as t iming,
weight , exaggeration, composition, lighting, and narrative ap.
proaches. You will also become familiar with various materials
and tools as you explore ways to creat e characters and simple
scenery. A variety of st op-motion films. spanning a wide range
of genres, will be viewed and discussed.

DEPARTMENT APPROVAL

Animation Camera & Sound
26-2010
This course focuses on establishing a t horough understanding
of the traditional animation production process, from story·
board creation to final shooting. In class exercises will explore
bot h analog and digital equipment and terminology used in the
process, as well as the procedure for exposure sheeting cam·
era and compound moves culminat ing on the completion of a
20.second lip-sync animated film shot on a LunchBox Sync OV.
The recording and editing of dialogue and sound effects will be
an integral part of the process.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 2~1000 ANIMATION I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-1000 ANIMATION I

26-2070
History of Animation
The origins of the animation process, beginning with animated
films by J. Stewart Blackton. Emil Cohl, Len Lye, Winsor McCay,
and many others through to present day productions will be
explored. The lives and environments, as well as the artistic
and narrative influences on these and other animat ors, will be
dissected and studied. The class will involve weekly screenings
of films and videos from around the world, Including both independent and commercial, to get an understanding of where
t his art form has been and where it might be going. Emphasis
will be on understanding the mot ivations and influences on animation artists, and how as contemporary animators you might
benefit from studying them .

26·2015
Introducti on to Computer Animation
This course will introduce the beginning student to the t hree
3-dimensional computer animation applications that t hey will
be studying in future semest ers: Maya, XSI, and 3D-Studio
Max. Concepts, relationships between concept and technical
skills. and the need to understand the historical development
of 3-dimensional computer animation will be emphasized .
Exercises will highlight application similarities and differences.
while showing that the process becomes increasingly familiar
as each application is explored.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 35-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DEVELOPMENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I

26-2025
Drawing for Animation I
Through this drawing-intensive course, you will acquire an
understanding of figurative human emotions and movements,
enabling you to creat e believable animated characters. You
will create model sheets, learn the principles of animation, and
learn how to endow your characters with believable actions
and acting. Digital pencil testing will allow for t he building of
the animation from basic motion to more refined movements
and emotion. Particular attention will be given to t iming, layout,
the creation of extreme drawings, and the process of inbetweening.

26-2075
Digital Animation Techniques I
Course int roduces you to what has become the norm at most
studios: digit al ink and paint and compositing. You will work
with animated drawings creat ed in 26-2025 Drawing for Animation I, or creat e new drawings to scan, paint, and render with
independent peg moves, using computers as the medium,
creat ing a full-color 20.second piece of animation for a final
project.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 26-1000 ANIMATION I

26-2076
Digital Animation Techniques II
This course expands on the concepts and t echniques introduced in 26-2075 Digital Animation Techniques I. Advanced
compositing techniques, which include creating t exture maps,
applying gradients, and multi-plane camera set ups, are
explored. Course focuses on a final project , which requires the
combination of at least two of the following medium: traditional
animation, 3-0 animation, stop-motion, and live action.

26-2028
Alternative Strategies In Animati on
The objective of this course is to explore alt ernative ap.
proaches to the normally highly structured, technically oriented
process of creating an animated film. You will be expect ed t o
be curious and imaginative as you are introduced to unorthodox approaches including sand, pastels, drawing directly on
film stock. paint-on-glass, and other techniques. You will also

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-2075 DIGITAL ANIMATION TECHNIQUES I
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26-3016
Advanced Computer Modelin g
Course builds on the knowleQge learned in 26-2015 Introduction to Computer Modeling. Students experience using
advanced lightwave techniques. Students develop a short
animation project, either one begun in the previous class or a
completely new piece. Storyboards are reviewed. and timing is
discussed prior to actual work on the film.

and a poem. Your final project will involve creating a story reel .
where you will explore timing and story communication via
scanned and projected storyboard panels.

3 CREDITS

26-3045A
Computer Animation: Maya
Course emphasi s will be on establishing the modeling skills
and knowledge necessary to create a character that can be
animated using Alias/Wavefront's Maya software application.
Exercises and quizzes will help to establish a solid understanding of polygonal modeling. rigging. lighting. rendering. and
animation using this application. Students will be expected to
log a minimum of four hours of lab time outside of class each
week.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-1700 DEVELOPMENT AND PREPRODUCTION AND
26-1000 ANIMATION I

PREREQUISITES: 20.20151NTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ANIMATION

26-3026
Drawi ng for An i mation II
Course focuses on further development of animated charac·
ters. Students explore the skills necessary to understand and
communicate the emotions and intentions of a character. Stu·
dents explore and communicate theatrical acting through their
characters· actions and movements. applying the principles of
classical animation. Students are also given the opportunity to
explore lip-sync-ing and adding personality and depth to their

4 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ANIMATION

creations.

COREQUISITES. 20.2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMAnDN I OR 20.2030 STOP
MOTION ANIMATION

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 20.2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION

26-30458
Computer Animation : Softlmagej XSI
Course emphasis will be on establishing the modeling skills
and knowledge necessary to create a character that can be
animated using the Softimage/XSI software application. Exer·
cises and quizzes will help to establish a solid understanding
of polygonal modeling. rigging. lighting. rendering, and anima·
tion using this application. Students will be expected to log a
minimum of four hours of lab t ime outside of class each week.

26·3031
Stop-Motion Animation II
You will be responsible for creating a short stop-motion to complete during this 15-week crass. You will be responsible for
constructing sets. props. and stop-motion puppets. and will be
assigned exercises that help to refine and perfect key scenes
within your project. You'll have the option of incorporating
sound and lip-sync into your project. Various digital shooting
methods will be explored. including using a mini·DV camcorder
with a video lunchbox DV. or using a digital still camera. and
editing in an NlE application.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ANIMATION
COREQUISITES: 26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I OR 26-2030 STOP
MOTION ANIMATION

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 20.2030 STOP MOTION ANIMATION I

26·3045C
Computer Anlmatlon :3 ·DS Max
This course will explore the Discreet logic 3DS Max software
application. Exercises and quizzes will help to establish a
solid understanding of polygonal mOdeling. rigging. lighting.
rendering. and animation using this application. Emphasis
will be on establishing the modeling skills and animation skills
necessary to create a rendered performance. ASsignments and
in-class critiques will help to establish a solid understanding of
character modeling, animation. and lighting. Students will produce a 15-20 second rendered exercise focusing on character·

26-3036
Advanced Computer Animation:
3DS Max
This class will expand upon the skills and concepts introduced
in 26-3045C Computer Animation: 3DS Max. Using Discreet
logic's computer animation software, students will be introduCed to advanced concepts and techniques using inverse
kinematics/forward kinematics. dynamics, and simulations. Using MAX scripting for animation will also be covered. A series
of short exercises will ensure that students understand these
skills and techniques as the class progresses. A final project
will encourage students to exhibit these acquired skills.

oriented animation.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 26-3045C COMPUTER ANIMATION: 30S MAX

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ANIMATION
COREQUISITES; 26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I OR 26-2030 STOP
MOTION ANIMATION

26-3040
Animation Storyboard & Concept
Development
This course will emphasize story and concept development.
You will research, develop. illustrate. and present your con·
cepts on storyboard panels. Different graphic approaches will
be explored and discussed. and weekly you will present your
work and receive constructive feedback. ASsignments will
include storyboarding a fable. a personal experience. a myth,

26-3046
Advanced Computer Animati on: Maya
This class will expand upon the skills and concepts introduced in Computer Animation I. Using Alias;wavefronrs Maya
computer animation software. students will be introduced to
advanced concepts and techniQues using inverse kinematics/
forward kinematics, dynamics. and simulations. Using MEl
scripts for animation will also be covered . A series of short ex·
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26·3063
Computer A nimation Studio
In this class students will be required tO complete a short
JO.second to 2 -minute leica reel, also called a story reel,
which is a short film or video of storytoard panels and a
minimum of three scenes, shot and edited to length. Particular emphasis will be on lncorppratlng concepts leamed in the
Animation Storyboard & Concept Development class. Students
will spend the majority of the semester focusing on working on
models. animating characters. and completing and rendering
their short video.

ercl ses will ensure that students understand these skills and
techniques as the class progresses. A final project of 15-20
seconds w111 demonstrate their understanding of these skills.
4 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES; 26-3045 COMPUTER ANIMATION I OR 26-3045A

COMPUTER ANIMATION MAYA

26· 304 7
Digital An imation Techniques: Fl ash
This course Introduces you to Aash. a digital animation tech·
nlque and aesthetic that is quickly becoming the chosen meth·
od for traditional animators. You will apply fundamental anima·
lion principles leamed In Drawing for Animation 1 (26-2025) as
well as visual storytelling techniques in Animation Storytloard
and Concept Development (26-3040) and apply them using
the Aash technique. You will also leam to create paperless
animation. using a digital drawing tablet and computer. creating
a short animated piece bY the end of the semester.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 2&3040 ANIMATIONS TORYBOARD AND CONCEPT,
26-2030 STOP MOTION ANIMATION, 2&2025 ORA WING FOR

ANIMATION I, 2&2045 COMPUTER ANIMATION/, 26-3045A COMPUTER
ANIMATION: MAYA OR OR 26-30458 COMPUTER ANIMATION:
SOFTJMAGE/XSI

26·3048
An imation Portfolio Development
This course will help you prepare for work In the field of animation bY providing weekly insight and guidance as you develop
a working pprtfollo, resume, and videojDVD with work you've
completed. In addition to weekly in-class work, several profes·
sional animation studio student recruiters will come to campus
throughout the 15-week class to present pprtfolio e•amples
and discuss the field. They will meet with each of you one on
one to discuss your particular situation and to gove you their
acMoe and direction.

26·306S
A nimat ion W ork-I n-Progress
This course Is designed to provide feedback to you if you
choose to work on an independent project outside of any par·
ticular animation class. You will be expected to be self·moti·
vated and you must come to the first class with an approved
concept or project to work on during the 15-week period.
The class will meet five times during the semest er, with the
schedule finalized at the first meeting. At that time, you will be
expected to make a presentation outlining your goals and e..
pectations for the project you've chosen to undertake. At the
final class meeting, you will be expected to present the work
you've completed during the class to your fellow classmates
and to invited faculty and students In the 402 screening room.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 26-3040 ANIMATION STORI'SOARO AND COHCEPT

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 26-3040 ANIMA T/OH STORYBOARD AND COHCEPT

26·3050
Acting For Ani mators
This class addresses head-on connections between thinking,
emotion, and physical attraction. Walt Disney gave M1ckey
Mouse a brain and. after that. animated characters had options. Mickey could act shyly or boldly, e<perlence joy and
sadness. and his body would resppnd accordingly. It all started
with the brain · with thinking. Emotions are automatic value resppnses. Eaoh character has its own set of values, emotions,
and Its own way of moving in the world.

26·3070
Cartooning
Course introduces d1fferent aspects of cartoon drawing.
Course teaches basic techniques of cartoon drawing and
investigates fove genres of cartooning. Students study In-depth
one liner, multi·panel, advertisement, illustrative, and ppliti·
cal editorial cartoons. Instruction Includes historical study of
specific types of cartoons dating from 1745. Course explores
style of cartoons. thematic types, and construct ion of cartoon
character for the technique of animation.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQVISITES; 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING I

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES; 26-3026 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION II

PREREQUISITES: 2&2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I

Traditional A nimation Studio
26·3060
You will be required to complete a short JO.second to 2 ·minute StellY reel, also called a story reel, which Is a short film or
video of storyboard panels and a mini mum of three scenes
(pencil test permitted), shot and edited to length. Your story
can be based on one of your 26-3040 Animation Storytloard
and Concept Ideas, or it may instead be a completely new
project. You will be expected to present your wor'k to your tel·
low classmates at the end of the semester for feedback and
discussion.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I, 2&3045A
COMPUTER ANIMATION: MAYA, 2&3045C COMPUTER ANIMATION: J.OS

4 CREDITS

MAX

26·3080
M otion Capture I
This course provides an introduction to motion capture terms,
concepts, and history. Students leam the process of captor·
ing motion data bY conceptualizing, planning, and directing
on-site sessions. A J.D character performance will be created
bY converting data from sessions and linking it to a computer·
generated character.

PREREQUISITES; 2&3040 ANIMATION STORYBOARD AND CONCEPT.
26-2001 ANIMATION CAMERA & SOUND, 2&2075 QI()ITAl ANIMATION
TECH I, 2&2070 HISTORY OF ANIMATJON
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26-3081
M otion Capture II
This course emphasizes the skills needed to edit and assemble advanced motion capture data. Students learn the techni·
cal and aesthetic considerations necessary through a series
of homework exercises and classroom critiques. Various
motion editing applications will be introduced and discussed.
By converting final edited data to work with a variety of 3·0
animation packages, students learn how to apply data from
motion capture sessions to either create a series of rendered
animation images for film/video or create animation content
for game production.

26-3086
Character Design and M odeling I
This course emphasizes the design and technical ability
needed to model J.O characters. Students will be introduced
to design, sculpting, and anatomical terms and concepts. Using 3·0 software, students will design and build characters and
other organic models. Level of detail exercises will introduce
the concept of polygon and image budgets. Exercises in standalone software packages will teach advanced texture mapping.

4 CREDITS

DESIGN
COREQUISITES: 26-3045C COMPUTER ANIMATION: 3·DS MAX

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 26-3045A COMPUTER ANIMATION: MAYA, 26-2025
DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I OR 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3.0

PREREQUISITES: 26-3080 STOP MOTION I

26-3082
Environmenta l Design & Modeling I
This course emphasizes the design and technical ability
needed to model non-character 3·0 objects. Students will be
introduced to level design. industrial design, and architectural
terms and concepts. Using 3·0 software, students will design
and build environments, set dressing, and vehicles. Level-of-de·
tail exercises will introduce the concept of polygon and image
budget creation. Exercises in stand-alone software packages
will teach advanced texture; mapping.

26-3087
Character Design & Modeling 2
This course continues to refine and advance the design and
technical abilities needed to model 3·0 characters. Students
will compare and contrast stand-alone software packages for
advanced texture·mapping. Using 3·0 software, students will
design and build characters and other organic models based
on Game Production 1 & 2 parameters.
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 26-3086 CHARACTER DESIGN AND MODELING I

4 CREDITS

26-3089
Advanced Character & Environmental
Design
This course continues to refine and advance the design and
technical abilities needed to model 3·0 characters and non·

PREREQUISITE$; 26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I, 26-3045A
COMPUTER ANIMATION: MAYA. 26-2045C COMPUTER ANIMATION: 3·DS
MAX

character 3,0 objects. Using Maya for 3D modeling and stand·

Environmental Design & M odeling 2
This course continues to refine and advance the design and
technical abilities needed to model non-character J.O objects.
Using J.O software ability. students will design and build envi·
ronments, set dressing. and vehicles based on Game Production 1 & 2 parameters.

26·3083

alone software for advanced texture-mapping. students will
design and build either characters or environments based on
industry standards. This process will also allow the students
to contribute models in the Game Engine chosen for the subsequent courses in the Game Major: Game Project (36-3997)
& Game Studio (36-3998).

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-3082 ENVIRONMENTAL DfSIGN AND MODfliNG I

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·1230 FUNDAMfNTALS OF 30.D DESIGN OR

26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I. 26-3045A COMPUTER
ANIMATION: MAYA

26-3085
Animation Production Studio I
This is the first of two semesters in which you will be working
collaboratively with fellow classmates on a single project. the
purpose of which is to simulate an actual production environment that they might face once having left academia. Each
participant will be assigned a particular production role based
on a portfolio review at the beginning of the class in which
you each will be asked to share portfolio work from previous
classes with the executive producer (the instructor) and fellow
classmates. This first semester of pre-production includes
screenplay, design of characters and backgrounds. story·
boards, sound recording, and completion of a story reel. Each
student will be assigned specific production roles based on a
review of his or her work. Promotional materials produced this
semester will include t·Shirt artwork.

COREQUISITE: 26-3045C COMPUTER ANIMATION: 3·DS MAX

6 CREDITS
PRfREQUISITfS: 26-3045A COMPUTER ANIMATION: MAYA OR 26-2075

26-3090
Animation Production Studio II
You will continue working on the project begun in your 26-3085
Animation Production Studio 1 class. Storyboards, characters,
and story were established in the first semester, and each
of the production crews will be heavily into production at this
point. This class is primarily devoted to production and post·
production, with the students analyzing dialogue tracks, creat·
ing t raditional and/or computer animation. generating music
and sound elements and visual effects. The goal this semester
is to finish production and be fully into post·production by
mid·term, with a finished animated film or video by semesters
end. Promotional materials produced this semester will include
poster artwork.

DIGITAL ANIMATION TfCHNIQUES I
COREQUISITES: 26-3060 TRADITIONAL ANIMATION STUDIO I OR

6 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-3085 ANIMATION PRODUCTION SrUOIO I

26-3063 COMPUTfR ANIMATION STUDIO I
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26·3605

The Business of Animated Content

The Business of An1mated Content is a course that Will
exam1ne central business and legal matters assoc1ated with
develOping, producing and releasing animated films. The
course emphasizes the need to properly prepare the bundle of
rights and legal Clocumentation for an animated film as it enters the marketplace. Additionally, students will be introduced
to basic business principles for short and feature animated
f1lms Including new technologies and the evolving convergent
marketplace.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 2&3040 ANIMATION STORYBOARD AND CONCEPr OR
24 3600 PROOUCING t. PRODUCTION TEAM
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INTERA CTI VE ARTS AN D M ED IA
ANN ETTE BARBIER, CHAIRPERSON
Today's students face the challenge of WOil<ing 1n fields that
change quickly and continuously. and that demand bOth
technical experti se and creatMty. In JAM, each student will
achieve uniQuely balanoed individual identity. and each w111 be
In some measure a designer. an artist. and a technolog,st.
Our rigorous curriculum and accomplished faculty help our
st udents emerge with strong foundations in aesthetics. theory.
technology. cultural understanding, critical thinking. and
creative problem solving. Our students are prepared for d1verse
and successful careers In interact ive and electronic arts,
multimedia, web design. interaction and interface design. and
game design.

Interactive Arts and Media students graduate with a breadth
and depth of knowledge and skills that equ1p them with a
competitive edge in growing job marl<ets. Alumni work as
art1sts. game designers. interactiOII and Interface designers.
programmers. and information architects in such senings as
game companies. advertising agencies. design firms. product ion
Muses. education. web publishing entities. and other diverse
businesses and organizations. Some go on to graduate school,
develop independent businesses. or become consultants.
Our students exemplify and e xtend Columbia College Chicago's
mission: not only will they author the culture of their times.
but t hey will be a t the forefront o f inventing compelling and
engaging new media cultures.

The Int eractive Arts and Media Department is home to the
Interactive Arts and Med1a major. the Game Design maJor. and
the Web DevelOpment minor. All students complete a Shared
core curriculum befO<e focusing on a chosen majOr. Each maJOl
culminates in a senlor·level capstone course 1n whiCh students
complete work at a professional leveL

Annette Barbier

Chalfperson. Interactive Arts and Med1a

All courses in Interactive Arts and Med1a are conducted 1n
state<lf.the-art classrooms designed to provide ma.imum
hands-on access to the latest hardware. software. and evolving
tools and techniques. Students receive space on a web server.
allowing access to their work and projects from any location.
They also have generous access to a wealth o f resources
Including printers. scanners, digital still cameras. 35mm still
cameras. digital video cameras. sound and video editing.
animation and 3.0 modeling worl<stations. and I)On able v1deo
and audio stations. OperwK:cess studios and Jabs provide
comfortable and iiWltJng environments that are condUCive to
work, collabOlatiOO. and sociahzmg.
Interactive Arts and Med1a nurtures students Wlth a riCh and
vibrant culture. ef1Courag1ng student involvement in a wide
range of activities. ifiCiuding student organizations, InternShips.
and student showcases. while providing mentoring. tutoring.
workshops. a game study facility. and guest speakers and
artists.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

INTERACT IVE ARTS AND M EDIA
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN INTERACTIVE ARTS AND M EDIA
Majors in lAM ream to Cfeate media experiences w1th interactivity at their center, be<:oming proficient in the many sk1lls
required to conceive and execute work based upon this important new paradigm made possible by computer technology.
Through the foundation courses. students develop an understanding of the relationship between art, media. and technology and study how to design for state-of-the-art digital media.
They learn the basics of visual design, time-based media,
digital stol)'telling. and shaping an interactive experience.
Programming courses give students mastel)l of a powerful
toolset, as well as the mental discipline necessal)l for problem solving and logical thinking related to digital media. More
advanced courses build upon these skills in an effort to help
students artk:ulate their own vision or convey the message of
a chent.

Students in the Game Design maJOr complete the Interactive
Arts and Media core before enrolling in Game Design courses
that accentuate the cultural aspects of game design, game
design theol)l, and concept development. Students then select
one of four concentrations In Animation. Game Development.
Programming. or Sound, providing the depth of specialization
that the game industl)l demands.
A distinctive component of the Game Design curriculum is the
senior capstone course. As students study in their chosen
specializat ions, they are expected not only to accumulate
know1edge and skills but also to accumulate original content
in order to complete their final capstone e~perience. The
capstone course brings together teams of student specia~
ists in the framework of an advanced production class. where
they leam effectJVe team-building strategies and the Cfeation
of shared visions. culm1na11ng In t.he production of a worl<ing
game.

lAM student projects include responsive Web pages. interactive installations, virtual worlds, and media for mob1le devices.
Response to Input - human or environmental - is a core
element of their creat ions. These experiences will sc.ve them
well as interfaces and interactive content become Increasingly
ubiquitous In our culture and our lives, and professional opportunities In the field Increase exponentially.

As the field continues to grow and expand, Game Design
graduates will find increasing opportunities in entertainment.
education. and creative Industries.
M ino r In Web Development
The Interactive Arts and Media Department's minor in Web
Development is designed for students of any major who would
like to supplement their work with skills in developing for
and distributing work through the Web. This minor provides
students with a firm groundinjlin the teehnieal aspeets of
Web page creation, programming, and information management. Students ream state-of·lhe-art programming languages
to create interactive Web sites with dynamic: content.
Students' higl>end Web content and design programming
skills will make them more competitive In the Web design
market. The grOWth of the World Wide Web has created a
need for experimental approaches to Web design. In combina·
l ion with a major. the Web Technology minor enables st udents
to take a n int erdiscipllnal)l and experimenta l approach t o Web
design, which is necessal)l in a changing media environment.
All of Columbia's students have an opportunity to explo re and
experience the latest technological advanoes in hardware and
software in our classrooms and labs and to study with professionals in Web design.

The degree prepares students for advanced study and for
careers in creative services and media. Graduates of the
program currently work in pre- and post-production houses.
adllertisinjl agencies, graphic design firms. game design
companies. and a variety of small and large businesses. Some
have Chosen to contmue their education and enter graduate
degree programs.
Interactive Arts and Media offers a post-baccalaureate certificate of major.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GAME DESIGN
Computer game play has emerged as the most popular form
of entertainment in o ur culture and exhibits great promise as
a tool for education, science, a nd industl)l. Leveraging the
strengths of the Interactive Arts and Media Department, the
interdisciplinal)l nature of the faculty, and partnerships with
other departments. the Game Design major is designed to
educate students for careers in the exciting and fast-growing
field of game design and production.

The Game Des1gn major in Interactive Arts and Media provides
contextual understanding and competence in this distinctive discipline. Our students develop an understanding of the
aesthetics. theol)l. and culture of games that informs their
work and encourages originality in content. Game Design
majors learn how to develop games in a strong and collabora·
tive production environment in which teams work together
effectively to create games.
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INTER ACTIVE ARTS AND MEDIA
35-1000

Foundation• of Computer Application•
Equi VIIency
This test demonstrates proficiency In computer applications for
basic office and productivity functio ns lor students entering the
College prior to 2005.

35-1115

Imaging Techniques
This one credit hour course Introduces students to image
creation and manipulation using an imaging application. The
course will present basic principles of image editing and
enhancement. composition. and workflow strategies. Though
primarily skill based students will enhance their creativity
through class assignments.

1 CREDIT

1 CREDIT

35·1100

Foundation• of Compute r Application•
Course ptO\Ildes overview of oomputers and their operation
with an emphasi.s on hands-on learnong. Students become
proficient woth using the oomputer as a personal productivIty tool while learning the latest Macintosh and WondOws
software. Topics covered include history. hardware. software,
word processing, spreadsheets, database systems. graphics,
telecommunications. computers and society. computer ethics.
and oomputer uses in related fields.
A PROFICIENCY £!CAM IS AVAilABLE. PlEAS£ CONTACT THE

35·2605

H ist ory o f Computing Culture•
This course covers the history of computers and tedlnology.
It places an emphasis on the Influence culture has had on the
development of computer technology (war. communication.
space travel. etc.) and how computer technology influences cui·
ture (privacy. security, intellectual propen y rights. etc.). While
the history of computers covers nearly 3000 years. the course
emphasizes developments of the last 200 years and will focus
on the results of those interactiOns on our culture today.

INTERACTIVE ARTS & MEDIA D£PARTMENT FOR INFORMA110N.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PRER£CX/ISI1£S: 52-H5J WR111NG ANO RHETORIC I"

35·1110

Fl uency In Information Technology
Course prOVIdes overview of computers and their operation
with an emphasis on hands-on learning. Students become
proficient with using the computer as a personal productivity
tool while learning the latest Windows sottware. Topics covered
Include history, hardware. software, word processing. spreadsheets, database systems. graphics. telecommunications,
computers and society. computer ethics, and computer uses 1n
related fields.

35-3420
Introduction t o Javascrlpt•
ThiS second level course Introduces Web programming co,..
cepts and environments. Students learn object-oriented cod·
ing methods. integrated code structures. and enhanced web
development through project·based assignments.
3 CREDIT'S

PR£R£QIIISIT£S: 3&2601 AUTHORING INTERACTIVE MEDIA •

3 CREDIT$

3 5 ·3421

Advanced Java script for Games •
Course covers constructong objects usong dynamic HTML. ontu•
tove user interaction. and creating adVanced logic structures.
Students complete an online game. gaining imponant universal programming skills In the process.

35-1111

Uelng M lcroeoft Word
Using Microsoft Word is a course designed to teach fundamental word processing skills to beginning and Intermediate level
students. The course will focus on learning how to control all
t ext and graphic elements wothin the application and create
documents lor a variety of personal and busoness reasons.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUIS11ES: 3!>-J4:/0 INffiOOIJCTION TO JAVA$CRIPT•

35-3 430
Programming Web Databases •
Developing effective, large scale Web sites requires a dynamoc.
data-driven approach. This course focuses on developing student skills in programm1ng relatoonal. object-oriented Web data·
bases using a server-skle HTML-embedded scripting language.

1 CREDIT

35-1112
PC Fundamental •
Course offers the student basoc skolls in managing personal
computers. Topics covered Include software onstallation and
upgrading. file origination. baCk·up/restore. disk maintenance
lor Improved performance. firewall, and virus protections. The
basic architecture of the computer and how it relates to the
performance of various user applications will be discussed.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISirES: 3&260J AUTHORING INTERACTIVE MEOlA'

35-3440

T ime Based Composing II*
Course continues concepts and techniques taught in 35-2440
Time-Based Composing I. Students funher develop visual. digital time-based skills and refine ondovidual content. Producing
for large and small scale venues. oncluding motion sequences
in Interactive media, are explored. Lectures. labs. and field
trips will be used.

1 CREDIT

3 5·11.1 3
Uelng M lc roeoft Excel
Using Microsoft Excel is a course desiii/'Cd to teach fundamental spreadsheet skills to beginning and intermediate level
students. The course will focus on learning how to input
data; perform calculations; control text. numeric, and graphic
elements; and create chans within the application and other
output options.

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT
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35-3610
Di gital Media Cultu re*
Course looks at digital technology's impact on visual media .
Guest artists. lectures, reading, research, and projects explore
how new digital technologies affect creative practice and the
subsequent impact on society. Students examine new forms
such as the internet and software art, digital installation, com·
puter gaming, robotics, and virtual reality.

36-1100
Game Culture*
The increasing popularity of games within today's culture
necessit ates analysis of how games are impacted by social
and ideological forces and influence them in turn. Questions
like "Why do we play?· and " How do we play differently?" are
explored, with many others, as students are guided througl'l
topics such as role-playing and identity, ethics, group behav·
ior, competition, gender, race, and aesthetics in modern (and
historical) games.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISrTES: 52·11•1 OR CMPS

35-3620
Introduction to Robotics
Students learn to read wiring diagrams and design and build
basic electronic circuits for general applications. Students use
commercially available tools to design, build, and program a
simple functional robot that interfaces with a computer. Com·
pleted work and work in progress are shown in a group critique
setting.

36-1111
Using Microsoft Word
Using Microsoft Word is a course designed to t each fundamental word processing skills to beginning and intermediate level
students. The course will focus on learning how to control all
text and graphic elements within the application and create
documents for a variety of personal and business reasons.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN

1 CREDIT

35-3630
Computer Controlled I nstallation
Env ironments*
Students learn how to create and control an environment with
the aid of a microprecessor or computer. Computer programming is used to control timers and on;off switches that
electronically define and shape space with sound, light, and
projected images.

36-1112
PC Fundamentals
Course offers the student basic skills in managing personal
computers. Topics covered include software installat ion and
upgrading, file origination, back-up/restore, disk maintenance
for improved performance, firewall, and virus protections. The
basic architecture of the computer and how it relates to the
performance of various user applications will be discussed.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN OR 36-1501
INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING: THEORY ANO CONCEPTS

1 CREDIT

36-1113
Using Microsoft Excel
Using Microsoft Excel is a course designed t o t each lunda·
mental spreadsheet skills to beginning and intermediate level
students. The course will focus on learning how to input
data, perform calculations, control text, numeric and graphic
elements, as well as creating charts within the application and
other output options.

36-1000
Media Theory and Design 1
The course examines the history and theories of media, art,
and technology, and the impact upon and implications for contemporary society, culture, and aesthetics. Through discussion,
lecture, and critique, this course develops students' abilities to
connect media theory to media design and practice. In creative
projects and papers, students will develop and demonstrate
analytical and critical thinking skills.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

36-1114
Web Design
This one credit hour course offers the student basic skills in
designing and creating a Web site. The course will engage stu·
dents in planning, creating, and defining a site primarily using
Macromedia Oreamweaver. Other topics covered will include
using t ext, graphics, and tables. working with layers, image
maps, animation, multimedia, drop down menus, rollovers,
frames, and forms.

PREREQUISITES. 52·11*1
COREQUISITES: 52·11* 1

36-1001
Animation I *
As an introduction to basic film animation techniques for
persons with little or no animation production experience, this
course will explore basic animation techniques including object, drawn , and 3-dimensional, including concept development,
storyboarding, and final production techniques. Animated films
and videos, both domestic and international, will be screened
and discussed. You will be expected to complete short exercises In each of the techniques mentioned, then complete
a 10-second final project from storyboard to final shooting
onto film.

1 CREDIT

36-1115
Imaging Techniques
This 1 credit hour course introduces students to image
creation and manipulation using an imaging application. The
course will present basic principles of image editing and
enhancement, composition and workflow strategies. Thougl'l
primarily skill based students will enhance their creativity
througl'l class assignments.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES. 52·11*1 OR CMPS

1 CREDIT
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36·1200
Computer Architecture •
This course pr011ides a programmer's view of how computer systems execute. store information, and communicate. It enables
students to become more effective programmers. especially in
dealing with issues of performance. portability, and robustness.
Topics include Boolean logic, data representation, processor organization, inpuVouput, memory organization, system support
software, and communication.

36·1500
Introducti on to Game Development
This is the foundation course of the Game Development
concentration, focusing on applied critical discussion and
development of the studenrs own game concepts. Various
techniques and methods of concept and story development
are reviewed. includingjournaling and workshop/discussion,
in an effort to identify development best-practices. Students
are also exposed to game design documentation formats, as
well as the particulars and requirements of the professional
game development cycle. The course also places special emphasis on exploring and identifying the characteristics of the
diverse game genres. By the class's end students are asked
to produce written documentation and develop their own game
concept.

3 CREDITS

36·1201
Tech Topics Workshop
This is a one credit, two day topics workshop that explores
in depth one aspect of the hardWare. software. or networking
utilized by your personal computer.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I

1 CREDIT

COREQUISITES; 52·ll · 2

36-1300
Digital Image Design
This course introduces 2·0 imaglng principles. terms, and
concepts through the use of raster and vector applications. Vocabulary and ideas appropriate to working in digital media are
introduced. The student develops a body of work that emphasizes media-specific techniques.

36-1501
Introduction to Programming: Theory
and Concepts
Class provides a fundamental introduction to computer
programming theory and concepts to students with little or no
previous experience. Students learn structure. syntax, logic,
and the difference between object-oriented and procedural
systems.

3 CREDITS

Sound for Interact ion
36-1400
This course pr011ides the foundation for understanding sound
in the visual and non-visual media. The first half of the course
examines the power of creating images with sound and music
without using visuals. Sound sculptures and landscapes, as
well as classical impressionistic examples are reviewed and
critiqued. The second half of the course investigates the impact of sound on both moving and still image. Film, Web site.
game. and animation audio is analyzed for impact. technique.
structure, and effectiveness. The terminology used in the field
is underscored with reading and writing examples. The roles
of all the people involved with film. game, and Web sound are
covered.

3 CREDITS

36-1 800
Interactive Arts and Med ia: Topics•
Current trends and developments in interactive media and
interface/interaction design are explored.
3 CREDITS

36-1900J
Successful Freelancing
Freelancing is often a necessary way of creating one's artistic
career but it means that the freelancer has to wear many
hats: boss. secretary. salesperson, bookkeeper, creative
director, and delivery person. Learn how to support yourself
while you pursue your art, managing all the details of being
self-employed. This class will deal with presenting, marketing,
managing. and succeeding as a freelancer.

3 CREDITS

Linear Audio Production for Games •
36· 1410
Game audio is concerned with both linear and non-linear aspects of sound design. Many games have sequences of shots
that also may require sound and music. These scenes are
linear in nature, and a close cousin to animation. The concepts
of linear sound design and music editing are a necessary skill
for a sound designer today. Fi lm sound and animation sound
act as the foundation for the understanding of linear game
sound. Film, animation, and game examples are presented
throughout the course. Project work is essential to completion
of the course.

1 CREDIT

36·1920J
Creating Change with Technology and
Media
Combine the talents and interests of our students by allowing
them to join the ongoing efforts to help re-build the Gulf Coast,
with guidance from Universities Rebuilding America Partnership
and the Columbia College Service Learning Initiative. Students
may choose staying at school to work on various media and
technology projects. including. Web sites, a television show, a
newspaper, or outreach where they will travel to the Gulf Coast
joining ongoing projects there. Students will experience bridging differences among people through community service.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 39·2300 SQUND AND MUSIC FOR INTERACTIVE VISUAL

MEDIA•

1 CREDIT
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Exercises will highlight application similarities and differences,
while showing that the process becomes increasingly familiar
as each application is explored.

36·1930J
The Demoscene : An I ntroduction to
Prog ramming and Subcultures
The demoscene is a subculture centered on the creation of
non-interactive real-t ime graphic demonstrations, run as computer programs. Demos existed as early as the 1980s. This
subculture began as users performing simple hacks or digital
graffiti on their new computers or even when a program was
cracked for underground distribution. But soon. the demoscene
became a t hriving community pushing the limits of computa·
tional power, with hundreds of musicians, artists, and graphics
hackers making shout-ours to one another and proving their
technical virtuosity. TOday·s demoscene, based largely in
Europe, is a vibrant and influential digital community, with huge
conferences every year. This course will cover the history, cui·
ture, and aesthetic of the demoscene as a significant part of
digital culture. Students will consider artistic and cultural prac·
tices emerging from the demoscene and also look at related
artworks by artist such as: BEIGE. Brion Gysin Darwinia, JODI,
John Klima, and Paperrad. Students will also have the opportunity to create their own demos, using techniques employed bY
beginning demoscene programmers. The class will culminate
in a demo party where students will present their projects.

4 CREDITS
COREQUISITES: 36-1001 ANIMATION I'

36-2025
Drawing for Animation I*
Through this drawing intensive course, you will acquire an
understanding of figurative human emotions and movements,
enabling you to create believable animated characters. You
will create mOdel sheets, learn the principles of animation, and
learn how to endow your characters with believable actions
and acting. Digital pencil testing will allow for the building of
the animation from basic motion to more refined movements
and emotion. Particular attention will be given t o timing, layout,
the creation of extreme drawings and the process of inbetweening.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 26-1000 ANIMATION 1•

36-1950
Virtual Worlds Concepts
This course will explore hands on development of virtual
worlds. Students will engage in character representation, col·
lective storytelling, and alternative social and communications
methOds. Students will practice environmental simulation, and
economics appropriate to virtual worlds. Students will use
audio, video, bitmaps and 3D mOdeling techniques for in-world
and real world media creation. Object scripting for interactivity,
commerce, data communication and motion will be intrOduced.
Students will participat e in virtual world cultures.

36-2130
Interactive Conversation Interface•
As the aesthetic of interaction evolves. a promising new genre
has emerged: Interactive Conversation Interface. The interae>
tive conversation interface offers a greater degree of engagement than typical navigational models, and its dependence
upon spoken word and audio broaden the reach and applica·
tion of interactive media beyond visual environments. This
course intrOduces the theory and assumptions behind interae>
tive conversation design pioneered bY Chicago's own Jellyvision in games like 'You Don't Know Jack." Students have the
opportunity to author highly engaging, writing-centric interactive
content. From fiction to non-fiction, poetry to ad copy, .this new
interaction model offers substantial creative and professional
territory for interaction designers and writers alike.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

2 CREDITS

36-1 950J

Virtual Worlds Concepts

36-2210
Game Engine Programming•
This course will cover the components involved in creating a
game engine. The mOdularized ·game engine· allows programmers to create new games by allowing the mOdification of characters, environments, sounds. etc. Writing ·game engines·
reduces the amount of time and complexity associated with
traditional game development and opens the development
process to a broader audience of participants.

1 CREDIT

36-2000
Med ia Theory and Design 2
Course furthers practical understanding of media theory bY applying it to media design and prOduction. Building on the static
composition analysis in Media Theory and Design I, this course
focuses on time-based or "dynamic" media, incorporating text,
moving image, and sound.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 56-2730 NUMERICAL AND MATHEMATICAL
MODELING•, 56-2850 PHYSICS FOR GAME DEVELOPERS •, 56-3740
LINEAR ALGE8RA

PREREQUISITES: 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN, 52·11'1
COREQUISITES; 52·11'1

36·2015
Introduction to Computer Animation•
This course will introduce the beginning student to the three
3-dimensional computer animation applications that they will
be studying in future semesters: Maya, XSI, and 3D-Studio
Max. Concepts, relationships between concept and technical
skills, and the need to understand the historical development
of 3-dimensional computer animation will be emphasized.

36-2300
2-D I maging•
Students explore complex 2·D image manipulation and genera·
tion options and refine technical skills in preparation for advanced work. Emphasis is on integration of drawing, scanned
images, image processing, and 2·0 paint graphics into highresolution images for output and use in multimedia. Projects
are designed to combine students' conceptual abilities with
2·D technical expertise.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 35-1300 OR 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN
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36-2301

Digital Collage•

for interactivity, animation, and special effects. Students
integrate HTML, CSS, and Flash to create dynamic, interactive,
and typographically adVanced sites.

Class explores techniques and a pproaches to digitization,
manipulation, and enhancement of 2-0 imagery using photographic and non-photographic sources and imaging software.
Instruction addresses issues of image alteration and role of
the computer in exploring means of representation.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 36-2601 AUTHORING INTERACTIVE MEDIA• OR

35-2400

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN

36-2310

36-2411

M edia Publishing•

Class provides in-depth coverage of desktop publishing productivity concepts. Students explore typography, page layout, and
creating graphics using professional applications and scanning
software. Additional topics include creating informat ion graphics, photo manipulation, map making, scanning techniques,
and computer illustration. Students are exposed to various
output options.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 36-2410 WEB ANIMATION 1: FLASH WEB DESIGN<

36-2412

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN

36-2320

Computer Illustration •

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN

3 CREDITS

Sound Design for Games I*

This course allows the student to actively implement, design,
and control the audio assets in a game. Open source game
engines and game editors are widely used in this course to
familiarize students with the production and creative demands
that will be required of them. Technique, production. and creativity are fostered in t exts and lectures throughout the course.
Sound libraries are the source of much of the raw audio for
project work.

36-2440

3 CREDITS

36-2500

Linear and Nonlinear Sound Design for

3 CREDITS

Web Animation 1: Flash Web Des ign•

Course introduces students to creating web sites using Flash.
Interactive interfaces and content input using Flash's t ext capabilities are emphasized. Students begin learning Actionscript

WWW . COLU M . IOU /U N O E RG RA D UAT l /
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Simulation Design I *

Though games are traditionally viewed as being for ·tun: there
exists a significant potential for using game-style presentation
and techniques for ·realistic" purposes, so-called non-entertainment "serious games: This course introduces the stu·
dents to the concepts of simulation design and develops the
student's ability to analyze a realistic process or environment
in terms of the elements within each that lend themselves to
modeling, interaction, and play. The designer's practical sk.ills
develop through the use of a basic scripting language and
generally available interactive authoring environments and
design tools.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 35-2500, 36-1500 GAME IDEA DEVELOPMENT•,
52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I
COREQUISITES: 52-11•2

This course provides the essential skills required to create
sound objects for the linear aspects of game production as
well as a grounding in nonlinear game production. Sound
effects assets are generated, logged and implemented using various types of linear and nonlinear game formats. The
classes focuses on sound effects production and game sound
theory.

36-2410

Time Ba sed Composing I*

Course explores issues and techniques involved in creating
digital motion sequences for multimedia production. Students
learn to combine still images, graphics. text, sound, and music
using compositing and editing. Lectures, lab time. critiques.
visiting artists, and field trips increase the understanding of
concepts and techniques.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-2410 WEB ANIMATION 1: FLASH WEB DESIGW
COREQUISITES: 36-1410 LINEAR AUDIO PRODUCTION FOR GAMES•

36-2402
Games

Linear Audio Production for Games •

Game audio is concerned with both linear and non linear aspects of sound design. Many games have sequences of shots
that also may require sound and music. These scenes are
linear in nature, and a close cousin to animation. The concepts
of linear sound design and music editing are a necessary skill
for a sound designer today. Film sound and animation sound
act as the foundat ion for the understanding of linear game
sound. Film, animation, and game examples are presented
throughout the course. Project work is essential to completion
of the course.

This class explores the use of object-oriented graphics for if.
lustration, graphic arts, and fine arts applications. Emphasis is
on mastery of higrt-resolution graphics production using vector
drawing and text tools.

36-2400

Web Animation II:Scrlptlng•

Course further guides students through time-based software
applications for future applicability in movement-enhanced
Web design. Students combine a variety of software programs
for Web-optimized finished projects and will further their st udy
of cross-platform hardware and software troubleshooting for
motion-enhanced design .
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36-2550
C++ Programming 1•
The course intrOduces the student to ptogramming using the
C++ language. Students learn basic programming of graphic
and business applications In C++. Instruction emphasizes
goOd programming practice. programming structure, and object·
oriented programming.

36-2501
Simulation Design 11•
Buoldlng on the skolls learned in Simulation Desogn I. this class
delves deeper into ·realistic' simulation by analyZing a scenario or situation with an eye toward identifying the elements
within them that lends themselves to engaging interaction and
play. This course also continues the development of the d&o
signer's practical skills in using scripting languages and Inter·
active authoring environments as game concept development
and prOduction tools. By its end, students taking this course
will also be able to recognize the interrelationship between
authentic realism. perceived realism. and potential gameplay.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 3~1501 INTRO()(}(;TION TO PRGRAMMING: THEORY

AND CONCEPTS

36-2551
C++ Programming II
This course builds on the teChniques covered in the C++ I
coorse and further explores the concepts of classes. inher~
tance. polymorphism. and the use of graphical interfaces. The
coorse concentrates on data structures, interactivity, and work·
ing with relational databases. This is primarily a project-based
course with an em~asis on eteatong distributed applications.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 3~2500 SIMUI.A TION DESIGN I •

36· 2510
Engine-Based Design 1•
Thos is a ptOductiofl.«iented class focusong on apphed game
desogn and development, utilizing existing game ptOduction
software tools and engines. Students learn to use asset
management software to integrate a variety of medoa and asset types from multiple sources. The course also emphasizes
utilizing the scripting elements of the game engine to create
and refine game world events related to story, gameplay. and
multimedia presentation. Time is also spent utilizing these
scripting elements to create computer-controlled characters
that display meaningful character behaviors and artificial Intel·
logence. resulting in the appearance of personality.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 3~2550 C• • PROGRAMMING I '

PREREQUISITES: 36-1500 INTROOOCTION TO GAME DEVfLOPMEIIP,

36·2600
Object Oriented Programming•
Extending the theory Initiated In Introduction to Programming:
Theory and Concepts. t his course. through a variety of exercises. stresses the practice of programming. Object-oriented.
event.(!riven strategies are emphasized to prepare students tor
more advanced programming studies in subsequent classes.
Students are also intrOduced to ptogramming best practices
including comment to code and naming conventions.

3~1501 INTROOOCTION TO PROGRAMMING: THEORY ANO CONCEPTS

3 CREDITS

36·2520
Game Design I
This class builds on the skills and techniques learned in Simulation Design I and Engine Based Design as a foondatio<o for
deoonstructing play elements and player goals. as well as play.
time transactions and interactivity through the development of
small. turn-based games. The various aspects of game state
are reviewed, as well as the interactive elements with an eye
toward determining how much control a player has or needs
over that game element and in terms of participant lnvolv&o
ment and agency.

36-2601
Authoring I nteractive M edia •
This class focuses on effectively communicating content in
an interactive format. Students researCh, plan. and produce
interactive media projects. Several media components are
developed and integrated to support the goal of each piece.
Topics covered Include contextual problem solving. information architecture. and usability. All projects are designed with
participants in mind, considering their culture and demographics. Contemporary authoring technology and content creation
tools will be used.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-2500 SIMUI.A TION DESIGN I •

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 22·1320 OESIGN U.S OR 52-11 ' 2 OR 36-1300
DIGITAL IMAGE OESIGN

36·2S30
Game Design II
This coorse furthers the student's abihty to develop games
using a rea~time engine and game development system. The
course gives the designer the opportunity to develop a small,
real·time game. The course focuses on time as a play element
and surveys games that have leverage rea~me and taster
than real·time simulations as a means of maximizing player
engagement. Emphasis is placed not only on maximizing
transaction/Interaction frequency ("speed'), but on variation of
pacing to evoke a more complex play experience.

36-2605
History of Computing Culture•
This coorse covers the history of computers and technology.
It places an emphasis on the lnftuence culture has had on the
development of computer technology (war, communication.
space travel, etc.) and how computer technology inftuences cu~
ture (privacy, security, Intellectual ptoperty rights, etc.). While
the history of computers covers nearly 3000 years, the course
emphasizes developments of the last 200 years and will focus
on the result s of those interactions on our culture today.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 36-2500 SIMUU.nON DESIGN I' OR 36-2520 GAME
OESIGN I '

36·2609

Sound and M otion Production•

3 CREDITS
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36-2610
Sound and Music for Interactive V isual
Media•
This course will offer students a chance to study the psychological and technical aspects of applying sound and music to
interactive visual media. Students will be given projects to
complete which will include creating their own sound effects
and music tracks as well as creating sounds for use in interactive projects such as Web-based programming and sound
design sottware.(ACID, SOUND FDRGE.VEGA VIDEO. and/or
other similar software).

36-3080
Motion Ca pture I*
This course provides an introduction to motion capture terms.
concepts. and history. Students learn the process of capturing
motion data by conceptualizing, planning, and directing on·site
sessions. A 3-D character performance is created by convert·
ing data from sessions and linking it to a character skeleton
created in a computer animation class.

COMPUTER ANIMATION MAYA •, 36-3045C COMPUTER ANIMATION: 3·05

3 CREDITS

MAX•

36-2800
Story Development for Interactive
Media•
The increasing impact of interaction on the narrative (stories)
told in today and tomorrow's educational and entertainment
media require a different perspective on story development.
This class begins with an overview of the area and its history
from the writer's perspective, and then moves on to review and
analyze common interactive structures and narrative require·
ments. Students are also exposed to the basic types of inter·
active narrative and media being created today and conceptualize and develop their own interactive narrative projects.

36·3081
Motion Capture II*
This course emphasizes the skills needed to edit and as·
semble motion capture data. Students learn the technical
and aesthetic considerations necessary through a series of
homework exercises and classroom critiques. Various motion editing applications will be introduced and discussed.
By converting final edited data to work with a variety of 3·D
animation packages, students learn how to apply data from
motion capture sessions to either create a series of rendered
animation images for film/video or create animation content
for game production.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 2&3080 MOTION CAPTURE 1•

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 36-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I', 36-3045A

PREREQUISITES. 36-1000 MEDIA THEORY AND DESIGN I. 52·1152
WRinNG AND RHETORIC 11•

36-3086
Character Design & Modeling 1
This course emphasizes the design and technical ability
needed to model 3·D characters. Students will be introduced
to design, sculpting, and anatomical terms and concepts. Us·
ing 3-D software, students will design and build characters and
other organic models. Level of detail exercises will introduce
the concept of polygon and image budgets. Exercises in stand·
alone software packages will teach advanced teJ<ture-mapping.

36-304SA
Computer Animation : Maya •
Course emphasis will be on establishing the modeling skills
and knowledge necessary to create a character that can be
animated using Alias;wavefronrs Maya software application.
Exercises and quiues will help to establish a solid understanclo
ing of polygonal modeling. rigging, lighting, rendering, and
animation using this application. Students will be expected
to log a minimum of four hours of lab time outside of class
each week.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I", 36-3045A
COMPUTER ANIMATION: MAYA•, 36-3045C COMPUTER ANIMATION:
3-DS MAX• OR 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3·D DESIGN

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES. 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ANIMATION •

36-304SC
Computer Anlmatlon:3-DS Max*
This course will explore the Discreet Logic 3-0S Max software
application. Exercises and quiues will help to establish a
solid understanding of polygonal modeling, rigging, lighting,
rendering. and animation using this application. Emphasis will
be on establishing the modeling skills and knowledge neces·
sary to create a character that can be animated using this
application. Students will be expected to log a minimum of four
hours of lab time outside of class each week.

36·3100
Navigational Interfaces
Students' practical understanding of media theory is ad·
vanced, with an emphasis on interactive models of communi·
cation. Expanding upon the dynamic composition analysis in
Media Theory and Design 2, this course focuses on navigational models of interaction design. Additionally, students
continue to develop critical and analytical skills related to
the component media typical of navigational interface design.
including text, static image composition. sound and animation.
Students produce substantial written critiques to demonstrate
their growing understanding of the discipline.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ANIMA TIOW

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-1300 DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGN OR 36-2000 MEDIA
THEORY AND DESIGN II' OR 36-2601 AUTHORING INTERACTIVE MEOlA •
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36·3110
Advanced Interfaces
The broader and int erdisciplinary foundational understanding
of media-related theories from preceding courses is leveraged
t o explore advanced theory and practice of interface design.
Supplementing the navigation interface study in Media Theory
and Design 3. this course focuses on impressive and environmental models of interaction design, including simulations and
game design. St udents produce substantial written critiques
as well and paper·based written proposals for their own inter·
active work to demonstrate a literate and evolved understand·
ing of the diverse media theories t hat influence design.

3D Composition for Interactive
36·3302
Media II*
3-D modeling, t exturing, and animation have become essential
components of most media driven event s. The strategies and
processes needed for 3-D composition are vastly different
from those of traditional 2·0 graphic design. 3-D is particularly
important for int erface design as well as in creating convincing spaces for simulation or other educational environments.
The basic principles and language of modeling, t exturing and
animation are covered and are supported by a firm theoretical
grounding in 3-D.

3 CR EDITS

3 CREDITS

36·3210
Game Engine AI*
This course will introduce the topic of artificial intelligence
and how it is used to creat e game characters with realist ic be·
haviors. A variety of modern t echnologies. including decision
trees and neut ral networks, as well as more standard tech·
niques such as rule-based systems will be explored.

36·3303
l AM Workshop*
Workshop allows students to explore in depth current trends
in electronic image creation with a well known digital artist .
Instruction includes relevant field trips, readings, and research.
Workshop develops students' personal approaches and aes·
thetics to digital art.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 36-2210 GAME ENGINE PROGRAMMING•

36·3310
Generative and Algorithmic A rt
This junior level course allows students t o explore code as art
in an advanced setting: students are expected to create complex work using various generative techniques and principles.
Students will experiment with algorithmic t echniques through·
out the semester, and complete the course with a larger work
or series of works.

36·3250
Multlplayer Network Programming•
Multiplayer online games have become an emerging facet of
the gaming industry. and today most games have a multiplayer
component. This course introduces the student to the special
networking and programming requirements of this type of
game play.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-3500 PROGRAMMING FOR GAMES•

3 CREDITS

36·3399
Independent Project: Interactive Art s
and Media* *
An individualized project in Interactive Arts and Media, de·
!ermined by interest and ability of the student, is carried out
under the direction, guidance, and supervision of an instructor.

36·3300
Expe rimental Imaging•
Class explores 2·D and 3·0 image processing, paint programs.
and experimental approaches to image generation and output.
Cont ent emphasizes large projects, image sequencing possibilities, and exposure to cont emporary work in visual digital
media.

1-6 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

36·3400
Sound Design for Games II*
This course follows on the first section by introducing more
effective means of producing quality work. This is achieved
through the use of original recordings and the implementation
of these recordings into the game environment. A complet ed
game level will be completed by the end of the semester.

PREREQUISITE$: 35-2300 OR 36-2300 2·D IMAGING•

36·3301
3D Composition for Interactive Media I*
3·0 modeling. texturing, and animation have become essential
components of most media.(lriven events. The strategies and
processes needed for 3-D composition are vastly different
from t hose of t raditional 2·0 graphic design. 3-D is particularly
important for interface design as well as in creating convincing spaces for simulation or other educational environments.
The basic principles and language of modeling. texturing. and
animation are covered and are supported by a firm t heoretical
grounding in 3-0 design.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 36-2400 SOUND DESIGN FOR GAMES I •

36-3405
Authoring Interactive Media II*
This project-orient ed course covers intermediate design and
product ion issues involved in the creation of Web sites. Using
software for creation and site management. students build
cross-platform Web sites that use thoroughly conceived inter·
face and navigation schemes. Students learn to design and
develop efficient. easily edited and updated sites. Emphasis
on innovation and effective layout and design, informat ion
architecture, navigation. and usability.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 36-2601 AUTHORING INTERACTIVE MEDIA •
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36-3420

Introduction t o Jevaacrlpt•

38-3500

This second le\<el COOfSe Introduces Wet> programming concepts and environments. Stu<lents leam object<>riented cooIng methods. lntecrated code sttuctures. and enhanced web
~lopment througr. project-based assignments.
I CREDITS

38.3421

Procremmlnc for Gemea •

Thi s course is for students who are Interested In learning
programming slulls necessary to W0<1< In the ..000 game Industry. While there Is e clear need tor a &ene<al undefstandlrC
of digital arts and computer programming, there are distinct
topics that are specific to the gaming Industry that ore outlined
In thi s course. Topics Included are: creating Ollject int e<actlon:
game physics; ani mation: object collision; paths and pe111finding; translation and rotatiOn: and creatong anc! using the art
pipeline.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 3~2550 C• • PROGRAMMING I'

Advenced Jevucrlpt for Gemea•

This second le\<el course introduces Wet> programming concepts and errvtronments. Students learn object-oriented cooIng methods. Integrated code structures. and enhanced web
<leveloprnent througl'l project-based assignments.
I CREDITS
PREREQCifSITES: INTROOUCTIOH TO JAVA$CRIPT

36-3510

Encln•Bued

o..lcn u•

Er>g~ne Based Deslgn II is a programmircfscripti~ Intensive

Dewloping effective, large scale Web sites requires a dynamic,
dala-(lrfven approach. This course focuses on developing student skills In programming relational, object-oriented Web databases using a server-side HTML~mbedded scripting language.
I C REDITS

course that places additional emphasis on Character behavior
(AI) and lnterweavl~ In-game events with other world elements
or supporting media. During this course. students ~lop their
own proofs of concept utilizing their own original, runctlonal
script elements and stOCk game assets and environments.
3 CRE.DITS
PRERCQUISITES: ~2510 £/'IGINE-BAS£0 D€S1GN 1•

36-3440

OORCQCifSITES; 3~550 CAME CXX:UMEHT 0£V£LOPMENT•

38.3430

Procremmlnc Web Detebuea •

Time Bued Compoalnc II*

Course continues concepts and teehniQues taugl'ltln 35-2440
TI"*Based Composing I. Students further develop visual.
digital tim&-based skills and refine Individual content. ProdU<>
ing for large and small scale venues. and including motion
sequences In Interactive media, are explored. Lectures. labS.
and field trips.
I CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 3~2440 n ME BAS£0 COMPOSING 1•

38-3520

38.3444
Emercent Web TechnoloCI••
The Internet and the World Wide Web Include a perpetual ly
eYOMng set of t echnologies and productlon practices that include design conventions. programming languages. and media
techniques. Students will build on previously oeveloped skills
by using them In new contexts focusing on a speci11c current

38-31140

38.3445

Oeme Critic lam: Toplca •

came

Thos Is an int ensove WT11Jng course that Develops the
desogner's capaaty to dO subStantJal. wntten. cnt.cal analySis
of a game. onctudong SUbStant>al reseaten 8nd references to
prior art. Two onmary ptOfeCts are created. both of wt1o<:1> are
extensive reviews of contemporary games. The latter game
tit le is the rotating topic game or the courS<I. Students are
e~ed to cite relevant and pnor art game play
8nd
to provide criticism thai ma~<M spea1'oe
de$Cil recommendatiOnS to remeoy anr dellaencoes.
3 C~lDIT8
PRER£QUfSIT'ES: ~1500 CAM£ lOG< OCV£LOPMEl'fT•. 5211'1.
52-11'2

emergent Wet> tec:hnology.
I CREDITS
PREREQCifSITES: 3~1300 DIGITAL IMAGE D€SIGN, ~1501
INTROOUC1ION TO PROGRAMMING: THEORY AND IXINCEPTS.
AUTHORING INf£/IACnvE MEDIA •

ProcremmlnC Dete D. .ICn

Programming as problem soMng is emphasized. 8nd students
are neQUired to code creatJvely to SOlve a series of onterfrelated programrnong Challenges ltley rnlgl'lt encounter In
HTML and Aash environments. Object<><lented. even~-<Jnven
e mphasis is maintained, includong requiMng documentation
and algorftllm planning prior to coding. Students will furltlet
their understanding of programming best priiCiiees. lncludlr'C
creating more stable code. enor handling, and rnonom.zong the
nsl< and effects of malo<:ious user beNMor.
3 CREDITS

3~2601

came

Introduction t o Mech lnlme

This course will Introduce the student to the basics of MaChinlma (live game engine performance/ video). In this class.
students will ba Shown current W0<1<. techniques, create a
storyboard. 8nd make short Maclllnlma ~I CREDIT$

38.3550

,_t.f

Oeme Document Deve loprMnt•

n.s course lluiiOs on the aeslhellc and c:r'IIICal ~ ot
Game Idea Dewlo!>rT* ~ and ~ them """" lhe pme
play leSSons and in5C'1U won on SomulaliOnS and Game 0.
velopment seQUenCH. The course en'IPh8w.es &arne concept
doc:umentatlon and sa\c)( ~ 8ecauM -.oon Is •
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primary component of Game Script Development, students
without sufficient character and environment illustration skills
will need to seek a student partner (ideally from the Game
Animation sequence) to successfully complete this course and
the final project.

36-3630
Computer Controlled Installation
Environments*
Students learn how to create and control an environment with
the aid of a microprecessor or comput er. Computer programming is used to control timers and on/off switches that
electronically define and shape space with sound, light, and
projected images.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 36-2510 ENGINE.fiASED DESIGN I' OR 3&2520
GAME DESIGN I' OR 3&2800 STORY DEVELOPMENT FOR INTERACTIVE

3 CREDITS

MEDIA'

36-3690J
McCarthy Technologies Bootcamp
McCarthy Technologies Bootcamp provides students an opportunity t o practice cutting edge, team building and collaboration
skills in the context of a complete product development cycle
and workplace simulation. Students will explore the connection between individual agendas, both overt and unintended,
and the degree to Which a successful team environment can
facilitate, and may.even require, high order personal develop.
ment . While the course is typically t aught in Fortune 500
environments. it defies typical corporate conventions and
stereotypes, adVocating the creation of passionate workplaces
that emphasize our power to choose, to feel, and to grow While
increasing personal accountability. Students receive professional certification upon successful completion of the course.

36-3551
Game Document Development II *
This course emphasizes game script and "bible" development.
It is meant to allow students a creative context in which the
game idea development work pursued in Game Script Develop.
ment may be further refined . The goal of this course is to create the centerpiece for the game design st udent's portfolio of
work. The course will conclude with a critique of the student
script by one or more external game designers .
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 3&3550 GAME DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT•

36-3600
lAM Team
In this intensive t eam production experience, students learn
to work collaboratively while producing projects for an external
client. Course begins with concepts of team organization and
communication and continues with the formation of production
teams, design of the project, and acquisition of media elements. Students practice scheduling and meeting deadlines by
shipping multiple versions of the project.

3 CREDITS

36-3799
Internship: Interactive Arts and
M edia**
Internships provide students with opportunities to gain valuable work experience in an area of interest While receiving
academic credit. Graduating seniors find internships invaluable
in aiding their job search.

6 CREDITS

VARIABLE CREDITS

36-3610
Digital Medi a Culture*
Course looks at digital technology's impact on visual media.
Guest artists, lectures, reading, research , and projects explore
how new digital technologies affect creative practice and the
subsequent impact on society. Students examine new forms
such as the Internet and software art, digital installation, computer gaming, robotics, and virtual reality.

1 -6 CREDITS

36-3997
Game Project
The Game Project class is the fist stage of the senior/cap.
stone experience of the Game Design Maj or. It represents the
pre-production stage of the capstone project and is required
for all students in the major taking the Game Studio class.
Students are exposed to overall project management, art and
sound, technical, and design pre-production techniques and
requirements, both t echnical and documentary. The final result
is that the final project of the subsequent Game Studio class
is ready for production.

3 CREDITS

36-3611
Application Design
Application planning, design, and development are covered in
this course as students create a substantial application that
leverages persistent data. Content created in Data Design and
Object-oriented Programming will be utilized. Topics covered in
Data Design such as programming best practices, data normal·
ization, and database theory will be expanded upon.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 3&3510 ENGINE-BASED DESIGN 11• OR 3&3550
GAME DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT'

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 3&2600 OBJECT.ORIENTED PROGRAMMING•

36-3620
Introduction to Robotics
Students learn to read wiring diagrams and design and build
basic electronic circuits for general applications. Students use
commercially available tools to design, build, and program a
simple functional robot that int erfaces with a computer. Com·
pleted work and work in progress are shown in a group critique
setting.

36-3998
Game Studio
Game Studio is an intensive capstone experience in game production. The primary creative objective of the course is completion of a substantial game that includes market-quality content
and is produced using industry best-practices. Students from
the Audio. Animation, Design and Programming concentrations
bring their complementary talents to the mix and leverage
game assets that have been accrued in their preceding coursework as assets for the game.

3 CREDITS

6 CREDITS
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36·3999
lAM Practlcum
As a senior level capstone class for the Interactive Arts and
Media major, this course Integrates the diverse technical.
theotetical, and aesthetic knowledge and skills students have
learned in their studies. Students prepare professional materials to equip them tor the challenges they will face as they
enter the work place and as practicing artists. Class d iscus·
sion and presentation techniques contribute to the unique skill
set necessary for professional careers.

39· 2510

Object Oriented Programming•

Extendi~g the theory Initiated In Introduction to Programming:

Theory and Concepts, this course. through a variety or exercises, stresses the practice of programming. Object-oriented,
eventodnven strategies are emphasized to prepare students for
more advanced programming studoes in subsequent classes.
Students are also introduced to programming best practices
Including comment to code and naming conventions.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

39·2609
Sound and Motion Producti on •
This course introduces advanced production techniques
related to time-based medoa including sound, animation, video,
and projects emphasize these media types.

36-4601
Public Art
In this project-based class. students will use research, readings. and project creation to explore the meaning and varieties
ot art created in and for public places. especially concentrating
on work that uses technology and/or interactlvlty. Student art·
lsts will work with both physical and virtual environments and
will create a work of public art as the primary goal.

3 CREDITS

39· 3110
Advanced Interfaces
The broader and interdisciplinary foundational understanding
of media-related theories from preceding courses Is leveraged
to explore advanced theory and practice of interface design.
Supplementing the navigation interface study in Medoa Theory
and Oesogn 3, this course focuses on impressive and environmental models of interaction design, including simulations and
game design. Students produce substantial written critiques
as well and paper-based written proPOsals for their own inter·
active work to demonstrate a literate and evolved understanding of the diverse media theories that inftuence design.

3 CREDITS

39· 1800
Interactive Arts and M edia: Topics•
Current trends and developments in interactive media and
interface/interaction design are explored.
3 CREDITS

39·2130
Interactive Conversation Interface•
As the aesthetic of interact.ion evor-.-es. a promising new genre
has emerged: Interactive Conversation Interface. The onteractlve conversation interface offers a greater degree or engagement than typical navigational models. and its dependence
uPOn SPOken word and audio broaden the reach and applica·
lion of Interactive media beyond visual environments. This
course introduces the theory and assumptions behind interac·
tlve conversation design pioneered by Chicago's own Jeltyvision in games like "You Don't Know Jack." Students have the
opportunity to author higl'lly engaging. writing.centnc onteractlve
content. fforn fiction to non-fictoon, poetry to ad copy, thos new
interaction model offers substantial creative and professional
territory for interaction designers and writers alike.

39·3500
Programming Data Desi gn
Programming as problem solving is emphasized, and students
are required to code creatively to solve a series of Interface
related programming challenges they might encounter in
HTML and Aash environments. Object-oriented, event-driven
emphasis is maintained, oncludong requiring dOCumentation
and algorithm plannong prior to coding. Students woll further
their understanding of programming best practices, oncludong
creating more stable code, error handling, and monimozing the
risk and effects of malicious user behavior.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Sound and M usic for Interactive VIsual
39· 2300
Media•
This course will offer students a chance to study the psycholOgical and technical aspects of applying sound and music to
Interactive visual media. Students will be given projects to
complete which will include creating their own sound effects
and music tracks as well as creating sounds for use in intera<>
tlve projects such as Web-based programming and sound
design software.(ACID, SOUND FORGE,VEGA VIDEO, and/or
other similar software).

39·3510
Application Design
Applicatoon planni~. design, and development are covered in
this course as students create a substantial applicatoon that
leverages persistent data. Content created in Data Design and
Object-oriented Programming will be utilized. Topics covered in
Data Design such as programming best practices, data norma~
lzation, and database theory will be expanded uPOn.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

39·3512
DVD Design and Production r•
The sciences of stoty-tellong and interface des~ are introduced along with supPOrtinc software to enable students to
achieve a basic level of competency in interactove DVO design.
The course emphasizes learning the foundations or protes·
slonal craftsmanship in authoring interactive productions. The

3 CREDITS
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goal of the course Is to learn the craft of designing a dynamic
interactive experience. Fundamental principles of interface
design. graphics. and motion menus in the production of a DVD
are addressed using flowing charting software as well as PhotoShop, AfterEffects, Final Cut Pro. and DVD Studio Pro. A new
set of interdisciplinary skills will be formulated to participate in
the rapidly expanding DVD industry.

39·3690J

McCarthy Technologies Bootcamp

McCarthy Technologies Bootcamp provides students an opportunity to practice cutting edge, team building and collaboration
skills in the context of a complete product development cycle
and workplace simulation. Students will explore the connection between individual agendas, both overt and unintended,
and the degree to which a successful team environment can
facilitate. and may even require, high order personal development. While the course is Typically taught in Fortune 500
environments, it defies typical corporate conventions and
stereotypes, advocating the creation of passionate workplaces
that emphasize our power to choose, to feel, and to grow while
increasing personal accountability. Students receive professional certification upon successful completion of the course.

3 CREDITS

39·3520

DVD Design & Production 11•
This course will provide design techniques and strategies.
Developing design strategies using cutting edge OVD authoring
software. students will create interactive navigational inter-faces for their own films as well as editing reels. In addition, this
course will investigate current design trends in the OVO author·
ing industry. The class will use Final Cut Pro 2.0 in conjunction
with DVO Pro and AfterEffects to generate interactive interfa<>
es for OVOs. The class will also cover how to work the audio
in OVD authoring specifically Guilind Surround sound tracks.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

39·3521

DVD Game Design and Production •

Students will learn how to create interactive DVO games. View·
ing examples of current DVD games. students are introduced
to the potential of DVO gaming. Each student will design
menus and program a DVD game using the scripting language
within OVO Studio Pro. Students will shoot the video content
necessary for a DVD game. which will be edited and encoded
for the DVD format. The fusion of all these skills will allow
students to create a highly interactive gaming experience.
3 CREDITS

39·3600

lAM Team

In this int ensive team production experience, students learn
to work collaboratively while producing projects for an external
client. Course begins with concepts of team organization and
communication and continues with the formation of production
teams, design of the project. and acquisition of media elements. Students practice scheduling and meeting deadlines by
shipping multiple versions of the project.
6 CREDITS

39·3601

Client Team II

Intensive year-long team production. students learn to work
collaboratively while producing projects for an external client.
This two-semester senior-level sequence builds on 39-2600
Interactive Mullimedia Production 1: Individual, and caps the
four-year major in Interactive Mullimedia. Course begins with
concepts of team organization and communication and continues with the formation of production teams. design of the
project , and acquisition of medoa elements. Students practice
scheduling and meeting deadlines by delivering multiple versions of the project throughout the year.
4 CREDITS
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NANCY DAY , CHAIRPERSO N
We will help you become the best reporter, producer, editor,
writer, or publisher you can be for the 21st centwy, in whatever medium or media you choose.

We have t he contacts and track records to help our students
get excellent internships in Chicago and across the country.
A full-time staff person was hired in 2007 to further expand
internship opportunities in Chicago as well as provide information on national and international internships. In Chicago,
students intern at CBS-2, NBC-5, ABC-7. WGN-TV, Tefemundo,
and Fox News: at American Medical News, Downbeat, and
Crain's Chicago Business: at Screen, Conscious ChOice, Ebony,
Chicago. and Punk Planet magazines: at Red Eye. the Daily
Herald, the Daily Southtown, the Chicago Defender and many
other newspapers, just for a few examples. Four recent
graduates were hired by the state's third-largest daily immediately upon graduation. All had extensive experience at the
College's multiple award-winning weekly newspaper, housed
in the Journalism Department. the Columbia Chronicle (www.
ccchronicfe.com).

Our approach is informal , our experience broad. our standards
high. We have faculty members who have reported all over
the world and in urban and rural areas of the United States.
We are trained and experienced as dispassionate observers,
but we are passionate about the disparities in coverage in our
own backyard : Chicago, our premier reporting laboratory. We
want to educate future journalists from disadvantaged communities and those who grew up in more privileged surroundings,
widening worldviews and covering communities no one else is.
We emphasize ethics across the curriculum. The Journalism
Department offers concentrations in News Reporting and
Writing, Magazine Writing and Edit ing, Broadcast Journalism
(radio and television), and Reporting on Health. Science. and
the Environment. We offer upper-level courses in such specializations as business. international, entertainment, and sports
reporting.

Magazine students produce Echo each semester. a full-color.
beautifully designed, student-written and edited magazine that
also wins national honors (wwwechomagonfine.com).
Broadcast Journalism students have opportunities to go five
on a 3Q.minute twice weekly news, weather. and sports show
called NewsBeat. produced in the Television Department. The
Journalism Department offers Metro Minutes. produced in the
convergence newsroom in which students anchor and shoot
and report news. features. and i!Hlepth pieces.

An exciting development is our convergence newsroom, new
in 2006, where st udents learn t o report and produce stories
across media platforms-for broadcast. print. and the Web.
with vivid language, sound, and video. The essential building
blocks for excellent journalism-generating ideas: figuring
out how to report, research, and verify information: and telling stories in an intriguing way- will remain the foundation of
our curriculum, as we teach students to think critically and
become more sophi sticated news consumers. This approach
will prepare students well for the challenges of technologies
not yet invented, since reporting and storytelling skills are
crucial across time.

Our alumni are prominent and plentiful in professional news
media and public affairs positions. Examples include anchor
and reporter Anita Padilla of NBC-5: Chicago Sun-Times columnist Mary Mitchell: Fernando Diaz of the Rochester (New
York} Democrat and Chronicle; Gina Leyba of the Santa Fe
New Mexican; Alan Trubow of the Austin (Texas} AmericanStatesman: Monica (Ourrani) Jones, Ebony magazine; Karla
Palomo of Bloomberg Financial News in New York; Memi Ayi
of the Chicago Daily Defender; Danielle Dellorto, a health
producer for CNN in Atlanta. plus clusters of three or more
recent graduates at Time Out Chicago and WBEZ-Chicago
Public Radio.

We continue to update our curriculum. For example, our first
course in the convergence newsroom was Multimedia Sports
Reporting, which produces the magazine show Beyond the
Game. We instituted a rigorous course in Entertainment
Reporting, focusing on the business and legal ramifications,
not just performances. Our students have opportunit ies to
learn about covering religion. They created their own database
of campaign finance information for the 2007 Chicago aldermanic races and analyzed it and contribute to online publications based at the College.

Please vi sit our department's Web pages to find out more
about our faculty. students, alumni. special events. courses,
and curricula : www.cofum.edu/undergraduate/journafism.
Nancy Day

Chairperson, Journalism

Our full-time faculty members have degrees from many fine
institutions of higher learning. Even more important to our
students are their instructors' professional backgrounds and
continued involvement in the industry. Three faculty members
are Fulbright Scholars. Two were Nieman Fellows. a prestigious mid..:areer paid academic year at Harvard University.
One is a Pulitzer Prize winner; one has won numerous Emmys
and a Peabody award: several are book authors. Most write
regularly for well known newspapers. magazines, and journals,
or produce news and feat ures for electronic media.
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CLTV, CBS.2, NBC-5, ABC-7, the American Bar Association,
and American Medical Association publications, as well as
many trade magazines. online news sites. and other major
media organizations.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
In acldition to training students to find good story ideas and
interpret, explain, and Inform, the Journalism Department
strives to instill Slrong values and emphasize integrity in all
ende<M>rs. Students learn information gathering skills that
stress accuracy, fairness. and balance: they learn hOw to
place news in a context that helps readers and listeners make
sense of the world. Good wntong is paramount, and students
are taugtlt hOw to tell engagong stories that stand out in
today's complex nnedoa envoronnnent.

The Journalism Depannnent offers a post-baccalaureate certifi.
cate of major.

CONCENTRA TIONS
BROADCAST JOURNALISM CONCENTRATION
Broadcast Journalism is an interdisciplinary program taugtlt
in cooperation with the Television and Radio departments.
Students leam to report, write, and produce television and
radio, news. features. and in-depth stories. Student-produced
news programs, such as Metro Minutes, a TV news update
shOw, and News/Jeat, a live TV newscast. are program
higtllights. Radio news students get hands-on training at
Columbia's radio station, WCRX. 88.1 FM. Students Intern at
major media outlets. including Chicago affiliates of ABC, NBC,
CBS, PBS. Fox, NPR, and Telemundo.

The Journalism program provides practical, hands-on experience in reponing. writing. edotong. and publishing in state-of·
the-an newsrooms for st udents seeking careers in newspapers. magazines. newsleuers. television. radoo. and online
media. The curriculum is structured around a core of six
courses. which includes the history and role of mass media
in America. and introductory courses in writing and reponing,
media ethics and law, copyedltlng, and computer-assisted
journalism. These fundamental courses prepare students
tor advanced work In the major's four concentrations: News
Reponing and Writing (news or spoils emphasis); Magazine
Writing and Editing: Broadcast Journalism (television or
radio emphasis): and Reporting on Health , Science. and the
Environment.

MAGAZINE WR ITING AND ED ITING CONCENTRATION
The Magazine program prepares students for editorial posi·
lions in consumer and trade magazines. Students take
classes in magazine writing and editing and have the opportunity to put their skills into practice working on Echo magazine,
Columbia College's awarcl-winning student publication. They
also are encouraged to work as Interns during their junior and
senior years, in Chicago and elsewhere.

Chicago is a great place to learn journalism: it is a world-class
city and one of the nation's premier media marketplaces.
Journalism students cover sto ries alongside professional
reponers as news breaks In government . politics. sports.
crime, courts. entertainment, sports, or anything else. And
because of the College's prime uoban location, students
have aooess to extensive local Internship opportunities. Our
students are a lso competitive for natoonal and international
internships. The new Semester in LA program allows talented
undergraduates to achieve a specialty In entenainment
reponing across nnedoa platforms. we have a cooperative
program with the Oubion Institute of Technology and many
other international oppo<tunitles. Students produce the prizewiMing Columbia Chronicle and its cuuong edge Web sote in a
spacious newsroom. Broadcast Journalism students. in collaboration with the Television Depanrnent. produce News/Jeat,
a live TV newscast, and Metro Minutes. a TV newsmagazine:
Broadcast Journalism students, in collaboration with the Radio
Depannnent. write and produce news for College radio station
WCRX. Magazone majors write, edot. and design Echo, an
award-winning, four-color magazine that focuses on Chicago
arts and culture. while online publishing students write and
design In-the-Loop, a Web site that helps Columbia students
get the most out of college life In the burgeoning South Loop
neighborhood. Students also can get their work published on
the awarcl-winning ChicagoTalks, an online publication that
covers the neigt>borhoods of the nation's third-largest city.
The two-year-old Web site, started by two faculty members
with the help of a grant from one of the media Industry's
most-respected foundations. also offers the Department's top
students an opportunity to publish investigative projects.

NEWS REPORTING AND WRITING CONCENTRATION
This concentration focuses on reporting and writing about
public affairs for print and online news media. Students
take advanced courses in community news, feature writ·
ing, interpretive reporting, and investigative journalism. and
in specialized "beats: such as courts. business. uoban
affairs, and the environment. In acldotion, a Spons Reponing
emphasis is available for News Reporting and Writing majors,
which is enhanced bY a broad range of spon s offerings in
Radio, Mar1<eting Communication, Liberal Education, and
Photography. Students in the College Newspaper WorkShop
produce the awarcl-wiMing Columbia Chronicle, the College's
weekly student newspaper, and its companion Web site.
SCIENCE JOURNALISM CONCENTRATION
Taugt>t in conjunction with the Science and Mathematics
Department. the Science Journalism concentration acldresses
a growing need for journalists who can bridge the gap between
the medical/scientific community and the general public. This
unique undergraduate program features a year-lo ng sequence
in science writing and reporting, taught by a Puliuer Proze
winning science journalist. In addition to careers In print and
electronic media, there are jobs for knowledgeable science
communicators in government, Industry. and academia,
including at major hospitals and research centers. Students
interview wor1d-<:lass scientists at such places as the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory and report on renowned physl·
clans and researchers at teaching hospitals affiliated with
the University of Chicago, Northwestern University, and the
University of Illinois-Chicago.

Students learn from adjuncts working for or contributing to

Chicago magazine. Time, Ebony, Jet, the Washlnglon Post.
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41-1132J

The Radio Traffic Reporter/ Producer

53-2015

This course will explore the tools. skills, and techniques
needed to become a Traffic Reporter/Producer. Content
covered will be how to voice traffic reports and how to write
and gather traffic information that is format specific. Various
traffic reporting styles will be examined as well as how to
gather and manage information regarding the Chicago area·s
major expressways and tollways during routine and emergency
conditions.

HISTORY OF JOURNALISM

1 CREDIT

53-1010

53·2020
I ntroduction to Journalism

HISTORY OF JOURNALISM, 53·1015 REPORTING AND WRITING I'

53·2020A

6 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-1010 INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM OR 53·2010

Reporting and Writing I

HISTORY OF JOURNALISM, 53·1015 REPORTING AND WRITING I'
COREQUISITES: 53·1016 GRAMMAR FOR JOURNALISTS'

Student s get an introduction to writing and reporting skills
used in all major media formats, with an emphasis on news·
papers. magazines. television. and radio. Writing exercises are
combined with field reporting so that students gain practical
experience. This course is designed to give students a solid
foundation for further studies in print or broadcast journalism.

53-2025

Copy Editing

Teaches students how to spot errors, correct English usage,
improve clarity. remedy inconsistencies and redundancies. and
edit stories to meet generally accepted journalistic standards
and Associated Press (AP) style.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I' OR CMPS
COREQUISITES: 52·1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC//' OR 53·1016

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-1015 REPORTING AND WRITING I, 53-1016
GRAMMAR FOR JOURNALISTS •

GRAMMAR FOR JOURNALISTS '

Grammar for Journalists
Introduction to Computer-Assisted
53-2030
Reporting•

This two-credit course enables Journalism majors to i mprove
essential grammar, punctuation, and spelling skills before
embarking on reporting and writing courses.

Course introduces students to technology-based news report·
ing techniques, ranging from library database research to
computer-assisted reporting applications, such as internet
search engines and analytical software. ASsignments emphasize acquisition and evaluation of quality information and
knowledgeable sources, using computer tools in an internet·
connected news lab.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I' OR CMPS

53-2010

Reporting and Writing II

Students will refine their interviewing, researching, and writing
skills as they report in and around Chicago. The course will
emphasize accuracy, objectivity, and critical-thinking skills.
After successfully completing this course, students will be able
to report and write clear. precise, and well-organized stories.

3 CREDITS

53-1016

Reporting for Print & Beast•

Course concentrates on interviewing, newsgathering, and
lead-writing techniques for print and broadcast. Reporting with
accuracy and objectivity is stressed.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53·1010 INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM OR 53-2010

This course is designed to inform and inspire students abOut
the Important public service role of journalism in a democratic
society, including the rignts and responsibilities protected
under the First Amendment. As technology advances . journal·
ists must be grounded in the history of the profession and its
enduring standards and values. Students will become more
sophisticated media consumers as they prepare to become
professionals In this evolving field . Students will also be introduced to a broad array of journalism careers. through guest
speakers. presentations. and occasional field trips.

53-1015

Med ia Ethics and Law

Students are instructed in legal and ethical issues that work·
ing journalists confront in the gathering and dissemination of
news: First Amendment history and interpretation is high·
lighted.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE& 53·1010 INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM OR 53·2010

History of Journalism

Course covers multicultural evolution of news from ancient
spoken, aural, and visual forms through printed, broadcast,
and online journalism of today. Major developments in
news media are examined, especially American newspapers,
magazines, newsreels, radio, and television, with emphasis on
Chicago examples.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-1015 REPORTING AND WRITING I

53·2135J
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Global Online Journalism

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS
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53-2215
Macul n e Artlc:l e Wrttln c•
Tai<H students Stell by Stell Uvougll process of c:reatong map.
11ne artiCles: Idea generation. research. ontennew te<hniQues.
sttuc:1ure. targetong an ap()ropriate magazine. wnting. and
rewrotlng.
3 CII(DIT$
PRCRCQ<J<S/JCS: 53 :?0:?0 RCPORnNG FOR PRI!fl ANO OORAOCAS r•.
53 :?030 INl/lOOVCIION 10 CCMPVTCR-ASS/SrEO REPORriNG OR
53;>();>().< RCPOIWNG ANO WRITING II
53· 2220
Vlauel Journellam •
Vosual Journalism Is both a theo<etlcal and a hands-on c:ourse
that omrne<ses students on all aspects of the vosual side of
pnnt journahsm. includong typOgraphy. photography. ollustratlon.
onformatoonal g,aphoc:s. desogn. and layout.
J C lllDI T$
53·2310
Broedc:. .t Newa Wrl tlnc•
Intended fO< students entering the Broaocast Joumaltsm
concentratiOn. thos course teaches basic techniques !0< wnting
raaoo and televisiOn news scnpts.
3 C llfDIT$
COR£~/SillS: 53;>();>() RCPORriNG FOR PRINI Afo/0 8/lOAOCASr•

a.

53· 2410
Medlc:lne
Sc: l enc:e In M edia
SymPOsium sty1e course deals wtth maJOr scoentofic: and med"
c:al ossues ot pUbloc ooncern. Students consider hOw media
onterptet sc:oentlfic: onte<matoon and make ot relevant to lay
auooenc:es. Issues covered moght onclude destruc:tlon to the
envoronment. morahty of eut/Oanasoa. tundong ot manned soac:e
tnM!I. 0< nuc:lear pehcy on the post-Cold war era . Ullert speak·
ers are a couose htghhghL
3 CREDITS
PRCRCC)<JISIICS S' 11 51 WRITING ANO RHFIORIC 1• OR CMPS

53· 2510
Opinion Wrltlnc•
Students write In their own 110tc:es IO< newspapers. magazones.
and b<oaocast. Course includes e xercises In edotorlal . column.
and oi)OniOn wntlng IO< various medoa. Research requored tO<
most poec:es.
J ClllDITI
PRCRCC)<JISirCS 53;>();>() RCPORn•..c; POR PRINI ANO IIROo\OC4Sl •
5 3-25 15
W rltlnc Revlewa o f Art and Culture•
Teact>es pMosoony ot c:ntJCtsm and pracuc:al prlncoples and
slvlls ol ns )OU<nahstoc apeheatoons. lnstruc:toon ~trates
on .._.ng ftlms. oooo.s. theate<. dance. musoc. and
televosoon
J C lllDIT S
PRCRCC)<JISIICS. 53;>();>() RCPOR nNG P0R PRWT AJo/0 tiROo\OC4S I •.
53 :>030 IHIIIOOVCliOH 10 CCMPVTER ASSISrCO RCPORriNG • OR
53;>();>().< RCPORING M O WR1nNG r •

53-2515J
Advanced lntervlew lnC
2 CR£DITS
PRCREQCJISITCS: SJ.;>O;>O RCPORONG FOR PRINT AJo/0 BR040C4ST•.
SJ.;>OJO llfliiOOVCTION TO CCMPVTCR ASS<$ TCO R£PORrtNC •
53·2520
Sporta Reportlnc•
Interviews wtth Cnlcago-area athletes and sPOrtswriters help
students look beyond game scores Into the ·w11ys • behind
sPOrts developments . Students cover games. wt1te feature
ste<oes. and d•g into news developments In the field of sports.
3 C REDITS
PRCRE~ISITCS: 53-20:>0 RCPOR nNG FOR PRtNr AJo/0 tiROo\OC4S r •
53· 2527J
lntro t o F..h l on Blo U inC
The pUrPOse of this one credot-hour course Is to study the
we<ld of fashion bloU)ng and learn how to c:reate a eted•ble
fashoon blog based bn rePOrt.ong and engaging wntong.. The
course wtll explore contemp()r&ry fashion as wen as examine
the elements of lnftuential l ashion blogs and onli ne fashion
magazines sUCh as The Sartorlallst. Fashionlsta.com. Go Fug
Yourself. Hintmag.com. lconlque .com and On The Runway.
1 CREDIT
53·2535J
How to Get a Job In Journallam
Goves students an overview o l the actual business of being a
journalist. Teaches hOw to pUt together a resume and design
a ptofessiOnal Web s ole to contract negotiations and the IHe ol
a freelancer. Students learn about real wO<Id and wO<k related
ossues as they start we<king outside the confines of the school
or ontemships. Course PfOI/IdeS excellent prel)atatlon fO< job
seekers In the field of journalism.
1 CREDIT
53· 2540
Reportlnc f or Spanl ah·lancuace Newa
Media
Thos course Is ontended tor bollngual students w110 are inter·
ested In writing tor the Spanish language print media . Writing
e xercises. geared to lmptoYing the students· command ot writ·
ten Spanish. combine wtth field reporting and prOducing to help
students gain practical experience In wrltong news IO< Spanish
print media outlets. Students shOuld be ftuent In Spanish.
l C REDITS
PRCREC)<JISITCS. 53·1015 RCPORn-.Q MO WRIONG 1•
5 3-2540J
W r l tlnC f o r W omen'• Macul nea
llus course Will teac:n the necessary knowle<lge and sJulls to
e<\aOle stude<lts to wnte and marl<.et se.etal types of atlJCies
to a wide vanety of we<nen's pUbhc:atoons. We Wlll also eot>Soder we<nen's magaz~nes in conte•t as a social and CUltural
11\Sututoon. both ntstoncally and CYtrently
2 CREDITS
53· 2541
Spenlah Broedc . .t Newa •
This WOf1<shop os intended IO< bOitngUal studentS interested in
wntong lor the Spanish &ancuage brOadCast news media. Writ
"'C e>.erc>ses eeared to tmorOON"C the studentS. oommano of
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written Spanish combine with field reporting and producing to
help students gain practical experience writing news tor Spar>lsh Broadcast outlets. Students should be fluent in Spanish.

53-3115

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJTES: 53-1015 REPORTING ANO WRITING t•

53-2545

Investigative Reporting•

Course focuses on exploring methods of tracking a story to its
roots, focusing on the key watchdog and spotlight functions of
journalism. Students are taugllt how to: find and report tougll
stories that powerful interests would rather not have revealed,
gather relevant information and documentation, verify that
information, and present results for various media.

Travel and Food Writing Workshop•

Students learn how to craft articles tor the popular Food and
Travel sections of newspapers, magazines. and Web sites. Stu·
dents learn the basics of these two types of service journalism,
explore the practical and ethical issues. and write pieces of
varying types and lengths.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISJT£5: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST",
53-2030 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED REPORTING•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•,

Students cover city hall. agencies, and institutions that impact
city lite, and city/suburban(county governmental units, in this
advanced writing and reporting lab. Students interview agency
officials, cover meetings, attend press conferences. and write
news articles on urban events and issues.

53-3120

53-2030 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED REPORTING• OR
53-2020A REPORTING AND WRITING II

53-2545J

3 CREDITS

Travel Writing: Honduras

PREREQUISJTES: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•

3 CREDITS

53-2550J

53-3125

Business Law for Journalists

Covering the Courts•

Students learn the structure of the court system and how
to report on criminal and civil cases. Deadline reporting is
emphasized.

Students will dissect various cases in the news to understand
the legal concepts necessary for covering business stories.
They will gain a basic understanding of torts, contracts. property law, criminal law, corporations/partnerships, and patenV
trademark/copyright issues as they relate to covering issues in
the news.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53·2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST"

53·3130

1 CREDIT

Interpretive Reporting

Bringing perspective, clarity, and insigllt to major news stories,
interpretive reporting is an advanced journalistic technique
that goes beyond the "Who. What. Where• ot basic reporting
to the "Why" and "how: Students use journalistic tools of
interviewing, research, and reporting to explain relevance of
major issues.

53-2815
Advertising Production II: Pri nt
Production Seminar•
This course exposes students to a brief history of print produ<>
tion and 4-eolor processes used in creating advertisements for
print media (newspapers, magazines. books. outdoor posters,
transportation advertisements such as "bus wraps." and other
promotional materials). This course familiarizes students with
the current practices for providing technical specifications. cost
estimat es, and scheduling timelines in producing printed material intended for distribution to mass audiences. To heighten
awareness of career options in print production, students will
participate in tours of advertising agencies and high volume
print production facilities.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53·2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST>,

53-2030 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED REPORTING •

53-3210

Magazine Editing•

Teaches students advanced skills necessary to edit articles tor
consumer and t rade magazines. Students learn editing strategies, packaging, and advanced copyediting for print and online
publications.

3 CREDITS

53·3110

Covering Urban Affairs •

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-2025 COPY EDITING •, 53·2215 MAGAZINE ARTICt.E

Feature Writing

WRITING•

Students learn t o recognize, report, and write about human,
social, and cultural events. covering concepts such as tone and
pace. Follow-ups and color sidebars to news events and human
interest and trend stories are emphasized.

53-3215

Trade Magazine Writing•

Teaches specific research, writing, and editing skills tor
magazines serving various industries. Students learn to cover
specific businesses tor specialized audiences. Course provides
an excellent preparation tor Chicago's many trade publications.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITEs: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53·2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•,
53·2030 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED REPORTING• OR
53-2020A REPORTING AND WRITING 11•
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53·3220

53-3535

Advanced Macazlne Article WrltlnC*

Collece Magazine Workshop*

Develops skills acquired in Magazine Article Writing. concentrating on developing and marketing one long-form magazine
piece. Students read and discuss examples of long.form magazine writing and irwestigate immersion reporting techniques
and literary devices for nonfiction use.

In this fast-paced, hands-on course, students p<oduce a
glossy, four-color magazine called ECHO in a single semester.
Students assign, write, and edit stories; assign and create
photographs and illustrations: design pages: and send It out
for printing.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-2215 MAGAZINE ARTICI.E WRITING•

6 CREDITS

53-3540
53-3310

Course builds upon skills taught in Broadcast News Writ·
ing by focusing on development and writing of reporter news
packages. Some stories wrinen in this class are produced in
Creating the Television News Package.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53·2310 BROAOCAST NEWS WRITING •

53-3505

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 28-1910 INTRODUCTION TO FASHION BUSINESS,
28-1937 CENTURY OF DESIGN, 53-1015 REPORTING AND WRITING 1•,

Literary Journalism

53·2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROAOCA$T•

Literary journalism Is a sophisticated ski lls course focusing on
the use of literary strategies and techniques in modern feature
journalism. The specific focus of the course work is the dra·
matic nonfiction or · narrative" story, a form that requires both
literary and e<pository techniques. The course concentrates on
theory as well story craft, including finding. analyzing. researching, synthesizing, outlining, writing, rewriting, and polishing
newspaper series and magazine stories. with some discussion
of book-length journalism.
3 CREDITS

53-3515

53-3588

Internship: Print Journalism* •

Internships provide advanced Print (including online and
magazine) Journalism students with opportunities to gain work
experience in their areas of concentration or interest While
receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
1·6 CREDITS

53·3589

Internship; Broadcast • •

Internshi ps p<ovide advanced Broadcast Journalism students
with opportunities to gain work e<perlence in their area of concentration or interest While receiving academic credit toward
their degrees.

Online Publis hing & Production•

Course introduces Journalism students, and other students
with interest in Web page design, to the growing world of
online interactive publishing. Students e<plore both publishing
concepts and production technology, leading to the creation of
their own original online publications.

1-6 CREDITS

53-3598

3 CREDITS

Independent Project : Journalism

The student, with app<oval of a supervising faculty member,
designs an independent project to study a subject area that is
not available in the journalism curriculum. Prior to registration,
the student must submit a written p<oposal that outlines the
project. Department permission is required.

PREREQUISITES: 53-2030 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED
REPORTING•

53-3525

Fashion Journalism

This intermediate course introduces students to the world of
fashion journalism . Students learn how to apply their Interview
and research skills to develop a critical eye for this subject.
They are required to sift through the hype and relay the fashion
story to readers. This is achieved by developing a strong fashion vocabulary and heightening the level of area e<pertise.

Writing & Reporting TV News •

Senior Honors Seminar* •

Seminar course. leading to graduation with honors in the
major, offers outstanding senior journalism students the opportunity to do a significant piece of professional·level writing.
suitable for publication.

53-3601A
Practlcum In Television News :
Newsbeat•
Students learn all facets of planning and executing a local
news program: Ideas, story assignment, shooting, research,
interviewing. editing. anchoring. and stand-ups. Students gain
experience in breaking news, sports. weather, entertainment.
and enterprise packages. Broadcast Journalism students,
in cooperation with advanced students enrolled in Television
Department courses 40-3621A (Producing) and 40-3317
(Direction). prOduce the live, twice-weekly Newsbeat.

3 CREDITS

53-3530
Collece Newspaper Workshop
Students receive intense hands-on experience in writing and re-porting skills as well as the opportunity to be published in the
weekly student-operated newspaper, The Columbia Chronicle,
and its Web site. (The class is also open to a limited number
of Photography majors to build their portfolios.)

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2601 CREATING THE 1Y NEWS PACKAGE',

3 CREDITS

53-3310 WRITING AND REPORTING TY NEWS•
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53-3601B
Practlcum Television News: Metro
Minutes•
Students learn all facets of planning and executing a local
news program: story creation and assignment, research, interviewing. shoot ing. editing. anchoring. and stand-ups. Broadcast
Journalism students report, shoot , and edit projects for Metro
Minutes and serve as anchors and reporters, working in collaboration with students in the Television Department Producing Practicum.

53-4415
Feature Writing In Science and
Medicine•
The course is a continuation of 53-4410 Science and Medi·
cine: Covering the News. It is. however, open to students who
have not taken 53-4410. The course emphasizes the skills
needed to create feature stories on subjects relating to sci·
ence, medicine. and the environment.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST*

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40-2061 CREATING THE IV N<w$ PACKAGE•,
53-.3310 WRITING AND REPORTING IV NEWS•

53-4420
Environmental Reporting
Human stewardship of the planet is at a crossroads. Actions
taken now to reduce pollution, halt environmental depredation,
and cut fossil fuel consumption will determine the Earth's fut ure for generations to come. This course will train journalists
to cover this important area as it relates both to public and
private policy.

53-3602
Multi-Media Sports Reporting •
Students learn the fundamentals of developing. writing. and
reporting sports stories for various media platforms. Students
will put their sports stories on a Web site. as well as produce a
broadcast version tor Frequency lV.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•,
53-2030 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED REPORTING •

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 402601 CREATING THE IV NEWS PACKAGE',
53-3310 WRITING AND REPORTING IV NEWS •

53-4540
Advanced Sports Reporting•
This sequel to Sports Reporting emphasizes in-depth coverage,
both in subject matter and length of stories. Field-reporting
assignments will include sports media, sports business and
marketing. stadium financing and construction, legal issues,
and gender issues.

53-4110
The Business Beat •
Course teaches student s to understand and report on the
economy, big and small business. financial markets, techno!·
ogy and media, labor, real estate. personal finance. and more.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 53·2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST-

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53·2520 SPORTS REPORTING•

53-411S
Community News
This course stresses the growing importance of community
journalism in an increasingly complex media environment.
Students cover a variety of public policy issues that affect
urban and suburban communities and learn to focus stories
tor community audiences.

53-4550
Reporting Entertainment News •
This news and business reporting class focuses on trends,
personalities, and popular culture in the world of arts, entertainment, and media.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•

53-4410

53-4550J
Covering Washington
This course is designed to introduce the advanced journalism
student to national political reporting and the workings of the
three branches of government. It will also focus on the role of
lobbyists, government and media watchdog organizations, think
tanks, and the national and foreign news media. Students will
develop strategies for covering the federal government, developing news sources, and interpreting government documents
and public policies.

Science and Medicine : Covering the

News*
The ability to writ e and report clearly about medical, scientific,
and environmental subjects is an increasingly useful skill in
writing for newspapers, magazines. broadcast outlets, Web
pages, book publishers, the health industry. and academic
instit utions. The reading public has a strong need for news
about health, the sciences. and the state of the planet both to
make personal lifestyle choices and to guide local and national
leaders in setting policy. Students learn to take complex ideas
and express them in language accessible to a mass audience.

3 CREDITS

53-4570
Topics In Journalism: Election 2008
Students will report and write about local, state, and national
political races using multi-media techniques. Employing
databases, interviewing techniques, and a variety of other
advanced reporting skills, students will create a body of work
that will help them work as political reporters, editors, and

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST•
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producers. InstructiOnal resources fee of $225 oncludeS travel
to and from St. Louos to cover the v.ce presodentoal debate and
one noght hOtel.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53 2020 REPORnNG FOR PRINT ANO BROADCAST-,
53 2030 INTRODUCTION TO OOMPUTER·ASSISTEO REPORnNG •

53·4570J

Covering the Iowa Caucuses

3 CREDITS

53·4610
I nte rnational Reporting•
This course Is a practical guide to covering international
stories from here and abroad. Students will analyze Issues of
Importance on Asia. the Middle East. Africa. the Americas. and
Europe. In explonng reporting strategoes for pront and broadcast. students woll learn to include historical perspect.ve and
provide soetal. economic. political, and cultural context: they
woll also learn to look for the human element and downplay
crosls-oriented coverage.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53 2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT ANO BROADCAST-

53·4670
Diversity In the Med ia: Covering
Immigration
This class will examine how immigration shapes our neighbor·
hoods. our state. and our nation. Students will report and
wrote stories out of Chicago's immigrant enclaves as well as
examone how immigratoon policy impacts local to federal government. Students also will use blogging. dogotal recordong and
edotong. and audiO recording and edoting to enhance the wrotten

word.
3 CREDITS

PRCREQUISITES: 53·1015 REPORnNG AND \VRITING I

53·47S5J
Silent Spring: Journalism That Awoke
the World
Examines poetic, political and polemical elements of Rachel
Carson's literary journalism as well as personal challenges the
twentieth century writer faced. Her final work. Silent Spring.
documented the ecological harm of DOT pesticide. Initially
rejected by fifteen magazines. her investigative reportage went
on to become an International bestseller. Despite harsh and
often sexost crotocism. her findings were confirmed by the U.S.
government. Her expose helped rewrite federal laws and create the U.S. ErMronmental Protection Agency.
1 CREDIT

53·6735
M agazine Journalism II
No descroptoon available.
3 CREDITS
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION
MARGARET SULLIVAN, CHAIRPERSON
In the age of information, the art of persuasion is key. The
science of marketing turns technological innovations into
b illion-<lollar industries. The culture of advertising shapes and
colors the world we live in. The persuasive power of public
relations dominates not only the marketplace of ideas, but
the political arena as well.

The Marketing Communication Department is significantly
involved in Columbia College programs offering real-world experience in the entertainment industry of Los Angeles. Advancedlevel students may participate in a program that studies
marketing and publicity in films and television , where they will
gain practical experience through internship and employment
opportunities in entertainment marketing communication. In
Chicago, as well, our facilities and resources extend beyond
the classroom to the conference rooms, auditoriums. and
executive suites of many communications firms in the Chicago
area, which provide guest lecturers and invite our students for
on-site educational experiences.

The worldwide information industry is exploding with oppor·
!unities - and with fresh challenges that put new competitive
demands on artists, technicians, businesspeople, and civic
leaders to know how to construct and promote their messages effectively.
The best way to get into the game is to work and study with
experienced practitioners who are defining and redefining the
standards of professional excellence. Our faculty members
are working professionals, the creative minds who have made
Chicago a world class capital of marketing, advertising. and
public relations. They are also teachers who take seriously
their commitment to providing our students with cutting~dge
skills in the context of a liberal arts education.

We manage one of the country's most effective internship programs with placements in Chicago, Los Angeles. and overseas.
Marketing Communication majors receive a solid education in
the academic fundamentals and complement their studies with
practical experience. Internships often facilitate students' en·
try into t he profession upon graduation . We provide extremely
competitive internships to upper division (junior and senior
level) students who earn credit toward their degrees as they
train with leading marketing communication decision-makers.
Effective marketing communication is the crucial element in
the successful development of businesses and organizations.
It is a field focused on the strategic marketing of goods and
services and the communication of information to support
marketing goals. With marketing communication skills, creative
artists are empowered to control their own careers .

Students majoring in Marketing Communication take a core
of courses resulting in cross training in all the marketing
communication disciplines. They then select from among
three concentrations to complete their major: marketing.
advertising, or public relations.
Marketing: Learn the fundamentals of conceptualizing.
pricing, promoting, and distributing ideas, goods, and ser·
vices, and then gain practical experience in organizing and
executing marketing strategies in a real·world environment.
Understand the power of branding and the significant impact
of brands.

·eommunicaCion dominates our society as perhaps the
single most influential human activity. More than half of
all Americans work in joDs that produce or distriDute information. In our Department, we provide students with
an intensive understanding of the disciplines of Market·
lng, Advertising, and PuDiic Relations. With a sense of
continuity Detween traditional and emerging practice,
our mission is to prepare students for the professions,
now and in the future. As Rilke reminds in his Letters
to a Young Poet, The future enters into us, in order to
transform itself, long before it happens: •

Advertlalng: Develop a solid academic understanding of the
principles of advertising psychology and technique. and ac>
quire professional expertise and hands-on experience in ap.
plying those principles to your individual interests and career
goals. Create a portfolio of your work that exceeds industry
standards and identifies your creative voice.

Margaret Sullivan
Chairperson. Marketing Communication

Public Relations: Acquire professional skills of organization
and communication leading to a mastery of media placement
techniques to help organizations reach, teach, and influence
public opinion, in the context of a unified strategic marketing
plan.
Students In all concentrations who are interested in sports
marketing can elect, in addition to their concentration, a
focus in Sports Marketing Communication.
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MARKETING CONCENTRATION
The marketing program empowers students with a solid
understanding of marketing, branding, and the marketing
process. Our curriculum is informed by an integrated focus on
the research-based planning, pricing, production, distribution,
and promotion of goods and services. Again, from a real-world
perspective, students also learn to identify marketing opportunities and challenges, develop viable marketing strategies, Implement strategic marketing plans, and assess organizations'
preparedness to support and fulfill the marketing process. The
subject of ethics and its implications for the marketing functions are interwoven throughout the curriculum.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MA RKETING COMMUNICATION

The Marketing Communication program offers concentrations
in Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations.
The core purpose of the department is to educate students in
the theory and practices of their chosen field. Our approach
not only helps students find their first jobs in their chosen field.
but also enables them to climb faster and farther than their
counterparts entering the job market from other institutions.
The curriculum is structured to give students versatility by
cross-educating them through required courses and suggested
electives In the three concentrations. The versatility makes our
students more desirable as "hires· in the marketing communications field, where professionals want well-rounded students
who have integrated knowledge as well as skills in their specialized concentrations.

PUBLIC RELATIONS CONCENTRATION
Our curriculum in Public Relations helps students develop
theoretical and practical appreciation for mass communication
strategies aimed at.shaping public perceptions and attitudes
towards a product, service. organization, person, or issue. Also
real world in approach , the Public Relat ions curriculum teaches
students how to analyze public relations problems and then
formulate and implement viable strategies for problem resolutions. with an emphasis on ethical implications. Students are
also taught to write effectively for all media, deploy diverse
resources or tools of the trade in fulfillment of public relations
goals, and successfully manage an array o f public relations
events.

Every student can also expect to have the opport unity for
an internship with for-profit or nonprofit institutions that will
enhance his/her career opportunities. These internships give
students the professional experience that greatly enhances
their employability and enriches their education.
When students complete the program and achieve the Marketing Communication degree, they can speak the language of the
business, understand a multitude of roles and assignments.
and qualify for beginning positions as mature. educated par-

FOCUS IN SPORTS MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

ticipants. Thus, the department of Marketing Communication

(OPTIONAL)

truly fulfills the mission of the College. that our student s are
prepared to authOr the culture of their times.

The Sports Marketing Communication focus enables students
in all of the concentrations to take the skills they've learned
and apply them to one of the fastest-growing industries. Sport
sponsorship, emerging as a new marketing tool, is more
economical than traditional advertising and more targeted
than mass media, yet can reach billions in a single sports
event. Above all, sponsorship capitalizes on fan's emotional
attachment to their teams as part of their everyday lifestyles.
Students are prepared to address the need for professional
practitioners in the field of public relations, advertising, promotion, market research, and event planning.

The Marketing Communication Department offers a post-baccalaureate certification of major. and minors in Marketing Communication and Public Relations.

CONCENTRATIONS
ADVERTISING CONCENTRATION
In this advertising program students acquire general and specific knowledge about the development of effective advertising
strategies and concepts, whether targeted to the overall mass
consumer market or selected market segments. Domestic
and international in scope, the program is attuned to diversity
issues and cultural phenomena. Offering options in account
planning, creative, media productions, and general practice.
our curriculum immerses students in the study of consumer
behavior. media (planning, buying, and selling) copywriting, art
direction, sales promotion, direct marketing, and the production of advertising materials. Students are also exposed to
ongoing and emerging advertising management and ethical
issues from a real-world perspective.

WWW . COLUM . EO U

Minor In Marketing Communication
Students who pursue a minor in Marketing Communication
learn to become empowered and control their own artistic

careers.
Minor In Public Relations
The minor in Public Relat ions is intended for any student in
majors throughout Columbia. Its concepts enrich j ournalism. radio, and broadcast; professionals in cultural and arts
management; entrepreneurs in emerging fields of technology;
in interactive arts and media; and in the interdisciplinary arts.
Students with accomplishments in creative and fiction writing,
and in film and video, benefit from the relevant attributes and
skills - namely, outreach and promot ion - sharpened and
ready for use. This minor requires 18 hours for completion.
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54-1500
lntacrated MarkatlnC Communication
lniiOductory sun~ey course explores the fundamentals of marketing: product, promotion, pricing, and distribution, as well as
the impact of market research, technology, and globalization.
Students will also address the role ethics plays in the everyday
operations of marketers.
3 CREDITS

54-1501
Introduct ion to Sale a Promot ion •
Course examines merchandising and Incentives as vital tools
of the promotion mix. Students explore how these tactics contribute to the development of an effective promotion plan.

54·1604

Interactive Advertlalnc•
Course presents and explores marketing communication
through digital media. Several convergi~ techniques are
IntroduCed: computer-based multimedia. television, computer
networks. telephone, and cable systems. Lectures and discussions cover basic components of marketing communication
promotions. direct marketing. public relations, retail distribution. and advertlsl~. Exercises locos on development of
Interactive advertising campaigns.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

3 CREDITS

Advertising Copywrltlng 1•
Students learn to write advertising copy for campaigns that
target large mass consumer audiences. FOcused on writing campaigns to be featured In print. broadcast, and online
media. the course teaches students the elements of style and
creativity. relevant communication techniques. and the basics
of how advertisements are constructed.

54·1605

PREREQUISITES: 54--1500 INTEGRATED MARKEnNG COMMUNICATION

54-1503
Introduction to Sal. . & Sales
Manacemant•
Students examine selling techniques from a variety of perspectives. Course covers Initial client contact. making the sale.
and customer serAce. Students examine effective management of a sales force In a competitive and diverse market·
place.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKEnNG COMMUNICATION,
54-1600 INTROOUCTION TO ADVERTISING

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICAriON

54-1600
Introduction to Advertising
In this introductory course students exam1ne traditional and
emerging fundamentals of advertising as an interdisciplinary
marl<eting-based pracllce. career option. and cultural force.
Curriculum Is designed to accommodate Marketing Communication majors and students from other departments througt>out the College.

54·1700
Introduction to Public Relations
An overview of the historical development and the contempo.
rary techniques of public relations, one of the fastest-growing
career fields In our global information society. Through class
d1scuss10n and case stud1es focusing on both actual and
creatively imagined situations. students gain insight into the
world presented by the major media and learn the importanoe
of research. planning. action, and evaluation. with an emphasis
on ethical implications.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

;:

54-1601

54·1701

· "~

Public Relations WrltlnC I
Writing-Intensive course covers all forms of writing for commu·
nicating public relations messages. Including press releases,
media alerts. public service announcements. video news
releases. pitch letters. speechwritlng, brochures, newsletters.
and other public relations presentations. At the successful
completion of the semester. each student Ms accomplished a
writing portfolio.

Conaumer Behavior (Adcult)
Course explores the relationship between conscious and
unconscious factors Influencing consumers and examines the
need, structure. and interaction with planned advertising messages. SUn~ey course gives students insight into the reasons
advertising works. using basic read1ngs In the psychology of
perception and attitude formation.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

114-1602

The Art of the Televlalon Commercial In
Popular Cu l ture
Course studies the television commercial as advertising
strategy, film production, editorial process. art form. and
phenomenon of popular culture. Course materials consist of
TV commercials, Including hundreds of the most expensive.
exciting, funny, effective, outrageous. sexy, and conceptually
brilliant television spots ever made. Course is a must for
career-focused advertising and film students.

54·1702
Special Events and Promotions
Focus 1S on the public relations techniques of special events,
Including event planning, management, and production. Students learn to create, plan, budget, Implement. and evaluate
events. ranging from parades and marathons and road race
events to product launches and theme parties. Students
participate in at least three special events during the semester
and complete a final exam where they plan, promote, create,
and orehestJate a silent auction fund raiser for a nonprofit
organization.

3 CRE.DITS

3 CREDITS

54-1603

Advertising In America
Survey course emphasizes the unique role of advertising In
American society traCed through the sociological development
of advertising In America from the earliest days to the present.
3 CREDITS
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54-1703
Public Relations Resources
Students meet a series of guest speakers from the pUI)Iic
relations professions, who give them an up-to-lhe-ffllnute
education in tOday's PR skills. The course's wide tange of PR
tools cl1anges from semester to semester as the profession
evolves. Recent guest ptofessionals have focused on video
news releases, lntemet PR. and a newsroom tout. In addition
to acquiring skills. students gain a theoretical understanding of
the many facets of public relations today.

54-2504
Customer Information Marketing•
Course teaches students to use database marketing to
increase efficiency. Students leam to create profitable ~to
one customer relationships that gain Information necessary to
understanding customer behavior. Course demonsttates the
means to improving ovetall ptofits by using databases to link
planning, forecasting, budgeting, list and media selection, product development, fulfillment, and customer services. Students
apply these t ecl1niques to rea~llfe marketing ptoblems.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

54·1704J
Pitching the Media for the layman
This course introduces students in disciplines other than
Public Relations studies to lips and tecl1nlques for garnering
media attention for their band, art work, writing, etc. St udents
learn hOw to find and create news within their own accompliShments.

54-2505
E-Commercej Database Marketing•
Course teacl1es students to use database marketing to
increase efficiency. Students leam to create ptofitable one-toone customer relationships that gain infonnation necessary to
understanding customer behavior. Course demonsttates the
means to imptovlng ovetall profits by using databases to link
plaMing, forecasting, budgeting, list and media selection, product development, fulfillment, and customer services. Students
apply these techniques to rea~life marketing ptoblems.

1 CREDIT

54· 1800
Introduct ion to Sports Marketing•
Course explores the breadth ot the sports marketing Industry
and Its oonsumer and communication realities. This Intermediate marketing course Introduces students to the Sports Mar·
keting concentration or provides a marketing elective. Students
learn how to decide market selection and how to plan. create.
and assess sports marketing communication ptograms thatlr.
elude advertising, marketing, pUblic relations, and new media.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MAIIKETING COMMUNICATION

54·2510
Branda & Branding•
A survey of the strategies and activities that create distinctive
brand identities and generate loyalty for prOducts and services.
Students will discover the many touch points and stakeholders

3 CREDITS

.
v

i

that affect branding and explore btanding as it applies across
advertising, public relations, employee int etaction, corpotate
social responsibility, and new ptOduct development.

54-2500
Introduction to M arket Ruearch•
Course Introduces measurement and researcl1 tecl1nlques employed In marl<eting. Curriculum places emphasis on design,
execution. analysis, and lnterptetation of both qualitatl\le and
quantitatl\le research. Students learn to initiate and execute a
meaningful research study.

3 CREDITS

PREREQCIISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRA TED MAIIKETING OOMMUNICA T10N

54-2502
Creativity and Marketing•
Explotatory course encourages st udents to consider nontta·
ditlonal methOds of marketing products. Students engage In
creative problem solving in all aspects of marketing to achieve
marketing objectives and inctease profitability.

54-2515
Technology f or M arket ing•
Course explores the impact of contemporary technologies
on the marketing ptocess. Starting with the e<-ommerce on
tOday·s internet and moving on to recent and emerging tect>nologies, hands-on activities will explore the ease of building a
business solution Web site; using a contemporary marketing
information syst em (SPECTRA EnLighten) to explore ptOduct
segmentation and potential; exploring the global potential of
prOducts using EuroMonitor; and building a working, integrated
customer relationship management (CRM ) solution.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MAIIKETING COMMUNICATION
OR 41-3107 RADIO MARKETING AND PROMOTION-

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MAIIKETING COMMUNICATION,

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MAIIKETING COMMUNICATION

54-2900 INTRODIJCT!ON TO MEDIA •
54· 2503
Mlrketlng Not-for-Profit Organlutlons •
Students ~arn that the same marketing principles used to sell
consumer ptOducts for ptofit are applicable when marketing
not-for-profit organizations such as charities, cultural Institutions, schools. and hospitals. The growth and competitiveness
ol not-lor-ptofits demand effective marketing, and students will
be asked to solve some of the cases studied.
3 CREDITS

54-2550
Global Marketing Wo rkshop • Prague
Advanced Marketing course focusing on case study review and
discussion of global marketing Issues In Europe and specifi.
cally the EU (European Union). Students apply basic marketing
principles to real life ptoblem solving situations. Students
will have the opportunity to Interface with advertising agency
personnel from ORAFTFCB Prague.

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING OOMMUNICATION

8 CREDITS
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54-2801

Advertising Workshop•

54-2615
Advertising Production II : Print
Production Seminar•

This Marketing Communication AdVertising core requirement
focuses on teaching students how to develop a comprehensive
adVertising plan that answers a problem posed by a selected
client or case study. At the culmination of the course, students will formally present their creative solution. Course of·
fers a hands-on approach to utilizing principles learned across
the AdVertising concentration. Recommended for advanced
adVertising students.

This course exposes students to the history of print production and processes used in creating advertisements for print
media (newspapers. magazines, books, outdoor posters, "bus
wraps." and other promotional materials). This course familiar·
izes students with t echnical specifications. cost estimates,
and scheduling timelines in producing printed advertisements.
Students will participate in tours of advertising agencies and
high-volume print production facilities.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION,
54-1600 INTRODUCTION TO AOVERTlSING

54-2802

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54·2602 ADVERTISING PRODUCTION 1•

Advertising Production I*

54-2701
Public Rel ations Cases & Crisis
Communication•

In this course students practice the skills needed to plan,
produce, and pitch radio and television commercials and infomercials. Students develop creative concepts, prepare treat·
ments. proposals, scripts. and budgets. Students also partici·
pate in the work11ow of the broadcast advertising business.
focusing on personnel requirements. creative techniques, and
cost factors that affect pre-production, production, and post·
production. Each student creates a professional bid package
that demonstrates his or her approach in meeting specific
marketing objectives for a particular client and product .

Course examines application of basic public relations prin·
ciples through the case history method. Students explore
important PR case histories and analyze and critique each
decision with an emphasis on ethical public relations management. Special attention is given to managing crises. including
consequences of unforeseen emergencies and disasters.
Students learn a range of methods for handling various events
with respect to target audiences.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 54·1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 54-lSDD INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

54-2803

54-2704
Public Relations for Arts , Culture, and
Social Services •

Business to Business Advertising•

Course prepares students to become skilled communicators
in the promotion of non-profit activities. ranging from performing and visual arts to social service organizations. Course
discusses the various social groups, the messages t ailored to
these groups, and overall promotion for a wide variety of objectives. including legislat ive support, contributions, audiences,
and organization building. Through a series of class projects.
students gain an appreciation of the importance of public rela·
t ions in the social contributions of non-profits.

Course is an Intensive workshop that focuses on strategies
and techniques that apply for business-to-business or "B2B"
advertising. Designed to help students understand key differ·
ences between business-to-business versus regular business·
tcx:onsumer or "B2C" advertising, this course requires the
students' development of B2B campaigns for inclusion in t heir
portfolios.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

54-2804
Studies•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54·1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS

Advertising Campaigns and Case

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION,

Political & Government Public Relations
54-2705
Course focuses on the techniques o f press and public rela·
tions developed for political and governmental purposes, which
are increasingly being employed in other PR disci plines. Using
documentary videos to provide a historical context and a cur·
rent analysis of contemporary media. the course combines
theory and practice to enable each student to complete a
political campaign plan for a candidate or cause.

54-1600 INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING

3 CREDITS

This case study course analyzes adVertising campaigns
deemed noteworthy because of their success or ineffectiveness. Students focus on SWOT overviews; methods of creative
advertising; media planning, selection, and placement; devel·
opment of advertising materials; and issues related to the
ethics of leading advertisers.

54-2805

54-2707

Advertising Copywrltlng II •

Public Relations Issues•

This seminar-style advanced PR course enables students to
enhance their skill set beyOnd traditional public relations for organizations. products, and services and develop strategic communications skills and tactics for responding to public policy
issues. Students analyze, discuss. and develop case studies
on how public relations techniques are applied to issues advocacy. with a particular focus on local and regional issues.

Course continues the study of relevant communication tech·
niques, elements of style, and creativity in writing advertising
campaign copy for mass consumer audiences. Course empha·
sizes practical examination of the fundamentals of advertisement construction for print and broadcast media .
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 54-1605 ADVERTISING COPYWRITING 1•

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54·1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
54-2803
Spons orship for Sports and Live
Entertainment•
This class intends to provide students with an understanding
of the fundamental sponsorship principles and other advanced
marketing techniques applied to sports and live events and to
present career opportunities therein. Far from being a compromising grant, sponsorship offers a unique opportunity, leverag·
ing the sponsor's marketing might to spread your name beyond
your doors and reach new audiences. In return, a sponsor will
rightfully expect more than his or her logo in your program. But
as in any marriage, it can only work if the partners are well
matched and if they both commit to the relationship. PRE-REQUISITES: lntergrated Sports Marketing (54-1500) and Introduction to Sports Marketing (54-1800).

54-2708
Social Change Communications•
This course focuses on emerging communication strategies
and techniques to promote social causes and Issues. We will
look at the Inextricable link between public opinion and communication. Through analyses of social causes and issues,
students will explore how these practices are creating an
impact in areas like social welfare, health, energy, gender, and
multiculturalism.
3 CREDITS

54·2709
Shaping Public Opinion
Public opinion is a potent force in shaping public policy. Knowing how to use PR strategies, tactics, and tools t o reach key
public and private decision makers and opinion leaders is
critical to success. This class examines and evaluates TV and
electronic news, print publications, Web sites, and blogs to
develop communication plans, strategies, and tactics to move
an issue from a loosely defined argument through clear, actior>able steps to a coherent policy out come.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING CJMMUNICATION,

54-1800 INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MARKETING

54-2804
Advertis ing a nd Promotion lor Sports
Marketing
To fully realize the strength of sports as a marketing tool, this
course will stress the language, attitude, and most popular
vehicles used in adverti sing and promoting sports and sports
partnerships.

3 CREDITS

54-2710J

Social Protocol

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISTTES: 54-1800 INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MARKETING

54-2712
Public Relations Wired
Publicity is a form of communication, and in today's world,
communication happens online. Course explains stepby·step
process of waging a successful publicity campaign merging
online and offline tools and techniques. Students will be introduced to basic media relations strategies and online promot ion. This course explores how to use the internet to promot e
an organization, group, and;or individual and get a website up
and running. Students understand strategies for information
push and develop guidelines for the kind of information the
public should see.

54-2900
Introduction to Media*
This Marketing Communication Department core requirement
introduces the theory and utilization o f media for the dis·
semination o f strategic communication messages. Students
examine aspects of the process of buying time and/or space
in various media vehicles, including newspapers, consumer
and business·to-business publications, radio, television , out·
of-home, internet, and newly emerging vehicles. Course also
focuses on marketing and media plans, budgeting, defining
target audiences, time and creative limitations, and the use of
research, such as Artlitron and Nielsen.

3 CREDITS

54·2801
Sports Public Relations and Marketing•
The course covers various forms of public relations and mar·
keting to be Implemented in a professional career in sports
marketing and communications . Students prepare illustrative
examples of marketing and promotional programs in the areas
of professional and amateur athletics. The course focuses on
the preparation and distribution of communications materials
pertaining to sports events, individuals, and contests.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

54-2901
Selling and Buying Media•
This Advertising Concentration/Media Focus elective covers
techniques employed In negotiating and purchasing broadcast and print media. The process of buying broadcast time
is covered, from making the Initial request for •availabilities•
to negotiating rates to purchasing unwired networks, network
and spot television, cable and syndicated t elevision, and radio.
The process of buying space in print media similarly entails an
initial request tor ·space; rate negotiation, and the purchase
decision. Both processes Include comparative research and
quantitative; qualitative evaluations.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1800 INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MARKETING

54-2802
Marketing Communicati on law•
Students will learn about the legal issues inherent in all
aspects of marketing communication: advertising, public
relations, and marketing. Students will learn why it is critical
to understand the laws governing marketing communicatln to
avoid costly legal mistakes.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-2900 INTRODUCTION TO MEDIA •

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
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MARKET I NG COMMUNICATION
54-2990
Culture, Race and M edia •
The media-televtsion. film. and print-has a pervasive inftuence upon hOw we 111ew the WO<Id. This course enables us to
analyZe subtle and sublominal messages about culture, race.
ethnlcity. gender. rellgoon. ctass. and ability as presented to us
througll the media. Througll open doscussoons of dofferences.
research, and stimulating readings. we wilt learn whO we are
and why we view things the way we do. El<pected outcomes
include new lnsigllts into media influence and our responsibll·
ity as media makers. a research project. and self-examination
of personal cultural and racial identity. Students must have
completed 32 credot hours before regosterong for thos class.

54-3502
Developlnc a M arketlnC Plan •
Comprehensive course teaches students to prepare a marketing plan for a specific product or service. Student teaming
buolds on the foundations learned in the core marketing
courses to formulate a strategic marketing plan. The course
will provide a systematic approach that facilitates o rganization
of data. development of strategy. alignment of all plan elements. and measurement of marketing ROI. Upon completion.
students will be able to develop a comprehensive. real world
market ing plan.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES; 52·1151 WRmNG AND RHETORIC I', 52·1152
WRITING ANO RHETORIC II', 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION. 54-1600 INTROD'JCTION TO ADVERTISING, 54-1601
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (ADCUI. 1}, 54-2500 INTRODUCTION TO MARKET
RESEARat•. 54-2900 INTROD'JCTION TO MEDIA •

3 CREDITS
OTHER REQUISirES: 32 COMI'tETEO ~EOIT HOURS

54-3088
l nternah l p : Marketing
Communi cation• • •
Internships pr0111de adVanced students woth an opportunoty
to gain work experoence on an aoea of onterest whole recewone
academic credot toward the or degree.

5 4· 3503
N ew Producta M arketi ng•
Course serves as a comprehensive study of product deve~
oprnent and its components. Material covers new product
research. analysis of the consumer market. and distribution
channel selection. Students learn hOw these techniques are
applied when market.ing t angible and intangible product s.

1-41 CREDITS

54-3089
lnte rnahlp: Marketing Communication • •
Internships provide students woth opportunotoes to gain valu·
able work experience in an area o f interest while receiving academic credit. Graduating seniors find internshops invaluable in
aiding their job search.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54·2500 INTRDOUCTION TO MARKET RESEARCH'

54-3504
The Account Executive and the Brand
Manager
Course focuses on the role ol two key marketing positions on
the client and agency side of business. Students examine
roles and responsibolilies of these career optoons within the
context of an integrated market.ong enwonment.

1-41 CREDITS

54-3098
Independent Proj e ct : M arketing
Communication • •
All independent prOJect os desogned by the student. woth the
approval of a supervos.ng faculty member. to study an area that
is not at present avaolable in tile curriculum. Pr10< to regostratiOn. the student must submot a wnnen proposal that outhnes
the project.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-2500 INTROOUCTION TO MARKET RESEAIICH•

54-3505
Marketing Youraelf/ Job-Seeking
Strategies
Course introduces students to the steps involved in the job
search process. Various skills, techniques, and resources for
improving job-hunting effectiveness are reviewed. Students develop resumes and cover letters. interview effectively, assess
skills and career objectives. and manage the search process.
Several guest speakers discuss job-hunting In their particular
marketing/advertising areas. Course is required for all Marketing Communication majors whO have achieved 60 hours credit.

1·3 CREDITS

54-3099
Independent Projec t : M arketing
Communication • •
An Independent project is designed by the student. with the
approval o f the department chair. to study an area that is not
at present available In the curriculum. Prior to regostration.
the student must submot a written proposal that outlines the
project. A faculty supervisor wolf be assigned to oversee the
project. Permission of the department chairperson AND a wrotten prosposal are prerequisites.
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF OEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON AN0
WRTTTEN PIIOPOSAC.

3 CREDITS

5 4 -3520
VIsuals f or Communication
we live in a visual world. and sound marketing communicatiOn
os baSed as much on visuals as it is on words. Students will
learn hOw to think llisually and express llisual concepts. Drawing ability is not necessary.

54-3501
M arketing Case Workshop•
Advanced marketing course focusing on case study review and
discussiOn. Students apply basic marketing principles to reallife, problem solving sit uations.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE~ 54-2500 INTROOUCTION TO MARKET RESEARCH'
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COURSE DESCRIPTI ONS

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
54-3523
Topics In M arketing
This course exposes students to issues of current significance
that are new and timely. It positions students at the leading
edge of ideas that drive markets.

54-3602
I nternational Advertising Techniques
Course challenges students to develop advertising campaigns
targeted to consumers in individual foreign countries. in sets
of foreign countries, and globally. Course is taught within the
framework of marketing theory and integrates principles of
social anthropology to provide students with a working defin~
tion of culture. Students learn to assess cultural differences
to which advertising executives must be sensitive.

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION,
54-1600 INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING, 54-1601 CONSUMER
BEHAVIOR (AOWLT), 54·1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS
COREQUISITES: 54-2500 MARKET RESSEARCH'. 54-2900

3 CREDITS

INTRODUCTION TO MEOW

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COIMMUNICATION

54-3530
Hispanic Marketing
This course surveys the significance of the U.S. Hispanic
market, its many components. and the methOds for marketing
to it. Students explore Latino demographics and psychographies; spending power; growth projections; the new Latinization
versus outdated stereotypes; and specific media, research,
advertising, and public relations practices as they apply to the
Hispanic market, culminating in the development of a complete
marketing campaign. The course is for Latino and non-Latino
students interested in capitalizing on the fastest growing
market segment.

54-3603
Copywriter/Art Director Team•
Offered jointly by the Art & Design Department and the Market·
ing Communication Department, this course t eaches students
to work in copywriter/art director teams to develop advertising
campaigns. Reflecting standard advertising agency practice,
this course sensitizes students to the interdisciplinary nature
of the creative process.
4 CREDITS

54-3604
Creative Portfolio Development•
Course teaches students how to develop a professionally
viable advertising campaign portfolio. Course culminates in
the students' presentations of their portfolios before a review
panel made up of advertising agency executives and professional recruiters. The final portfolio will have original, integrated campaigns, one-shot ideas. and non-traditional elements.

3 CREDITS

54-3535
Global Marketing
Global Marketing investigates the ways marketers adapt or
redesign their product, packaging. price determination, and
distribution for diverse markets throughout the world. Students
will explore the local differences, including culture, economy,
politics, and geography. that must be factored into any global
marketing initiative.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1604 INTERACTIVE ADVERTISING•, 54-1605
ADVERTISING COPYWRITING 1• OR 54·2975 CONCEPTING AND
BRAINSTORMING

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION,
54-1600 INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING, 54·1601 CONSUMER
BEHAVIOR (ADWLT), 54-1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS,

54-3605
Advertising Campaigns Practlcum I*
This capstone course offers the ultimate hands-on approach
to utilizing principles learned in all concentrations across the
Marketing Communication curriculum. As part of the American
Advertising Federation, students develop a strategic integrated
campaign for a corporate client that includes advertising. mar·
keting. and public relations. The two-semester course culminates at the National Student Advertising Competition, where
students pitch the campaign before a review panel composed
of advertising agency executives and other professionals in the
communications industry.

54-2500 INTRODUCTION TO MARKET RESEARCH'. 54·2900
INTRODUCTION TO MEOW

54-3570
Communication Tools for Business
Hands-on study of the tools marketers use to communicate
internally and externally: conference reports, business letters.
memos, voice mail greetings and messages, on-hold messages, newsletters. presentations, PowerPoint, and meetings.
Students will replicate actual business situations by turning
Ideas and concepts into actionable projects.

6 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-2500 INTRODUCTION TO MARKET RESEARCH•

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTERGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION,
54-1600 INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING. 54-1700 INTRODUCTION TO
PUBLIC RELATIONS

54-3606
Advertising Campaign Practlcum II*
This capstone course offers the ultimate hands-on approach
to utilizing principles learned in all concentrations across the
Marketing Communication curriculum. As part of the American
Advertising Federation, st udents develop a strategic integrated
campaign for a corporate client that includes advertising, marketing. and public relations. The two-semester course culminates at the National Student Advertising Competition, where
students pitch the campaign before a review panel composed
of advertising agency executives and other professionals in the
communications industry.

54-3601
Copywrltlng & Popular Culture
Course teaches students how to develop advertising campaigns that are informed with relevance to contemporary
trends in culture. Exercises challenge students to discern
trends in popular thought and expression, then develop adver·
tisements that speak to those trends. A variety of materials
from diverse sources are used to help students understand
and use semiotic methods in the creation of advertisements.

6 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION
54-3620

Topics In Marketlnc: VIsuals for
Communication
We live in a visual world. and sound marketong communication
is based as mudl on visuals as it Is on words. Students woll
ream how to lllink visually and exp<ess VISual concepts. Drawing ability is not necessary.

54-3703
Grassroots Politi ca l C ommunication•
For candidates and for causes. engagong grassroots constotu
enc1es 1S a erotical ptece of llle puule. We'll explOre progres·
srve publoc relatoons and how grassroots polltocal actiVism calls
for different types of communocatoon. We woll lOOk at organiZ·
ong strategies and the role of channels of communocations.
Thos class will be onterestong for pol1tocat JUnkies and casual
Observers aloke.
3 CREDI TS

1 CREDIT

54-3670
Semiotics for Creators of Popular
Culture•
This course explores the study and use of semiOtiCS (or
symboliC meaning) in llle develOpment of a<tvertosong and
other creative works lllat controbute to the content of popular
culture. lnterdoscipllnary in scope. the course explores how advertising uses symbolic language from doverse discoplones such
as literature. cinema, television. performing arts. archotecture.
fashion. and other fields that shape the overall popular culture.
Writing intensive.
3 CREDITS

54-3704

Interna l Marketing•
Course focuses on the use of IMC to better motMJte, educate,
and train employees in establoshing/maontaon1ng brand value.
Course addresses how emplOyees link to the brand and how
to communicate organization's brand value onternally and ex·
ternally, etc. Toptcs addressed include how to develOP Internal
campaigns. how to identify core issues, and what tools and
tecMiques to use in relaying the message.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION,
54-1600 INTROOOCTION TO ADVERTISING, 54·1100 INTRODUCTION TO
PUBLIC RELATIONS, 54-1701 PUBLIC RELATIONS WRITING I, 54-2500
INTRODUCTION TO MARKET RESEARCH•, 54-2708 SOCIAL CHANGE

54-3672

Topics In Adverti sing •
Special Topics courses give students the opportunity to explore
timely issues that are Integral to their liberal arts education
overall and conducive to their specific career path.
1 CREDIT

COMMUNICATIONS

54-3705
54-3675

Debate and Individual Events •
This course is an introduction to problems and principles Involved in arguing and debating. Students develop the analytical
tools for argumentation while examining the teohnlques and
applications of debate. Individual events are Interpreted and
analyzed with the ontention of conveying an aulllor's meaning
to an audience in a competitive environment.

Buzz In Marketing Communication

This course teaches studenrs to appreciate, analyze, and
utilize the pop culture phenomenon of "buu· (word of mouth)
as a dynamic In advertising. Although originally intended for
students in the Marketing Communocation disciplines. this
course's focus on onnovation doffuslon llleory wtlllin the context
of human interaction on society at large renders ot highly appropnate for students on oilier discopllnes.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-52·U •1
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54-3706

Communicating with an Angry Public
Thos course brings together the foundatoonallearnongs of
Cnsis Communications (54-2701) and 54-2708 Social Change
Communication. Students will learn strateg,es and tactocs to
address angry groups when there are fundamental d158gle.
ments about what's right and what's morally accaPiable. It
addresses situations where an organozallon has a proactove
position, and legltomate reason.s to go ahead despote strong
public opposition, partiCUlarly on 1nstances where socoal justoce
may have been denied specific groups. ThiS course IS dofferent
from Crisis Communication whoch anses as a resu~ of a mrstake or an accident. It marries concepts of Socoal Change to
h1gller·leYel communication strategies based on a mutual gaons
approach to conflict resolutoon.

Publi c R elations Presentation Ski lls
54-3701
Oral Communocatoons (SP) course emphasizes verbal skolls.
from selling odeas to deveiOpong an effectove pubtoc presence
before vanous audoences. Students team techniQues used by
publoc relatoons professoonals to guode others on presenting
lllemselves on radoo and teleVIsoon. This IS an advanced-level
course but wothOut prerequosotes. It os highly recommended for
students in oilier majOrs and concentratoons. Qualifies for Gen
Ed (SP) credot.
3 CREDI TS

54-3702

PR Campalcn• •
Students leam to create PR plans lllat address hypothetical
and actual scenarios. Each student Is gu1ded lllrough the
develOpment of an indovldual portfolio suitable for presentong
to prospective employers, which may incorporate ooursework
from previous courses, such as PubliC Relations Writing. In lllls
workshop course. students also may visit PR agencies. meet
llle agency decision-makers. and discover firsthand how agencies function.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-2701 PUBtJC RELATIONS CASES & CRISIS
COMMUNICATION' AND 54-2708 SOCIAL CHANGE COMMUNICATION

Global Public Relations
54-3707
This course will explOre llle ompact that corporate PR efforts
have on international commun•t•es. Students w•ll learn hOw
to compile a range of resources lllat won enable them to drove

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISirfS: 54-1600 INTROOOCTION TO ADVERTISING, 54-1700
INTRODVCTION TO PUBI.IC RELA TIOMo. 54 1701 PUBVC RELATIONS

WRtnNG I, 54-2708 SOCIAl. CHANGE COMMUNICATIONS
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MARKETING COMMUNICAT I ON
positive PR initiat ives around corporations supporting politi·
cal. environmental and human aid campaigns in developing or
non-democratic countries. This course will examine corparate
government/PR efforts around current initiatives. including. but
not limited to: Olympic committee's selection of controversial
host cities. the One Campaign. AIDs treatment in Africa and
crisis situations. like oil spills in international waters.

S4-3810
Applied Consumer Ins ights
This advanced Marketing Communication course delves
deep into the "WHY" of consumer behavior via qualitative
research techniques (e.g.. ethnography, shopping t ag-alongs,
mini depths. ·family" interviews. projective techniques. diary;
journaling work etc.). Students work with consumers. seeking
brand insights to better inform integrated marketing decisions
(e.g .. marketing. PR. advertising. sports marketing, etc.). This
human behavior course is highly recommended for future
marketing professionals. PR practitioners, strategic planners.
advertisers etc. and is designed to complement Applied Mar·
keting Intelligence. a quantitative marketing research course.

3 CREDITS

S4·3708
Topics In Public Relations•
Topics courses offer the opportunity to explore specialized
areas of PR . examine current trends in the practice. and gain
knowledge of emerging principles. Courses may include repu·
tation management. stakeholder & media relations. etc.

3 CREDI TS

S4·3811
Applied Marketing Intelli gence
The purpose of this fOurse is to provide students the oppor.
tunity to apply. practice, and better understand the tools and
techniques examined in the introductory course.
Various measurement and research techniques employed in
advertising, marketing and public relations are reviewed. A full
life span of a primary as well as a secondary research project
is explored; from study design, execution. to analysis and
interpretation as well as the final presentation. This course is
highly recommended for future marketing professionals, who
need critical analysis skill and strategic creativity in their deci-

1 CREDIT

S4·3710
Survey Entertai nment Business ( LA ) •
This course meets in los Angeles. It introduces students to
the trade communication vehicles central to the marketing and
public relations activities associated with the film and entertainment industries. It provides an introduction to trade media
as a form of research and discusses select themes reflecting
areas of student interest for workshop projects. Student may
elect to focus on indillidual film productions or trends in enter·
tainment publicity.

sion making.
3 CREDI TS

4 CREDITS

S4·3711
Entertainment Marketing
Communi cation (LA) •
This course meets in l os Angeles. It covers all forms of erltertainment marketing and publicity. including how to prepare
a marketing and publicity campaign for industry events and
products. It offers an overlliew of employment opportunities in
entertainment marketing communication and prollides regular
interaction with industry leaders through guest lectures and
field trips.

S4·3901
Med i a Workshop *
AdVanced course in media planning and execution enables stu·
dents to develop a simulated media program including budget ,
media rationale, and execution.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54·2901 SELLING AND BUYING MEDIA •

S4·3970
Adcult at the Movi es
The culture of advertising shapes and colors the world we live

4 CREDITS

in. and nowhere is this more evident than in the mirror that

S4·3712
Entertainment Marketing
Communication Workshop (LA) •
This course meets in Los Angeles. It challenges st udents to
conduct appropriate research. planning. development, and ere·
ation of a marketing/publicity campaign for a select "product"
in the film/entertainment field.

Hollywood holds up to society. This course combines popular
film and video representations-screenings every week·with crit~
cal discussion that examines how "adcult" has influenced the
way we look at the world and ourselves.

4 CREDITS

S4·3971
Di scri mina tion, Stereotypes & Stigma In
Advertisi ng

3 CREDITS

This course examines the role of advertising practitioners

54·3800
Directed Study In Sports M arketing
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student
Independence within the context of regular guidance and
direction from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropri·
ate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
poss1ble in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. They involve close collaboration with a faculty advi·
sor who w111 assist in development and design of the project.
oversee its progress. evaluate the final results. and submit a
grade.

and other media content providers in disseminating negative
portrayals of various segments of society. Course analyzes
media treatment of people and issues related to mental ill·
ness. physical illness. disability, race, poverty. sexual orientation. gender. age. and rehg1ous beliefs. Work products focus
on the development of cause marketing and social marketing
campaigns.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54·1601 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (AOOJLT)

3 CREDITS
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION
54·3972

Product Placement & Cultral Seeding•
This course introduces students to sponsorship practices that
integrate branded products and services of corporate sponsors
into entertainment vehicles and events (i.e., movies. sports,
concerts. etc.) and the lifestyles of t arget consumers. Given
the philosophical and ethical tensions that can develop between creative artists and corporate sponsors. students learn
to evaluate and negotiate sponsorship opportunities from both
perspectives. This course applies marketing theory in relation
to culture studies. the arts. and the social sciences.
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 54-1501 INTROOVCTION TO SALES PROMOTION'

54·3975

Conceptlng & Brainstorming
This course challenges students to explore various brainstorm·
ing and concept development methods and techniques in the
creation of advertising. promotions. new products, marketing
strategies, and more. With a focus on understanding and ac·
cessing the ·conceptual self," this course teaches students
how to ·connect• with consumers and the media environment
more effectively.
3 CREDITS
54·3977

Museum Branding•

With so many museums competing for the consumers' leisure
time and money, museums must differentiate themselves and
build loyalty. Museum Branding will explore how each aspect of
the museum · exhibitions, docent tours. museum architecture,
the board of trustees, restaurant. museum store, volunteers,
Web site, graphics. marketing materials, and events-affects
brand image. Coursework includes case studies: simulated
branding projects: museum visits: and internet, ethics, and glo
balism modules. The course prepares students for internships
and service learning opportunities .
3 CREDITS

54-3978

Ad Agency•

Course teaches students how to function in an advertising
agency as a specialist (account management. creative, media,
traffic, production) and as a member of an agency team.
Students work with actual clients in real assignments and are
required to participate in client meetings. generate contact
reports, conduct research, develop strategies. write media
plans. ideate concepts, and produce creative elements. Course
culminates in the final production of completed marketing cam·
paign elements, enabling students to have published samples
for their portfolios. Prerequisite: Completion of Marketing Com·
munication core courses and permission of instructor after an
interview (to ensure a balance between account and creative
specialties, diversity, and the appropriate skill level).
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1605 ADVERTISING COPYWRITING I', 54-2500

INTROOVCTION TO MARKET RESEARCH'
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RADIO
BARBARA CALABRESE, CHAIRPERSON
The Radio Department offers a program that provides each
student with a comprehensive oveNiew of the art and business
of radio broadcasting while developing in-Qepth knowledge and
skills in on-air talent and show hosting, production, programming, and producing for commercial and public radio formats
in<:luding HD and satellite radio, podcasting and Webcasting.

We offer small classes, one-on-one faculty advising, and a
struct ured internship program that provides hands-on experi·
ences working with Chicago public radio and commercial radio.
Our student-managed radio station, WCRX 88.1 FM, has won
numerous national awards in on-air talent, production. news,
and public affairs and is streamed live on the Web at http:/1
www.wcrx.net. Our collaboration with the University of Illinois at
Chicago gives students experience in play-by-play sportscast·
ing. Our students work with members o f the National Audio
Theatre Festivals who are active in writing and producing work
that is aired on radio and published in audio books. And our
students sit down with sales and promotions directors and
apply classroom knowledge immediately.

All of our fuiHime faculty work in the radio industry- some you
will hear weekly on Chicago radio stations, while others provide
consulting and meet regula~y with general managers in market·
ing, sales, and promotions. Our adjunct faculty members are
production directors, news reporters, anchors. music and talk
show hosts, moming show producers. and sportscasters in
both commercial and public radio.

You can hear our alumni every day on the radio in Chicago and
throughout the country. They are music and talk show hosts,
news directors, and sportscasters. Our alumni produce morning shows, direct marketing and promotions, and are managers
in radio sales, now a multi-billion dollar industry. Many go on
to work in related areas: television, public relations, and media
management. Many go to graduate school.

Our philosophy is that succeeding in the radio industry
demands more than raw talent. That talent needs to be
nurtured. Students are encouraged to find their own creative
rout e to success with the guidance that helps them determine
what they really want. while gaining exposure to the whole
range of opportunities in the wo ~d of radio. This is bolstered
by a firm foundation in the day-to-day business of radio that
gives them the knowledge - indeed. the confidence - to navi·
gate the competitive landscape. we want our students to have
experiences that will set them apart as leaders and innovators.
Thus. our st udents learn cont emporary broadcast formats in
a structured st udio setting, then are encouraged to put their
stamp on it: they create their own show for the College radio
station or write and produce an orig)nal radio skit or play and
then hear it live on the air. Students may also devise an innovative sales plan prepared first in a classroom and then pres·
ent it at a meeting in a Chicago radio station to members of
the sates staff. All of these ambitious projects are completed
with faculty and student support. This is the time to take a
risk, to try something new. Many Radio students learn both the
business and creative sides of radio - they take a sales internship one semester and work with a production director the
next. We know that having exposure to many facets of radio
will give them the edge in the job hunt. More than ever, radio
is a dynamic industry that seeks creative minds with t he ability
to keep up with the changing technology and business prac·
tices in a highly competitive world.

Our goal is that a ll students have an opportunity to be the very
best they can be, find and realize their dreams, and ultimately
contribute to their community and the wo ~d.

Barbara Calabrese
Chairperson, Radio

Our program is built on the conviction that if you really want to
do something, you can. Ours is a rigorous program, one that
requires hours outside of class preparing and practicing, one
that requires the kind of commitment and passion that makes
getting up at 3:00 AM to host a morning show a joy - and not
simply a job. And we believe broadcasting is a responsibility:
ethics and civic engagement are vital parts of the curriculum.
Our students write and produce public se!Vice announcements
for local nonprofit organizations and each year host a Collegewide fundraising drive for charity.
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RADIO
BA CHELOR OF ARTS IN RAD IO
The mission of the Radio program is t o provide comprehensive
training and education in the art and business of radio broadcasting. We want our graduates to do more than get entry·
level jobs - we want them to have careers. The curriculum
is designed around a core group of courses required for all
Radio students. These courses provide skills and knowledge
in the fundamentals of on-air broadcasting: voice and speech
training, studio operations, production, and programming.
Other required courses prepare students for the realities of
the business side of radio and include ethics in broadcasting,
marketing and promotion, and an overview of FCC rules and
corporate business practices. This allows students to experi·
ence both the creative and business aspects of radio before
pursuing specialty courses in sports, talk, music, news, or
creative imaging and production.
Courses are sequenced to allow students t o build skills each
semester. Once the core courses are completed , students
may choose from a wide variety of electives so they can
pursue interest areas in depth. For example, once a student
has learned basic digital production, voice training, and writ·
ing, he or she can choose advanced courses in talk radio,
voice-over, radio theater, documentary, or radio station imaging, all of which require students to combine all the skills
they have learned in previous courses. All Radio majors are
required t o complete at least one semester working in the
College radio station, WCRX 88.1 FM, so they can apply skills
and knowledge learned in the classroom. Students can be on
the air as early as their sophomore year if they have mastered
the ability and prerequisite courses. Students receive indi·
vidual guidance from faculty while learning to be on-air music
or talk show hosts, programmers, promotion managers,
sportscasters, newscasters, or production directors. WCRX
students have won numerous national awards during the past
five years. WCRX also streams on the Web at wcrx. net, giving
students the opportunity to have their programs heard all over
the world. Our students regularly receive e-mails from listen·
ers in all parts of the United States as well as in Europe and
Japan.
Our internship program, one of the oldest and largest in
the country, places approximately 60 students per year in
commercial and public radio, as well as in production and
voice-over companies. A full-time staff member provides indi·
vidual advising to assess student interest and help secure
an internship placement. Our most successful students have
followed the recommended sequence of courses, taken two or
more advanced courses, worked at WCRX, and completed at
least one internship. These are the students who are working
full time in radio in both creative and business positions.
The Radio Department offers a post-baccalaureate certificate
of major.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

RADIO
41-1100
Introduction to Radio
Introductory course deals woth the language and concepts of
the radiO broadeastoog ondustty. Students are mtrodueed to an
ovemew of radoo broadcast hostory. statoon organozat10n. past
and present tecMologoes. and termonology through the use of
lectures. special guests. projects. films. quizzes. exams. and
group exercoses.
3 CREDITS

41-1107

Voice and A rticulation
Students acquore pronuneoatoon and 111ammar of oral Standard
English that is necessary for broadcastong and oral communo·
cation in any professoonal erwuonment. Students receove an
ondMdual evaluatoon of artoculatoon and vooce. Course stresses
the concept of beeomong "bt.Ooaleetoc: or leamong and usoog
Standard Englosh on addot10n to your ptomary doalect. ClasStoom
exercoses focus on usong Standard English when readong copy

41-1135

Tho Radio Producer
Thos course covers behond-the-scenes production techniques
tor pt0due1ng any radiO talk show or news ptogram. Students
woll focus on how producers help create the sound of a news
or talk ptogram. understand FCC rules and regulations. utollze
broadcast technologoos. become skilled at developing story
odeas. research topics. and recruit appropriate expert guests
for onterviews or sound boles. Students woll be expected to ful·
fill ptoduetiOn assognments. review case studoes. and complete

tnterV1ews.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 41-1100 INrRODUCTION TO RA0/0, 52·1151\VRITING
AND RliErORIC t · OR CAIPS

41· 1140J

Satell i te Radio and New Emerging
Technologies
Thos course will serve as an overview of satellote radio, Inter·
net-only radoo shows. Podcasting. and other new and emerging
broadcast technologoes and delivery services that are currently
ompactong the broadcast \\Orld. The onstructor will explore how
the ondustry os rapidly expand1ng. shoftong. and adjusting to
these new apptoaches and how tradotiOnal radiO continues to

and engag,ng '" •mprovesat•onat convcrsateon.
3 CREDITS

41-1114
Radio Studio Operations
Entty·level course ptovodes an ontroductiOn to theory and ptae·
toce on mocrophones and mocrophone use. field recordong. and
control board operatoon.

react wtth new programm10g tn•t•atrves and busmess models.
1 CREDIT

4 CREDITS

41-1142
N ew s for the Music Format•
Course os an mtroductoon to basic ptonel ples of contemporary
radiO neY.S wnung. Students learn basoc b<oadeast news wnt·
ong styte woth an emphasos on headline "lil•ng sty1e. Course
also oncludes performong newscasts and headline stories for
music formatted radio stations.
2 CREDITS
PRCREQUISirES: 521151 1\'Rtrll'>G A., O RHHORIC r• OR Ct.!PS

41·1121

Radio Broadcasting 1•
Course ontroduces radiO broadeastong and statoon ptocedure.
Course offers practocal on-aor experoence on the maon btoad·

cast1ng tunct10ns and an examenateon of radeo as a medeum of
mass communication.
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 41 JJOT VOICE A.\0 ARTICIJL<TION. 41 11 1J RADIO
STUDIO OP£RA liDo'."$

Radio Production 1: lntro
Course uses lecture and hands-on proJects to famoltarozc stu·
dents with the basics of tadoo ptoductoon. Students learn prodUCtion technoques. onclud1ng edotJng. splocmg. moxong. dubb1ng.
and sound effects. Students utJioze analog audiO equoptnent
lot In-class ptOJects and studiO tome facolttoes for out"Of·elass
assignments

41-1142J Mu sic Licensing
The course provodes an overvoew of music licensing from bOth
a legal and practical perspective. Music hcensing is a broad.
complex area woth lots of legal pitfalls. Students will learn the
ptooess of "clearong· a song for use on radio and television
advertisements. film and VIdeo pro,ects. Podcasting. internet.
streamong. and musoc reeordong sessiOns. They will explore
the dofferences between and various uses of mechanical. syn-

4 CREDITS

chronjzation. and master use licenses. Since music licenses

41-1128

or

PREREQUISITES: 35·1 100 FOUNDA liONS
COMPUTER APPUCATIONS
OR 35-1110 FlUENCY IN INFORMAIION I[CIINCXOGY

arc essentially copyrlgl>tlicenses. those portions of copyright
law that apply to music properties will be reviewed. as wen as
t.he bus1ness contexts on whiCh they are relevant.

41·1130J

1 CREDIT

Aud io Theatre Perfotmance: Richard
Durham
The course is an audio drama worksl\op taught over one week
that is a perfotmance class for audio drama. We woll read and
record several scripts but focus on one Ourl\am scropt for production. We won analyze the scnpt. rehearse. and record. The
ptoduetion woll be posti)<odueed by the RadiO Department. We
will be performing a Rochard Durham scropt on honor or Black
History Month.

41-1145J

Podca st Workshop
In tl\is course students will develop. create. write . perform.
and technoeally prOduce a podcast. This new communications
medoum os changing the faoe of radio broadcasting. allowin&
tor new opportunitoes and new creatrve outlets. plus giVing new
voJOe to vooces never heard. Students woll doscuss Podcasting·s
relationship to broadcasting and prOduce our own Podcasts.
This course is relevant to radio majors and noiWTiajors ahke.

1 CREDIT

1 CREDIT
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41·1307
Radio Sports Play-by-Play
Students develop play·by·play techniques. anaiY2e statistics.
generate sources. and interview athletes. Course ut ilizes a
combination of actual game videotape. on-location training at

41·1150J
Great Voices of Rad io
We will explore what makes great radio through listening and
critiquing the many great voices of radio from its inception
through its heyday to today. Voices will include national radio
programs (Arthur Godfrey. AI Jolson). comedy teams (Abbott &
Costello. Amos & Andy). news commentators (Walter Cronkite.
Edward R. Morrow). local heroes of radio (Steve Dahl. Eric &
Kathy). ethnic radio (Tom Joyner. Richard Durham). and much

various sports venues. and classroom instruction.
3 CREDITS

Rock & Soul on the Radio: Roots
41·1314
Course covers the progression of rock music from its roots in
rhythm and blues and country music in the 1950s to current
sounds and artists. Students study individual artists a nd the
bands who created the music. trends and styles of music. the
music's influence on modern culture. and the impact of current
events on the music.

more.
1 CREDIT

41·1155J
Writing and Acting for Audio
This course explores twin techniques: dramatic writing specifi·
cally aimed at audio production and effective act ing for the
audio medium. Students will plot and write an original script.
plus gain a facility for audio voice characterization by recording
their performance of the script. In-class activities will include
daily vocal and writing warm ups. reading audio scripts that
exemplify fine writing. and listening to audio theatre produc·
tions that demonstrate fine acting. Students will explore the
interdependency of audio writing and acting and objectively
anatY2e their final production.

3 CREDITS

41·1321
Topics: Rock & Soul on the Radio:
Contemporary
This course will cover the progression of contemporary rock
and soul music from its roots in rhythm and blues. country, folk
music. and jazz from 1970 to the present. Students will study
individual artists and musical groups who created the music.
the trends. and the style of this performing art. This course
will also cover music's influence on radio formats. modern
culture. current events. and present technology.

1 CREDIT

41·1160J

Voiceover: The Agent 's Perspective

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

41-1162J
Introduction to Voice Acting for
Animation
This is an introductory course for students who have interest in
what it means to be an animation voice talent. It will explore
the acting skills. t he vocal skills. the job requirements. the
hands on techniques of voicing to picture. auditioning and a
final examination of voicing our own Columbia College Chicago
APS Studio finished animation character sheets and scripts.

41·1325J
The Radio Narrative • Tell Your Story
The Radio Narrative has become a major force in radio creativ·
ity mainly through the work of writers. storytellers. and memoir
artists producing work for National Public Radio, Public Radio
International. and other independent radio/audio venues. This
course will focus on the craft of writing and producing effective
radio narratives wim emphasis on writing for the ear, sound
usage. and basic sound and spoken word audio editing. Each
student will produce a completed radio narrative, working from
an already written piece (re-d rafting it for broadcast writing)
or writing an entirety new work. The course wilt progress as a
workshop focusing on story development. writing. and basic
radio; audio production .

1 CREDIT

0

:

"'

41-1250
Radio Podcastlng
This course will serve as an overview of this burgeoning new
internet and portable media force and show how radio. writing.
and performance skills can impact the content of a podcast:
how the technology is impacting the industry: and how the new
portable media explosion is changing the way we manage time.
entertainment. and information.

1 CREDIT

41-2100
Radio Broadcasting II •
Course assists students in understanding the technical and
aesthetic functions of radio broadcasting through concentrated
programming productions. Development of individuality and a
personal style of broadcasting are emphasized through integrated practice in the various broadcasting functions.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 51·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I

41· 1300
The Club D.J.
Course prepares students for a position as a personality in
discos and nightclubs utilizing the talents of a live disc jockey.
Course includes instruction in the use of portable equipment
such as turntables. speakers. and microphones. Content cov·
ers production techniques inherent to this specialized field of
audio entertainment. More advanced radio students should be
able to use what is learned to secure full· or part-time employ·
ment before graduation from College and thereafter.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1121 RADIO BROADCASTING I•, 52·1152 WRITING

AND REHORTIC II' OR 41·1121 RADIO BROADCASTING I' AND 52·1162
WRITING AND RHETORIC II SERVICE LEARNING•

3 CREDITS
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41-2105

The Radio Narrative

41-2207
Radio Writing & Newscasting•
Course introduces basic journalistic skills and familiarizes
students with procedures necessary in constructing an on-air
newscast from wire copy and other news sources. In addition
to covering the news gathering and selection process. course
focuses on broadcast-style newswriting and news anchoring.
Students perform various news-style formats on the air during
"All-News· radio days in which students write stories. screen
tape, stack stories. and anchor newscasts.

3 CREDITS

41-2105J The Radio Narrative - Tell Your Story
The Radio Narrative has become a major force in radio creativ·
ity mainly through the work of writers. storytellers. and memoir
artist s producing work for National Public Radio. Public Radio
International , and other independent radio/audio venues. This
course wi ll focus on the craft of writing and producing effective
radio narratives with emphasis o n writing for the ear. sound
usage, and basic sound and spoken word audio editing. Each
student will produce a completed radio narrative. working from
an already written piece (re-drafting it for broadcast writing)
or writing an entirely new work. The course will progress as a
workshop focusing on story development. writing, and basic
radio/audio production.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO. 41·1114 RADIO
STUDIO OPERATIONS OR 53·1015 REPORTING AND WRITING 1•

41-2210
Voice and Articulation II*
Course serves the serious student seeking improvement of
oral communication skills. Study focuses on appropriate use
of voice and articulation when reading news and commercial
copy. Students improve language o rganization and formulation
skills for ad-lib. summarizing, and storytelling in broadcast
contexts.

1 CREDIT

41-2107
Writing for Radio*
This introductory course will cover the style. format. and tech·
niques for various forms of writing specific to the radio industry.
Students will write and produce public service announcements.
promos. commercials, editorials, and news and sports copy.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE~

41-2212J Producing NPR Features
Students will gain a full understanding of the NPR All Things
Considered program format focusing on relevant content for
producing a short feature.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE~

41-2112

41·1107 VOICE AND ARTICULATION

52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC I'

Rad i o and American Life

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

41·2114
Ethics In Broadcasting •
Course explores the ethical decisions and issues involved
in the broadcast industry. Students analyze ethical theories
and conduct through various case studies. videos. readings.
lectures, and classroom discussion. The course introduces
students to legal issues such as defamation. the use of anony·
mous sources. the privacy torts, and the media's role in first
amendment theory.

41-2250J Radio In Crisis: Limbaugh & lmus &
Stern • Oh Nol
This course will discuss controversial ·shock jocks" such as
Don lmus, Howard Stern. Opie & Anthony. and Mancow and
look at how their on-air ant ics approach broadcast indecency
and has become more than a simple regulatory problem. It's
important for radio management to have the necessary social,
political, economic and legal framework to deal with these ·on
the edge· broadcast talents. We will focus on the Broadcast
Decency Enforcement Act signed by President George W. Bush.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO. 52·1151 WRITING

The course will work as a crisis communications workshop

AND RHETORIC 1• OR CMPS

with the view that FCC rules and regulation cannot be seen
within a vacuum that ignores cultural realities. Each student
will assume t he role of a crisis manager for a 'fictional' radio
sta tion and speak on behalf of the corporation during a crisis.
The course will include the use of case studies. media spokespersons. and current FCC documents.

41-2130J

Audio Theatre Production: Richard
Durham
This production-based workshop uses the Richard Durham
script previously recorded in J.Term and brings it to complete
broadcast-ready production status.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC 1•

1 CREDIT

41-2200
Radio Sportscastlng
Course covers the writing and delivery style of sports anchor·
ing and reporting. Students learn how to cover various sports
events and conduct sports interviews. Course work requires
seeking information from various sources and gathering and
disseminating sports news while utilizing news judgment.

Broadcast Law•
41-2300
Course concentrates on practical applications of broadcast
law and exam1nes various general principles that apply to
the daily broadcast business. In addition to covering libel law
and the Federal Communications Comm1ssion (FCC). course
encompasses issues related to rad1o employment contracts.
trademarks. copyrights. the First Amendment. obscenity, and
indecency.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1114 RADIO STUDIO OPERATION$, 52·1151

WRITING AND RHETORIC I OR CMPS
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RADIO
41·2307
Commercial Announcing•
Course introduces elements of this highly competitive profes·
sion, including timing, voice-overs. industrial narration tech·
niques. interpretation. and the degree of persuasion necessary
for successful delivery of the sponsor's message.

41·2404J
Radio Production: The Sound of Science
Fiction
This course deals with the most dramatic and Imaginative
forum for the presentation of science fiction· audio drama.
Taught by a former SCI·fl Channel producer, student s will use
programs recently produced by the SCI·fl Channel as examples
for analysis then apply some of t he t echniques to their own
production.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1107 VOICE AND ARTICUlATION OR 31·1300 VOICE

TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISiTES: 41·1128 RADIO PRODUCTION 1: INTRO•

41· 2314
The Club OJ II *
This advanced, talent-based course is for students who have
completed the Club OJ course or who have experience as a
club OJ. The course deals with the language. concepts. and
skills needed for scratching and using the turntable as a musi·
cal instrument. Students will be introduced to an overview of
the history, development. and organization of advanced techni·
cal skills.

41·2407
Radio Production II: Intermediate
Advanced-level course focuses on types of digital audio equipment currently used for radio prOduction. Through lecture and
hands-on application students learn about samplers. OAT, mini
disc, OCC. hard diSc recording and editing, CQ.ROM, and digital
signal processing. Students prOduce final projects using digital
recording and editing techniques t aught in class.

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATION$,
41·1128 RADIO PRODUCTION 1: INTRO•

41· 2321
Internet Radio*
This course covers the basics of the Web as it pertains to
over-the-air radio stations. It also will explore internet-only
Webcasting and tt>e use of the Web in promotions. sales, and
business models. There will be an emphasis on innovation.
and students will create experimental pages for the WCRX Web
site. Students need not have advanced computing skills.

41· 2SOO
International Radio: Social & Political
Force
This course examines the history and present-day experience
of radio around the world. Special emphasis will be placed on
the use of radio as a social and political force in developing
nations. Various forms of non-commercial radio such as guer·
rilla stations in Central America, the Pacifica network and other
community and educational stations in the United States, the
BBC. pirate radio. National Public Radio, low-power FM, and
government sponsored radio will be explored, as well as satel·
lite and internet radio. Students will produce a final project in
which they use radio to examine a subject of their choice.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 35·1100 FOUNDATION$ OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

OR 35-1110 FLUENCY IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

41·2328
Voice Over Copy Interpretation &
Performance
A performance-based course that introduces the student to
the Skills and techniques used in interpreting and presenting
commercial and narrative copy for radio and television advertis·
ing as well as scripts used in corporate training and industrial
narration . Students work in a studio classroom and receive
individual critiques. Emphasis is placed on developing a style
that works for each student. The course also includes some
lecture presentations regarding the business of voice-overs
and how to prepare a ·demo· tape.
0

..

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES; 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC 1• OR CMPS

41·2730
Radio Interviewing•
This course will explore the tools, techniques, and theories
necessary for conducting professional radio interviews. Vari·
ous styles and types of Interviews will be covered. including
news/public affairs. arts/entertainment, feature profiles, and
sports. Course content will include topic/guest selection,
research, pte-interviews. copywriting, and interviewing tech·
niques. Students will practice skills during class and listen to
and critique various interview styles and formats. Throughout
the semester students will conduct live in-studio interviews.
Selected interviews will be aired on the College radio station.
WCRX 88.1FM.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 41·2210 VOICE AND ARTICUlATION IJ•, 41·2407
RADIO PRODUCTION II: INTERMEDrATE•, 52·1152 WRITING AND
RHETORIC/I•

41·2370
Special Topics Radio: Talk Radio I*
This course is an introduction to the principles. styles. and
techniques of radio talk shows including sports. issue-oriented,
and interview style formats. The radio talk show is one of the
most popular formats at commercial and public radio stations
across the country, providing listeners with a compelling forum
for debate and entertainment. Lectures and in·studio exercises
teach skills such as interviewing. monologue. interaction with
listeners. and personality development. Talk·radio profession·
als appear as guest speakers.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 41-1107 VOICE AND ARTICUlATION. 52-11•1

41·3008
Radio

Covering the Presidential Election for

2 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTROOOCTION TO RADIO, 41·2730 RADIO
INTERVIEWING ·. 52·1151 WRITING AND RHETORIC 1•
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41-3100
Radio Sales •
Course introduces basics and principles of broadcast. Students analyze local and national sales techniques. rate cards,
and ratings in preparation for work in radio sales.

41-3207
WCRX Practlcum: On·Air News/ Sports •
Intended for the advanced student , course requires a minimum
of eight hours per week. Student news anchors are responsible for the gathering and dissemination of news/sports.
Participants are responsible for four newscasts in morning and
afternoon drive over the Columbia College radio station WCRX.
Students participate in tape gathering process and perform
radio interviews tor actualities in a working newsroom environ-.
ment.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO. 52·1151 WRITING
AND RHETORIC I OR CMPS

41·3107
Radio Marketing & Promotion•
Course explores establishing a station's identity and growth
through market positioning, advertising, non-profit involvement,
utilizing current technology, incorporating sales promotions,
press and public relations, and understanding demographic
and psychographic profiles.

1·6 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO, 52·1151 WRITING

41-3214
WCRX Practlcum: Promotions •
Entry-level college radio staff position requires a minimum o f
four hours per week. Students function behind the scenes
assisting on-air staff in the production of news and sports
programming for WCRX.

AND RHI!.TORIC I' OR CMPS

1·6 CREDITS

41·3114
Radio Programming•
Course covers day-to-day radio programming issues for all radio
formats including music, talk, news, and sports. Discussions
focus on station imaging, management techniques, music and
audience research, diversity Issues, and use of computers for
program scheduling.

41·3221
Radio Feature & Doc Workshop•
In this advanced radio workshop, students learn to produce
sound-rich features or documentaries suitable for broadcast
on commercial or non-commercial radio outlets. Students will
learn to research, interview. write, edit. and use appropriate
technical production techniques. Subject matter may include
news/public affairs and sports/cultural topics. The class
will also study exemplary radio features and documentaries as
role model s.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO, 41-3107 RADIO
MARKETING AND PROMOTION•, 52·1151 WRITING AND RHI!.TORIC I OR

~ CR~ DITS

CMPS

PREREQUISITES: 41-1107 VOICE AND ARTICUI.A TION, 41-1114
RADIO STUDIO OPERATIDIVS•, 41·2407 RADIO PRODUCTION II:

41·3115J
Music Radio Programming
A complete look at utilizing the music scheduling software
Selector, as well as Linker, to schedule the on-air elements of
a radio station.

INTERMEDIATE', 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC tt•

41-3225
Advanced Radio Station MarketlnC
This course will serve as an advanced marketing class for
those who are going into radio with an eye toward management. It requires advanced media research, media buying
knowledge, and writing and defending a complete marketing
plan including an appropriate budget.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 41-3114 RADIO PROGRAMMING•

41-3121
Radio Station Management •
Course focuses on current media management issues facing
the radio manager in the daily operations of the pmgramming, sales, promotion, news, and engineering departments.
Curriculum analyzes management theories and approaches in
addition t o covering topics such as the Telecommunications
Act, labor and discrimination law, crisis management, Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) rules, and contract and employment law. Through case studies and role playing exercises,
students learn how to legally interview prospective employees.
conduct performance evaluations. and terminate employees.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·3107 RADIO MARKETING AND PROMOTION'

WCRX Practlcum
41-3300
Course is intended for the advanced student and requires a
minimum of eight hours per week. Student personalities host
one or more on-air shows per week on WCRX. Formats vary
from dance and hip hop to alternative rock and heavy metal.
Students use advanced analog and dig.tal equipment and
have access to extensive show prep resources. ReQuires the
permission of the instructor.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-3114 RADIO PROGRAMMING•. 52·11'2

1·6 CREDITS

41-3128
Career Preparation: Radio •
Course deals with elements that are important for a success·
ful job search in radio broadcasting. Topics include internet
employment search, writing informative business letters.
preparing resumes and developing interpersonal communica·
tion skills. Students produce and record a professional quality
audition tape suitable for submission to prospective employers
or talent agents.
3 CREDITS
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41-3317
Audio Th. .tre: Wrltlnt and Actlnt
Workahop•

41-3414

Radio Productio n Ill: Advanced

Co<Jrse inYOtves writi ng, acti ng, and wlce fO< audiO theatre.
focusing on the dramatk fe<m. Class is worl<sho!) styie with
students completing individual and voup projects.

CO<nmercial radio statkiOs employ eteatlve directors who are
responsible for creating and producing a statkiO's ·;mage: In
this aovanced digital production class. students willleam to
writ e, direct, voice. edit. and mix proresslonal lmag,ng pieces.

4 CREDITS
PREREQtJISIT£5: 41·2210 >'OIC£ ANDARTICIJ!.-<TlON II •, 52·1152

4 CREDITS
PREREQ(JISITES: 41·2210 >'OIC£ AND ARTICIJLATlON 11•. 4 1·2407

WRinNG AND RHETORIC u• OR 55-1100 INTROOUCTION TO FICTION
WRinNG OR 55-ll01 FICTION WRinNG I OR 31·2300 I'OICf TRAINING

RA£»0 PROOUCTION II: INTERM£0/AT£•

FOR THE ACTOR II, 55-4323 PU.YWRITING 1• OR 31·2300 >'OIC£
TRAiNING FOR THE ACTOR II, 31·2800 PU. YWRITING WORKSHOP I

41-3318

Produclnt Radio New a •

This course will explore the tools and techniques needed to
gather. write. and produce professional radio news field reports
In a variety of styles and contexts. Various types of radio field
reports will be covered including spot news coverage, news
oonference coverage. and producing longer form National PuJ>.
Ii<: Radio-style peices. Produced pieces could be aired on the
College radio station, WCRX. 88.1 FM. The oourse will a lso
Include components in using radio news field recording equi l>
ment and bask: production skills.
4 CREDITS
PREREQtJISIT£5: 52·ll011NTROOUCTION TO COLLEGE WRITING OR

41-3421

R•dlo Seni or Portfolio•

A worl<shop course for Senior Radio majors to develop a
portfolio suitable for potential employer.; and to present at
Manifest. WOrl< can include talent. production. wrtting, sales,
and/or marketing/promotions depending on ooncentratkiO and
career goals. Each student i s assigned a faculty advise< who
will guide development and oompletion of the portfolio. Portfolios will include artisVprofessional statements and a resume.
Students will participate In Interviews and reviews of their wor1<
by radio professionals and oomplete projects with the Portfolio
Cent er.
1 CREDIT

PREREQ(JISIT£$: 41·2407 RADIO PRDDUCTlON II; INTERMEO<AT£
COREQ(JISITES: 41..3221 RA£»0 FEATURE AND DOC WORKSHOP•,

41·3321 THEATER OF THE MIND•

52·ll51 WRmNG AND RHETORIC 1•

41-3488
41-3321

Theater of the Mind •
Students create their own prOilf&m lor radio using art and
entertainment forms found in drama. narration. and comedy.
Students may choose to perform published wO<k or write their
own and select among d ifferent forms such as drama. voice/
sound design, storytelling, or comedy bits. Student work will
be aired on WCRX·FM. Course oontent includes scnptwriting.
sound effects. casting, rehearsing. directing, and editing for
on-air use.
3 CREDITS

PREREQ(JISIT£5: 41·1121 RA£»0 ~TIN(; 1•, 41·2407 RA£»0
PROOUCTlON rt; tNTERMEOIATE"

.
:

.

41-33231

Radio Dr•ma : The Firat Hundred Yeara

Th•s class explores the early hiStory of enterta•nment me<11a as
seen through the audiO dramas produced from the turn or the
century to the present. h uncovers the fact that radio drama
Is actually audiO drama. existmg decades bele<e commercial
radiO broadcasting. By stuay,ng the productions or the past.
their techniques and Slmtlarities. we see that audiO drama
luncttons effectr.ely •n our rapoOiy evolving WO<Id or radiO.
1 CREDIT

41·3400

WCRX Prac t lc um: Production •

Course is •ntended IO< the aovanced student and reqwes a
mtnuoom ot eight hours per week. Us.ng aovanced productiOn
studiO 18Cllrtoes. students wnte. VOice, and techniCally produce
Statton promos, publiC serw:e announcements. and other
~s IO< au"'& on WCRX.

lnternahlp: Radio• •

InternshiPS provide adVanced students with an opportunity to
gain work experie~e in an area or ooncenlfotlon o< Inter"!
while receiving academic credit toward their dellfees. Requires
the permission of the instructor.
1 .. CREDITS

41-3498

Independent Project : Radio•

An i ndependent project is designed by the student, with the

aPP<oval o r a supervising faculty member, to stucty an area that
is not at present available in the curriculum. Pnor to registrat ion. the student must submit a wntten proposal that outlines
the project.

41-3500
Media

Radio Workehop: Public Service In

Th•s service-learmng course inYOtves students in identifyong s.gnificant community issues and hOw thOse issues are
acldresSed by public service pr01lf8mmtng. Students create
a public affairs campaign, includ•ng pr01lf8mmlng, promotions. and public service announcements lor broadcast on the
Columbia College ChiCago radio Statton, WCRX. The ctass also
covers cntiC81 Federal CO<nmuniC8toons CO<nmosston (FCC)
rules and regulatkiOs.
3 CREDITS

PREREQ(JISITES: 41 ·ll07 >'OIC£ AHOART'IQJLATlQN, 4 1· ll28 RADIO
PROOUCTION t INTRO, 4 1·2107 WRmNG FOR RADIO•, 52·11"2

1 .. CIIEDITS
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RADIO
41-3507

Broadcast Resea rch •

Course outlines application or basic marketing research tech·
niques to radio situations. Course material covers conducting
research from music testing to perceptual studies and evaluat·
ing research supplied by outside companies. including ratings

services.
2 CREDITS
PREREQVI$/rE$: 41-3114 RADIO PROGRAMMING•

41·3514

WCRX Practlcum: Management ..

Course is intended lor the advanceo student and requires
a minimum or eight hours per week. WCRX Faculty Advisor
apooints students to manage one or the station·s following
departments : programming. music, news. soorts. community
affairs, promotion. traffic, production. or sates. With assistance
from the faculty advisor. student managers evaluate staff per·
formance. Course stresses basic management skills and oral
and written communication skills. Music and traffic managers
use advanced computer software to generate station togs.
1-6 CREDITS

41-3520

Advanced Radio Sales Practlcum •

Students will explore advanced theoretical and practical
principles or broadcast sales methodology in a small group
classroom discussion setting, supoorted by practical exper~
ence conducted in professional radio sates departments. This
intensive instructional milieu will give students the opportunity
to build on the conceptual foundations that they gained in
the Radio Sales class. Students will be required to engage in
extensive study of sates methods and market data resources
in libraries and on the internet.
3 CREDITS
PREREQVISITES; 41·3100 RADIO SAtES·

41-3528

WCRX Practlcum : Webcastlng•

Ambitious involvement in the development and maintenance
ol the WCRX Radio Web site. Students will be responsible lor
uooating playlists. station events. Jock profiles. news. soorts
scores. and public service announcements. The practlcum Wlll
also include ex.perimental initiatives. community outreach. and
interdepartmental projects.
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T ELEVISI O N
MICHAEL NIEDERMAN, CHAIRPERSON
Television matters. now more than ever. It tells us diverse.
dynamic, and profound stories about every aspect of our lives.
It speaks to us intimately as individuals and unites us beyOnd
our neighborhoods. In Columbia College Chicago's Television
Department. we teach students how to tell stories and
create memorable television . preparing them for a career in
the industry.

Students create programs in three studios. utilizing industry
standard production and POSt-production tools. The department
addresses cutting edge technologies including high definit ion,
small screen. and multi-casting distribution in the curriculum. In
addition. the School of Media Arts has built a state-of-the-art.
high definition. multi-camera remote production truck that will
be utilized by the department for a wide variety of classes and

productions.
Students begin making television in their first semester. within
a context that carefully balances a broad foundation of creative.
critical. and technical skills. We offer concentrations in four areas. with classes providing the deeper understanding and skills
required to succeed in writing. producing. directing, POSt-production and effects. internet. and mobile media. We challenge
students to develop a personal vision while working within the
team environment of television. Our students make sketch and

Graduates of the Columbia College Chicago Television Department go on to work across the nation in all areas of the industry. You'll find our alumni making a real difference at broadcast
and cable networks, television stations. and internet-based
delivery outlets. They are known as team players with highly developed creative skills. a strong work ethic. and a commitment
to makin.g a difference in television.

situation comedies: single and mutti<amera drama: documen·
I encourage you to join us.

taries; talk shows; and cooking. news. and general entertainment programs. We are also looking to the future as we create
convergent media: television that extends to t he Web. mobile
devices. and beyond. Our students run their own TV station.
and their work is broadcast regularly in Chicago. We teaCh several television courses at Columbia's Semester in L.A. program
in Hollywood. providing students with invaluable experience and
contacts in top television markets. They also gain real-life experience through a variety of local and national internships. The
OPPOrtunities in the department are as varied and extraordinary
as the opPOrtunities in the industry. We analyze and practice
every phase of production from the first idea to final airing. We
discuss why television matters and how students can bring their

M ichael Niederman
Chairperson. Television Department

passion, commitment. and values to this creative and enduring
medium. We critique how the media addresses a wide variety of
hot button issues and prepare our students to produce media
free of stereotypes. bias. and half-truths.
Our faculty combines the best of academic and professional
skills. including working practitioners teaching directing. writing.

and production. Our instructors are committed to excellent
teaching and give every student a chance to participate and excel. We encourage students to pursue their dreams While work-

ing collaboratively, which is how success is bom in television.
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DIRECTING/PRODUCTION
This concentration focuses on the skills that revolve around
the production and directing of television programming. The
success of all television programs is based on the cteative
professionals directly invollled w ith the production process.
This concentration will focus on the visual and audio inter·
pretation involved in creating what the viewer will ultimately
see and hear on the Scteen. From live studio productoon to
field shoots. post-production. and graphics ... from camera and
sound operation to directing studio and remote productions .•.
from individual professional work to collaborative departmental
television shows ... an are part of the most hands-on segment
of our upper level curriculum. Students with a focus in directing
will also progress through this concentration with many oppor·
tunities to direct either individual projects or departmental pr~
gramming in a collaborative environment with other students.

OVERALL PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM
TELEVI SION D EPARTMENT MISSIO N S TATEMENT
Our mission is to offer an education in Television that balances
creativity, technology, and ethics in an environment of colla!»
ration and support for the indiVIdual creative voice.

We prOIIide ondusti)'Onented opportunotoes through process
and prOjeCt centered education and are committed to preparing
a student for both hfe and career.
Television os the medoum that best captures and retleets the
culture of our time. Our students contribute to both the local
and global communities as they inform. entertain, and inspire
us all.

CURRICULAR STRUCTURE
The curriculum structure Is based on the idea that we instruct
both "the head and the hands" simultaneously. That means
that in the first two years students are creating television. in a
wide variety of production classes at the same time they are
learning storytelling and analytical skills. The Idea of the core
is to give a solid foundation In a ll aspects of television. both
preparing them to proceed onto their concentration and making
sure they are ready to succeed at whatever opportunity the Industry presents as they set about a career. While students are
being challenged by a wide variety of technical, creative. and
intellectual work In the core classes. we never lose focus of
the foundation of storytelling that Is at the heart of television.

POST-PRODUCTION/EFFECTS
This concentration focuses on the skills that revolve around
the editing and finishing of programs Including the creating of
title and special effects seQuences. Post-production Is much
more than just editing. It is the stage where you build your st~
ry, give it structure. polish the visuals. create special effects.
and bring your vision to the screen. In the post-production and
effects concentration. students learn advanced editing skills
and graphic design, create visual effects and title seQuences.
and design and author DVDs. Students work In a wide variety
of editing genres. on individual productions. and on programs
produCed for broadcast television.

The concentrations are built on the broad knowledge of the
oore and students focus in one of four areas: Writing/Producing. Directing/Production. Post-production/Effects. and lntera<>
live Television. Each concentration eJtl)lores in-Oepth theor area.
offering the students a wide range of experience. working both
indiVIdually or on one of the variety of award wonning departmental showS. The end results are skolls that wtll be their
entr~ onto the career they want. Ultomately, the student experience in the department is more than an excepoonal learning
community; it is one of real cooperation and cteatMty.

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION
This concentration focuses on the skills that revolve around
the integration of television and a variety of onteractive media
like the Web and OVOs. The classes mix in-Oepth work in
traditional video production as well as classes In graphics and
content cteation. Participation in the departmental showS Is
possible through creating online content and/or interactrve
OVOs. In addition. individual eteative work is encouraged.
exploring the technology and developing the aesthetic of interactive television.

CONCENTRATIONS
M inor In Non·Unear Editing
This minor will focus on teaching a set of skills that Include
video acQuisition and non-linear edoting. It will prepare students to use these skills in a wide variety of fields that now
utilize video and need more people trained in these skills.
Students who have these skills in addition to their major focus
will increase their ability to enter the job market because of
the proliferation of opportunities that need the capabilities
of skilled shooter/editors. This minor would be of Interest to
students from a variety of departments who are Interested In
entering a market with expanding possibilities.

WRITING/PRODUCING
This concentration focuses on the skolls that revolve around
the creatoon. plannong, and management of television programming. Television is known as a producer's medoum and at the
present tome almost every major producer in American television is also a writer. Writer/producers oversee series development and production, create new programs, and see to the
coordination and conceptual coherence of series In progress.
Their skolls are highly valued and highly rewarded. This concen·
tration is the backbone of the department's creative output as
these students are responsible for the creation and execution
of varied departmental programs and the running of the t elevision station. FreQuency Television.
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Minor In Writing for Television
This minor will focus on preparing a student for a career in writ·
ing for television in all its various forms. from entertainment
and corporate productions to the growing field of interactive
media. This market is particularly open to new talent because
of the expansion of outlets that can utilize the talents of a
trained scriptwriter and the voracious appetite of these outlets
for content and therefore scripts. This minor would be of inter·
est to students from a variety of departments who focus on
writing and are interested in entering a market with expanding
possibilit ies.

.
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TELEVISION
course incorporating skills of the media age: sound-bites, correct visual support, appropriate dress, body language and eye
contact, speeches of persuasion, exposition demonstration.
and motivation.

24-2322
Motion Graphics Photoshop Bootcamp
In this course students will learn fundamental skills in digital
imaging through using Adobe PhotoshOp. Students will work
on a combination of tutorials and creative projects to practice
image capture, composition and output for print and for motion graphics. It is intended that students will take this class
preceding or concurrently with Motion Graphics: Television and
Film.

3 CREDITS

Television Arts : Production
40-1302
This introductory class in the art of television production
provides an overview, and basic. practical, hands-on experience in all aspects of today's trends in the television industry.
Although taught in a studio environment. this course will cover
camera operation, sound. lighting, video transitions. and graphics as they relate to all forms of production. The final project
for the class is the completion of three full productions created
by students in the class.

:1. CREDIT

The History of Television
40-1101
Television is a primary source for the transmission of information, politics, entertainment, and our collective and dispersed
cultures in the United States. surpassing even film and
newspaper because of its combined accessibility and visual
appeals. Since its arrival on the scene at the World's Fair of
1939, TV has been the site through which we engage with any
number of issues and events-from the most intimate to the
most broadly social. The History of Television as a course is
therefore a ·cultural history" course; in other words, we examine not only the chronological development of television as a
technology and an industry. but we explore also how television
has become a part of our histories and, indeed, how TV has
shaped history and our sense of it.

4 CREDITS

'

Television Arts: Writing•
40-2100
Building on concepts and techniques introduced in Aesthetics
and Storytelling, this course allows students to explore basic
methods of television writing for scripted and non-scripted
formats. Students will develop craft skills basic to television
writing: research, story structure, dialogue. and character
development, all of which will prepare them for writing scenes
and short scripts. This class will not only prepare the student
to write full length scripts but will also help them grow as
artists. learning to tell stories in a unique and personally
meaningful way.
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

40-1103
Aesthetics and Storytelling
Aesthetics and Storytelling I is the foundational course for
future work in the TV Department. Whether you are aiming
to be a director. writer, producer. or editor, the f undamentals
of aesthetics in relation to TV are crucial to doing well in any
of these areas. In this course we learn how to choose the
right shots and how to construct a coherent sequence. as if
we are constructing clear and understandable sentences (the
sequence) out of the best words possible (the shot). To learn
this skill, we at times break down things even further, focusing
on the elements of shot construction (mise-en-scene, lighting.
color, compositional balance and framing. perspective. etc.).
Because these "words and sequences· are a specialized language, this course will emphasize becoming proficient in terminology so that you can communicate with t hose whom you are
trying to ·reach "-from a crew you are a part of to a crew you
are directing, and ultimately to the TV viewer who wants to hear
your story. In Aesthetics II, we will expand on these "ABC's" to
help you develop your own voice as a storyteller.

PREREQUISITE$: 4Dll03 AESTHETICS ANO STORYTELL.ING

40-2201
The Television Producer•
This course introduces the student to the duties of the television producer, focusing primarily on the producer's role in
creating differing types of programming. We will explore relationships with the production team, the director, writers. and
the studio. Main goals include individual development in areas
of problem solving. prioritization. team building, and scheduling
for a successful project. The role of the producer in all phases
of the production process will be emphasized.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.1302 TELEVISION ARTS: PRODUCTION, 52-1152

WRITING AND RHETORIC 11•

40-2301
Television Arts : Directing•
This course builds on the production skills covered in Television Arts: Production and introduces the basic techniques
of television directing. The course will focus on both multi·
camera and single-camera directing techniques. Students will
learn how to visualize and plan for a live, real·time scene, how
to break down scenes for shooting out-of-order with a single
camera. live switching techniques. storyboarding and visualization. camera and talent blocking, and working with actors.
Students who complete this class will have experience in a
variety of shooting styles found in television today.

3 CREDITS

40-1201
Speech :Communlcatlng Message
Oral Communication includes effective presentation skills.
the ability to persuade, motivate. inspire. teach. react, and
the ability to listen well. Television offers myriad examples of
speakers. This course utilizes the medium for visual ·proof"
using cameras and microphones to videotape students for
instant feedback. self-appraisal and motivation and employs
a t eam approach for peer evaluation. This is a basic speech

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4()-1302 TELEVISION ARTS: PRODUCTION
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40·2302
Production
Edl tln& 1•
In this course students will develop basic skills in field production and editing using OVCam fteld gear and Avid EJ<press DV
editing systems. Each student will learn and pract ice the
fundamentals of field production In terms of conceptual development, planning and storyboardlng, and finally editing and
project management. Students will have the opportunity to put
into practice the basic rules of visual composition, sequencing,
and storytelling as learned in Aesthetics and Storytelling I, and
successfully apply those concepts In this practical hands-on
course.

shooting and editing stytes and genres. These concepts will be
implemented through a series of exercises culminating In the
creation of an original student final video project.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40-2302 PRODUCTION ANO EDITING I ' OR 24-1010
PRODUCTION I '

40· 2501
VIdeo f o r Artlata and Performers •
This course is designed 8S an Introductory course in the
creative, aesthetic, and technical skills necessary to produce
video. Students will plan, produce, and edit videO as well
as the integration of video inlo art making and performance.
Students will work collaboratlvely on video installation, performance documentation projects. Students will be encouraged
and assisted in expressing their artistic voice and exploring
storytelling using digital video 8s a medium.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-1510 AESTHETICS OF CINEMA • OR 4~1103
AETHETICS .AND STORYTELLING, 4~1302 TELEVISION ARTS:
PRODUCTION

40-2320
Ll&htln& Topic a: T•lk Show•
Course Is designed to address special topics each semester
that are of importance to students, but not necessarily worthy
of an enUre course. Topics will range from conceptual to technolOgical and be completed in two to three intensive workshop

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22-1220 FIJHOAMENTA!.$ OF 2-1> DESIGN OR 36-1000
MEDIA THEORY AND DESIGN J•

40·2601
Creatln& the TV News Package •
This course is designed to prepare a Broadcast Journalism
student for shoaling, lntel'lllewlng, logging, and editing news
package material. This hands-on/lecture class provides an opportunity for the future reporter and video journalist to practice
with his or her own material In the production of news stories
tor television. StanckJps, Interviews, 110ice-overs, sound bites,
cut-aways, writing to video, and the use of the television medium t o tell the journalistic story are hallmarks of this course.

days.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE& 4~1302 TELEVISION ARTS: PRODUCTION

40·2321
Technology Toplca •
This course is designed to address special topics each semester that are of importance to students, but not necessarily
worthy of an entire course. Topics will range from conceptual
to technolOgical and be completed in two-three intensive work·

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4~2302 PROOUCTION AND EDmNG 1•, 53-2310
BROADCAST NEWS WRtnNG •

shop days.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES:

4~1302

TELEVISION ARTS> PRODUCTION

40-2602J
Television N ew • D ocument ary, Concept
to Broadcast
This oourse would give students the opportunity to ex,plore
single camera news documentary production, editing, and
reporting. The students will be required to research and
baCkground on a topic of relevance and debate. They will have
to prepare all the questions, as well as schedule and plan Sit·
down Interviews with various experts and/or position people.

40-2330
Broadcast Law•
Course concentrates on practical applications of broadcast
law and examines various general principles that apply to
the dally broadcast business. In addition to covering libel law
and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), course
enoompasses issues related to radio employment contracts,
trademarks, copyrights, the Arst Amendment, obscenity, and
Indecency.

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

40-2621
On-Camera Talent
ThiS course teaches the student the role of being on camera
talent In a variety of different production sltuallons. The varied
roles of a live reporter, In a hard news deadline sltuallon, the
anchor's roles on the news set. the host talent's responsibility
and Interactions in the entertainment genres of talk, game,
and magazine shows. The art of the interview, the how-Co of
wrttlng scripts, researching guest. and formulating questions
will also be included. The culmination of this class will be to
conduct on camera Interviews In •LJve: Pre-Taped, and loc&tion situations.

PREREQUISITES: 52·11' 2

40·2401
Production •nd Editing II*
In Production & Editing II students will gain lntennediate
technical and aesthetic skills In field shooting and editing.
Thi'OUII)l a series of shooting and edlllng exercises. students
will further develop skills Introduced In Production & Editing.
Topics Include pre-production, planning, aesthetics, and Idea
develOpment; lntennediate shoot ing and lighting techniques;
Intermediate llOMinear edltlng. titling, and effects; media management; basic color correction and use of videO scopes; and

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: ~1302 TELEVISION ARTS> PRODUCTION, 53-2310
BROADCAST NEWS WRinNG'
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TELEVISION
40-2822
Production and A. .thetlcs for Television
News
This class gJves studentS a I)<OduCIJon course with a bmadc8st

,_.locus. Students will learn aesthetics as It relates to tel&
vlaloo ,_.and - l o p basic vldeograplly and edltJtC sldlls

news repo<tlng.
4 CIIIDITI
PREJIEQUtSITfS: 40-1.302 TEI.EVISIOH ARTS: PR00UCnoN

fo( television

40-272.1

VIdeo Interactive Multimedia 11•

In this course each student c:ontJnues his or her educatlon In
field I)<Oduellon, editing, and related aesthetic areas. Students
pnxluce individually oonc:ellled and edited worl<; hOweYer, students will accomplish the production (shootlllll) component In
cooperatJo;e teams. Students also leam how to -lop IIOice
and point-of-view as well as understanding how to edit and
wor1< within a particular genre style. Editing will be acc:ompllahed uSing Adobe Premiere r::N and AVID non-linear editing
worl<stetlons.
2 CIIII:DITS

40-2722

ScrMnwrltln' II: The Feature Film•

This course trains students to pnxluce longer and more
complex screenplayS and to f&cllitate a deeper understefld.
lng of the screenwrttlng process. To asslst students In better
-loping character, story, and linear structure; to asslst in
-loping systematic wor1< habits t o carry the student from
Idea -lopment throu&J'l revisions to a completed Setlpt; and
to lltOYi<le studei\ts wl1li the OppOrtunity fOr oooSlstent Critique
of their screenwrttlng.
3 C IIII:DITS

40-2788

Television CarMr Strate,les •

Students will acquire an o.ervlew of the marl<etplace and
will - l o p strategies fo( building a portfolio and resume
llide<Xape, reftnlng interview techniQues, and networking within
the television buSiness for employment opportunities. Class
tlme Is delloted to prtorltJDng and packaging pefSO(I81 date,
c:teatlng resumes, and otpnlzlng videotape for the job search.
Students will leam research and prospecting techniQues from
guest 8XIl8ftS. Three hours of special edltJtC tlme, fo( use
~the summer months, will be granted to senior students
wllo have peSSe<l this course.
1 Cllll)IT

40-2803

C111ture, Rsce aiMI ......

The ~. tUm, and print-has a I)8MISIIIe lnflu.
ence upon how we view the ""lffd. This couo:se enableS us to
-lyle IUblle end IMJbilmlnal
8bout cu~~~n, race.
~. &finder, reiiCIOn. claSs. end ebllity . . ~ to us
lllrOuf\ the ........ ~ _,discussions of dlfleoeuces,
...-..end 11Jmu1e11rC ....,_,we wiN 1eem wllo we ere
end why we view ~ the way we do. Expe(ud OUII:lOfMS
lncklde new tnsWU Into ,...._ inftuence end o..- responsibility as media ..-... a . . . - , project. end se"-'niilllllon
of
cUnni end I'8Cial Identity.
J Cllll)ITI

messaces

40-21H13J

Television/ Media: DecoutructiiiC

Wlllteln media, racial rep<esent8tlon IS a ~ element on
screen, but often an lrrltatlon behind closed doora. Can w111tea
write fo( minority audienCes? wtry aren't there mote producers
and directors of color? Misunderstand"- prwall
wllltea
fall to &JCamine their klentltles, ldeoloCY. discomfort. and/or
biases. This coorse will use television and ftlm examples as
catelysts fo( self-<~xaminatlon of~. ReacllrCS will lay
the (IOUndworl< to •try on· our racial identJty In a safe community of media makers.
1 CIIIDIT
PREJIEQU/S(TES: 40-2803 CUI. TURE. RACE NK> MEDIA •

wr-

40-2920

Studies In Televl•lon

This course examines 8 speciftc topic within the field of television. rOteting the topics on a regular basis to keep the course
relevant to trends and Issues within television end aoclety.
Today more than - r . TV Is the pnmary stotyteller In u.s.
culture. and therefo(e the medium 1111ses a constant stnsam of
Issues oonc:emlng everything from reptesentatlon of (lOOps to
how parents raise their children. Classes focus on proyidi~
students with lrHiepth examlnatlons of TV-related topics, wl1h
an <M!fllrching ernl)llasls on the lmoortence of appt08cl\lng
television and related issues from 8 variety of humanistic
perspectives (philosophical, lndustJiai, hlstofto&taphlcal, etc.)
so as to enrich and complicate our understandinll of both the
Issue and TV.

3 ClllDITI

40-2921

Rock on Television

Television and rock music ha\'8 explloded together in Al1*1can
pop culture. The class will SWdy historic and re'<'Oiutlonaty live
performances on television. Using 8 111re videO c:o41eCUon and
8 current textbook, Rock on Television will explore the rote of
television In promoting and changing rock music.
a CIIIDITS

40-2922

Madia lm••e•: wo-n

a Po-•·

The Media Images Series &JCaminea the roles, treatment. and
power Issues of various mlnoritJes end 5eCI'*1ta of IOCiety.
This Women's 1maees course will proo.~c~e a critical llniii)'W of
the portrayals end effects of gendef ~. sexuality.
and class representation. Tl'lr'ouCI> ~. ~.end
discussion we will probe ways that we have been ln1luenc:ed
and explore alter'nlltllle ~ as medla-melceB.
of
wllo c:ontrols these Images end how the media dltferentlelly
seMIS the public end power tlc>ldon will be examined In both
, _ . end entertai<vnent media.
Prenlqulslte: Comcllellon of 30 credit ho..-s
J CIIII:D(fS
PRE/IfQUfSIT£S: COMPI.ETJOH OF 30 OffDfT HOI.IIS

ea-

""-*

••• . c ...... . . . . .
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COURSE DESCRIPTION S

TELEVISION
40·2923J
Television Covers:
Television Covers is a rotating topic course t hat takes an in·
depth look a t the television industry's coverage o f a particular
issue, in dramas, documentary, news. and other forms of
television programming.

40-3212
Critical Studies: Television•
Television is the primary source for the transmission of
information. politics. entertainment, and our collective and dispersed cultures in the United States, surpassing even film and
newspaper because of its combined accessibility and visual
appeals. Further. TV has for decades now shaped how we tell
and understand stories about the worlds we live in and tho se
we hope to live in. from not ions o f race and gender to presidents and child-rearing. In your aspiration to become a professional in the field of television. understanding how TV operates
culturally and socially in a sophisticated manner will ultimately
make you a better creative artist. producer, manager. screenwriter, etc.! We work from the premise that there is no such
thing as "just TV,' for certainly the industry wouldn't survive if
everyone really could care tess about what they watch. Thus,
we will seek to master methods of analysis that ·get beneath'
TV: historic and industrial. auteurism and genre, semiotics and
psychoanalysis, postmodern, and ideological.

1 CREDIT

40-3 101
Television and Society•
This senior level seminar examines issues that arise from
the medium of television. including ownership and regulation:
advertising sales and ratings; news and political content; and
professional e thics. responsibilities. and values. Students
discuss. deba te, and write about current television issues and
topics o f interest.
3 CREDITS

40-3102
Ethical Choices: Film & TV
f rom "Clockwork Orange· and 'The Godfather' to ' Reality TV'
and " 24 ·.characters and plots revolve around decisions that
are viewed as ethical, immoral or neutral, depending upon
viewers' principles . . . and the skill of the director. This course
asks difficult questions of students as media makers regarding
one's personal moral compass. code of ethics about violence
and sex, murder and money. and what that means to creative
work in television and film.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUI$/TE$; 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC rr•

40· 3213
Studies In Television
This course examines a specific topic within the field of television. rotating the topics on a regular basis to keep the course
relevant to trends and issues within television and society.
Today more than ever, TV is the primary storyteller in U.S.
culture, and therefore the medium raises a constant stream of
issues concerning everything from representa tion of groups to

1 CREDIT

40-3202
Writing for Television•
This scriptwrit ing class is for st udents who already have a
basic understanding of story structure, dialog. and character
development. In this class t he student will learn to write
full-length television scripts and will study the structure and
convent ions o f writing the sitcom, sketch comedy, and hourlong dramatic script s. Student work will be read aloud and
workshopped, step by step, in a traditional ·writer's table'
story conference procedure. Each st udent will leave the
course with at least one full-length, polished script from one of
the featured genres.

Mw parents raise their children. Classes focus on providing
students with in-depth examinations o f TV-related topics, with
an overarching emphasis on the importance of approaching
television and related issues from a variety of humanistic
perspectives (philosophical, industrial, historiographical. etc.)
so as t o enrich and complicate our understanding of both the
issue and TV.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC II•

40-3220
Programming & Station Operations•
In this adVanced television course. students will serve as
the Operations Department of Columbia College's television
station. f requency Columbia. All aspects o f maintaining and
operating a broadcast facility including programming, schedu~
ing, recruit ing. commercial and product sales. distribution,
production. and promotions will be included in the experience
of this high-profile, high-demand project.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 WRITING AND RHETORIC rr• OR 402100

TELEVISION ARTS: WRITING • OR 24-1710 SCREENWRITING I; WRITING
THE SHORT FILM•

40·3211
Independent Producer Workshop*
This course is intended to hOne specific producing skills. The
focus will be on independently produced programs, covering a
wide range o f styles and genres. Independent video/television
will be examined from a historical perspective to set the stage
for the students' own work. This work will culminate in a final
project .

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISIIE$; 402201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER •, 402301
TELEVISION ARTS; DIRECTING•

40-3221
Writing the Situation Comedy*
This advanced level scriptwriting class teaches the skills
needed to write the most popular form in t elevision today, the
situation comedy. The class will require the students to write
two half-hour comedies. one based on an existing prime-time
television series. the other based on an original pilot concept.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$; 402100 TELEVISION ARTS: WRITING' , 402401
PRODUCTION AND EDITING II'
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TELEVISION
Decision Makers In Media • •
40-3227
Students will study television broadcasting's structure and all
of the issues affecting the decision-making process. Students
will consider the human and economic factors governing deci·
sion making in all phases of television operations. Lectures
and field trips will focus on situations that inAuence manage-ment decisions. including research. programming, advertising
sales, rating systems, and management styles with empha·
sis on decisions in day-to-day operations at the top levels
of management. Cross-listed with Arts, Entertainment, and
Media Management 28-4670 Decision Making: The Television
Industry.

The scripts will be read and reviewed, step by step, in a classic
·writer's table" story conference procedure. In addition, there
will be lectures on the writing of both the est ablished sitcom
as well as the original pilot episode.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·1710 SCREENWRITING 1: WRITING THE SHORT
Flt.M•

40-3222
Master Workshop Narrative : Writing
In this advanced workshop, students will serve as staff writers
for the Columbia College television series. "Windows." "Win·
dows" is a half-hour show consisting of six short (five-minute)
segments that share a common theme. For each of the six
segments. all writers will submit individual first drafts; half of
thOse will be chosen by the writers to go to a second draft. The
second drafts will be pitched to the executive producer. who
will choose one script to go to a polished final draft. All phases
of individual and collaborative writing. from concept development to finished script, will be experienced in this intensive

3 CREDITS

40-3229
The . Business of Broadcasting
This course is planned for undergraduates in Television and
graduate students in Management. Course provides the
historical background of the television business, including the
launch of the industry in the 1940s. the establishment of the
regulatory system. the operational structure of stations and
networks, the development of cable and satellit e broadcasting,
and the programming policies and strategies of the present
broadcasting industry. The class is intended to provide a road
map to the business practices and methods of operat ion of
broadcasting entities at the beginning and at the end of the
20th century.

course.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152\VRITING AND RHETORIC II"

Producing the Television Magazine
40-3224
Segment•
Students will learn pre--production. production. and post-production techniques in the completion of several entertainment
magazine--style segments. From conception to completion,
each student wili gain experience in interviewing, writing,
storytelling. scheduling, and developing an artistic approach
to various profile pieces to be aired on Frequency TV. Working
as a team member with videographers. studio crews. editors.
graphic artists. and Frequency TV staff members. t he student
will gain invaluable experience in all facets of being a producer.

3 CREDITS

40-3229J
Directing The Weblsode
The internet and mobile modes of distribution have created a
space for a new form of episodic content: The Webisode. This
course will focus on all aspects of directing and production as
they pertain specifically to the webisodic series. Students will
work in all areas of directing and production to shoot a complete. 9 episode, original web series written in the Writ ing For
Internet and Mobile TV class. The series will consist of short
form. 3 minute episodes with directing and production needs
unique to the emerging genre. Students will work collabora·
tively as a production company through all aspects of pre-production and production. The result will be a fully realized
webisodic series.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2201 THE TElEVISION PRODUCER•, 40.2401

PRODUCTION AND EDITING II'

40-322SJ
Master Workshop Narrative :
Pre-Production
Student s in this advanced producing workshOp will work on
preproduction for t he Television Department's annual television
pilot. to be produced in the Spring by the Master Workshop
Narrative: Producing & Directing courses. Students will work on
budgets, casting plans, location scouting. legal , script break·
downs. and other processes necessary to prepare for a major
production of a television pilot. Students are highly encour·
aged to register for the Master Workshop Narrative: Producing

2 CREDITS

40-3230
Master Workshop Sketch Comedy:
Writing & Producing
This is an advanced class designed to teach the skills needed
to write and produce proficiently within the popular television
genre of sketch comedy. This class will require students to
create and write original sketches and commercial parodies.
The sketch ideas will be pitched, improvised. drafted. read.
reviewed, and revised step by step. in a classic "writer's table"
story conference procedure before moving on to the rehearsal
and taping process. Students will also serve as producers,
supervising all aspects of the pre--production process in order
to facilitate a busy production schedule. Working with a
post-production supervisor and student editors, students will
also oversee aspects of post-production editing, music, and

course in the spring.
1 CREDIT

40-3226
Master Workshop Narrative : Producing
In this advanced workshop, students will serve as producers
and directors for a new Columbia College anthology fiction
series. Students will have the opportunity to experience all
phases of collaborative producing, from concept development
throughout the finished program segments.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2201 THE TElEVISION PRODUCER•, 40.2301
TELEVISION ARTS: DIRECTING·. 40.2401 PRODUCTION AND EDITING II'
WWW . COLUM . EDU
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TELEVISION
companies capable of producong profess.ona~looking and well
researclled matenals on a timely manner. and thos class will
emphasize the professionalism necessary when working in

graphics. Students woll collabOrate closely with the students
and instructO<S of the Televisl()(l D~rectong Productoon: Sketcll
Comedy class. woth a strong emphasis on the teamwork necessary to produce a pro,ect of thos nature. The end product of
this collaboration woll be a broadcast of the Columboa College
original sketch comedy show ·out On A Lomb" on Channel 20.

Sud'!

PREREQUISITES: 4().2201 THE TElEVISION PRODUCER•, 40.2401
PROOUCTK>N AND EDITING II' OR 4().2601 CREATING THE TV NEWS
PACKAGE •

WYCC.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2100 TElEVISiON ARTS: WRITING •

40-3236
VIdeo for Internet and M obile TV
Small Screen Video will look at the emergence of various
technologies (oPods. phones. Web) Into the culture. The class
Includes both an examonatlon of aesthetic issues and the
tecllnology involved in both producong and preparing media lor
this emerging market.

40-3231
Writing for Television Genre•
This oourse Is an advanced level writing class with much lime
devoted to the development of analytic skolls. The class won be
broken up Into two parts. The first will be an onvestogauon of a
variety of analytic methods. The second hall woll be spent ex·
amonong a varoety of genres and writing a seroes of outlones and
scnpt excerpts. The topocs would onclude action/adventure.
melodrama, drama. comedy. mystery. and scoence focttOn. Each
would be examoned woth examples drawn from both current and
past televosoon programmong. The class would conclude woth
the completoon of a ful~length scropt.

3 CREDITS
PREREQtJJSJTES: 4().2401 PRDDIJCTION AND EDITING N• OR 24-2010

PRDDIJCTION II"

Writing for Internet and Mobile TV
40-3237
Thi s writing course won focus on short·form videos that
have develope(! due to the g,owth of a variety of distnbution
avenues. oPods. cell phones. You Tube. and My Space have
created the opportunity lor a variety of programming that are
both an extension of existing television pro&rams as well as
new story telling forms that blur traditional lines. The students
woll analyze. develop, and write scripts appropriate lor this
emergi ng ·media."

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·1710 SCREENWRITING 1: WRITING THE SHORT
FilM'

40·3232
Television Program Development •
Television prosram development is a creatove and intense
process that takes you from the germ of a story idea to a fully
thought out seroes or program. It takes practice. and blood.
sweat. and tears-and thankfully can be hoghly rewardong on a
vanety of levels! In thos class. you won work woth your col·
leagues and the onstructor to enhance your skolls on storytelling
and in potcllong your "baby" to industry executoves from cable
to netWO<k to publiC and ondependent servoces.

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2100 TElEVISJON ARTS: WRITING •

Scri pt Analysis: Buffy the Vampire
40-3238
Slayer
Thos class is a specoal topics class that won examone the
scnpt of one episode of a television seroes from a variety of
perspectoves including historical. cultural and textural. Each
episode will be viewed, the scropt read and then critiqued using
a variety of different approaches. The class will conclude with
each student writing an analysis from one of the approaches
utilized during the class. This class Is appropriate lor students
in all concentrations.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40.2100 TElEVISION ARTS: WRITING •, 40 2201 THE
TELEVISJON PROOOCER •

40-3234
Developing the Reality Show •
This class Is designed to introduce the student to the creative
and business aspects of designing an original reality show pi·
lot. Students will be required to pitch and develop an otoglnal
reality show from Idea to finished treatment with budget. loca·
lions. and a sample episode that includes tasks and games.
Students would also be required to put together story Iones for
13 addottOnal epoSodes to ollustrate the season progression of
the ShOw. The student won leave the class with a fully deve~
OPed reality show ready to pitcll and submot to buyers.

1 CREDIT

40-3310
TV Equipment Practlcum •
This course offers extensive drill-related hands-on experience
woth studio production equopment. It is desogned to assist the
student in mastering the technical and aesthetiC functions of
cameras. video swotchers. audiO mixong, studiO ligllting, and
graphiCS preparation. State-<)f·the-art broadcast quality equip.
mentos used throughout the class as students rotate from one
intensive drill experience to another.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().1103 AESTHETICS AND STORYl'ElWJG, 40.2201
THE TELEVISJON PRDDIJCER"

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 40.1302 TElEVISiON ARTS: PROOVCTION

40-3235
Producing the Television Interview•
In Producing the Television Interview. students will experience
the process Involved in preparing lor. developing. and delivering
to clients a package of professionallY interviews that meet
specific standards set out by the client. Increasingly today.
clients with film- and video-oriented projects seek out small
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Remote Television Production
40-331 6
Students will learn to adapt their knowledge of both studio and
field production. utilizing a mobile remote production truck to
shoot on location at a variety of events in and around Chicago.
Sports. news, and production for the Television Department's
own cable programs are researched. produced, and directed
by students. Productions include music, performance, and
selected scenes from departmental drama or sketch comedy.
Emphasis is placed upon pre-planning, meeting deadlines,
survey of locations, and performance o f a wide range o f crew
duties, including directing.

40-3310J
Television Equipment Practlcum
To provide students with intensive, ha nds~n practice with the
cent ral pieces of production equipment found in the control
room: the video switcher and audio console. Students will gain
valuable insight into the operation of these devices. as well as
greater understanding of the roles of the operators within the
context of production.
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 40-2301 TELEVISION ARTS: DIRECTING'

40-3311
Advanced Lighting and Camera•
This lighting and camera class is a required course for students in both the Production and Post-Production/Effects concentrations. Focusing on advanced techniques for lighting and
camera operations. students will further develop their understanding and skills gained in the basic core courses. Handson work as well as a deeper understanding of the principles
and concepts that guide these production techniques will be
the hallmark of this upper-level course.

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE$: 40-2301 TELEVISION ARTS: DIRECTING•

40-3317
Directing and Production: Live
Broadcast•
'
Over the course of the semester. students in this class will
serve as the technical/production arm for NEWSBEAT, a twiceweekly newscast produced for and broadcast live throughout
the campus of Columbia College. All aspects of the studio production, including directing, audio, camera. switching, graphics,
and videotape, will be emphasized and further developed as
part of the deadline-orient ed. fast·paced learning experience.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40-1302 TELEVISION ARTS: PRODUCTION, 40-2302
PRODUCTION AND EDITING I'

40-3312
Master Workshop Sketch Comedy :
Directing & Production
This advanced class further develops directing skills specifi·
cally for live performance, utilizing larger studio facilities and
creating more sophisticated productions. The students will be

4 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 40·2301 TELEVISION ARTS: DIRECTING'

required to produce anel direct variety show productions that

In this advanced class. students learn studio and field produc-

approach professional broadcast and commercial levels.

tion skills in a topics-specific setting. Students gain directing
experience in one or more of the following contexts: multi ple
camera studio production. single camera field direct ing, remote
multi-camera directing, music programming, or specialty televi·
sion production. The course will culminate in the creation o f
an advanced-level television program in conjunction with other
disciplines and departments. Emphasis is placed upon preplanning, meeting deadlines, and performance of a wide range
of crew duties, including directing.

40-3318
Projects•

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2301 TELEVISION ART; DIRECTING•, 40-2401

PRODUCTION AND EDITING II'

4 0·3314
Directing and Production : Narrative
This advanced class further develops directing skills specifical·
ly in dramatic performance, utilizing larger studio facilities. and
will be co-taught with a Theater/Music Department offering.
The combined classes will examine the complex orchestra·
tion required to capt ure the theatrical performance using the
sophisticated technology of television. Student directors will
become acquainted with the special rigors and disciplines of
performing as well as the creative challenge it creates.

Directing and Production: Special

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40-2301 TELEVISION ARTS: DIRECTING•

40-3319J
Remote Sports Production
In this course, students will gain invaluable experience in the
direction and coverage of a live sports event. Students will
plan and execute a multi-camera shoot of a sporting event,
in conjunction wit h school , community and 1 or professional
sports organizat ions. Students gain directing experience in
one or more of the following contexts: multiple camera remote
production. remote multi-camera directing, live-to-tape event
coverage. and single camera shooting. Emphasis is placed
upon pre-planning, meeting deadlines, and performance of a
wide range of crew duties. including directing.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40-2301 TELEVISION ARTS: DIRECTING•

40-3315
Directing and Production: Television
M agazine Segment •
In this class, students will explore approaches to directing
for expanding magazine;interview·based styles of television
programming and work as crew on a wide variety of both field
and studio productions. Students will interact with producers,
shoot ers, and editors enrolled in other Television Department
courses to create program segments. both single and multiple
camera, for Frequency TV.

1 CREDIT

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40-2301 TELEVISION ARTS: DIRECTING •
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4().3321

Advanced Control Room Technlquea •

40· 3327

This equipment operation course will focus on the Studio A
control room, building on the skills gained in the Television
Equipment Prac:tlcum. Students will spend a significant portion of the class time WOfklng with the production switcher and
the digital video effects system. This course is an advanced
electllle in both the Production and Post-Production concentra-

tions.
2 CREOITS
PREREQUISIT£S; 4()3310 IV EQUIPMENT PRACTICVM•

4().3322

Television Documentary Worksho p•

This advanced producfoon course introduces students to the
wide variety of modes of documentary found on television and
allows them to create a documentary production from concept
to finiShed product. The course combines theory. history, and
production techniques that are specific to television documentary. Special emphasis is given to scripting, Idea development,
and treatment preparation, as well as documenlary ethics.
Students work indillidually or In small groups to produce a
short documentary bry the end of the course.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().3412 EXPERIMENTAl PROOOCTION AND EDITING •
OR 4().34128 NARRATIVE PRODUCTION AND EDITING • OR 4().3412C
OOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION AND EDITING•

40-3324

40·3340

DocumentlnC Socl•l lnjuatlca •

Social justice education is both a process and a goat and Involves students who have a sense of their own agency as well
as a sense of social responsibility toward others end society
as a whole. Students become familiar with the range of drver·
sity issues-race. ethnicity. gender. religion. class. etc.-througll
extensive readings and videos. Class t ours several sites of
ethnic art. activism. and social justice. Students work In teams
on documenting their Impressions and comparing the classroom with the experiential with help from experts In the fteld.
3 CREDIT$
PREREQUISITES; 402401 PRODUCTION AND EDITING t•

Experimental VIdeo Workshop•

This advanced-level production course explores e~perimental
video (and mixed media work that utilizes llideo) as an art
form. This will include videotape, digital multimedia, Web art.
and other convergences of art and technology. Each student
will produce (from conception to POSt·Production) an original,
genre-<lefying digital \/Ideo program or Installation.
4 CREDITS
PREREQl,/ISITES: 4().34121< EXPERIMENTAl PROOUCTION AND EOmNG•
OR 4().34128 NARRATIVE PROOUCTION AND EDITING • OR 40.34J2C
OOCUMENTARY PROOUCTION AND EDITING •

40-3401

Critical Studlu: lntaractha Television

The next revolutlon in the television industry has already begun: interactive television. This overview course wrll lntroduce
students to the social. aesthetic. and economic Implications of
a variety of new interactive content and t echnologies. such as
Webisodes. pedcasts. YouTube. voting reality snows such as
American Idol. Interactive fan sites. and networtc interactNe onltiatlves. Additionally. students wrll explore rnteractiWI televlsoon
from a number of perspectives rnctudrng h1stoocal and tneoret>cal. production and petq. and entreat and aesthetiC.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 402100 TEl£VISION ARTS: WRmNG•

4().3325
M ..tar Workahop Narrative: Dlrectln& &
Production
In this advanced WOfkShOp, students will serve as dorectors
and crew for the Television Department's anthology drama
series. Students will WOfk with actors and producers to shOOt
a half-hour long dramatic program. All pllases of s1ngle camera
location shottlng will be covered. lnclud1ng dorectJng. staging.
IIC)ltlrc. sound. and camera.
4 CREOITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2301 T£l£VISION ARTS: DIRECTING•. 402401
PROOUCTION AND EOmNG 11•

40-3411

Motio n Gr•phlca 1•

Students will develop a oornmand of se-..eral methods of
producing graphics specifically deSigned for televlsiOI\. Throve~>
a series of lectures and assrgnments. stude<>ts Will produce
examples of various forms of televlsoon graphiCS. Plannlnc.
storyt>oard1ng. and desigr11rc 1maaes as well as the aesthetiC
issues of 2-0 deS'il\ for televlsoon Will be ad<lfessed. Students
will become competent 1n des1g,11ng stJII 1mages. MQuenctng
images. oornposrung 'maaes. and produc1nc mctron &raphiCS
for television. The final productiOn of the assognments will be
1ntegrated into a program and ouq>u~ to tape.
4 CREDITS

4o.3328
Audio Th. .tra: Wrltln&/ ActlnC Workahop
This course 111110t.es writlrc. acttrc. and voi<:e for audio tneatra. focusing on the dramatic form. Class is wor~~snop style
with students completlng Individual and group prOjectS.
4 CRIOITS
Pfi£REQCJISITES: 4().3231 WRITING FOR rELEVISJON GENRE•

WWW. COLU • . IOU/ UaDiaaaAOUATI /
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Fictional Documentary•

This advanced video production WO<I<shop will explore the hne
that separates documentary and narratlve media . Students
i n the class will examine the WO<I<s of dOCumentarians whO
are using fictional elements and narrative techniques In their
WO<I< to call into question concepts of truth and reatrty end
to expand the definition of documentary. Concepts covered
Include narrative ShOOting and ed1ting techniques. resealch.
SCripting . recreations. and working with actors and subjects.
Each student will produce a video project that has factual and
fictional elements and that challenges the tradrtional deftnrtron
of documentary.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4034121< EXPERIMENTAl PROOUCTION ANO EDITING•
OR 4().34128 NARIIA TIV£ PROOUCTION AND EDITING • OR 4().3412C
OOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION AND EDITING•
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40·3412A
Experi mental Producti on and Editing•
Experimental Production & Editing is an advanced level production class in which students create an original. individually
conceived piece of video art. The course is an introduction to
the history of experimental video and video artists. as well as
project development. production. and editing techniques that
are specific to experimental video. Students learn advanced
techniques of shooting and editing including non-traditional
camera techniques. audio and microphone techniques. field
lighting, graphics and effects Integration. and integration of
other art media. Students also learn how to develop voice and
point of view and are highly encouraged to produce an original
work that defies standard television genres and conventions.
Editing is accomplished using a non-linear editing workstation.

decision lists; use of waveform monitors and t est equipment ;
and color correction. The course will also include advanced
concepts of digital production and broadcast and High Definition TV standards. The class will visit post-production houses
and see demonstrations by professional editors.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().3411 MOTION GRAPHICS 1'. 4().342"

40-3422
Moti on Graph i cs : Com positing & Effects
Students will develop a command of graphic design t hrough
compositing images for video and television. Through a series
of exercises and experiment s with Phot oShop and AfterEffects,
students learn methods of translating concepts into motion
graphics. Television and movies special effect s are deconstructed and analyzed. Motion graphics are translated into
Quicklime movies ior integration into television, Web, DVD, and
film productions.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE$: 40-2100 TELEVISION ARTS: WRITING•, 40-2401
PRODUCTION AND EDITING II'

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().341' OR 244420 MOTION GRAPHICS 1•

40·34128
Narrative Production and Editi ng•
Narrative Production and Post-production is an advanced
level production class in which students create an original,
individually conceived narrative work. The course looks at the
various types of narrative genre. as well as project development. production, and editing techniques that are specific to
narrative television. Students learn advanced techniques of
shoot ing and editing including camera techniques and setups.
audio and microphone techniques. field lighting, narrative story
structure. script breakdown techniques. and storyboarding.
Stud@nts also learn how to develop voice and point-of-view as
well as understand how to work within the various narrative
contexts. Editing is accomplished using a non-linear editing
workstation.

40-3423
Motion Graphi cs : Broadcast Design•
Students will develop a command of graphic design and
compositing images for integration into television productions.
PhotoShop and AfterEffects are used for planning, storyboarding, and designing images. The specific aesthetic issues o f
2·0 design for television will be addressed. Each project is
designed for inclusion into a current television production, i.e.,
Frequency TV, South Loop. NewsBeat, 600 South, and Out on
a Limb. Working with the producers of these shows simulates
the process producing motion graphics for clients.
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4().341'

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2100 TELEVISION ARTS: WRITING'. 40.2401

40-3424
Advanced Post-Production: Fi nishing the
Televi sion Program
Demands of the current production indust ry require that an
editor knows how to do more than simply edit . As the tools
become increasingly sophisticated and powerful, today's editor
needs a variety of skills to take advantage of the features
found in nonlinear editing systems. This course addresses a
broad range of advanced post-production techniques necessary to finish a television program. Students will finish an
online edit of a television program, including graphics, title
design, effects composlting, audio mixing, and sweetening.

PRODUCTION AND EDITING 11•

40-3412C
Documenta r y Produ cti on and Ed it i ng •
Documentary Production and Editing is an advanced level pr<>duction class in which students create an original. individually
conceived documentary video. The course Is an introduction
to documentary theory and history, as well as project development, production, and editing techniques that are specific to
television documentary. Students learn advanced techniques
of shooting and editing including hand-held camera. audio and
microphone techniques, field lighting, interviewing techniques,
and documentary story structure. Students also learn how to
develop voice and point-of-view as well as understand how to
work within the various documentary genres.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().341'

40-3424A
Advanced Post -Production : Individual
V Isions*
This course addresses post-production Issues relating to
producing individual projects. The student will develop an
individual project and follow it through from pre-production to
post-production. Emphasis will be on producing finished videotape, with the content to be det ermined by the student through
a written proposal. Practical tutorials will focus on advanced
editing techniques. styles. and strategies for editing on a nonlinear system.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40.2100 TELEVISION ARTS: WRITING• , 40-2401
PRODUCTION AND EDITING 11 •

40·3421
Advanced Post Producti on Workshop •
This class is designed for advanced level post-production
students and addresses new technologies and procedures
used in professional post environments. Students will learn
advanced t echniques on Final Cut Pro, Avid. or other profes·
slonal editing platforms; project management strategies in a
cross-platform environment; creation and management of edit
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4 0-34248
Adnnced Post-Production: TV
Ma&ulne S.ament

40· 3424J
Pro&ram

This course addresses post-p<Oducllon Issues relating to
editing Short form magazine segments. The student will learn
to wo11< with a team, I.e., a producer. a director, and a g,aphlc
arllst, In a post-p<Oduction atmosphere. Empha.sls will be on
producing ftnlshed videotape, with oontant to be determined
by the editor client relationship and weekly edit sessions with
deadlines. Pnlctlcal tutorials will focus on advanced editing
tedlnlques. styleS, and stratecJes to< editing on a nor>linear
system. Classroom time is spent ..OOUng with )OUr assigned
team to edit and review the packa&es. Crftical skills will be
de'.oeiOPO<I tllrougll in-<:lass critiques with other teams and the
Instructors. Critique will take place willie the student's work Is
on the non-linear system so that we may take advantage of the
nor>llnear system's unique capabilities for multiple versions of
the edit In order to de'.oelop an Individual style of editing.
4 CII~DITS
PREREQCIISITES: 40-341"

Demands of the current production industry require that an
editor knows how to do more than simply "edit." As the tools
become increasingly sophisticated and powerful, today's editor
needs a variety of skills to take advantage of the features
found in non-linear editing systems. This course addresses a
broad range of advanced post-p<Oduction techniques necessary to finish a television program. Students will finish an
online edit of a television program, including g,aphics, title
design, effects cornoositing, audio mlxlng, and sweetening.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4o-'341•

4G-3424C

40·3426
Procram•

Adnnced Post-Production: Narrative•

&cMnood editing tecnnlQues. sl)1es. and strategies for editing
on a nor>linear system. Classroom skills will be developed
lhrouC)l ln-<:lass critiques. Critiques will take place wllile the
student's wo11< Is on the nor>llnear system so that we may take
advantage of the non-linear system's unique capabilities for
multiple versions of the edit In order to develop an lndillldual
style of editing.
4 CR!DITS

4 0 ·3427 J Motion Graphic• and Color: Correction
and Grsdln&
The goal of this course Is to teach students how the use of
color through color g,ading, correction and llignening can effect
the perception or film and video oontent. Students will consider
these aesthetic ooncems willie teaming to perform color correction and g,ading of film/videO projects using Apple's Color.
The course emphasizes creativity and storytelling through
manipulating and creating unique visuals that can be applied
to later work in motion graphics and final post production.
1 CREDIT

Advanced Post-Production: Prime Ti me•

This course addresses post-p<Oduction Issues relating to
editlng comedy projects as well as the departmental show.
The student wlllleam to wo11< with a team, I.e., a producer, a
director. and a writer, In a post-p<Oductlon atmosphere. Empha·
sis will be on producing ftnlshed videOtape, with the oontent
to be determined by the editor client relationship and weekly
edit sessions with deadlines. Practical tutorials will focus on
advanced editing techniques, styles, and strategies for editing
on a non-linear system. Classroom time Is spent working with
)OUr assigned team to edit and review the edit. Critical skills
will be de'.oeloped through ln-<:lass critiques. Critique will take
place willie the student's wo11< Is on the nor>llnear system so
that we may take advantage of the nor>llnear system's unique
capabilities for multlple versions of the edit in order to develOP
individual style of editing.
4 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISITES< 4o-341"
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Advanced Edltln&: Television Ms&azlne

In tills adVanced-level editing course. students will perform flr>lshed final edits from several Television Department prog,ams.
giVIng editors experience With ed1tlng for different clients or
student producers. Thi s course's primary responsi bility Will be
edrting the eleclronk: newsletter cc:rv. Students will W0/1( With
producers from 40-3224 Producing the Electronic Newslet·
ter and the motion graphics artists from 40-3423 Motion
Graphics: Broadcast Design. The completed program will be
distributed througllOut the Columbia College Chicago campus.
This course follows 4().3424 Advanced Nor>-Linear Editing
and pursues a continuation of nor>-llnear editing t echniques.
Practical tutorials will focus on advanced editing techniQues
and Integration of graphics and 3-0 elements into a final edited
tape. Students will ed1t a package with a producer each week
as well as be responsible for completion of at least on final
half-hour prog,am.
4 C REDITS

This COUr$8 addresses post-production Issues relating to edit·
lng narratr.e projects as well as the departmental show. The
student wlllleam to work with a team, I.e.. a producer, a dire<>
tor. and a writer. In a post-production atmosphere. Emphasis
will be on producing a finished videOtape, with the content
to be determined by the editor client relationship and weekly
edit sessiOns with deadlines. Practical tutorials will focus on

40·34240

Advanc ed Polt·Prod :Finlahln& the TV

40·3428
Motion Graph lea: Fla1h & AfterErtect1
for TV/ VIdeo•
In this course the student will develop a command of several methods of producing g,aphlcs specifically designed for
television and video using Aash and AfteriEffects software.
Planning, storybOarding, and designing images as well as the
aesthetic issues of 2·0 animation for television and videO will
be addressed. Lectures and i~lass assignments will address
g,aphlcs design, visual storytelling, sequencing Images, exporting Flash for television. and video. The final product will be the
creation of a project for Incorporation Into video, Web, or DVO.
4 CR!DITS
PREREQUISITES< 4();3411 MOTION GRAPHICS 1•
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ePortfollo for Media Arts •
40-3430
This course Will t each students to represent their work most
effectively on the Internet using appropriate media combinations. Documentation and J)Oifolio sites become works of
their own as they reconstruct and annotate pieces In other
media such as performances and installations. This crass Is
for intermediate to advanced students in any media. Previous
Web design and construction experience Is not required. Ex·
perlenoed Web designers can take their work to the next level,
incorporating animation, interaclivity, and multiple media.

40-3621

Practlcum: Producing News•
Designed to work In tandem with the Television News Practlcum course, this class Is Intended to teach the performance of
personnel in planning newscasts. expanding stones, television
copy editing, stacking the newscast (determining the order
of stories), making on-air decisions, and assembling story
ideas and sources for each story. The course will relate these
decisions to the rear world with the crass serving as executive producers for the on-going production of ' 600 South'
or 'Newsbeat,' the campus television news; news magazine
programs. Course may be repeated once for credit.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:4o.3411 MOTION GRAPHICS I•

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2601 CREAnNG THE IV NEWS PACKAGE•,
53-3310 WRITING AND REPORTING IV NEWS •

40-3430J ePortfollo for M edia Arts•
This course will teach students to represent their work most
effectively on the internet using appropriate media combinations. Documentation and portfolio sites become works of
their own as they reconstruct and annotate pieces in other
media such as performances and installations. This class is
for Intermediate to advanced students In any media. Previous
Web design and construction expereince not required. Experienced Web designers can take their work to the next level,
Incorporating animation, interactlvity, and mulitple media.

40· 3621A

Practlcum : Producing News: Newsbeat•
Advanced students plan and execute newscasts, learning
rea~time technical and production skills using professional
equipment, creating the live half..,our 'Newsbeat• in cooperation with students in the Journalism Department Practicum

53-3601 A.
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40.2601 CREAnNG THE IV NEWS PACKAGE•,
53·3310 WRITING AND REPORTING IV NEWS •

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4().3411 MOTION GRAPHICS 1•

40-36218

Advanced students plan and execute newscasts, learning
rea~time technical and production skills using professional
equipment, creating 'Metro Minutes· in cooperation with the
Journalism Department Praclicum 53-36018.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4~2601 CREAnNG THE IV NEWS PACKAGE'.
53-3310 WRmNG AND REPORnNG IV NEWS

40-3721

lntro to Filmmaking•
This course is designed for the Television major as an Introduction to film production. Students will have an opportunity to
create their own work, shot on fllm and edited digitally. The
course is taught by a filmmaker and uses the Film and Video
Department's camera equipment.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4~2401 PRODUCTION AND EDITING
MOTION GRAPHICS 1•

Practlcum : Producing News: MetroMin

utes•

DVD Design and Production 1•
The sciences of storytelling and interface design are lntr~
Cluced along with supporting software to enable students to
achiew a basic lew! of competency in interactive OVO design.
The course emphasizes learning the foundations of professional craftsmanship in aUihO<i.n g interactille productions. The
goal of the course Is to leam the craft of designing a dynamic
interactive experience. Fundamental principles of Interface
design, graphics. and motion menus in the production of a OVO
are addressed using ftow charting software as well as PhOt~
Shop, AfterEffects, Final Cut Pro, and OVD Studio Pro. A new
set of Interdisciplinary skills will be formulated to participate in
the rapidly expanding DVD Industry.

40·3512

n•, 4().3411

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4~2401 PROOUCTION AND EDITING II'

DVD Design & Production 11•
This course will provide design techniques and strategies.
Dewioplng design strategies using cutting-edge OVD aulhO<ing
software. students will create interactille navigational Interfaces for their own films as well as editing reels. In addotion, this
course will Investigate current design trenCis in the OVO authOr·
ing Industry. The class will use Final Cut Pro 2.0 In conjunction
with OVD Pro and AfterEffects to generate interactive interfaces for DVOs. The class will also cover how to work the audio
in DVD authoring, specifically Guilind Surround sound tracks.

40-3520

40-3788
Internship: Television •
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to
gain work experience in an area of concentration or interest
while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
1·10 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 4~2788 TELEVISION CAREER STRATEGIES•

40·3789
Internship: Television . .
Internships provide students with opportunities to gain valu·
able work experience In an area of Interest while receiving
academic credit. Graduating seniors find Internships invaluable
In aiding their job search.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISiri!:S: 4~3512 DVD DESIGN AND PRODUCTION I '

1·6 CREDITS
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40-3796
Directed Study - Television
Directed Studies are learning activities involving student
independence within the context of regular guidance and
direction f rom a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for students who wish to explore a subject beyond what is
possible in regular courses or for students who wish to engage
in a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Direct ed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress, evaluate the final results, and
submit a grade.

40-3824
Analyzing Structure SitCom LA •
Students will analyze a variety of situation comedies currently
in production. A variety of speakers from the industry will
illuminate the shows, describing how they were developed, writ·
ten, and produced.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER•

40·382S
Conceiving and Writing the Situation
Comedy Show Bible In LA •
Students will develop and write a rudimentary show bible for
a situation comedy. Focus will be gaid to the process of pos;.
tioning a show for current market situation.

3 CREDITS

40-3798
Independent Project: Television• •
An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an area that
is not at present available in the curriculum. Prior to registration, the student must submit a written proposal that outlines
the project.

3 CREDITS

40·3826
Analysis of Current Industry Practice:
Los Angeles •
Students analyze the development of cultures in cinema. televi·
sion. and new media as practiced in Los Angeles. the world
center for the entertainment industries. Through interaction
with guest speakers. studios, and production companies.
group and individual mentorships, applied research, and direct
engagement in project development, students acqui re the
understanding and skills required. and make the contacts nec·
essary, for entry into the Los Angeles industry and/or investi·
gation of their own productions.

Writers' Roundtable In LA •
40-3820
This course builds and emphasizes the students' skills for
the development of an appropriate storyline for the one-hour
format. Students will explore a variety of television genres and
ultimately write a finished t elevision script utilizing the current
computer software programs for professional screenwriting.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2201 THE TELEVISION PROOUCER•

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-271D SCREENIVRinNG II: THE FEATURE FILM•
OR 24-2715 ADPATATJON• OR 24-2301 DIRECTING OR 40.3232

40-3821
Pitching Series Concept In LA •
Students oarticioating in the L.A. program will have the opportunity to learn and practice the fine art of " the pitch; first in
the classroom environment and finally to prominent television
writers, agents, and producers.

TELEVISION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT•
CONCURRENT: 24-3621 RESEARCH OF HIS TORY OF DEVELOPMENT
IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY-LOS ANGELES•, 24·3622 APPLIED
DEVELOPMENT PRACTICUM-LOS ANGELES OR 4().3827 HISTORY OF
DEVELOPMENT IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY-LOS ANGELES •,

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 4().2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER•

4().3828 APPLIED DEVELOPMENT PRACTICUM·LOS ANGELES

40·3827
Research of History of Development In
the Entertainment Industry
Students will research the history of development practices
in the Los Angeles-based entertainment industry with an
emphasis on shifts in studio and network organizations and
economics. This broader consideration will support a focused
case study on the development of a specific film, television. or
new media production.

Conceiving & Writing the Show Bible
40-3822
In LA•
Students will develop and write a rudimentary show bible for
a one-hour program in a genre of their choice. Focus will be
on the process of positioning the show for the current market
situation.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER •

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 24-2710 SCREENWRITING Jr: THE FEATURE FILM'
OR 24-2715 AOPATATION' OR 24·2301 DIRECTING OR 4().3232

40-3823
Analyzing Dramatic Structure
Students will analyze a variety o f one-hour episodic dramas
currently in production. A variety of speakers from the industry
will illuminate the shows, describing how they were developed,
written, and produced.

TELEVISION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT'
CONCURRENT: 24·3620 ANALYSIS OF CURRENT INDUSTRY PRACTICE·
LOS ANGELES, 24·2622 APPLIED DEVELOPMENT PRACTICUM·LOS
ANGElES OR 4().3826 ANALYSIS OF CURRENT INDUSTRY PRACTICE-LOS
ANGELES. 4().3828 APPLIED DEVELOPMENT PRACTICUM·LOS ANGELES

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2201 THE TElEVISION PRODUCER•
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40-3828
Applied Development Practlcum:
Los Angeles •
Students will work in teams to develop either a cinema or television project to the stage of readiness for pitching as a viable
production. To do this. they will draw on knowledge acquired
through the concurrent analysis and history classes.
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISirES; 24-2710 SCREENWRffiNG II: THE FU. TURE FILM•
OR 24-2715 ADPATATION" OR 24-2301 DIRECnNG OR 403232

TELEVISION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT•
CONCURRENT: 24-3620 ANAL \'SIS OF CURRENT INDUSTRY PRACnCELOS ANGELES•, 24-3621 RESEARCH OF HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT
IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY-LOS ANGELES OR 40-3826
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT INDUSTRY PRACTICE-LOS ANGELES OR 40-3827
RESEARCH OF HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY-LOS ANEGELES•

40·3880

Internship: TV In LA •

Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity to
gain work experience in an area of concentration or interest
while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.
PREREQUISITES: 402201 THE TELEVISiON PRODUCER•

40·3890

Independent ProJect: TV In LA •

An independent project is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an area that
is not, at present, available in the curriculum. Prior to registra·
tion. the student must submit a written proposal that outlines
the project.
PREREQUISITES: 402201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER•
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ADMISS I ONS
In some cases. a personal interview may be reQUired of
transfer applicants. Transfer students are strongly advised to
submit all transcripts of previous college work at the t ime of
application in order to facilitate evaluation of transfer credit to
Columbia College Chicago. For further information regarding
Columbia's transfer policies. please see page 335.

ADM ISS ION S
Columbia College Chicago offers exceptional educational
programs in the visual and performing arts. media. and com·
munications disciplines. Students with creative ability in these
areas. as well as students who have a strong. yet undevel·
oped interest in these areas. are invited to apply for admis·
sion. Columbia seeks to admit a culturally, economically. and
educationally diverse student body. Prospective students are
expected to demonstrate preparedness. through educational
experiences and motivation, sufficient to meet the high aca·
demic standards and expectations of the College.

Application and Scholars hip Deadlines
Columbia College Chicago has a rolling admissions policy:
that is , complete applications are reviewed and acted upon
as the College receives them. Interested students must
submit the necessary dOcuments in sufficient time for a thor·
ough evaluation by the College prior to the beginning of the

An Admissions Review Committee evaluates a ll completed
applications for admission to the College. Students whose
application materials suggest they are likely to be underprepared to meet the College's standards will be required to
participate in the College's Summer Bridge Program. Students
who are required to participate in the Bridge Program must
successfully complete the program before they can be admitted to the College. Students whose application materials
suggest that they would be inordinately challenged by the
College's curriculum and/Or students who. in the College·s
sole determination. do not demonstrate the maturity and commitment necessary to be successful in our rigorous programs.
will be denied admission.

intended semester of enrollment. Priority application dates

are published each year on the application for undergraduate
admission available through the Undergraduate Admissions
Office. To be considered for one o f the College' s merit scholarship programs. a student must have a complete admission
application on file at the time of the scholarship deadline
(typically February 1st). Scholarship deadlines are published
each year in the application for undergraduate admissions.
Scholarships are limited and competitive: some reqwre sepa·
rate applications.
Acceptance
Decision letters are mailed to students approximately two to
four weeks after all admission materials have been received.
Admission decisions may also be communicated by telephone
o r by e-mail in advance of the decision letter.

RE QU IREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
To apply for admission to the undergraduate program.
students are asked to submit the following materials:

Summer Bridge Program
The Summer Bridge Program provides selected students
with the opportunity to develop further their basic skills. to
improve their study habits. and to gain a better understanding
of the rigors and challenges of college life. Students whose
application materials suggest that they may be underpcepared
to meet the College's standards are required to participate
in the Bridge Program. Students who complete the Bridge
Program satisfactorily will be admitted to Columbia College
Chicago. Students who do not successfully complete the program cannot be admitted to the College. The Bridge Program
is offered only in the summer. Specific dates for the Bridge
Program are available through the Undergraduate Admissions
Office. Students who apply for spring admission and are
required to complete the Summer Bridge program will not be
considered for admission until the following fall semester.

Admission as a Freshman
· Application for undergraduate admission. including
the essay:
• Official transcripts of high school academic record (or official copy of earned General Education Diploma (GED) that
includes test scores). or official transcripts from a state·
recognized home school:
· One letter of recommendation:
· A non-refundable application fee.
In some cases. a personal interview may be required of freshman applicants. Although the ACT or SAT is not required for
admission to Columbia College Chicago, these tests are valuable tools for advising new students. and ACT scores may be
used as an assessment tool for entering students. All students are strongly encouraged to complete one of these tests
while in high school for inclusion in their college applications.

Deferred Admission
Admission to Columbia College Chicago is offered for a spec,.
lied term of entry. Students who are offered admission to
Columbia but are unable to enroll in the specified term of
entry may request to defer their admission for one year by
contacting the Undergraduate Admissions Office in wnung.
Application materials for students who are granted deferred
admission are retained for one year.

Admission as a Transfer Stu dent
· Application for undergraduate admission. including
the essay:
· Official transcripts of high school academic record (or official copy of earned General Education Diploma (GED) that
includes test scores). or official transcripts from a staterecognized home school:
· Official transcripts from current and all previously
attended colleges:
· One letter of recommendation:
· A non-refundable application fee.
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Summer School

Retention of Application Materials

A full complement of courses is offered i n major and Liberal
Arts and Sciences departments. Flexible summer class sched·
ules include five-, eight·, ten·, and twelve-week sessions.
Students-at-large may regi ster for any summer course if prerequisites are met. Registration begins typically in March for
current degree-seeking student s, and registration is available
at a later date for both students-at-large and new students
wishing to attend. For information contact Undergraduat e
Admi ssions.

Only the application form and transcript(s) are retained in a
student's permanent educational record at Columbia College
Chicago. Letters of recommendation and/or any additional
supporting material s are not retained, nor are they available
for student perusal prior t o or after admission to the College.
Columbia College Chicago does not retain application materi·
als for students who do not enroll unless deferred admission-for one year only-is requested and granted.

Returning Students
Columbia College Chicago students Who interrupt their studies at Columbia for one full academic year or longer must
complete a re-enrollment form in the office of Undergraduate
Admissions to return to the College. Upon re-enrollment t he
student must meet the academic program and degreecompletion requirements that are in place at the time of
re-enrollment and must meet with a college advisor in t he
College Advising Center prior to registration to have his or her
transcripts and requirements assessed.

January Session (J·Sesslon)
The J·Session is designed to offer concentrated learning experiences not usually available in the regular semester. Such
courses are designed for both the matriculating and nonmatriculating undergraduate student and may include
but are not limited t o immersion, intensive research, travel,
certification, internships, master classes. community service,
and workshops. A student may earn a maximum of four
credits per J-Session . For i nformation contact the College
Advising Center.

International Students
High School Summer Institute

Columbia College Chicago considers int ernational students to
be those applicants who are neither citizens nor permanent
residents of the Unit ed States.

Columbia's High School Summer Institute int roduces mot ivat·
ed high school juniors and seniors to the college experience.
Courses are reflective of the College's curriculum, but tailored
to the unique needs of high school students. Some courses
offer college credit upon successful completion. Credit earned
in the High School Summer Institute may be applied as elec·
tive credit at Columbia, but is not applied toward core or
concentration requirements i n the student's major. For more
i nformation contact Undergraduate Admissions.

Applicants for admission to the undergraduate program f rom
non-English speaking countries must demonstrat e proficiency
in the English language in one of t he following ways:
· By submitting for admission to the undergraduate program
the results of the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL) that reflect a minimum score of 200 computerbased test (CST) or 72 composit e score on the Internet·
based t est (iBT);
· By providing evidence of the completion of at least one
semester of college-l evel courses in English composition,
with a grade of C or better, at an accredited college or
university in the United States:
· By providing evidence of an earned baccalaureate degree
from an accredited institution in the Unit ed States.

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate of Major
If a student has already earned a bachelor's degree from
Columbia or another accredited institution, he or she may
earn a post-baccalaureate certificate of major at Columbia by
completing required courses specified by one of the major·
granting departments or programs of the College. All other
academic requirements will be considered fulfilled within
the curriculum of the previously granted bachelor's degree.
Credits applied to the original degree and transfer credits cannot count toward the second degree: however, specific cours·
es may be waived based on work experiences or courses from
the original major. Not all departments offer post-baccalaureate certificates of maj or. Please consult the section in t his
catalog for a specific department or program for informa·
tion about the post-baccalaureate certificate of major, or call
Undergraduate Admissions, for updated offerings.
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Not e: The TOEFL cannot be waived for any applicant educat ed
i n a country where the native language is not officially recog.
nized as English. Waivers will not be granted to international
applicants/non-native speakers on the basis of U.S. employment or u.s. residency alone, nor solely on completion of an
English as a Second Language (ESL) program.
Applicants who do not meet the English language proficiency
requirement for admission to Columbia College Chicago's
undergraduat e academic program may be granted admission
to the College's Summer Int ensive English Language Institute
(SIEU). This Is a full·time, non-credit, eight-week intensive
English language and culture program designed for students
with high-Intermediate to advanced levels of proficiency in
English. The program provides students with an opportunity
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on each International student who is admitted to and enrolled
at Columbia College Chicago: enrollment status (fuiHime/
part-time); change of address; change of major, program of
study, and educatlonal level; employment; finances; school
transfers; withdrawal from classes; and completion of studies. International students must promptly report any changes
in these items to the Office of International Student Affairs.
Failure to do so will result in a violation of immigration status.

to improve their English communication skills while exploring
connections to the arts communities in Chicago. Students who
complete the program satisfactorily may be offered admission
to Columbia College Chicago, provided all other requirements
for admission have been fulfilled.
In addition, to apply for admission to the undergraduate
program, international applicants are asked to submit the
following materials:
· The international undergraduate application form, including
the essay;
• An international student application fee;
. One letter of recommendation from an instructor or other
Individual who is qualified to comment on the applicant's
potential to complete college-level worl< in an arts and
communications curriculum;
. Official transcripts or certified true copies of educational
records (secondary and/or university) along with official
English language translations (If applicable);
. Foreign educational documents must also include profes·
sional credential evaluations. Credential evaluation
agencies, such as World Education Services and Education
Credential Evaluators, convert educational documents into
their U.S. equivalents;
· For F-1 and J.1 Visa issuing purposes, evidence of adequate
funding to meet Columbia College Chicago's estimated
tuition, fees, and living expenses for the entire first year of
stay is required. In accordance with governmental regulations conceming·F and J visa classlficatlons, proof of
adequate funding for the entire first year Is required.
· A photocopy of the passport page(s) showing the applicant's
full name and passport expiration date. Applicants currently
in the United States must also submit a photocopy of the
1·94 card (front and back). Additionally, applicants currently
holding F-1 student visa status must submit: photocopy of
the current 1·20; photocopy of the F-1 student visa stamp
in the passport (if applicable); and Immigration Pre-Transfer
Verification Form, completed by the Designated School
Official or International Student Advisor at the applicant' s
current U.S. institution.

The College has implemented a mandatory health Insurance
plan for International students that meets immigration criteria.
See Columbia's Tuit ion and Fees brochure for international
student health insurance fees.
For further information regarding international undergraduate admi ssions and immigratiorwelated Issues, contact
Undergraduate Student Admissions .

NEW STUDENT ASSESSMENT,
ORIENTATION , AND REGISTRATION
Assessment of New Student s
First-time students entering Columbia College Chicago with
no transfer credit, and those who graduated from hlg)l school
within one year prior to their date of enrollment at Columbia,
are required to take the new student assessment prior to
enrolling In classes at the College. In many cases, official ACT
scores submitted at the time of application for admission may
be used in lieu of Columbia's assessment. Transfer
students with no credit In college-level English composition
or in college-level mathematics are required to take the new
student assessment in writing only and/ or in math only prior
to enrolling in classes. Results of these assessment instruments are used to identify students· skill levels, to aid In
advisement for course selection, and to assist in developing
a successful academic program for each student. Students
should contact the Office of New Student Programs and
Orientation for the dates and times that the assessments
are scheduled during the weeks prior to the start of each
semester.

Orientation and Re&lst ratlon for New Student s
A SEVIS Form 1·20 Certificate of Eligibility will be issued only
after admission requirements have been fulfilled, the student
has been granted written acceptance to Columbia College
Chicago, and a $250 non-refundable tuition deposit has been
received. To remain in compliance with U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Service regulations, students must be enrolled in
a minimum of 12 credits (full-time) during each semester of
an academic year, abide by the Student and Exchange Visitor
Information System (SEVIS) requirements, and be in compli·
ance with the College's Satisfactory Academic Progress policy
each term.

New freshmen and new transfer students register for classes
as part of their orientation to the College. Orientation activi·
ties are scheduled on campus during the months of July
and August, In anticipation of the start of the fall semester,
typically during January. in anticipation of the start of the
spring semester, and during May, for students starting in the
summer semester. Participation in orientation activities is
mandatory for all new students. The schedule for orientation
Is published each year and is available through the Office
of New Student Programs and Orientation, Undergraduate
Admissions, and the College Advising Center.

Columbia College Chicago is a SEVI&approved Institution
and complies with any and all data collection and reporting
requirements as mandated by U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), a branch of the Department of Homeland
Security. The College Is obligated to report the followi ng items

Students. age 18 and older, who are not seeking a college
degree and wish to enroll in courses at Columbia College
Chicago should complete the student-at-large application.
Students-at-large may register for courses at Columbia dur·

Students-at-La r&e
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ing open registratio n each semester after all degree-seeking
candidates of the College have registered. Students-at-large
must meet all prerequisite requirements for the courses in
which they enroll. Credit earned as a student-aNarge may be
counted toward a Columbia College Chicago degree if the student later applies for admission to the College a nd is admitted to the undergraduate program of study. Students-at-large
may apply for admission to the undergraduate degree program
of the College at any time, but they may not change their
enrollment status mid-semester; that Is, a student-at-large
must complete his or her current semester of enrollment as a
non-degree-seeking student and enroll as a degree candidate
In the semester following admission to the College. Studentsat-large are not eligible for financial aid through federal, state,
or institutional programs or for veterans' benefits.

To register for classes, both new and continuing students
must have a complete admissions file, must have been admit·
ted to the undergraduate program of study, and must have
made---{)r be prepared to make-provision for their financial
account. A student's account may be addressed in any one of
the following ways:
· payment in full may be made at the time of registration
(cash, personal chec·ks , money orders, and major credit
cards are accepted);
· the student may participate in the College's payment plan;
· the student may provide evidence of a Columbia College
Chicago financial aid award package that covers all costs;
· the student may provide evidence of a Columbia College
Chicago financia l aid award package that covers part of the
total cost and participate in the College's payment plan to
cover the balance of the total costs not met by financia l aid.

TUITION AND FEES
Tuition charges are based upon the number of credit hours for
which a student enrolls each semester. A fuiHime student is
one who enrolls for a minimum of 12 credit hours. Full-time
students who enroll for 12 to 16 credit hours are charged the
semester tuition rate. For any additional credit hours of enrol~
ment beyond 16 credit hours, the student is charged a percredit-hour rate. A part-time student Is one who enrolls
for fewer than 12 credit hours in a semester. For part-time
students who enroll in 1 to 11 credit hours, tuition is based
upon a per-credit-hour rate. Tuition rates, student fees, and
refund schedule are established each year. Please consult
the Student Financial Services Web site at www.colum.edu for
up-to-date information, or consult the Tuition and Fees
brochure for the current academic year.

Unpaid Charce•
Students returning to the college with an unpaid balance
from a previous semester will not be permitted to register or
to attend classes until all accounts have been paid in full
or until satisfactory arrangements for payment-in-full are
recorded by Student Financial Services.

Refund Schedule
FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS

Effective Date
of Withdrawal
1 st week o f class
2nd week of class
3 rd week of class

In addition. t he College charges students additional fees
to provide various student services such as orientation,
registration, student activities, health services, and student
health insurance. For current listings of tuition and fees,
students should visit the Student Financial Services Web site
at www.colum.edu or consult the Tuition and Fees brochure
for the current academic year.

Percent Tuition
Percent Course
Reduction
Fee Reduction
100%
100%
100%
100%
Full t uition charged
0%

SUMMER SEMESTER

Effective Date
of Withdrawal
1st week of class
2nd week o f class

Percent Tuition
Percent Course
Reduction
Fee Reduction
100%
100%
Full tuition charged
0%

A Title IV refund will be calculated for all students who are
recipients of Title IV assistance and who officially or unoff~
cially withdraw from the College for a given semester.

Instructional Resources Fees
Instructional resources fees support a variety of educational
expenses. assist in the maintenance of specialized facilities,
and provide the instructional support required by Columbia' s

Failing to attend class does not constitute an official withdrawal from the College. All accounts are considered active
until the effective date of the official withdrawal. For more
information about withdrawal from the College, please see
page 334.

curriculum.
Courses carrying one credit do not have a fee. Courses with
2-4 credits are assessed at the rates given below. Courses
with 5-6 credits are double those rates.

FINANCIAL A I D
Art and Design; Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management; Journalism; Fiction Writing; Science/
: Mathematics; Theat er
Audio Arts and Acoustics; Early Childhood Education;
Interactive Arts and Media; Radio; Television
ASL/English lnterpretaion; Dance; Film/Video;
Music• ; Photography

WWW,COLUM . EO U

$40

Columbia College Chicago makes significant efforts to help
students seek out and obtain financial assistance in order to
ensure that no student is deprived of educational opportunity
for lack of funds. While Columbia makes significant efforts to
help students meet educational expenses, financial responsibility ultimately rests with the student. The assistance of the
Student Financial Services Office is available to all students.

$70
$115
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dents. and tl'le David R. Rubin Trustees· SchOlarship for continuing students. Criteria for scholarshrp awards vary and may
be based on one or more of the following: financial need. aca·
demic or artistic merit. field (area) of study. and accomplishment. Current information. including deadlines. can be found
on tl'le College' s Web site at www.colum.edu/scholarships.

All students wishing to be considered for any federal or state
financial aid PfOCillms must first complete a Free Application
for Student Financial Aid (FAFSA). Students may complete tl'lis
form online at www.tafsa.ed.gov.
Students reoeMng financial aid must comply with all appli·
cable regulations and be In compliance with the College's
Satisfactory Academic Progress policy. The Student Guide to
Financial Aid from the U.S. Department of Education is avai~
able to students from Student Financial Services.

Students should consult tl'le Undergraduate Admissions and
Student Financial Services offices for specific requirements
tor these and other awards.

Primary sources of financial assistance available to Columbia
College Chicago students include federal programs. state
programs. and other programs funded by the College and by
other Institutions, agencies. and organizations.

Columbia students are strongly encouraged to apply for
private scholarships sponsored by various fraternal orders.
unions. professional associations. religious organizations. ethnic associations, neighbortlood organizations, and the bus;.
nesses tl'lat employ students or their parents. among
others. Information is avarlabie from the Columbia College
Chrcago Ubrary and the Chicago Public Ubrary.

The most comprehensive gift/aid program available to llhnois
residents is the Monetary Award Program (MAP) of the llhnois
Student Assistance Commission. Assistance is based upon
a comprehensive review of tl'le student's financial situation
and the specific costs of attending tl'le student's college of
choice. Out-of-state students are encouraged to inquire about
similar programs available through tl'leir home states.
Columbia College Chicago administers tl'le following
financial aid programs:

Federal Procrams
• Federal Pell Grant
• Federal College Wort<.Study Program (FWS)
• Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
(FSEOG)
. Federal Direct Stafford Subsidized and Unsubsidized
Loan Program
• Federal Direct Parent Loan Program
• Veterans' Benefits (GI Bill)
• Academic Competit iveness Grant (ACG)
• Federal Direct Graduate PLUS Loan Program
• SMART Grant Program

Illinois State Procrams
• Illinois Monetary Award Program (MAP)
• Illinois Incentive Grant (IIA)
• Illinois MAP Plus Program

Columbia ColleCe Chlcaco Scholarships
Columbia College Chicago offers a variety of scholarship
opportunrties. such as the Presidential SchOlarship, the
Transfer SchOlarship, the Open Doors SchOlarshi p for new stu-
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A MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDE N T OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Over the last several years, there has been a dramatic transformation of the Columbia
College Chicago student experience. Columbia continues to be an outstanding arts
and media college within the context of the liberal arts and sciences but something
remarl<able has happened: the buzz of the classroom is now matched by the buzz of the
out-of-<:lassroom experience. Today, Columbia has become one of the most vibrant urban
institutions in the nation.
Take a short stroll through our downtown campUs and you will be captured by the dynamic
life of our inst itution. For the fall of 2007, some 60% of our freshmen are living on campus,
with a total residential student population of 2,300, and we expect to house over 3,000
students by the fall of 2008. Of our new freshmen, 40% are from out-of-state, bringing more
geographic diversity to the nation's most diverse private arts and media student population.
Classroom and out-of-<:lassroom student learning experiences are becoming indivisible.
Students leave class and participate in the amazing number of Columbia's cultural offerings
including gallery exhibits, screenings, poetry slams. performances. readings, lectures, and
special events. There are some 100 student organizations and the Student Government
Association plays an integral role in the College's planning and decision-making. As
Columbia's 12,000 students fill the sidewalks, coffeehouses, bookstores, and restaurants,
the entire South Loop is being redefined as an educational and cultural corridor.
When students are not attending cultural and student events, they are working on their
emerging body of work, which is often collaborative and interdisciplinary. Arts Management
students are managing fellow students' performances. film students are working on
student films. fashion students prepare for an upcoming showcase, journalism students are
approaching a newspaper deadline. and theater students prepare for opening night. There is
a palpable sense of student engagement.
While Columbia may be a large and complex institution, students have never found the
College easier to navigate. New faculty advising structures are being put into place so that
every undergraduate student receives individual attention and guidance. Recent survey data
indicates that Columbia students have a high level of overall institutional satisfaction and
are significantly more satisfied than students attending peer institutions.
Of course Columbia is not for every student, but for a student for whom Columbia is a great
fit. I can't imagine an educational institution that offers a more compelling educational
experience.
Mark Kelly, MA

Vice President of Student Affairs
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STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

STUDENT HEALTH AND SUPPOR T

Collece Advlslnc Center
The College Advising Center provides undergraduate students
with lnformatlon, guidance, and support to create and lmpJeo.
ment an Integrated educational and professlooal plan In the
arts and media fields. The Center prOYides Information to
new and continuing students regarding degree requirements,
majors. SChedule planning, and other information required for
successful completion of a course of st udy. College advisors'
approach to students Is "holistic": concerned with students'
Intellectual, career, and personal development.

Services f or Students w i th Dl ..blllt les
It is the policy of Columbia College Chicago that no persoo
with a disability who Is otherwise Qualified shall be excluded,

denied seN1ces, segregated, or otherwise treated differently
from other individuals when such exclusion, denial, segregation, or different treatment may be prevented through the
provision of · reasonable accommodation." as that t enn is
defined in the Americans with Disabilities Act. Nor shall any
otherwise qualified person with a disability be excluded,
denied benefits, or discriminated against with respect to any
College activity or program on the basis of such disability.

New Student Programs and Orientation
The Office of New Student Programs and Orientation (NSPO)
provides valuable transitional experiences, in collaboratlon
with other College departments. to maximize students'
potential for pet$01181 and academic success. The office
scope and respoosibilities include: new student communications; Orientation and Registratioo programming; Nat'10nal
Society of Collegiate Scholars (Freshman Honor Society);
New Student Leadership Academy; College-wide Mini-Grants
program; and other programs dedicated to first·year student
experience (FYE).

Students with disabilities should provide documentation of
their disabilities to the coordinator of Services for Students
with Disabilities (SSO). F« each student with disabilities
who requests accommodation, the coordinator will work with
the student, faculty, and other admlf'Msttators as needed to
detennine and provide it, but shall not di\'Uige the nature
of the student's disability except as needed to prOYide said
accommodation. The director of Conaway Achievement Project
(CAP) is also available to wor1< with students with disabilities
to address academic skills such as note taking, organization,
time management, reading comprehension, study skills, and
more. CAP and sso house a variety of adaptive equipment
and software geared toward making learning more accessible
to students with disabilities.

Portfolio Center
A finished body of work, or portfolio, is an essential aspect
of completing a major at Columbia College Chicago and often
becomes the key to obtaining professional work for graduates.
Nothing Informs creative directors, editors, agents, curators,
and other lndustty professionals of talent, skill, and work style
more effectively than a weiJ.produoed and wel~esented port·
folio. The Portfolio Center extendS the work that students do
In the classroom by providing a wealth of resources Including:

Couns eling Servl c:es
Counseling Services is a safe place for students to express
their thoughts and feelings, explore altematlve points of
view, or make some sense of their lives. Columbia students
are allowed up to 10 indiVidual coun.seling sessions per
academic year. Students may schedule appointments or
simply stop by the suite-seN1ces are completely confidential
to the extent pennitted by law and free of charge.

• Assistance to students who need help documenting, edit·
lng, recording, and/or designing their final bodies of work
by partnering them with other students who have the skills
needed to produce a professional quality portfolio, reel,
OVO, and/or Web site.

Interpreting Servlc:es
Interpreting Services coordinates accommodations for
students who are deaf or hard of hearing. Students
requesting interpreters should provide their schedules to
the coordinator in order for Interpreters to be arranged for
their classes. Please provide at least three days notice so
that a sign language interpreter can be arranged for a class.
presentation, or other events.

• Contact with Industry professionals who can help students
learn how to best showcase, market, and present their
work, as well as offer Invaluable networking opportunities
through a variety of panel discussions, group chat sessions
with professlooals, and one-orw>ne portfolio reviews.

STUDENT RESOURCES
Coordinator of Services for Students wi t h
Ol aablllt lea
The coordinator of SeN1ces for Students with Disabilities is
located within the Oean of Students' OffiCe. Students wishing
to discuss a grievance may contact the Oean of Students at:
Oean of Students
Columbia College Chicago
600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605
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STUDENT AFFAIRS
M ulticultural Affairs
At Columbia. it os uniVersally understood that diversity is
integral to the tearnong expenences we create IO< our students
within and beyond the classroom. Multocultural Affairs is at the
center of this ideal woth support IO< GLBT. African American.
Latino. and Asoan students through workshops, events. festivals, mentoring programs. and engaging activities.

Student Health Cent er
Tile Student Health Center IS an oo-campus health care
facohty, staffed by medocal professionals from sage MediCal
Group. that provodes currently enrolled students woth medocal
attentiOn free of charge. A physician or nurse practotioner Is
available tor outpatient clinical evaluatoon, treatment of minor
illnesses. and evaluation and;or referral of more serious II~
nesses or Injuries.

Student Communications
The Office of Student Cornmunicatlons provides information to
students about the numerous events. activities. and resources
on campus. Student Communications also assists student
organizatJons w1lh bu1kl1ng aud•enoes for events and their
organization. and prOV>des edotorial. design, and technical support IO< Student Affaors' Web pages.

RESIDENCE LIFE
Residence Life provides a variety of housing options to suit
each student's individual preferences. Housing Is offered In
a number of separate facilities. All tacihties are conveniently
located and all are close to public transportation. All facllotoes
prOVIde the full resodentoalloving experience. complete woth
educatoonal and socoal programs. a Residence Hall Associa·
toon. and resident assistants to buold communoty and assist
students.

Student Employment
Tile Student Employment office assosts students seeking parttome jobs on campus through the Student Work Program and
the Federal WOrk-Study Program. Workong on campus allOws
students to be close to their classes. meet other students,
and network with faculty and staff. Students who are interested in on-campus employment opportunities should visit the
Student Employment office for more Information.

STUDENT LIFE
Student Spaces

Columbia provides students with a variety of multlplo·purpose
spaces around campus tor dining, relaxing. studying, internet
access. or meeting friends before or after class. Additionally,
some of these spaces also function as performance and
eXhibition spaces for students and professional arts
organizatiOns. They include the Underground Cafd and the
International Student Lounge (600 S. Michigan): the 11th
Floor Lounge (624 S. Michigan): the Hokin Annex and Gallery
(623 S. Wabash): the C33 Gallery. the Journalism Lounge the
C33 Lounge. and the new Student Lounge on the 5th floor
(33 E. Cong,ess): the Conaway Center. and the Hub (1104
S. Wabash): the Theater Student Lounge (72 E. 11th Street):
the MusiC Theater Lobby. and the 3rd Floor lounge (1014 S.
Mochogan): the Medoa Gallery. Medoa Lounge. and Theater (618
S. MIChigan): the Dance Lounge (1306 S. MIChigan): and the
Court at 731 s. Plymouth Court that also offers state-of-theart workout facilities.

Student Engagement
The Office of Student 6rganlzatlons and leadership offers
students myriad opportunities to develOp their leadership and
organizational skills and to fully participate within the college
community. The office supports Columbia's active Student
Government ASsocoatoon. the Student Organozational Council.
close to 100 student organizations. and the Students Athletic
Association. Students are represented on the College ·s goverroance and ad-hoc ccmmottee. and students independently
organoze events. clubs. and onotoatoVeS thet give voice to their
passoons. polotocs. and aeatoVe onterests.
ShopColumbl a
ShopColumbia is Columbia College Chicago ·s student art store
than features a curated collection of Columbia student talent.
Offerings include everything from photo&raplly. paintings and
sculpture to 'zines. calendars. and journals to tees. belts. and
totes to jewelry, buttons. and faux tattoos. Shop Columbia is
defined by what students are making right now.

Department of Exhibitions and Performing Spaces
Columbia College's five student gallery. performance. and com·
munlty spaces feature student work from all of the College's
vosual, performing, and media arts disciplines.
College-wide Events
The Office of College-wide Events creates nch cultural expe,;.
ences. oncludong corwocation and commencement and leads
ongoing progtams and servoces such as Manofest. O.g Mouth.
Drum Corcte. Jam of the Year. Chaos. and the actMtoes of the
Student Programmong Soard. ~ss. Parent Weekend. and
many more.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN OF THE LIBRARY
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The Columbia College Chicago library is on a mission, and that mission, inextricably linked
with the vision of the College, is to inspire our students to be information literate. In an age
of too much information, the library has a civic resPOnsibility to help you learn how to track
down information, and, more imPOrtantly, how to evaluate it and use it wisely.
By teaching critical thinking skills you will need for the rest of your life. we supPOrt you as
you further develop into an information-competent student, researcher, artist. and citizen.
That's Why we're here.

Our reference and instruction librarians provide tailored instruction sessions. and they will
help you develop a topic for a paper, refine your research strategies, evaluate your findings,
and locate appropriate materials. last year. they answered more than 15,000 queries.
The libtary features over 250.000 bOoks and has the most comprehensive collection of art
and photography books in Illinois. We subscribe to 1.232 journal titles. ranging from Comics
Journal to The Arts in Psychotherapy, and 80 electronic databases, including the familiar
lexisNexis and Black Drama and GenderWatch. we have a superb audio-visual collection,
with feature, educational, and documentary films. sound recordings, and scores. We have
even begun to build a videogame lab. And with your Columbia studentiO, you can check

out books at 64 academic libraries in our statewide consortium.
Through the Art of the library program, we transform library space into exhibit space.
Where students. faculty, and staff may show their work. Furthermore. our librarians and
library assistants also are artists, photographers. musicians. POets. and performers-they
are highly attuned to your information needs.
We're beverage-friendly, so you won't have to check your coffee cup at the door. And if you
have a wireless-ready laptop, bring it. We have Wi·fi access. Check out the library Web site
at www.lib.colum.edu for more information abOut our services. programs, and collections.
As you prepare for your career in the arts and media. there is no better place to be than
Columbia, and, once you're here. we·re here for you.

Jo Cates, MS
Associate Vice President tor Academic Research and
Dean of the l .ibrary
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rhythm and blues, opera, and concert works. CBMR Ubrary
and Archives provide comprehensive research covering all
idioms in black music and is open to students and the
general public from 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.. Monday through
Friday.

CENT ERS FOR ARTS AND RES EAR CH
Institute for the Study of Women and Gender In the
Arts and Media
The goal of the Instit ute includes generating, archiving,
researching. responding to, and debating some of the most
important issues of society and culture relate<J to women
and gender. Through creative work and theory produce<! and
investigated in the disciplines of Columbia College Chicago,
the Institute works to integrate further understanding and
appreciation for women artists; issues about women in the
arts and me<Jia; gender issues in art production. processes,
display, and methodologies; and research in a range of
disciplines including visual, performing. literary, design, and
me<Jia arts. It addresses issues of access, representation,
equity, and participation as related to women and gender.
The Institute serves as a civic resource for the city and a
model of programming, policy, and scholarship. It functions
as a convener and a st rong voice in the discourse of public
policy regarding gender and the visual, performing. and
media arts regionally, nationally, and internationally.

Museum of Contemporary Photography
The Museum of Contemporary Photography is the only
museum in the Midwest exclusively committe<! to photography and to the expanding field of image making. Each year,
the Museum presents a wide range of provocative programs
in recognition of photography's many roles: as a me<Jium of
communication and artistic expression, as a documenter of
life and the environment, as a commercial industry, and as
a powerful tool in the service of science and technology. It
is located at 600 South Michigan.

CAMPU S BUI LDI N GS
Columbia's location In Chicago's South Loop presents
students with many attractions and advantages. The physi·
cal plant , comprising 1 .3 million square feet. includes
classrooms, studios. laboratories, and t heaters, all contaifling state-of·the·art equipment. For a complete account
of departmental facilities. see the Individual department
descriptions.

Center for Community Arts Partnerships
The Center for Community Arts Partnerships (CCAP) was
establishe<J by Columbia College Chicago to support the
College's mission of civic engagement . CCAP facilitates
reciprocal partnerships between the College and commu·
nity-based organizations and schools to create programs
thijt enhance mutually beneficial teaching, le~ming, and
creativity. Working closely with the Provost's Office and
a number of academic departments, CCAP offers several
opportunities for faculty and students t o become Involve<!
in College<:ommunity partnership programs. For example.
students who are self-motivated and Int erested in putting
their skills and ideas into practice in a community setting
are encouraged to propose independent·study projects that
combine the resources of the College and our community
partners. St udents work with professional artists at partner·
organization sites on projects developed in consultation with
CCAP staff and faculty advisors according to departmental
guidelines.

1104 Center (Ludington Building)

1104 South Wabash Avenue
Alexandroff Center (Main Campus Building)
600 South Michigan Avenue
Col umbia College Residence Centera
731 South Plymouth Court
26 East Congress Parkway
2 East 8th Street
59 East Van Buren
University Center, 525 South State Street
Congress Building
33 East Congress Parkway

Center for Allan Arts and Media

The Center for Asian Arts and Media is dedicated to
supporting, promoting, and presenting arts and media
programs by and about Asians and Asian Americans. This
organization brings together accomplished artists. schol·
ars, and community builders from Chicago and within
and outside of the country for lively and reflective artistic
programs and events. As the first Asian arts center founded
by a college or university in the United States, the Cent er
for Asian Arts and Me<Jia has been designed to place
Chicago at the forefront of this heightened awareness of
Asian and Asian American culture.

Dance Center
1306 South Michigan Avenue

Center for Black Mualc Re•earch

Music Center
1014 South Michigan Avenue

Eleventh Street Campus
72 East Eleventh Street
South Campus Building
624 South Michigan Avenue
Library
624 South Michigan Avenue

The Center for Black Music Research was established
at Columbia College Chicago in 1983. Its purpose is to
discover, disseminate, preserve, and promote blac·k music
In all its forms, from jazz, blues, gospel, and ragtime to

Sherwood Music Center
1312 South Michigan Avenue
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CAMPUS FAC I LITIES AND RESOURCES
MULTIMEDIA STUDENT ART CENTERS

Studio Eatt
1006 South Michig;ln

The centers fisted below complement Columbia College
Chicago's academic programs and enhance the ovetalf
experience of its students by providing an environment
in which students can exhibit, perform, and review their
selected art forms. Programmi!111 1n the centers focuses on
showcasing student talent and profes.slonal artists.

Theater and Film Annex
1415 South Wabash Avenue
Wabath Camput Building
623 South Wabash Avenue

C-33 Gallery
Located at 33 E. congress, C-33 Is a gaffe!)' space for
students to gather and have events that have no technical
needs.

Other Camput Building•
618 South Michigan Avenue
218 South Wabash Avenue
916 South Wabash Avenue
1112 South Wabash Avenue

Glasa Curtain Gallery

Located at 1104 S. Wabash, this 2.200 square-foot
space welc:ornes Columbia's resident artists, students,
alumni, and non-Columbia professional artists to exhibit
a variety of contemporal)' media in a professional

RESOURCES
Bookotore
The Columbia College Chicago bookstore. owned and
mana&ed by Follett College Stores Corlloration. stocks new
and used textbooks tor classes each semester, general trade
books. supplies. art supplies, clothing, gills. and college
rings. The bookstore is located on the first floor of 624 South
Michigan Avenue.

environment.
Hokln Center

located at 623 South Wabash, the Hokln Center is a
coffeehouse;gaffel)'/performance space with an annex
equipped with stage, fighting, and sound system. It also
houses the Hokin Gallery and the fn-the-Worl<s Gallery,
two multimedia art venues that allow students to exhibit
theirworl<.

Center for Teaching Excellence
The Center for Teaching Excellence supports the continuIng efforts of all Columbia faculty members to become mere
Informed, confident, creative, and reflective practitioners of the
art of teaching, thereby enhancing the quality of teaming for
a diverse community of students. For more information, call
312·369-7424 or vislt the Web site at cte.cofum.edu.

Hermann Conaway M ulticultural Center

Located at 1104 South Wabash, Hermann Conaway
Multicultural Center is a multileVel coffeehouse;
st udy fou!111e/performance space equipped with stage,
greenroom. lighting. and sound system.

Center lor fnttructfonaf Technofoey
The Center for Instructional Technotogy provides leadership
in exploring and promoting new technologies that enhance
teaching and leaming at Columbia. The activities of the
Center support faculty and staff in the creative Implementation of t echnology across the curriculum. Some of these
activities Include workshops, discussion groups and forums.
the Technology Fellows program, individual faculty projects,
support tor Interdisciplinary collaborations, Web-related
services, and support for distance learning. The Center
addresses the needs of the entire faculty, from the novice to
the most advanced user.

Center for Book and Paper Arts

The Center for the Book and Paper Arts, loCated in the
Ludington Building, is devoted to all the arts and c.afls
related to handmade paper and bOOks. In addition to the
new, modem studios for papermaklng, letterpress print·
ing, and bookbinding, the Center Is equipped with a farge,
double, weff.lit galle!)' space that features worl<s of nationally known book and paper artists.
Dance Center

The Dance Center of Columbia Coneee Chicago, located at
1306 South Michigan, Is nationally recoanized as Chicago's
most active presenter of contemporal)' dance.

Rec:ordo Office
The Records Office is responsible for registtation and malr>tenanoe of academic: records and provides the folfowi1111
services: provision of offiCial and unoffiCial transc:npts of the
Sludent's academic record; verifiCation of enrollment and
degree awards; management of the College's immunization
program; and notifiCation of changes to the academic record.
Including grade changes and semester grade reports. The
Information contained in student records is protected under
the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L.
93·380. sect. 515), as amended (P.L. 93-568, sect. 2).

WWW . COLUM , COU

Fashion Columbl• St ucly Collection

The Fashion Columbia Study Collection preserves
garments and accessories representative of 20tl>c:entury
men's and women's Westem fashion and ethnic or nor>Westem costumes, while providing a research facility for
faculty, students, and fashion professionals. Viewed by
appointment only, the collection Is located in 618 South
Michigan.
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school requesting an exception to a departmental academic
requirement. Exceptions are made only on rare occasions
and are based on the specific circumstances of the case at
hand. A designated representative of the dean will review the
petition and determine whether an exception to an academic
requirement is appropriate. That decision will be final. For
more information on academic petitions. see an advisor in
the College Advising Center.

Critical Encounters

Critical Encounters is an ongoing series of yearlong Collegewide examinations of important social issues that focus,
challenge, and complicate the thinking of an members of the
Columbia College Chicago community. Through the curriculum, class work, co-curricular activit ies, and a variety of public
events such as art exhibitions, performances, and multimedia communications. Crit ical Encounters will enable faculty,
students, staff, and the community to voluntarily collaborate
toward a more complex understanding of the role and
responsibility of the arts and media in shaping public
attitudes. opinions, and knowledge. For more information,
see colum.edu/criticalencounters.

ACADEM IC S TANDING
Satisfactory Academic Progress Polley for
Undergraduate Students
All Columbia College students. ful~time and part·time, must
meet the College's guidelines for satisfactory academic
progress (SAP).

Anchor Graphics
Anchor Graphics, located at 623 South Wabash. 2nd floor. is
a not-for-profit fine art printshop.

EXPECTATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

All students are required to be in good standing and to
maintain satisfactory academic progress toward their degree
requirements each semester in which they are enrolled.

The College emphasizes the responsibility of each student
to participate in the educational process. This involves the
conscientious preparation of assignments and the recognition
of the frequent interdependence of students when individual
contribution to a group or class effort is required.

Satisfactory academic progress is evaluated three times a
year: after the fall , spring. and summer semesters. Failure
to maintain satisfactory progress may result in academic
dismissal and;or the loss of financial aid eligibility.

Attendance: Students are expected to attend classes and
to complete assignments as required by the instructor. They
should expect their academic progress to suffer if they miss
classes.

Minimum Standards for Undergraduate Students
Columbia College Chicago's requirements for minimum satisfactory academic progress are as follows:
1. Minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA).

Students must maintain a minimum GPA of 2.0, a ·c·
average, each semester they are enrolled. Students must
achieve a minimum grade of C in all undergraduate courses
counted for completion of their majors and their minors.

Advising: Students are also expected to meet regularly with
their faculty advisors and with their College advisors in the
College Advising Center and to keep accurate records of their
course work and academic progress toward t heir chosen
degree.

Grades earned at another institution will not be included In
the Columbia grade point average.

Co-curricular Activities: The College supports student activities that provide broad opportunity for the exercise of interests and talents. These include participation in the Student
Government Association. participation in professional organi,·
zations, cultural experiences. social activities. SPOrts clubs.
and informal meetings between students and faculty.

2. Minimum completion rate.

Students must successfully complete two-thirds (67%) of their
attempted semester hours each semester they are enrolled.
Transfer credit accepted from an accredited post-secondary
institution will be included in the determination of completion rate. Accepted transfer credit will be the only component
of a previous academic record to be incorporated into the
academic complet ion rate upon enrollment at Columbia.

The College prohibits the following conduct:
All forms o f academic dishonesty, including. but not limited to
·cheating,
· plagiarism,
· knowingly furnishing false information to the College.
· forgery,
· alteration or fraudulent use of College documents.
instruments. or Identification.

3. Maximum time frame to degree completion (TSAP).

Columbia students are allowed to attempt a maximum of 186
credits toward degree completion.
Federal regulations require t hat the College track the
academic progress of financial aid recipients from the first
date of enrollment whether or not financial aid was received.
Therefore. transfer credits. and all other credit sources, will
be included in the computation of student degree completion
hours.

ACADEMIC PETITIONS
Columbia College Chicago has established clear and reasonable academic requirements, and students must meet these
requirements to remain in good academic standing. Under
extraordinary and exceptional circumstances, the student
may present a written petition to the dean of the appropriate
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ACADEMIC POLICIES , PROCEDURES, AND REGULATIONS
Students who have attempted 186 credit hours and have not
achieved their degree will be immediately dismissed from
the College and will not be allowed to enroll in future semes·
ters. They also will be immediately suspended from receiving
federal financial aid. There are no probationary terms for
maximum time frame.

Probation
The third consecutive semester a student is out of compliance regarding his or her grade point average and/or completion rate. he/she will receive a Probation letter an<J staws.
The student must meet with his/her College advisor in the
College Advising Center for counseling and academic clear·
ance before registering for subsequent semesters. Students
currently on probation. registered in their fourth, or dismissal ,
semester, will not be allowed to register for their fifth semester until all grades are in and the student has reached a 2.0
or higher CGPA. Upon reaching a 2.0 or higher CGPA, the
student will be allowed to register for the next semester, after
receiving clearance from his or her College advisor.

Students whose attempted credits. including transfer credits.
exceed a total of 186 will be immediately dismissed and
suspended from receiving any further federal financial aid.
There are no probationary terms for exceeding the maximum
credits allowed for degree completion.
4 . Minimum fourth semester cumulative GPA (FSAP).

All students receiving federal financial aid must have a mini·
mum 2.00 cumulative grade point average at the end of their
fourth semester to remain eligible for financial aid. There are
no probationary terms for FSAP compliance.

Students approved to register will be given clearance to
register.
Academic Dismissal
At the end of the fourth consecutive semester of non-compli·
ance, for grade point average and/or completion rate, a
student will be dismissed from the College. Students are notified in writing of their dismissal status. Olsml»ed students

Students who did not earn a 2.0 cumulative grade point aver·
age at the end of their fourth term of enrollment at Columbia
will be immediately suspended from receiving federal financial
aid. There are no probationary semesters for FSAP. financial
aid will be reinstated after dismissal only when students
regain their academic compliance by earning a 2.00 cumula·
tive grade point average.

will Immediately lose all form.s of financial aid at Columbia. A

dismissed student must sit out from the College for at least
two consecutive semesters. Dismissed students must attend
another college or university and demonstrate academic prog·
ress at that institution in order to resume a course of study
at Columbia.

Notification of Academic Status
At the end of every semester (fall. spring. and summer).
each undergraduate student's cumulative grade point aver·
age and completion rate are evaluated. There are five types
of academic progress warnings: Mild, Strong. Probation,

Readmission After Dismissal
To apply for readmission to the College after academic
dismissal. the student must submit a written appeal to the
College Advising Center for consideration. When a student is
readmitted. he/she is closely monitored until he/she regains
good standing. Financial aid will only be reinstated when
students regain good standing.

Dlsmls.sal, and FSAP.

The College Advising Center notifies students in writing as
to their academic status and their financial aid eligibility at
the end of each semester immediately following the grading
period if one of the academic progress warnings applies.

Appeal Process for DlsmlssaljMaxlmum Time
Frame/ FSAP
Recognizing that there may be extenuating and mitigating
circumstances affecting student performance. the College
allows students to appeal their academic progress status by
submitting a written appeal with appropriate documentation
to the College Advising Center for consideration. The College
Advising Center in cooperation with the Exception Committee
will notify a student of their decision within 10 business days.
Students also have the right to appeal the decision.

Students who are in compliance with their GPA and their
completion rate are considered in Good Standing AND do not
receive wtinen notice.
Mild
The first semester a student (full· or part-time) is not in
compliance regarding his or her grade point average and/or
completion rate, he/she will receive a Milo letter an<J staws.
The student must meet with his/ her College advisor in the
College Advising Center for counseling and academic clear·
ance before registering for subsequent semesters.

Treatment of W , I , NG, P, F, and Grades Reported
1. Course withdrawals (W). courses dropped after the add/
drop period. are not included in the GPA calculation but
are considered in the completion rate and maximum time
frame calculations.

Strong
The second consecutive semester a student is out of compli·
ance regarding his or her grade point average and/Or completion rate, he/she will receive a Strong letter an<J status.
The student must meet with his/her College advisor in the
College Advising Center for counseling and academic clear·
ance before registering for subsequent semesters.

WWW .C OLUM . EOU

2. Incomplete {I) grades are not included in the GPA calculation but are considered in the completion rate and maxi·
mum time frame calculations. Grades of I automatically
convert to F's if the agreed upon work in not completed by
the end of the semester after the semester in which the 1
grade was assigned.
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Clasa Standln&

3. Unreported grades (NG) are not included in the grade
point average but are considered in the completion rate
and maximum lime frame calculations. Grades of NG
automatically convert to Fs if the agreed upon work is not
completed by the end of the semester after the semester
in which the NG grade as assigned.

Standln&

BA, BMua , or BFA

4. Pass (P) grades are not Included in the GPA calculation but
are considered In the completion rate and maximum time
frame calculations.

FRESHMAN
SOPHOMORE
JUNIOR
SENIOR

0 - 29
30- 59
60-89
90 AND ABOVE

Class standing for undergraduate students pursuing a
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Music, or Bachelor of Fine Arts
is classified by the number of credit hours earned:

Gradln& Syatem

5. Failure grades (F) are included in the computation of
the grade point average, and they are considered in the
completion rate and maximum lime frame calculations.

Grades reflect the instructor's evaluation of a student's
achievement. improvement. effort, and motivation within the
framework of this system. Columbia's grading system is as
follows:

6. Grades of A, B. C, and 0 (Including pluses and minuses)
are included in the grade point calculation and are considered in the completion rate and maximum time frame
calculations.

Conaortlum/Study Abroad Courae Work

Grade

Description

A
A·

Excellent

All course work completed at institutions other than Columbia
under either a Consortium or Study Abroad agreement is
included in the evaluation of a student's academic progress.
Students who have been dismissed from Columbia due
to SAP compliance may not apply for Consortium or Study
Abroad agreements.

8•

0

Below Average

Repeated Courae Gradea

F

Failure

p

Pass
Incomplete
Withdrawal

B

Above Average

s.

c..
c

Average

C·

Students are permitted to repeat courses to improve their
grade, provided the course is not designated repeatable. The
course must be the equivalent number and tit le as the initial
failed course.

I

w

Grade Polnta
Awarded
4.0
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.0
1.7
1 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

The P (Pass) grade does not affect the grade point average
(GPA). The pass/fail option must be declared before the end
of the fourth week of class (or, in the summer semester,
by the end of the first week of class) by completing a form
obtained in the Records Office. The instructor's approval is
required. Once this form is submitted the decision cannot
be reversed.

The grade achieved in the repeated course (whether higher,
lower, or the same) is included in the computation of the
grade point average and Is considered in the completion rate
and maximum t ime frame calculations.
The orlginal course title and original grade remain on the
student's academic record. The original grade is not calculated In the grade point average but Is included in completion
rate and maximum time frame calculations.

The I grade (Incomplete) is issued when a student makes
definite arrangements with the instructor to complete course
work outside class by the end of the eighth week of the next
consecutive semester. An agreement specifying work to be
completed and a due date must be signed by both instructor
and student and approved by the department chair. Grades
of I automatically convert to F grades if course work is not
satisfactorily completed by the end of the semester follow·
ing the semester in which the grade of I was assigned. For
this purpose, the summer semester is considered a regular
semester. If medical excuses are part of the student's documentation for requesting an I grade, these must be submitted
during the semester in which the incomplete is requested. A
student may not complete the work for a course in Which an I
grade was received by enrolling In the same class in the next
semester.

The student's academic record will always reflect the
academic transaction and Satisfactory Academic Progress
compliance status that is true for each semester of
enrollment.

Failure to M eet a Minimum Grade
If a student fails to eam the minimum grade required in a
course in order to progress to the next course in a sequence
or level of a discipline, he or she may repeat the class in an
attempt to eam the higher grade necessary to go on. State
and federal aid-granting agencies may authorize financial aid
payments to fund those retakes.
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REPEATING COURSES FOR CREDIT

Dropplnt/Addlnt /Wlthdrawlnt ftom Claa. .a

Repeatable course•
Some COUI'!IeS In 1he unde<gfaduate currlculum are deslgnated

The College"s offiCial schedule mts1on period ends on 1he
Monday of the seCOnd week of classes In a fall and spring
semester. Students may make changes to their class schedules (i.e., add or drop classes) at any time prior to the end
of the official revision period. No classes may be edded after
the first week of classes. but students may drop classes
tl'lrough the second week of the semester and may witl'ldraw
through tl'le eightl'l week during tl'le fall and spring semesters.
(Refer to the Summer Semester Schedule for guidelines on
dropping or withdrawing from summer classes.) If a student
drops a course before tl'le end of tl'le second week. the
course will not appear on tl'le student's acaelemic record.
Withdrawals between tl'le tl'lird and eightl'l week will appear
on the record as W (Withdrawal), whiCh may affect compl;.
ance witl'l Satisfactory Academoc Progress (see page 331).
Students are adviSed to consult Wltl'l a College advisor in the
College At:Msing Center before Clecld1ng to witl'ldraw from a
class. Failure to attend a class dOes not equal witl'ldrawal.

·repeatable" for 1he purpose of allowing studen1S to lmproo;e
lhelr protk:iency In a specific; area. Generally, students may
repeat repeatable courses only once unless olherwise spec;.
fled by 1he department in which 1he course is offered. Students
may register in several consecutive semesters for skill-building
courses and workshops such as dance technique. music
lessons. and chorus. Grades received for repeatable courses
will appear separately on the transcript. Tuition and fees are
paid for each repeatable course. Some financial aid limits may
a~. Before registering for a course CleSignated repeatable.
studen1S ShOuld consult an adviSO(.

Retaklnt a c o urae to I mprove a trade
If a student fails a course or fails to eam the monlmum grade
requlfed to ptOCTess to the next course in a sequence or level
of a djsclpline, he/ she may retake the course. The following
eondotions apj)ly:
• St udents may retake a course to improve the grade no more
than twloe (total of three attempts). Students must speak
witl'l a faculty acMsor before taking a course for the third
time.
• The retaken course must carry the same number and course
content as tl'le original course.
• The retaken course Is not designated as R (repeatable for
additional oredit).
Only tl'le last grade will be included in the computation of 111e
GPA; hOwever the course title(s) and earlier grade(s) will remain
on tl'le student's acaelemic record. All retaken courses Will
be lnclucled in tl'le completion rate and maximum time frame
calcutatlons. The student's acaelemic record will alWays reflect
tl'le 8C8Ciemic transaction and Satisfactory Academic Progress
compliance status that Is true for each semester of enrollment.
Students will pay tuition and fees for retaken courses. State
and federal aid g,antlng agencies may authorize financial aid
payments to fund these retakes. Refer to Repeated Course
Grades on page 334 for academic and financial consequences.

REGISTRATION
Registration for conMuing degrt!e'seeking students typically begins in tl'le middle of each semester for the subs&
quent semester. Reg.strauon is COnducted online tl'lrough
tl'le College's Onlone Administrative Student Information
System (OASIS). To partiCipate in registration, students may
be requored to meet WTtl'l their faculty adviSO(S for an a<Mslng clearance. Students ShOuld contact the department of
theor major for furtl'ler Information. Students must have no
outstanding financial, academic. or immunilatoon obligations
to the College. (See also Oroentation and RegJstration for new
students, page 319.)
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late Wlthdrawala
A student may petition for admlnistnltive withdrawal from
classes after the deadline at the end of the elghtl'l week
(week four of summer semester) by submitting a written pet;.
tion supported by appropriate documentation. This witl'ldrawal
petition is evaluated and either approved or denied In tl'le
College Advising Center.

A student may petition for a total aclministrative withdrawal
from all classes after tl'le end of 1he semester by submitting
a petition supported by appropriate documentation. A withdrawal after the end of tl'le semester w111 not be permitted if
the petition IS submitted later than two consecutive semesters (including tl'le summer semester) folloWing the semester
in question. Petitoons for this type of withdrawal are evaluated
and approved or denied In tl'le College AcMsing Center.
Students may appeal a denial of petition to tl'le assistant
dean of student development, whOse decision will be final.

Withdrawal from the College
Students are strongly advised to see their College advisor in
the College Advising Center before deciding to witl'ldraw from
the College. This is a decision tl'lat inYOI'ves a loss of time,
effort, tuition, and credit, and si10Uid be considered carefully
on consultation witl'l a College acMsor.
In tl'le event that a student decides to Wltl'ldraw from the
College. he or she must return all school property and make
necessary financial arrangements witl'l Student Financial
Services prior to h1s or her departure. The deadline for withdrawals is stated in the calendar for each semester.
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STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT/POLICIES

and poloaes; however. the responsobility for understanding
and meeting College requirements rests with the student.
Further information on College poliCies may be found in The
Informer. the student handbook. The Informer is distributed
to all students during orientation in the fall and spring
semesters.

Columbia is proud of its creatille and diverse communoty of
faculty. students. and staff who create and participate In
educational opportunities in the arts. media. and comm~>
nfcatfons. The College provides a caring environment: one
in which freedom of expression is valued and civility Is
observed. Students are encouraged to value this community
a nd to accept resPOnsibility for their individual behavior. as
well as for the common good. Columbia's Code o f Conduct
is primarily a POSitive guide t o the creation of a community
that encourages the personal and Intellectual development
of each person. and. secondly. a list of behaviors that would
interfere with the imPOrtant work of the College community.
In addition, it is understood that students assume reSPOr>o
sibility for the behavior of their guests on campus. Students
are expected to share information regarding College policies
with their guests and to ensure that their guests' behavior
conforms to the College's expectations. For the complete
Code of Conduct, including sections on disciplinary procedures. students shOuld contact the Dean of Students' Office.

ADVA NCE D CRED IT AND TRA NSFER
CREDIT POLICI ES
Transfer Credit
Columbia College Chicago accepts transfer credit from
other regionally accredited colleges and universities and will
consider transfer credit from select institutions with discipline-specific aCCI'editation. located In Illinois or out of state.
Transfer courses must be completed with a C grade or better
and must be similar or equivalent In content to those offered
by Columbia. The acceptance of transfer credit Is at the sole
discretion of the College. To be accepted, offiCial college transcripts. military records. or advanced placement test scores
must be received by the Office of Transfer Evaluation before
the end of the student's first semester of attendance at
Columbia College Chicago. Grades and grade POint averages
do not transfer. All transfer students will receive an official
transcript evaluation from the Office o f Transfer Evaluation as
part of the admissions process.

Columbia College Ch icago' s Anti-Dis cri m i n ation a n d
Haraument Polley
Discrimination and harassment based o n race, national
origin, ethnlclty, sexual orientation. gender, age. disability,
or religion are illegal. Students can file complaints of harassment and/or discrimination. or obtain a copy of Columbia's
Anti-Discrimination and Harassment Policy. from the Offioe of
the Dean of Students. 623 Soulh Wabash, Room 301.

· No minimum number of transfer credits Is required to transfer to Columbia College Chicago.
• The maximum number of credit hours accepted from four·
year colleges and unillersities Is 88 credit hours.
· The maximum number of credot hours accepted from a
twc>year college is 62. The maxomum number of etedits
accepted from a combination of twc>year college and CLEP.
AP. military. and/or lofe experience os 62 credit hours.
· If a student attended both a four-year and a twc>year
college. the maximum number of credit hours accepted in
transfer is 88. with no more than 62 credot hours accepted
from a two-year college.
· The final 12 credit hours needed for graduation must be
taken at Columbia College Chicago.
• A maximum of four credit hours In physical education Is
accepted.
· A maximum of nine credit hOurs in foreign language is
accepted.
· Topics, independent study. intemshlps, ESL. adult education. continuing education, workShops, seminars. and cJeoJel.
opmental courses (those courses usually numbered below
100) are not transferable.

GRADUATION AUDIT AND POSTING
OF DEGREES
Students must complete an application for graduatoon in the
College Advising Center. The application should be submotted
one academic year before the expected graduation date. (For
example, if a student Intends to graduate after the spring
2010 semester. he or she should submit his or her grad~>
ation application In the spring 2009 semester.) Once the
application Is received, the College advisors will evaluate the
student's academic record and complete an Initial graduation audit. When all degree requirements are satisifed. a final
audit will be completed and the degree will be POsted. Once
the degree Is POSted. the transcript of a student's academic
reoord at Columbia College Chicago will not be changed.
Attendanoe at the commencement ceremony does not constitute degree completion or graduation. The diploma and off•
cial transcnpt cannot be issued until all finanQal obligations
to Columbia College Chicago are settled.

CLEP/ AP Cre d i t
Students desiring advanced stand1ng (transfer credit) based
on CLEP results must have offoclal score. rePOrts sent to the
Office of Transfer Evaluation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON
COLLEGE POLICIES
Each student Is expected to be thOroughly familiar with
the academic and general requirements and POlices of the
College. as stated In the Catalog. Student Handbook. Course
Schedule. end other official College materials and publications. Faculty and s taff are available to provide assistance
and guidance to students conceming College requirements

Columbia follows the American Council on Education (ACE)
recommendation for the award of CLEP credit. To see the
list of subjects and accepted scores please review the
information at 'What Your CLEP Score M eans· at http:/1
oollegeboard.com/student/testlng/clep;scores.html.
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Hebrew Theological College. Skokie, Illinois
Illinois Central College, Peoria . Ill inois
Institute of Audio Research , NY. NY
Jikei Group of SchOols, Japan
Joliet Junior College, Joliet, Illinois
Kennedy-King College. Chicago, Illinois
Kishwaukee College. Malta, Illinois
lincoln College, lincoln, Illinois
Malcolm X College, Chicago, Ill inois
McHenry County College, Crystal lake, Illinoi s
Moraine Valley Community College, Palos Hi lls, Illinois
Morton College, Cicero. Illinois
Oakton Community College, Des Plaines. Illinois
Parkland College. Champaign, Illinois
Prairie State College, Chi cago Heights, Illinois
Rock Valley College . Rockford, Illinois
Sauk Valley College. Dixon. Illinois
Second City, Ch icago, Il linois
South Suburban College. South Holland, Il linois
Truman College. Chi cago, Illinois
Waubonsee Community College, Sugar Grove, Illinois
William Rainey Harper College, Palatine, Illinoi s
Wright College . Chicago. Illinois

Soores of 3. 4, or 5 on Advanced Placement tests may also
be accepted as transfer credit. and official records must be
sent to the Office of Transfer Evaluation for consideration.
Credit for CLEP and Advanced Placement tests is applicable
only to students with freshman or sophomore standing and
is considered inappropriate for more advanced students. For
more information about AP credit, please see http:ffwww .
collegeboard.com/studenVtesting/ap/about.html. Refer to
the Transfer Credit section. beginning on page 331. for
maximum acceptable hours.
Life Experience Credit
Under special circumstances. a student may be granted up
to 16 credit hours in !heir major for life and worl< experience.
Applications are available In the Records Office for evaluation
of non-college teaming experiences.
International Baccalaureate (IB)
Credit is accepted for test scores of 4 or higher.
Cambridge International Examinations (CIE)
Credit is accepted for A and AS Level exams with grades of A
to E in subjects similar to those offered at Columbia College
Chicago. For more information about CIEs. see www.cie.org.uk.

Transfer Articulation of Majors
Departmental transfer articulations are available in major areas
such as:
·
Art and Design

Military Credit
Veterans may be eligible for active duty and service school
credit on the basis of information from official copies of mili·
tary records. Contact the veterans' affairs coordinator in the
Office of Undergraduate Admissions.

Arts. Entertai nment. and Media Management
ASL·English Interpretation
Audio Arts and Acoustics
Fash ion/ Retail Management
Graph ic Design
Interior Architecture
Interactive Television
Journa lism
Marketing Communication
Musi c
Photography
Radio
Television
Theater

Transfer Articulation
The Office of Transfer Evaluation evaluates transcripts of
previous college worl< for students who transfer to Columbia.
The office also maintains the articulation of courses with
select community colleges.
Students planning to transfer to Columbia shOuld consult
with their community college transfer center or adVisor and
Columbia's Office of Transfer Evaluation earty In !heir aca·
demic career to obtain specific information on transferring
liberal Arts and Sciences Core Curriculum (LASCC) and
major course creditS. Articulation agreements are frequentty
updated.

OTHER PO LI CIES
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Annual
Notice to Students
Columbia College Chicago complies with the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). as amended, by
publishing an annual notice to students of their rights under
the Act in Columbia College Chicago's Catalog and Student
Handbook.

Course equivalency charts and transfer guides can be found
at http:/f www.colum.edu/ AdmissionsjTransfer_Evaluation/
index.php for the following institutions:
College of lake County. Grayslake. Illinois
Community College of Rhode Island. Warwick.
Rhode Island
Daley College. Chicago. Illinois
College of DuPage. Gten Ellyn, Illinois
Elgin Community College. Elgin. Illinois
Gateway Technical College, Kenosha. Wisconsi n
Harold washington College, Chicago. Illinois

WWW . COLU M ,£ DU

1. Upon written request. students may inspect and review
their educational records by submitting their request to
the director of records. Columbia will endeavor to provide
the student an OPPOrtunity to inspect and review his or her
educational records within a reasonable time after receiving
the request. not exceeding 45 days from !he receipt of !he
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represented by counsel at the hearing. The decision of tile
Academic Standards Review Committee os final.
3. In tile event of an unfavorable decision by tile Academic
Standards Review Committee. the student has the
right to include a written statement setting forth his or
her reasons for disagreeing with the Committee on the
matters presented in the request to amend the records.
4. Each student has tile right to fire a complaint willl tile
United States Department of Education concerning alleged
failures by Columbia to comply with the requirements of
the Act and the regulations passed pursuant thereto.

request. Students' educational records are maintained
under the supervision of the director of records and registration (the reg•straf) in the Records Office. Room 611.
600 South Michigan Avenue. Chicago. Illinois. 60605.
rr. ltls Columbia's policy that no personally identifiable infor·
mation from educational records will be releaSed without
prior written oonsent of tile student. except for thatlnfor·
matlon designated In this policy as directory Information
and such personally identifiable information that may be
disclosed under the circumstances arrowed under the Act
and regulations passed pursuant to tile Act. The followIng personnel are granted access to educational records
willlout prior written consent of tile student as a matter of
routine and for legitimate educational purposes: the direotor of records, the General Counsel's OffiCe, the student
services d~rectors. and Student Financial Services. COllege
advisors. the president of tile College. the pr0110st. the
\lice president of student affairs. the deans. and the Cha~r·
persons of the academ•c departments. and any of their
agents. Student educational records are made available
to the above designated persons in furtherance of the
legitimate educational purposes of record maintenance.
evaluation and adVIsing. financial aid evaluation. review for
disciplinary and academic action. and billing.
111. As required by the Act and regulations. Columbia College
Chicago maintains a record of written requests for personally identifiable Information Whether or not such requests
are granted. Each student has the right to inspect and
review the record of written requests for disclosures of
personally identifiable information that is rnaontaoned In hos
or her permanent record.
IV. COlumbia College Chocago designates the following onfor·
rnation as d~rectory Information: the student's name:
lnformatoon on whether or not a student os registered on
the college during the term in WhiCh the information Is
requested: dates of attendance: information concerning
the student's graduation status. including Whether or
not he or she has graduated from the college. the date
of any degree awarded. and the type of degree awarded:
major field of study: awards received: and participation In
officially recognized activities. sports. and organizations.
Students have the right to withhold disclosure of the
above Information by notifying the director of records In
writing. The proper form for refusal of disclosure Is avail·
able in the Records OffiCe.
v . A st udent has the ngnt to request amendment of his or her
educational records to ensure lllat the educational record
information Is not Inaccurate. misleadi ng. or in VIOiatoon of
the student's rights. The procedure to seek amendment of
a student's educational records is as follows:
1. A written request must be submitted to the d~rector of
records stating the reason a student seeks to amend his
or her educational record and attaching any supporting
documentation to the request.
2. Wllllln a reasonable time after receiving the request. but
In no event longer than 45 days, the director of records
will Issue a decision in response to the student's request.
If tile decision is unfavorable. the student has the right
to a hearing before a panel of tile associate deans on
the request to amend. The student has the right to be

Campus Security Act
In compliance with the Campus Secunty Act of 1992.
Columbia College Chk:ago prepares and dostnbutes an annual
Campus Security Report. A copy of eaCh annual report
may be obtained from the Otfoce of Safety and Security. The
annual report contains the followong onforrnatoon:
· Current campus pollees regardong faci htles and procedures for students and others to report criminal actions or
other emergencies occurring on campus and tile Conege·s
responses to such reports:
· Current campus policies concerning security access to and
security maintenance of campus facilities. including the
Residence Center:
· Current campus policies concerning campus law enforcement. including a discussion of the enforcement authority
of campus security personnel and policies that encourage
accurate and prompt reporting of an campus crimes:
· A description of programs desigrled to i nform students and
employees of campus secunty procedures and practices
and to encourage students and employees to be responSible for tlleir own secunty and the secunty of otllers:
· A desctiption of clime awareness and preventoon programs:
· Stabstics for the current and two precedong years concerning the occurrence on campus of the following offenses:
murder. sex offenses. aggravated assault. burglary. and
motor vehicle theft:
· Statistics for the current and two preceding years cor~<:ern
ing the number of arrests on campus for the following
crimes: liquor law violations. drug abuse violations. and
weapons possessions:
• A statement of policy regardong the possession. use.
and sale of alcoholic beverages and onega! drugs and tile
enforcement of federal. state, and local laws relating to
alooholic beverages and illegal drugs:
· Current campus pOiocy on the umely notofocatoon to tile
campus community of the occurrence on campus of cnmes
considered to be a threat to students and employees:
· Current campus polocy on preventton of and responses to
sex offenses occurring on campus: and
· Information indicating where raw enforcement agency infor·
mation can be found concerning registered sex offenders.
Information regarding the list of registered sex offenders
may be obtained through the Web site of the Chicago Police
Department.
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ACA DEM IC I NTEGRITY

grievance through consultations between the student and
the instructor or among the student , Instructor, and the
department chairperson (or subject-area coordinator when
that person is charged with resoMng grade grievances). In
the e-.ent that these consultations fail to resolve the grieY.
ance, an appeal procedure Is available to students. For the
procedure to go forward, written documentation is required.
All documents must be dated.

Students at Columbia COllege Chicago enjoy slgllrocant freedom of artistic e~Cp<esslon and are encouraged to stretch
their scholarly and artistic boundaries. Howe-.er, the College
prohibits all forms of academic dishonesty. ·Academic
dishonesty" Is understood as the appropriation and representation of another's work as one's own. Whether such appropriation Includes all or part of the other's work or whether it
comprises all or part of what is represent ed as one's own
work (plagiarism). Appropriate citation avoids this form of
dishonesty. In addition. "academic dishonesty" Includes
cheating In any form. the falsifocation of academic documents, or the falsification of works or references for use In
class or other academic circumstances. When such dishonesty Is discovered. the consequences to the student can
be se~~ere.

The grading and evaluation policies outlined In the course syll&bus will form the basis for resolution of all grade grievances.

1. A 1118de grievance occurs When a st udent protests a
grade awarded on the final grade roster. The gf1evance
must be filed within three weeks of the student's receipt
of the grade.

2. Every grade grievance must be submitted in writing 1:'/
the student to the instructor who awarded the ll/8de. The
Student must copy the department chairperson when the
original grievance Is submitted to the Instructor.
3. The instructor must respond in writing to the student and
send a copy to the department chairperson.
4. If the response from the Instructor Is not satisfactory to
the student, a written petition of appeal to the department
chairperson (or. In some departments, to the subject-area
coordinator) must be submitted.
5. The chairperson or'coordinator must respond t o the
student's petition of appeal.
6. If the decision of the chairperson or coordinator is unsat·
i sfactory t o the student, he or she may appeal to the
dean of the appropriate school, whose decision over every
substantive, procedural, or related Issue shall be final and
cannot be appealed.

In C•••• of Academic D lahoneaty
When a faculty member of the College has evidence that a
student has represented another student's work as his or her
own or has engaged in any other form of academic dishonesty, the faculty member, in consultation with the chairperson
of the department or the chairperson's designated representative. may lower the student's grade, fall the student,
or apply such other sanctions as may be appropriate. The
faculty member is required to notify the student promptly of
the discovery. The student may meet with the faculty member
to seek redress from the accusation or from any proposed
sanction: but if no mutually satisfactory resolution can be
reached, a written and dated appeal may be made within two
weeks o f the meeting to the chairperson of the department or
a designated representative. A copy of any sUCh appeal must
also be sent to the faculty member.

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION

Within two weeks of receiving the appeal, the chairperson or
deslglee will meet with the student and, if mutually agreeable, will Include the faculty member In the meeting. If this
meeting falls to resolve the Issue. a written and dated appeal
may be made within two weeks to the dean of the approprl·
ate school. The dean's decision shall be final and shall be
rendered In a timely fashion.

Dean' s list
Students are eligible for the Dean·s list If they are ful~time
degree-seeking students (12 or more credit hours per semester) and have an earned grade point average of 3. 75 or higher
tor the term. The Dean's List for each school of the College is
announced for the fall and spring semesters, and the Dean's
List designation Is reflected on the student's transcript.

ACADEMIC GRIEVANCES
Graduation Cum Laude
Students whose final cumulative ll/8de point average is
between 3.5 and 3. 79 will graduate cum laude (With praise).
Students whose ll/8de point average Is between 3.8 and 3.89
will graduate magna cum laude (with high praise). Students
whose grade point average Is 3.9 or hiCher will graduate
summa cum laude (With highest praise). BeglMing With the
2013 graduating class, the ll/8de point average for cum laude
will be 3.75.

A student has the right to appeal academic decisions that
affect his or her record at Columbia related to grade changes.
attendance penalties. and incomplete grades.
Orada Chang. .
Only an Instructor can change a grade. The request for a
ll/8de change must be submitted by the end of the semester
following the term for which the originalll/8de was awarded.
Both the department chairperson and the dean of the appropriate school must approve the change.

Valedictorian
Valedictorians are students selected to address the ll/8duat·
ing class at one of the College's commencement ceremonies. A unique valedictorian Is selected for each ceremony.

Procedur. . for Grade Grievance
The faculty member and chairperson of the department In
which the disputed grade was awarded resolve grade grievances. Every attempt should be made to resolve the grade
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Students are select ed for t his honor based on sustained
academic excellence and other outstanding accomplishments
that contribute to life at Columbia College. the community,
andjor the arts.

The mission o f Academic Init iatives and International
Programs (AIIP) is to facilitate the creation and development
of international programs and special program opportuni·
ties for students and faculty at Columbia College Chicago.
This office offers tools to empower Columbia faculty to be
proactive in the task of integrating international programs
and academic initiatives into the comprehensive learning
experience Columbia provides. In the vital urban culture of
the city of Chicago, Columbia's academic initiatives will foster
lifelong learning and provide opportunities beyond traditional
academic programs. In an increasingly interdependent global
society, international programs will provide our st udents with
an appreciation for diverse cultures. enriching their shared
human learning experience and knowledge.

ACADEM IC OP TIONS AND OPPOR TU NIT IES
In the 2008-2009 academic year, several academic support
centers will continue to come together into a new physical
and organizational structure within the Academic Support Unit
of Academic Affairs. These centers include the Writing Center
and the Science and Math Learning Center as well as other
College units that support students in achieving academic
success. In early 2009. these unit s will move into a newly
designed learning center for students on the main floor of
618 S. Michigan.

Summer Bridge Program
The Bridge Program provides assistance in strengthening
basic skills, study habits. and an understanding of the
expect at ions of college life to selected students Whose
application materials suggest that they are likely to be
under·prepared to meet the College' s standards. For further
information. please consult the section on Admissions in this
catalog (see page 317).

Reading Center
The Reading Center offers individualized and small·group
instructional services to students who need assistance in
meet ing the reading demands of Columbia College Chicago.
All students can schedule sessions with tutors to receive
help with reading required for their classes. The Reading
Center offers workshops that are dedicated to the reading
demands of particular Columbia courses. The Reading Center
also houses a lending library for College Reading students
and a reserve reading depository for the English department.

Independent Projects
An independent project is advanced st udy of a topic of partie>
ular interest to the student. The project takes place outside
the regular classroom environment and requires a faculty
advisor who will evaluate the result of the project and submit
the grade. Credit from an independent project cannot be
applied toward a st udent's LASCC requirements.

L EARN IN G STUDIO
Writing Center
The Writing Center provides a supportive. studento<:entered
instructional environment where st udents of all ability levels
work closely with qualified writing consultants to strengthen
writing skills. Students receive assistance with course work,
as well as with non·academic writing such as r~sum~s.
business letters, and creative project s. Special assistance is
offered for students with learning disabilities and non·native
speakers of English.

Directed Studies
Direct ed St udies are learning activities involving student independence within the context of regular guidance and direction
from a faculty advisor. Directed Studies are appropriate for
students Who wish to explore a subject beyond What is possi·
ble in regular courses or for st udents who wish to engage in
a subject or activity not otherwise offered that semester by
the College. Directed Studies involve close collaboration with
a faculty advisor who will assist in development and design of
the project, oversee its progress. evaluate the final results.
and submit a grade.

Science and M athematics Department
Learning Center
The Science and Mathematics Department Learning Center
works closely with t he students enrolled in science and math
courses. as well as with st udents across the curriculum who
encounter mathematical and scientific principles in areas
such as cinematography, photography, interior architecture,
sound engineering, music, marketing, and arts management.
Assistance is free of charge to all students and is available
on a scheduled or drop-in basis.

Internship Program
The internship program integrates classroom theory with pra<>
tical work experience by placing students in training positions
related to their academic studies. The academic departments
work with students and employers to ensure that students
are offered a worthwhile learning experience closely related
to the academic proram. More detailed information about
requirements and credit fulfillment can be secured from the
academic departments or the College Advising Center.

Conaway Achievement Project
The Conaway Achievement Project (CAP) is a TRIO Student
Support Services Program funded by the Department of
Education and Columbia that assists students Who are: first
generation college students. of low-income status. andjor a
student with a documented disability. CAP offers a variety of
free services to participants and formalizes an individualized
academic plan for each student based on hiS/her skills and
needs.
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Supplemental Instruction
Supplemental Instruction is an interactive peer study group
that teaches students how to learn and what to learn.
Sessions are led by students who have been trained to
lead these study sessions with their peers. Supplemental
Instruction can be offered for courses where students often
experience difficulty. Sl participants learn study strategies:
note taking, graphic organization, questioning techniques,
vocabulary acquisition, and test preparation. For more infor·
mation on Sl at Columbia, please contact the learning Studio
Director.

Departmental Tutoring
The following academic departments offer course-specific
tutoring for enrolled students: Journalism; Fiction Writing;
Interactive Arts and Media; Television; Music; and Arts,
Entertainment, and Media Management.
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ABELL, JEFF

Associate Professor, Interdisciplinary Arts
MM, No<1hern Illinois Universily,
Oel<alb, Illinois

A N DRE WS , SEAN
Asslsl.ant Professor, Humanities, History
and Social Sciences
ABO Cultural Studies, George Mason
Universily. Fairfax, Virginia

BEATON, ALYSON

Assistant Professor, Art and Design
M FA Visual Communication, The School
of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago.
Illinois

ADAMS, GERALD E.

Associate Professor, Science and
Mathematics
PhD Geological Sciences, Northwestern
Universily, Evanston, Illinois
AKINTONOE , SHANITA B.
Associate Professor, Mat11etlng

Communication
MBA, Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago, Illinois
AKSIKAS, JAAFAR
Assistant Professor, Human/lies, Hisl.ory,
and Social Sciences
PhD Cultural Studies.
George Mason University,
Fairfax, Virginia
ALBERS, RANDALL"
Asslsl.ant Professor. Chair, Fiction Willing
PhD E~ish Language and Literature,
Universily of ChicagO. ChicagO, Illinois
ALEXANDER, JACK
Associate Professor, Audio Arts and
Acoustics
BA Speechflheatr&/ TV and History,
Universily of Illinois. Chicago. Illinois

ASMA, STEPHEN T.

BEAUDOIN, BEAU BASEL •

Associate Professor, Humanities. History,
and Social Sciences

Associate Professor, TeleVIsion

PhD Philosophy of Science, Southern
Illinois University, cart>ondale, Illinois
BAE , HYUNJUNG
Asslsl.ant Professor, Marketing

Communication
PhD Soclol Psychology, Unlversily of
Illinois, Urbana-Champafll/l. Illinois
BAILEY, GEORGE
Associate Professor, En;Jish
PhD English, Universily of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois

PhD Media Analysis/Multlcultural
Learning, Union University, JackSOn,
Tennessee
BECKER, ANNE
Assistant Professor. Education
EdO Curriculum and Instruction
Aurora University, Aurora, Illinois
BEEN , AUOREAN
Associate Professor, Art and Design
MAT Interdisciplinary Arts, Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
BELISLE - CHATTERJEE, AVA

BAKK UM , NATHAN
Assistant Professor, Music
MA Ethnomusicotogy, Universily of

Associate Professor, Chair, Education

ChicagO, Chicago, IllinoiS

Illinois

BALD W IN, SHEILA V.

BERNER , DAVE
Assistant Professor. Radio
MA Teaching/Education, Aurora
University, Aurora, Illinois

Associate Professor, English
MA Creative Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

PhD Curriculum and Instruction,
University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago,

BALTER, MAR COS

BETHISHOU . NINOOS

Asslsl.ant Professor, Music
ALLEGRETTI. ANDREW

PhD M usic Composition. Northwestern

Senior Lecturer, Film & VIdeo
BA Aim. Columbia College Chicago.

Fiction Wilting

Universily, Chicago, Illinois

Chicago, Illinois

BARBIE R, ANN ETTE

BEY, OAWOUO
Associate Professor, Photography
MFA Photography. Yale Unlversily.
New Haven, Connecticut

MA English, Northern Illinois University,
Oel<alb, Illinois
ALLEN, HERBERT
Associate Professor, Marketing

Associate Professor, Chair, lnteracti'le Arts
and Media

Communication

MFA, School of the Art Institute of
Chicago. ChicagO. Illinois

PhD candidate, Union Institute,
Cincinnati, Ohio

BARTON!, DOREEN

Senior Lecturer, TeleVIsion

ALLEN, SANDRA

Dean, School of Media Arts
Professor, Film & VIdeo

Assistant Professor, Marketing
Communication
MBA, Pl!pperdlne Universily, Malibu,

MA Aim Studies, Northwestern University,
Evanston. Illinois

BS Education Psychology, State
university of New Yor1<, Geneseo.
NewYor1<

california

BAXTER. JANELL
Assistant Professor, /nleract/lle Arts and

AMANOES, PAUL •

Media

Associate Professor, Theater

MS Comput er Science, Unlversily of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

BM , Northern Illinois University,
Oel<alb, Illinois

BIANCO, FRANK

BINION, M CARTHUR

Associate Professor. Art and Design
M FA Painting, CranbroOk Academy of Art.
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
BLANARIU, M ICHAELA

Assistant Professor, Science and
Mathematics
PhD Mathematics. State Un/llersily of
New Yor1< at Buffalo. Buffalo, NY

• Recipient of the Exoellene. In Teaching Aware~
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BLANDFORD, ROBER T
Assistant ProfG$$01, Arts, Emertainment,
and Media Management
BA Art Hi.story, Unlvefslty of Illinois,
Urban&CIIampalgn, Illinois

B U CHA R , ROBERT
Associate Professor. Film & VIdeo
MFA Cinematography, Aim Aca<lem)' of
Fine Arts, Prague, Czech Republic

BLOUIN, R 0 S E
Associate Professor, English
MA English, Chicago State University,
Chicago, Illinois

BUOY, BEATRIX •
Assistant Professor, Sclenoe and
Msthematks
PhD Biochemistry, Cleveland State
University, Cleveland. Ohio

BLOYD·PESHKIN, SHARON
Assistant Professor. JO<Jrneilsm
MA English, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VIrginia

CALABRESE. BARBARA
Associate Professor, Chair, Radio
MS Speech PatholOgy. University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois

BLUM MALLEY. S U ZANNE
Associate Professor, English
MA Applied Linguistics and Hispanic
Uteratures, University of Illinois,
Urbar>&<:hampaigll, Illinois

CA L LIS, CARl
Associate Professor, Film & VIdeo
MA Creative Writing, University or
Illinois, Chicago. Illinois

BOULLY, JENNY
Assistant Professor, English
MFA Creative Writing, University of Notre
Dame, South Bend. Indiana
BROCK, LISA
Associate Professor, Chair, Humanities,
HlstCHY, and SociiJI Sciences
PhD History. Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
BROOKS, ADAM
Associate Professor, Art and Oesl/tfl
MFA Sculpture/ Time Arts, School of the
Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
BROOKS, BONNIE
Associate Professor, Chair, Dance
MA English, George Mason University,
Fairfax, Virginia
BROZYNSKI, DEN NIS A.
Associ/Jte Professor. Art and Oesl/tfl
BFA Fashion Oeslcn. School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
BRUNETT I , I VA N
Assistant Professor. Art and Design
MFA University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
BRUNK, TERENCE
Associate Professor. Engilsh
PhD Literat ures In English, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, New Jersey

WWW . COlUM . IO U

CANCELLARO, JOSEPH
Associate Professor. lnler~~etlve Arts and
Media
PhD Music Composition, University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland
CANNON, CHARLES E.
Professor of Dlstlnctlon In Chemistry.
Sclenoe and Matnematks
PhD Physical Organic Chemistry,
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
CAPLAN, MARCELO
Associate Professor, Sclenoe and
Marnematks
BSc Electrlcal Engineering, Israeli
Institute of Technology, Technion City,
Haifa. Israel
CAPLAN, MICHAEL
Associate Professor, Film & VIdeo
MFA Film, ~stern University,
Evanston, Illinois
CAREY, AL I SON
Assistant Professor, Photography
MFA Art Studio,
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
CARPENTER, PETER
Asslsrant Professor, Oenoe
MFA Oanoe, University of California Los
Angeles, Los Angeles, California
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CASTI LLO , MARI O
Associate Professor, Art and Oesl/tfl
MFA Installations and Multimedia,
Csllfornla Institute of the Arts,
Yalencla, Csllfornla
CATANESE, PAUL
Assistant Professor. Interdisciplinary Arts
MFA School of tne Art Institute, Chicago,
Illinois
CAUSEY. ANDRE W
Associate Professor, Humanltles, History.
and Social Sciences
PhD AnthropolOgy, Unlvefsity of Texas,
Austin, Texas
CHlENNE, DOMI NI QUE J.
Associate Professor. Audio Arts and
Acoustics
PhD Electrlcal Engineering, University
of Nebraska, Uncoln, Nebraska
CHES LER, JUDD
~oclate Professor,

Film & VIdeo
PhD Aim, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
CHRISTOPHERSE N , KEVIN
Associate Professor, Marketing
Communication
MA Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management, Columbia College Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
CITRON, MICHE LLE
Professor, Chair, Interdisciplinary Arts
PhD lnterdisolpllnary eognnlon, University
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
COHA N · LANGE, SUZAN NE
Professor Emeritus, Interdisciplinary Arts
MS. Illinois Institute of TechnolOgy,
Chicago, Illinois
COLE, MARGI
Lecturer, Dance
MFA Dance, University of Illinois
Urban-Champaign, Illinois
COLE, STEVE
Assistant Professor, Arts. Entertainment.
and Media Management
MBA. University of Chicago Graduate
School of Business, Chicago, Illinois
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COOK, PETER
Assistant Professor, ASL - English

Interpretation
BFA Graphic Design
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York
COOPER, KEVIN
Assistant Professor. Film & Video
MFA Producing, UCLA, los Angeles,
California
CONNEll, DANA D.
Associate Professor, Arts, Entertalnmen~
and Media Management
BA Dominican University Fashion
Merchandising and MBA in progress,
Dominican Marketing
CONNELL, KELL I
Assistant Professor, Photography
MFA Photography,
Texas Women's University,
Denton, Texas

DAWSON, FRANK
Senior Lecturer, MIISIC
AAS Electronics, Wilbur Wright College,
Chicago, Illinois

ERDMAN, JOAN L .

Associate Professor, Humanities. History,
and Social Sciences
PhD Anthropology, University of Chicago.
Chicago, Illinois

DAY, NANCY

Associate Professor, Chair, Journalism

ERNST, ELIZABETH

MA Communication, Stanford University,
Palo Alto. California

Associate Professor. Photography
MS Photography. Illinois Institute
of Technology, Chicago, Illinois

DEGRAZIA , DON GENNARO

Associate Professor, Fiction Writing

ERPENBACH, DIANNE'

MFA Creative Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

Associate Professor. Arts, Entertainment.
and Media Management

DEL VALLE, TONY

MS Management and Development
of Human Resources, National-Louis
University, Chicago. Illinois

Associate Professor, English
PhD English, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois
DINELLO, DAN
Associate Professor. Film & VIdeo
MFA Film and Video, University of
Wisconsin. Madison, Wisconsin

ESTERRICH , CARMELO

Associate Professor. Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD Spanish, University of Wisconsin.
Madison . Wisconsin
FALZON E, JAMES

COZZENS, TIMOTHY
Associate Professor, Art and Design
MFA Woodworking and Furniture Design,
ROChester Institute of Technology,
ROChester, New York
CRUZ, W I LFREDD

Associate Professor, Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD Social Service Administration,
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

DOLAK, DAVID
Senior Lecturer, Science and Mathematics
MS Environmental Science, Indiana
University, Bloomington. Indiana
DOWD. TOM
Assistant Professor. Interactive Arts and

Lecturer, New Millennium Studies: The
First-Year Seminar
MM Contemporary Improvisation. with
Academic and Performance Honors,
New England Conservatory of Music.
Boston, Massachusetts

Media

FALZONE, RONALD

MA Communications, NYIT,
New York, New York

Associate Professor, Film & VIdeo
MFA Directing, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois

DUNSCOMB, J. RICHARD
DALEY, KENNETH
Associate Professor, Chair, Engrish
PhD English Language and literature,
New York University, New York, New York

MME Education, Millikin University,
Decatur, Illinois

D 'A MATO , PAUL

Associate Professor. Art and Design

Associate Professor, Photogtaphy

MA Divisional Masters, University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

Associate Professor. English

ECONOMOU , ROSE

PhD English, American literature.
University of Utah. Salty Lake City, Utah

Professor, Chair, Music

DYLONG, JOHN

MFA Photography, Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut
DAN I ELS, HOPE
Associate Professor. Radio
MSJ Journalism, Roosevelt University,
Chicago, Illinois
DAVIS, ELIZABETH
Assistant Professor, Science and
Mathematics
PhD Biology, University of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kansas

• Recipient of the Excellence in Teachl~ Award

F I LICE, MARY
Assistant Professor, Arts,

Entertalnmen~

and Media Management
MA Film and Video. Columbia College
Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
FISHMAN, LISA

Associate Professor, Journalism

BA Political Science, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois

FL AGG -CAMPBELL. CARLY
Associate Professor, ASL - EngJish

EDGERTON, BETSY
Assistant Professor, Journalism
MA Education, DePaul University,
Chicago, Illinois

MA Interpretation, Gallaudet University.
Washington, DC

Interpretation

FLE ISCHE R, RON

Associate Professor. Film & Video

BA Film, Columbia College Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
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GR AN T, JULI AN

FOSTER · RICE. GREG

GARR. M ARY P AT

...,...~. ~

PliO Att Hisl.oty. , . , . _ _ ~.

-,..._,Film&~· f>tofea,o<, Educ«<ott
MA Curriculum lncl lnstruclion. Conconli8 BFA. YOII< UniYerllly, ToroniD.

E -.lllinc*

UniYerllly, RIYet ~ Illinois

OniM1o. t . . -

GERDING. DAVID
l'roleao<, lllletae:INe Arts and

GREEN, JOH N C .

FOW LER. ANG EL A
~

~re

MA ~ChildhOOd Education
~p. Conconli8 unNetslty, RIYet
forest. Illinois

Media
MBA E&alness. Unlllersity of Phoenix.
Phoenix. MlOf\8

Assoelete ~. a..lr. n-er
PhD lheette. Unhlerslty ol Plymouth.
Plymouth Oe\lon, United I<JrCdOm
GREEN . NORMA FAY

FRATERR IGO, TO M
Senior Lecluter. Film & VIdeo
....... Film .,., VIdeo, CoUnbia College

ChlaiCI:>. ChlaiCI:>. Klinols

GERST N ER. CY N THIA
Assoelere Prole$$ot, Scletx:e end
MafhetneiJc:$
PliO Aquatic EootocY. Unlllersity ol
M~. AM Albot, M icNC.an

FREDERK I N G. W ILLIA M

Assoelere Professor, Joumalism
PhD Mess Medle. MlchiCen Stile
Unhlerslty. East LanSing. Mic:tl!pn
GREENBE RG · BY WA HR .
ARIELLE
Assoelete Prolessor, Ef!CIIslt
MFA Creathle Writing, Poelty, Syrecuw
Unhlerslly. Syracuse, New 'l'otl<

ANOdete Oeen. School ot Fine and

GILBERT. HEATHER

Pet1DtmltiC Arts
ANOdete f>tofea,o<, Pllol<>eraptry
M~ PhotoCfaptry, Unlllersity of Illinois,

ASslstenl Professor. Theater
IJC)lting Des1&ner. M~ l..igllting Design.
DePaul Unhlersity. Chicago; 8A Drama,

ChiCICO. Illinois

Trinity Unlllersity, San Antonio. Texas

FREE MAN , CHAP
Prolessor. FUm & VIdeo
M~ CreeiNe Wrttlng, Un!Ye<slty of Iowa.
Iowa City. Iowa

lecturer, English
EdD Elementary Eoueatlon Uteracy.

U~hlerstty, Chicago. Illinois

Rutgers Unhlersity. New l!tunswlck. New

GREENE. M YRA

Jersey

Assistant Professor. Pllotograptry
MFA At! StudiO. Un!Ye<sity of New
Mellco. AlbuQuerque, New Mellco

~re

FRY, M ICHAEL

-..nr f>tofea,o<,

T-

M~ 0rwne11c WTI1lng for

Film and
Tete.illon, T1sll School of the Atts,
-

'l'otl< Unllleqlly, New 'l'otl<.
'l'otl<

GILES. KATHLEEN

GINSBERG , JEFF

AssoCiate Professo<, Theater
M~ ActinC. Yale School of o.ama.
New-· Connecticut
GIROUX , JO AN

FULLER, KARLA RAE
~re Protessor. Film & VIdeo
PhD Recllo/TV/film, ~em
Un!Yetlll)'. Evanston, Illinois
FULLER, K E VIN
Alsoc:lale ProiH$Cr, Science and
Metl>emal!c:$
PliO Molecular Gene!lcs .,., Cell BioloCY.
~ ol CNceca. CNceco. Illinois
FURNESS . ZACHARY
Prole$$ot, Humanities, History,

-..nr
.,.,

~Sciences

PliO Communicatlon. UnM<sity of
~.

Pittsbu,.,. Pemsy!vania

ASsistant Professor. At! and OesJgn
M~. Milton Avery Gnlduate School of the
Arts. Bard College. Annandale«Hiudson.
New York: BFA. Parsons School of Design.
New York. New York
GONZALES . LISA

GREENE. ARLENE L.
ASsoelete Professor. English
MA English Uterature. Roose.en

GUNKEL . ANN HETZEL
Assoelete Pro'-. Humanities. History,
end Social Sclerlees
PhD PhilOSOphy, DePaul Unhlerslty.
Chicago, IllinoiS
HAIGH. KAREN

Assistant Professor. Early Childhood
Education
M ED. ~e Unhlersity Erickson lnstltute.
Chicego. Illinois

Assistant Professor, Ollnce

MFA Oence. Ohio State UnNefsity.
Columbus. Ohio
GOR MAN JA MR OZIK. DIANA

Assoelete Pro'-. ASI..fng}isll
lnterpn!Qtlon
MA lntefl)fetatlon. Gallaudet Unrversity.
Yo\lshfl'ICIOII,

oc

HALID A Y· M CQUEEN. C A ROL

ASsoelete Prolessor. At! and OesJcn
MFA Painting, Unllleqlly of lninols,
Uftlen8.0\8mpeign, lllonois

HALL . SCOTT

Senior lectutef, Musk
BM. Northem Illinois UnNerslty.

DeKalb. IllinoiS
GABR IEL. RA M I
~~ Prole$$ot, Humanities. History.

.,., SoN/ Sciences
PliO PI)'CholoCy. Unlllersity ol C&lifomia,

Setu Bert>era. Celifomia

GRAHA M . GLENNON
Assoelete Pro/e$$ot, Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD Americen History. ~stem
Unhlerslty. Evanston. lllinots

HA M ERTO N , KATHARINE
Assls/Mlt Pro/eaof, Humanities. History,
and Social Sclet1ces
PhD History, Un!Ye<slty ol Chlce&<>.
Chlce&<>. Illinois
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HAMILTON, TO M
Associate Prof(tSS(X, Marl<eting

HERVEY. LENORE W .

JOHNSON. GARY

Associate Prof(tSS(X, F/cllotl Writmg

Commvnlcallotl

Associate Prof(tSS(X, Dance MOYement
Therapy

MBA Marketing, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois

PhD Philosophy, Union Institute,
The Graduate School, Cincinnati, Ohio

H A NSE N , RENEE LY N N

H ETTEL. PAUL

Associate Professor. English

Associate Professor, Film & VIdeo

MA Creative Writing. Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

BA Film, Columbia College Chicago,
Chicago Illinois

HANSON, ANN C.
ASSOCiate Professor. Science and

Assistant Professor. Graduate Music

MA Creat1ve Writilll. Columbia College
Chicago. Ch1cago. llllno•s

JOHNSON, PHYLLIS ANNE

Mathematics
MS Mathematlcs Education. University
of Maryland. College Park. Maryland

BFA Film/Music, New York University,
Tisch School of Arts. New York. New York
HOLDSTEIN, DEBORAH
Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Associate Professor. Film & Video

Professor. Enl}<sh

M FA Video and Aim Production, Ohio
State University, Columbus. Ohio

PhO Comparative Uterature. University of
Illinois. UrbarnH:hampaign. Illinois

H A RTEL, PETER

Chicago. Illinois

H UANG, TAO
Assistant Professor, Art and Design
PhD Architecture and Design Research,
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia

HARTMANN, KAY
Associate Professor, Art and Design
M S Communication, Northwestem
University. Evanston. lllinots

HUYDTS. SEBASTIAN
Assistant Prof(tSS(X, Music
MA Music CompoSition and Music Theol)',
University of Chicago. Chicago. Illinois

HAWKINS, AMY ( AMES )

I MUS. SUSAN

Associate Professor. English

Associate Professor, Chair, Dance/
Movement Therapy

PhD English Composition and Rhetoric,
Wayne State University. Detroit. Michigan
HAYAS H I, B i l l
Associate Professor, Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD Committee on Social Thought,
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

MM. Northwestem un.versity.
Evanston, Illinois

Hill. ANDY

HARDIN, TED

Associate Professor, Film & Video
8A Film, Columbia College Chicago.

Associate Professor, Associate Chair,
Arts, Enrerralnmenr. and Media
Management

MA Movement Therapy. Antioch
University, Keene. New Hampshire
I VERSON . BARBARA K .

Associate Professor, Journalism
PhD Public Polley Analysis. University
of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois

JONES. DARREll
Assislant Professor. Dance
MFA Dance. Florida State Un1V0rS1ty.
Tallahassee, Florida
JONES. DOUG
ASSociate Professor, Audio Arts and
Acoustics
MA Education. Columbia College Chicago.
Chicago, Illinois
J ORDAN, DANIEL

Assistant Professor. Science and
Mathemallcs
PhD Mathematics. Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana
KANTER S, BENJAM IN
ASSociate Professor, Audio Arts and
Acoustics
MM Music TedlnoloCY. Northwestern
University, Evanston. lllinoos
KAPELKE . STEVEN

Provost and Senior VIce President,
Professor, Film & VIdeo
MFA Creative Writing with an emphasis
in Action, University of Iowa Writers·
Workshop, Iowa City, Iowa
KASTEN, BARBARA

H EAVEN, VIRGINIA 1•
Assistant Professor. Art and Design
MA Educating Adults. DePaul University,
Chicago, llhnols
HE M EN W AY, ANN
ASSociate Professor. Fiction Writing
MFA Fiction, University of Iowa Writer's
WOrkshop, Iowa City. Iowa

JACOBSOHN. OORI

Associate Professor. Pnorograplly

Lecturer, Educarlotl

MFA F1ber Sculpture. California College of
Arts and Crafts. Oakland. Califorma

MEd Advanoed Studies In Child
Development and Early Education.
Erikson lns~tute. Ch1C8go.llllno1s

KHOSRAVANI. AZAR
Associate Professor. Science and

Mathematics

JOBSON, CRAIG
Associate Professor, Art and Design
MFA Interdisci plinary Arts. Columbia
College Chicago. Chicago. Illinois

PhD MathematiCs. Southern IllinoiS
University, Carbondale. Illinois

Associate Professor. Art and Design

JOE . YOLANDA

Associate Professor. Art and Design

M FA Industrial Design, University of
Illinois. Chicago. Illinois

Assistant Professor, Journalism

M Phil., Royal College of Aft. London.
England: Dip Des .. Hochschule Fuer
Gestaltung Offenbach. Germany

KIEKEBEN, FRIEOHARD

H E N RY, KEVIN

• Rod~t ollhe " -lienee in Teac:hiro& Award

MA Journalism. Columbia University.
New York, New York
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KILBERG-COHEN, GARNETT
Associate Professor, English
MFA Creative Writing, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KOSTECKA, KEITH
ASsociate Professor, Sclen<:e and
Mathematics
OA Chemistry, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois
KOULES, CHRIS
ASsociate Professor, Art and Design
MFA Art and Design, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois
KUNZ, ANNA
Lecturer, Alt and Design
MFA, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
KUS H NER, AV I YA
ASsistant Professor, English
MFA Nonfiction Writing, The University of
Iowa, Iowa City, lA
LAGUEUX, ROBERT C.

LEHRE R , LEO NARD
Professor, Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management
MFA University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
LE RMAN, ZAFRA
Head, Distinguished Professor, Science
Institute,
PhD Chemistry, Weivnann Institute
of Science, Rehovot. Israel
LETU R IA, ELIO
Assistant Professor, Journalism
MS Journalism, University of Illinois
Champaign-Urbana, Illinois
LEVINSON, ILYA
ASsistant Professor, Music
PhD Music Composition. University
of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
LICHTY, PATR IC K
ASsistant Professor, Interactive Arts and
Media
MFA Digital Art, Bowling Green State
University, Bowling Green, Ohio

Di~tor,

New Millennium Stuales: The
First-Year Seminar
PhD Music History, Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut
lARSEN, DAWN M.
Associate Professor, Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Management
JO, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois
lATTA, CAROLINE DODGE
Distinguished Professor of Theater,
Theater
PhD Theatre, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois
lAWRENCE, CURT I S
Assistant Professor, Journalism
MSJ, Northwestern University.
Evanston. Illinois
lAZAR , DAVID
Professor, English
PhD Creative Writing and literature,
University of Houston, Houston, Texas
LE GRANO, PETER
ASsociate Professor, Photography
MA Photography, Governors State
University. Park Forest, Illinois

WWW . COLUM.fDU

LIENHART, JA ME S L .
Lecturer, Art and Design
BFA Kansas City Art lnsmute and School
of Design,
Kansas City, Missouri
LIFE, THEODORE R., J R .
Assistant Professor, Television
MFA, New York University, New York.
New York
LINEHAN, WILLIAM
Associate Professor, Art and Design
MFA Artists' Books/Photog,aphy
Sculpture, School of !he Art Institute
of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
LIPINSKI, MARLENE
Associate Professor, ASsociate Chair, Art
and Design
MFA Painting and Drawing, University
of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
LIVINGS TO N, SARA •
Associate Professor, Television
MA Media Studies. University of Illinois.
Chicago, Illinois
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LO FSTROM, DOUG
Associate Professor, Music
MA Education, Goddard College,
Plainfield, vermont
LO OP, KAREN
ASsistant Professor, Film & Video
MFA Film Production, New York
University,
New York, New York
LO VERDE, CARO L
Associate Professor, Music
BA Music, Mundelein College,
Chicago, Illinois
L UC I ANO, ANGELO
Associate Professor, Associate Chair, Arts,
Entertainment and Media Management
MS Management of Public Service,
DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois
LYON, JEFFREY
Senior Lecturer, Journalism
BSJ, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
MACDONALD , JIM
Associate Professor, Music
MM Orchestral Conducting, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois
MAGGIO , FRANCES
Associate Professor, Theater
MFA Costume Design, DePaul University,
Chicago, Illinois
MAJOREY, LOUISE E.
Assistant ProfeSS()r, Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Management
MS Textiles, Clothing and Related Arts,
University of Rhode Island, Kingston,
Rhode Island
MANN, H UMMI E
Assistant Professor, Music
BA Music, Berklee College of Music,
Boston. Massachusetts
MA RIE , ANN I KA
ASsistant Professor, Art and Design
PhD Art History, University of Texas,
Austin, Texas

• Recipient of the Excel)enoe in Teaching Award

FACUL T Y

MATHIESON. KAREN-JUNE
Assistant Professor, Film & Video
MFA Computer Arts & Animation.
Aorida Atlantic University. Boca Raton,
Aorida
MAY, ERIC
Associate Professor, Fiction Writing
BA Fiction Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
MAYE, MON I QUE
Assistant Professor, Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Managemenr
JD. Massachusetts School of Law,
Andover, Massachusetts
MCBR IDE, SUZANNE
Assistant Professor, Journalism
MSJ, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
MCCAB E, TERRENCE
Senior Lecturer, Theater
MFA Directing, Northwestern University,
Evanston. Illinois
MCCART HY, ERIN
Associate Professor, Humanities, History.
and Social Sciences
PhD History, Loyola University, Chicago,
Illinois
MCCARTHY, KIMBERLY A.
Associate Professor, Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD Educational Psychology, University of
Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
MC C URR IE, M . KILIAN
Associate Professor, English
PhO English Composition and Rhetoric,
Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois
MCGIN LEY-GALL I VAN, DARDI
Senior Lecturer, Dance
MA Dance. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio
MCNAIR , PATR I CIA ANN •
Associate Professor. Fiction Writing
MFA Creative Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
MEADOR, CLIFTON
Associate Professor. lntercllsclplinary Arts
MFA Book Arts, Purchase College,
Purchase, New York

•Recipient or the Excellence in Teaching Award

MEL LINGER, JEANINE
Associate Professor, lnterclisciplinary Arts
MFA Video Art. School of the Art Institute
of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
MENCOTT I, MARSSIE
Associate Professor. Radio
BA Communications/Theater, University
of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois
M END. JOE
Associate Professor, Ficrion Writing
MFA Fiction Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago. Illinois
M ILLER, ALTON
Associate Dean, School of Media Arts
Associate Professor, Marketing
Communication
MFA Creative Writing, Goddard College.
Plainfield, Vermont
MINGES WOLS, HEATHER
Assistant Professor. Science and
Mathematics
PhD Microbiology/Immunology, Loyola
University, Chicago, Illinois
MI TCHE LL, ANNE MARIE
Assistant Professor. Marketing
Communication
MA Spanish Literature, Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois
MINSKY, LAURENCE
Associate Professor, Marketing
Communication
BA Psychology. Lawrence University,
Appleton. Wisconsin
M I TC HE M . JI M
Associate Professor, Radio
BA Broadcast Communications. Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
MOON EY, AMY M .
Associare Professor, Art and Design
PhD Art History, Rutgers University,
New Brunswick. New Jersey
M O NROE , RAQUEL L
Assistant Professor, Dance
PhD Cunure and Perfonnance , University
of California , Los Angeles, California

MONRO E, VAUN
Assjstant Professor. Film & Vlcleo
MFA Film and Media Arts, Temple
University,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
MROZ, SUSAN
Senior Lecturer, Film & Video
MFA Film and Video, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
MUELLER , ROSEANNA
Associate Professor, Humanities, History,
ancl Social Sciences
PhD Comparative Literature. City
University of New York,
New York, New York
MULA . THOMAS
Senior Lecrurer. Theater
BFA Theater. University of Illinois, Urbana·
Champaign, Illinois
MULHOLLAND, LARISSA
Lecturer, Education
MEd Advanced Studies in Child
Development and Early Education.
Erikson Institute, Chicago, Illinois
MUN, NAMI
Assisrant Professor, Fiction Writing
MFA Creative Writing, University of
M ichigan, Ann Arbor, M ichigan
MURPHY, MARGARET ANNE
Marlceting Communicarion
MA Speech Communications, University
of Illinois. Urllana-Champaign, Illinois
NASSER, L UIS
Assjstant Professor. Science and
Mathematics
PhD Theoretical Physics. University of
Maryland, College Pari<, Maryland
NATAL, JUDY
Associate Professor, Photography
MFA Photography, Rochester Institute of
Technology, Rochester. New York
NAWROCKI, TOM
Associate Professor. English
MA English, Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois
NE LSO N, FRED
Associate Professor, Art ancl Design
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NICHOLS, ELI ZA
Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts
PhD French. Yale University,
New Haven. Connecticut
NICHOLSON, MARG IE
Associate Professor. Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Managemenr
MBA. Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois; MA Communication
Arts. University of Wisconsin,
Madison. Wisconsin
N I EDERMAN , M I CHAEL
Associate Professor, Chair. Television
MFA Film and Video. Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois
N I FFENEGGER. AUDREY
Interdisciplinary Arts
MFA Visual Art. Northwestern University.
Evanston, Illinois
N OL IN , NI K I
Associate Professor. Associate Chair,
Interactive Arts and Media
MFA Art and Technology, School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
OATS. JOC LYN
ASSociate Professor. Art and Design
MA Architecture. University of Illinois.
Chicago, Illinois
ODISHOO, SARAH A .
Associate Professor. English
MA English Literature and Poetry.
Northeastern Illinois University,
Chicago, Illinois
O 'R EILLY. CECIL I E
ASSociate Professor, Theater
BS Theater and Education, Illinois
Wesleyan University, Bloomington. Illinois
OSBORNE , KAREN LEE •
Associate Professor, Eng/ish
PhD English . University of Denver, Denver.
Colorado
OTT, SAB I NA
ASSociate Professor, Art and Design
MFA Painting, San Francisco
Art Institute. San Francisco.
California
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PACYGA, DOM IN I C A. •
Associate Professor. Humanities, History.
and Social Sciences
PhD History, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois
PADVEEN, SUSAN
Associate Professor, Theater
MA, DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois
PA LE R MO. L UC AS M.
Associate Professor, Television
BA Broadcast Communications, Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago. Illinois
P APACOSTA , PANGRATIOS •
ASSociate Professor, Science and
Mathematics
PhD Physics, University of London.
London . England
PA R K . SAMUEL
Assistant Professor, English
PhD English, University of Southern
California. Los Angeles. California
PARR. DEBRA R I LE Y
Associate Pro;essor, Associate Chair,
Art and Design
PhD Critical Theory, Boston University.
Boston. Massachusetts
PATINK IN, SHE LDON
Chair Emeritus, Theater
MA English, University of Chicago,
Chicago. Illinois
PAY T ON. LEE C.
Assistant Professor, Film & Video
MFA Film and Recording Arts.
Aorida State University Film School,
Tallahassee. Aorida
PENROD. JACQUELI NE
Associate Professor, Theater
BFA Theater Design, University of Illinois.
Urt>an&Champaign, Illinois
P ER K I NS, KATHLE EN M.
Associate Professor, Theater
MFA Theater. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis. Minnesota
PI CHASKE, KR ISTIN
Assistant Professor, Television
MA Documentary Film and Video.
Stanford University. Palo Alto,
California
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PETRO L LE, JEAN
Associate Professor. English
PhD English, University of Illinois.
Chicago, Illinois
PORTER, RUSSELL
Associate Professor. Film & Video
POST I GLIONE. COREY
Associate Professor. Art and Design
MA 20th.Century Art History, Theory and
Criticism, School of the Art Institute of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
POTTER, M ELISSA H I LLIA RD
Assistant Professor, lnrerdisclpllnary Arts
MFA Rutgers University,
New Brunswick, New Jersey
POWELL. DOUGLAS REICHERT
Asslstanr Professor. English
PhD English, Northeastern University,
Boston. Massachusetts
POWELL. PEGEEN REICHERT
Assistant Professor. English
PhD English Composition. Rhetoric and
Sociolinguistics. Miami University,
Oxford. Ohio
PRADOS · TOR R E IRA, TERESA
ASSociate Professor, Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD American Intellectual History,
University of Missouri,
Columbia, Missouri
PRIDE. ALEXIS
Fiction WrWngAssociate Professor,
PhD English , University of Wisconsin.
Milwaukee. Wisconsin
PU ENTE. TERESA
Assistant Professor, Journalism
MFA Fiction Writing, Columbia College
Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
RABIGER. MICHAEL
Professor Emeritus, Film & Video
BA. DePaul University. Chicago, Illinois
RAPPAPORT, MAT
Assistant Professor, Television
MFA Visual Art, University of
Notre Dame, South Bend.
Indiana
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RAS I NARIU, CONSTANTIN

SAEED-VAFA, M EH RNAZ

ASsociate Professor, Science and
Mathematics

ASsociate Professor, Film & VIdeo

PhD Theoretical Physics, University of
Illinois. Chicago, Illinois

MFA Film, University of Illinois,
Chicago. Illinois

SCHOLL. ERIC
Associate Professor. Television
MFA Film and VIdeo, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois

SALOVAARA , JOHN

SCHULTZ, JOHN

RAVANAS , PHILIPPE

Lecture, English

Fiction Writing, Professor Emeritus

ASsociate Professor, Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Management

MA English Literature, Princeton
University. Princeton. New Jersey

Professor Emeritus

MBA. University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin

SAMARDZIJA, ZORAN

SEAY, JESSE
Assistant Professor, Audio Arts and

Assistant Professor, Film & Video

Acoustics

RICH, J. DENNIS

PhD Modern Studies. University of

MFA Studio Art. The School of the Art

Associate Professor, Chair, Arts,
Enterta inmen~ and Media Management

Wisconsin. Mitwaukee. Wisconsin

Institute of Chicago. Chicago. Illinois

SANDHU , ARTI

SEWARD. PHILIP'

PhD Theatre and Drama. University of

Wisconsin . Madison. Wisconsin

Assistant Professor, Art and Design

Music

RILEY, BRENDAN P.

MA Theater. Northwestern University.
Evanston, Illinois

Assistant Professor, English

MA Fashion and Textiles.
Nottingham Trent University,
Nottingham. England

PhD English, University of Florida.
Gainesville, Florida

SANDROFF, HOWARD

Associate Professor. lnteracave Arts and
Media

SHANNON, MIRELLA

Associate Professor, Audio Arts and
ROBERTS, JOSE PH S .

ASsociate Professor, Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Management

Acoustics
MM. Roosevelt University.
Chicago, Illinois

MA Liberal Studies. New York University,
New York, New York

Coleman Professor
PhD Entrepreneurship, University of
Chicago. Chicago. Illinois

SANDS, ROSITA

Associate Professor. Theater

Professor, Music

MA Integrated Professional Studies.
DePaul University, Chicago. Illinois

ROHN , J IM

Associate Professor, Film & Video
BA Liberal Arts. Northern Illinois
University, OeKalb, Illinois
ROSS . SHARON

SHAW, BR I AN •

EdD Music Education. Teachers
College. Columbia
University. New York,
New York

Senior Lecturer. Theater

SAWYERS . ROSS A.

BA, Columbia College Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois

SHAW . STEPHAN I E

Assistant Professor, Photography

Associate Professor, Television

MFA Interdisciplinary Visual Arts.

SHERIDAN. BRUCE

PhD Radio-TV-Film Studies. University
of Texas. Austin, Texas

University of Washington. Seattle,

Associate Professor, Chair, Film & VIdeo

Washington

ROUSH, RON

SAYSET, M I CHELLE

BA (Hons) Graduate Degree Philosophy,
University of Auckland, Auckland.
New Zealand

Senior Lecturer, Art and Design

Lecturer, English

BFA Interior Design, Harrington Institute,
Chicago, Illinois

MA English. Illinois State University,
Normal. Illinois

ROZANC, GARY

SCHIFF. JEFF

Assistant Professor, Art and Design

ASsociate Professor, English

SHIFLETT, BETTY
Fiction Writing. Professor Emeritus
Professor Emeritus
BA Art Education, Texas Women's
University, Denton, Texas

MFA Visual Communication Design,
Cleveland State University, Cleveland.

PhD English, State University of New
York. Binghamton, New York

S HI FLETT, SHAWN

Associate Professor. Fiction Writing

Ohio
SC HLESING ER . LISA
RYBICKY, DANIEL A.
Associate Professor, Film & Video
MFA Dramatic Writing
(Screenwriting and Playwriting),
New York University,
Tisch School of the Arts.
New York, New York

•Recipient of the Excellence in Teaching Award

Assistant Professor, Fiction Writing

MA Creative Writing, Central State
University, Edmond, Oklahoma

MFA Iowa Writers' Workshop, MFA Iowa
Playwrights' workshop. University of Iowa

SH I NEFLUG. NANA

SCHLOSSBERG, HOWARD

Associate Professor, Interdisciplinary Arts
and Theater

Associate Professor. Journalism
MA Journalism, Northern Illinois
University, OeKalb. Illinois
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MA Interdisciplinary Arts. Columbia
College Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
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SHIRLEY. THOMAS l.
ASsociate Profess<K, Pf>o(ography
MFA Pllotognlphy. School of the Art
Institute of Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
S H O N EKA N . S T EP HANI E

Associate Professor. Humanities. History,
and Social Sclenoes
PhO Ethnomuslcology. Indiana University,
Bloomington. Indiana
S I LVERSTE I N, LOUIS
Distinguished Service Professor.
Humanities, History, and Social Sciences
PhD Education. Northwestern Unh.-ersity.
Evanston. Illinois
SI NK ER. DANIEL
Assistant Professor, JO<Jrnalism
BFA. The School of the Art lnsbtute.
Chicago. Illinois
SLADE. CAT H ER I NE
Associate Professor, Theater
BA Theater. Columbia College Chicago,
Chicago. Illinois

SMI TH. DO N
ASsociate Professor. Film & V'ldeo
MAA F1lm and Video. Columbia College
Chicago. Chicago. IllinoiS
SPECTOR. ESTELLE

Associate Professor. Theater
SPITZ. JEFF
ASsociate Professor. Film & Video
MA EngliSh Language and literature.
University of Chicago, Chicago. Illinois
STA L LW ORTH. MAR I ANN E C.

Assistant Professor, Education
MA Educational Administration and
Supervision, Roosevelt University,
Chicago, Illinois

STRAZEWSKI. LEONARD

Associate Professor, JO<Jrnalism
MA EngloSh, University of Illinois, Urt>anaChampalgro. Illinois
MS Industrial Relations. Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois
S U LLI VAN . MAR GAR ET
Assoclote Professor. Chair. Marketing
Communication
MFA Creative Wntlng, Columbia College
Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
SULSKI. JIM
Assoclate Professor. JO<JmaiiSm
MA Commumcatoons. University of
IllinoiS. Chicago. Illinois
SUTHERLAND, R. BE N JA M IN
Asslstont Professor. Audio Arts and
Acoustics

PhD Music Composition, University of
Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
S WI DER , C H R I S T OPHE R
Associate Professor, Film & Video
MFA Film Directing, Polish National Film
School, Lodt. Poland
SWIOLER. MICHAEL
Assistant Profess<K. Marketing
Communication
MBA Marl<etong Management, Loyola
Unrvei'Sity, Chocago. lllonots
TARLETON, OAVIO

Assistant Professor. Rim & Video

STOWE. CAROL ANN
ASsociate Professor. Education
Program Director, Early Childhood
Education
PhD Educational Processes.
Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
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TO OS I, FERESHTE H
Lecturer. New Millennium Studies: The
First-Year Seminar
MFA M. Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
TRIGIL I O , TONY
ASsociate Professor, EngliSh
PhD English. Northeastern University.
Boston. Massachusetts
TRINIDAD. OAVIO
Associate Professor, English
MFA Creatove Writoog. Poetry, Brooklyn
College. Brooklyn, New YOrk
TS'AO. WENHWA
Associate Professor, Film & Video
MFA Photography and Film,
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Richmond. Vlrgonla
UHL. A M Y
Assistant Professor. Theater
BA Orama/Communocatoon.
JackSOtMiie State unrversrty.
JackSOtMIIe. Alabama
UZZLE. TEO
Lecturer, Audio Arts and Acoustics
AB. Harvard Un1versoty.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

M FA Cinema-Television Production,
University of Southern California, Los
Angeles. California
THALL. BOB

Associate Professor. Chair, Photography
M FA Photography, University of Illinois,
Chicago. Illinois

STEIFF. JOSEF
Associate Professor. Film & V'ldeo
MFA Film. Ohio University. Athens. Ohio

THULIN, KENDR A
Asslsranr Professor. Theater
MFA Actong, DePaul University.
The Theatre School. Chicago, Illinois

THOMPSON. GEORGE E.
Associate Professor. Art and Oesigt>
MFA Graphic and Product Design. Purdue
Unrvers1ty. West Lafayette. Indiana
THOMPSON. PETER
ASSOCiate Professor. Photography
MA Comparative Literature. University of
California, Irvine. California
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VACCARELLO. PAU L
Associate Professor, Art and Design
AAS Illustration. layton School o f Art,
Milwaukee. WISconsin
VAN M ANEN . JA M ES
Assistant Professor. ASL - English

lnrerpreration
PhD Special Education Administration,
Gallaudet University. WaShington

oc

VASSILAKIS , PANTELIS N.
Associate Professor, Chair, Audio Arts and
Acoustics
PhD Music Congnition. Acoustics and
Aesthellcs. University of California.
Los Angeles. California

•Recrpient
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WALLACE, M ARGO T

W I LLIAM S, LILL I AN

Associate Professor. Marketing

Associate Professor, Journalism

Communication
MA Integrat ed Professional Studies,
DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois

PhD Higher Education, Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois

WAT KI NS, ROB ERT
Assistant Professor. Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD Political Science, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

WI LS Y N , B OSS I
Senior Lecturer, Music
WI S E, DENNIS

Senior Lecturer. Theater
BFA Dance, Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah

W EIH UA, Ll

Assistant Professor, Science and
Mathematics
M S Mathematics, Shaanxi Normal
University, China
W ELLE R, S A M
Assistant Professor. Fiction Writing
M FA Fiction Writing, Columbia Co llege
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
W ELSH , M ICHAEL
Associate Professor. Science and

WIT HR OW , M AR K
Associate Professor, English
PhD English, Illinois State University,
Normal, Illino is

and Media Management
MSJ, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois

PhD Physics, Michigan State University,
East Lansing, M ichigan
ZU R E K , S H ARO N

M S Photography, Illinois Instit ute of
Techno logy. Chicago, Illino is

BA Film and Video, Co lumbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

WOODB U RY, RIC H ARD

Associate Professor, Dance

Senior Lecturer, Theater

WH ITF I EL D , PAU L ETTE•
Associate Professor. Arts, Entertainment,

Acoustics

Senior Lecturer. Film & Video

W H ATLEY, ROB I N
Assistant Professor, Science and
PhD Geological Sciences, University of
California, Santa Barbara, California

ZHA N G, PETER X IN YA
Associate Professor. Audio Arts and

WO LK E , J AY

BA Music and Dance, Experimental
College, University of M innesota,
M inneapolis, M innesota

Mathematics

ZE I D, RIC H A R D
Associate Professor. Art and Design
MA Advertising Design, Syracuse
University, Syracuse, New York

Associate Professor, Chair. Art and Design

PhD Chemistry, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, Illino is

Mathematics

YOU N G, JESS I CA L
Assistant Professor, Dance Movement
Therapy
MA Dance Movement Therapy,
Columbia College Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois

WOOL L EY, DAV I D
BFA Acting, DePaul University,
Chicago, Illino is
WY N TE R , CADE N CE
Associate Professor, Humanities, History,
and Social Sciences
PhD History, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illino is
YA M A M OTO , CARO L

Professor Emeritus, Art and Design

Associate Professor, Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Management

MA, Univerisity of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, Illinois

MBA Arts Management, University of
California, Los Angeles, California

WI DE R OE. BE R NA R D

W I L LIA M S, ALBE RT

YER KIN S , GA RY

Senior Lecturer. Theater

Senior Lecturer. Music

BA Music, Columbia College Chicago,
Chicago, Illino is

BM Music Composition, American
Conservatory of Music, Chicago, Illinois

W ILL IA M S , JA M ES KIMO

YOUNG , BARRY
Associa te Professor, Film & Video
MFA Visual Design, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illino is

Associate Professor. Arts, Entertainment,
and Media Management
MA ManagemenVHuman Relations.
Webster University, St. Louis, M issouri

• Recipient of the Exeenence in reaching Award
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COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
College Administration

RANDALL ALBERS, PhD
Chair of Action Writing

WARRICK L. CARTER, PhD
President

ANNETTE BARBIER. M FA
Chair of Interactive Arts and Media

STEVEN KAPELKE. MFA
Provost and Senior Vice President

LISA BROCK, PHD
Chair of Humanities. History and Social Sciences
BONN I E BROO KS , MA
Chair of Dance

ALICIA BERG, M S
VIce President of Campus Environment

BARBARA CALABRESE, MS
Chair of Radio

R. M ICHAEL DESALLE, MBA
Vice President of Business Affairs and CFD

KEN NETH DALEY , PhD
Chair of English

ANNE E. FOLEY, MA. M LS
Vice President, Administration, Research, and Planning

NANCY DAY, MA
Chair of Journalsim

ANNICE KE LLY, JD
Vice President and General Counsel

J. RICHARD DUNSCOMB, MM E
Chair of Music

MARK KELLY, MA
Vice President of Student Affairs

CARL Y FLAGG·CAMPBELL, MA
Chair of ASL·English Interpretation

ELLEN KR UTZ , M S
Vice President of Human Resources

JO HN C. GREEN, Ph D
Chair of Theater

LOUISE LOVE, PhD
Vice President of Academic Affairs

MICHAEL NIEDERMAN. MFA
Chair of Television

ERIC WINSTON , PhD
Vice President of Institutional Advancement

CONSTANTIN RASINAR I U, PhD
Chair of Science and Mathematics

DOREEN BARTONI, MA
Dean of the School of Media Arts

j. DENNIS RICH, PhD
Chair of Arts Entertainment & Media Management

JO CATES , MS
Associate Vice President for Academic Research and
Dean of the Libra!)'

BRUCE SHERIDAN, BA
Chair of Rim & Video
PANTELIS VASS I LA KIS , PhD
Chair of Audio Arts and Acoustics

DEBORAH HOLDSTE IN , PhD
Dean of the School of liberal Arts and Sciences
ELIZA NICHOLS , PhD
Dean of the School of Ane and Performing Arts
SHARON WILSON·TAYLOR. Ph D
Associate Vice President and Dean of Students
WI L LIAM FREDERKING, MFA
Associate Dean of the School of Ane and Performing Arts
ALTON M ILL ER , MFA
Associate Dean of t he School of Media Arts
NEI L PAGANO, Ph D
Associate Dean of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
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CO L LEGE ADMINISTRATION AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Board of Trustees

PAUL R. KNAPP

ALLEN M . TURNER
Chairman of the Board

BARRY A . MAYO

AVE RI L L LEVI TON

Vice Chairs

DAN I EL E. MCLEAN

ELLEN STO NE BELIC

HOWA RD MENDELSOHN

WARREN K. CHAPMAN, PhO

SYLVIA NE IL

DON JACKSON

JOSE PH F. PEYRO NNIN Ill

MARC IA LAZAR

STEPHEN H. PUGH
MADELINE MU RPH Y RABB

RALPH W. GIDWITZ
Treasurer

M IC HELLE ROSE N
ARLEN D. RUB IN
BARRY M . SABLOFF

JOH N R. GEH RON
Secretary

LAWRENCE K . SNIDER
RAYMOND SPE NCER

WARRIC K L. CARTE R, PhD
President

AR TH UR SUSS MAN

Trustees

DEMPSEY J. TRAVIS

ANDREW J. N. ALEXANDER

ROBERT A. WIS LOW

NANCY TOM

WI LLIAM CELLINI JR.

Lifetime Trustees

LESTER CONEY

SAM UEL E. PFEFFER

STEVE DEVICK

DAVID S. SO LOMON , MD

SUSAN V. DOWN ING

Trustee Emeritus

ALLAN R. DR EBIN , PhD
LORANNE EHLENBACH

LERONE BENNETT JR.

BR ENT W. FELITTO

SYDNEY SM ITH GORDON

GEO RG IA FOGELSON

VICTOR SKREBNESKI

MARY LOUISE HADDAD

HELENA CHAPELL[ N WILSON

BILL L. HOOD

Honorary Trustee

GARY S. HOPMAYER

BILL KURTIS

CHESTE R T. KAMIN
PAME LA KENDALL·RIJOS
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academic advising, 325, 331
academic dishonesty, 338
academic dismissal. 332
academic distinction. 338
academic grievances. 338
Academic Initiatives and International
Programs. 339
academic integrity, 338
academic options and opportunities. 339
academic petitions, 331
academic standing. 331
academic status, notification of, 332
acceptance into the College. 317
accreditation of College. 8
ACT assessment. 317
adding classes. 334
administration. listing of, 352
admission requirements. 317
advanced placement credit , 335
Advising Center, 325. 331
Anchor Graphics. 331
Anti-Discrimination and Harassment
policy, 335
appeals, 332
application for undergraduate
admission. 317
Art and Design, 19-4 7
art centers on campus, 330

In Television, 302
in Theater, 126
baccalaureate degree programs. 10
Bachelor of Music (BMus). 11
degree requirements. 11
in Composition, 94
in Contemporary, Urban and
Popular Music, 94
Sachelor of Fine Arts (BFA), 12
degree requirements, 12
in Acting, 124
in Advertising Arts, 20
in Dance, 66
in Directing, 124
in Fashion Design, 20
in Fiction Writing. 78
in Fine Art, 20
in Graphic Design, 21
in Illustration. 21
in Interior Architecture, 21
in Musical Theater Performance, 125
in Photography, 114
in Product Design, 21
in Theater Design, 125
Soard of Trustees. 353
bookstore. 330
Bridge Program, 317

in Arts Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Management. 50
in Audio Design and Production, 216
in Audio for Visual Media
(Audio Arts). 216
in Audio for Visual Media (Film). 226
in Broadcast Journalism, 272
in Cinematography, 226
in Composition. 94
in Contracting. 217
in Critical Studies. 226
in Directing (Theater), 126
in Directing (Film). 226
in Directing/Production
(Television). 302
in Documentary, 227
in Fashion/Retail Management. 50
in Instrumental Performance, 94
in Interactive Television. 302
in Jazz Instrumental Performance. 95
in Jazz Vocal Performance, 95
in Live Sound Reinforcement, 217
in Magazine Writing and Editing, 272
in Marl<eting. 280
in Media Management, 50
in Music Business. 50
in Musical Theater Performance. 127
in News Reporting and Writing, 272

Arts. Entertainment. and Media

C·33 Gallery, 330
Cambridge International Examinations
(CIE), 336
campus buildings. 329
Campus Security Act. 337
Center for Asian Arts and Media, 329
Center for Black Music Research, 329
Center for Sook and Paper Arts, 330
Center for Community Arts
Partnerships, 329
Center for Instructional Technology, 330
Center for Teaching Excellence, 330
cheating, 331
class standing, 333
classes
adding, 334
dropping, 334
withdrawing from, 334
cc>-curricular activities. 331
code of conduct, 335
College Level Examination Program
(CLEP), 335
College-wide electives. 10
College-wide events. 326
Comedy Studies: Second City, 128
Conaway Achievement Project (CAP). 339
Concentrations
in Acting, 126
in Acoustics. 216
in Advertising, 280
in Animation (Film), 226

in Performing Arts Management. 51

Management, 4~
ASL- English Interpretation, 149-153
assessment, new students. 319
Audio Arts and Acoustics, 215-224
audit, graduation, 335
Sachelor of Arts (BA). 11
degree requirements, 11
minor degree plans, 11
in Art and Design, 22
in Art History, 22
in Arts, Entertainment. and Media
Management, 50
in ASL-English Interpretation, 150
in Audio Arts and Acoustics. 216
in Creative Writing: Nonfiction, 162
in Creative Writing: Poetry, 162
in Cultural Studies, 178
in Dance, 67
in Early Childhood Education , 156
in Fiction Writing, 78
in Film and Video. 226
in Game Design, 258
in Interactive Arts and Media. 258
in Journalism, 272
in Marl<eting Communication, 280
in Music. 94
In Photography, 114
in Radio, 292
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in Post-Production, 227
In Post-Production/Effects. 302
in Producing, 227
in Public Relations. 280
in Science Journalism , 272
in Screenwriting, 227
in Sports Management. 51
in Sports Marketing
Communications, 280
in Technical Theater, 127
in Theater Design, 126
in Visual Arts Management, 51
in Vocal Performance. 95
in Writing/Producing, 302
consortium agreements, 333
counseling services, 325
course fees. 320
course numbering guide. 14
Critical Encounters. 331
Dance, 65-75
performance standards, 66-67
Dance Center. 330
dean's list, 338
declaration of major. 10
deferred admission, 317
departmental tutoring, 340
Department of Exhibitions and
Performing Spaces. 326
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Directed Studies. 339
disabilities. students with, 325
dismissal. academic, 332
double majors. 11
dropping classes. 334
Early Childhood Education, 15&160
electives. 1D
English. 161·175
equal opportunity clause. 8
ESL program. 163
expectations and responsibilities
of student, 331
advising. 331
attendance, 331
co.:urricular activities. 331
prohibited conduct, 331
faculty listing, 341.:351
failure to meet minimum grade. 333
Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Annual Notice to Students. 336
Fashion Columbia Study Collection, 330
fees. 320
Fiction Writing, 77·91
Film and Video. 225-256
financial aid , 320
federal programs. 321

Hokin Center, 330
Humanities. History. and Social
Sciences. 178-196
incomplete grade (1). 333
independent projects. 339
Institute for the Study of Women
and Gender in the Arts and Media. 329
instructional resources fees. 320
Interactive Arts and Media. 257-270
Interdisciplinary BA with Concentration
in Playwriting. 78. 127
Interdisciplinary BFA in
Playwriting. 78. 126
Interdisciplinary Minor in Creative
Non-Fiction, 79
Interdisciplinary Minor in
Playwriting. 79. 128
International Baccalaureate, 336
international students. 318
international study, 339
internship program, 339
interpreting services. 325
January session (J.Session), 318
Journalism. 271-278
key to course listings. 14

Illinois state programs. 321
scholarships, 321
financial obligations, 320
forgery. 331
Form 1·20 Certificate of Eligibility, 319
fourth semester cumulative GPA
(FSAP). 332
fraudulent documents. 331
Free Application for Student Financial
Services (FAFSA), 321
galleries. campus, 330
General Educat ion Diploma (GED). 317
Glass Curtain Gallery. 330
grade appeals, 332
grade point average (GPA), 331
grade points. 333
grades. 333. 338
change of. 338
grievance. 338
grading system. 333
graduation audit. 335
graduation cum laude. 338
guide to academic programs
of instruction and courses, 14
Health Center. 326
Hermann Conaway Multicultural
Center. 330
High School Summer Institute. 318
history of the College. 7
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message from the VP of Student
Affairs, 323
military credit, 336
minimum academic standards, 331
minimum grade, failure to meet. 333
minor degrees. 11
in Acting, 127
in American Sign Language
Studies. 150
in Art History. 24
in Arts. Entertainment, and Media
Management, 51
in Black World Studies. 178
in Cultural Studies, 178
in Dance. 67
in Directing, 128
in Education. 156
in Environmental Science, 202
in Fiction Writing, 79
in Hispanic/Latino Studies. 178
In Literature. 163
in Marketing Communication. 280
in Non-Linear Editing, 302
in Photography, 114
in Poetry, 162
,in Professional Writing, 163
in Public Relations. 280
in Web Development, 258

in Women and Gender Studies. 178
LAS core curriculum. S.12
before fall 2005. 10
culture. values. and ethics
requirement. 9
foundations of communications
requirement. 9
historical narratives and civic
consciousness requirement, 9
objectives, 9
physical and material world
requirement. 9
Language and Media Laboratory. 150
late withdrawal. 334
Learning Studio. 339
library. Columbia College
Chicago. 327
life experience credit. 336
Literacy Program. 163
major declaration. 10
Marketing Communication. 279·289
maximum time frame to complete
degree. 331
message from the dean of the
library. 327
message from the president. 1
message from the provost. 3
message from the VP of Academic
Affairs. 5
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in Writing for Television, 303
listing of. 11
mission of the College, 7
multicultural affairs. 326
multimedia student art
centers, 330
Museum of Contemporary
Photography. 329
museums, campus, 329
Music. 93·111
New Millennium Studies. 197-199
new student programs. 325
notification of academic status. 332
Office of New Student Programs
and Orientation. 325
Office of Transfer Evaluation. 336
orientation. 319. 325
pass grade (P). 333
Photography, 113-122
plagiarism, 331
Portfolio Center, 325
post-baccalaureate certificate of major
description. 318
posting of degrees. 335
privacy act notice. 336
probation. 332
prohibited conduct. 331
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Radio, 291·299
Reading Center, 339
readmission, 332
Records Office, 330
refund schedule, 320
registration, 319. 334
repeatable courses (R), 334
repeating courses for credit, 334
residence life, 326
retention of application materials. 318
returning students, 318
Safety and Security Office. 337
SAT, 317
satisfactory academic progress (SAP)
policy, 331
scholarships, 317, 321
School of Fine and Performing
Arts, 15-144
School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, 145-210
School of Media Arts, 211·316
Science and Math Learning Center, 339
Science and Mathematics. 201·210
security act, 337
semesters and schedules. 13
ShopColumbia, 326
student art centers, 330
student code of conduct, 331
student communications, 326
student development, 325
student employment , 326
student engagement, 326
St udent Financial Services. 321
Student Health Center, 326
student life, 326
student resources, 325
student spaces. 326
students-at-large, 319
students with disabilities, 325
study abroad, 12, 333
Summer Bridge Program, 317, 339
Summer Intensive English Language
Institute (SIELI), 163
summer school, 3 18
supplemental instruction. 340

Undergraduate Admissions
Offioe, 321, 336
undergraduate departments, 13
unpaid charges, 320
unreported grades (NG), 333
valedictorian, 338
veterans, 336
withdrawal from the College, 334
withdrawal grade (W), 332
withdrawing from classes, 334
wor1< experience credit, 336
Writing Center. 339
writing intensive requirement, 10

Television, 301-316
Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL), 318
Theater, 123·144
transfer articulations, 336
transfer credit, 335
transfer students, 317
in Dance, 66, 67
tuition, 320
tutoring, 340
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